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PREFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION.

In this Edition considerable alterations have been made

in chapter xii. In particular, the proof of the theorem

that every integral equation has a root has been amplified,

and also illustrated by graphical considerations.

An Appendix has been added dealing with the general

algebraic solution of Cubic and Biquadratic Equations

;

with the reducibility of equations generally ; and with the

possibility of solution by means of square roots. As the

theorems established have interesting applications in Ele-

mentary Geometry, it is believed that they may find an

appropriate place in an Elementary work on Algebra.

G. CHEYSTAL.

•29th June 1904.

PEEFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

The comparatively rapid sale of an edition of over two

thousand copies of this volume has shown that it has, to

some extent at least, filled a vacant place in our educational

system. The letters which I have received from many

parts of the United Kingdom, and from America, containing

words of encouragement and of useful criticism, have also

strengthened me in the hope that my labour has not been
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ill vain. It would be impossible to name here all the

friends who have thus favoured me ; and I take this oppor-

tunity of offering them collectively my warmest thanks.

The present edition has been thoroughly revised and

corrected. The first chapter has been somewhat simplified;

and, partly owing to experience with my own pupils, partly

in consequence of some acute criticism sent to me by Mr.

Levett of Manchester, the chapters on Indices have been

recast, and, I think, greatly improved. In the verification

and correction of the results of the exercises I have been

indebted in a special degree to the Eev. John Wilson,

Mathematical Tutor in Edinburgh.

The only addition of any consequence is a sketch of

Horner's Method, inserted in chapter xv. I had originally

intended to place this in Part II. ; but, acting on a sugges-

tion of Mr. Hayward's, I have now added it to Part I.

To help beginners, I have given, after the table of

contents, an index of the principal technical terms used in

the volume. This index will enable the student to turn up

a passage where the " hard word " is either defined or other-

wise made plain.

G. CHEYSTAL.

Edinburgh, 11th October 1889.



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

'J'UK work on Algebra of wliich this volume forms the first

part, is so far elementary that it begins at the beginning of

the subject. It is not, however, intended for the use of

absolute beginners,

The teaching of Algebra in the earlier stages ought to

consist in a gradual generalisation of Arithmetic ; in other

words, Algebra ought, in the first instance, to be taught as

Arithmeiica Universalis in the strictest sense. I suppose

that the student has gone in this way the length of, say, the

solution of problems by means of simple or pei'haps even

quadratic equations, and that he is more or less familiar

with the construction of literal formulae, such, for example,

as that for the amount of a sum of money during a given

term at simple interest.

Then it becomes necessary, if Algebra is to be any-

thing more than a mere bundle of unconnected rules, to

lay down generally the three fundamental laws of the

subject, and to proceed deductively— in short, to introduce

the idea of Algebraic Foim, which is the foundation of all

the modern developments of Algebra and the secret of analy-

tical geometry, the most beautiful of all its applications.

Such is the course followed from the beginning in this

work.
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As mathematical education stands at present in this

country, the first part might be used in tlie higlier classes

of our secondary schools and in the lower courses of our

colleges and universities. It will he seen on looking through

the pages that the only knowledge re(|uired outside of

Algebra proper is familiarity with the definition of the

trio-ononietrical functions and a knowledge of their funda-

mental addition-theorem.

Tlie first oliject I have set before me is to develop

Algebra as a science, and thereby to increase its usefulness

as an educational discipline. I have also endeavoured so

to lay the foundations that nothing shall have to be un-

learned and as little as possible added when the student

comes to the higher parts of the subject. The neglect of

this consideration I have found to be one of the most

important of the many defects of the English text-books

hitherto in vogue. Where innnediate practical application

comes in (piestion, I have striven to adapt the matter to

that end as far as the main general educational purpose

would allow. I have also endeavoured, so far as possible,

to give complete information on every subject taken up, or,

in default of that, to indicate the proper sources ; so that

the book should serve the student both as a manual and

as a book of reference. The introduction here and there of

historical notes is intended partly to serve the purpose just

mentioned, and partly to familiarise the student with the

great names of the science, and to open for him a vista

beyond the boards of an elementary text-book.

As examples of the special features of this book, I may

ask the attention of teachers to chapters iv. and v. With

respect to the opening chapter, which the beginner will
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doubtless find the hardest in the book, I should mention

that it was written as a suggestion to the teacher how

to connect the general laws of Algebra with the former

experience of tlie pupil. In writing this chapter 1 had to

rememl)er that 1 was engaged in writing, not a book on the

philosoplncal nature of the first principles of Algebra, but

the first chapter of a book on their consequences. Another

peculiarity of the work is the large amount of illustrative

matter, which 1 thought necessary to prevent the vagueness

which dims the learner's vision of pure theory; this has

swollen the book to dimensions and corresponding price

that require some apology. The chapters on the theory of

the complex varial)le and on tlie ecpiivalence of systems of

equations, the free use of graphical illustrations, and the

elementary discussion of problems on maxima and minima,

although new features in an English text -book, stand so

little in need of apology with the scientific public that I

offer none.

The order of the matter, the character of the illustra-

tions, and the method of exposition generally, are the result

of some ten years' experience as a university teacher. I

have adopted now this, now that deviation from accepted

English usages solely at the dictation of experience. It

was only after my own ideas had been to a considerable

extent thus fixed that I did what possibly 1 ought to have

done sooner, viz., consulted foreign elementary treatises.

I then found that wherever there had been free considera-

tion of the subject the results had been much the same.

I thus derived moral sujjport, and obtained numberless hints

on matters of detail, the exact sources of which it would be

difficult to indicate. I may mention, however, as specimens
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of the class of treatises referred to, the elementary text-

books of Baltzer in German and Collin in French. Among
the treatises to which I am indebted in the matter of theory

and logic, I should mention the works of De Morgan, Pea-

cock, Lipschitz, and Serret. Many of tlie exercises have

been either taken from my own class examination papers

or constructed expressly to illustrate some theoretical point

discussed in the text. For the rest I am heavily indebted

to the examination papers of the various colleges in Cam-

bridge. I had originally intended to indicate in all cases

the sources, but soon I found recurrences which rendered

this difficult, if not impossible.

The order in which the matter is arranged will doubt-

less seem strange to many teachers, but a little reflection

will, I think, convince them that it could easily be justified.

There is, however, no necessity that, at a first reading, the

order of the chapters should be exactly adhered to. I think

that, in a final reading, the order I liave given should be

followed, as it seems to me to be the natural order into

which tlie subjects fall after they liave been fully com-

prehended in their relation to the fundamental laws of

Algebra.

With respect to the very large number of Exercises,

I should mention that they have been given for the con-

venience of the teacher, in order that he might have, year

by year, in using the book, a sufficient ^•ariety to prevent

mere rote-work on the part of his pupils. I should much

deprecate the idea that any one pupil is to work all the

exercises at the first or at any reading. We do too much

of that kind of work in this country.

I have to acknowledge personal obligations to Professor
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Tait, to Dr. Thomas Man;, und to my assistant, Mr. li. E.

Allardice, for criticism and suggestions regarding the

theoretical part of the work ; to these gentlemen and to

Messrs. Mackay and .V. Y. Fi!Aser for proof reading, and

for nineli assistance in the tedious work of verifying the

answers to exercises. In this latter part of the work I

am also indebted to my pupil, Mr. J. Mackenzie, and to

my old friend and former tutor, Dr. David Eennet of

Aberdeen.

Notwithstanding the kind assistance of my friends and

the care I have taken myself, there must remain many

errors both in the text and in the answers to the exercises,

notification of which either to my publishers or to myself

will be gratefully received.

G. CHRYSTAL.

Edixb'JRGh, ^Gtlt Jane 1886.
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CHAPTEE I.

The Fundamental Laws and Processes of Algebra

as exhibited in ordinary Arithmetic.

^ 1.] The student is akeady familiar with the distinction

between abstract and concrete arithmetic. The former is con-

cerned with those laws of, and operations with, numbers that are

independent of the things numbered ; the latter is taken up

with applications of the former to the numeration of various

classes of things.

Confining ourselves for the present to abstract arithmetic,

let us consider the following series of equalities :

—

2623 10232623 X 3 + 1023 X 61

61 "^ 3 ~ 61x3
70272 _= = 384.
183

The first step is merely the assertion of the equivalence of

two different sets of operations with the same numbers. The

second and third steps, though doubtless based on certain simple

laws from which also the first is a consequence, nevertheless

require for their direct execution the application of certain rules,

of a kind to which tlie name aritkmetiad is appropriated.

We have thus shadowed forth two great branches of the higher

mathematics :—one, algebra, strictly so called, that is, the theory of

operation wath numbers, or, more generally speaking, with quanti-

ties ; the other, the higher arithmetic, or theory of numbers. These

two sciences are identical as to their fundamental laAvs, but differ

widely in their derived processes. As is usual in elementary

text-books, the elements of both will be treated in this work.

VOL. I B
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§ 2.] OrJinaiy algebra is simply the general theory of those

operations with quantitj- of which the operations of ordinary

abstract arithmetic are a particular case.

The fundamental laws of this algebra are therefore to be

sought for in ordinary arithmetic.

However various and complex the operations of arithmetic

may seem, it appears on consideration that they are merely the

result of the application of a \evy small number of fundamental

principles. To make this plain we return for a little to the very

elements of arithmetic.

ADDITION,
AND THE GENERAL LAWS CONNECTED THEREWITH.

§ 3.] When a group of things, no matter how unlike, is con-

sidered merely with reference to the number of individuals it

contains, it may be represented by another group, the individuals

of which are all alike, provided only there be as many individuals

in the rej^resentative as in the original group. The memljers of

our representative group may be merely marks (I's say) on a

2)iece of jDaper. The process of counting a group may therefore

be conceived as the successive placing of I's in our representa-

tive group, until we have as many I's as there are individuals

in the group to be numbered. This process of adding a 1 is

represented by writing + 1. We may thus have

+ 1, +1 + 1, +1 + 1 + 1, +1 + 1 + 1 + 1, &c.,

as representative groups or "numbers." As the student is of

course aware, these sj^mbols in ordinary arithmetic are abbreviated

into
1 o o i p
1, 2, o, 4, &c.

Hence using the symbol " = " to stand for " the same as," or

"replaceable by," or "equal to," we have, as definitions of 1, 2,

3, 4, &c.,

1= +1,

2- +1 + 1,

3= + 1 + 1 + 1,

4= + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1, &c.
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And there is a further arrangement for abridging the repre-

sentation of large numbers, Avhich the student is familiar with as

the decimal notation. "With numerical notation we are not

further concerned at present, but there is a view of the above

equalities which is important. After the group +1 + 1 + 1 has

been finished it may be viewed as representing a single idea to

the mind, viz. the number " three." In other words, we may

look at +1 + 1 + 1 as a series of successive additions, or we

may think of it as a whole. When it is necessary for any

purpose to emphasise the latter view, we enclose +1 + 1 + 1 in

a bracket, thus ( + 1 + 1 + 1); and it will be observed that pre-

cisely the same result is attained by writing the symbol 3 in

place of +1 + 1 + 1, for in the symbol 3 all trace of the for-

mation of the number by successive addition is lost. We might

therefore understand the equality or equation

3= +1 + 1-1
to mean ( + 1 + 1 + 1)= +1 + 1 + 1,

and then the equation is a case of the algebraical Law of

Association.

The full meaning of this law will be best understood by con-

sidering the case of two groups of individuals, say one of three

and another of four. If we wish to find the number of a groujj

made up by combining the two, we may adopt the child's process

of counting through them in succession, thus,

+ 1 + 1 + 1
I

+1 + 1 + 1 + 1-7.

But by the law of association we ma}' write for +1+1 + 1

( + 1 + 1 + 1),

and for +1 + 1 + 1 + 1

(+1 + 1 + 1 + 1),

and we have +(+1 + 1 + 1) + ( + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1) = 7,

or +3 + 4 = 7.

It will be observed that we have added a + in each case be-

fore the bracket, and it may be asked how this is justified. The

answer is simply that setting down a representative group of

three individuals is an operation of exactly the same nature as
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setting down a group of one. The law of association for addition

worded in this way for the simple case before us would be this :

To set down a representative group of three individuals is the same

as to set down in succession three representative individuals.

The principle of association may be carried further. The

representative group +3 + 4 may itself enter either as a whole

or by its parts into some further enumeration : thus,

+ 6 + ( + 3 + 4)= +6 + 3 + 4

is an example of the law of association which the student will

have no difficulty in interpreting in the manner already indi-

cated. The ultimate proof of the equality may be regarded as

resting on a decomposition of all the symbols into a succession

of units. There is, of course, no limit to the complication of

associations. Thus we have

+ [( + 9 + 8) + { + 6 + ( + 5 + 3)}] + { + 6 + ( + 3 + 5)}

= +( + 9 + 8) + { + 6 + ( + 5 + 3)} + 6 + ( + 3 + 5),

= +9 + 8 + 6 + ( + 5 + 3) + 6 + 3 + 5,

= +9 + 8 + 6 + 5 + 3 + 6 + 3 + 5,

each single removal of a bracket being an assertion of the law

of association. The student will remark the use of brackets of

different forms to indicate clearly the different associations.

§ 4.] It follows from the definitions

3=+l + l + l, 2=+l + l,

that +3 + 2= +2 + 3;

and by a similar proof we might show that

+ 3 + 4 + 6= +3 + 6 + 4= +4 + 3 + 6, &c.;

in other words, the. order in which a series of additions is arranged

is indifferent.

This is the algebraical Law OF Commutation, and it will

be observed that its application is unrestricted in arithmetical

operations where additions alone are concerned. The statement

of this law at once suggests a principle of great importance in

algebra, namely, the attachment of the " symbol of operation " or

" operator " to the number, or, more generally speaking, " subject
"

or " operand," on which it acts. Thus in the above equations
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the + before the 3 is supposed to accompany the 3 when it

is transferred from one part of the chain of additions to another.

The operands in + 3, + 4, and + G are ah-eady conii)lex ; and

it may be shown by a further application of the reasoning used

ill the beginning of this article that the operand may be complex

to any degree without interfering with the validity of the com-

mutative law ; for example,

+ { + 3 + ( + 2 + 3)} + ( + 6 + 8)

= + ( + G + 8) + { + 3 + ( + 2 + 3)} ,

of which a i)ruof might also be given by first dissociating, then

commutating the individual terms +6, +8, +3, &c., and then

reassociating.

The Laio of Commutation, thus suggested hy arithmetical considera-

tions, is now laid doion as a general law of algebra ; and forms a

part of the definition of the algebraic symbol + *

SUBTRACTION.

^ 5.] For algebraical purposes the most convenient course is

to define subtraction as the inverse of addition ; or, as is more

convenient for elementary exposition, we lay down that addition

and subtraction are inverse to each other, f By this we mean

that, whatever the interpretation of the operation + b may be,

the operation - b annuls the effect of +h ; and vice versa.

Thus, - is defined relatively to + by the equation

+ a-b + h= + a (1),

or +«. + &-/>=+ a (2).

These might also be written ff

* See the general remarks in § 27.

t Here we virtually as.sume that if x + a =
ii + a, then :i:=ij. See Hankcl,

Vorlcsungen ii. d. Complcxcn Zalilcn (Leipzig, 1867), p. 19.

ft It may conduce to clearness in followiug some of the above discussions to

remember that the primary view of a chain of operations written in any order

is that the operations are to be carried out successively from left to right
;

for example, if we think merely of the last addition, + 2 + 3 + 5 + 6 in more fully

expressive symbolsmeans + ( + 2 + 3-l-5) + 6, thatis, +10 + 6; +a + 6 + c means

+ ( + a + 6y -!- c ; + a - 6 + c; means + ( + a - 6) + c ; and so on. We may here re-

mind the reader that, in ordinary practice, when + occurs before the first member
of a chain of additions and subtractions, it is usually omitted for brevity.
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+ { + a-b) + h= + a {!'),

+ { + a + b) -b^ + a (2').

From a quantitative point of view we might put the matter

thus : the question, "What is the result of subtracting b from a 1

is regarded as the same as the question, What must be added to

+ b to produce + a 1 and the quantity which is the answer to

this question is symbolised by + a - b. Starting with the defini-

tion involved in (1) and (2), ami putting no restriction upon the

operands a and b, or, what is the same thing from a quantitative

point of view, assuming that the quantity + a -b always exists, we

may show that the laws of commutation and association hold for

chains of operations whose successive links are additions and sub-

tractions. We, of course, assume the commutative laAv for addi-

tion, having already laid it down as one of our fundamental laws.

§ G.] Since + a- c + c = -h a by the definition of the mutual

relation between addition and subtraction, we have

(i-^b-c = a-c + c + b-c;
* =a-c + b + c-c,

by law of commutation for addition
;

= a-c + b (1),

by definition of subtraction.

Also a-b-c = a-c + c-b-c,

by definition
;

— a - c - b + c - c,

by case (1);

= a-c-b (2),

by definition

E(iuations (1) and (2) may be regarded as extending the law

of commutation to the sign - .* We can now state tliis law

fully as follows :

—

± a±b= ±b:t a
;

* It might be objected here that it has not been shown that - r may come

into the first place in the chain of operations. The answer to this wouUl be

tliat +a-c-b may either be a complete chain in itself or merely the latter

part of a longer chain, sa.yp + a-c-b. In the second case our proof would

show th&t p + a-c-b=p-c + a-b; and the natiuc of algebraic generality
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or, ill words, In any chain of additions and snbfractions the different

members may be written in any order, each with its proper sign

attached.

Here the full significance of the attachment of the operator

to the operand appears. Thus in the following instance the

quantities change places, carrying their signs of operation with

them in accordance with the commutative law:—
+ 3-2 + 1-1- +3 + 1-1-2,

= +3-1 + 1-2,
= -2-1 + 1+3.

§ 7.] By the definition of the mutual relation between addi-

tion and subtraction, we have

a + {-\-b-c)=+a + { + b-c) + c-c,

-^ a + b - c (1).

Again, l)y the definition,

p + b-c + c-b=j) + b-b,

Hence a -
{ + b - c) -^ a -

{ + b - c) ^ b - c + r - b
;

*

-a-{ + b-c) + { + b-c) + c-b,

by case (1)

;

= rt + c - A,

by the definition ;

= a~b + c (2),

by the law of commutation already

established.

§ 8.] The results in last paragraph, taken along with those of

^ 3 above, may be looked upon as establishing the lav of associa-

tion for addition and subtraction. This law may be symbolised

as follows :

—

±(±a±b±c± &c.) = ±(±a)±(±b)±(±c)± &c.,

with the following law of signs,

+ ( + «)=+(/, - ( + a) = -a,

+ (-«)=-«, -(-«)=+ a.

requires that +a-c-b should not have any property in composition which it

has notj^er se. As to all questions of this kind see §. 27.
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The same may be stated in words as follows :—// any number of

quantities affected with the signs + oi' - occur in a bracket, the bracket

may be removed, all the signs remaining the same if + precede the

bracket, each + lieing changed into - and each - into + if - jyrecede

the bracket.

In the above symbolical statement double signs ( i ) have

been used for compactness. The student will observe that Avith

three letters 2x2x2x2, that is, IG, cases are included. Thus

the law gives

+ { + a + b + c) = + a + b + c,

-\-{-a + b + c)= - a + b + c,

-(-a + b + c)= + a~b - c, iKrc.

§ 9.] It will not have escaped the student that, in the as-

sumption that + a - b is a quantity that always exists, we have

already transcended the limits of ordinary arithmetic. He will

therefore be the less surprised to find that many of the cases

included under the laws of commutation and association exhibit

operations that are not intelligible in the ordinary arithmetical

sense.

If (C = 3 and b = 2,

then l>y the law of association and by the definition of sub-

traction

+ 3-2= +1 + 2-2,
= +1,

in accordance with ordinary arithmetical notions.

On the other hand, if

(/ = 2 and b = 3,

then by the laws of commutation and association and l)y the

definition of subtraction

+ 2-3= +2-( + 2+l),
= +2-2-1,
= -1 + 2-2,
= - 1.

Here we have a question asked to which there is no ordinary

arithmetical answer, and an answer arrived at Avhich has no

meaning in ordinary arithmetic.
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Such an operation as + 2 - .j, or its algebraical equivalent,

- 1, is to be expected as soon as we begin to reason about

operations according to general laws without regard to the appli-

cation or interpretation of the results to be arrived at. It must

be remembered that the result of a series of operations may be

looked on either as an end in itself, say the number of in-

dividuals in a group, or it may be looked upon merely as an

operand destined to take place in further operations. In the

latter case, if additions and subtractions be in question, it must

have either the + or the - sign, and either is as likely to occur

and is as reasonably to be expected as the other. Thus, as the

results of any partial operation, + 1 and - 1 mean respectively

1 to be added and 1 to be subtracted.

The fact that the operations may end in results that have no

direct interpretation as ordinary arithmetical quantities need not

disturb the student. He must remember that algebra is the

cjencral theory of those operations with quantity of which ordinary

arithmetical operations are particular cases. He may be assured

from the way in which the general laws of algebra are established

that, Avhen algebraical results admit of arithmetical meanings,

these results will be arithmetically right, even when some of the

steps hy Avhich they have been arrived at may not be arithmetic-

ally interpretable. On the other hand, when the end results

are not arithmetically intelligible, it is merely in the first instance

a question of the consistency of algebra with itself. As to what

the application of such purely algebraical results may be, that

is simply a question of the various uses of algebra ; some of these

Avill be indicated in the course of this treatise, and others will

be met Avith in abundance by the student in the course of his

mathematical studies. It will be sufficient at this stage to give

one example of the advantage that the introduction of algebraic

generality gives in arithmetical operations. + a-h asks the ques-

tion what must be added to +h to give + a. If ^ = 3 and h-2,

the answer is 1 ; if a = 2 and h = 3, then, arithmetically speaking,

there is no answer, because 3 is already greater than 2. But if

we retrard + a- h as asking what must be added to or subtracted
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from +b to get + a, then the evaluation of + a -b in any case

by the laws of algebra will give a result whose sign will indicate

w^hether addition or subtraction must be resorted to, and to Avhat

extent ; for example, if a = 3 and b = 2, the I'esult is + 1 , w-hicli

means that 1 must be added ; if a = 2 and b = 3, the result is

- 1, which means that 1 must be subtracted.

§ 10.] The application of the commutative and associative

laws for addition and subtraction leads us to a useful practical

rule for reducing to its simplest value an expression consisting

of a chain of additions and subtractions.

We have, for example,

+ a-b + c + d - e -f + g
= + a + c + d + g - b - e - f,

=^ + (a + c + d + g) - (b + c + f),

^ + '^ + (a + c + d + g)-(h + e+f)] (1),

= _
.l
+ (b + e+f)-{a + c + d + g)} (2).

If a + c + d + g be numerically greater than b + e+f, (1) is

the most convenient form ; if a + c + d + g he numerically less

than b + e + f, (2) is the most convenient. The t^wo taken to-

gether lead to the following rule for evaluating a chain of

additions and subtractions :— "^'

Add all the quantities affected with, the sign + , also all those

affected with the sign - ; take the difference of the two sjims and affix

tlie sign of the greater.

Numerical example :

—

+3-5+6+8-9-10+2
= +(3 + 6 + 8 + 2) -(5 + 9 + 10),

= +19-24,
= -(24 -19) =-5.

>5 ll.j The special case +a-a deserves close attention. A
special symbol, namely 0, is used to denote it. The operational

definition of is therefore given by the equations

+ a- a= - a + a = Q.

In accordance with this we have, of course, the results,

* Such a chain is usually spoken of as an "algebraical sum."
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b + = b = h-0,

and +0= -0,

as the student may prove by applying the laws of commutation

and association along with the definition of 0.

§ 12.] It will he observed that 0, as operationally defined, is

to this extent indefinite that the a used in the above definition

may have any value whatever.

It remains to justify the use of the of the ordinary

numerical notation in the new meaning. This is at once done

when we notice that in a purely quantitative sense stands for

the limit of the diff'erence of two quantities that have been made

to diff"er by as little as Ave please.

Thus, if we consider a + x and a,

+ (a + x) - a= + a - a + x - x.

If we now cause the x to become smaller than any assignable

quantity, the above equation becomes an assertion of the identity

of the two meaninfifs of 0.

MULTIPLICATION.

§ 13.] The primar}' definition of multiplication is as an ab-

breviation of addition. Thus + a + a, + a + a + a, + a + a + a + a,

&c., are abbreviated into + a x 2, + a x 3, + a x 4, &c. ; and, in

accordance with this notation, + a is also represented by + a x 1.

a X 2 is called the product of a by 2, or of (( iuto 2 ; a is also

called the multiplicand and 2 the multiplier. Instead of the

sign X
, a dot, or mere apposition, is often used where no am-

biguity can arise. Thus a x 2, a.2, and a2 all denote the same

thing.

§ 1-1.] So long as a and !> rejiresent integral lumibers, as is

supposed in the primaiy definition of multiplication, it is easy to

l)rove that

a X b = b X a

•

or, adopting the principle of attachment of operator and operand,

with full symbolism (see above, § 4),

X a X b = X b X a.
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The same may be established for any number of integers, for

example,

X a y. b X c= X a X c X b — x b x c x a, &c.

In other words, The order of operations in a chain of mnltiplicaiion

is ii{different.

This is the Commutative Law for multiplication.

§ 15.] We may introduce the use of brackets and the idea of

association in exactly the same way as we followed in the case

of addition. Thus in x a x ( x h x c) we are directed to multiply

a by the product of h by c. The Law of Association asserts

that this is the same as multiplying a by b, and then multiplying

this product by c. Thus

xax(^xbxc)= X a X b X c.

The like holds for a bracket containing any numl)er of factors.

Li the case where a, b, c, &c., are integers, a proof of the truth

of this law might be given resting on the definition of multi-

plication and on the laws of commutation and association for

addition.

§ 16.] Even in arithmetic the operation of multi})lication is

extended to cases which cannot by any stretch of language be

brought under the original definition, and it becomes important

to inquire what is common to the different operations thus com-

prehended under one symbol. The answer to this question,

which has at different times greatly perplexed inquirers into the

first principles of algebra, is simply that what is common is the

formal laws of operation which we are now estal)lishing, namely,

the commutative and associative laws, and another presently to be

mentioned. These alone define the fundamental operations of

addition, multiplication, and division, and anything further that

appears in any particular case (for example, the statement that

§ X 1 is h of §) is merely a matter of some interpretation,

arithmetical or other, that is given to a symbolical result demon-

strably in accordance with the laws of s3'mbolical operation.

Acting on this principle we now lay down the laws of com-

mutation and association as holding for the operation of multi-

plication, and, indeed, as in part defining it.
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§ 17.] The consideration of composite multipliers or com-

posite multiplicands introduces the last of the three great laws

of algebra.

It is easy enough, if we confine ourselves to the primary-

definition of multiplication, to prove that

+ a X ( + b + c) = + a X b + a X c,

+ a X ( + b - r) = + a x b - a x c,

{ + a - b) X ( + c - d) = + a X c - a X d - b X r + b X d.

These suggest the following, Avhich is called the Distributive

Law :

—

The p'oduct of two exjn'essions, each of which consists of a chain

of additions and subtractions, is equal to the chain of additions and

subtractions obtained by multijdying each constituent of the first expres-

sion by each constituent of the second, setting down all the partial

products thus obtained, and prefixing the + sign if the tivo constituents

previously had like signs, the - sign if the constituents previously had

unlike signs.

Symbolically, thus :

—

(±a±b) x{±c±d)
= (±a)x{± r) + ( ± a) x {± d) + (± h) x (± r)

+ (±b) X {±d),

with the following law of signs :

—

( + a) X ( + c) = + ac, ( + a) X ( - c) = - ac,

( - «) X ( + c) = - ac, ( - rt) X ( - c) = + ac.

There are sixteen different cases included in the above equation,

as will be seen by taking every combination of one or other of

the double signs before each letter.

Thus { + a-b)( + c + d)

— + ac + ad - be - bd
;

{- a-b) (- c + d)

= + ac - ad + be- bd ;

and so on.

There may, of course, be as many constituents in each

bi'acket as we please. If, for example, there be 'in in one
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bracket and n in tlie other, there M-ill be mn partial prodncts

and 2'"+" different arrangements of the signs.

Thus ly + a-h + c){- d + e)

- - ad + hd - cd + ae- be + ce
;

and so on.

The distributive law, suggested, as we have seen, by the

primary definition of multiplication, is now laid down as a law

of algebra. It forms the connecting link between addition and

multiplication, and, along with the commutative and associative

laws, completes the definition of both these operations.

§ 18.] By means of the distributive law we can prove another

property of 0. For, if b be any definite quantity, subject without

restriction to the laws of algebra, we have

+ ba - ba = + b X ( + a - a) = ( + a - a) X ( + h),

= - b X [ + a - a) = ( + a - a) X
(^
- b),

whence = ( + b) x = x ( + h) = (- b) x -- x {- b) ;

or briefly bxO = Oxb = 0.

DIVISION.

§ 1 9.] Division for the purposes of algebra is best defined as

the inverse operation to multiplication : that is to say, the

mutual relation of the symbols x and ~ is defined by

X a-^b X b = X a ( 1 ),

or* X a xb -=rb = x a (2).

From a quantitative j)oint of view, this amounts to defining

the quotient of a by b, that is, ((. -^ b, as that quantity which,

when multiplied by b, gives a.

In a-i-b, a is called the dividend and b the divisor. Some-

times a is called the antecedent and b the consequent of the

quotient.

Another notation for a quotient is very often used, namely, - or

a/b. As this is the notation of fractions, and therefore has

a meaning already attached to it in the case where a and b

are integers, it is incumbent upon us to justify its use in anotlier

See second footnote, p. 5.
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meaning. To do this Ave have simply to remark that h times
j,

that is, h times a of the hth parts of unity, is evidently a times

unity, that is, a ; also, by the definition of a-^b, h times a—h is a.

Hence we conclude that -r is operationally equivalent to a-^h in

the case where a and b are integers. No further justification is

necessary, for when either a or h, or both, are not integers, -

loses its meaning as primarily defined, and there is no obstacle

to reirardino; it as an alternative notation for a-^b.

In the above definition we have not written the signs + or -

before a and 6, but they were omitted simply for brevity, and one

or other must be understood before each letter. We shall continue

to omit them until the question as to their manipulation arises.

§ 20.] Since division is fully defined as the inverse of multi-

plication, Ave ought to be able to deduce all its laws from the

definition and the laws of multiplication.

We liave *

x a y- b -^ r — x a -^ c x c x i -f- c,

by definition
;

— X a-^c X b y. c-^c,

by law of commutation for

multiplication
;

— X a-7-c X b (1),

by definition.

Again, x u-i-b-~c - x a-r-c x c-^b-^c,

by definition
;

= X ((, -^ C -r- b X C -i- C,

by case ( 1 )

;

= xa-^c-^b (2),

by definition.

In this way we establish the law of commutation for division.

* Here again the remark made in the third note at the foot of p. .5 applies,

namelj', axb-^c primarily means, if we think only of the last operation, the

same as (a x &) -=- c ; a-r-bxc the same as (a -r 6) x c ; and so on.

As in the case of +a, when x a comes first in a chain of opeiatious, x is

in practice usually omitted for brevity.
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Taking multiplication and division together and attaching

the symbol of operation to the operand, wo may now give the

full statement of this law as follows :

—

In any chain of nmlt'qMcations and divisions the order of the

constituents is indifferent, provided the proper sign he attached to each

constituent and move with it.

Or, in symbols, for two constituents,

'^a'^h — 2. h^a,

there being 4 cases here included, for example,

-^a X b = X A — a,

-~ (i-~h ~ -^l) -^ a, and so on.

§ 21.] By the definition of the mutual relation between

multiplication and division, we have

X a y. ( X }) ~ c) = X a X
(^
X h -^ c) X c~ c,

= X a X h-^ r (1),

Again, since

X p X b-i-c X c-~ h = X p X b -i- b,

= >^P,

therefore x a^i^xb-^c)= x a-^( x b-^r) x b-r-c x c— b
;

= X a -^ ( X b -^ c) X ( X b -i- r) X c ~ b,

by case ( 1 )

;

= X a X c-^b,

by definition
;

= X a~b X c (2),

b}^ the law of comnmtation

already established.

These are instances of the law of association for division and

multiplication combined, which we may now state as follows :

—

When a bracket contains a chain of multiplications and divisions,

the bracket may be removed, every sign being tmchanged if x precede

the bracket, and every sign being reversed if -h precede the bracket.

Or, in symbols, for two constituents,

lilalb) = l{la)l{lb),
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with the folloAviiig law of signs :

—

X (x a) = X a, X ( ^ a) = 4- a,

-^ ( X a) = -^ rt, -^ ( ^ ") = X «•

In the above equation eight cases are included, for example,

X (^-^ a X h) = -^ rt X b,

^ ( -=- a X ft) = X a-hh,

— (^a-^h) = X a X h,

and so on.

§ 22.] Just as in subtraction we denote the special case

+ a - a by a separate symbol 0, so in division we denote x a -^ a

by a separate symbol 1. From this point of view, 1 has a purely

operational meaning, and we can prove for it the following laws

analogous to those established for in § 11:

—

X a-T- a = -7- a X ft = 1

,

bx l=h = h^\,
X 1= ^1.

Like 0, 1 has both a quantitative and a purely operatioi^al

meaning. Quantitatively we may look on it as the limit of the

quotient of two quantities that differ from each other by a

(juantity which is as small a fraction as we please of either. For

example, consider a + x and (/, then the equation

(a + :r) ~ a = a -^ a + x -^ a

= 1 + X-riO

becomes, when x is made as small a fraction of a as we please,

an assertion of the compatibility of the two meanings of 1.

It should be noted that, owing to the one-sidedness of the

law of distribution (that is, owing to the fact that in ordinary

algebra b + (xa^c)= x (b + a) -^ (b + c) is not a legitimate trans-

formation), there is no analogue for I'to the equation

5x0 = 0,

which is true in the case of 0.

§ 23.] If the student will now compare the laws of commuta-

tion and association for addition and subtraction on the one hand

and for multiplication and division on the other, he will find them
to he formalhj identical. It follows, therefore, that so far as these

VOL. I C
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laws are concerned there is virtually no distinction between addi-

tion and subtraction on the one hand and mnltiplication and

division on the other, except the accident that Ave use the signs

+ and — in the one case and x and -H in the other,—a conclusion

at first sight a little startling. This duality ceases wherever the

law of distribution is concerned.

§ 24.] We have already been led to consider such expressions

as + ( + 2) and + (
- 2), and to see that + a may, according to

the value given to (/, be made to stand for + ( + 2), that is, + 2, or

+ (
- 2), that is, - 2. The mere fact that a particular sign, say

4- , stands before a certain letter, indicates nothing as to its

reduced or xdtimate value ; the sign + merely indicates what

has to be done with the letter when it enters into operation.

In what })recedes as to division, and in fact in all our general

formulae, we ma}' therefore suppose the letters involved to stand

for positive or negative cjuantities at pleasure, without affecting

the truth of our statement in the least.

For example, by the law of distribution,

(a - h) (c + d) = ac + ad - he - Id :

here we may, if we like, suppose d to stand foi- —d'.

We thus have

(a - h) {f + (
- d')} = ac + a{- d') ~hc-h{- d'),

which gives, when we reduce by means of the law of signs

proper to the case,

(a - h) (c - d') = ac - ad' - he + hd',

which is true, being in fact merely another case of the law of

distribution, Avhich we have reproduced by a substitution from

the former case. This principle of suhstituiion is one of the most

important elements in the science ; it is this that gives to

algebraic calculation its immense power and almost endless

capability of development.

§ 25.] "We have now to consider the effect of explicit signs

attached to the constituents of a quotient. As this is closely

bound up with the operation of the distributive law for division,

it will be best to take the two together.
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The full symbolical statement of this law for a dividend

having two constituents is as follows :

—

(± a ± h) -^ {± c) = {± a) -^ ( ± r) + ( ± h) -~ {± c),

with tlie following law of signs,

{ + a)^( + c)= +a-^c, ( + rt) -^ ( - c) = - (/ -^ c,

( - ") -T-( + c) = - (I -f- r, ( - (i) -^ (
- t>) = + (( -^c.

Or briefly in words

—

In division the dividend may be dlstrlhuted, the signs of the ixirticd

cpiotients following the same laiv as in multiplication.

The above equation includes of coxirse eight cases. It will

be sufficient to give the formal proof of the correctness of the

law for one of them, say

[ + a-h)^{ — c) - - a -^ c + h -^ c.

By the law of distribution for multiplication, we have

(
— a-^c + b-^c)x(^ — e)= + (a ~c) x c - (b-^c) x c

;

— + a - h,

by the definition.

Hence { + a — b) -^ { — r) = {- a -^ c + b -^ c) x
(^
— c)~( — c);

= —a-^c + b-i-c,

by the definition.

§ 2G.] The law of distribution has only a limited application

to division, for although, as just proved, the dividend may be

distributed, the same is not true of the divisor. Thus it is not

true in general that

a -^ (b + c) = a -i-b + a -^ c,

or that a-^(b — c) — a-=rb — a^
r,

as the student may readily satisfy himself in a variety of Avays.

§ 27.] As we have now completed our discussion of the

fundamental laws of ordinary algebra, it may be well to insist

once more upon the exact position which they hold in the

science. To speak, as is sometimes done, of the proof of these

laws in all their generality is an abuse of terms. They are

simply laid down as the canons of the science. The best evi-

dence that this is their real position is the fact that algebras are
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in use Avhose fundamental laws diflfer from those of ordinary

algebra. In the algebra of quaternions, for example, the law

of commutation for multiplication and division does not hold

generally.

What we have been mainly concerned with in the present

chapter is, 1st, to see that the laws of ordinary algebra shall be

self-consistent, and, 2nd, to take care that the operations they lead

to shall contain those of ordinary arithmetic as particular cases.

In so far as the abstract science of ordinary algebra is con-

cerned, the definitions of the letters and symbols used are simply

the general laws laid down for their use. When we come to the

application of the formulae of ordinary algebra to any particular

purpose, such as the calculation of areas, for example, we have

in the first instance to see that the meanings we attach to the

symbols are in accordance with the fundamental laws above

stated. When this is established, the formulae of algebra become

mere machines for the saving of mental labour.

§ 28.] We now collect, for the reader's convenience, the

general laws of ordinary algebra.

Definitions connecting the Direct and Inverse

Operations.

Addition and subtraction

—

+ a — h + h= + a,

+ a + h — h = + a.

Multiplication and division

—

X a-^b X h = X a,

X a X h -^l) = X a.

Law of Association.

For addition and subtrac-
[

For multiplication and divi-

tion

—

I

sion

—

±i^±a±h)=±{±a)±{±h),
I

l{lalb) = l{la)l{^,

with the following law of signs :

—

The concurrence of like signs gives the direct sign
;

The concurrence of unlike signs the inverse sign.
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Thus

—

+ { + a) ^ + a, +(-a) = -a, \ x (x a)= x a, x ( -f- a) ^ 4- a,

- ( - a) = + «, -
{ + a)= - a.

1

-j- ( -^ a) = X a, i-(x a) - -=- a.

Law of Commutation.

For addition and subtrac-
j

For multi])lication and divi-

tion

—

sion

—

± a ± b = ± b ± a,
\

^ ^ ^-7-'

the operand always carrying its own sign of operation with it.

Properties of and 1.

= + a - a,
1 = X rt -=-

«,

+ 0--0-
I xl='-M.

Law of Distribution,

For multiplication

—

(±a±b) x{±c±d)= +{±(i) X (±c) + {±a) x(±d)

+ (±b)x{±c) + (±h)x(±d),

with the following laAv of signs :

—

If a partial product has constituents with like signs, it must

have the sign +
;

If the constituents have unlike signs, it must have the

sign - .

Thus—
+ ( + a) X ( + c) = + a X c, + ( + (t) X (- c) = -axe,

+ (-a) X (- c) = + ax c, + {- a) X ( + c) = -axe.

Property of 0.

xh = bx 0^0.
For division

—

(±a±b)-^{±c)^ +{±a)^(±c) + (±b)~( ± c),

with the following law of signs :

—
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If the dividend and divisor of <a partial quotient have like

signs, the partial quotient must have the sign +
;

If they have unlike signs, the partial quotient must have the

sign -
.

Thus

—

+ ( + a) -^ ( + c) = + (C -i- c, + ( + (') -^ (
- c) = - a~r,

+ ( - «) -^ (
- c) = + fl- -^ r, + (

- a) -f ( + c) = - (/, -^ c.

N.B.—The divisor cannot be distributed.

Propertii of 0.

^ i = 0.

N.B.—Nothing is said regarding />-f-0. This case will be

discussed later on.

The reader should here mark the exact signification of the

sign = as hitherto used. It means "is transformable into by

applying the laws of algebra, without any assumption regarding

the operands involved."

Any " equation " which is true in this sense is called an

"Identical Equation," or an "Identity"; and must, in the first

instance at least, be carefully distinguished from an equation the

one side of which can be transformed into the other by means of

the laws of algebra only when the operands involved have particular

values or satisfy some partiadar condition.

Some writers constantly use the sign = for the former kind

of equation, and the sign = for the latter. There is much to

be said for this practice, and teachers will find it useful with

beginners. We have, however, for a variety of reasons, adhered,

in general, to the old usage ; and have only introduced the

sign = occasionally in order to emphasise the distinction in cases

where confusion might be feared.

Exercises I.

[Ill working tins set of exami)les the student is expected to avoid fjuoting

derived fornmlui that he may hapjien to recollect, and to refer every step to

the fundamental principles discussed in the above chapter.]
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(1.) Point out in what sense the usual arrangement of the multiplication

of 365 by 492 is an instance of the law of distribution.

(2.) I have a multiplying machine, but the most it can do at one time is

to multiply a number of 10 digits by another number of 10 digits. Explain

how I can use my machine to multiply 1369.3456783231 by 46381239245932.

(3.) To divide 5004 by 12 is the same as to divide 5004 by 3, and then

divide the quotient thus obtained by 4. Of what law of algebra is this an

instance ?

(4.) If the remainder on dividing N by a be R, and the quotient P, and

if we divide P by 6 and find a remainder S, show that the remainder on

dividing N by ab will be aS + R.

Illustrate with 5015^12.

(5.) Show how to multiply two numbers of 10 digits each so as to obtain

merely the number of digits in the product, and the first three digits on

the left of the product.

Illustrate by finding the number of digits, and the first three left-han^

digits in the following :

—

1st. 3659893456789325678 x 342973489379265
;

2nd. 2«

(6.) Express in the simplest form

—

-(-(-(-( . • (-1) • • • ))))>

1st. "Where there are 2/(. brackets
;

2nd. "Where there are 2n + 1 brackets ; n being any whole number whatever.

(7.) Simplify and condense as much as possible

—

2a- {3«-[«-(6-«)]l-
(8.) Simplify—

1st. 3 {4 - 5[6 - 7(8 - 9.10 - 11)] ]

,

2nd. 4li-i[J-i(|-i-TV^)]}-
(9.) Simplify—

l-(2-(3-{4- . . . (9 -(10 -11)) ...))).

(10.) Distribute the following products :—1st. (a + h)x{''. + b) ; 2nd.

(rt-J)x(a + 6); 3rd. {Za - &b) x {M + Qb) ; 4th. (i«- J6) x (^a+i-t).

(11.) Simplify, by expanding and condensing as much as possible^

\{m+ \)a+ ()i+ l)b} {(»i-l)a + ()i-l)6f

+ {[m + \)a-(H->r\)b] {{m-l)a-(n-\)b\.

(12.) Simplify—

.4.)r,.i).(-'-0(-.i

(13.) Simplify—

(14.) Expand and condense as much as possible-

(^^ + ii/+^~^)(U--i2/ + ^4

i\/ n/ 1
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Historical Xoir.—Tlic .separation ami classification of the fundamental laws
of algebra lias been a slow jirocess, extending over more tliau 2000 years. It is

most likely that the first ideas of algebraic identity were of geometrical origin.

In the second book of Euclid's Elements (about 300 B.C.), for example, we have a
series of iiropositious which may be read as algebraical identities, the operands
being lines and rectangles. In the extant works of tlie gi-eat Gi-eek algebraist

Diophantos (350 ?) we find what has been called a syncopated algebra. He uses

contractions for the names of the powers of the variables ; has a symbol -f to

denote subtraction ; and even enunciates the abstract law for the multiplication

of positive and negative numbers ; but has no idea of independent negative quan-
tity. The Arabian mathematicians, as regards symbolism, stand on much the
same platform ; and the same is true of the great Italian mathematicians Ferro^

Tartaglia, Cardano, Ferrari, whose time falls in the first half of the sixteenth

century. In point of method the Indian mathematicians Aryabhatta (476),
Brahmagupta (598), Bhaskara (1114), stand somewhat higher, but their works
had no direct influence on Western science.

Algebra in the modern sense begins to take shape in the works of Regiomon-
tanus (1436-1476), Rudolff (about 1520), Stifel (1487-1567), and more particularly

Viite (1540-1603) and Harriot (1560-1621). The introduction of the various

signs of operation now in use may be dated, with more or less certainty, as

follows : j_
and apposition to indicate multiplication, as old as the use of the

Arabic mmierals in Europe; -f and -, Rudolflf 1525, and Stifel 1544; =,
Recorde 1557 ; vinculum, Viete 1591 ; brackets, first by Girard 1629, but not
in familiar use till the eighteenth century ; < > , Harriot's Praxis, published
1631 ; X , Oughtred, and -^, Pell, about 1631.

It was not until the Geometry of Descartes appeared (in 1637) tliat the im-
portant idea of using a single letter to denote a quantity which might be either

jlositive or negative became familiar to mathematicians.

The establishment of the three great laws of operation was left for tlie 2iresent

century. The chief contributors thereto were Peacock, De Morgan, D. F. Gregory,
Hankel, and others, Avorking professedly at the philosophy of the first principles ;

and Hamilton, Grassmann, Peirce, and tlieir followers, who threw a flood of light

on the subject by conceiving algebras whose laws diti'er from those of ordinary
algebra. 'To these should be added Argand, Cauchy, Gauss, and others, who
developed the theory of imagiuaries iu ordinary algebra.



CHAPTEE II.

Monomials—Laws of Indices—Degree.

THEORY OF INDICES.

§ 1.] The product of a number of letters, or it may he luim-

bers, eacli being supposed simple, so that multiplication merely

and neither addition nor subtraction nor division occurs, is called

an integral term, or more fully a ratioiiHl integral monomial (that

is, one-termed) algebraical function, for example, a x 3 x 6 x 3; x a

X X X. X >^ y y. h y. h.

By the law of commutation we may arrange the constituents

(jf this monomial in any order we please. It is usual and con-

venient to arrange and associate together all the factors that are

mere numbers and all the factors that consist of the same letter
;

thus the above monomial would be written

(3 X 6) X (rt X a) X (/; x i) x (x x .;; x :>;) x y.

3 X G can of course be replaced by 1 8, and a further contrac-

tion is rendered possible by the introduction of indices or ex-

ponents. Thus « X rt is written a", and is read "« square," or

" a to the second power." Similarly h xh is replaced by h", and

XX. XXX by /, which is read " x cube," or " x to the third power."

We are thus led to introduce the abbreviation ;i'" for x x x x x x . . .

where there are n factors, n being called the index or exponent,*

while x^ is called the nt\i power of x, or x to the nth. power.

§ 2.] It Avill be observed that, in order that the above defini-

tion may have any meaning, the exponent n must be a positive

* In accordance with this definition x^ of course means simply x, and is

usually so written.
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integral number. Confining ourselves for the present to this

case, we can deduce the following " laws of indices."

I. (,/) a'" X rt"=rt'"+»,

and generally a'" x a" x a^ x . . . = ft".'+'^+i'^

(f3)
— ^ft'"-"- if ;»>»,
a

1
if )ii < II.

n - IIIa

11, (rt'")" = (t"'" = {a")"\

III. (a) {aby"^a'"h»',

and generally {abc . . .
)'" = aH'"c>" . .

(^) b )
"

If

To prove I. (a), we have, by the definition of an index,

a"^ X a'^ = (cc X a X a . . . m factors) x (« x a x a. . . n factors),

= a X a X a . . . m + n factors, by the law of association,

= rt'"+", by the definition of an index.

Having proved the law for two factors, we can easily extend

it to the case of three or more,

for a'" X a" x a^ = {li'^^ x a") x ai\ by laAv of association,

_ (^m+n X aV, by case already proved,

_ ^(m+n)+p ijy case already proved,

and so on for any number of factors.

In words this law runs thus : The product of any number of

powers of one and the same letter is equal to a power of that

letter whose exponent is the sum of the exponents of these

powers.

To prove I. (/j"),

a'"'— - [ax ax . . . m factors) -~(a x ax . . . n factors),

by definition of an index,
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= (I X a X rt . . . m factors -^a -^a-^ . . . n divisions,

by law of association.

Now if m> u we may arrange these as follows :—

^

— =: (,( X « X . . . m - n factors) x (a-^a) x ((( -^n) . . . n factors,

by laws of commutation and association,

= a X ft X . . . m-n factors, by the properties of division,

= ft'«-".

If moi, the rearrangement of the factors may be ettected

thus :

—

— = -^ (ft X ft X ... 71 - 7U factors) x (ft -^ ft) x (a-^a) . . . m factors

= -^ft"-'",

1

It is important to notice that I. (/3) can be deduced from

I. (a) without any further direct appeal to the definition of an

index. Thus, if m>n, so that m - n is positive,

^jin-n X ft" = (j(«i-n)+n j^y I_ („)^

= ft"\

Hence
ft'"'-" X ft'^ -^ ft"- = ft/" -^ ft".

Therefore, by the definition of x and -^,

Again, if m < n, so that n. - m is positive,

ft"*- X a"-"' = ft,"'+'"-"'', by I. (<i),

= ft", by the laws of + and -

Hence
ft'" X a?''- '" -H ft'^

- '" = ft" -f- ft'* - "'.

Therefore, by the definition of x and —

,

tt'" = a"^(i"-»'.

Hence, by the laws of x and -^

,

,/"'-f-a"- = ft"-4-ft."-"''-^ft",

= (ft"^ft")-^-ft"-"'',

= l-^a"-"^
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To prove II.,

{a'")"- = a'"' X a'" x . . . n factors, by definition,

= (rt X a X . . .VI factors) x (a x a x . . . m factors)

X . . ., n sets, by definition,

= a X a X . . . mil. factors, by law of association,

= a"'"; by definition.

To prove III. (a),

(^ah)'" = {ah) x (ah) x . . . w. factors, by definition,

= (a X a X . . . m factors) x (i x J x . . . m factors),

by laws of commutation and association,

= a''HP'\ by definition.

Again, (aic)'" = {(a5)c]"',

= {aby"c"\ by last case,

= (a"'/)'")c'", by last case,

= a'H^"c"', and so on.

Hence the rath, power of the product of any number of letters

is equal to the product of the mth. powers of these letters.

To prove III. (J3),

( 7 )
= ('/ -^ ^) X ('f -^ /') X . . . 7//. factors, by definition,

= (a X a X . . . m factors) ~ (b x h k . . . in factors),

by commutation and association,

= a"' 4- 5'",

_ a'"

In words : The ruth, power of the (j^uotient of two letters is

the quotient of the with powers of these letters.

The second branch of III. ma}^ be derived from the first

without further use of the definition of an index. Thus

= d"\ by definition of x and —

.

Hence /"V\
^,. ^ j,.^,,n..i.

^b

that is, /ay^n'
.1) ^b
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§ 3.] In so far as positive integral indices are concerned, the

above laws are a deduction from the definition and from the

laws of algebra. The use of indices is not confined to this case,

however, and the above are laid dotvn as the laws of indices

generally. The laws of indices regarded in this way become in

reality part of the general laws of algebra, and might have

been enumerated in the Synoptic Table already given. In this

respect, they are subject to the remarks in chap, i., § 27. The

question of the meaning of fractional and negative indices is

deferred till a later chapter, but the student will have no diffi-

culty in working the exercises given below. All he has to do is

to use the above laws whenever it is necessary, without regard

to any restriction on the value of the indices.

§ 4.] The following examples arc worked to familiarise the

student with the meaning and use of the laws of indices. At

first he should be careful to refer each step to the proper law,

and to see that he takes no step which is not sanctioned by

some one of the laws of indices, or by one of the fundamental

laws of algebra.

Example 1.

=a?aWb^(^(^^ ^ «* -7- 6^ -T- c-*^, by commutation and association,

_^3+Sj-J+6(;5+ll _U ^4 -V. J3 _^ glO^
\yy jg^^y gf illtliCeS, I. («),

:= («^+^ -f- «*) X (6-+" -^ V^) X (c^+i' -^ (•'''), by commutation and

association.

^^3+5-4 xfe-^+s-Sxc-'+ii-^^ by law of indices, I. (/3),

= a^bh.

Example 2.

= 15V)-('/)"(^)- X 7Y.S5T0, bylaws of indices, III. (a) and III. (,3),

_ (
3x5)^xV.JV JJ

^
1 TTT r ^

3- X 5-.kY~^<' , , , ^

" 3"x4-yV"'' ^^ ^- ^""^ '''"'^ ^^•'

= 32 -^ 32 X 0- ^ 4- X x" Xif^t/x ;:'» ^ z^",

= 5- -7- 4^ X ic^ -=-
2/-,

\l) y-'
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THEORY OF DEGREE.

§ 5.] The result of multiplying or dividing any number of

letters or numbers one by another, addition and subtraction

being excluded, for example, 3 x a x x x ]> ~ c -^ y x d, is called a

(rational) monomial algebraical function of the numbers and letters

involved, or simply a term.. If the monomial either does not

contain or can lie so reduced as not to contain the operation of

division, it is said to be integral; if it cannot be reduced so as

to become entirely free of division, it is said to he fractional. In

drawing this distinction, division by mere numbers is usually

disregarded, and even division by certain specified letters may be

disregarded, as will be explained presently.

§ 6.] The number of times that any particular letter occurs

by way of multiplication in an integral monomial is called the

degree (or dimension) of the monomial in that particular letter

;

and the degree of the monomial in any specified letters is the

Slim of its degrees in each of these letters. For example, the

degree oi 6 x a x a, x a- x x x x x y x y, that is, of Qa\^y", in a is 2,

in X 3, in y 2, and the degree in x and y is 5, and in a, x, and y 7.

In other words, the degree is the sum of the indices of the

named letters. The choice of the letters which are to be taken

into account in reckoning the degree is quite arbitrary ; one

choice being made for one purpose, another for another. When
certain letters have been selected, however, for this jiurpose, it

is usual to call them the variables, and to call the other letters,

including mere numbers, constants. The monomial is usually

arranged so that all the constants come first and the variables

last; thus, x and y being the variables, we Avrite 32a%cx^y' ; and

the part 'i2a'bc is called the coefficient

In considering whether a monomial is integral or not, division

by constants is not taken into account.

§ 7.] The notion of degree is an exceedingly important one,

and the student must at once make himself perfectly familiar

with it. He will find as he goes on that it takes to a large

extent in algebra the same place as numerical magnitude in

aiithmetic.
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The following theorems are particular cases of more general

ones to be proved by and Idj.

The degree of the product of two or more monomials is the sviii

of their respective degrees.

If the quotient of two monomials he integral, its degree is the excess

of the degree of the divhlend orer thid of tJie divisor.

For let A - cxY'x'hii' . . .

A' = c'/?/™'~''m^'' . . .

where c and r' are the coefficients, x, y, .:, u . . . the variables, and

/, m, n,p ...,/', m!, ii,'j:k . . are of course positive integral luimbers.

Then the degree, (/, of A is given by d = l + m + n+2) + . . ., and

the degree, d', of A' by d' = 1' + m' + n' + j)' + •

But ky. M = {cxhf»z'hiP . . .) x {c x i/"'z"\/ . . .)

= {cxc )x y
}-\-V m-\-m'ji+n' }>+?>'

the degree of which is (/ + /') + {m + m') + (n + n) + (p+p') . . .,

that is, {l + m + n+p . . .) + (I' + 7n' + n' + jj' + • ), that is,

d + d', which proves the first proposition for two factors. The

law of association enables us at once to extend it to an}^ number

of factors.

Again, let Q, = A -h A', and let Q be integral and its degree 8.

Now we have, by the definition of division, Q x A' = A. Hence,

by last proposition, the degrees of A and A' being d and d', as

before, we have d = 8 + d', and thence 8 = d- d'.

As an example, let A = G///, A' = Ta;'/, then A x A' =

42.^"?/, and A ^ A' = ^x^y\ The degree of A x A' is 24, that is,

14 + 10 ; that of A-^ A' is 4, that is, 14 - 10.

The student will probably convince himself most easily of

the truth of the two propositions by considering particular cases

such as these ; but he should study the general proof as an

exercise in abstract reasoning for on such reasoning he will have

to rely more and more as he goes on.

Exercises II.

[Wherever it is possible in working the following examples, the student

should ve.'ify the laws of degree, §§ 5-7.]

(1.) Simplify— 5^ x 12-*x 32- x (3- x 4- x 5)-

(3x15 X 22)'»
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(4.

(:,.

(G.

(7.

(10.

(11.

(12.

(13.

(14.

(15.

(16.

(17.

AVhicli i.s greater, (2-)-' or 2'-'
? Find the difference between them.

Simplify

—

2(-22)2-

Simplify— 36V6Vtf^

81ft^/>V
•

Express in its simplest form

—

/ a*cY y , / n^^x^ Y , ( h-c^x"y \*

Simplify— n5a%-c'^\- ^ n^a*b*ch'Y

Simplify

—

Simplify

—

Simplify

—

Simplify-

—

Simplify

—

Simplify

—

Simplify

—

'' xhf \ yh' J

[x^y-z^y X (yh^x^y x (z^x-y-y

€ xyj

[3fl-^xyf-<=Yx(-\

(a!"xa3<')«-r-(a«+<:)e
'

rxP\p^^ /xp-^XpVq

(0
/^m\ in \

X
(^ j I

^ {(«')' X (x"»)'"i X
I

{x'^y X (x'y)

.

Prove that-

(2/z)''^(zxyp(x2j)P9 (xyz)P+9+^

(y9-h'-'^)P(z'-'^xP-^Y{xP-hjv-^y xPyi^

Distribute tlie product—

ix''-' - a;'-" + x'^-'') { -r- + -— -f
—

-r )

.

b''J\ bP

Distribute

—

If 7/t=:rt^, Marts', ti- — {myn^y ; show that xyz= l.



CHAPTEE III.

Fundamental Formulae relating to Quotients or

Fractions, with Applications to Arithmetical

Fractions and to the Theory of Numbers.

OPERATIONS WITH FRACTIONS.

§ 1.] Before proceeding to cases where the fundamental

laws are masked by the complexity of the operations involved,

we shall consider in the light of our newly-acquired principles

a few cases with most of which the student is already partly

familiar. He is not in this chapter to look so much for new
results as to exercise his reasoning faculty in tracing the opera-

tion of the fundamental laws of algebra. It will be well, how-

ever, that he should bear in mind that the letters used in the

following formulae may denote any operands subject to the laws

of algebra; for example, mere numbers integral or fractional, single

letters, or any functions of such, however complex.

§ 2.] Bearing in mind the equivalence of the notations 7,
b

a/b, and a-^b, the laws of association and commutation for

multiplication and division, and finally the definition of a

quotient, we have

Jb"^^^"'^-

that is,

VOL. I

yh)-=px a-.-P ^h,

= (l-T-h-'^P xp,

- a-i-h;

pa a

pb ^b'
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liead forwards and backwards this equation gives us the

important proposition that ice mai/ divide or vndtiplij the rmmerator

and denominator of a fraction hj the same (luantity uithoid altering

its value.

§ 3.] Using the principle just established, and the law of

distribution for quotients, we have

b q qb qV

_ rt qa ± ph

that is, To add or subtract two fractions, transform each by multiplying

numerator and denominator so that both slmll hare the same denomi-

nator, add or subtract the mimeratms, and write underneath the

common denominator.

The rule obviously admits of extension to the addition in

the algebraic sense (that is, either addition or subtraction) of any

number of fractions whatever.

Take, for example, the case of three :

—

'^^^7'^7='=W W R?'
^' '

± aclf ± chf ± chd , 1 r T . , . •= '
, ,

;^
, by law ot distribution.

bdf

The folloAving case shows a modification of the process, which

often leads to a simpler final result. Suppose b = lc, q = lr; then,

taking a jjarticular case out of the four possible arrangements

of sign,

a p a p
b q Ic Ir^

_ ar pc

Icr Ire

Here the common denominator Irr is simpler tlian hq, which is

Per.

The same result would of cour.se be ariived at l)y folloAving
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the process given above, and sim{)lifying the resulting fraction

at the end of the operation, thus :

—

a p (ilr - pic
,

(ar - 2)c)l

hy using the haw of distribution in the numerator, and tlie Laws

of association and commutation in the denominator
;

lev
i^y§

§ 4.] The following are merely particular cases of the laws

of association and commutation for multiplication and division :

—

(«)>=(_:^) = (,../,)x(,.^,0,

= a -r-h x r -^ il,

= a X C -{r h -^ d,

- (ac) -f- (bd),

ac

or, in words, To muUiphj tico fractions, multijih/ their numemtors

together for the numerator, and the denominators together for the

denominator of the product.

Again,

= a -i- h -^ c X d,

— a y. d -^ h -^ c,

^(ad)^{bc),

ad

^Vc'

''a\ fd^
also V ,

J)

by last case. In words : To dicide one fraction bi/ another, inveii

the latter and then multiply.

§ 5.] In last paragra2)h, and in § 2 above, we have for
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simplicity omitted all explicit reference to sign. In realitj^ we

have not thereliy restricted the generality of our conclusions, for

by the principle of substitution (which is merely another name

for the generality of algebraic formulre) we may suppose the f,

for example, of § 2 to stand for - w, say, and we then have

( - m)h, a

{^)b "
l

'

that is, taking account of the law of signs,

— wa a

and so on.

Exercises III-

(1. ) Express in its simplest fonii^

+-^^.
X - ij y ~x

(2.) Express in its simplest form

—

a h

a-h b-a

(3.) Simplify

—

P+Q P-Q
p-g P+Q'

where T>= x + y, Q=x-y-

(4.) Simplify

—

j a-(l-2/)

x + y

l + '-Jx + y

(5.) Simplify

—

1 1 1

(lb etc be

(7.) Simplify— 1 _1 '2.x

x + y x-y X- + y-

(8. ) Simplify— /.v; ^y\ /a ^b\ _ Ar _ y

(9. ) Simplify— (« J'\ ^ A'" _ h'

b a}-
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(10.) Simiilify— a{a- b)-b{a + b)

a b

a+b a-b

(11.) Simplify— \-x \+x
1+x + oi? 1-x+x"'

(12.) Simplify- 1,^
1 + x. (.r + l)2-a;-

(13.) Simplify—

{a + bf f\^\

(14.) Show that .t* {x"-a-)" (x?-b-'-f

is independent of ./.

(15.) Simplify

—

a^lr^
"*"

a\a? - 6^
j }i^(a? - Jji)

b--

"-}

(16.) Simplify— 1

a-2b-

(17.) Simplify-

a + b +
1

a-b + ~—;
a + b

APPLICATIONS TO THE THEORY OF NUMBERS.

§ 6.] In the applications that foUoAv, the student should look

somewhat closely at the meanings of some of the terms em})loyed.

This is necessary because, unfortunately, some of these terms,

such as integral, factor, divisible, &c., are used in algebra generally

in a sense very different from that which they bear in ordinary

arithmetic and in the theory of numbers.'

An integer, unless otherwise stated, means for the jiresent a

positive (or negative) integral number. The ordinary notion of

greater and less in connection Avith such numbers, irrespective of

their sign, is assumed as too simple to need definition.* "When

* This is a very different thing from the .algebraical notion of greater

and less. See chap. xiii.
, § 1. It may not be snperfluous to exidain
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an integer a can he produced hy multiplying together two others,

h and c, h and c are called factors of a, and a is said to be exactly

divisible by h and hj c, and to be a multi^de of b or of c. Since

the product of two integers, neither of whicli is unity, is an

integer greater than either of the two, it is clear that no integer

is exactly divisible by another greater Hum itself.

It is also obvious that every integer (other than unity) has

at least two divisors, namely, unity and itself ; if it has more, it

is called a comjMsite integer, if it has no more, a jmnie integer.

For example, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, .. . are all prime integers,

whereas 4, G, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14 are composite.

If an integer divide each of two others it is said to be a

common factor or common measure of the two. If two integers

have no common meastire except unity they are said to be priwic

to each other. It is of course obvious that two integers, such as

6 and 35, which are prime to each other need not be themselves

prime integers. We may also speak of a common measure of more

tlian two integers, and of a group of more than two integei's

that arc prime to each other, meaning, in the latter case, a set

of integers no two of Avhich have any common measure.

§ 7.] If we consider any composite integer N, and take in

order all the primes that are less than it, any one of these either

will or Avill not divide N. Let the first that divides N be a,

then N = aN,, where Nj is an integer ; if Nj be also divisible by a

we have Ni = a]Sr„, and N = (/((^K,) = ft'No ; and clearly, finally,

say N = ff^N^, Avhere N<^ is either 1 or no longer divisible by a.

Na (if not = 1) is now either jDrime or is divisible by some

prime >a and <N«,, and, a fortiori, <lSr, say b; wc should on

the last supposition have N^ = //^N^, where N,3<N„, and so on.

The process clearly must end with unity, so that we get

N = a'^h^ . ..,

where a, b, . . . are primes, and a, /?, . . . positive integers. It

here the use of the inequality symbols 4=, >, <, >, <f ; they mcau
respectively "is not equal to," "is greater than," "is less than," "is not

greater than," "is not less than." Instead of 3> , <( we may use <, > which

may be read "is equal to or less than," " is equal to or greater than."
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is to be observed that a', h'\ . . . are powers of primes, and

therefore, as we shall prove present!}', prime to each other. It

is titerefcrre always jwssible to resolve every composite integer intofactors

that are powers of pirunes ; and \vc shall presently show that this

resolution can be effected in one way only.

§ 8.] If a he divisible by c, t/tcit any inicyral multiple of a, soy ma,

is divisible by c; and, if a and h be each divisible by c, then the cdgebraic

sum of any integrcd imdtiples of a and b, say ma + nb, is divisible by c.

For by hypothesis a = ac and b = fSc, where a and /? are in-

tegers, hence ma = mac = {ma)c, where via is an integer, that is, ma

is divisible by c. And ma + nb = mac + nfSc - (ma + nft)c, where

ma + n.(3 is an integer, that is, ma + nb is divisible by c. The

student should observe that, l)y virtue of the extension of the

notion of divisibility by the introdnction of negative integers,

any of the numbers in the aboA'c proposition may be negative.

§ 9.] From the last article we can deduce a proposition wdiich

at once gives us the means of finding the greatest common measure

of two integers, or of proving that they are prime to each other.

If a =ph + c, where a, b, c, p> are all integers, then the G.C.M. of

a and b is the G.C.M. of h and c.

To prove this it is necessary and it is sufficient to show

—

1st, that every divisor of h and c divides a and l>, and, 2nd, that

every divisor of a and b divides b and c.

Since a = j^b + c, it follows from § 8 that every divisor of b

and c divides a, that is, every divisor of b and c divides a and b.

Again, since a = pib + c, it follows that c = a —pb ; hence, again

by § 8, every divisor of a and b divides c, that is, every divisor

of a and b divides b and c. Thus the two parts of the ])roof are

furnished.

Let now a and b be two numbers whose G.C.M. is required
;

they will not be equal, for then the G.C.M. woidd be either of

them. Let b denote the less, and divide a by h, the quotient

being ^; and the remainder c, where of course c<b.''^ Next divide

b by c, the quotient being q, the remainder (/ ; then divide c by

(/, the quotient being r, the remainder e, and so on.

* For a formal definition of the remainder see §11.
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Since a>l), b>c, od, d>e, &c., it is clear that the re-

mainders must diminish down to zero. We thus have the

following series of equations :

—

a =pb + c

h = qc + d

c = rd + e

l = vm + n

m = tvn.

Hence the G.C.M. of a and h is the same as that of h and c, which

is the same as that of c and d, that is, the same as that of d and e,

and finalljr the same as that of m and n. But, since m = wn, the

G.C.M. of m and n is n, for n is the greatest divisor of n itself.

Hence the G.C.M. of a and b is the divisor corresponding to the

remainder in the chain of divisions above indicated.

If n be different from unity, then a and b have a G.C.M. in

the ordinary sense.

If 11 be equal to vmity, then they have no common divisor

except unity, that is, they are prime to each other.

§ 10.] It should 1)6 noticed that the essence of the foregoing

process for finding the G.C.M. of two integers is the substitution

for the original pair, of successive pairs of continually decreasing

integers, each pair having the same G.C.M. All that is necessary

is that^?, q, r, . . . be integers, and that a, b, c, d, c, ... be in

decreasing order of magnitude.

The process might therefore be varied in several ways.

'

Taking advantage of the use of negative integers, we may some-

times abbreviate it by taking a negative instead of a positive

remainder, when the former happens to be numericall}^ less than

the latter.

For example, take a—i32Z, h= l595,

we miglit take 432.3 = 2 x 1595 + 1133

or 4323= 3x1595-462;

the latter is to be preferred, because 462 is less than 1133. In practice the

negative sign of 462 may be neglected in the rest of the operation, -wliicli may
be arrang(Ml as follows, for the sake of comparison with the ordinary process

already familiar to the student :

—
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1595)4323(3
4785

462)1595(3
1386

209)462(2
418

44)209(5
220

11)44(4
44

G.C.M. = ll.

By means of the process for finding the G.C.M. we may prove

the following proposition, of M^iose truth the student is in all

probability already convinced by experience :

—

If a and b be prime to each other, and h any integer, then any

common factor of ah and b must divide h exactly.

For, since a and b are prime, we have by § 9,

a =2)b + c'^ C ah = _/)Wi + ch "^

b = (ic { (I \ hh = qch + dh

c = rd+e 1(1). Hence -^
ch=rdh+ch '^-(2).

I = vm + 1
[^ Ih = vmh + h

Now, since any common factor of ah and h is a common

factor of ah and bh, it follows from tlie first of equations (2) that

such a common factor divides ch exactly, and by the second that

it also divides dh exactly, and so on ; and, finally, by the last of

equations (2), that any common factor of ah and b divides h

exactly.

In particular, since Z* is a factor of itself, we have

Cor 1. If b divide ah eoxictly and be j^nme to a, it must dicide h

exactly.

Cor. 2. If a' be prime to a and to b and to c, ch., then it is

prime to their product abc . .

.

For, if a' had any factor in common with abc . . ., that is,

with a(bc . . .), then, since a' is prime to a, that factor, by the

proposition above, must divide be . . . exactly ; hence, since a
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is prime to J\ the supposed factor must divide c . . . exactl}^, and

so on. But in this way we exhaust all the factors of the pro-

duct, since all are })rime to a. Hence no such factor can exist,

that is, a is prime to (tJic . . .

An easy extension of this is the following :

—

Cor. 3. If all the integers a', h', c, . . .he j^rivie to idl the integers

a, b, c, , . ., then the j^rodvct a'b'c' . . . is inime to the product ahc . . .

A particular case of which is

Cor. 4. If a' he j)rime to a {and inparticidar if hoth l)e jirimes),

then any integral power of a' is prime to any integral power of a.

§ 11.] It is obvious that, if a and h be two integers, ^\% can

in an infinite number of ways put a into the form of qh + r, where

q and r are integers, for, if we take q any integer whatever, and

find r so that a- qb = r, then a = qh + r.

There are two important special cases, those, namely, whei'e

we restrict r to be numerically less than b, and either (1) positive

or (2) negative. In each of these cases the resolution of a is

always possible in one way only. For, in case 1, if qh be the

greatest multiple of b which does not exceed a, then a - qh = r,

where r <h ; hence a = qh + r ; and in case 2, if q'b be the least

multiple of h which is not less than ((, then a - q'h = - r', where

r' <b. Also the resolution is unique ; for suppose, in case 1, that

there were two resolutions, another being a = )(h + p, sa,y ; then

qh + r = x^ + P> therefore r — p = (^ - (j)h ; hence r - p is divisible

by b ; but, r and p being each positive, and each numerically < h,

r - p is numerically less than h, and therefore cannot be divisible

by h. Hence there cannot be more than one resolution of the

form 1. Similar reasoning apjilies to case 2.

r and /•' are often spoken of as the least p)ositke and negative

remainders of a with respect to b. "When the remainder is spoken

of without fpialification the least positive remainder is meant. If

a moi'e general term is required, corresponding to the removal

of the restriction /• numerically <b, the word residue is used.

It is obvious, from the definitions laid down in § G, that a is

or is not exactly dirisihle by b according as the least remainder of a

tdth respiect to b does or does nut vanish.
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The .student will also prove without difficulty that if the re-

mainders of a and (f a ivith respect to b he the same, then a- a' is

divisible hi/ h ; and conversely.

Cor. If q be a fixed integer (sometimes spoken of as a modulus),

then every other integer can be expressed in one or other of the fm-ms

bq, hq+ 1, bq+2, . . ., bq + (q - I),

where h is an integer.

For, as we have seen, Ave can put any given integer a into

the form bq + r, Avhere r^q, and here r must have one of the

values 0, 1, 2, . . ., [q-l).

Example. Take (7
= 5, then

= 0.5, 1 = 0.5 + 1, 2 = 0.5 + 2, 3 = 0.5 + 3, 4 = 0.5 + 4;

5 = 1.5, 6 = 1.5 + 1, 7 = 1.5 + 2, 8 = 1.5 + 3, 9 = 1.5 + 4;
10 = 2.5, 11 = 2.5 + 1, 12 = 2.5 + 2, 13 = 2.5 + 3, 14 = 2.5 + 4;

and so on.

It should be noticed that, since hq + {q- \) = {b + \)q— \,

hq + {q - 2) = {b + \)q- 2, &c., we might put every integer into

one or other of the forms

hq, hq± I, hq±2, . . ., &C.

For example,

8 = 2.5-2, 9 = 2.5-1, 10 = 2.5, 11 = 2.5 + 1, 12 = 2.5 + 2.

The ahove princii)le, Avliich nia}' be called the periodicity of

the integral numbers with respect to a given modulus, i.s of great

importance in the theory of numbers.

§ 12.] When the rpiotient a,'b cannot be expressed as an

integer, it is said to be fractional or essentially fractional ; \i a> h,

a/b is called in this case an improper fraction ; if a < b, a proper

fraction.

Hence no true fraction, proper 07' iinproper, can be equal to an

integer.

Every improper fraction a/b can he expressed in the foim q + r/b,

where q is an integer and r/b a proper fraction. For, if r be the

least positive remainder when a is diA'ided by b, a-qb + r, and

a/h = (qb + r)/h = q + r/b, Avhere q and r are integers and r < h.

If two improper fractions a/b and a jh' he equal, their integral

parts and their proper fractional parts must he equal separately. For,
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if tins were not so, we should have, say a/b = q + rj'b, a'/h'

= q' + f'jh', and q + rjh = q + r'/b' ; whence q - q = r'/b' - rjb =

{r'b - rb')/bb'. Now r'b < b'b and rb' < bb', hence r'b - rV is numeric-

ally < bh'. In other words, the integer q- (q is equal to a proper

fraction, Avhich is impossible.

§ 13.] We can now prove that an integer can be resolved into

factors which are powers of pinies in one way only.

For, since the factors in question are powers of primes, they

are prime to each other. Let, if possible, there be two such

resolutions, namely, a'b'c' . . . and a"b"c" ... of the same integer N.

Since a'b'c' . . . = a"b"c" . . . , therefore a'b'c' ... is exactly divisible

by a". Now, since a" is a power of a prime, it will be prime to

all the factors a', b', c', . . . save one, say a', which is a power of

the same prime. Moreover, such a factor as a' (that is, a power

of the prime of Avhich a" is a power) must occur, for, if it did

not, then all the factors of a'b'c' . . . would be prime to a", and

a" could not be a factor of N. It follows, then, that a' must be

divisible by a".

Again, since a"b"c" . . . = a'b'c' . . ., therefore a"b"c" ... is divis-

ible by ft', and it folloAvs as before that a" is divisible by a.

But, if two integers be such that each is divisible by the

other, they must be equal (§ 6) ; hence a" = a'.

Proceeding in this way we can show that each factor in the

one resolution occurs in the other.

§ 14.] Every remainder in the ordinary q^^'ocess for finding the

G.C.M. of tivo qwsitive integers a and b can be expressed in the form

± [Ka - Bi), icliere A and B are jMsltive integral numbers. The

uqtqyer sign being nscd for the 1st, 3rd, 5th, (i;c., and the lower for the

2nxl, Ath, &c., remainders.

For, by the equations in § 9, we have successively

—

c= +[a-pb] (1);

d = b ~ qc = b - q(a - pb),

--{^/"-O+FiM (2);

e = c - rd,

= [a -pb] + r{qa - (I +pq)b],

= + {( 1 + qr)a - (p + r + pqr)b] (3)

;
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and so on. It is evident in fact that, if the theorem holds for

any two successive remainders, it must hold for the next. Now
equations (1), (2), and (3) prove it for the first three remainders;

hence it holds for the fourth ; hence for the fifth ; and so on.

In the chapter on Continued Fractions, a convenient process

will be given for calculating the successive values of A and B
for each remainder. In the meantime it is sufficient to have

established the existence of these numbers, and to have seen a

straightforward way of finding them.

Cor. 1. Since g, the G.C.M. of a and h, is the last remainder, we

can always express g in the fwm—
g^±{ka-Bh) (4),

where A and B are positive integers.

Cor. 2. If a be prime io h, g = \ ; hence, If a and h he two

integers jjrime to each other, two positive integers, A and B, can

always he found such that—
Aa-Bb= ±1 (5).

K.B.—It is clear that A must he prime to B. For, since ajg

and hjg are integers, I and m say, we have, from (-i),

1 = ±{A.l- B/»)
;

hence, if A and B had any common factor it would divide 1 (by

§ 8 above).

Cor. 3. From Cor. 1 and § 8 we see that every common factm'

of a and h must he a factor in their G.C.M.

A result which may be proved otherwise, and will probably

be considered obvious.

Cor. 4. Hence, To find the G.C.M. of more than ttvo integers a, h,

c, d, . . ., we must first find g the G.C.M. of a and h, then g' the

G.C.M. of g and c, then g" the G.C.M. of g' and d, and so on, the last

G.C.M. found heing the G.C.M. of all the given integers.

For every common factor of a, h, c must be a factor in a and

h, that is, must be a factor in g ; hence, to find the greatest com-

mon factor in a, h, c, we must find the greatest common factor

in g and c ; and so on.

From Cor. 2 we can also obtain an elegant proof of the

conclusions in the latter part of § 10.
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Example 1. To express the G.C.M. of 565 and 60 in the form A565 - B60.

We have 565 = 9x60 + 25, 60 = 2x25 + 10, 25 = 2x10 + 5, 10 = 2x5.

Hence the G.C.M. is 5, :ui<l we have successively

25 = 565-9x60 ;

10 = 60-21565-9x60}
= - {2x565-19x60}

;

5 = 25-2x10
= 565-9x60 + 2{2x565-19x60}
= 5x565-47x60.

Example 2. Show that two integers A and D can be found so that

5A-7B = 1.

We have 7 = 1x5 + 2, 5 = 2x2 + 1; whence 2 = 7-5, 1 = 5-2(7-5)
= 3x5-2x7.

Hence A= 3, B = 2 are integers satisfying the requirements of the

question.

Example 3. If a, h, c, d, . . . he a series of integers wliose G.C.M. is g,

show that integers ([lositive or negative) A, B, C, D, . . . can be found

such that

</ = Aa + B6 + Cc + DfZ+ . . .

(Gauss's Disquisitiones Arithmetics^, Th. 40).

Find A, B, C, D, when «= 36, 6 = 24, c=18, rf=30.

This result may be easily arrived at by repeated application of corollaries

1 and 4 of this article.

Example 4. The proper fraction 2j/*^> where a is prime to b, can be de-

composed, and that in one way only, into the form

a' h' ,
-+-r-lc,
a

where a' and h' are both positive, a' <a, h' <b, and k is the integral part of

a'/a+b'/b ; that is to say, or 1, according to circumstances.

niustrate witli 6/35.

Since a is prime to b, bj- Cor. 2 above,

A«-B6=±l;
multiplying this equation by dizpjab, we have

If the upper sign has to be taken, resolve ^jA and j;/B as follows (§ 11) :

—

2)A = lb + b' (b' positive <6),

j]li—ma-a' («.' positive <a).

Then (1) becomes

J^ =l-m+ - + j 2,
itb (I h

Now, since p/ab is a proper fraction, the integral ]iart on the ri.u;! it-hand side

of (2) must vanish ; hence, since tlie integral part of u'/i( + b'/b cannot exceed

1. we must liave l-7n — 0, or l-7ii= -1.
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If the lower sign lias to bo taken in (1), we have merely to take the

resolutions

pA = lb-h' [h' positive -<i),

2i'R= -)na + a' (a' positive <«),

and then proceed as before. "We leave the \n-oui that the resolution is uniipie

to the ingenuity of the reader.

Illustration. 3."> = 5x7.

Now 3x5-2x7 = 1 (see Example 2 above)
;

6 6,„ , „ >,
whence

35 35^

18 12

"7 5'

2x7 + 4
"~

7

3>:5-

5

-3

4
=2+^-3^

3
'5'

3 4 ^

N.B.—If negative numerators are allowed, it is obvious that /;/«& can

always be decomposed (sometimes in more ways than one) into an algebraic

sum of two fractions a'ja and h'jh, where a' and b' are numerically less than

a and b respectively. For example, we have 6/35 = 3/5 - 3/7 = 4/7 - 2/5.

Example 5. If the n integers a, b, c, d, . . . be prime to each other, the

proper fraction j^l^'bcd . . . may be resolved in one way only into the form

a /3 7 5
,- + 7 + - + -.+ . . . -k,abed

where a, j8, 7, 5, . . . are all positive, a<a, ^<b, y<c, 5<d, . . and ^•

has, according to circumstances, one or other of the integral values

0, 1, 2, . . ., H-1.

(Gauss's Disquisitioacs Arithmetics, Th. 310).

This may be established by means of Example 3.

Example C. Work out the resolution of Example 5 for the fraction

10729/17017.

§ 15.] We conclude this chapter with a proposition which is

as old as Euclid (ix. 20),'^ namely

—

The immher of 2'>i'itne integers is infinite.

For let a, /?, y, . . ., k he any series of prime integers what-

soever, then Ave can show that an infinity of primes can be

derived from these.

In fact the integer afiy . . . k+ 1 is obviously not exactly

* Most of the foregoing propositions regarding integral numbers were

known to the old Greek geometers.
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divisible by any one of the primes a,
ft, y, . . ., k. It must

therefore either be itself a prime different from any one of the

series a, j3, y, . . ., k, or it must be a power of a prime or a

composite integer divisible by some prime not occurring among

a, (3, y, . . ., K. We thus derive from a, (3, y, . . ., k at least

one more prime, say A. Then from a, (3, y, . . ., k, A we can in

like manner derive at least one more prime, fx ; and so on ad

injinitum/^

Exercises IV.

(1.) If the two fractious A/B, a/b be equal, and the latter be at its lowest

terms, prove that A = /xa, B = fib, where /j, is an integer.

(2.) Prove that the sum or difference of two odd numbers is always even
;

the sum or difference of an odd and an even number always odd ; the product

of any number of odd numbers always odd ; the quotient of one odd number
by anotlier always odd, if it be integrah

(3. ) If a be prime to b, then

—

1st. (« + J)™ and (a -by have at most the G.C.M. 2'"
;

2nd. a"' + b"' and «'"- &'" have at most the G.C.M. 2
;

3rd. a + b and a" + b'^- ab have at most the G. C. M. 3.

(4.) The difference of the squares of any two odd numbers is exactly

divisible by 8.

(5.) The sum of the squares of three consecutive odd numbers increased

by 1 is a multiple of 12.

(6. ) If each of two fractions be at its lowest terms, neither their sum nor

their difference can be an integer unless the denominators be equal.

(7.) Resolve 45738 and 297675 into their prime factors.

(8.) Find the G.C.M. of 54643 and 91319, using negative remainders

whenever it is of advantage to do so.

(9.) Prove that the L.C.M. of two integers is the quotient of their product

by the G.C.M.

(10.) If (/i, g.2, ga be the G.C.M.'s, 7], h, h the L.C.M. 's, of b and c, c and

a, a and b respectively, G the G.C.M., and L the L.C.M., of the three a, b,

c, show that

^ . r abcG
list. L = ;

yig-m

2,.d. J;= /fw-).

(11.) When X is divided by y, the quotient is it and the remainder'!';

show tliat, when x and iiy are divided Ijy r, the remainders arc the same, and

the (quotients differ by unity.

* On this subject see Sylvester, Nature, vol. xxxviii. (1888), p. 261.



CHAPTEE IV.

Distribution of Products—Multiplication of Rational
Integral Functions—Resulting General Principles,

GENERALISED LAW OF DISTRIBUTION.

§ 1.] AVe proceed now to develop some of the more important

consequences of the law of distribution. This law has already been

stated in the most general manner for the case of two factors,

each of which is the sum of a series of terms: namely, we multiply

every term of the one factor by every term of the other, and set

down all the partial products thus obtained each with the sign

before it which results from a certain law of signs.

Let us now consider the case of three factors, say

{a + h + c + . . .) {a' + h' + c' + . . .) (a" + h" + c" + . . .).

First of all, we may replace the first two factors by tlie process

just described, namely, we may write

(aa + ah' + ac' + . . . + ha' + hU + he' + . . .) {a" + h" + c" + . . .).

Then we may repeat the process, and write

aa'a" + aa'h" + aa'c" + . . .

+ ah'a" -r ah'h" + ah'c" + . . .

+ ac'a" + ac'h" + ac'c" + . . .

+ ha'a" + ha'h" + ha'c" + . . . &c.,

where the original product is finally replaced by a sum of

partial products, each of three letters. AA'e have simplified the

matter by writing + before every term in the original factors, but
the proper application of the law of signs at each step will pre-

sent no difficulty to the student.

vor,. I j;
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The important tiling to remark is tliat ^ye might evidentl)^

have arrived at the final result by the folloM'ing process, which

is really an extension of the original rule for t^vo factors :

—

Form all possible partial products hy taldng a term from each

factor (never more than one from each); determine the sign hi/ the laio

of signs (that is, if there be an odd number of negative terms in the

partial j^rodart, take the sign - ; if an even number of such or none,

lake the sign + ). iSV^ down cdl the piartial pirodacts thus obtained.

Cor. The numher of terms resulting from the distribution of a

piroduct of brach'ts irhich coidain I, m, n, . . . terms respectively is

I X m X n '<
. . . For, taking the first two brackets alone, since

each term of the first goes with each term of the second, the

whole number of terms arising from the distribution of these is

I X m. Next, multiplying hy the third bracket, each of the / x m
terms alread}^ obtained must be taken with each of the n terms

of the third. We thus get (/ x m) x n, that is, I x m x n terms.

By proceeding in this way we estaT)lish the general result.

It should be noted, however, that all the terms are supposed

to be unlike, and that no condensation or reduction, owing to like

terms occurring more than once, or to terms destroying each

other, is siqiposed to be made. Cases occur in § 2 below in

which the number of terms is reduced in this way.

If the student liave the least difficulty in following the aboA''e,

he will c^uickly get over it by working out for liimself the results

stated below, first by successive distribution, and then hy apply-

ing the law just given.

['t + h){'- + d)[c+f)
=: wx + «r/'+ adc + aOf-\- hcc + hcf+ hdc + hdf

(2x2x2 = 8 terms)
,

{a-h){c-d)(r-f)
= ace - acf - cde + culf - hcc + hcf+ hdc - hdf ;

{a-h)[c-d)[e+f+<j)
= ace + acf+acfj - adc - adf- adg - hcc - hcf- hcg + hdc + hdf+ hdij

(2x2x3 = 12 tuniis).

§ 2.] It was proved above that in the most general case of

distribution the number of resulting terms is the j)roduct of the

numbers of terms in the difi'erent factors of the product. An
examination of the particular cases where reductions may be
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afterwards eff(>cte(l will lead us to some important practical

results, and will also bring to notice certain important principles.

Consider the product (a + h) (a + h). By the general rule the

distribution will give 2x2 = 4 terms. We observe, however,

that only two letters, a and b, occur in the product, and that

only three really distinct products of two factors, namely, a x a,

a X b, b X b, that is, a^, ab, b", can be formed with these ; hence

among the four terms one at least must occur more than once.

In fact, the term a x /; (or b x a) occurs twice, and the result of

the distribution is, after collection,

(a + b) (a + b) = a" + 'lab + l)\

This may of course be written

((( + b)" = a" + 2ah + b' (1 ).

Similarly (a - bf = a' - 2ab + V (2).

In the case {a + b) (a - b) = a' - b' (3),

the term ab occurs twice, once with the + and again with the -

sign, so that these tAvo terms destroy each other when the final

result is reduced.

Before proceeding to another example, let us write down all

the possible products of three factors that can be made with two

letters, a and b. These are a^, a%, ab', b^, four in all.

Hence in the distribution of {a + bf, that is, of {a + b) [a + b)

(a + b), which by the general rule would give 2x2x2 = 8 terms,

only four really distinct terms can occur. Let us see Avhat terms

recur, and how often they do so. a^ and b^ evidently occur each

only once, because to get three a's, or three i's, one must be

taken from each bracket, and this can be done in one way only.

a'b may be got by taking b from the first bracket and a from

each of the others, or by taking the b from the second, or from

the third, in all three Avays ; and the same holds for ab'. Tims

the result is

{it + bf = a"" + 3a% + 'SaU' + b' (4).

In a similar way the student may establish for himself that

{a - bf = a' - 3a'b + 3«/r - // (5),

(a ± bf = a* ± ia'b + Gu'Ij' ± iab' + // (fi),
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ami, rememljeriiig that the possible binary products of three

letters, a, b, c, are a", l)\ c', be, ca, ab, six in number, that

—

{a + b + cf = a~ + b^ + c' + 2bc + 2ca + 2ab (7),

(a + b- cf = iC + b- + 0- - 2bc - 2ca + 2ab (S),

&c.

The ternary products of three letters, a, b, c, are cd', a'b, a^c,

ab', ac", abc, b^, b^c, be'', <?. The enumeration is made more certain

and systematic by first taking those in which a occurs thrice,

then those in which it occurs twice, then those in which it occurs

once, and, lastly, those in which it does not occur at all.*

Bearing this in mind, the student, by following the method

we are illustrating, Avill easily show that

{a + b + cf = (a + b + c){a + b + e) {a + b + e),

= a^ + b^ + c^ + 2>b"c + Ue' + Ze^i + Zca~

+ ^a% + ?>aW + &ahc (9),

from which again he may derive, by substituting (see chap, i.,

§ 24) - c for c on both sides, the expansion oi {a + b - cf, and so

on. He should not neglect to verify these results by successive

distributions, thus :

—

{a + b + cf = {a + b + cf{a + b + c)

= {a' + b" + c' + 2be + 2ea + 2ab) {a + b + e)

= a^ + ab' + ae^ + 2abe + 2ca^ + 2a'b

+ a'b + i" + bc^ + 2b^e + 2abe + 2ab^

+ ea' + b'c + e^ + 2bc' + 2c^a + 2abc

= &c.

It is by such means that he must convince himself of the

coherency of algebraical processes, and gain for himself taste and

skill in the choice of his methods.

* There is another way of classifying the products of a given degree which

is even more important and which the student should notice, namely, according

to tiQje. All the terms tliat can be derived from one another by interchanges

among the variables are said to be of the same type. For example, consider

the ternary products of a, h, c. From a^ we derive, by interchange of h and a, P
;

from this again, by interchange of b and c, c' : no more can be got in this way,

so tliat a', l/\ c'' form one ternary type ; h'-c, he", c'-a, ca-, a-h, ah-, form another

ternary type ; and ahc a tin id. Tluis the ternary pioducts of three variables

fall into three types.
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Let us consider one more case, namely, {h + c) (c + a) (a + b).

Here even all the ten permissible ternary j)roducts of a, h, c cannot

occur, for a^, If, c^ are excluded by the nature of the case, since

a occurs in only two of the brackets, and the same is true of b

and c. In fact, by the process of enumeration and counting of

recurrences, we get

{h + c) {c + a) {a + h) = he' + h'c + ca' + c'a + aV' + a'b + 2alc (10).

In the product (b - c) (c - a) (a - h) the term abc occurs twice

with opposite signs, and there is a further reduction, namely,

(h - c) (c - a) (a - h) = be' - h'c + ca" - c'a + ah' - a'b (1 !)•

S Notation.—Instead of writing out at length tlie sum of all the terms of

the same type, say hc+ca + ab, the abbreviation 26c is often used ; that is to

say, we write only one of the terms in question, and prefix the Greek letter

2, which stands for "sum," or, more fully, "sum of all terms of the same

type as." The exact meaning of S depends on the number of variables that

are in question. For example, if there be only two variables, a and h, then

2a& means simply ah ; if there be four variables, a, b, c, cl, then SaZ) means

ah + ac -'rad + hc + bd + cd. Again, if there be two variables, a, b, "Zarb means

a-b + ab- ; if there be three, a, b, c, "Zco-b means a-b + ab" + a"c + ac' + b-c + be-.

Usually the context shows how many variables are vinderstood ; but, if this

is not so, it may be indicated either by writing the variables under the S,

thus 2a&, or otherwise.
abed

This notation is much used in the higher mathematics, and will lie found

very useful in saving labour even In elementary work. For exam[)le, the

results (4), (9), and (10) above may be written

—

{a + b)^= -Za^+S-^a-b;

{a + b + cf= Za^ + dy,a-h + 6abc
;

{h + c) {c + a) {a + b) = S(i-6 + 2abc.

By means of the ideas exjilained in the present article the reader should

find no difficulty in establishing the following, which are generalisations of

(1) and (9):—
{a + b + c + d+ . . . )2= 2«- + 22«& (12),

{a + b + c + d+ . . .
)''= 2a- + 32a-6 + 62a?;c (13),

the number of variables being any whatever.

II Xotation.—There is another abbreviative notation, closely allied to the

one we have just been explaining, which is sometimes useful, and which often

appears in Continental works. If wc have a product of terms or functions of

a given set of variables, which are all dilTerent, but of the .same type (that is,

derivable from each other by interchanges, see p. 52), this is contracted by
writing only one of the terms or functions, and prefixing the Greek letter 11,

which stands for " iiroduct of all of the same type as." Thus, in the case of

three variables, a, b, c,
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Jla-b means a-b x ab- x a-c x ac- x b'-c x be"
;

n(i + c) means {b + c) {c+ a) [a + b)
;

» + c\ / b + c \ / c-T-a \ / n + I)

K^' + C-J \b- + c-J \c' + ((-J \a-+b-/
and so on.

We might, for example, write (10) above

—

U{b + c) = 'Eb"c+2abc.

§ 3.] Hitherto we have considered merely factors made up of

letters preceded by the signs + and -
. The case Avhere they are

affected by numerical coefficients is of course at once provided

for by the principle of association. Or, what comes to the same

thing, cases in which numerical coefficients occur can be derived

by substitution from such as we have already considered. For

example

—

{3a+2hy={{3a) + {2l^Y

= (34' + 3{3a)\2b) + 3(3a)(2hy + (2/^)',

whence, by rules already established for monomials,

= 27a' + 54a% + 36ah' + Sb'.

(a - 21) + 5^)- = {(«) + (
- 2?/) + (5c)}'

= {of + ( - 2hf + (5c)' + 2( - 2&)(5c) + 2{bc){n) + 2{n){ - 2h)

= rt' + ih" + 25c' - 20&C + 1 Oca - iah.

The student will observe that in the final result the general

form by means of Avhich this result was obtained has been lost,

so far at least as the numerical coefficients are concerned.

§ 4.] It is very important to notice that the principle of

substitution may also be used to deduce results for trinomials

from results already obtained for binomials. Thus from (a + hf =

a' + 3a'b + 3ah' + V, replacing h throughout by 6 + c, wc have

[a + (h + c)Y = «"* + 3a-{h + c) + 3a{h + c)" + {h + cf

= ft" + 3a'b + 3a"c

+ 3a{b- + 2bc + C-)

+ ?/ + 3/>'c + 3bc^ + c"'

;

whence (a + h + cf - a" + V^ + c^ + 3//c + 3bc' + 3c"a + 3ca"

+ 3d'b + 3all' + Gabr.

By association of parts of the factors, and liy junihtl distri-

bution in the earlier parts of a reduction, labour may often be

saved and ele<iance attained.
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For example

—

{a + b + c-d){a-b + c + d)

= {(« + c) + (6 - d)
\
{{a + c) - (/. - fO; ;

^{a + cf-{b-dy\
by formula (3) above

;

= {a" + 2ac + c-)-{b-- 2bd + d-);

- C(P-b" + c'- d- + 2ac + 2bd.

Again,

(a + b + c) {b + c-a) {c + a-b){a + b- c)

- {{b + c) + a] {{b + c) - a] [a - [b - c)) [a + {b - <)}
;

= {ib + c)^-a"}{a"-{b-c)-},

by a double application of formula (3)

;

= {b- + 2bc + c" - a-} [a- - b- + 2bc - c"}

;

- {2bc + {b- + c" - a")} {2bc - {b" + c"- «-)}

;

= {2bc)--{b" + c"-o-)-,

by formula (3);

= 46-c- - (&H c'+ a-* + 2b-c" - 2c-a" - 2a-b-)

;

= 2b-c" + 2c"a- + 2orV- - a^ -b^- c\

a result which the student will meet with again.

§ 5.] There is an important general theorem which follows

so readily from the resiilts established in §§ 1 and 2 that we may
give it here. If all the terms in all the factors of a product he

simple letters unaccompanied hy numerical coefficients and all affected

xdth the piositive sign, then the sum of the coefficients in the distributed

value of the product tvill he I x m x n x . . ., ivhere I, m, n, . . . are

the nianhcrs of the terms in the respective factors.

This follows at once from the consideration that no terms

can be lost since all arc positive, and that the numerical co-

efficient of any term in the distriljution is simply the number of

times that that term occurs.

Thus in formulai (4), (G), and (10) in § 2 above we have

1 + 3 + 3 + 1 =2x2x2,
1+4 + 6 + 4+1 =2x2x2x2,

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 2 = 2x2x2,
&c.

In formuliB (8) and (11) of § 2, and in the formuhc of § 3,

the theorem does not hold on account of the appearance of

negative signs and numerical coefficients.

Tlie following more general theorem, which includes the one

just stated as a particular case, Avill, however, always apply :

—

The alcjchraic sum of the coefficients in the expansion of any
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product may he obtained from the product itself hy replacing each of

the variables hy 1 throughout all the factors.

Thus, in the case of

{a + h - cf = a" + h- + c" - 2hc ~ 2ca + 2ah,

we have (1 + 1-1)' =1 = 1 + 1 + 1-2-2 + 2.

The general proof of the theorem consists merely in this

—

that any algebraical identity is established for all values of its

variables : so that we may give each of the variables the value 1.

When this is done, the expanded side reduces simply to the

algebraic sum of its coefficients.

Exercises Y.

(1.) How many terms are there in the distributed product {nj+a.,)

ih + b.^ + b.^) (ci + c... + c.^ + C4) {di + cL + d-i + d^ + r/g) ?

Distribute, condense, and arrange the following :

—

(2. ) {x + y){x- y) {x- - if) (x? + y"-f.

(3.) (a;2 + 2/2) (a.2_ 2/2) (3,4 + ^4),

(4.) {x+ yf{x-yf.
(5.) {x-\-2y)\x-2y)\

(6.) {b + c){c + a){a+b){h-c){c-a){a-h).
(7.) {x' + x+ lf.

(8.) (3a+ 26-l)l

(9.) (x" + x + l+- + -

(10.) {a + b + cf, and {a~h-cf.

(11.) Write down all the quaternary products of the three letters x, y, z
;

point out how many different tj-pes they fall into, and how many products

there are of each type.

(12.) Do the same thing for the ternary products of the four letters a, b, c, d.

(13.) Find the sum of the coefficients in the expansion of {2a + Zb + AcJ'\

Distribute and condense the following, arranging terms of the same tyjie

togetlier :—

(14.) (^ + -^ +-^,) (j^ +^ + -h\\b-c c-a a-bj \b + c c + a a + b/

(15.) {x + y + z)--x{y + z-x)-y{z+ x-y)-z{x + y-z).

(16.) {b-c){b + c-a) + {c- a) {c + a- b) + {a- b) {a + b- c).

(17.) {b + c){y + z) + {c + a){z + z) + {a + b){x + y)-{a + b + c){x + y + z).

(IS.) i:a{b + c-a)m{b + c-a).*

* AVherever in this set of exercises the abbreviative symbols S and II arc

used, it is understood that three letters only are involved. Tlie student who

finds difficulty with the latter part of this set of exercises, should postpone

them until he has read the rest of this chapter.
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Show that

(19.) {x + 2/)'= 2(,.r + r) {.v + y)"-{x- -!/')-.

(•20.)

a*(x - by - ia^{:c - a)[x - hf + Qa-h-{x - a)-[x - h)- - Uh^{x - a f[K- b) + b\x-aY
= {a^ - ia^ + 6a"b- - iab^ + b'^)x\

(21.) (x--ai/) [x'- - ay'') = [xx'±ayy'f - a{xy' ±yx'f ;

[x- - ay^f= {x^ + Saxy-f - a(Sx-y + ay"^)- ;

(,,,2 _ i>y2 _ c~-' + BC U-) [x'" - B2/'2 - Cc'-'+ BC?('=)

= {xx' + Byy'±C(zz' + 'Bim')\--V, [xy' + x'y±C(2iz' + t(,'z)]"

- {' { xz' - Byu'± {zx' - Bm/) } - + BC

{

yz' - xvJ± ( ?w' - zy')) -.

Lnjjrangc.

The tlicorcnis (21.) are of great imijortaiice in the theory of numbers ; they

show that the products and powers of numbers having a certain form are

numbers of the same form. Tlie}^ are generalisations of the formula; numbered

V. in the table at the end of this chapter.

Distribute, condense, and arrange

—

(22.) 2ft25c-n(6 + c).

(23.) 2a(2a2 + Z6c) + 2rt;S«2- 2(6 + 0)='.

(24. ) (6 - c) (& + cf + (c - a) (c + of- + {a-b) (a + bf.

(25.) Distribute

{
(a + b)x" - abxy + (a,- b)y"

]
{{a - b)x" + abxy + (a + b)y" }

;

and arrange the result in the form

Ax^ + Bx^y + Cof-y- + Ttxy^ + \\yK

Show that

(26.) {.v'3-7/ + 3xi/(2.c + 7/)}3+ {i/-a? + Zxy{2y-\-o:)\'

= 2'xy{x + y) [x- + xy + y-f.

(27.) S{2(^;- + xy + r) (p^ + xz + z^) - (y' + yz + z-f) =3 \-^yz\\

(28. ) \ { '^a-{b + c)" + 2abcy,a] = { ^bc } "-.

(29.) 'L{a-b){a-c)={^a---Zbc].

{Zabc - 2b'^a-df + i{ac-]rf_ (Zdcb - 2c^ - d-gf + i.[db - c"f

a^
~

cP
'(30.) ^..

GENERAL THEORY OF INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS.

§ 6.] As we have noAV made a lieginning of the investigation

of the properties of rational integral algebraical functions, it will

be well to define precisely what is meant by this term.

We have already (chap, ii., § 5) defined a rational integral

algebraical term as the product of a number of positive integral

powers of various letters, x, y, z, . . . , called the varial)les, multi-

plied by a coefficient, which may be a positive or negative number,

or a mere letter or function of a letter or letters, but must not

contain or depend upon the variables.
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A rational integral algdmiicaJ function is the algebraical sum of

a series of rationalintegral algebraical terms. Tlius, if ;'•, y, ,:', . . . be

the variables, /, m, n, . . ., l', in', n, . . ., I", m", n", . . . positive in-

tegral numbers, and C, C, C", . . . coefficients as above defined,

then the type of such a function as we have defined is

Cxhf'z'K . . + C'x^'f'rj"' . .. + CVy""•""•
• • + &c.

For shortness, we shall, Avhen no ambiguity is to be feared, speak

of it merely as an " integral function."

To lix the notion, we give a few special examples. Thus

(a) S3i? + 3xy + 2y^ is an integral function of x and y ;

(/3) ax- + bxy + cy% a, b, c being independent of x and y, is an integral

function of x and y ;

(7) 3.''^ - 2.*'- + 3a; + 1 is an integi'al function of a; alone ;

(5) - + J +
--1 is an integral function, if x, y, z be regarded as the

variables ; but is not an integral function if the variables bo

taken to be x, y, z, <i., b, c, or a, b, c alone.

Each term has a "degree," according to the definition of

chap, ii., § G, which is in fact the sum of the indices of the vari-

ables. The degrees of the various terms will not in general be

alike ; but the degree of an integral function is clefined to he the

clegree of the term of highest degree that occurs in it.

For example, the degree of (a) above in x and y is the 3rd, of (p) the

2nd in x and y and the 1st in a, b, c, of (7) in x the 3rd, of (5) in x, y, z the 1st.

§ 7.] From what has already been shown in this chapter it

appears that, in the result of the distribution of a product of any

number of integral functions, each term arises as the i)roduct of

a number of integral terms, and is therefore itself integral.

Moreover, by chap, ii., § 7, the degree of each such term is the

sum of the degrees of the terms from which it arises. Hence

the following general propositions :

—

llie product of any number of integral functions is an integral

function.

The highest * term in the distributed p)rodiict is the product of the

* By "highest term" is meant term of highest degree, by "lowest term"

term of lowest degree. If there be a term which does not contain the vari-

al)les at all, its degree is said to be zero, and it of course would lie the lowest

term iu an integral function, for example, +1 in (7) above.
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highest terms of the several factors, and the loivcst term is the product

of their loioest terms.

The degree of the product of a numher of integral functions is the

sum- of the degrees of the several factors.

Every identity already given in this chapter, and all those

that follow, will afford the student the means of verifying these

propositions in particular cases. It is therefore needless to do

more than call his attention to their importance. They form, it

may be said, the corner-stones of the theory of algebraic forms.

INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE.

§ 8.] The simplest case of an integral function is that where

there is only one variable x. As this case is of great importance,

we shall consider it at some length. The general type is

Pn''-"'+lhi-i'C"-^+ . . . +2V-+2^o,

where j),,, Pi, . . ., p,i are the various coefficients and n is a posi-

tive integral number, which, being the index of the highest term,

is the degree of the function. The function has in general n + 1

terms, but of course some of these may be wanting, or, which

amounts to the same thing, one or more of the letters j)^, Ih,- •, Pn

may have zero value.

§ 9.] When products of integral functions of one variable

have to be distributed, it is usually required at the same time to

arrange the result according to powers of o:, as in the typical

form above indicated. We proceed to give various instances of

this process, using in the first place the method described in

the earlier part of this chapter. The student should exercise

himself by obtaining the same results by successive distribution

or otherwise.

In the case of two factors (x + a) {x + h), we see at once that

the highest term is x^, and the lowest ab. A term in x will be

obtained in two Avays, namely, ctx and hx ; hence

(,i' + a) (x + b) = x' + (a + h)x + ah (1).

This virtually includes all possible cases; for example, putting -«for«

we get

(x+ ( -rt)) {x + h) = x" + ([ - a)+h)x+ ( - a)h,

= x"-\-{-a+ h)x- ab.
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Similarly {x-a)(x-h)=x" + {~a-h)x + ah,

= x- - {a + hyx + ab.

{x - a) {x - a)=x- + (- a - a)x + or,

=x'-2ax+ a-, &c.

Cases in wliicli numbers occur in place of a and h, or in which x is affected

witli coefficients in the two factors, may be deduced by specialisation or other

modification of formula (1), for example,

[X - 2) [x + 3) = .>r + (
- 2 + 3).7- + (

- 2) ( + 3),

= ,r- + .7j-6.

[px + q) [rx + ,) ^p(^r +|)
r(^r + f

^

=i»'{...'+(2 + ;)«+|,;:},

= prx' + pr\ - + - ]x+nr—
,

=prx" + {rq -\-ps)x + j.y,

which might of course be obtained more quickly by directly distributing the

product and collecting the powers of x.

In the case of tliree factors of the first degree, say (.' + a,)

(.i; + ffo) (;« + fta), the highest term is ;>/ ; terms in :)/ are obtained

by taking for the partial products x from two of the three brackets

only, then an a must be taken from the remaining bracket ; Ave

thns get «!.?/, a.X, a^x' ; that is, (ff, + a, + rtg)*" is the term in x'.

To get the term in x, x must be taken from one bi'acket, and a's

from the two remaining in every possible way ; this gives

(aitt., + ci-^a^ + aM-j)x. The last or absolute term is of course a^a^a^.

Thus (.'; + fl,) (,r + (7.) (.'• + (7.,)

= ,1? + ((I
I
+ a., + a._i)x' + {a^a„ + a^a^^ + a„a^x + a^a./(.^ (2).

By substitution all other cases may be derived from (2), for

example,

(x - rt,) (,/; - rr.) (x - a^)

= .''' - ("i + ffo + ^3).'" + (aiftg + tti^s + OM^x - a-^^aji.^ (3)

;

(,/• + 1) {x + 2) {x - 3) = .r' - Ix - 6, and so on.

After what has been said it is easy to find the form of the dis-

tribution of a product of n factors of tlic first degree. The result is

(x + a,) (x + a.^ . . . (x + a„)

- x» + P.x" -
1 + r,x-" - - + . . . +Vn-,x + P„ (i),
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where Pi signifies the algebraic sum of all the (('s, P. the alge-

braic sura of all the products that can be formed Ijy taking two

of them at a time, P3 the sum of all the products three at a time,

and so on, P,,, being the product of them all.

§ 10.] The formula (4) of § 9 of course includes (1) and (2)

already given, and there is no difficulty in adapting it to special

cases where negative signs, &c., occur. The following is par-

ticularly important :

—

{x-a,){x-ao) ... (x-an)

= Z"' - PiJj"-l + Po.^"-2 -... + (- 1)«-1P,,_ ,.l- + (
- 1)»P,, (1).

Here Pi Po, &c., have a slightly different meaning from that

attached to them in § 9 (4) : P^, for example, is not the sum

of all the products of -tii, -a.,, . . ., - (%, taken three at a

time, but the sum of the products of + a^, + a.,, . . ., + «„, taken

three at a time; and the coefficient of .c''~^ is therefore - P^,

since the concurrence of three negative signs gives a negative

sign. As a special case of (1) let us take

{.c - a)(x - 2a) (x - 3(0(.k - 4a) = x* - P,:// + V^? - P^rr + P,.

Here P, = a + 2a + 3a + 4a = 10a,

Po = 1 X 2a" + 1 X 3a^ + 1 X 4a' + 2 x 3a' + 2 x 4a' + 3 x 4a'

= 35a',

P3 = 2 X 3 X ia +Ix3x4a'+lx2x 4a' + 1 x 2 x 3a^

= 50a',

P,= 1 x 2 X 3 X 4a' = 24a\

So that {x - a) {x - 2a) (x - 3a) (x - ia)

= x* - lOux' + 35a-r - bOah + 24a\

§ 11.] Another important case of § 9 (4) is obtained by

making Ui = cl = a^ ^ . . . = On, each = a say. The left-hand side

then becomes (x + a)". Let us see what the values of P^ P^, . . .,

P,i become. Pj obviously becomes na, and P^^ becomes a'\ Con-

sider any other, say P,.; the number of terms in it is the number

of different sets of r things that Ave can choose out of n things.

This number is, of course, independent of the nature of the

things chosen ; and, although we have no means as yet of calcu-

lating it, we may give it a name. The symbol generally in use
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for it is ,iC,., tlie first suffix denoting the number of things chosen

from, the second the number of things to be chosen. Again,

each term of P^. consists of the product of r letters, and, since in

the present case each of these is a, each term will be «*". All

the terms being equal, and there being ,jC^. of them, we have in

the present case Pj. = n^/i^'. Hence

(x + a)'' = x'^ + nax'^-'^ + .,fiM-x''^-^ + ^iCgftV-^ + . . . + a"

;

or, if we choose, since ,iCi =?i, n^n= 1? '^ve may Avrite

(,; + «)» = ,:« + ,,C,«.c»-i + ,,artV^-- + ... + ,,Cn-,a''-\v + „C,,rt'^ (1).

This is the " binomial theorem " for positive integral exponents, and

the numbers ,jCi, n^\, n^^, . . . are called the binomial coefficients of

the nth order. They play an important part in algebra ; in fact,

the student has already seen that, besides their function in the

binomial expansion, they answer a series of questions in the

theory of combinations. When we come to treat that subject

more particularly we shall investigate a direct expression for ,^0^

in terms of n and r. Later in this chapter we shall give a pro-

cess for calculating the coefficients of the different orders by

successive additions.

By substituting successively -a, +1, and - 1 for a in (1)

we get

{x-ay' = x>'-nC,ax''-'^ + ,,G/thJ"-^-,fy^x"-^ + . . .

+ (-l)\C>"' (2);

{x+l)^ = 0^' + ,,C,T'^-i + ,C,.r"-2 + . . . + ,^C„ (3) ;

(,,_l)» = ^n_^^C,/-i + ,Aa^-— . . . + {-l)\C„ (4)-

and an infinity of other results can of course be obtained by

substituting various values for x and a.

§ 12.] In expanding and arranging products of two integral

functions of one variable, the process which is sometimes called

the long rule for 7nultipHcation is often convenient. It consists

simply in taking one of the functions arranged according to

descending powers of the variable and multiplying it successively

by each of the terms of the other, beginning with the highest

and proceeding to the lowest, arranging the like terms under

one another. Tims we arrange the distribution of
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{x'+2x'+2x+\){/--x+l)
as follows :

—

x^ + 2x' + 2x + 1

x" - X + 1

x' + 2x* + 2x' + o:'

- x' - 2/ - 2x' - X

+ x' + 2x' + 2x\ 1

x' + X* + x' + x' + x-^ 1,

or again {px^ + q.X + r){r.)
" + qx + p)

px- + qx + r

rx' + qx +p
prx* + qrx^ + rx'

+ pqx'

+p'x'

+ qrx

+pqx +2yr

p-x* + {pq + qr)j? + (j*/' + (f + r")./" + {pq + qr)x +pr.

The advantage of this scheme consists merely in the fact that

like powers of x are placed in the same vertical column, and that

there is an orderly exhaustion of the partial products, so that

none are likely to be missed. It possesses none of the funda-

mental importance which might be suggested by its prominent

position in English elementary text-books.

§ 13.] Method of Detached Coefficients.
—"When all the powers

are present a good deal of labour may be saved by merely

writing the coefficients in the scheme of § 12, which are to be

multiplied together in the ordinary way. The powers of x can

be inserted at the end of the operation, for Ave know tliat the

highest power in the product is the product of the highest powers

in the two factors, and the rest follow in order. Thus we may
arrange the two multiplications given above as follows :

—

1+2+2+1
1-1 + 1

1+2+2+1
-1-2-2-1

+1+2+2+1
1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 +"l ;
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whence

(x' + 2x' + 2j.:+!)(/--x+l) = x' + X* + x^ + x- + X -

Again,

P + 2 + r

r + 2 +F

pr + qr + r
+ pq + qr

+ pq +p)')'

pr + (qr+pq) + (pr + q' + r") + {pq + qr) + pr
;

whence

(px' + qx + r){rx^ + qx+p)

= p)rx* + [pq + qr)x^ + (jr + cf + r')x' + (pq + qr)x + pr.

The student should observe that the use of brackets in the

last line of the scheme in the second example is necessary to

preserve the identity of the several coefficients.

It has been said that this method is applicable directly only

when all the powers are present in both factors, but it can be

made applicable to cases where any powers of x are wanting by

introducing these powers multiplied by zero coefficients. For

example

—

(/-2r+l)(a;' + 2a;'+l)

= (3/ + Q:i? - 2x' + Ox + l)(.i'* + 0.t' + 2.(;' + 0x+\);

1+0-2+0+1
1+0+2+0+1

1+0-2+0+1
+0+0+0+0+0*

+2+0-4+0+2
+0+0+0+0+0*

+1+0-2+0+1

1+0+0+0-2+0+0+0+1
X + 0.1:' + Ox + Oa;' - 2x' + 0.^;' + Q)x~ + Ox + 1

;

whence

ix' - 2x' + l)(.i'' I 2r + 1) = x' - 2/ + 1.
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The process might, of course, be abbreviated hy omitting the

lines marked '^, which contain only zeros, care being taken to

place the commencement of the following lines in the proper

columns ; and, in writing out the result, the terms with zero

coefficients might be omitted at once. With all these simplifica-

tions, the process in the present case is still inferior in brevity

to the following, which depends on the use of the identities

(A + B) (A - B) = A^' - B; and (A + B)^' = A' + 2AB + B^

{x' - 2/ + 1) (/ + 2/ + 1) = {(x' + 1) - 2x'}{{x' + 1) + 2:r}

= (x^-,ir-{2xy
= x' + 2x* +1- ix'

= x' - 2x' + 1.

The method of detached coefficients can be applied with ad-

vantage in the case of integral functions of two letters which are

homogeneous (see below, § 1 7), as will be seen by the following

example :

—

(•'' - ^W + r) ('•' - 2.'-'!/ + 2xif - f),
1-2+2-1
1-1 + 1

1-2+2-1
-1+2-2+1

+1-2+2-1

1-3 + 5-5 + 3-1,

= / - '3x\)/ + dx^if - 5<v' + 3.ri/ - ?/.

If the student will work out the above distribution, arrange

his work after the pattern of the long rule, and then compare,

he will at once see that the above scheme represents all the

essential detail required for calculating the coefficients.

The reason of the ajjplicability of the process is simply that

the powers of ,/: diminish by unity from left to right, and the

powers of y in like manner from right to left.

We shall give some further examples of the method of

detached coefficients, by using it to establish several important

results.

VOL. ] p.
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§ 14.] Addition Pade for mlculating the Binomkd Coefficients.

We have to expand {x + 1)", (.c +1)^, . . ., {>' + l)'^ Let us

proceed by successive distribution, using detached coefficients.

1 + 1 (The coefficients of a; + 1),

1 + 1

1 + 1

+ 1 + 1

1 + 2 + 1 (The coefficients of {x + 1)'),

1 + 1

1+2 + 1

+ 1 + 2

1+3 + 3 + 1 (The coefficients of (;r + 1)^').

The rule which here becomes ajiparent is as follows :

—

To obtain the binomial coefficients of any order from those of the

previous order— 1st, Write down the first coefficient of theprevious order;

2nd, Add the second of the j^revious order to the first of the same ;

3rd, Add the third of the previous order to the second of the same ;

and so on, taking zeros when the coefficients of the ^yrevious order run

out. We thus get in succession the first, second, third, &c., coefficients

of the neiv order. For example, those of the fourth order are

1 + (1 + 3) + (3 + 3) + (3 + 1) -r (1 + 0),

that is, 1 + 4 +6 +4 +1,

which agrees with the result obtained bj^ a different method

above, § 2 (G).

We have only to show that this process is general. Suppose

we had obtained the expansion of (.r + 1)", namely, using the nota-

tion of § 11,

(x + 1)" = a;" + nC.r»-^ + ,,C,x"-2 + ,,,C>"-'' + . . . + ,,C«_,t + „C„.

Hence

(,,. -h 1)«+1 = (;,:+ i)n^ (x+l)

= (..;" + „C,a:"
"

' + ,„C/6- - ^ + . . . + „C, _ ,r + „C„) (x + 1 )

;
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using detached coefficients, we have the scheme

1 +1

1 + n^i + n^2 ' + n^n

+ 1 + n^i + n^n-i "^ nPn

1 + (1 + ,,C,) + (,C, + „C,) +....+ (,C,„_, + ,,C,) + („C,, + 0).

Hence (.r+l)"+i

= ^"+' + (1 + nC^m + (,^C, + „C,),r«-i + (,C, + ,C,).*-- + . . .,

in which the coefficients are formed from the coefficients of tlie

7ith order, precisely after the law stated above, namely,

This law is therefore general, and enables us whenever we
know the binomial coefficients of any rank to calculate those of

the next, from these again those of the next, and so on. A
table of these numbers (often called Pascal's Triangle) carried to

a considerable extent is given at the end of this chapter, among

the results and formulse collected for reference there.

§ 15.] We may calculate the powers of Jc'^ + af + x+l l)y

means of the following scheme, in Mdiich the lines of coefficients

of the constantly-recurring multiplier, namely, 1 + 1 +1 + 1, are

for brevity omitted.

rower.

1st. 1 + 1 + 1 + 1

+ 1 +

+
1

1

+

+

1

1

+ 1

+ 1+1
+ 1 +1+1+1

2nd. 1 +2 + 3 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1

+ 1 + 2 + 3 + 4+ 3 + 2 + 1

+ 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1

+ 1 + 2 + 3+ 4 + 3 + 2 + 1

3rd. 1 + 3 + 6 + 10 + 12 + 12 + 10 + 6 + 3 + 1

+ 1 O- 3 + 6 + 10 + 12 + 12 + 10 + 6 + 3 + 1

+ 1 + 3 + G + 10 + 12 + 12 + 10 + 6 + 3 + 1

+ 1 + 3+ 6 + 10 + 12 + 12 + 10 + 6 + 3 + 1

4th. 1 + 4+10 + 20 + 31 + 40 + 44 + 40 + 31 + 20+10 + 4+1
and so on.
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The rule clearly is

—

To get from the coefficients of any wder

the rth of the succeeding, add to the rth of that order the three preced-

ing coefficients, taking zeros ichen the coefficients required by the ride do

not exist.

The rule for calculating the coefficients of the powers of

^,•'1 + ,7-« - 1 + .,;»- 2 + _ _ . + ,r ^- 1 is obtained from the above by

putting n in place of 3.

These results may be regarded as a generalisation of the pro-

cess of tabulating the binomial coefficients. They are useful in

the Theor}- of Probability.

§ IG.] As the student will easily verify, we have

(' - //)
{>^' + ^y + // ) = '-' - !f' ( 1 ),

(,'• + //)
{/- - xy + y-) = :i^ + y' (2).

The following is a generalisation of tlie first of these :

—

If n be any integer,

(.'• - y) (;»•«
-

1 + x'^ -hj + a;" '^y'^ + . . . + xy" "
- + y»

-
1),

1 + 1 + 1 + . . . + 1 + 1

1-1

1 + 1 + 1 +. . . + 1 + 1

-1-1 -. . .-1-1-1

1+0 + + . . .H- + 0-1
- .r" - y" (3).

Again, n being an odd number,

(,r + ;//)
(,>•" - I - :/•" " h/ + ;);'^ "Y - ... - xf " 2 + v/"

-
1),

(
- sign going with odd powers of y)

1 - 1 + 1 -
. . . - 1 + 1

1 + 1

1+0 + + . . . + + + 1

= x^ + v" (4).
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And, similarly, n being an even number,

(./• + y) (.r"
-

1 - x" - -1/ + x» - 3//- - ... 4 r>/"
-

'^
- //" - ^)

= .r"-2/" (5).

The last two may be considered as generalisations of {2) and of

[x + i/)(.r - ?/) = .''" - //" respectively.

Exercises VI.

( 1
.

) The variables being x, y, ;, point out the integral fuuctious among the

following, and state their degree :

—

(a) 3x'- + 2a;?/ + 32/-

;

(i3) 4 +^+4;
X- xy y-

(7) ^y^ + y'~^ + ^^^'1/ + 3?+ y^ + ^

;

,^, aPy'^z^ x-y-z^ x-y-z-

x-ijz xy-z xyz-

Distribwte the following, and arrange according to powers of x :

—

(2.) Q{x-i^-l)\{x-l{:c-\)\+20{x-%{x-l)]{x-\(x-\)\.
x{x+ \ ){x+Z) x[x+ \){'lx + \

)
(d.)

3
-

.

(4.) {(.r-2)(x--3) + (.,--3)(.r-l) + (,r-l)(a;-2)}

X {{x + 2){x-\-Z) + {x+ Z){x-^l) + {x+\)(x + -2)\.

( .").
) {

X + rt
; J

.-/- -\-{h + c)x+ bc]{x^- (a + h + c)x" + {bc + ca + rih)x - abc ]

.

(6.) {{x+p)(x-q){x+l)}{{x-p)(x + q)(x-l)].
( "• ) {x- - r )

[x^ - 2y-) {3? - 3y2) [x^ - Ay") (ar - iiy").

(S.) {ax+(b-c)y) {hx+{c-a)y] {cx+(a-h)y] ;* and show tliat the

sum of the coefficients of xhj and y^ is zero.

(9.) Show that

(./ + #«)-* - 1 Qia[x +mf + 3oa-(u; + |a)- - 50«=*(a; + |a) + 24rt-»

= (.>--K)(.x-=^-fa-).
(10.) Show that

^ xy(:x - y ) (g - r
)
(r -jj)(p - g)

Distribute anil ariange according to powers of ./, the following :

—

(11.) \{b + c)x-^-(c + a)x+[a + b)]{[b-c)x- + {c-n)x + (a-b)].

(12. )
(,'•- - .' + 1) (.i- + .-+ ] )(.r- - 2^j + l)(.?r + 2a;+ 1).

Ill \\orking some of these exercises the student will find it convenient to

refer to the table of identities given at the end of this chapter.
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(13.) {5oiP-<ix(x-y) + {x-7j)-\(2x + 3y).

(14.) (2a;2 - 3xy + 2//-) (2^^ + Bxy + 21/-).

(15.) {(3p + x+l){x- -x+ l){x" -1)}-.

(16.) {x^-!r + x-l)-(x^ + afi + x + l)-.

(17. ) (ir3 - U^ + Ix + i) doT' + i.r2 - ix + i).

(18. )
(x*- ay?y + abx'y" + bxy^ + y*) (ax- - abxy + bif).

(19.) {x- + aa; + b'-f + (a^^+ ax - b-f + (x- - rt.)j + b-f + (x" - ax - b-f.

(20.) (,c^-2a2x'2 + «*)«.

(21.) lx*-a^f.

(22.) (Sx+i)".

(23.) (« + fo~)S.

(24.) {(x« + 7/)(x6-7/)}«.

(25. ) (1 + X + X- + .'i' + .-':*)•'.

(2ij.) Calculate the coefficient of,/''* in the exjiaiision of (1 +.» + .r-)^.

(27.) Calculate the coefficient of .i-^ in (1 - 2.>' + 3a;- + 4.^^ - a'*)^

(28.) Show that

[a + bf{a^ + b^) + Zab{a + h)-{a^ + 6^) + 1 oa-b"(n + h) {a? + Zc'')

+ ZaaWid- + &-) + 70a*Z»^= (« + &)».

(29.) Show that

«Ci +,A + „C3+. • . +„C„ = 2«-1;
l+nC2 + nC4+. . . = ,A +«C3 + nCg + . . .;

„C,= „_oCr+ 2„_oC,_i + n-£r-1.

(30.) There are five boxes each containing five counters niarkdl with the

numbers 0, 1 , 2, 3, 4 ; a counter is drawn from each of the Ijoxes and the

numbers drawn are added together. In how many different ways can the

drawing be made so that the sum of the numbers shall be 8 ?

(31.) Show that

(x - y)-{3:"-- + x'^-'hj + + xy-'-> + ij"--)^x" hj - xy"-^ + y".

Exercises A'II.

Distribute the following, and arrange according to descending powers

if .'• :—

(1.) (3.''+4)(4.>; + 5)(5.c4-C)(6x+7).

(2.) {2>x + q-i-)(qx + r-2}]{rx+p-q).

(3.

)

{x-a) [x - 2a) {x - 3a) [x - 4a) (a; + a) {x + 2a) (x + 'da) [x + 4«).

(4.

)

{x' + 3x- + 3a; + 1) (ar'' - 3ar + 3a; - 1 ).

(5.) (lx? + lx- + ^x + i)(ix' + ix' + kx+ l).

( 6.

)

(X - i )
{X- - 4a; + i) (a; + i) [x^ + te + i).

/. {-X-+ x + j) (-~x- + ^x + —) {-jX- + ~-.r + - ).

(8.)

(9.)

(10.)

(2a;- 3)".

{{x + y)(x--xy-Vy-)Y.

(a;--l)4(a; + l)>».
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(11.) In the product {x + a){xi-h){x + c), x- disappears, and in the product

(x- a)(.e+6)(x + c), X disappears; also the coefficient of a; in tlie former is

equal to the coefhcient of .r-- in the latter. Show that a is either or 1.

Prove the following identities :
—

(12. )
[h - c) [x - a)- +{c-a){x- b)- ->r{a-h) {x - cf + {b-c){c-a) {a -b) = 0.

(13. ) ^(2a -b-c)(h-b)(h-c) = 2(& - c)-{Ii - a).

(14.) (.9-«)3 + (s-J)3 + (a--c)» + 3«Jc = .s-',

where 2s = a + b + c.

(15.) (s~a)*+(s-b)^ + (s-c)*

= 2(s - b)-(s - c)- + •2(.s' - c)-(s - a)- + 2[s - a)-(s - b)-,

where Ss= a + b + c.

(16.) (as + bc)(bs + ca) (cs + ab) = (b + c)-{c + a)-(a + b)-, where s= a + b + c.

(17.) s{s-a-d) (s -d -b){s -c -d) = {s-a)(s-b){s- c) (s - d) - abed,

where 2s = a + b + c + d.

(18.) lQ[A-a){s-b)(s-c){s-d) = '^{be + ad)'-{b"- + c'-a?-d:'f,

where 2s= a+b-\-c + d.

(19. ) Z(b - cf = Z\l[b - c)- + 2{Za" - Zbcf.

(20.) If U„ = (6-c)» + (c-ffl)« + (rt-S)", then

U„-f-3 - [a- + b' + c' - be - ca - «&)U„-(-i - (b - c) {c - a) [a - b)V„ = 0.

(21.) It' 2h=«' + b + c, p-2=i>c + ca + ab, p3= abc, s„ = u" + b" + c", show that

Sl ^2h , S-z =PiSi - 2j7-2, 53 =piS-2 - jh^i + Sji^

,

"k =2hS„-l -'p-iSn-'i +i'3''»-:i-

(22. ) If ^M ={b- c) (c - a) + [c - a) [a - b) + [a -b)(b- c),

P3={b-c)(c-a)(a-b),
s,^ = {b- c)" + (c- a)" + {a - b)",

show that

S-2- - 2^3 , S3 - 3p3 , 54= 2p.r, 3-0- - Op^Ps

,

se= - Ipi + '6p{-, S7= 7pn^psf 25S7.S3= 2I55-.

Homogeneity.

55 17.] All integral Junction of a }iji vinnhcr of mrialles is said

to be '^Homogeneous" icheii the degree (f every term in it /'•>• the same.

In such a function the degree of the function (.ij G) is of course

the same as the degree of every term, and the nnmber of terms

which (in the most general case) it can have is the numl)er of

different products of the given degree that can be formed with

the given number of variables. If there be only two variables,

and the degree be v, we have seen that the nnmber of i)ossible

terms is 11 + 1

.
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For example, the most general homogeneous integral functions of .r and y
of the 1st, 2n(l, aud 3rd degrees are

*

A.x- + By (1),

kx"+'P>xy+ Cy- (2),

Ax^ + Bxhj + Qxy^-\-Tiy^ (3),

&c.,

A, B, C, &c., representing the coefficients as usual.

For three variables the corresponding functions are

Aa' + By+ C;: (4),

A^- + Vnj- + Cz- + liyz + Esa; + Yxy (5),

Ka? + B?/3 + Cz^ + Vyz' + Vyh + Qs.?/- + Q's'-'a; + 'Sixy- + Wxry + Sxyz (6),

&o.,

7\.s the case of three variables is of considerable importance, we shall in-

vestigate an expression for the number of terms when the degree is n.

We may classify them into—1st, those that do not contain x ; 2nd, those

that contain x ; 3rd, those that contain a;" ; . . . ; 01 + 1th, those that contain x".

The first set Avill simply be the terms of the ?ith degree made up with

y and z, n + 1 in number ; the second set will be the terms of the (?i-l)th

degree made up with y and z, n in number, each with x thrown in ; the third

set the terms in y and ~ of (n - 2)th degi-ee, ii-l in number, each with x^

thrown in ; and so on. Hence, if N denote the whole number of terms,

'^ = {n + l) + )i + (n-l)+ . . .+2 +1.

lleversing the right-hand side, we may write

N= 1+2+ 3 -f . . . +n + (n+l).

Now, adding the two left-hand and tlie two right-hand sides of these equali-

ties, we get

2^ = (n + -2) + (n+2) + (n + 2)+ . . . +(n + 2) + (n + 2) ;

= (n+l)(n + 2),

since there are ?i-l-l terms each =«-f 2.

"Whence N = i(K4-l)(H -1-2).

For example, let /i = 3 ; N = i(3 -f 1) (3 -h 2) = 10, which is in fact the number
of terms in (6), above.

In the above investigation we have been led incidentally to sum an

arithmetical series (see chap, xx.) ; if we attempted the same problem for 4,

5, . . ., 771 variables, we should have to deal with more and more complicated

series. A complete solution for a function of the wth degree in m variables

will be given in the second part of this work.

* Homogeneous integral functions are called binary, ternary, kc, accord-

ing as the number of varialdcs is 2, 3, &c. ; and rpiadric, cubic, kc, according

as the degree is 2, 3, &r. Tims (3) would be called a 1)iiiary cubic
; (5) a

ternary quadric ; and so on.
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The following is a fundamental property of homogeneous

functions :

—

If each of the variables in a homogeneous function of the

nth degree he multiplied by the same quantity p, the result is the same

as if the function itself were multiplied by /a".

Let us consider, for simplicity, the case of three variables

;

and let

F =^ Axi'yiz'' + A'xP'yi'rf + . . .,

where p + q + i' = p +7+ ?"' = &c., each = n.

If Ave multiply j\ //, : each by p, we have

F' = k{px)V{p<i)\p-:)<- + A'{,,r)P'{pyy(p.z)>-' + . . .-

= ApP+i+^'xPy'lz'' + A'pP'+'i'+'"xP'yi'z'" + . . .,

by the laws of indices. Hence, since p + q + r =2)' + q + r' = &c.

= n, we have

F' = p" { AxPifz'- + AlxJP'fz'-' + . . . }

,

which establishes the proposition in the present case. The

reasoning is clearly general.'''

* This property might be made the definition of a homogeneous function.

Thu.s we might define a liomogeneous function to be such that, wlien each

of its variables is multiplied by p, its value is multiplied by /j" ; and define n
to be its degree. If we proceed thus, we naturally arrive at the idea of homo-
geneous functions which are not integral or even rational ; and we extend the

notion of degree in a corresponding way. For example, ('-"^ - 2/^)/(j; + y) is

a homogeneous function of the 2nd degree, for ( {px)^ - (pij)^)/( {px) + (py)

)

= pi-(x^ - ij^)l[x + y). Similarly V(''^ + 'f)' l/('^" + V') ^^^ homogeneous functions,

whose degrees are f and -2 respectively (see chap, x.) Although these ex-

tensions of the notions of homogeneity and degree have not the importance of

the simpler cases discussed in the text, they are occasionally useful. The

distinction of homogeneous functions as a separate class is made by Euler in

his Inirodudio in Analysin hijinitormn (1748), (t. i. chap, v.), in the course

of an elementary classification of tlie various kinds of analytical functions.

He there speaks, not only of homogeneous integral functions, but also of

homogeneous fractional functions, and of homogeneous functions of fractional

or negative deicrees.
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Example.

Consider the homogeneous integral function Zm" -2xij + y-, of the 2n(.I

degree. "We have

'i{px)- - 1{px) (p)j) + {ptjf= Sp-x- - 2p-x!/ + p-y-,

= p\Zx--2xy + y-),

in accordance with the theorem above stated.

The following property is characteristic of liomogeneous integral

functions of the first degree.

If for the variables x, y, z, . . . we substitute k.i\ -f /ix^, A//,

+ /jLi/.,, Xzi + fiz^, . . . respectively, the result is the same as that

obtained by adding the results of substitiding ,i\, ?/i, ,t;,, . . . and x^,

^2, •^2) • • respectively for X, y, z, . . . in the function, after multi-

plying these results by A and /x, respectively.

Example.

Consider the function A.>: + B?/ + C~.

We have
A(\.ri + /w^i) + B(\yi + ixy.) + C{\zi + ixz-^

= AXxi+ BX?/i + CX^i + A/w> + 3^7/2 + C/t>j

= X( Aa-i + B!/i + C:;i) + /x( Aa-o + Byo + C^o).

This property is of great importance in Analytical Geometry.

§ 18.] Law of Homogeneity.—Since every term in the product

of two homogeneous functions of the mih and nth degrees re-

si)ectively is the product of a term (of the mi\\ degree) taken

from one function and a term (of the nth degree) taken from

the other, we have the foUoAving important law :

—

The product of two homogeneous integral functions, of the mfh mid

nth degrees respectively, is a homogeneous integral function of the

(m + n)th degree.

The student should never fail to use this rule to test the

distribution of a })roduct of homogeneous functions. If he finds

any term in his result of a higher or lower degree than that

indicated by the rule, he has certainly made some mistake. He
should also see whether all possil)le terms of the right degree are

present, and satisfy himself that, if any are wanting, it is owing

to some peculiarity in the particular case in hand that this is so,

and not to an accidental omission.

The rule has many other uses, some of which will be illus-

trated immediately.
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§ 19.] If the student has fully grasped the idea of a homo-

geneous integral function, the most general of its kind, he will

have no difficulty in rising to a somewhat wider generalit}-,

namely, the most general integral function of the nth degree in

m variables, unrestricted by the condition of homogeneity or

otherwise.

Since any integral term whose degree does not exceed the

nth may occur in such a function, if we group the terms into such

as are of the Otli, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, .... Mth degrees respectively,

we see at once that we obtain the most general type of such a

function by simply writing down the sum of all the homogeneous

integral functions of the m variables of the 0th, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, . . .,

nth. degrees, each the most general of its kind.

For example, the most general integral functiou of x and y of the third

degree is

A + Bx- + Cy + Dx-- + Ea-?/ + ¥y- + fJx^ + Hx'-y + Ixif + .Jy'K

The student will have no difficulty, after what has been done

in § 17 al)Ove, in seeing that the number of terms in the general

integral function of the nth degree in two variables is

|(/i+l)(M + 2).

Symmetry.

§ 20.] There is a peculiarity in certain of the functions we

have been dealing with in this clia})ter that calls for sj)ecial notice

here. This peculiarity is denoted by the word " Symmetry ''; and

doubtless it has already caught the student's eye. AVhat we

have to do here is to show ho\v a mathematical]}' accurate

definition of symmetry may be given, and how it may be used

in algebraical investigations.

1st Definition.

—

Aii integral function* is said to he si/ininetriail

ivith respect to any two of its variables when the interchange of these

two throughout the function leaves its value unaltered.

* As a matter of fact these definitions and niiieli of what follows are

applicable to functions of any kind, as the student will afterwards learn.

According to Baltzer, Lacroix (1797) was the first to use the term Symmetric
Function, the older name having been Invariable Function.
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For example, 2« + 36 + 3c

becomes, by the interchange of b and c,

2a + 3c + 3b,

which is cqnal to 2a + 3b + 3c by the commutative law. Hence 2a + 3b + 3c is

symmetrical with respect to b and c. The same is not true with respect to

a and b, or a and c ; for the interchange of a, and b, for example, would

produce 2b + Sa+3c, that is, 3a+ 2& + 3c, which is not in general equal to*

2a + 3b + 3c.

2nd Definition.

—

An integral function is said to he symmetrical

[that is, syminetrical with respect to all its variables) wJien the interchange

of any pair whatever of its variables would leave its value unaltered.

For example, 3x+3y + 3z is a symmetrical function of x, y, z. So arc

yz + zx+ xy and 2{x' + y- + z-) + 3xyz. Taking the last, for instance, if we

interchange y and ;:, we get

2[x- + z- + y")-\-3xzy,

that is, 2(.(" +r + Z-) + 3xyz,

and so for any other of the three possible interchanges.

On the other hand, x-y -^^ y-z + z"x is not a symmetrical function of x, y, z,

for the three interchanges x with y, x with z, y with z give respectively

y-x+ x'^z + z-y,

z-y+ y^x+ xh,

.'"z + z-y + y-x,

and, although these are all ecjual to each other, no one of them is equal to the

original function. It will be observed from this instance that asymmetrical

functions have a property—which symmetrical functions have not—of assuming

different values when the variables are interchanged: thus x-y + y-z + z-x is

susceptible of two different values under this treatment, and is therefore a

two-valued function. The study of functions from this point of view has

developed into a great branch of modern algebra, called the theory of substitu-

tions, which is intimately related with many other branches of mathematics,

and, in particular, forms the basis of the theory of the algebraical solution of

equations. (See Jordan, TraUe ties Substitutions, and Serret, Cows d'Alc/ebre

Su2>erieun: )

All that we re(juire here is the defniitioii and its most elementary con-

sequences.

3r(l Definition.

—

A fimctiun is said f" hr culbiin-ulhi siinnnetiiral

ill, ta-o sf'ts of variubles\
''^" ''"

' ' " ''"
, ,

each nf fhr sauw viimbn;
{ ff,, a.,, .... <!„ -'

* It may not bo amiss to remind the student that for tlie present "

to" means "transformable by the fundamental laws of algebra into."
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tvhen the siinnlfancoiis interchanges of tv:o of the Jirst set and of the

corresponding two of the second set leave its vcdne unaltered.

For exaiiip] o, a-x + b-y + c-z

and {h + c)x + [c + a)y + {a + h)z

are evidently .symmetrical in this sense.

Other varieties of symmetry might be defined, but it is

needless to perplex the student with further definitions. If he

fully master the 1st and 2nd, he will have no difficulty with the

3rd or any other case. At first he should adhere somewhat

strictly to the formal use of, say, the 2nd definition ; but, after

a very little practice, he will find that in most cases his eye will

enable him to judge without conscious eflfort as to the symmetry

or asymmetry of any function.*

§ 21.] From the above definitions, and from the meaning of

the word "equal" in the calculation of algebraical identities, Ave

have at once the following-

Rule of Symmetr}'.— r/icjj algebraic sum, product, or quotient of

two syinmetricul functions is a symmetrical function.

Observe, however, that the product, for example, of two

asymmetrical functions is not necessarily asymmetrical.

Thus, a + h + c and bc + ca + ah being both symmetrical, their product,

(a + b-h c) (be + ca + ab) = b'-c + be" + c-a + cd- + a-b + rf6- + '^abc,

is symmetrical.

Again, a-Jie and nb-e- are both asymmetrical fum-tions of a, '*, e, yet their

product,
{ii-be) X (ab-c-) = a?b^c',

is a symmetrical function.

§ 22.] It will be interesting to see what alterations the

restriction of symmetry will make on some of the general forms

of integral functions written above.

Since the question of symmetry has nothing to do with

degree, it can only affect the coefficients. Looking then at the

* There is a class of functions of great importance closely allied to sym-

metrical functions, which the student should note at this stage, namely, those

that change their sign merely when any pair of the variables are interchanged.

Such functions are called "alternating." An example is {y-z){z-x){x-y).

Obviously the product or quotient of two alternating functions of the same

set of variables is a symmetric function. The term AJlcniating Function is

due to Cauchy (1812).
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homogeneous integral functions of two variables on page 72, "\ve

see that, in order that the interchange of x and y may produce

no change of value, we must have A = Bin§17{l); A = C in

(2); A = DandB = C in (3).

Hence the sinnmctrkcd homogeneous integral functions of ,r and ?/ of 1st.

2nd, 3rd, &c., degrees are

Ax + Ay (1),

Aa-- + B.r)/ + Ai/- (2),

A.x-HBa;-y + B.r2/- + A)/^ (3),

&c.

The corresponding functions of x, y, z are

Ax + Ay + Az (4),

Aa,-- + Ay' + Az- + V>yz + B~a; + B.r?/ (5),

A:fi + A?/2 + A r* + Vyz" + Py-s; + Ps.t- + Vz-x + Pa;?/^ + Pa-?/ + Sa-i/- (6 )

,

&c.

The most general symmeti-ical integral function of a-, y of the 3rd degree

will be the algebraic sum of three functions, such as (1), (2), and (3), together

with a constant term, namely,

F + Aa' + Ay + Ba " + Ca-y + By'- + Da-^ + E.i--y + Eay- + Dy».

And so on.

If the student find any difficulty in detecting what terms

ought to have the same coefficient, let him remark that thej' are

all derivable from each other by interchanges of the variables.

Thus, to get all the terms that have the same coefficient as ai' in

(6), putting y for x, we get y^
;
jiutting z for x, Ave get / ; and we

cannot by operating in the same way upon any of these produce

any more terms of the same type. Hence :f, y\ ^ form one

group, having the same coefficient. Next take yz' ; the inter-

changes .'• and y, x and .~, y and z produce xz^, yx', yz" ; applying

these interchanges to the new terms, we get only tAvo more new

terms

—

zx°, xy" ; hence the six terms yz', y'z, zx^, z'x, xy', x'y form

another group ; xyz is evidently unique, being itself symmetrical.

§ 23.] The rule of symmetry is exceedingly useful in abbre-

viating algel^raical Avork.

Let it be required, for example, to distribute the product (a + b + c)

(a- + b- + c--bc- ca - ah), each of whose factors is symmetrical in a, b, c. The

distributed product will be symmetrical in a, b, c. Kow we see at once that

the term a' occurs with the coefficient unity, hence the same must be true of

V^ and c^. Again the term b-c has the coefficient 0, so also hy the principles

of synmietry must each of the five other terms, be-, c-a, ca", ah", a-b, belonging

to the same type. Lastly, the term - ahc is obtained by taking a from the

first bracket, hence it must occur by taking h, and by taking c, that is, the
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abc-ttvn\ must have the coefficioiit - 3. AVe have therefore shown that

{a + b + <•) (a- + b- + c- -be- en - ab) — n^ + b^ + e^- Sabc ; and the principles of

s)'ninietry have enabled us to abbreviate the work by about two-thirds.

PRINCIPLE OF INDETERMINATE COEEFICIENTS.

§ 24.] A still more striking use of the general principles of

homogeneity and symmetrj' can be best illustrated in conjunction

with the a})plication of another principle, which is an immediate

consequence of the theory of integral functions.

AVe have laid down that the coefficients of an integral function

are independent of the variables, and therefore are not altered by

giving any special values to the variables. If, therefore, on either

side of anij algebraic identit// involving integral functions we determine

the coefficients, either hj general considerations regarding the forms of

the functions involved, or hy considering particular cases of the identity,

then these coefficients are determined once for all. This has (not very

happily, it must be confessed) been called the principle of inde-

ieruiinate coefficients. As applied to integral functions it results

from the most elementary principles, as we have seen ; Avhen

infinite series are concerned, its use requires further examination

(see the chapter on Series in the second part of this work).

The following are examples :

—

(a; + yY = {x + y)(x + y), being the product of two homogeneous

symmetrical functions of x and y of the 1st degree, Avill be a

homogeneous symmetrical integral function of the '2nd degree ;

therefore (x + y)' = Ax" + B.r?/ + A/ ( 1
).

We have to determine the coefficients A and B.

Since the identity holds for all values of x and y, it must

hold when ;(• = 1 and ?/ = 0, therefore

(1 +0)' = A1' + B1 X + AO^

1=A.
We now have (./• + yf = :r; + B.ry/ + y'

;

this must liold when .r = 1 and // = - 1,

therefore (1 - 1)' = 1 + B.l.( - 1 ) + 1,

that is, = 2 - B,

whence B = 2.

Thus finally {x + yf = x^ + 2xy + /.
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This method of working may seem at first sight somewhat startling, but

a little reflection will convince the learner of its soundness. We know, by

the principles of homogeneity and symmetry, that a general identity of the

form (1) exists, and we determine the coefficients by the consideration that

the identity must hold in any particular case. The student will naturally ask

how he is to be guided in selecting the particular cases in question, and

whether it is material what cases he selects. The answer to the latter part of

this question is that, except as to the labour involved in the calculation, the

choice of cases is immaterial, provided enough are taken to determine all the

coefficients. This determination will in general depend upon the solution of

a system of simultaneous equations of the 1st degree, whose number is the

number of the coefficients to be determined. (See below, chap, xvi.) So far

as possible, the particular cases should be chosen so as to give equations each

of which contains only one of the coefficients, so that we can determine them

one at a time as was done above.

The student who is already familiar with the solution of simultaneous

equations of the 1st degi'ee may work out the values of the coefficients ))y

means of jjarticular cases taken at random. Thus, for example, putting x — 2,

2/ = 3, and x— 1, y= i successively in (1) above, we get the equations

25 = 13A + 6B,

25 = 17A+4B,

which, when solved in the usual way, give A = l and B = 2, as before.

We give one more example of this important process :

—

By the principles of homogeneity and symmetry we must have

(x + y + z) ix" + 1J- + z^ - yz -zx- xy)

= A(x^ + y^ + z^) + B(yz- + y-z + ~x- + z-x + xy- + x'-y) + Cyxz.

Putting x=\, y = 0, z= 0, we get 1=A.

Using this value of A, and putting x=\, y = l, z= 0, we get

2xl = 2 + Bx2,
that is, 2= 2 + Bx2,
therefore 2B = 0,

and therefore B= 0.

Using these values of A and B, and putting .r=l, ?/=l, ~ = 1, we get

3x0 = 3 + 0,

that is, = 3 + C,

therefore C = - 3 ;

and we get finally

(:'• + y + z) (.)•- + y^ + z"- yz - zx - xy) = o-^ + ?/^ + z^- 3x]/z (2),

as in § 23.

§ 25.] Beference Table of Identities.—Most of tlie results given

below will be found useful by the student in his occasional calcu-

lations of algebraical identities. Some examples of their use
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have already been given, and others will be found among the

Exercises iu this chapter. Such of the results as liave not

already been demonstrated above may be established by the

student himself as an exercise.

(,'• + (i) (x + h) = ;if + (a + h).i- + (d)

;

(.(• + (i) (./• + //) (.r + c) = X + ((I + h + (•),;;"

+ {be + ca + ah)x + ahc
;

and generally

{x -t- ((){'' + ".) • • ('' + '^i) = •''" + Pr'-""^ + P,;^;"--

+ . . . + P,,_,/; + P,,(see§9).
_

(x±yy = ,?±3r>/+3x>f±f;
&c.

;

the numerical coefficients being taken from the following

table of binomial coefficients :

—

HI-)

Power. Coefficients.

1
-I

1

2 2 1

3 3 3 1

4 4 6 4 1

") 5 10 10 5 1

G 6 15 20 15 6 1

7 7 21 35 35 21 7 1

8 8 28 56 70 56 28 8 1

9 9 36 84 126 126 84 36 9 1

10 10 45 120 210 252 210 120 45 10 1

11 1 11 55 165 330 462 462 330 165 55 11 1

12 1 12 G6 220 495 792 924 792 495 220 66 12 1

&c.

-(II-)

* This table first occurs in the Arithmctica Integra of Stifel (1544), in

connection with the extraction of roots. It does not ajipear that lie was
aware of the aiiplication to the expansion of a binomial. Tlie table was di.s-

cussed and much used by Pascal, ami now goes by the name of Pascal's

Arithmetical Triangle. Tlie factorial formulae for the binomial coefficients (see

the second part of this work) were discovered by Xewton.

VOL. I G
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(HI.)

^(iv.)

(X ± _?/)-' :p 4,17/ = (,) If _?/)-.

(,): + //)
{.'• - ?/) = r - if ;

(•'• ± y) (•*' T ^r?/ + 7/-) = .(•' i 7/ ;

and generally

(.' I- ?/) (,J'" -1 - .r"--7/ + . . . T .'^y- ± .V^) - .'^•" ± ?/'",

upper or loAver sign according as n is odd or even.

(/ + f) {x'^ + y'') = (,«' ^ yy')- + {xy' ± 7/.7;')';

(.r - 'if){x'- - y'-) = {xx' ± yyj - {xy' ± yxj

;

{x- + If + ,r')(.7;'- + 7/" + ~") = (;f.^' + ?/7/' + zz)' + (t/:' - yzf
+^{zx'-z'xY + {xy -/yf;^^

(.7-^ + 7/ + ,r® + 7r)(.'/''' + 7/'" + ;:'" + «'') = (xx' + yy' + ~.r.' + 7/7/')'
^

+ (^xy - yx' + S'?/' - w,:')'

+ (./'.r' - yii - 0;r' + «?/')'

+ {:m' + ?/-' - zy' - ux'f.

(re" + xy + y") (.r - xy + ?/^) = .t* + x'lf + 7/\ (VI.)

{a + h + c + df = rt" + }f + c' + d^ + 2ab + 2ac + 2ad

+ 2bc + 2bd + 2c.d
;

and generally ^-(VII.)

(«! + «» + • • • + c^iif — sum of squares of «„ a., ...,«,(,!

+ twice sum of all partial products two and two. J

(« + ?/ + cf = ft' + J' + c' + 3i'c + Zhe + 3/n( + 3c((' + 3rt'i -.

+ 3fti=+6/(Z*c
I /VTTT^

= ii" + 5' + c^^ + 3&c(J + (0 + 3m (r + ft) f '^ ^^

+ 3ft.&(ft + Z') + Gftic. J

(ft + ^ + f) ((r + i" + 6"^ - Z/c - cft - fti) = (£' + 1/ + c^ - Sale. {IX.

)

(h - c) (r - ft) {a-h)= - ft-"(/^ - r) - hXc - a) - c\a - h),
^

= a{jf - c') + h{6' - ft') + c(ft" - i'),

= - l)c{b - c)- ca(r. - a) - ah{a - b),

— +hc^ - b'c + ca" - c'a + fti" - ft"6.

(X.)

* These identities furnish, inter alia, proofs of a series of propositions in

tlie theory of numbers, of which the following is typical :— If each of two

integers he the sum of two squares, their product can he exhihited in two ways

a-; the sum of two integral squares.
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{h + c)(r -\- fi)(n + h) = a-{b + c) + h'{c + a) + c-(a + h) ^- '2((h; \

= hc{h + c) + C(({r + a) + ah{a + h) + '2ahc, I (XI.)

= he' + />'6' + ca' + c"a + ah" + a% + 2ahr. j

(n + h + c) (a' + h- + r^) = bc(h + c) + ca{c + a) + tdi{a + h) ) /vti \

(a + h + c) {he + ca + ah) = a'{b + c) + b'{c + a) + c-(a + h)
I /v ryi \

{/( -- r - (i) (c + a - h) (<i + h- c) = a"{b + c) + h-(c + a) \

+ c\a + b)- a' - }i' - ('' - 2ahc. \
^^^^ •'

{a + h + <){- a. + b + c)(a -b + c)(a + h - c) = 2^/V + 2fOr' | . ,.

n 27 2 4 7 4 4 f ( '^ » • )

'

+ 2a h - a - h - r . ;

{h - c) + (r - a) + (a - b) =
;

\

a{h -c) + h{c - a) + c{a - h) =
;

> (XYI.)

{b -r r) (b -r) + (r + a) {c - a) + {a + h) \a -h) = 0. )

Exercises VIII.

(1.) Write down the most general rational integral symmetrical function

of .<', y, z, u of the 3rd degi'ee.

(2.) Distribute the product (x-'!i + y-z + z-x){xii- + yz" + zjr). Show that

it is symmetrical ; count the number of types into which its terms fall ; and

state how many of the types corresponding to its degree are missing.

(3.) Construct a homogeneous integral function of x and y of the 1st

degree which shall vanish when x= y, and become 1 when x—Z and y— 2.

(4.) Construct au integral function of o: and y of the 1st degree which

shall vanish when :c=x'
, y= y', and also when x= x", y— y".

(5.) Construct a homogeneous integral function of a; and y of the 2nd

degree which shall vanish when x— x', y = y', and also when x= o:", y= y", and

shall become 1 Avhen a'=l, 2/=l.

(6.) If A(3;-3)(.x--5) + B(a;-5)Of-7) + C{,'--7)(''-3) = 8.T-120 for all

values of A', determine the coefficients A, B, C.

(7.) Show that 5.'j- + 19.t' + 18 can be jmt into the form

J[x - 2) {x - 3) + m(x - 3) [x - 1 ) + n{x - 1 )
{x - 2) ;

and find I, m, n.

(8.) Assuming that (x ~ 1) (x - 2) (x - 3) can be jiut into the form

l{x - 1) (x + 2) {x + 3) + m(x - -2) (x + 3) (x' + 1) + ,i{x - 3) (,- + 1 ) (x + 2),

determine the numbers /, m, 'ii.

* Important in connection with Hero's formula for tlie area of a planel

triansle.
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(9.) Find a rational intefjral function of x of the 3rd degree which shall

liave the values P, Q, R, S when x= a, x= b, x= c, x= d respectively.

(10.) Find the coefficients oi y-z and yz- in the expansion of

[ax + hj + cz) [a-x + Iry + c-z) [a?x + h^y + c^z).

(11.) Expand and simplify 2(«/- + ;" - jc") [y+ z- x).

Prove the following identities :
—

(12. )
[ad + bcf + {a + h + c-d) (a + b-c-\-d){h + d){b -d) = {b"- cP + ab + cdf.

*(13. ) 2(6- + c- - a- + bc + ca^ ab)-(c- - b-) = i(b-- c-) (c- - a-) (a- - b-).

(14. ) 2(c« - b"-) (ab - c") = (2k) (2k - 2a-).

(15. ) 2(6c' - b'c) (be" - b"c) = 2a=2«'a" - 'Zaa'Zaa".

(16. ) SUiy + z)- 627/^= 2a-(2x - 1) (2a; - 2) - 2a;(a; - 1) (a; - 2).

(17.) ^{b- + c--a-)l2bc=(4pi2}-2-2h^-^Ps)/^1^3! where j!;i = - 2«, ^'2 = 2k,

^)3
— - abc.

(18.) n(7/ + ;)- + 2a;-2/V-S'«% + ^)2= 2(27/~)3.

(19.) ^(x + y~z){(y-zr-(z-x){x-y)\=^x^-2xyz.

(20. ) n(a± &±c±c?) = 2a8 - 42a66- + 62a*i« + 42rt^6V- - 'iOa-b-c-d-.

(21.) Show that
'

(.y^ + f + r' - 3a-?/c)-= X^ + Y^ + Z'- 3XyZ, where X = x- + 2y:, &c.

;

also that

(2^-3 _ Sxijz) (2x-'3 - 3a;'2/'2') = I.(xx' + yz' + y'zf - 3n(.T.r' + yz + y'z).

(These identities have an important meaning in the theory of numbers.

)

(22. ) Sliow that, if n be a positive integer, then

l-i+3-- • .--(«even) = 2(-—-+—-—+. . .+—
a \n + I n+i zn

1-i+i-. . . + l(H0dd) = 2(^—-+_!-+. . .+—

(Blissard),

* In this example, and in others of a similar hind, 2 is not used in its

sti'ict sense, but refers only to cyclical interchanges of a, b, c ; that is, to

interchanges in which a, b, c pass into b, c, a respectively, or into c, a. b

respectively. Thus, 2«-(&-c) is, strictlj'- speaking, =0: but, if 2 be used in

the present sense, it is a-(b -c) + b-{c -a) + c-{a - b).



CHAPTEE V.

Division of Integral Functions—Transformation of

Quotients.

§ 1.] The operations of this chapter are for the most part

inverse to those of last. Thus, A and D being any integral

functions of one variable x,'^ and Q a function such that

D X Q = A, then Q is called the quotient of A by D ; A is called

the dividend and D the divisor. We symbolise Q by the nota-

A
tion A -^ D, A/D, or —, as explained in chap. i.

The operation of finding Q is called division, but we prefer

that the student should class the operations of this chapter under

the title of transformation of quotients.

A and D being both integral functions, Q will be a rational

function of .'•, but will not necessarily be an integral function.

Jllien the quotient can he transformed so as to become integral, A
is said to he exactly divisible hi/ D.

JPlien ike quotient cannot he so transformed, the quotient is said

to he fractional or essentially fractional.

It is of course obvious that an essentialh/ integral function cannot

be cqval, in the identical sense, to an essentiaUy fraetional function.

% 2.] irhen the quotient is integral, its degree is the excess of the

degree of the dividend over the degree of the divisor. For, denoting

* For reasons partly explained below, the student must Ije cautious in

applying nuuiy of the propositions of this chapter to functions of more vari-

ables than one ; or at least in such cases he must select one of the variables

at a time, and think of it as the variable for the purposes of this chapter.
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the degrees of the functions represented by the various letters

by suffixes, we have

therefore, by chap, iv., § 7, 7n=]} + n, that is, p = in - ii.

§ 3.] If the degree of the dividend be less than that of the divisor,

the quotieid is essentially fractional. For, m being <?(, suppose, if

possible, that the quotient is integral, of degree p say, then

therefore m=p + n; but p cannot be less than by our hypo-

thesis, and in is already less than n, hence the quotient cannot

be integral, that is, it must be fractional.

§ 4.] If A, D, Q, R he ail integral functions, and if A —

QD + R, then E. will be exactly divisible by D or not according as A
is exactly divisible by D or not.

For, since A = QD + R,

A _ QD + R R
D ~ 'D ^ ^ D ^

, r ^ ^^ .^thereiore
Ti
~ n ~ ^'

Xow, if A be exactly divisible by D, A/D will be integral, and

A/'D - Q will be integral, that is, R/D will be integral, that is, R
will be exactly divisible by D.

Again, if A be not exactly divisil)le l>y D, A/D will be

fractional. Hence R/D must be fractional, for, if it were

integral, Q + R/D Avould be integral, that is, A/D would be in-

tegral, which is contrary to hypothesis.

INTEGRAL QUOTIKXT AND REJIAINDER.

§ 5.] The following is the fundamental theorem in the

transformation of quotients.

.\,„, a}ul D,j being integral fundluns of the degrees ni and n respect-

ively, tee can ahniy^ transform the quotient A„/D,i as follows

:

—
Aii' - p —
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where P„i_,i is an integral function of degree, m - n, and li (if it do

not vanish) an integral function ivhose degree is at most n- }.

This transformation is effected by a series of steps, ^\'e shall

first work out a particular case, and then give the geneml proof.

Let As = S^-" + 8:)^ - •20x-* + 40,- •• - oOj:^ + 30.r - 1 0,

Di

=

2x* + 3^-3 - ix' + 6.V - 8,

multiply the divisor D4 by the quotient of the highest term of the dividcud

by the highest term of the divisor (that is, multiply D4 by S.v^l2x* = i.':-), and

subtract the result from the dividend Ag. We have

Ae= Sx" + 8.^' - 20.^;^ + iO;-? - 50^- + 30.>; - 1

iiPD4=8x^+ 12afi-16x* + 2ia?-B2x'

Ab-4,'."D4= - ix^- 4a;Hl6A-3-18x- + 30j--10

= A5 say
;

therefore Ag= 4a;-D4 + A, ( 1 ).

Repeat the same process with the residue A5 iu place of A,j, and we have

A5 = - 4x-5 - 4.1;^ + lea,-' - ISa;^ + 30a; - 10

- 2x-D4 = -ix^- 6x* + Sar' -

1

2x^+ 1 6x

A.5+ 2,rD4= 2x^+ Sx^ - 6a;-+14.>;-10

= A4 say
;

therefore A5= - 2a-D4 + A4 (2).

And again with A4,

A4 = 2x'* + 8x^ -6x2 + 1 4,>; - 1

lxD4= 2a;* + 3.r"-4a;"+ 6x- 8

A4-D4= 5^3- 2a;- + 8a;- 2

— A;i say
;

tliereforc A4=D4 + A3 (3).

Here the process must stop, unless wo agree to adnut fractional multi-

pliers of D4 ; for the quotient of the highest term of A.-j b}' the highest term of

D4 is 5x^/2x^, that is, f/.i-, which is a fractional function of x. Such a con-

tinuation of the process does not concern us now, but will be considered below.

ileantime, from (1) we have

A6= 4.»'-D4i-A5 (4)-

and, using (2) to replace A.-,,

Afi=4aj-D4-2.rD4 + Ai (5);

and liually, using (3),

Hence

AB= 4.t"D4-2.rD4 + D4 + A3,

= (4ar-2a; + l)D4+ A3 (6).

Ae_ (4a;'^-2a;-H)D4 + A -{

Di" D4

= 4.7;2-2x' + l+^;
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or, rL'i)lachig the capital letters by tlie functions they rein-escnt,

8.?-g + 8x-^ - 20a;^ + iOz^ - 50.r- + 30x - 1

, „ „ , 5.r3 - 2x-- + 8a; - 2 ,„,

Since 6-4 = 2, it will be seen that we have established the above theorem

for this special case. It so happens that the degrees of the residues As, A4,

A3 diminish at each operation by unit)' only ; but the student will easily see

that the diminution might happen to be more rapid ; and, in particular, that

the degree of the first residue whose degree falls under that of the divisor

might happen to be less than the degree of the divisor by more than unity.

But none of these jiossibilities will aflect the proof in anj' way.

"We shall return to the present case immediately, but in the first place we

may give a generalform to the proof of the important proposition which we

are illustrating.

§ 6.] Let A„, = _^v'" +i?ia;'""^ +p^x'''-^ + &c.
;

D« =2o-''" +2r^"-^ +(//"- 2 +&C.

Multiplying D,i by the quotient j;o./:'"/g'o'''"') that is, by (^'o/'io)''-''"'~"j

and subtracting the result from A„,, we get

A„. -^-1".»-D,. =
(;,,

-»),.»-. + (1, -m., -^ + &o.,

= A,,,_, say,

whence, denoting 7'0,'f/o ^\V '" for shortness, we get

A„, = r,r'"-»D, + A,,„_, (1).

Treating A„i_i in the same way, we get

A„,,_, = .5,r'"-»-iD, + A„,_, (2).

And so on, so long as tlie degree of the residue is not less

than n, the last such equation obtained being

—

A„ = ?rD„ + K (3),

where K is of degree 11 - 1 at the utmost. Using all these

equations in succession we get

A,„, = ni-"'-"D„ + s,r'"-"-iD„+ . . . + «-D„ + R
==(;•.'•'"-" + &'•"' -"-1+

. . . -i-w)Da + 'il;

Avhcnce, dividing both sides by D,,, and distributing on the

ri'dit.
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V Tv
iJH: ^ ,.,,»-» + f^j-"i-n-l ^ . + ;t. + _

wliicli, if we bear in mind the cliaractcr of li, gives a general

}iro(jf of the proposition in question.

v^ ".] "We have shown that the transformation of § 5 can

always be effected in a particular wa}-, but this gives no assur-

ance that the final result will always be tlie same. The proof

that this really is so is furnished by the following proposition:

—

7'hc quotient A/D of two integral functions can he pit into the

form P + R/D, where P and E arc integral functions and the degree

of R is less than that of D, in one vjai/ only.

If possible let

^-p + 5

1
A -,, R'

and — = P + —-,D D

where P, R and P', R' both satisfy the aboAe requirements
;

then p + ^^F + 51;
D D

subtracting 1'' + :,- from both sides, we have» D

p-F-5:_ii.
U D

'

, R' - R
-r, ,,,

whence = P - P .

Now, since the degrees R and R' are both less than the degree

of D, it follows that the degree of R' - R is less than that of D.

Therefore, by § 3, the left-hand side, (R' - R)/D, is essentially

fractional, and cannot be equal to the right, Avhich is integral,

unless R' - R == 0, in which case we must also have P - P' - 0,

that is, R = R', and P = P'.

§ 8.] The two proportions of gv; 5, 7 give a peculiar import-

ance to the functions P and R, of which the following definition

may now legitimately be given :

—

If the quotient A/D he transfornial into P + R/D, P and R heing
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integral and E, of degree less than T>, P is called fhe integral quotient,

and R the remainder of A %i-]ien divided hj D.

§ 9.] We can now express the condition that one integral

function A may be exactly divisible by another D. For, if R be

the remainder, as above defined, we have, P being an integral

function,

—

D ~ ^ ^ D'

whence, subtracting P from both sides,

A E
D D"

Now, if A be exactly divisible by D, A/D will be integral, and

therefore A/D - P will be integral. Hence R/D must be integral

;

but, since the degree of R is less than that of D, this cannot be

the case unless R vanish identically.

The "necessary and sufficient condition for exact dirislbiliti/ is there-

fore tJiat the remainder shall vanish.

When the divisor is of the nih. degree, the remainder will in

general be of the {n - l)th degree, and will contain n coefficients,

^xei'Y one of Avhich must vanish if the remainder vanish. In

general, therefore, ichen tiie divisor is of tJie nth degree, n conditions

arc vccessarij to secure exact divisihility.

§ 10.] Having examined the exact meaning and use of the

integral quotient and remainder, we proceed to explain a con-

venient method for calculating them. The process is simply a

succinct arrangement of the calculation of ^^^ 5, 6. It Avill be

sufficient to take the ])articular case of § 5.

The work may be arranged as follows :

—

30.r- 10

8.',"+ 12./-16,i' + 24a;'-32.^'

_ 4,r»_ 4.r^ + 16.r='-18.7;'+30.P-

- ^.r'- 6;*;'+ 8,/;'- 12./f4- 16.);

10

2.1-'+ 8a;'- Qx^+lix-
'lx*-v 3a;'- 4.r+ &x-

10

8

2.'. -r OX - 4.' -r b.i — iS

4.r --Ix+l

5.Z.''- 2.'c'+ 8.*;- 2
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Or, observing that the term - 10 i.s not Avanted till tlie hist

operation, and therefore need not be taken down from the upper

line until that stage i.s reached, and observing further that the

method of detached coefficients is clearly applicable here just as

in multiplication, we may arrange the whole thus :

—

8+ 8 - 20 + 40 - 50 + 30 - 10
I

2 + 3 - i + 6 - 8

4 - 2 H- 18 + 12-16 + 24-32

- 4- 4 + 16-18 + 30

- 4- 6+ 8-12 + 16

2+ 8- 6 + 14-

2+ 3- 4+ 6-
10

8

5 - 2 + 8- 2

Therefore, Integral quotient = 4.x' - 2.>: + 1
;

Remainder = 5;>;'' - 2.r' + 8x - 2.

The process may l)e verbally described as follows :

—

Arrange both dividend and divisor accordlijg to descending puiccrs

of X, filing in missing j^owers nith r.ero coefficients. Find the quotient

of the highest term of the dividend hy the highest term of the divisor ;

the result is the highest term of the "integral quotient."

Midtiphj the divisor hy the term thus ohtained, and sahtroH thr

result from the dividend, taking down only one term to the rigid heyond

those affected hy the suhtraction ; the result thus ohtained will he less in

degree than the dividend hy one at least. Divide the highest term (f
this result hy the highest of the divisor ; the result is the second, term

of the " integral quotient.
"

Multiply the divisor hy the new term just ohtained, and subtract,

<(r., as before.

The process continues until the result after the last subtraction is

less in degree than the divisor; this last restdt is the remainder as

above defined.

% 11.] The following are some examples of the use of the

long rule "'
for division.
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Example 1.

19 o 5 1 \ / ., 1 1
'"

G
''""* 36'" 36''' "^36/ '

V''"
2"''"^

4

1—1-1-1 1_l4-l
-• ?+

t

J- -3 + 8

-i+i-
-A

15
1
»

1

+

The remainder vanishes, therefore the division is exact, and the quotient is

^'-3-^' + 9-

Example
(a-' +2}x" + qx + r)~ (x - a).

1+2} +q + J'

1-a
)
l+{a+2}) + {a- + aj) + q)

{a+2}) + q

{a +2J) - (a- + ((2))

(a- + «?' + q) + >'

{a- + ap + q)- (a^ + ay + aq)

(a? + a-2} + oq + r)

Hence the integral quotient is

X- + [a +]}) X + (rt- + (qi + q) ;

and the remainder is

a^ + a"2) + aq + r.

The student should ohserve the use of brackets throughout to preserve the

identity of the coefficients.

Exanqile 3.

{a^ - Sa^b + Gn-b- - ZuP + h^) -+ [ar - ah + 1").

1st. Let us consider a as the variable. Since the cxjjressions are homo-

geneous, we may omit the powers of h in the coefficients, and use the nunibers

merely.
1-3 + 6-3 + 1

I

1-1+1
1-1+1

J
1-2 + 3

a2-2a6 + 362-2 + 5-

— 2 + 2 -

-3

_

3-

3-

-1 + 1

-3 + 3

2-2
2a6» - 26*
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wlience
:*» - 3a^b + Qa-o- - 3alr' + &•»

2ab -f- 3i- +
2ab^ - 2h*

a- - ab + b-

We niust then arrange according:

d^ -ab + b-

2iul. Let us consider b as the variable

to descending powers of b, thus

—

(¥ - 3a6» + Qd-b- - ^a% + a^) ~ {b- - ab + a-).

Detacli the coefficients, and proceed as before. It happens in tliis particular

case that the mere numerical part of the work is exactly the same as before
;

tlie only difference is in the insertion of the powers of a and b at the end.

Thus the integral quotient is b--2ba + oa-, and the lemainder is 2ba''-2(C*,

whence
a*-Sa^ + 6a-b--Sab^ + ¥ ., ., „ , ,„ 2a?b-2a*= 3ft- - 2ab + b- + -

d--ab + b'-

'"
' "

' a--ab + b-'

§ 12.] The process of long division may be still further

abbreviated (after expertness and accuracy lia^e been acquired)

by combining the operations of multiplying the divisor and sub-

tracting. Then only the successive residues need be written.

Thus contracted, the numerical part of the operations of Exami)le

3 in last paragraph would run thus :

—

1-3+6-3+1 1-1+1
-2+5-3+1

,

1-2+3
3-1 + 1

2 - •'>

BINOMIAL DIVISOR—REMAINDER THEOREM.

§ 13.] The case of a binomial divisor of the 1st degree is of

special importance. Let the divisor be x - a, and the dividend

PoX"' + piX'"-
-
1 + p.pf' - 2 + . . . + p^^ _ , ,r + v„

.

Then, if we employ the method of detached coefficients, the

calcuUition runs as follows :

—

po-Pifl-

+ P2 + + 2>n-i+'Pn

il^o"- + Pi) + P,
(p^a + p,) - {2)„a + p,)a

1 -a

+ {PoC+P,)
+ {p^a + p,a + p.^

(p^a + p^a + p^) + p^

{p^a +p,a +p.^ - (jJ^a + p,a + p.^a

(p^a + p,a +pM + p._,)
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The integral quotient is therefore

The km offormation of the coefficients is evident!// as folhnrs .•

—

The first is the first coefficient of the dividend ;

The second is obtained by mvltiplying its 2>'>'''df'cessor hi/ a. and

adding the second coefficient of the dividend ;

The third by imdtiplying the second just obtained by a. ami adding

the third coefficient of the dividend ; and so on.

It is also obvious that the remainder, which in the present case is

of zero degree in x (that is, does not contain :r), is obtained from the

last coefficient of the integral quotient by midtiplying that coefficlrvt by

(t and adding the last coefficient of the dividend.

The operations in any numerical instance may be con-

veniently arranged as follows :
— ''"

Example 1.

(2.V* - Sx"+ 6x - 4) -^ (x - 2).

2+0-3+ 6- 4

+ 4 + 8 + 10 + 32

2 + 4 + 5 + 16 + 2J

Integral quotient= 2x^ + ix- + .').(; +16;
lieniainder =28.

The figures in the first line are the coefficients of the dividend.

The first coefficient in the second line is 0.

The first coefficient in the third line results fi-oin the addition of tlie two

above it.

Tlie second figure in the second line is obtained In- multiplying the iirst

roefficient in the third line by 2.

The second figure in the tliird line liy adding tlie two over it.

And so on.

Example 2.

If the divisor be x + 2, we have only to observe that this is the same as

* The student should observe that this arrangement of the calculation of

the remainder is virtually a handy method for calculating the value of an

integral function of x for any particular value of x, for 28 is 2x2^-3x2'-'

+ 6x2-4, that is to say, the value of 2.i''* - dx' + 6x - 4 when x= 2 (see § 14).

This method is often used, and always saves arithmetic when some of the

coefficients are negative and others positive. It was employed by Newton
;

see Horsley's edition, vol. i. p. 270.
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:r-{-'2); and we see that the proper result will be oVitaiiied l)y ojn'iiitiiii,'

tlirout^hout as before, using - 2 for our multiplier instead of + 2.

= (2:/''-3.v- + 6^-4)-(..'-(-2)),

2+0-3+ 6-4
O-t+8-10+8

:-4 + 5~ 4 + 4.

Integral ciuotient — 2.'-° - in" + 5y - 4
;

Keniainder =4.

Example 3.

The following example will show the student how to bring the case of any

binomial divisor of the 1st degree under the ease of .c- a.

3a; ' - 2ar' + 3a;- - 2a; + 3 3a;^ -2a? + Sx^ -2x+ 5

3a; + 2 3(a; + |)

J
/3^*--2a^ +

;

Transforming now the ([uotient inside the bracket { )
, we have

- i / 3a;* -23.-^ + 3a;- - 2a; + 3 1
_

3-2+ 3-2+3
— 94 ** _34il0 +

M_44-l"_ G2ilS5
" 'i + s s' + 'irr-

I ntegral quotient = Sa-^ - 4a'- + -J-n: - °/

.

Remainder = '//^

Whence

3x*-2ar> + 3ar-2a' + 3
, f o •, . o , , «„ W )r—-3 = k { 3a-' - 4ar + J/a; - ¥ -t- —r—2 v 1

= X' - la;- + -\'-x - If + .T-r~h

Hence, for the division originally proposed, we have

—

Integral quotient= a;'' - -^X'+^^'-x - #S
;

Remainder = V"/.

The process employed in Examples 2 and 3 above is clearly

ap|>licable in general, and the student should study it atteiuivel}'

as an instance of the use of a little transformation in In-inGjin;;

cases apparently distinct under a common treatment.

>; 14.] Reverting to the general result of last section, we see

that tlie remainder, when written out in full, is

/;„a"+;V-i + . . . -r //,,_,« ^yy,..
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Comparing this with the dividend

we have the following " remainder theorem " :

—

JFheii an integral function of x is divided hy x - a, the remainder

is obtained hy substituting a for x in the fimdion in question.

In other words, the remainder is the same function of a as

the dividend is of x.

Partly on account of the great importance of this theorem,

partly as an exercise in general algebraical reasoning, we give

another proof of it.

Let us, for shortness, denote

])^" + p,x''
-

1 + . . . + p,, _,x+ p„ by /(,/),

/(a) will then, naturally, denote the result of substituting a for

X in /(•'), that is,

Let x(') denote the integral quotient, and E the remainder,

when /(.') is divided by ,(,; - a. Then ->((.(•) is an integral function

of ./; of degree n - 1, and R is a constant (that is, is independent

of ;' ), and we have

X -a ^ X-

a

whence, multiplyin.^ by ./; - a, we get the identity

f(x) = {x-a)x{x)-^ll

Since this holds ibr all values of .'•, we get, putting .-?• = a

throughout,

f{a) = (a - a)x(a) + li,

where R remains the same as before, since it does not depend on

.'.•, and therefore is not altered by giving any particular value

to ,'.

Since xi") i^ finite if a be finite, (a - a)Y(a) = <» x ^^(a) = ;

and we get finally

/(«) = K,

which, if we remember the meaning of /(<x), proves the "re-

mainder theorem."
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Cor. 1. Since x + a = x- (- a), it follows that

The remainder, ivlien an integral function f(^x) is divided by

x + a, isf(- a).

For example, the remainder, when a;'* - Bar' + 2.>r - 5,>' + 6 is divided by

a;+ 10, is ( - 10)-' - 3( - lO)^ + 2( - 10)- - 5( - 10) + 6 = 13256.

Cor. 2. The remainder, ivlien an integral function of x, f(x), is

divided hj ax + b, is /( - b/a).

This is simply the generalisation of Example 3, § 13, above.

By substitution we may considerably extend the application

of the remainder theorem, as the following example will show :

—

Consklev p„i{x")"''+pm-i{x'")™-''^-i- . . . +pi{x")+po and ot^-O". Writing

for a moment | in place of cc", and a in place of a", we have to deal with

Pm^'" +Pm-i^"^~^ + • . • +Pi^+Po and ^-a. Now the remainder, when the

former of these is divided by the latter, is 2hnO'"^ +Pm-i"-^"'~^ + . . . +Pia + p^.

Hence the remainder, when ^,n(a5)™+j[;,„^i(a'")"'-i + . . . +^;ia;" +^o is divided

hy s-"- a", is p,n(a"y"'+2}m-i{n")"'~^+ • • +pia"+^;o-

APPLICATION OF REMAINDER THEOREM TO THE DECOMPOSITION

OF AN INTEGRAL FUNCTION INTO LINEAR FACTORS.

§ 15.] If a„ a,, . . . , a,, be v different values of x, for ivhich the

integral function of the nth degree f{x) vanishes, tuhere r < 7;., then

fix) = [x - a,) (,/ - a,) . . . {x - a,)(pn_,{x), (fi,i-r('C) being an integral

function of x of the (/i - r)th degree.

For, since the remainder, /(a,), when /(.') is divided by x - a„

vanishes, therefore f(x) is exactly divisible by x - a„ and w-e have

f{x) = {x-a,)cj.,,_P),

where <^,i_i(;r) is an integral function of x of the (n - l)th degree.

Since this equation subsists for all values of x, we have

/(a.) = (a. - a,)</j„_,(a,),

that is, by hypothesis, = (a. - ai)(/),j_ ,(ao).

Now, since a^ and % are different by hypothesis, «_, - a, =t= ;

therefore </j,i-i(ao) = 0.

Hence, </j,i_,(.r) is divisible by (x - a.,),

that is, ^n-i{^) = (.c - ao)</)n-2(.i-)

;

whence f{x) = (x - a,) (x - a„)(^„ _ .,{x).

VOL. I H
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From this ai;aiii,

=/(«:.) = (% - tti) («3 - «2)^n-2(«3)j

which gives, since a„ a.,, a.j are all unequal, (pn--2("^s) = J
Avhence

<f>n-s{x) = {X - (^:iHn-3{^) ', SO that

f{x) = (.*; - a,) {x - a,) (,r - a3)c^„-3(.*').

Proceeding in this way step by step, we finally establish the

theorem for any number of factors not exceeding ?i.

Cor. 1. If an integml function he duisible hi/ the factors a; - a,,

a,' - tta, . , . , X- a,., all of the 1st degree, and all different, it is

divisihle hy their product ; and, conversely, if it is divisible by the

product of any number of such factors, all of the 1st degree and all

different, it is divisible by each of them separately. The proof of

this will form a good exercise in algebraical logic.

Cor. 2. The particular case of the above theorem where the

number of factors is equal to the degree of the function is of

special interest. We have then

y^r) = (..-«,)(,.- a,)... (;.-a„)P.

Here P is of zero degree, that is, is a constant. To determine it

we have only to compai*e the coefficients of .t" on the left and

right hand sides, which must be equal by chap, iv., § 24. Now
/(.t) stands for ^V'"^ +i^''^'"~^ + • • • + Pn-i'^ + Pn- Hence P=Pu;
and Ave have

/('•) =Pp - a,) (.'• - a,) . . . (.)• - a.n).

In other words

—

If n different values of x can be found for which

the integral function f{x) vanishes, then f(x) can be resolved into n

factors of the 1st degree, all different.

The student must observe the "if" here. We have not

shown that n such particular values of a; can always be found,

or how they can be found, but only that if they can he found the

factorisation may be effected. The question as to the finding of

Ui, tto, . . . , &c., belongs to the Theory of Equations, into which

we are not yet prepared to enter.

§ IC] The student who has followed the above theory will

naturally jtut to himself the question, " Can more tlian n values
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of X be found for which an integral function of x of the )it\\ degree

vanishes, and, if so, what then ? " The following theorem will

answer this question, and complete the general theory of factorisa-

tion so far as we can now follow it.

If cm integral function of x of the nth degree vanish for more than

n different values of x, it must vanish identically, that is, each of its

coefficients must vanish.

Let a„ Uo, . . . , a^he n oi the values for which /(;?;) vanishes,

then by § 15 above, if p^ ^6 the coefficient of the highest power

of X in f{x), we have

/(^) =Po{^ - "i) (:'- - «2) • • • (•'• - ««) (1).

Now let 13 be another value (since there are more than n) for

which /(.'•) vanishes, then, since ( 1 ) is true for all values of x, we

have

=fm =Po{/3 - «:) (/5 - «.) . • • {[^ - ««) (2).

Since, by hypothesis, a-i, «., . . . , a,i and [3 are all different,

none of the differences /? - a,, /3 - ao, . . .
, [3 - an, can vanish,

and therefore their product cannot vanish. Hence (2) gives
i^g

= 0.

This being so, /(,i') reduces to ^Jic-c""^ +^;2-'^"'~2 + . . . +pti-i^

+ 2hi-
^^^Q have now, therefore, a function of the (n - l)th degree

which vanishes for more than n, therefore for more than (n - 1),

values of its variable. We can, by a repetition of the above

reasoning, prove that the highest coefficient j^i of this function

vanishes. Proceeding in this way we can show, step by step,

that all the coefficients of /(x) vanish.

As an example of this case the student may take the following :—

The integral function

{^ - 7) (.- - ^) {X -y) + (y-a) {.c - 7) (x - a) + (a - ^) (x - a) {x - (3)

vanishes when x= a, when x= ^, and when x= y ; but it is only of the 2nd
degree in x. "We therefore infer that the function vanishes for all values of x,

that is to say, that we have identically

(13 - 7) [x - P) (x - 7) + (7 - a) (x - 7) (x - a) + (a - ^) [x - a) [x - 13)

+ (13 -y)(y~a)(a-^) =0.

That this is so the reader may readily verify by expanding and arranging the

left-hand side.
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Cor. If two integral functions of x, tvhose degrees are m and n

respectively, rii being > n, be equal in vahie for more than in different

values of x, a fortiori, if they be equal for all values of x, that is to

say, identically equal, then the coefficients of like powers of x in the

two must be equal.

We may, without loss of generality, suppose the two functions

to be each of degree m, for, if they be not equal in degree, this

simply means that the coefficients of x^'^'^, «"+-,
. . . , a;'"' in one

of them are zero. We have therefore, by hypothesis,

p^-^+p^x'"-^ + . . . +2hu = qiy'-" + qi'<''""'^+ • • +qm,

and therefore

(Po - 'Zo)^'''"' + O-'i
- q}''"'-' + . . . + (Pni - q,n) = 0,

for more than m A^alues of 'x.

Hence we must have

7^ - ?o = 0, Pi - </, = 0, . . . , p,,i
- q,n = ;

that is,

Po ~ 2o) i^i ~ ?i> • • • ) Pm ~ Qm-

This is of course merely another form of the principle of

indeterminate coefficients. The present view of it is, however,

important and instructive, for we can now say that, if any

function of x can be transformed into an integral function of x, then

this transformation is zinique.

§ 17.] The danger Avith the theory we have just been ex-

pounding is not so much that the student may refuse his assent

to the demonstrations given, as that he may fail to apprehend

fully the scope and generality of the conclusions. We proceed,

therefore, before leaving the subject, to illustrate very fully the

use of the remainder theorem in various particular cases.

To help the student, we shall distinguish, in the following

examples, between identical and conditional equations by using

the sign " = " for the former and the sign " = " for the latter.

Example 1. To determine the value of the constant k in order that

x^ + e.t;- + 4a: + 1:

may ho exactly divisihle hy x+2.
The remainder, after dividing by .( + 2, that is, by a^'- ( - 2), is ( - 2)'
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j^C,(-2)- + i(-2) + k, that is, S + k. The coiulition for exact divisibility is

therefore 8+^"=0, that is, k- - 8.

Example 2. To detennine whether

3x-»-2.7;"-7.r-2 (1)

isdivisibleby Gr + l)(a'-2).

If we put a;= - 1 in the function (1) we get

-3-2 + 7-2 = 0,

hence it is divisible by x+1.

If we put ;>' = 2 we get
24-8-14-2= 0,

hence it is divisible by x-2.
Hence by § 15 it is divisible by (x + 1) (x- 2). The quotient in this case

is easily obtained, for, since the degree of (1) is the 3rd, we must have

Sx'^-2x^-7x-2= {x + l){.r-2){ax + b) (2),

where a and b are numbers to be determined.

If we observe that the hiffhest term 3.)-' on tlie left must be equal to the

product XX XX ax oi the three highest terms of the factors on the right, we

see that 3x?=a.x^, hence «=3. And, since the product of the three lowest

terms of the factors on the right must be equal to - 2, the lowest term on the

left, we get -2b= - 2, that is, b — 1. Hence finally

3ar* - 2x- - 7x - ;(a;+ l)(a;-2)(3a; + l).

Example 3. If n be a positive integer.

when is divided by the rem. is that is

X"- - «" X -a a" - a" always.

.r" - rt" o: + a (-«)»-«» if n be even, - 2a" if n be odd.

a,'" + «" X - a «" + a" 2a" always.

X" + «" x + a (-«)» + «» if n be odd, 2«" if n be even.

Hence a;" -a" is exactly divisible by a; -a for all integral values of h, and by

a; + a if u be even. a;" + «" is exactly divisible by a; + a if n be odd, but is

never exactly divisible by a; -« (so long as a =1=0). These results agree with

those given above, chap, iv., § 16.

Example 4. To prove that

d\b - c) + b\c - a) + c-'((t -b)= -{a + b-{ c) [b - c) [c- a) [a - b).

First of all VQgaxiiV= a"{b - c) + P[c~a)+c\a-b) as a function of a. V
is an integral function of a of the 3rd degree ; and, if we put a— b,

V^h"(b-c) + P{c-b) + c^(b-b)

= 0;
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and similarly, if \vc put a = c, P=0 ; tlicrefore P is exact! j^ divisible both by

a-b and by a- c.

Again, regard P as a function of b alone. It is an integral function of b,

and vanishes when b = c, hence it is exactly divisible by b-c. We have,

therefore,

'P= Q(a-b){a-c){b-c).

Since P, regarded as a function of a, b, and c, is of the 4th degree, it

follows that Q must be an integral function of a, b, c of the 1st degree.

Hence, /, m, n being mere numbers which we have still to determine, we
have

(('(b - c) + h^c - a) + C'V -b)= (la + mb + nc) (b-c) (a- c) {a - h)

= -(la + mb + nc) (b -c)(c- a) (a - b).

To determine I we have merely to compare the coefficients of w^b on both

sides. It thus results by inspection tliat 1= 1; and similarly m= l, n= l;

the last two inferences being also obvious by the law of symmetry. We have

therefore finally

a^b - c) + V\c - a) + c"{a - b)^^ -(a + b + c) (b- c) {c - a) {a - b).

Example 5. To show that

'P=2b'Y- + 2c-«2 + 2a"b- - a^ - b^ - c^

= {a + b + c)(-a + b + c) (a -b + c) {a + b- c).

First, regarding P as an integral function of rt, and dividing it hy a + b + c,

that is, by « -
(
- & - c), we have for the remainder

2b-c- + 2c-{ -b~ c)- + 2b-( -b-c)-- {-b-c)^-¥-c^
=2&V + 2b-c- + ibc^ + 2c* + 2b* + ib^c + 2&V

-b^- Abh - 6b-c" - ibc^ - c* -b*~ c*

= 0.

Hence P is exactly divisible by a + b + c.

Observing that the change of a into -ft, or of b into -6, or of c into-c

does not alter P, all the powers of these letters therein occurring being even,

we see that P must also be divisible by -a + b + c, a-b + c, and a + b-c. "We

have thus found four factors of the 1st degree in a, h, c, and tliei-c can l)e no

more, since P itself is of the 4tli degree in these letters. This being estab-

lished, it is easy to prove, as in Example 4, that the constant multiplier is

+ 1 : and thus tlie result is established.

EXPANSION OF KATIUNAL FIIACTIONS IN SERIES BY MEANS OF

CONTINUED DIVISION.

§ 18.] If Ave refer back to §§ 5 and 6, and consider the analysis

there given, we shall see that every step in the process of long

division gives us an algebraical identity of the form

D~"^ IT
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where Q' is the part of tin; quotient already found, and K' the

residue at the point where we suppose the operation arrested.

For example, if we stop at the end of the second operation,

8/ + Sx' - 20.r'' + iOx^ - 50.r + 30.?; - 10

2.^' + 3x' - 4r + 6.»; - 8

_ 1 2 _ o
2.2;' + 8/ - Go;'' + 14,?;- 10

-4.^ ^x+
2a;^ + 3:«='-4x^ + 6.'c-8

"

Again, instead of confining ourselves to integral terms in a:, and

therefore arresting the process Avhen the remainder, strictly so

called, is reached, we may continue the operation to any extent.

In this case, if we stop after any step we still get an identity of

the form

where
Q' = AxP + BxP-'^ + . . . + Kx + L + Mjx + . . .+ T/xi (2),

and

R' = U,*;'^-i + V,>;»---f - . . + Z (3).

This process may be called Descending Continued Division.

For example, consider

x^+x+1
and let us conduct the division in the contracted manner of § 12, but insert

the powers of x for greater clearness.

x^ + 2x" + 3x + i : x" + x + l

- .T-+2.«+-i
;
.'J+1+- +

1

^

2

x"

3 1 2

x^ ar* 'jf

x + 3

+ 2-1
X
3 2

X X'

1 3
+ -+-T,
x^ ar*

2 1

+ ^- aj*

3 2

'x-* X''

x^ + 2x" + 3.r. + i
;;

: —X+\ +
1
- 4- 2-.-5..A +wl,onnn x^ + 2x' +3x+i ,12 3 1 2 (-3a;-2)/a;-' ,,,

^\llence .-; — ^.u+l _(._4-_._ _+ +_ + >—-;; 'J-— (4),
X- +X+L X X' X"' a X' XT + X+ 1

an iilentity which the student should verify by multiplying both sides by

x- + x+\.
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§ 19.] When we jirolong the operation of division indefinitely

in this wa}^ we may of course arrange either dividend or divisor,

or both, according to ascending j)Owers of x. Taking the latter

arrangement we get a new kind of result, which may be illus-

trated with the fraction used above.

We now have

4: + Bx + 2x-+ x^ I 1+x + x-

- X- 2x^ + x^
I

i.-x-x^ + Bar*

-

2x^ - a;^

- x'^ + 23?

+ 3a.'3+ a;*

- 2a;* - 3a;5

- a-5 + 2a-«

+ 2,xf' + x^,

wlience ; = 4 - .r - a- + ^i? - 2a;-* - x' + ,^^ —, ( o ).

x-' +x+l l+a; + a;-

And, in general, proceeding in a similar way with any two

integral functions, A,,^ and D„, we get

where

This process may be called Ascending Continued Division.

§ 20.] The results o/ §§ 18, 19 show us that we can, hy the

ordinary process of continued long division, expand any rational fraction

as a " series " either of descending or ascending powers of x, contain-

ing as many terms as we please, plus a ^^ residue," which is itself a

rational fraction.

And there is no difficulty in showing that, when the integer q is

given, each of the expansions (2) and (6) o/ §§ 18 and 19 is unique.

The proof depends on the theory of degree, and may be left

as an exercise for the reader.

These series (the Q' or Q" parts above) belong, as we shall

see hereafter, to the general class of " Eecurring Series.

"

The following are simple examples of the processes we have been describ-

ing :—

,

—

=i+x+x'+. . .+x" + ^
— (y).

1 -a; 1-33

X X- a;-* if" 1 - a;

A™ E";7;5+i

(6),

Q" = A + B.i: + . . . + Kxfi (7),

K" = L + M.'r + . . . + T.r»-i (8).
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1 f-lV'x"+i
jlj=l-« + .--. ..+(-l).x..-'-^I^ (11).

=i-i.+J,_..._ki);v<zia? ,12).
X X- X"' X" 1+x

= 1 - a; + a;»+i - x"+" + a;-''+= - a,"»+-' + . . .

rJr+Vhi+V,

+ x'"-^-x"'-i-'-+^ + —^ (13).
1 +.>-• + . . . +X"

1
, „ oo , ,, (H. + 2).r"+i-(n + l)x«+2

,= l + 2x + 3.r2 + . . .+(n + l)x"+-
(l-.^f

' - •
K

' ,- ' (j_^.^,

(14).

EXPRESSION OF ONE INTEGRAL FUNCTION IN POWERS OF

ANOTHER.

§ 21.] We shall have occasion in a later cliai^ter to use two

particular cases of the following theorem.

If P tmd Q he integral functions of the mth and nth degrees

respectively (in > n), then P may always he ])ut into the form

P = Ro + RiQ + R.Q' + . • . +Ri;Q^' (1),

luhere Ro, R,, . . ., Ep are integral functions, the degree of each of

which is 71-1 at most, and p is a positive integer, which cannot

exceed mjn.

Proof.—Divide P by Q, and let the quotient be Qo and the

remainder Rq.

If the degree of Q^ be greater than that of Q, divide Qo by

Q, and let the quotient be Q, and the remainder R,.

ISText divide Qi by Q, and let the quotient be Q. and the

remainder R., and so on, until a quotient Qp_, is reached

whose degree is less than the degree of Q. Q^j-,, for con-

venience, we call also R^^. AVe thus have

P = Q„Q + R„

Q„=Q,Q + R,

Q. - Q..Q + R.,

U2).

Q^_2 = Qp-lQ + R;,-,
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Now, using in tlie first of these the vahie of Qo given by the

second, we obtain

= R„ + E,Q + Q,Q^

Using the vahie of Qi given by the third, we obtain

P = Ro + E,Q + R,Q' + Q,Q'' (3).

And so on.

AVe thus obtain finally the required result; for, E^, E,, . . .,

Up being remainders after divisions by Q (whose degree is n),

none of these can be of higher degree than n - 1 ; moreover,

since the degrees of Qo, Q,, Q., . . ., Q_^,_i are m-n, m—2n,
m - 3n, . . ., m - vp, p cannot exceed 7?0i.

The two most important particular cases are those in which Q = ,r-a and

(^ — 3i- + ^x + y. We then have

P = a^ + ai[x - a) + . . . + «„(a' - a)",

where (Tq, (Tj, . . . , «„ are constants
;

P= (ffo + io^-O + ("1 + hx) (cc- + /3a; + 7) + . . . + (f^. + *j.'') ('•- + /3-'-' + 7) '\

where «.oi 0.1, • •> (^n ^0, ^1, • • •, ^;, are constants, and^)>VH/2.

Example 1.

Let V = 5^^-lhi"+10x-2,

Q = a;-1.

The calculation of the successive remaiuelers proceeds as follows (see

§13):-
5 - 11 + 10 _ 2

+ 5 - 6 +4
5" - 6 + 4| + 2

+ 5 - 1

5 - 'll + 3

+ 5

5 + 4

and we find

5x-3 - 11.^2+ 10.« -2 = 2 + 3(.v - 1) + 4(a! - 1)"+ 5(a; - 1)*.

Example 2.

P= ,>;S + S.J + ix''' + 4,«- + 3x + 1

,

Q = aP-x+l.

Tlie student will find

I{^= 11.>:, Ri=-22.v' + 7, Eo = ]9a;-22, R3 = 7x' + 15, R4= l
;
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so that

r = ll^ + (-22r+7)(a;--a; + l) + {19.r-22)(x--a; + l)2

+ {7x+l5){x' -x + lf + (x'-x+l)\

§ 22.] If tti, rto, . . ., a,i he n constants, an// tivo or more of

ivhich may he equal, then any integral function of x of the nth degree

may he jnit into the form

Ao + A,(.r - a,) + A,{x - a,){x - a.;) + AJ^n - a,)(x - «,)(,« - a,) + . . .

+ An(x - a,) {x - ff ,) ... (,(; - a „) ( 1 ),

ivhere An, Ai, Ao, . . ., A,j are constants, amy one of which except A„

may he zero.

Let P,i he the given integral function, then, dividing P,i h}^

X -a J, "vvc have

P„ = l\_,(.'^-«0 + Ao (2),

where A„ is the constant remainder, Avhich may of course in any

particular case be zero.

Next, dividing P,i_i by (x-a.,), we have

P,^-, = PH-.(.^•-a.) + A, (3);

and so on.

Finally, P, = A„(.7; - «„) + A„ _

,

(n+l).

Using these equations, we get successively

P,, = A„ + A^.'; - «,) + {X - a,){x - a,)PH-2,

= Ao + A,(.(,' - (f,) + Ao(.i' - «,)(.x - a„)

+ (x - a,) (x - a,) (x - (t.,)V,,^,„

Ph = Ao + A,(.'; - ^^i) + A,{x - a,) {x - «,) + A-^x - a,) {x - «,) {x - a^)

+ . . . + An{x - (h) (.'-• - «,) . . . (.': - a„).

This kind of expression for an integral function is often

useful in practice.

Knowing a 2rriori that the expansion is possible, we can, if we choose,

determine the coefficients by giving particular values to .r. But the most

rapid process in general is simply to carry out the divisions indicated in the

proof, exactly as in E.xample 1 of last paragraph.

Thus, to express a-''-! iu the form Ao + Ai(.>;- 1) + A^l.i'- 1) (.r- 2)

+ A3(.v - l){x - 2) (x - 3), we calculate as follows :
—
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1

ERCISES IX

1 +0 +0 -1

+1 +1 +1

2

1 +1 +i|o
+2 +6

3

1 +3| + 7

+3

l|+6

Rencea^-l = Q + 7(x-l) + 6{x-l){x-2) + {x-l)(x-2)(x-S).

Exercises IX.

Transform the following quotients, finding both integral quotient and

remainder where the (|Uotient is fractional.

(1.) {x^-Zx'^ + 5x-~l)i(x' + Sx + l).

(2. )
(6a;G + 2^^ - 19x* + Sla;^ - 37a;- + 27x - 7)/(2;'j- - 3a- + 1).

(3.) (4.x^-2x* + dx^-x+l)/(x^-2x + l).

(4.) (x^-Sx+ 15){x^ + Sx + 15)/{x^-2d).

(5.) {(x-l){x-2)(x-S)(x-'i)(x-5)-760{x-6) + -i20{x-7)] ^{x-6)
{x-7).

(6. ) {x^ + 4./j5 - Sxi - le.r-'' + 2x- + x + 3)/{x^ + ia? + 2a;+ 1).

(7. ) (27a;« + \0x? + l)/(3a'- - 2x + 1).

(8. ) [x'^ - 9x~ + 23a; - 15) {x - 7)1 [x- - %x + 7).

(9. )
[x" + llx'+ iVa;2+ ^^^y. + i)/(^.2 _ ^^^ + 1 ).

(10.) {x^ + i,3? + \x- + \x + \)l{x' + 2x+ \).

(11.) [,-7 + ^)l(2x + \).

(12.) [x--x+l){x^-l )/(.r* + 0? + 1 )

.

(13.) (x^h/-xh/')l{x-y).

(14.) ( 9a* + 2a-b' + 6*)/(3a- + 2ah + Z/-).

(15.) («7 + J7)/(a + ^,).

(16. )
{x} + y*- 7xY')j{x" + Bxij + if).

(17.) (a;5 - 2ar*y+ 4xhj- - 8x-if + 1 6x1/ - 32i/)/(x^ - 8y^).

(18. )
(x* + b3?y + 7x"y" + laxy'^ + \2i/)l[x + 4?/).

(19.) {l+x + X' + o(? + ai^+ x^ + x'' + K? + x^ + x^^)l{\ -x^ + x^).

(20.) (a;6-5a;^ + 8)/(a;2 + a;+ 2).

(21.) {abx^ + {ac-hd)o:--{af+cd)x + df]l{ax-d).

(22. )
{«-&2 +aV + JV + 2«'-'6c - 2ab-c - 2ab(r} -^

{
a- -{a-h) (a -c)].

(23.) {l-\-h + c-'bc-h^c-bc-)l{l-hc).

(24. ) {
(aa; + 62/)3 + {ax-hyY-[ay-hx)'' + (ay + bxf] / { (a + b)-x--Mb{x--y-) }

.

(25.
) { (a2+ ^2)3 + J3^3} / |(a + 2,)2 _ ^,^^

1
_

(26. ) { (a;2 + ^.y + y2)4 _ (3.2 _ a.^/ + 2/2)4
J / I

a^ + 3 ,.2^2 ^ yi^.
^

(27.) {(a;+ 2/)''-a;7-i/}/(a;2 + a;(/ + r)-.

(28.) {(.r+l)«-a;«-l}/{a;2 + a;+l}.

(29. ) {
ab[x'^+ 7/2) + xij(a? + 6-')

} / {
ab{x- - y"-) - xy(a- - b-) }

.

(30. )
(a^ + 2a362 + o^sja _ 3;,5)/(f,2 _ 2ab + b-).
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( 31 . )
(.i-* - Zx" -2x + 4)/(x + 2).

(3-2. )
(.>•» - 4.'.^ - Zix- + 76.^ + 105)/(a; - 7).

(33.) Find the remainder -when x^-Gx- + 8x-9 is divided by 2a,' +3.

(34.) Find the remainder when 2^^^ + Q^^ + QX +p is divided by x-1 ; and

find the condition that the function in question be exactly divisible by a*-- 1.

(35.) Find the condition that A,x'-'" + Baj"'y" + C?/-" be exactly divisible by

Pa;"» + Q7/".

(36.) Find the conditions that x^ + ax- + bx + c be exactly divisible by

a?+px + q.

(37. ) If x - a be a factor of x" + 2ax - Sb", then a=i:b.

(38.) Determine X, fi, v, in order that x^ + Z3? + \x- + fix + u be exactly

divisible by {x--l){x + 2).

(39.) If .x-^ + 4a'3 + G/Ai- + 4^.r + r be exactly divisible by a;^ + .3:c- + 9x + 3,

find 2h ?)
'!'•

(40.) Show that p:i? + {p--\-q)o"+(l2iq + r)x + q- + s and px^ + {p"-q)x-

+ rx-q- + s either both are, or both are not, exactly divisible by a;- +px + q.

(41.) Find the condition that (a;"' + a;'»-i+
. . . +l)/(aj» + a,'«-i+

. . . +1)
be integral.

(42.) Expand l/(3.r + l) in a series of ascending, and also in a series of

descending, powers of x ; and find in each case the residue after n + 1 terms.

(43.) Express l/(a--aa;+ a,") in the form A + Ba; + Ca;- + Da,-^ + R, where A,

B, C, D are constants and R a certain rational function of x.

(44.) Divide l+x +^ + 34r3 + - ' '
''>'^~'^'-

(45.) Show that, if y<l, then approximately 1/(1 +?/) = l - ?/, 1/(1 - i/)

= 1 + ?/, the error in each case being 100?/'- per cent.

Find similar approximations for 1/(1 + ?/)" and 1/(1-?/)", where n is a

positive integer.

(46.) If a>l, show that «">1 +7i(a- 1), n being a positive integer.

Hence, show that when n is increased without limit a" becomes infinitely

great or infinitely small according as a> or <1.

(47.) Show that when an integral function f(x) is divided by (a;-ai)

(x-tto) the remainder is {/(a2)(.r- aj) -/(ai)(a;-ao)}/(o2- aj). Generalise

this theorem.

(48.) Show that /(a;) -/(a) is exactly divisible by a;- a; and that, if

f{x)=Piy)i^-\-2hx"~^+V'ix"''-+. . . +Pn, then the quotient is x(^)=i^o^"~^

+ (2;oa+iai)a;"-- + (7)oa-+iJia+2;2)-f"~^+. • . +(i7oa"~^+/'ia"~-+ . . . +?J„-i).

Hence show that when f[x) is divided by [d'-a)- the remainder is

X(a)(a;-a)+/(a),

where /(a) =2'oa" +i'ia''~^ + • • • +/>«.

X[o-) = npoa"~^ + {n-l)pia"---\- . . . +jji„_i.

(49.) If a;" +|)ia;"-i + . . . +pn and a;""^ +<7ia'"--+ . . . +qn-i have the

same linear factors with the exception of x - a, which is a factor iu the first

only, find the relations connecting the coefficients of the two functions.

(50.) If, when y-\-c is substituted for x in a;" + ajs;"-' + . . . +a„, the
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resiil't is 2/" + &i2/"~^ + . . . +6„, show that &„, i„_i, . . ., Ji are the remainders

when the original function is divided by a' -c, and the snccessive ([uotients

by x-c. Hence obtain the result of substituting y + 8 for x in a"''-15.i;^

+ 20ar'-17a;--a; + 3.

(51.) Express {x^ + Sx+ l^ in the form A + B(a:;+ 2) + C(a;+ 2)2 + &c., and

also in the form Ax + B + {Cx+'D){x- + x+ l) + (Ex + ¥){x-+x+ lf + kc.

(52.) 'Exi)ressX* + x^ + x" + x + l in the form Ao + Ai(a; + 1) + A.j(a;+l)(a,- + 3)

+ A-i{x + l){x + S){x + 5) + A4{x + l){x + B){x + 5){x + 7).

(53. ) If, when P and P' are divided by D, the remainders are R and R',

show that, when PP' and RE' are divided by D, the remainders are identical.

(54.) When P is divided by D the remainder is R ; and when the integral

quotient obtained in this division is divided by D' the remainder is S and the

integral quotient Q. R', S', Q' are the corresponding functions obtained by

first dividing by D' and then by D. Show that Q = Q', and that each is the

integral quotient when P is divided by DD'; also that SD + R= S'D' + R',

and that each of these is the remainder when P is divided by DD'.



CHAPTER VI.

Greatest Common Measure and Least Common
Multiple.

§ 1.] Having seen how to test Avliether one given integral

function is exactly divisible by another, and seen how in certain

cases to lind the divisors of a given integral function, we are

naturally led to consider the problem— Given two integral

functions, to find whether they have any common divisor or not.

We are thus led to lay down the following definitions :

—

Any integral function of x which divides exactly two or more, given

integnd functions of z is called a common measure of these functions.

The integral function of highest degree in x which divides exactly

each of two or more given integral functions of x is called the greatest

common measure (G.C.M.) of these functions.

§ 2.] A more general definition might be given by suppos-

ing that there are any number of variables, x, y, z, u, &c. ; in

that case the functions must all be integral in x, y, z, u, &c., and

the degree must be reckoned by taking all these variables into

account. This definition is, however, of comparatively little

importance, as it has been applied in practice only to the case of

monomial functions, and even there it is not indispensable. As
it has been mentioned, however, we may as well exemplify its

use before dismissing it altogether.

Let the monomials be 4:S2a%Vy% 270a'^)V/,r, 90a%zY^,
the variables being x, y, z, then the G.C.M. is iiffz, or Cx'i/'z,

where C is a constant coefficient (that is, does not depend on the

variables x, y, z).

The general rule, of which the above is a particular case, is

as follows :

—
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The G.C.M. of any number of monomials is the jyodiid of the

variables, each raised to the lowest poioer -^ in trhich if occurs in any

one of the given functions.

This product may of course be multiplied by any constant

coefficient.

G.C.M. OBTAINED BY INSPECTION.

§ 3.] Eeturning to the practically important case of integral

functions of one variable x, let us consider the case of a number

of integral functions, P, P', P", &c., each of which has been re-

solved into a product of positive integral powers of certain factors

of the 1st degree, say .) - a, .r - 13, x - y, &c. ; so that

p =p(^.aY{x-l3)\x-yy...,
F'=p'{x-ar{x-/3nx-yr...,
Y' = f{x-ar'{x-(3r{x-yr ...,

By § 15 of chap, v., we know that every measure of P
can contain only poAvers of those factors of the 1st degree that

occur in P, and can contain none of those factors in a higher

power than that in which it occurs in P, and the same is true for

P', P", &c. Hence every common measure of P, P', P", &c., can

contain only such factors as are common to P, P', P", &c. Hence

the greatest common measure of P, P', P", &c., contains simj)ly all the

factors tluit are common to P, P', P", &c., each raised to the loivest

2)oiver in which it occurs in any one of these functions.

Since mere numbers or constant letters have nothing to do

with questions relating to the integrality or degree of algebraical

functions, the G.C.M. given by the above rule may of course be

multiplied by any numerical or constant coefficient.

Example 1.

V^2x--Qx+ ^ = 2[x-l)(x-2),
V = Qx' - Qx-\2 = Q[x+\)[x-2).

Hence the G.C.M. of P and P' is re- 2.

Example 2.

P =x'-Zx^+1x^ + x'-d,x+ i^{x-rf(x+-].){x-2)-,

P' =3^-1x>+nx^-lZ7?-\0x- + 2(ix-% = (x-l)-{x + l){x-2f,

V"= 3? -^3^ -X^+ l3? - ^= (.X-l){x+\f{x-2f.

The G.C.M. is {x-\){x + l){x-2)-, that is, x* - da-^ + 3a;- + 4x - 4.

* If any variable does not occur at all in one or more of the given func-

tions, it must of course be omitted altogether in the G.C.M.
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§ 4.] It will be Avell at this stage to caution the student

against being misled by the analogy between the algebraical and

the arithmetical G.C.M. He should notice that no mention is

made of arithmetical magnitude in the definition of the algebraical

G.C.M. The word " greatest " used in that definition refers

merely to degree. It is not even true that the arithmetical

G.C.M. of the two numerical values of two given functions of x,

obtained by giving x any particular value, is the arithmetical

value of the algebraical G.C.jM. when that particular value of x

is substituted therein ; nor is it possible to frame any definition

of the algebraical G.C.M. so that this shall be true.''

The student will best satisfy himself of the truth of this remark by study-

ing the following example :

—

The algebraical G.C.M. of x--3x + 2 and a:^-x-2 is x-2. Now put

.T= 31. The numerical values of the two functions are 870 and 928 respectively
;

the numerical vahie of a; - 2 is 29 ; but the arithmetical G.C.M. of 870 and 928

is not 29 but 58.

LONG RULE FOR G.C.M.

§ 5.] In chap. v. we have seen that in certain cases in-

tegral functions can be resolved into factors ; but no general

method for accomplishing this resolution exists apart from the

theory of equations. Accordingly the method given in § 3

for finding the G.C.M. of two integral functions is not one of

perfectly general application.

The problem admits, howevei', of an elementary solution by

a method which is fundamental in many branches of algebra.

This solution rests on the following proposition :

—

If A = BQ + R, A, B, Q, R being all integral functions of x,

then the G.C.M. of A and B is the same as the G.C.M. of B and R.

To prove this we have to show— 1st, that every common

* To avoid this confusion some writers on algebra liave used instead of the

words "greatest common measui'e " the term "highest common factor." "We

have adhered to the time-honoured nomenclature because the innovation in

this case would only be a partial reform. The very word factor itself is used

in totally different senses in algebra and in arithmetic ; and the same is true

of the words fractional and intccji-al, with regard to which confusion is no less

common. As no one seriously proposes to alter the whole of the terminology

of the four species in algebra, it seems scarcely worth the while to disturb au

old friend like the G.C. M.

VOL. I I
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divisor of B and E divides A and B, and, 2nd, that every common
divisor of A and B divides B and R.

Now, since A - BQ + R, it follows, by § 4 of chap, v., that

every common divisor of B and R divides A, hence every common
divisor of B and E, divides A and B.

Again, E = A - BQ, hence every common divisor of A and B
divides R, hence every common divisor of A and B divides B and E.

Let now A and B he two integralfunctions u-Jiose G.C.M. is required;

and let B he the one wJiose degree is not greater than that of the other.

Divide A hy B, and let the quotient he Q,, and the remainder E).

Divide B hy Ej, and let the quotient he Q,, and the remainder E^.

Divide E^ hy Eo, and let the quotient he Q., a7id the remainder E3,

and so on.

Since the degree of each remainder is less hy tinity at least than the

degree of the corresponding divisor, E^ Eo, E3, &c., go on diminishing in

degree, and the process must come to an end in one or other of tivo ways.

I. Either the division at a certain stage hccomes exact, and the

remainder vanishes ;

II. Or a stage is reached at which the remainder is reduced to a

constant.

Now we have, l)y the process of derivation above described,

A = BQ, + E, -^

B =E,Q, + E,
I

E, = E,Q3 + E3

J

(1).

A \ B I E, I E, I Eh- , )_ En _ , \ ,^ji j^^^,^ ^i^g g^^g (^_(._^j_

En-- = E/,-iQrt + E,i

Hence by the fundamental propositioii the pairs of functions

B jE, JEJE3} • • • E,_JE, /

In Case I. Hn = and E,,_„ = Q»E,i_,. Hence the G.C.M. of

E,j,_2 and E„_,, that is, of Q^Eh-i and E,i_i, is E,i,_i, for this

divides both, and no function of liigher degree than itself can

divide E„_,. Hence E,i_i is the G.C.M. of A and B.

In Case II. E,i = constant. In this case A and B liave no

G.C.M., for their G.C.M. is the G.C.INT. of E,i_, and E„, that is,

their G.C.M. divjdos ihe constant K„. But no integral function
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(other than a constant) can divide a constant exactly. Hence

A and B have no G.C.M. (other than a constanl).

If, therefore, the jjrocess ends uith a zero remainder, the last divisor

is the G.C.M.; if it ends with a constant, there is no G.C.M.

§ 6.] It is important to remark that it follows from the

natnre of the above process for finding the G.C.M., which con-

sists essentially in substituting for the original jiair of functions

pair after pair of others which have the same G.C.J\I., that ice

may, at any stage of the jjroccss, multiply either the divisor or the

remainder by an integral function, provided ive are sure thai this

function and the remainder or divisor, as the case may he, hare no

common factor. We may similarly remove from either the divisor or

the remainder a factor which is not common to both. We may remove

a factor which is common to both, provided we introduce it into the G. C. ilf.

as ultimately found. It follows of course, a fortiori, that a numerical

factor- may be introduced into w removedfrom divisor or remainder at any

stage of the process. This last remark is of great use in enabling us

to avoid fractions and otherwise simplify the arithmetic of the pro-

cess. In order to obtain the full advantage of it, the student

should notice that, in what has been said, "remainder" may mean,

not only the remainder properly so called at the end of each sepa-

rate division, but also, if we please, the '^remainder in the middle of

any such division," or "residue," as we called it in § 18, chap. v.

Some of these remarks are illustrated in the following-o
examples :

—

Example 1.

To find the G. C. il . of a? -23^- 2ar' + 8a;- - 7x'+ 2 and o^ - 4a; + 3.

x^

-

-Ij? ~ -la? -{- 8a;2- 1x+ 2 I ar*-4a;+3

3?^ - 4a;^ + 3x
| x +1

2) - 2a,'* -2a?+ 12a;-' - 10a; + 2

x*+ a?- 6x-+ 5a; -

1

.tr' - 4a; + 3

x^- 6a;-+ 9x-4

a;^ - 4.?; +

3

a;*-6ar'+ 9a;2_ ^^

3) ija?- 9x2 .(.3

2x^- 3a;2 +1
2.'-^-12a;2 + 18a;-8

9) 9a?-l8x + 9

a? - Go? + 9.1; - 4

'x^+:

X-- 2x+\
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-6x2
-2x-

+ 9.-C - 4

+ X

-4) --Aa?+ 8X-4:

X-

X-

-2a; + l

-2x4-1

x" - 2,-B + 1

X 4-1

Hence the G.C.M. is a;2-2.r4-l.

It must be observed that what we have written in the place

of quotients are not really quotients in the ordinary sense, owing

to the rejection of the numerical factors here and there. In

point of fact the quotients are of no importance in the process,

and need not be Avrittcn down ; neglecting them, carrying out the

sulitractions mentally, and using detached coefficients, we may

write the whole calculation in the following compact form :
—

-2
1-2-2+ 8- 74-2
-2-24-12-104-2
14-1- 64- 5-1

1- 64- 9-4
44- 8-4
1- 24-1

14-04-0- 44-3
6-94- 4-3

2-34- 04-1
9-184-9
1- 2 4-1

G.C.M., ^r- 2a; 4-1.

Example 2.

Required the G.C.M. of 4a;*4-26,f''4-41.7"- 2x-- 24 and 3;),-* 4- 20.^3 4- 32^2

-8a; -32.

Bearing in mind the general principle on which the rule for finding the

G.C.]\I. is founded, we may proceed as follows, in order to avoid large num-

bers as much as possible :

—

4 4-26 4-41-
x2l4- 64- 94-

2-24
64- 8

24-124-184- 124- 16

74-444- 684- 16
14-29 4-146 4-184

^23 23 4-138 4-184

14-64-8

3 4-20 4-''32- 8-32
2 4- 5- 26- 5 6~ ^-53-318-424

14- C4- 8

-53

The G.C.M. is a- 4- oa- 4- 8.

Here the second line on the left is obtained from the first by subtracting

the first on the right. ]>y the general principle referred to, the function

a;* 4- 6ar' 4- 9x2 4- 6a; 4- 8 thus obtained and 3a;^ 4- 20af* 4- 32a;2 - Sx - 32 have tlie

same G.C. JI. as the original ]>air. Similarly the fifth line on the left is the

result of subtracting from tlie line above three times the second line on the

riglit.
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If the student be careful to paj' 7nore attention to the prin-

cii)le underlying the rule than to the mere mechanical ajiplication

of it, he will have little difficulty in devising other modifications

of it to suit particular cases.

METHOD OF ALTERNATE DESTRUCTION OF HIGHEST AND
LOWEST TERMS.

§ 7.] If 1, m,
I?, q be constant quantities (such tJiat Iq - mp is nut

zero), and if

P = /A + mB (1),

Q = pA + 2B (2),

where A and B, and therefore P and Q, are integral functions, then

the G.C.M. of P and Q is the G.C.M. of A and B.

For it is clear from the equations as they stand that every

divisor of A and B divides both P and Q. Again, Ave have

qV - mQ = q{lA + mB) - m (pA + qB) = (Ig - mp)A (3),

-pV + iq^= - p{IA + mB) + I{pA + qB) = (Iq - ?»j;)B (4)

;

hence (provided Iq - mp does not vanish), since /, ]>, vi, q, and
therefore Iq - mp, are all constant, it follows that every divisor of

P and Q divides A and B. Thus the proposition is proved.

In practice / and m and p and q are so chosen that the

highest term shall disappear in IA + mB, and the lowest in

pA + qB. The i^rocess Avill be easily understood from the follow-

ing example :

—

Example 1.

Lot A = dx-* + 2^3? + 4l3j2 - 2.f - 24,

B = Zx^ + 20a;3 + 32a;- - S.r - 32
;

tlien - 3A + 4B= 2A-3 + 5x- - 2&x - 56,

4A-3B= 7a;' + 44ar'H-68,)r-(-lC.)-.

Rejecting now the factor x, Avhich clearly forms no part of the G.C.]\L, we
have to find the G.C.M. of

A'=:73-' + 44a;2+6Sx+]C,

B'=:2ar5 + 5:(;2-26.f-56.

Repeating the above process

—

2A'- 7B' = 530)2 + 318X+ 424,

7A' + 2B'=53.v-3 + 318a;--|-424j;,
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the G.C.M. of which is 53x^ + 318^ + 424. Hence this, or, what is equivalent

so far as tlie present quest is concerned, a;'- + 6a.' + 8, is the G.C. Jl. of the two

given functions.

When the functions differ in degree, we may first destroy

the lowest term in the function of higher degree, divide the

result by x, and replace the function of higher degree by the

new function thus obtained. We can proceed in this way until

we arrive at two functions of the same degree, which can in

general be dealt with by destroying alternately the highest and

lowest terms.

Detached coefficients may he used as in the following

example :

Example 2.

To find the G.C.M. of x^ -Sx^ + 2x' + x- I and x^-x"-2x+2, we have

the following calculation :

—

A
B

1-3+2+1-1
1-1-2+2

A'
B'

= (•2A + B)/.j;

B
2-5+3+0
1-1-2+2

A"
B" = (

A'/x

-A' +2B')
2-5 + 3

3-7 + 4

A"
B"

,'= (
-4A" + 3B")/.^*

-3A" + 2B"
1-1

1-1

Hence the G.C.M. is x- 1.

The failing case of the original process, where lq-m])= 0, may be treated

in a similar manner, the exact details of which we leave to be worked out as

an exercise by the learner.

§ 8.] The following example shows how, l)y a semi-tentative

process, the desired result may often be obtained very quickly :

—

Examjjle.

A = 2,^'-3.c3-3.^2+4,

B = 2x*-ar^-9x^ + ix + i.

Every common divisor of A and B divides A - B, that is,

- 2.7/ + 6.if - i.v, that is, rejecting the numerical factor - 2,

x(x' - 3x + 2), that is, x (x - 1) {x - 2). We have therefore merely

to select those factors of x(x - 1) {x - 2) which divide both A
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and B. .* clearly is not a common divisor, but ^ve see at once,

by the remainder theorem (§ 13, cha}). v.), that both x- 1 and

X- 2 are common divisors. Hence the G.C.M. is (x - 1) (.*; - 2),

or .r - 3x + 2.

§ 9.] The student should observe that the process for finding

the G.C.i\I. has the valuable peculiarity not only of furnishing

the G.C.M., but also of indicating when there is none*

Example.
A = a;"-:3.K+1,

]i—X' — ix + 6.

Arranging the calculation in the abridged form, we have

1-3 + 1 ' 1-4 + 13

2+1 -1+5

11 I

The last remainder being 11, it follows that tliere is no G.C.il.

G.C.M. OF ANY NUMBER OF INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS.

§ 10.] It follows at once, l»y the method of proof given in

§ 5, that evcri/ common dmsor of two integral functions A and B is

a divisor of their G. CM.
This principle enables us at once to find the G.C.M. of any

number of integral functions by successive application of the

})rocess for two. Consider, for example, four functions, A, B, C, D.

Let Gi be the G.C.M. of A and B, then Gj is divisible by every

common divisor of A and B. Find now the G.C.M. of Gi and

C, G_, say. Then G, is the divisor of highest degree that will

divi.le A, B, and C. Finally, find the G.C.M. of G, and D,

G3 say. Then G3 is the G.C.M. of A, B, C, and D.

GENERAL PROPOSITIONS REGARDING ALGEBRAICAL PRIMENESS.

§ 11.] We now proceed to establish a number of propositions

for integral functions analogous to those given for integral

numbers in chap, iii., again warning the student that he must

not confound the algebraical with the arithmetical results

;
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altliougli he should allow the analogy to lead him in seeking for

the analogous propositions, and in devising methods for proving

them.

Definition.

—

Two integral functions are said to be prime to each

other lohen they have no common divisor.

Proposition.—A ami B being anij two integral functions, there

exist always tivo integral fnnctions, L ami M, |5ri;»e to each other, such

that, if A and B have a G.C.M., G, then

LA + MB = G ; .

and, if A and B be prime to each other,

LA + MB=1.

To prove this, we show that any one of the remainders in

the process for finding the G.C.M. of A and B may he put into

the form PA + QB, where P and Q are integral functions of x.

We have, from the equalities of § 5,

R. = A-Q3 (1),

K = B-QA (-'),

E3 = R,-Q3R3 (3),

Equation (1) at once establishes the result for K, (only here

P = i, Q= -Q,).

From (2), using the value of Pj given by (1),

R, = B - Q,(A - Q,B) = ( - Q,)A + ( + 1 + Q,Q.)B,

which establishes the result for P..

From (3), using the results already obtained, Ave get

R3 = A - Q,B - Q3{( - Q,)A + ( + 1 + Q,Q,)B}

= (1 + Q,Q3)A + (
- Q„ - q, - Q,Q,Q3)B,

which establishes the result for P.,, since Q,, Q., Q3 are all in-

tegral functions. Similarly we establish the result for P^, P5,

&c.

Now, if A and B have a G.C.M., this is tlie last remainder

which does not vanish, and therefore Ave must have

G = LA + MB (I.),
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wliere L and M are integral functions ; and these must be prime

to each other, fur, since (t divides l)oth A and B, A/G ( = a say)

and B/Gr ( = b say) are integral functions ; we have therefore,

dividing both sides of (1.) by G,

I =L(i + Mb

;

so that any common divisor of L and M would divide unity.

If A and B have no G.C.M., the last remainder, E,i, is a

constant ; and we have, saj', E„ = L'A + M'B, where L' and M'

are integral functions. Dividing both sides l)y the constant K,,,

and putting L = L'/Iwi, M = W/Rn, so that L and M are still

integral functions, we have

1 = LA + MB (II.).

Here again it is obvious that L and M have no common divisor,

for such divisor, if it existed, would divide unity.

The proposition just proved is of considerable importance in

algebraical analysis. We proceed to deduce from it several con-

clusions, the independent proof of which, by methods more

analogous to those of chap, iii., § 10, we leave as an exercise

to the learner. Unless the contrary is stated, all the letters

used denote integral functions of .'•.

§ 12.] If A he ])rune to B, tJicn any common duisor of AH and

B must divide H.

For, since A is prime to B, we have

LA + MB=1,
whence

LAH + MBH = H,

which shows that an}' common divisor of AH and B divides H.

If A and B have a G.C.M. a somewhat different proposition

maybe established by the help of equation (I.) of § 11. The

discovery and proof of this maj^ be left to the reader.

Cor. 1. 7/" B divide AH and be jrrimc to A, it must divide H.

Cor. 2. If A' he jirime to each of the functions A, B, C, ttc, it

is prime to their p-oduct ABC . . .
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Cor. 3. If each of the functions A, B, C, . . . he jnime to each

of the functions A', B', C, . , . , then the product ABC . . . is prime

to the 2')roduct A'B'C . .

.

Cor. 4. If A be prime to A', then A^ is prime to A'"'', a and a'

being any piositive integers.

Cor. 5. If a given set of integral functions he each resolved into a

product of powers of the integral factors A, B, C, . . . , tvhich are

prime to each other, then the G.C.M. of the set is found hy writing

doivn. the product of cdl the factors that are common to all the given

functions, each raised to the lowest poioer in tvhich it occurs in any of

these functions.

This is a generalisation of § 3 above.

After what has been done it seems unnecessary to add de-

tailed proofs of these corollaries.

LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE.

§ 13.] Closely allied to the problem of finding the G.C.M. of

a set of integral functions is the problem of finding the integral

function of least degree which is divisible by each of them. This

function is called their least common multiple (L.C.M.).

§ 14.] As in the case of the G.C.M., the degree may, if we

please, be reckoned in terms of more variables than one ; thus

the L.C.M. of the monomials 3x^y.-:", 6x'y^.:\ Sxyzu, the variables

being x, y, z, v, is x^y'\z'ti, or any constant multiple thereof.

The general rule clearly is to tvrite doicn all the variables, each

raised to tlie highest power in which it occurs in any of the niono-

mitds.

§ 15.] Confining ourselves to the case of integral functions

of a single variable x, let us investigate what are tlie essential

factors of every common multiple of two given integral functions

A and B. Let G be the G.C.M. of A iitid B (if they be prime

to each other we may put G = 1) ; then

A = aG, B = hG,

where a and h are two integral functions which are prime to each
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Other. Let M be any common multiple of A and B. Since M
is divisible by A, we must have

M = PA,

Avhere P is au integral function of .r.

Therefore M = PaG.

Again, since M is divisible by B, that is, by bG, therefore

M/bG, that is, 'PaG/bG, that is, Ta/b must be an integral function.

Now b is prime to a; hence, by § 12, 5 must divide P, that is,

P - Qb, where Q is integral. Hence finally

M = qabG.

This is the general form of all common multiples of A and B.

Now a, b, G are given, and the part which is arbitrary is the

integral function Q. Hence we get the least common multiple

by making the degree of Q as small as possible, that is, by making

Q any constant, unity say. The L.C.M. of A and B is therefore

abG, or (aG) {bG)/G, that is, AB/G. In other words, the L.C.M.

of two integral functions is their ])roduct divided by their G.C.M.

§ 16.] The above reasoning also shows that every cmmum
multiple of two integral functions is a midtiple of their least common

multiple.

The converse proposition, that every multiple of the L.C.M.

is a common multiple of the two functions, is of course obvious.

These principles enable us to find the L.C.M. of a set of any

number of integral functions A, B, C, D, &c. For, if we find

the L.C.M., Li say, of A and B; then the L.C.M., Lg say, of L^

and C ; then the L.C.M., L^ say, of L. and D, and so on,iuitil all

the functions are exhausted, it follows that the last L.C.M. thus

obtained is the L.C.M. of the set.

§ 17.] The process of finding the L.C.M. has neither the

theoretical nor the practical importance of that for finding the

G.C.M. In the few cases where the student has to solve the

problem he will pro])a]>ly be able to use the following more direct

process, the foundation of which will be obvious after what has

been already said.

If a set of integral functions can all be exhibited as powers of a
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set of integral factors A, B, C, dr,., which are either all of the 1st

degree and all different, or else are all j^i'i'ne to each other, then the

L.C.M. of the set is the product of all these factors, each being raised

to the highest i^ower in which it occurs in any of the given functions.

For example, let the functions be

(.c-l)2(x" + 2)»(i- + a; + l),

{x-2)-{x-2,){x--x+lf,

{x-lf{x-2f{x-^f{x'^+ x + lf,

then, by the above rule, the L.C.M. is

[x - 1 f[x - 2f(x - 2,)\x' + 2)%7? + a,' + 1fp? - a; + 1 f.

Exercises X.

Find the G.C.M. of the following, or else show that they have no CM.
(1.) {x?~\f, of'-\.

(2.) x^-l, a;^-2,r»+3,):--2.i! + l.

(3.) x^-x" + l, oy^-Vx- + \.

(4.) x^ + 1, a'ii + 1.

{^.) x^-X'-d>x + V2, a;" + 4a;" -Sec -18.

(6.) a;* - 7a;''- 22a;- + 139a; +105, a;^-8a;3- lL«2 + 116a; + 70.

(7.) a;^-286a;2 + 225, .'«* + 14a;3- 480a;'-- 690a;- 225.

(8.) a;6-a;*-8a;2+ 12, x^ + ^7^-2,x"-li.

(9.) a;5-2a;*-2a;3 + 4a;- + a;-2, a;^ ^ 2ar' - 23;"' - Sa;^ - 7a; - 2.

(10.) a;8 + 6x6-8a;Hl, a;!^ + 7a-" - Sa;^ _ 3_^2 _ 2.

(11.) 12a;3 + 13a;- + 6x + l, 16a-'3 + 16a;- + 7a;+ 1.

(12.) 5a;3 + 38a;2- 195a; -600, 4.^''- 15aj--38a; + 65.

(13. ) 16x1 - 56x3 _ 88x2 + 278x + 105, 16x-4 - 64x» - 44ar + 232x + 70.

(14.) 7xH6x''-8.^--6x + l, llxH15x'-2x"-5x + l.

(15.) x4+64a4, {x + 2aY-l&a\
(16.) 9x^ + 4x-+l, Z\/23? + x^ + l.

(17. ) X' + 3;7x2 - (1 + Zp), pa? - 3(1 + Zp)x + (3 + 8^)).

(18. ) 0? - 3('-< - b)jr H- (4^2 - Zab)x - 2a"{2a - 3b),

x"* - (3a + b)x^ + {5a- + 2ab)x- - (7-(5ffl + 3&)x + 2a"{a + b).

(19.) «x"+i-(« + l)x" + l, x''-nx+{)i-\).

(20.) Show that a'^+2)X- + ;7x+l, aj^ + (^.u- +^;x + 1 cannot liavc a common
measure, unless either ^j^g* or 2? + 5' + 2 = 0.

(21.) Show that, if ax" + &x + c, t'x- + ?;x + «have aeo)nmon measure of the

1st degree, then a±& + c= 0.

(22.) Find the value of « for wliich {x'-«a" + 19x-rt - 4| /{x"- («+ l).'"

+23.a;-a-7| admits of being expressed as the (piotient of two integral

functions of lower degree.

(23.) If a3? + 3b.r? + d, Z*x'' + 3dc + c have a common measure, then

{ac-4.bdf^2l[ad^ + bh)\
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{2i.) Ax- + Bxy + Ci/", Jix- ~ 2(A ~ C)i-y - By- cannot have a common
measure unless the first be a S(]uare.

(25.) a.i^ + by-' + cx + d, (lx^ + cx- + hx + a wiW have a common measure of

the 2uJ degree if

nbc - a-b - b-d + acd _ ac" - bed - a^ + ad-_ H{ac - bd)
_

ac - bd ab - cd a- - clr

show tliat these conditions are equivalent to only one, namelj', ac-bd =
a- - </•-.

(26.) Find two integral functions P and Q, such that

P(a;2 -Zx+2) + Q{x^ + .r + 1 ) = 1.

(27.) Find two integral functions P and Q, such that

V(2x' - 7x- + 7x - 2) + Q(2,i'3 + x~JrX-l) = 2x- 1.

Find the L.C.M. of the following :
-

(28.) cc'-ah^ a^ +a\ a'' + b'' + a-b-{a- + b%
(29.) a?-x--l'ix-\-2i, aP~2x-~5x-t6, x--ix + 3.

(30.) 3«^+ a;2-8a;+ 4, 3ar' + 7a'--4, j~^ + 2x^-x-2, S.x-'' + 2a" - S.r - 2.

(31.) a;3_i2a; + 16, x^-'ix^-x'^-{-20x-20, x^ + Sx^-Ux"-?,x+lO.

(32. ) ;>" + 2rt.«5 + ahy^ + Ba^x + a^, x^ + a-x - ax- - a\

(33.) U x"-\-ax + b, x--{-a'x+b' have a common measure of the 1st

degree, then their L.C.M. is

., ab - a'V ., ( , { b-b' \-\
, ^.la-a'

(34.) Show that the L.C.M. of two integral functions A and B can always

be expressed in the form PA + (,)P>, where P and Q are integral functions.



CHAPTER VIl.

On the Resolution of Integral Functions into

Factors.

§ 1.] Having seen how to determine whether any given

integral function is a factor in another or not, and how to deter-

mine the factor of liighest degree which is common to two in-

tegral functions, it is natural that we should put to ourselves

the question, How can any given integral function ]je resolved

into integral factors 1

TENTATIVE METHODS.

§ 2.] Confining ourselves at present to the case where

factors of the 1st degree, whose coefficients are rational integral

functions of the coefficients of the given function, are suspected

or known to exist, we may arrive at these factors in various ways.

For example, every known identity residting from the distri-

bution of a product of such factors, when read backwards, gives

a factorisation.

Thus (a- + y) {x - y) = >" - i/' tells us that ,/:' - if may be re-

solved into the product of two factors, x + y and x - y. In a

similar way we learn that x + y + zh^ factor in x^ + y^ ¥ z^ - Zxyz.

The student should again refer to the tables of identities given

on pp. 81-83, and study it from this point of view.

"When factors of the 1st degree with rational integral

coefficients are known to exist, it is usually not difficult to find

them l)y a tentative process, because the mmiber of possible

factors is limited by the nature of the case.
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Example 1.

Consider X'-- 12a' + 32, and let us assume that it is resolvable into (.c-w)

{x-b).

Then we have
0-- - 12,)- + 32 =.r" - (« + h).r + ah^

and we have to find a and h so that

ah = -rZI, a + h= +12.

AYe remark, first, that a and b must have the same sign, since their pro-

duct is positive ; and that that sign must be +, since their sum is positive.

Further, the different ways of resolving 32 into a product of integers are

1x32, 2x16, 4x8; and of these we must choose the one which gives

a + &= +12, namely, the last, that is, « = 4, Z/ = 8.

So that
.y2-12,>-+32 = (j--4)(.''-8).

Example 2.

;,-! _ 9.,.2 _ os.r + 60 = {x - a) {x - b) (.* - c) .say.

Here - abc = + 60.

Now the divisors of GO are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 15, 20, 30, 60 ; and we
have therefore to try .v=b], .'±2, ./iS, &c. The theorem of remainders

(chap, v., § 14) at once shows that ;>' + l, x- 1, x+ 2, x- 2, are all inadmissible.

On the other hand, for x-B we have (see cha[). v., § 13)

1-2-23 + 60

+ 8+ 3-60

1+1-20+
that is, :c-3 is a factor ; and tiie other factor is ;>- + .<• -20, Avhich we resolve

by inspection, or as in Example 1, into {x—4.){x+ o).

Hence a-' - 2x- - 23a- + 60 = {x - 3) (« - 4) {x + 5).

Exauii)le 3.

6a" - 1 9a- + 1 5 = {ax + b) {ex + d).

Here ac= +6, bd= +1;'
; and we have more cases to consider. AVe might

have anyone of the 32 factors, a;±l, .r±3, .rib 5, .'/±15, 2a' ±1, 2.v'±3,

2a' ± 5, 2a'± 15, &c. A glance at the middle coefficient, - 19, at once excludes

a large numl)er of these, and we find, after a few trials,

Qj/^ - 1 9a' + 1 5 = (2a' - 3) (3a; - 5).

§ 3.] In cases like those of last section, we can often detect

a factor by suitably grouping the terras of the given function.

For it follows from the general theory of integral functions

already esta})lished that, if P can ])e arranged as the sum of a

series of groups in each of which Q is a factor, then Q is a factor

in P ; and, if P can be arranged as the sum of a series of groups

in each of which Q is a factor, plus a group in wliicli Q is not a

factor, then Q is not a factor in P.
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Example 1.

=a;2(a;-2)-23(a;-2) + 14,

that is, a; - 2 is not a factor.

x^- 2^2 -23a; + 60

=a:;-(a; - 3) + ar - 23a; + 60

=a;-(a; - 3) + a;(a; - 3) - 20a; + 60

=x-{x - 3) + a;(a; - 3) - 20(a; - 3),

that is, X - 3 is a factor.

Example 2.

2)X' + {l+2^q)xy + q>f

=px' + xy +pqxy + qy^

= x{px + y) + qy{px + y),

that is, 2^x + y is a. factor, the other being x + qy.

Example 3.

0? + (m + n + \ )x"a + [m + ?i + vm.)xa" + mna?
= 37* + x^a + ('HI + n) {x-a + xa-) +m )i{xa- + or')

= x-{x + a) + (m + ?i)a;a(a; + a) + mna-[x + a)

= {x^+ (m + n)an + mna-} (x + a)

= {x(x + ma) + na(x + ma)} [x + a)

= (x+ via) (x + na) (x + a).

GENERAL SOLUTION FOR A QUADRATIC FUNCTION.

§ 4.] For tentative processes, such as we have been illustrat-

ing, no general rule can be given; and skill in this matter is one

of those algebraical accomplishments which the student must

cultivate by practice. There is, however, one case of great im-

portance, namely, that of the integral function of the 2nd degree

in one variable, for which a systematic solution can be given.

We remark, first of all, that every function of the form

x'+j^-i^ + q can be made a complete square, so far as x is con-

cerned, by the addition of a constant. Let the constant in

question be a, so that we have

:i" + px + q + a= {x + /Sy = x' + 2^x + /?",

P being by hypothesis another constant. Then we must have

p =
2ft, q + a = (S\

The first of these equations gives (B^pjl, the second a- [Sr -q
—

{'Pi'-^Y
~ q- Thus our problem is solved by adding to x' + j'X + q

the constant (j)/2)' - q.
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The same result is obtained for the more general form,

ax" + bx + c, as follows :

—

h
ax }- bx + c = a\x + - x + - ],

\ a a'

Now, from the case just treated, we see that .c" + {bla)x + cla is

made a complete square in x by the addition of (b/2ay - c/a,

that is, (/>' - •^ai:)j\d'. Hence ax^ + hx + c will be made a com-

plete square in x by the addition of a{h' - 4ac)/4a", that is,

(//" - 4rtc)/'-irt. We have, in fact,

„ , // - iac ( b
ax' + bx + c H ; = a x + —

-

4a \ 2a

§ 5.] The process of last article at once suggests that

ax' + bx + c can always be put into the furm (i[(x + I)' - 7/i"},

where I and m are constant.

Ill point of fact we have

ax + bx + c = a< XT + -x+ - >

= J.'.2Ar.(Ay_(^)%':|
(. la \2a/ V2a/ a )

f/ by fb'~iac\}

In other words, our problem is solved if we make / = b/2a and

find 7n, so that m" = (b" - 4rtc)/4«^.

This being done, tlie identity X" - A" = (X - A) (X + A) at

once gives us the factorisation of rt;r + bx + c ; for we have

ax' + bx + c = a {{x + I)' - m"

}

= a {(x + I) + 111 }{(.»• + /)-?«}.
Example 1.

Consider tSx- - 19.r-l-15 ; we have

Here 1= -—, and mr=
( y;; ) ; ao that our prohlem is solved if we take in — ~'

VOL. I K
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We get, tlicrefoi

6x-- ldx+-[

-1)

19^

12y)4J

the same result

process.

as we

= {2x-3)(Sx-5);

obtained above (in § 2, Example 3), by a ten .ative

say

Example 2.

Consider x^

-

as an integi

- 5x? + 6. We may regard this as

al function of x^ of the 2nd degree. We
- 5{x^

thus

) + 6

see

, that

that

is to

CB« - 5x^ + 6 = {x^

= {x - 3) (x^ - 2).

INTRODUCTION INTO ALGEBRA OF SURD AND

IMAGINARY NUMBERS.

§ C] The necessities of algebraic generality have already led

us to introduce essentially negative quantity. So far, algebraic

quantity consists of all conceivable multiples positive or negative

of 1. To give this scale of quantity order and coherence, we

introduce an extended definition of the words greater than and

less than, as follows :

—

a is said to he greater or less than h, according

as a - h is positive or negative.

Example.

( + 3) - ( + 2) = + 1 therefore + 3 > + 2
; (

- 3) - (
- 5) = + 2 therefore - 3 > - 5

;

( + 3)- (-5)= +8 therefore +3> -5; (-7)-(-3)= - 4 therefore -7<-3.

Hence it appears that, according to the above definition, any

negative quantity, however great numerically, is less than any

positive quantity, however small numerically ; and that, in the

case of negative quantities, descending order of numerical magni-

tude is ascending order of algebraical magnitude.

We may therefore represent the whole ascending series of

algebraical quantity, so far as we have yet had occasion to con-

sider it, as follows :

—

-oo...-l...-1...0...+i...-^l...+oo.*
* Tlie symbol w is hero used as an abbreviation for a real quantity as

great as we please.
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The most important part of the operations in the last para-

graph is the finding of the quantity m, whose square shall be equal

to a given algebraical quantity. Wc say algebrakal, for Ave must

contemplate the possibility of (// - i(ic)jia', say k for shortness,

assuming any value between - oo and + oo . IVlien m is such that

VTi = k, then in is called the square root of k, and we ivrite m = \/k.

We are thus brought face to face with the problem of finding

the square root of any algebraical quantity ; and it behoves us

to look at this question somewhat closely, as it leads us to a new

extension of the field of algebraical operations, similar to that

which toolc i)lace when we generalised addition and subtraction

and thus introduced negative quantity.

1st. Let us suppose that k is a positive number, and either

a square integer = + /<", say, or the square of a rational number

= + (k/X)", say^ where k and A are both integers, or, which is

the same thing [since (kjX)' = k'/A^], the quotient of two s(iuare

integers. Then our problem is solved if we take

in — + K, or in = - k

in the one case, or

in = + k/A, or in = - k/A

in the other

;

for in' = ( ± k)' = k~ — k,

which is the sole condition required.

It is interesting to notice that we thus obtain two solutions

of our problem ; and it will be afterwards shown that there are

no more. Either of these will do, so far as the problem of

factorisation in § 5 is concerned, for all that is there required is

any one value of the square root.

More to the present purpose is it to remark that this is the

only case in which m can be rational ; for if in be rational, that

is, = ± k/A where k and A are integers, then in' = (k/A)", that is,

k - (k'/A)'", that is, k must be the square of a rational number.

2nd, Let k be positive, but not the square of a rational
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number ; then everything is as before, except that no exact

arithmetical expression can be found for m. AYe can, by the

arithmetical process for finding the square root, find a rational

value of m, say v, such that m^ = ( ± v)' shall differ from k by

less than any assigned quantity, however small ; but no such

rational expression can be absolutely exact. In this case m
is called a surd number. When k is positive, and not a square

number, as in the present case, it is usual to use s/k to denote

the mere (signless) arithmetical value of the square root, which

has an actual existence, although it is not capable of exact arith-

metical expression ; and to denote tlie two algebraical values of

m by ± \/k. Thus, if Z: = + 2, we write m = ± \/2. In any

practical application we use some rational approximation of

sufficient accuracy ; for example, ii k = + 2, and it is necessary

to be exact to the l/10,000th, we may use m= ± r414:2.

A special chapter will be devoted to the discussion of surd

numbers ; all that it is necessaiy in the meantime to say further

concerning them is, that they, or the symbols representing them,

are of course to be subject to all the laws of ordinary algebra.!

3rd. Let k be negative = - k', say, where k' is a mere arith-

metical number. A new difficulty here arises ; for, since the

square of every algebraical quantity between - oo and + oo (ex-

cept 0, which, of course, is not in question unless k' = 0) is

positive, there exists no quantity rii in the range of algebraical

quantity, as at present constituted, which is such that m^ — — k'.

If we are as hitherto to maintain the generality of all algebraical

operations, the only resource is to widen the field of algebraical quantity

still farther. This is done hy introducing an ideal, so-called imaginary,

unit commonly denoted by the letter i,'^ whose definition is, that it is

such that

r- - 1.

It is, of course, at once obvious that i has no arithmetical

existence whatsoever, and does not admit of any arithmetical

expression, approximate or other. AVe form multiples and sub-

multiples of this unit, positive or negative, by combining it with

* Occasionally also by i. t See vol. ii. chap. xxv. § 28-41,
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quantities of the ordinary algebraical, now for distinction called

real, series, namely,

-oo...-l...-|..,0...+|...+l...+co.
We thus obtain a new series of |J»reZy imaginary quantity :

—

- 00 i . . .
- i . . . - \i . . . Oi . . . + \i . . . + i . . . + <x> i.

These new imaginary quantities must of course, like every other

quantity in the science, be subject to all the ordinary laws of

algebra when combined either with real quantities or with one

another. All that the student requires to know, so far at least as

operations with them are concerned, beyond the laws already laid

down, is the defining property of the new unit i, namely, i" — - 1.

When purely real and purely imaginary numbers are com-

bined by way of algebraical addition, forms arise like j) + qi, where

p and q are real numbers positive or negative. Such forms are

called comj)lcx numbers ; and it "will appear later that every alge-

braical function of a complex number can itself be reduced to

a complex number. In other words, it comes out in the end

that the field of ordinary algebraical quantity is rendered com-

plete by this last extension.

The further consequences of the introduction of complex

numbers Avill be developed in a subsequent chapter. In the

meantime we have to show that these ideal numbers suffice for

our present purpose. That this is so is at once evident ; for, if

we denote by \lk' the square root of the arithmetical number

k', so that Jk' may be either rational or surd as heretofore, but

certainly real, then m= ±i Jk' gives two solutions of the problem

in hand, since we have

m- = (±i Jk'Y
= {±i sjkf) x{±i Jk'),

upper signs going together or lower together,

= (r)x(^/;.r
= (-l)x(//)
= -k'.

§ 7.] AVe have now to examine the bearing of the discus-

sions of last paragraph on the problem of the factorisation of

ax' + bx + c.
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It will prevent some confusion in the mind of the student if

we confine ourselves in the first place to the supposition that a, b, c

denote positive or negative rational numbers. Then / = h/2a is in all

cases a real rational number, and we have the following cases :

—

1st. If h^ - iac is the positive square of a rational number,

then m has a real rational value, and

oar + hx + c = a{x + l + m) (x + I - m)

istheproductof two linear factors whose coefficients are real rational

numbers. Example 1, § 5, Avill serve as an illustration of this case.

2nd. If h" - iac is positive, but not the square of a rational

number, then m is real, but not rational ; and the coefficients in

the factors are irrational.

Example 1.

3? + 2x-l=x" + 2,i: + l -2,

= (.^+l)--(V2)^

= (^ + l + V2)(.K + l-\/2)-

3rd. If If - iac is negative, then m is imaginary, and the

coefficients in the factors are complex numbers.

Example 2.

Example 3.

x" + 2?i + b=X'+ 2:r + 1 + 4,

= (x+if-(2iy\
= (x + l+2i)(x+l-2i).

aP + 2x + 3 = x" + 2x + l + 2,

= {x+ lr-~{^^/2)^

= (x+l + isj2) {x + 1 - iV^).

4th. There is another case, Avhich forms the transition

between the cases where the coefficients in the factors are real

and the case where they are imaginary.

If h' - Aac = 0, then m ~ 0,

and Ave have ax^ + bx + c = a{x + /)"

;

in other words, ax' + hx + c is a complete square, so far as x is

concerned. The two factors are uoav x + I and x + 1, that is,

both real, but identical.

We have, therefore, incidentally the important result that

ax^ + bx + c is a complete sqiiare in x if b^ - iac = 0.

Example 4.

3x= - Sec + f = 3(a;2 - 2. t^a; + i), = 3(a; - 1)2.

* b'^-iac is called the Discriminant of the quadratic function ax' + bx + c.
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§ 8.] There is another point of view which, although usually

of less importance than that of last section, is sometimes taken.

Paying no attention to the values of a, h, c, but regarding

them merely as functions of certain other letters which they may
happen to contain, Ave may in({uire under what circumstances the

coefficients of the factors will he algehraically rational functions of

those letters.

In order that this may be the case it is cleai"ly necessary and

sufficient that If - Aac be a complete square in the letters in

question, = P" say.

Then

ax^ + bx + c = a\ ( o: + -—] - (
---

) -

,

( V 2aJ \2uJ j

/ h P\ / // P
= 'X^2^^2^j{:'^2^-2a

whicli is rational, since P is so.

If // - iac = - P', where P is rational in the present sense,

then

= 7 f / ^'\' /P a']ax + 0X + c = a ' '
''•• -^ — ' - ' —

'
' '{(^^^^27.)'-^'

/ // P .\ / h P .

\ la 2a J \ 2a 2a

where the coefficients are rational, but not real.

Example 5.

( " P + 1 , 1 )

=.{....y...(«)'-e^/)%i}.

-2'{^+'-:7:r+Sir )
( '''+'-^-%r)'

p + q p-q\f^_ p + q p-<
2p ^ 2p A' '^J>

= {:x + l){px-vq);

a result which Avould, of course, be more easily obtained by the

tentative processes of §§ 2, 3.
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§ 9.] It should be observed that the factorisation for

ax^ + hx + c leads at once to the factorisation of the homogeneous

function ax" + hxy + cy~ of the 2nd degree in two variables ; for

ax" + hxij + cif

„ r X h /h~ - \ar 7 r x h fir - Aac > .

( /h /b' - 4ac\ ") f / /> /h" - 4ac\ >=
« I

' +
(27,

+ \/ -s^)-" 11" (a, - V -^;r^) "1

Ijy operating in a similar way any homogeneous function of

two variables may be factorised, provided a certain non-homo-

geneous function of one variable, having the same coefficients,

can be factorised.

Example 1. rroiii

x'^ + 2x + 3 = {x+l+ i^j2) (x + 1 - iV2).
we deduce

a'^- + 2xij+^-^ {x+{l+i^2)i/} {x+{l - 1^2)!/}.

Example 2. From
a;-! _ 2x'2 - 23a; + 60 = (:k - 3) (a; - 4) {x + 5),

we deduce

:i^ - 2x-y - 2Zxy- + 60?/^ :=: [x - 3y) (x - 4?/) {x + 5//)

.

§ 10.] By using the principle of substitution a great many

apparent!}^ com])licated cases may be brought under the case of

the quadratic function, or under other equally simple forms.

The following are some examples :

—

Exauiplc 1.

a;-' + x-y" + y ' = (.'" + y")" - (xy)-,

= (X" + 7/2 + ,r,j) (,,j2 + jf
_ ^.,/)^

'{{'*i")*i" liV'-iv-'ri-
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Here the student should obsei've that, if resolution into qnnclraiic factors only

is required, it can be effected with real coefficients ; but, if the resolution be

carried to linear factors, complex coeflicients have to be introduced.

Example 2.

a? + y^- {x + y){x"-xy + y-)

Example 3.

ar* + yi=(a;2 + 2/-)--2a'-7/"

= [x- + y-f-{^-2xyf
= (x- + \/2xy + y") (x" - sjixy + y-).

iVgain

a; - + V2.ry + 1/^= ^r +^ // j " + ~^f

\/2. V

The similar resolution for x?- \j2xy + y- will be obtained by changing the

sign of \J-2. Hence, finally,

x^ + y^

Example 4.

x^"-y^-= (x^)"--{iff

= (3;"' - y") (3;" + y")

= {{x^?-{y-?\ {(•'KT+(?m
= (3j2 - ,/)

(ayi + xY- + 2/4) (a.2 + yi^ (3,4 _ 3.2^2 _^ ,^)

= (•'- + y) [x - y) {x + uj) {x - iy) (a;* + x-y- + V^) i^-^
- ^-y- + 7/),

where the last two factors may be treated as in Example 1.

Example 5.

262c- + 2c"a- + 2a-b" -a^-b^~c^
= ib-c- - (ft- - b- - c-f

— (2bc + a--b-- C-) {2bc -a" + b" + c^)

= K-(6-c)-} {(6 + c02-fr}

= (a + b-c)(a-b + c)(b + c + a)(b + c-a).

* The student should observe that the decomposition x- + y' + xy—
{x + y+ \/xy) {x +y~ \/xy), which is often given by beginners when they are

asked to factorise or + y- + xy, altliough it is a true algebraical identity, is no

solution of the problem of factorisation in the ordinary sense, inasmuch as

the two factors contain \/xy, and are therefore not rational integral functions

of X anil y.
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RESULTS OF THE APPLICATION OF THE REMAINDER THEOREM.

§ 11.] It may be •well to call the student's attention once

more to the use of the theorem of remainders in factorisation.

For every value a of x that we can find which causes the integral

function f{x) to vanish we have a factor x- a of f{x).

It is needless, after what has been shown in chap, v., §§ 13-lG,

to illustrate this point further.

It may, however, be useful, although at this stage we cannot

prove all that we are to assert, to state what the ultimate result

of the rule just given is as regards the factorisation of integral

functions of one variable. If f{x) be of the 7?th degree, its coeffi-

cients being any given numbers, real or imaginary, rational or

irrational, it is shown in the chapter on Complex jSTumbers

that there exist 11 values of x (called the roots of the equation

f{,v) = 0) for which /(.i-) vanishes. These values will in general

be all different, but two or more of them may be equal, and one

or all of them may be complex numbers.

If, however, the coefficients of fio:) be all real, then there

will be an even number of complex roots, and it will be possible

to arrange them in pairs of the form X ± jxi.

It is not said that algebraical expressions for these roots in

terms of the coefficients of f{.c) can always be found ; but, if

these coefficients be numerically given, the values of the roots

can always be approximately calculated.

From this it folloics that f(x) can in all cases he resolved into n

linear * factors, the coefficients of v)hich may or may not he all real.

If the coefficients of f{x) he all real, then it can he resolved into a

product of p linear and q quadratic factors, the coefficients in all of

which are real numbers tchich may in all cases he calculated approxi-

mately. We have, of course, p -\-2q = n, and either p or q may he

zero.

The student will find, in §§ 1-10 above, illustrations of these

statements in })articular cases ; but he must observe that the

* "Linear" is used here, as it often is, to mean "of the 1st degree."
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general problem of factorising an integral function of the ?ith

degree is coextensive with that of completely solving an equation

of the same degree. When either problem is solved the solution

of the other follows.

FACTORISATION OF FUNCTIONS OF MORE THAN ONE VARIABLE.

§ 12.] JFJien the number of variables exceeds unity, the problem of

factorisation of an integral ftmction (excepting sp)ecial cases, such as

homogeneous functions of tioo variables) is not in general soluble, at

least in ordinary algebra.

To establish this it is sufficient to show the insolul^ility of

the problem in a particular case.

Let us suppose tliat x^ + ij' + l is resolvable into a product of factors which
are integral in x and y, that is, that

or + ?/- + 1 = {j)o:+ q'j + r) {j)'k + q'ij + ?•'
),

then ar + ?/- + ! ^jip'o? + qiiy' + rr'

+ {P^ +2}'Q)xy + ijn-' +^/?-)a;

+ iqr' + q'r)y.

Since this is, l)y hypothesis, an identity, we have

pp'=i (1)
I

2n'+p'q=^ (4)
qq' = l {•!) pr'+p'r= Q (5)
'•»•' = ! (3)

i
qr'+q'r= (6).

First, we observe that, on account of the equations (1) (2) (3), none of the six

rniantities ^> q r p' q' r' can be zero ; and further, ?/= -, (/' = -, r' = -. Hence,
1^ q r

'

as logical consequences of our hj-pothcsis, we have from (4) (5) and (6^.

—

^-' + 2 =
(7)

g V '

7i r
^- + - = (8)
7' p)

'

^ + -^=0
(9),

r q * '
'

and, from these again, if we multiply by j^q, rp, and qr respectively, we get

2r + q~ = (10)

2)- + r~= (11)

g2 + r2=0 (12).

Now from (11) and (12) by subtraction we derive

p--q-=Q (13);
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and from (10) and (13) b}' addition

from this it follows that^) = 0, which is in contradiction with the equation (1).

Hence the resolution in this case is impossible.

§ 13.] Nevertheless, it may happen in jj^'^'ticular cases that

the resolution spoken of in last article is possible, even when the

function is not homogeneous. This is obvious from the truth

of the inverse statement that, if we multiply together two

integral functions, no matter of how many variables, the result

is integral.

One case is so important in the applications of algebra to

geometry, that Ave give an investigation of the necessary and

sufficient condition for the resolvabilitj^

Consider the general function of x and y of the 2nd degree, and write it

F z= ax- + 2hxj/ + hy" + 2gx + Ify + c.

We observe, in the first place, that, if it be possible to resolve F into two

linear factors, then we must have

F = {\Jax + ly + vi) (\/ax + I'y + m'),

= [s/ax + {i(Z + l') + l(l- 1')} y + i(??i + m') + ^(m - m')]

X [^/ax + {h(l+ Z') - J(Z - I')} y + i(m + m') - l[m - m')\

= {V«a; + i(Z + r)y + J(m + m')}2- {i(Z- 02/ + i^?'--™')}''^-

Hence, when F is resolvable into two linear factors, it must be expressible in

the form L" - M-, where L is a linear function of x and y, and M a linear

function of y alone ; and, conversely, when F is expressible in this form, it

is resolvable, namel}', into (L + ]\I) (L- ]\I).

Let us now seek for the relation among the coeflicients of F which is

necessary and sufficient to secure that F be expressible in the form L- - M-.

1st. Let «4=0, then

F =: a\p? + 2{liy + (j)x\a + (ir + 'Ify + c)/«],

= a[{a; + (% + 0')/rt}-- {{Jiy + cjf -a{hf--v1fy^c)\la-\

= a[ {x + (hy + rj)/a} " - {(/r - ab)i/ + 2{gh - af)y + (gr- - ac)} /a"].

Hence the necessary and sufficient condition that F be expressible in the form

L- - M- is that {h" - ab)y" + 2(gh - af)y + (gr^ - ac) ])e a complete square as regards

y. For this, by § 7, it is necessary and sufficient that

4(?/i. - off - Hh^ - cch) {g^ - ac) = ;

that is, - a {ale + 2fgh - af^ - bg- - c/r] = 0.

Now, since a 4= 0, this condition reduces to

abc + 2fgh - qf" - bg" -ch"= ( 1 ).

2nd. If cf = 0, lint b 4= 0, we may arrive at the same result by first arranging

F according to itowers of y, and proceeding as before.
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3rd. If « = 0, b = 0, and /t (- 0, the juvscut inetliod fails altogether, Imt F

now reduces to

¥ = 2Jixy + 2(jx + 2fi/ + c,

and it is evident, since x" and ?/- do not occur, that if this be resolvable into

linear factors the result must be of the form 2Ji{x+j}){y + q). We must

therefore have 2rj-2hq,

2/= 2h2),

C = 21ipq.

2fii
Now the first two of these givu f(j

= /rpq, that is, 2hpq=~; whence

using the third,

ch=2fg,

or, since h + 0, 2f(jh - c/r = (2) ;

but this is precisely what (1) reduces to when « = 0, b = 0, so that in tliis third

case the condition is still the same.

Moreover, it is easy to see that when (2) is satisfied the resolution is

possible, being in fact

2Ju'y + 2(jx + 2fy + c=2h fx + jj fy + 'j\ (3),

which is obviously an identity \i c= 2fgjh.

4th. If a= 0, 6= 0, /i-= 0, F reduces to 2gx+ 2fy + c. In this case we may
hold that F is resolvable, it being now in fact itself a linear factor. It is

interesting to observe that in this case also the condition (1) is satisfied.

Returning to the most general case, where a does not vanish, we observe

that, when the condition (1) is satisfied, we have, provided K'-ab^Q,

^{{h--ab)y''- + 2{gh-af)y + {(f--ac)}=^li^'^b{y + ^l^^^

so that the ree|uired resolution is

< h+'s/h'- ab q nh-af /-„
, 1

X + y +^+ -—,—^,V /r - ab
\

I a a a[n--ab) )

(4).

To the coefficients in the factors various forms may be given by using the

relation (1) ; but they will not be rational functions unless h'-ab be a com-

plete square, and they will be imaginary unless h"-ab is positive.

If A- -a?* = 0, then (1) gives [gh-af)-—0, that is, gh-a/-0; and the

required resolution is

F = ai 3: + -v + -+ ' " \\x + ~y + - ~ (5).

I (C a a J I a a a j

The distinction between these cases is of fundamental importance in the

analytical theory of curves of the 2nd degree.

The fmiction abc + 2fgh -of- -bg-- ch^, whose vanishing is the condition

for the re';olvability of the function of the 2nd degree, is called the Discrimi-

7iant of that function.
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It should be noticed that, if

F= ax' + 2hi'y + by- + 2gx + 2fy + c

= {lx + my + n) [I'x + m'y + n') (6),
tlieii

ax- + 2hxy + hy-= {lx + ony) {I'x + m'y),

so that the terms of the 1st degree in the factors of F are simply the factors

oi ax- + 2hxy + by-. We have therefore merely to iind, if 2MssiMt', values for

71 and n' which will make the identity (6) complete.

Exam pie. To factorise 3a;- + 2xy ~y- + 2x-2y-l. We have 3x- + 2xy - y-

= (3,c-2/) {x+ y). Hence, if the factorisation be possible, we must have

3x'' + 2xy-y^- + 2x~2y-l={3x-y + n){x + y + u') (7).

Therefore, we must have
n + Sn' = 2 (8),

n~n'=-2 (9),

nn'=-l (10).

Now, from (S) and (9), we get n= - 1, and n'— +1. Since these values

also satisfy (10), the factorisation is possible, and we have

Sx- + 2xy - y- + 2x -2y -l = {2,x-y -\){x + y + 1).

It should be noticed that the resolvability of

F = ax^ + 2/i.ry + by' + 2gx + 2fij + c

carries with it the resolvability of the homogeneous function of

three variables having the same coefficients, namely,

F = a.?;' + hif + cz' + 2fijz + 2gzx + 2lixy,

as is at once seen by writing xfz, y/z, in place of x and y.

Exercises XI.

Factorise the following functions :

—

(1.

(3.

(5.

(7.

(10

(13.

(16.

(18.

(20.

(22.

(24.

(2o.

(27.

(28.

(29.

(30.

(a + ly- + (a + c)- - (c + df -(b + d)-. (2. ) ia-b- - (a- + b- - c-)-.

{oT- - 2b- - cY - i{b- - c-)\ (4. ) (5x'- - Ux + 12)'- - {ix^ - 15.-; + G)-.

{x^ -{^ + y)x + ^y} '--{X- ynx - af. (G. ) ,.« - y".

x^-y\ (8.) x- + Qxy + 9y--i. (9.) 2a;2 + 3a;-2.

x- + tJx-16. (11.) a;2-10^:+18. (12.) x^ + a;- 30.

x'^ + Ux + 56. (14.) a,-+4x-+7. (15.) 2a;2+ 5a;-12.

x^ + 2xs/(2J + ?) + 2:?. (17. ) X- - 2bx/(b + c) + (b- c)/(b + c).

(x^ +2}q)^ -{p + q)'x-. (19.) ab{x" - y-) + xy(a- - b-).

pq{x+ i/y--{p + q){x'^-y") + {x-y)2. (21.) .x' - 15.x-2 + 71u;- 105.

af*- 14x2+ 148a;. (23.) ic'- 13.^2 + 54a;- 72.

^-8x^ + x-8. (25. ) cc3 + 3j;a;2 + (3^^ _ ^2) ^. _,.^,(^y2 _ ^y:)

(p + q)x^ + (p- q)z^ -(p + q)x -{p- q).

ar^ - (1 +^ +j)-)x- + (p +p^ +])^)x -p^.

x^ - (a + b)x^ + {a-b + ab'^)x - a-b-.

3^ + x-'a + a;^a^ - .«;%'' - xw' - a''.

(l+a:)2(l+?/-)-(l+y)-(l+a:2). (31.) ./'^ -):<•-//- + ;/.
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(32.) Assnm'mg oci^ + y*= {x-+pxy + y-} {x- + q.vij + y-), determine;; and q.

(33. ) Factoriso x-^ + t/- 2(./-- + v/-) + 1

.

(34.) Determine r and s in terms ut' a, )>, and q in ordm- that x- - a- may
be a factor in x^ + 2)x^ + qx^ + rx + s.

Factorise

(35. )
(a;"+«)- - (x"'a")- - {x'W)- + (a'»+")2.

(36. )
(x2+ a'f(x^ + a?3? + a^) - {x^ + x^a^ + «»).

(37.) a??/- -20;?/- 2/2 + 33 + 22/-!. (38.) 2x" + xy + 7x + Zy + Z.

(39.) 2a;2 + x?/-32/2-a;-42/-l. (40.) .i'?/ + 7.x- + 32/ + 21.

(41. ) X' - 2y- - Zz- + lyz + 2-.)- + xij.

(42. ) Deteruiine X .so that (.r + Cy - 1) (6.^ + ?/ - 1) + X(3a' + 21/ + 1 )
(2x- + 3(/ + 1

)

may be resolvable into two linear factors.

(43.) Find an equation to determine X so that nx" + by- + 2hxy + 2gx + 2fy
+ c + \xy may be resolvable into two linear factors ; and find the value of X

when c= 0.

(44.) Find the condition tliat (ax + Py + yz){a'x + l3'y + y'z)~{a"x + p"y

+ 7"-)" break up into two linear factors.

(45.) If {x+]i) {x + 2q) + {x + 2p) {x + q) be a complete square in re, then

0p^-lipq + 9q"=0.

(4G. ) If {x + h) (,/; + c) + {x + c) (x + a) + {x + a) (x + h) be a coniiilete square in

X, show that a— b— c.

Factorise

(47.) a» + 63 + c3-3a6e. (48.) z^ + Saxy + if - a^

(49. ) (x - a^)3 + (a;2 - 1 )" + (1 - xf.

Factorise the following functions of x, y, z :
—

*

(50.) :^(y^ + ^)(z' + ay^)(y-z).

(51. ) 2(.6- + 7/) {X - 2/). (52. ) 2^-^(2/2 - z'). (53. ) (Zxf - Zx^.

(54. ) Simplify {^x^-+ 7/ - z^) {x- + z- - y-)] /n(x±y±z).

(55.) Sliovv that S(2/™3" - 2/"^'") and ^x"{y"'zi' - yi'z'") are each exactly

divisible by [y -;:)(;:;- x) (x - y).

(56.) Show that na^+^-(n+\)x'^ + \ is exactly divisible by (a; -I)'-.

(57.) Show that 'Zx-(y + z-x)^ is exactly divisible by lia;-- 2Zyz.

(58.) Show that (a; + 2/ + ;:)2«+i-a;2«+i-2/2'n+i--2H+i jg exactly divisible by

(y + z)(z + x)[x + y).

(59. ) [y - s)2"+i + [z - jj)2n+i + [x - 2/)="+i
is exactly divisible by (y ~z)(z- x)

(x-y).

(60.) If ?i be of the form 6vft- 1, then (y-c)" + (~-a')" + (a;-2/)'' is exactly

divisible by Zx"-1,xy ; and, if n be of the Ibrm 6wi + l, the same function is

exactly divisible by CZx^ - Zxy)-.

(61.) Prove directly that xy-1 cannot Ije resolved into a product of two
linear factor.s.

(62.) If a and b be not zero, it is impossible so to determine p and q that

X +2)y + qz shall be a factor of x' + ay^ + bz'.

* Regarding the meaning of S ia (50), (51), &c., see the footnote on p. 84.



CHAPTEE VIII.

Rational Fractions.

§ 1.] By a rational algebraical fraction is meant simply the

quotient of any integral function hy any other integral function.

Unless it is otherwise stated it is to be understood that we
are dealing with functions of a single variable x.

If in the rational fraction A/B the degree of the numerator

is greater than or ecjual to the degree of the denominator, the

fraction is called an iviprojyer fraction, if less, a proper fraction.

GENERAL PROPOSITIONS REGARDING PROPER AND
IMPROPER FRACTIONS,

§ 2.] Uvery improper fraction can he expressed as the sum of

an integral function and a proper fraction ; and, conversely, the sum

of an integral function and a pirojK'r fraction may be exhibited as an

improper fraction.

A
For if in -^ ^^^^ degree vt, of A,,^ be greater than the

degree n of B,i, then, by the division-transformation (chap, v.),

we obtain

Am p. i^

which proves the first part of our statement, since Qm-71 is

integral, and the degree of R is < n.

Again, if P^ Ijc any integral function whatever, and A,„,/B,j a

proper fraction (tliat is, m<n), then
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P,.+ p

Mhicli is an improper fraction, since the degree of the numerator,

namely, n + j), is > )i.

Examples of these transformations have already been given

under division.

It is important to remark that, if hvo improioer fractions he

equal, then the integral parts and tlie properly fractional pjarts must he

equal separately.

A R

-D n' -t> n'

by the above transformation.

A A' ,

B„ B',,/

'

Then, if

Ave have Q„i _ ,i + ^^^ = Q'^^- _ „' + ^^7-.
i^n -t> «'

TT n _ H' - B-'B
^ t
- RB'.,t-

xience W,ni-n Wim'-n'~ x> t>'

Now, since the degrees of E,' and K are less than n' and n

respectively, the degree of the numerator on the right-hand

side of this last equation is less than n + n'. Hence, unless

Qm-rt- Q');i.'->i' = 0) we have an integral function equal to a

proper fraction, which is impossible (see chap, v., § 1). We must

therefore have
T? T?'

Qm-M = Q'm'-«', '"^nd consequently =^ = -.

N.B.—From this of course it follows that m - n = m' - n.

As an example, consider the improper fraction {j-^ + 2,r- + Zx + 4)/(a? + a; + 1 ),

and let us multij)!}' both numerator and denominator by ar-l-2a;+ l ; Ave thus

obtain the fraction

{jf" + 4sr' + 8,x-= + 12a;2 + 1 la: + 4 )/(.t'* + 3.(r' + 4.>j2 + 3a- + 1 ),

which, by chap, iii., § 2, must be equal to the former fraction. Xow transform

each of these l>y the long-division transformation, and we obtain respectively

a' + 3

a.-^-t-a;+ r
VOL. 1
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and .T+1 +
a,-* + o.v^ + 4:X' + 3.<; +

1'

The integral ]iai'ts of tliese ai'c equal ; and the fractional parts are also equal

(see next section).

The sum of two jJTOjyer algehruical fractions is a proper algebraical

fraction.

After what has been given above, the proof of this jiroposition will present

no difficulty. The proposition is interesting as an instance, if any wore needed,

tliat fraction in the algebraical sense is a totally different conception from

fraction in the arithmetical sense ; for it is not true in arithmetic tliat tlie

sum of two proper fractions is always a projier fraction ; for example, f + w.= |,

which is an improper fraction.

§ 3.] Since by chap, iii., § 2, we may divide both numerator

and denominator of a fraction by the same divisor, if the nu-

merator and denominator of a rational fraction have any common

factors, we can remove them. Hence every rational fraction can

he so simplified that its numerator and denominator are algebraically

prime to each other ; when thus simplified the fraction is said to he cd

''its loivest terms."

The common factors, when they exist, may be determined by

inspection (for example, by completely factorising botli numerator

and denominator by any of the processes described in chap, vii.)

;

or, in the last resort, by the process for finding the G.C.M., which

will either give us the common factor required, or prove that

there is none.

Example 1.

x' + 5a;- + 7a; + 3

a-* + 3.1'^ + 4ar + 3a: +

1

Ily either of the processes of chap. vi. the G. C. M. will be found to be a'" + 2x + 1.

Dividing both numerator and denominator by this factor, we get, for the

lowest terms of the given fraction,

a;+3

a;- + a'+ l'

The simplilication might have been effected tlms. Observing that botli

numerator and denominator vanish when x— - 1, we see that .f+l is a com-

mon factor. Removing this factor we get

X- -I- 4a; -t- 3

a?+2a3"-^-f 2x-fl'

Here numerator and denominator both vanish when x— - 1, lience there is the

common factor x' H 1. Removing this we get
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r + 3

x^ + x+l'

It is now obvious tli.'it numerator and denominator are prime to each

other ; for the only possible common factor is x + S, and this does not divide

the denominator, which does not vanish when x= - 3.

§ 4.] The student should note the following conclusion from

the above theory, partly on account of its practical usefulness,

partlj' on account of its analogy with a similar proposition in

arithmetic.

If two rational fractions, P/Q, P'/Q', be efjual, and P/Q he at its

lowest terms, then P' = AP, Q' = AQ, cohere A is an integral function

of X, ivhicli will reduce to a constant if P'/Q' be also at its lowest

terms.

To prove this, we observe that

F_P
Q' " Q'

whence P' — —^,

that is, Q'P/Q must be integral, that is, Q'P must be divisible

by Q ; but P is prime to Q, therefore by chap, vi., § 1 2, Q' = AQ,

where A is an integral function of x. We now have

so that P' = AP, Q' - AQ.

If P'/Q' be at its lowest terms, P' and Q' can have no com-

mon factor ; so that in this case A must be a constant, which

may of course happen, to be unity.

DIRECT OPERATIONS WITH RATIONAL FRACTIONS.

§ 5.] The general principles of operation with fractions

have already been laid down ; all that the student has now to

learn is the application of his knowledge of the properties of

integral functions to facilitate such operation in the case of

rational fractions. The most important of these applications is

the use of the G.C.M. and the L.C.M., and of the dissection of

functions l)y factorisation.
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No general rules can b« laid down for such transformations as we proceed

to exemplify in this paragraph. But the following pieces of general adAace

will be found useful.

Never make a step that you cannot justify by reference to the fundamental

laws of algebra. Subject to this restriction, make the freest use of your judg-

ment as to the order and arrangement of steps.

Take the earliest opportunity of getting rid of redundant members of a

function, imless you see some direct reason to the contrary.

Cultivate the use of brackets as a means of keeping composite parts of a

function together, and do not expand such brackets until you see that some-

thing is likely to be gained thereby, inasmuch as it may turn out that the

whole bracket is a redundant member, in which case the labour of expanding

is thrown awa}'', and merely increases the risk of error.

Take a good look at each part of a composite expression, and be guided in

your treatment by its construction, for example, by the factors you can per-

ceive it to contain, by its degi'ee, and so on.

Avoid the unthinking use of mere rules, such as that for long division,

that for finding the G.C.M., &c., as much as possible ; and use instead pro-

cesses of inspection, such as dissection into factors ; and general principles,

such as the theorem of remainders. In other words, use the head rather than

the fingers. But, if you do use a rule involving mechanical calculation, be

patient, accurate, and systematically neat in the working. It is well known
to mathematical teachers that cpiite half the failures in algebraical exercises

arise from arithmetical inaccuracy and slovenly arrangement.

Make every use you can of general ideas, such as homogeneity and sym-

metry, to shorten work, to foretell results without labour, and to control

results and avoid errors of the gi'osser kind.

Example 1. Express as a single fraction in its simplest form

—

2j-'' + 4,-/;2 + 3.7; + 4 2,7,-3-l-4i,"-3.x-2 ^
T,
—

z r,
—

z = F say.
.1- +

1

X- - 1
•'

Transform each fraction by division, then

_ x(x-'--i)-{-x + 2)(x^+l)

x'-l

_ 2x--2x--2
~ x*-l '

_ 2{x^-x- -\)
~ x^-1 '

F=

Example 2. Express :u3 a single fraction

1 1 1

a^-dx' + Sx-l xr'-x'-x+l x* - 2ar* -f 2.^ - 1 s^-2:(^ + 2x~~ 2x+l'
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We have

a?-aP-x+l =x^ + l-x{:e + l) = (x+l) (x--x+l-x),
= {:c + l){.r-l)-;

x^ - 2x^ + 2x - 1 = ar^ - 1 - 2.t(.</- - 1 ),

= {x^-l){x-lf,
= (x-lf{x + l);

x^ - 23? + 2x" - 2^ + 1 = (a;-+ 1)2- 2a;(ar+ 1),

= {x^+l){x-l)\

Whence

y^ 1 1 1
1

(x-lf (.7; + l)(^;-l)-^ {:c-lf{x + l) (x' + l^x-lf

^ (,>J+ 1)-(.T-1) _ (X"- + 1) + {X-1){X+1)

(x+ l){x-iy^ (x-lf(x+l)(x'^ + l)'

2 2x^

~(x+i) {x-iy- (x-i)Hx+i) (x~+i)'

x^+l-x"= 9
''(x + l)(x-+l)(x-lf

'(x^-i){x~ir

2

if" - 2x^ + x^-x' + 2x-i'

Example 3.

(x-rj x^-y^\ /x+ y a,'^+ ?/^\

x+ y ar*+ i/^/ \x-y a^-y^/'

-(^'-y \ (i
x- + xy+ y'\ /x + y\ /

-^
^x^ - xy + y^\

\x+ y/\ x^-xy + y^J \x-y) \ x- + xy + y-J'

/ _^2xy_\ ^/ 2(^ + r)_\
\x^-xy+ y') \x^ + xy + if)'

ixy{x-+ y')

x^ + x-y- + 2/-*

Example 4.

,,2 b-c 2 c-a 2 a-h
b-c (c-a) (a-b) c-a (a-b)(b-c) a-b (b-c){c- a)'

_ 2(c-a){a-b) + (b-c)^ + 2{a-b
)
{b-c) + (c-oY- + 2{b-c)(c-a) + ia-b)'^

(b-c) (c~a) (a-b)

_ {(b-c) + (c-a) + (a-b)]"'

=^= 9 ^0
&c. (b- c)(c-a)(a-b) '

it being of coui-se supposed that the denominator does not vanish.
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Example 5.

rvS 7,3 /.3

F =
{a - b) (a - c) (b - c) (b - a) (c - a) (c - b)

_-a^{b-c)- b^c - a) - c^{a - b)
'"

(b-c){c-a)(a-b)

Xow we observe tiiat Aviien h = c the mimerator of F becomes 0, lience h-c
is a factor ; by symmetry c-a and a-b must also be factors. Hence the

numerator is divisible by (b -c){c — a) (a - b). Since the degree of the numer-

ator is the 4th, the remaining factor, owing to tlie symmetry of the expression,

must be Ya + Vb + Fc. Comparing the coefficients o^a^b in

- a"(h - c) - 6^(c — a)- <?{a - b)

and T(a + b + c)(b-c){c-a){a-b),

wc see that P= +1.

Hence, final!}', Y= a+ b+ c.

Example 6.

a-+pa + q b-+jib-\-q c^+]K + q

'~(a-b){a- c) {x - a) {b - a) (6 - c) (x - b) [c - a) (c -b)[x- c)'

_„_(&- c) (r«2+2m+ q) [x - b) {v -c) + &c. + &c.

(b -c) (c- a) (a -b){x- a) (x -b)(x- c)

_ {b-c) {a"+ pa + q) \x? -(b + c)x+ be) + &c. + &c.
""

&e^

]Vo\v, collrct the coefficients of ,-r", x, and the absolute term in the numerator,

observing that the two &c.'s stand for the result of exchanging a and b and a

and c respectively in the first term. We have in the coefficient of x^ a part

independent of^ and q, namely,

a"[b - () -!- b"-[c - a)+c"{a -b)^ -{b- c) {c - a) {a - b) {1%

The parts containing j) and q respectively are

{a{b -c) + b[c - a)+c{a - b)] p=

and {(b -c) + (c - a) + {a - b)\ q = 0.

The coelticient of ,>- therefore reduces to (1).

Next, in the coofticient of x wc have the three parts,

- •[»"(&- - c") + b-{c- - a") + t-((r - ?/-)} = 0,

- {a{b" - C-) + b{c" - a-) + c[a? - b-)]2^

= -{b-c){c-a){a-b)p (2),

and - {{b- - c") + (c" - or) + {a- - b^jq^O.

Finallj-, in the absolute term,

abc {a(b - c) + b{c -a)+ c{a - b)} = 0,

abc{[b-c) + {c-a) + (a- b)} p- 0,

{bi'{b - c) + ca{c - a) + ab{a - b)} q

~-{b-c)(c-a){a-b)q (3).
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Hence, removin.i:; the common factor (h -c){c- a) (a - h), whicli now appears

botli in numerator and denominator, and changing the sign on both sides, we

have

F =
(x - a) [x - b) [x - c)

The student should observe liere the constant use of the identities on pp.

81-83, and the abbreviation of the work by two-thirds, etTected by taking

advantage of the principle of symmetry. In actual practice the greater part

of the reasoning above written would of course be conducted mentally.

INVERSE METHOD OF PARTIAL FRACTIONS.

§ 6.] Since we have seen that a sum of rational fractions can

always l)e exhibited as a single rational fraction, it is naturally

suggested to inquire how far we can decompose a given rational

fraction into others (usually called ^'partial fractions ") having

denominators of lower degrees.

Since we can always, by ordinary division, represent (and that

in one way only) an improper fraction as the sum of an integral

function and a proper fraction, we need only consider the latter

kind of fraction.

The fundamental theorem on which the operation of dissec-

tion into " partial fractions " depends is the following :

—

If A/PQ he a raiioncd proper fraction whose denominator contains

two integral factors, P and Q, which are algebraically prime to each

other, then ice can ahoays decompose A/PQ into the sum of tico pirop)er

fractions, P'/P + Q'/Q-

Proof.—Since P and Q are prime to each other, we can (see

chap, vi., § 11) always find two integral functions, L and M,

such that

LP + MQ = 1 (1).

Multiply this identity by A/PQ, and we obtain

^ AL AM ,^.

PQ" Q
"^ P

"

^*^^"

In general, of course, the degrees of AL and AjM will be higher

than those of Q and P respectively. If this be so, transform

AL/Q and AM/P by division into S + Q'/Q and T + P'/P, so that
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S, T, Q', and P' are integral, and the degrees of P' and Q' less

than those of P and Q respectively. "We now have

A = s + T + - + ^ (3)
PQ -^ P "^

Q ^
''

where S + T is integral, and P'/P + Q'/Q a proper fraction. But

tlie left-hand side of (3) is a proper fraction. Hence iS + T must

vanish identically, and the result of our operations will be simply

PQ P Q ^
^

which is the transformation required.

To give the student a Letter hold of the above reasoning, we
Avork out a particular case.

Consider the fraction

r=-
(x^ + Sx' + 2x + l) (a;2 + a; + 1)

•

Here A =«Hl, V = x^ + d3r^- + 2x+l, Q = a-- + .r+l.

Carrying out tlie process for finding the G.C.II. of P and Q, we have

l-^l + l)l + 3 + 2 + l(l+2
2 + 1+1
-l-l)l + l+l(-l+0

+ 1

+ 1

whence, denoting the remainders by Ri and Ro,

r= (aj + 2)Q + Ri, Q = - i'Ri + Ro.

From these successively we get

Ri = P-(,>+2)Q,
l = R, = Q + a'Ri,

= Q + .rP-a-(.r+2)Q,

1 =:(-a"-2./j + l)Q + a'P (1).

Ill this case, therefoie,

j\I = - X- - -Ix + l, 'L= x.

Multiplying now by A/PQ on both sides of (1), we obtain (putting in the

actual values of P and Q in the present case)

(.>-< + -l)(-a;'^-2a; + l)
{x^+ l}x

.

x^ + Bx^ + 2x+l '^x^ + x + l'

- a^ - 2ar' + a;'' - x^ -2x + l ar^ + x

a;' +Zx^ + 2x+l x^ + x~+ 1

'

or, cari-ying out the two divisions.
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or, seeing that the integral part vanislies, as it ouglit to do,

'x'* + 3x- + 2x + l X- + X+1'

which is the required decomposition of F into partial fractions.

Cor. If P, Q, 11, S, . . . he in(/'r/ral functions of x which are

prime to each other, then any p)i'oper rational fraction A/PQ,RS . . .

can he decomposed into a sum of ptroper fractions, P'/P + Q'/Q +

R7K + S7S + . . .

This can be proved by repeated applications of the main

theorem.

§ 7.] Having shown a priori the possibility of decomposition

into jjartial fractions, we have now to examine the special cases

that occur, and to indicate briefer methods of obtaining results

which Ave know must exist.

"We have already stated that it may be shown that every

integral function B may be resolved into prime factors with real

coefficients, which belong to one or other of the types (.'; - o.)'',

1st. Take the case where there is a single, not repeated,

factor, .X - a. Then the fraction F = A/B may be written

(•-«)Q

say, Avhere .' - a and Q are prime to each other. Hence, by our

general theorem, we may Avrite

each meml)er being a proj^er fraction.

In this case the degree of P' must be zero, that is, P' is a

constant.

It may be determined by methods similar to those used in

chap, v., § 21. See below, Example 1.

P' determined, we go on to decompose the proper fraction

Q'/Q, b)'' considering the other factors in its denominator.
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2nd. Suppose there is a repeated factor (r. - a)'' ; say B =

(x - a)''(J, where Q does not contain the factor x - a. AVe may,

by the general principle, write

{X - a)'- q

P' is now an integral function, whose degree is less than r :

hence, by chap, v., § 21, we may put it into the form

Y = ICq + a^^X - a) + . . . +«,._,(.'•- a)'* "-*,

and therefore write

(x - a)'' (.r - a)' ~ ^ " * ' X- a Q
where «„> «i, • • • ? ^r-i ''^^'*^ constants to be determined. See

below, Example 2.

3rd. Let there be a factor (.';" + (3x + y)", so that

B = {x' + /3x + yyq,

Q being prime to .'' + f3x + y. Now, we have

{/ + f3x + yy q
V is in this case an integral function of degree 2s - 1 at most.

We may therefore write, see chap, v., § 21,

P' = (a^ + /;^,r) + (rf, + h,x) (,?r + f3x + y)

-^ {a., + h.,x) (,;;' + f^x + y)'

+ (ft,-, + b,_,x) (.(f + ftx + y>'-i.

We thus have

^ a, + h„r a, + h,x a, _, +b,_,x Q'

(r + f3x + y)"
^
(/ + (3x + y)«-i "" • • • "^

ir + ^^ + y
+ Q W)

;

where the 2s constants a-o, h„, &c., have to be determined hy any

appropriate methods. See Examples 3 and 4.

In the particular case where s= 1, we have, of course, merely

y^ Up + hoX
^

q'

x^ + ^x + y q ^
^'
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By opnatinn mccessivehj in the way ittdiraird roe can fkcomj^nse

every rational fraction into a sum of partial fractions, each of which

belongs to one or other of the tico types Pr/{x - a)'", (a^ + h^)l{x^ + fix.

+ yY, where a, (3, y, p,., a^, hg are all real constants, and r and s

positive integers.

It is important to remark that each such partial fraction

has a separate and independent existence, and that if necessary

or convenient the constant or constants belonging to it can he

determined quite independently of the others.

Cor. If P be an integral function of x of the nth degree, and

a, a, . . . , a ; (3, f3, . . . , /3 ; y, y, . . . , y, ... constants not less

than n+ I in number, r of which are equal to a, s equal to (3, t equal

to y, . . . , then we can always express P in the form

P = 2{a„ + a,{x -a)+ .. . + «,_,(.; - ay-^}{x - /3y{x - y)' . . .,

where a„, r/,, . . . , «,._„ . . . are constants. In particular, if r = 1,

s= 1, ^= 1, . . . , ?rc have

V = ^afx-(^{x-y)...

These theorems follow at once, if we consider the fraction

P/(.; -«)'•(,. -m^-yy...
There is obviously a corresponding theorem where o: - a,

X - p, X - y are replaced by any integral functions which are

prime to each other, and the sum of Avhose degrees is not less

than n + 1.

§ 8.] We now proceed to exemplify tlie practical carrying

out of the above theoretical process; and we recommend tlic

student to study carefully the examples given, as tliey afford a

capital ilhistration of the superior power of general principles as

contrasted with " rule of thumb " in Algebra.

Example 1. It is retiuired to detenuiiic tlie partial fraction, correspoiuliiig

to X- 1, in the decomposition of

{ix^ - 10,3? +I7x" - 8x+7)/(x - 1) (a; - 2)^x"+l).

AVe have

J,
_ 4.X-' - 1 63;^ +

1

7x" - S.r + 7 p Q'

(x-l)(x-2f(x^+l) ~x-l'^{x-2)Hx^+l) ^ ''

and we have to find the constant^?.
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From the identity (1), multiplying both sides by (x-l) (x-2)'^{x'^ + l), wc

deduce the identity

Ax^ - 1 6.r3 + 1 7.r" - 8x + 7 =p{x - 2)"- {x^ + 1) + Q'(.>' - 1

)

(2).

Now (2) being true for all vahies of .)', must hokl when x=l ; in this case it

becomes
4 = 2p, that is, ji?= 2.

Hence the required partial fraction is 2/{x- 1).

If it be required to determine also the integral function Q', this can be

done at once by putting ^?= 2 in (2), and subtracting 2(a;- 2)^(.t^^ + 1) from

both sides. We thus obtain

2x* - 8.^^ + 7.Y- - 1 = Q'{x - 1) (3).

This being an identity, the left-hand side ?»!«< be divisible by x~\." It is

so in point of fact ; and, after carrying out the division, we get

2x^-Qx- + x-Vl = Q! (4),

whicli determines Q'.

The student may verify for practice that we do actually have

4.X'* - 1 Qx^ + 1 7a;2 - 8a; + 7 _ _2_ 2x^^j-Gxr + x+ l

(x-\)(x-2f(x' + \) x-\^ (.r - 2)2(a;2+ 1)
"

Example 2. Taking the same fraction as in Example 1, to determine the

group of partial fractions corresponding to [x - 2)-.

1°. We have now

4a:^- 16ic^ + l7.r^- 8.); + 7_ Oo «i Q^ ,,.

~\x-l) (a;- 2f(a;"-^+ 1) ~[x- 2f {x-2) {x-\) (x" + \) ^
''

whence

ix^ - 16x'^+l7x" - 8x + 7 = ao{x - 1) (.y" + l)+ai{x -2)(x- 1) {x- + l)

+ Q'(x-2)' (2).

In the identity (2) put x= 2, and we get

- 5 = 5«o, that is, «o = - 1

.

Putting now «o= -1 in (2), subtracting ( - 1) (a'- 1) (.i;- + l) from both sides

and dividing both sides by x - 2, we have

4x^-7x" + 2x-^ = ai(x-l) (x"-+l) + Q'ix-2) (3).

Put x=2 in this last identity, and there results

+ 5 = 5«i, that is, ai=+l.

The group of partial fractions re(|uired is therefore

-l/(a;-2)2+l/(a;-2).

If required, Q' may lie determined as in Example 1 by means of (3).

2". Another goo<l method for determining cio and fti depends on the use of

"continued division."

If we put x= y + 2 on both sides of (1), we have the identity

4(?/+2)-'-16(?/ + 2f + l7(?/ + 2)a -80/ + 2) + 7 _ffo
^

ai
^

Q"

(i/+i)r{(y + 2)^+1} ?r y {>j+i){{y+2T-+iy

If it is not, then there has been a mistake in the working.
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that is,

-5-4y + &c. _ffo ffi Q
"

52/-' + 9*/H&c. 1/ y (l+2/)(3 + 4y + r) ^
'•

Now, by chap, v., § 20, the expansion of a rational fraction in descending

powers of l/y and ascending powers of y is unique. Hence, if we perform

the operation of ascending continued division on the left, the first two terms

must be identical with rto/y^+ ai/y ; for Q7(l + 2/) (3 + 47/+ //-) will obviously

furnish powers of y merely.

We have
- 5 - 4 + . . . I 5 + 9+ . . .

+ 5 + ...
I
- iTl + . . .

therefore ao— -1, «i= +1.

The number of coefficients which we must calculate in the numerator and

denominator on the left depends of course on the number of coefficients to be

determined on the right.

Example 3. Lastly, let us determine the }iartial fraction corresponding to

x- + 1 in tlie above fraction.

We must now write

4ar'-16ar^+ 17a;--8a; + 7 _ «a; + & Q' ^.
(cc - 1) (a; - 2)2 (a;^+ 1 ) ~ W+l '^ {x-l){x-1f ^

''

1°. Whence, multiplying by {x- 1) {x- 2)^,

4.y* - 1 Gar' + 17a:- -8a-+7 _ {ax + b) {x - 1) {x - 2f
X' +1

""
a;- +

1

whence

+Q' (2)

4..-i6. + 13 +|^.(a. + .)(.-5 +^±l) + Q',

= {ax + h) {x - 5) +
Is^Ti

+ ^^ '

, ,1X1 rx " (76 + a)a;+ (6-7o) „, ,„,= {ax + h) (.> - 5) + 7a + Vr^ + Q (3).

Now the proper fractions on the two sides of (3) must be equal—that is, we
must have the identity

{lb + a)x +{b- la) - ix - 6,

therefore 7i + a= 8, 6-7«=-6.
Multiplying these two equations by 7 and by 1 and adding, we get

506 = 50, that is, b=l.

Either of them then gives a—1, hence the required partial fraction is

(,f + l)/(a;2+l).

2°. Another method for obtaining this result is as follows.

Remembering that x- + 1 = (a; + i) (a; - i) (see chap, vii.), we see that a;" +1
vanishes when x—i.

Now we have

4x^-lGx'^+17a;--8a;+7 = (aa; + 6) (a; - 1 )
(a; - 2)= + Q'(a;2 + 1

)

= {ax+ b) (x^ - 5a;2 + 8a; - 4) + Q'(x- + 1 ) (4 ).
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Put in this identity x— i, and observe that

i'>= j2xi2= (-l)x(-l)=+l,
i?=ii? X i={ - 1) X i= - i

;

and we have 8i-6 = (ai+ 6) (7i + l),

= [1b + a)i+[h-1a)
;

whence ( 7^ + « - 8) i= - 6 + 7a - 6,

an equality whicli is impossible * unless lioth sides are zero, hence

7b + a-S, = Q, -h + 7a-Q-0,

from which a and h may be determined as before.

3°. Another method of finding a and b might be used in the present case.

We suppose that the partial fractions corresponding to all the factors

except a- + l have already been determined. We can then write

^2 1 1 ax + b ,^,
o + ?,+ T--T (5)-"x-l (x-2)" x-2 X'+l

From this we obtain the identity

4:i:^-16A-3 + 17.x2_8a; + 7

^2(x-2f-(x-+l)-(x-l)(x^+ l) + {x-l){x-2){x^+l)

+ {ax+ b)(x-l)(x- 2)-

;

whence
X* - 4ar" + 3x^ + 4;c - 4 = (ax + b)(x-l) {x - 2)-

;

and, dividing by (x -l){x- 2)",

x+l~ax+b.

This being of course an identity, we must have

a=l, &= 1.

Another process for finding the constants in all the partial fractions depends

on the method of equating coefficients (see chap, v., § 16), and leads to their

determination by the solution of an equal number of simultaneous e(|uatious

of the 1st degree.

The following simple case will sufficiently illustrate this method.

Example 4.

To decompose (3x - 4)/{x - 1) (a; - 2) into partial fractions.

AVe have
Zx- 4: _ « b

(x-l)ix^2)''x^ '^x^'
therefore 2x-i — a(x - 2) + b(x - 1 ),

= {« + b)x - (2a + b).

Hence, since this last equation is an identity, we have

a+b-S, 2a + b = i.

Hence, solving these equations for a and b (.see chap. xvi. ), wo find rf = i,

(!/ = 2.

* For no real multiple (dilfering from zero) of the imaginary unit can be a

real quantity. See above, chap, vii., § 6. The student shouhl reiur to tliis

case again after reading the cha2)ter on Complex Numbers.
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Example 5. We give another instructive example. To decompose

we niiiy write

„_ x-+px + q

(x - a) {x - h) {x - c)

'

x^+px + q A B C ...

[x-a)(x-b)(x-c)~x-a x-b x -c '

whole A, B, C are constants.

Now
a.2 ^j„, ^^1 = X{x - h) [x -c) + B(,v - c) [x - « ) + C{x - a) [x - h) (2).

Herein put .<= «, and there results

a-+pa-'rq= k{a-b){a~ c) ;

a-^+pa + q
whence A- = ;

—

(a -h)(a-c)'

By symmetry " = 77 >77 i>
*' -

•' (0- a) (0 - c)

^^ c^+pc + q

(c - a) (c - b)

'

We liave therefore

a;- +2}x + q

[x -a)(x- b) (x - c)

n-+pa + q b^+pb + q c-+2JC + q

'{a~b){a-c}(x-a) (b-c){b-u)(x-b) (c-a)(c-b)(x-c)
(3),

an identity already established above, § 5, Example 6. It may strike the

student as noteworthy that it is more easily established by the inverse than

by the direct process. The method of partial fractions is in point of fact a

fruitful source of complicated algebraical identities.

EXEUCISES XII.

Express the following as rational fractions at their lowest terms.

(1.) {3? + 2x^-x+6)/{:d^-X'+ ix-i).

(2.) {9a? + 5Zx^-9x-18)l{4x"+ Ux + 120).

7^+ 2^ -2x-l^ a;* + a^-

3

a;"

-

5a; -2
^^'

^ ar^+a?~3ar -^5a^'2 x^+ 27f^2x - 1 "

(4.) (3ar'-a;2-a;-l)/{3ar5+ 5a;2+ 3a: + l) + (a;3 + 3^,2+5a,+ 3)/(,^.-54.^.2 + a;-.3).

(5.) {a:''-2ar'+ l)/(a-2-2x+l) + (a-6 + 2ar' + l)/(a'2 + 2.T+l).

(6. ) doj? + IZax- - 9a"x - 10a^)/(9ar + 12ax- - Ua-x - 10a=').

(7.) (l-a^)/{{l + axr'-{a + x)-].

(8.) {{w + x + z)(iv + x)-y{y + ^)}/{{w + x + z)(u: + z)-y{x + i/)].

(10.) {
(«/ + bm)- + {am - blf ] / {

(ap + bqf + (aq - bpf)

.
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(11.

(12.

(U.

(15.

(16.

(17.

(IS.

(19.

(20.

(21.

(22.

(23.

(24.

(25.

(26.

(27.

(28.

(29.

(30.

(31.

(32.

(33.

(34.

(35.

{px- + {k-s)x+r}^- {px^+ (k + s)x + r}^

\pxr + {k + t)x + r}^ - {px^ + (k-t)x + r}-'

X x-y ,, „ , 1
(13.)

2.V --ly 2y--2.v'
' * " '

' a - 6 - (« - h)x ' a + h + {a^-b)x

!/(« - 25 - l/(« - 2h - Ilia - 2b)

)

).

l/(6.r + 6) - l/(2.i; - 2) + 4/(3 - 3.t-).

x^-t/ x--y' '^Xx^-Vy- x + y)'

^ X l-x\ / / x 1 - a; \

\l+x X )l \l+x X )'

- +
3a; + 2"

2

&x 30a;- + 4a;
.

4a;

3.c^'2
~

9a;- + 4

2 _J. 2

,T;^(.c + l)3 (.^ + 1)-' (a-+l)"

1 5 1

24(.c-l)"

1

1 2.^ + 1

[x+\) 4(.<,'+l)- 2(,>j+l)" 3(a;2 + .i'+l)°

1 2 2^

(.« + l)--(a; + 2)2 (a;+2y-"''A-+l a;T2'

(rt + h)l{x + a) + [a - b)j{x -a)- 2a{:r + b)/(.y^- + a"-).

{ [x - y)j{x + y) ] + {
{X ~ y)/{x + y) } ^ + { [x

- y)l{x + y) ] \

/ x^-Sx + 2 \ /a:- + 2.r + l\

\a,'^ + 2a;- + 2a;+l/ ^
Var' - 5a; + 4

/

"

(«- + X? \ ax- , 4a{a + x,

2ax ) a^ + o? ' a?-ax-\-x^'

x+y x-y a- - y^

•

2/ a- + y X* + x'y + 2/

1111
-,-!-- -5--
a:- y a;2 ?/ 1,

1

2«(((. - t.') (.'-- «) 2a{a + c)[x-\-a) {c- - a-) [x + c)'

J _20__ 180^ i?2._^l /i__^ ISO _ 420^ 280 \
t "'"a'+l x + 2'^x + ^ a;+4j^t x-l'^ 7-2~ ^^^'^x- i T
{
{-nj -lf+ [x + y-2) {X + y- 2xy)

] /
{(xy + lf- [x + y)'^}

.

(l + y^ + ^-Syz)/(l+y + z).

{ a{a + 2b) + b{b + 2c) + c(c + 2a)
} / [a- -b--c'- 2hc]

.

{a + bf+{ h + c )
'^-{a +2b + c)^

{a + b){b + c)(a + 2b + c) '

a" + «" a^x^

(a" + a") (a;- - a-) + arx\x* - tt*) x^ - a" - a-ji?{i)? - a^)'

a- + (2ac - J-)a;^ + c^a;* a? + {ac-^ b^^i^ - bcx^

a-'+2ul>x+l;luc + JS-)x- + 2bcx^ + c'-'.t^ ((- + (r/c - 6-)a'- + ita;.'*
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ita \
•'»^^ + 2/^ + « + 2/-a;2/+l j" + ?/- + .

I-

-?/ + .1,7/ +1
(36.) : ;,

—

—

-+-

(37.)

(38.)

x-y -1 x+y -\

{jy^ - 10,1-3?/ + 5.77y*)2 + {Zxhj - l<)x-y^ + y^f

{b + cf^r2{b'^-c") + (b-cf

{(b-c)' b'-c- {b + cy

)

(39.) 2{b- + c--a^)/(a-b){a-c).

(41.) ^{b + c)l{c-a)(a-b).

(43.) ^b- + bc + c")l{a-b){a-c).

(44. ) { n(l - x"-) + n{x - yz)}/{l - xyz).

(45.) {^{b + cf-Zn{b + c)]l{-La?-Zabc}.

(46 )
^~^

I

^"y
I

y~'^
I

(i-^)(^-?/)(y-i)
^ '' l+x a: + 2/ 2/+ I (l+a;)(a; + 7/)(2/ + l)-

(,V-^)- + (;;-y)2+(.y-?/)^

(2/-;:)(^-A')(.i;-2/) \y

( 40. )
(Sx-) {Zx?)lxyz - 2(2/ + 2)/a^.

(42.) :^bc{a + h)l{a-b){a-c).

(47.)
\i/ - ;:; z-x x-y/

){h" + a-).

iAfi\
^-c

,

c-ft
,

ft-6
,

(b-c){c-a)(a -b)
(40.) 1 -\ h7 r-, rr: ;•x-a x~o x-c {x-a)(x- b) {x - c)

(49.) i:(a+p)(a + q)l{a-h)(a-c){a + h).

(f>0.) ^a?l[a-b){a-c)(h-a). (51.) ^a"l{a- -V-){a-

(52. ) ^{y- + z'~ .-)lyz(x -
7j) (, - z).

a{b-cf + b{c-af + c{a-bf + {P- c'){b-c) + (c"-rt-)(c-a) + {a^-b-){a-b
)

d\b - c) + b\c -a) + c\a - b)

(54 s
{{.x + yf + {y + zf]{{z + xf + {x + iof}

{{'• + y){~ + x) + {y + ~){x + w)Y^+{{x + y){:x + iv)-{y + z){z + x)Y'

(53.)

Prove the following identities :

—

(55.) 2«7(rt-i)(«-c)= 2a.

(56.) c{lC'-v) = au{\-^lv), c{v--u) = bv{l-uv),

where 11= {ab - c')/{bc - «-), v= {ab- c~)/{ca - b").

(57. ) 2 (re + a) (a + )3) (a + y)la{a -b){a- c) (a -d)= - a^y/abcd.
abed

(•'S-

) -gizrcf:^j;^afiri^^br' = "^'' + '^-

/ r q N {
'<b-cd){a-- b' + c--d') + {ac - hd) [a- + &- - c" - d'-)

{a- - b- + c- - d-) {a- + i'-^-'c-'^f-) + i{ab - cd) {ac - bd)

_ (6 + c)(« + rf)

^b + cf^-{a + df^

a\c -b) + ¥'{a -c) + c\b-a) _ _ ^ . 3

{c-b){a-c)(b-a) " "

(61.) {^i^-zf}l\^-zf]-An{y-zf:=\^,?-^yz]\

(60.) "Zbc" - a&c.

Decompose tlie following into sums of partial fractions :

—

(62.) (a;2-l)/(,c-2)(a;-3). (63.) x7(;«- 1)(.«- 2)(.c- 3).

(64.) 30,3,^/(.f^-l)(x--4). (65.) (.t- + 4)/(.i'+ l)-(.«-2)(.r + 3).

VOL. I M
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(66.) {x"-2)l{x^-l).

(68.) {2x-S)/{x-l){x^ + l)-.

( 70.

)

{l+x + x-)/{l-x-x^ + x^).

(72.) (.c + 3)/(,x-'-l).

(67.) {x'^ + x + l)l{x + \){x- + \).

(69. ) l/(.« - a) (x - b) [X- - 2px + q), p" < q.

(71.) lS/(a.'* + 4a; + 3).

(73.) Ijix^ + x'-x^-x^).

(74.) E.xpress {Sx- + x+l)/{a^ -1) as the sum of two rational fractions

whose denominators arc a:^ - 1 and x* + 1.

(75.) Expand 1/(3 -a-) (2 + a;) in a series of ascending powers of x, using

partial fractions and continued division.

(76.) Expand in like manner 1/(1 -x)^{l+x-).

(77.) Show that

i: {b + c + d)l{b-a){c-a){d-a){x-a) = {x-u-h-c~d)l{x-a){x-Ij){x-c){x-d).
aU-d



CHAPTEE IX.

Further Application to the Theory of Numbers.

ON THE VARIOUS WAYS OF REPRESENTING INTEGRAL AND

FRACTIONAL NUMBERS.

§ 1.] The following general theorem lies at the root of the

theory of the representation of numbers b}' means of a systematic

scale of notation :

—

Let i\, ?2, r.^, . . ., ?Vtj 'm+i> • • • t^enote an infinite series of

integers* restricted in. no way except that each is to be greater than 1,

then anij integer N may he expressed in the finite form—
N =Po+lhrx +pli\r., +pj)\r.2r3 + . . . +Pa'\ro . . . r,,,

where Po<r„ p,<r., p.s<r^, . . ,, Pn<rn+i- IVhen r,, r.,, r.„ . . .

are given, this can be done in one loay only.

For, divide N by r^, the quotient being Ni and the remainder

p^ ; divide Nj by r.,, the quotient being N^ and the remainder

»,, and so on until the last (quotient, say j9„, is less than the next

number in the series which falls to be taken as divisor. Then, of

course, the process stops. We now have

N =p„ + N,r, {p^<r,) (1),

N,=i^, + Nx. (|),</-,) (2),

N, =p, + ^,r, (p,<r,) (3),

N„ _ ,
= p„ _ 1 + PaTni Pn - i<?'«) (w)-

* III this chapter, unless the contrary is distinctly iinjilieJ, every letter

used denotes a positive integral number.
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From (1), using (2), we get

^Po+lhr^ +r,r.;N.,.

Thence, using (3),

and so on.

Thus we obtain finally

N =|>o +Pir, +p.2'\r-2 +Pzi\i'f^ + . . . +Pnr{r., . . . r,, (A).

Again, the resolution is possible in one way only. For suppose

we also had

N =Po +Pii\ +P2r,r., ^p^r{r„r^ + . . . +pnr{r. . . . r,, (B),

then, equating (A) and (B), and dividing both sides by r,, we

should have

- + {Pi +IV2 +iV2»3 + . • +P,{i'-^\ • rn)

= — + (P^' +P^^'^ +P3'rJ'3 + . . . +Pnrdi\ r,) (C).
' 1

But the two brackets on the right and left of (C) contain integers,

and ^n/'"i '^^^ Pu'h'i ^-re, by hypothesis, each a proper fraction.

Hence we must have p^JTi ^-Pojr^ ; that is,

p. ^Po,

Px +Pi1'2 +PII'f3 + • • • +Pn'>'2l'3 r-n

=
I'l' + iV'l' + iV'V'3 + • • +Pn'r2r3---'>'n (D)-

Proceeding now with (D) as we did before with (C), we shall

prove pi =Pi' ',
and so on. In other words, the two expressions

(A) and (B) are identical.

Example. Let N = 719, and let the muiibers /], r-^, r.i, . . . be the natural

series 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . Carrying out the divisiuns indicated above, we liuve

2 )719

3 )3.09 ... 1

4 )119 ... 2

5)^. . . 3

5. . . 4.
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Hence i'o= 1
, Pi = 2, 2h= 3, 2'3= 4, _?J4= 5 ;

and we have 719 = 1+2x2 + 3x2.3 + 4x2.3.4 + 5x2.3.4.5.

§ 2.] There is a corresponding proposition for resolving a

fraction, namely, i\, n, . . ., ?•„, &c., being as before,

Any proper fraction A/B can he expressed in the form

A _ T'. T?, ^3 ^ a.
P'' ^ V

B r, r,r., r,r.{r^ r,r,

.

. . r„

ivhere 2h<ri, p.2.<r„, . . ., Pn<'>'n '> '^'"^(^ F ?s ei7/ier 2;ero or caw 6c made

as small as tee please hi/ hiking a sufficient nvmher of the integers

r,, r„, . . ., r„,. JVJien r,, r.,, . . ., r„, . . . are given, this resolution

can he effected in one way only.

Tlie reader will have no difficulty in deducing this proposition

from that of last paragraph. It may also be proved thus :

—

A _M _ Ar,/B

B ~ bt; " "7r
*

Now we may put Ar,/B into the form pt^ + (/i/B, where ^i<B.

We then have

A _ p, + g,/B

B- .. '

where |ii<?-i, since, by hypothesis, A<B.

Hence

- = ^-^ + -.'^
(1)B r, r, B ^

^•

Treating the proper fraction q^jJi in the same way as wc treated

A/B, we have

(2).

B" 1'-2

+
1 1.

r/B'

where p,<r„, g,<B

Similarly,

(I2

B"'
'3
+

1 ?3

'•3B'

where
i'3<'"3, (/3<B, Sec. (3).
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And, finally,

B Tn Tn B'

where !'»<?•«, ?«<"B (//)•

Now, using equations (1), (2), . . ., (ii) in turn, we deduce

successively

B r, T-jro ri?'^B'

i\ o\r, i\r.,r.^ r{i\, . . . r„,

+ ^^
-R

(A),
r,r, . . . ?-„B

where j?,<ri,7?„<?-,, . . ., l'„<r,j, ^,,<B.

It appeal's therefore that F =
qnl'>'i'>'o • • r^Jj, which can

clearly he made as small as Ave i:»lease by sufficiently increasing

the number of factors in its denominator. This of course in-

volves a corres2)onding increase in the number of the terms of

the preceding series.

It may happen, of course, that q^ vanishes, and then F = 0.

We leave it as an exercise for the student to prove that this case

occurs when rir„ . . . r.„ is a multiple of B, and that if A/B be

at its lowest terms it cannot occur otherwise. He ought also to

find little difficulty in proving that the resolution is unique when

r,, r,, . . ., r„, . . . are given.

Example 1. Let A/B= 444/o76, and let the minihers rj, 7--^, &c., be 2,4,

6, 8, &c.

We find 444_1^_2_ 1

[)76 2 2.4 2.4.(5

Example 2. A/B = 11/13, rj, r., kc, hcing 2, 3, 4, 5, C, . . ., kc.

11 1 2 1 3 3

13 22. 32. 3. 42. 3. 4. 52. 3. 4. 5. 62. 3. 4. 5. 6x13

Since ri, ro, &c., are arbitrary, we may so choose them that the numer-

ators /)], p2, kc, shall each be unity. We thus have a ])rocess for decompos-

ing any fraction into a sum of others with unit numerators.
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Example 3. 1

1

5 1

'2 x 3x 13 X

13')22(1 13)15(1 13)13(1

13 J3 _13

9 2 0'

2 X 7 X

13)18(1 U')U{1
13 13

5 1

Whence
111 J_ 1 1^
13~2"*"2.2"^2.2.3'''2.2.3.7

' 2.2.3.7.13'

Here we have chosen at each step the least multiplier possible. When
this is done, it may be shown that the successive remainders diminish down
to zero, the successive multipliers increase, and the process may bo brought

to an end. If this restriction on the multijilier be not attended to, the reso-

lution may be varied in most cases to a considerable extent. Since, however,

we always divide by the same divisor B, there are only B possible remainders,

namely, 0, 1, 2, . . ., B - 1 ; hence after B - 1 operations at most the remainder

must recur if the operation has not terminated by the occurrence of a zero.

Example 4. Thus we have

2_1 J[
3~2'^2.3'

, 111 1
>

also = - +—— + -—
-i + . . . +—--. +

2 2.4 2.4- "2.4" 2. 4". 3'

Exampli.' 5.

J^_l J_ __1
29~"5"^5.5"^5.5.29'

,
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 „

also = - + ^— + -— + -__, + ^-^ +-^^ + +_^^ + &c.

1
1,11 1

66. 36. 3. 36. 3. 3. 29'
and so on.

§ 3.] The most importniit practical case of the proposition in

§ 1 is that where r,, r., . . . are all ecpial, say each =r. 'J'hcti

we have this result

—

Every integer N can he ej'^^rcsscd, and tJnd in one u'aij on///, in

the form

lh/"+Pn-xr"'~'^ + . +l>ir+2\^,

where j'u, ^>i, . . ., ^^^^ are each < r.

Ill other words, detaching the coefficients, and agreeing that

their position shall indicate the })ower of r which they multiply,,

and that apposition shall iinlicate addition (and not multiplica-

tion as usual), we see that, r being any integer whatever chosen
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as the radix of a scale of notation, any integer whatever may be

represented in the form j^nPn-i • • • P\Po> where each of the

letters or digits p„,2h^ • • , Vn m^^st have some one of the integral

values 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., r- 1.

For example, if r -\ 0, any integer may be represented by

IhiPn-i • • • PiPo where Po,Pi, . . ,2'>n have each some one of

the values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

The process of § 1 at once furnishes us with a rule for finding

successively the digits j^oji^i ,1^2 J • • .,ntim.e\y, Divide the given integer-

N hi/ the ehosen radix r, the remainder will he p^ ; divide the integral

quotient of last division hy r, the remainder ivill he j)i, nnd so on.

Usually, of course, the integer N will be given expressed in

some particular scale, say the ordinary one whose radix is 10;

and it will be required to express it in some other scale Avhose

radix is given. In that case the operations will be carried on in

the given scale.

The student will of course perceive that all the rules of ordi-

nary decimal arithmetic are applicable to arithmetic in any scale,

the only difference being that, in the scale of 7 say, there are

only 7 digits, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and that the "carriages" go by

7's and not by lO's.

If the radix of the scale exceeds 10, new symbols must of

course be invented to rcin-escnt the digits. In the scale of 12,

for example, digits must be used for 10 and 11, say r for 10

and e for 11.

Example 1. To convert 136991 (radix 10) into tlie scale of 12.

12)136991

1 2yil41f) . . . f

12)951 ... 3

12_)79 ... 3

6 ... 7

The result is 6733e.

Example 2. To convert 6733e (radix 12) into the scale of t.

T)6?33e

We}? ... 1

T|96i ... 9

r)e4 . . . 9

ryn ... 6

1 ... 3

The result is 136991.
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Although tliis motliod is good practice, tlie student may very probably

preler the following :

—

G733e (radix 12) meaiis

6xl2' + 7xl2»+3xl22 + 3x]2 + ll.

Using tlie process of chap, v., § 13, Example 1, \vc have

6+ 7+ 3+ 3+ 11

+ 72 + 948 + 1 1 41^+136980
6 + 79 + 951 + 11415 + 136991.

§ 4.] From one point of view the simplest scale of notation

would be that which involves the fewest digits. In this respect

the binary scale possesses great advantages, for in it every digit

is either or 1. For example, 365 expressed in this scale is

101101101. All arithmetical operations then reduce to the

addition of units. The counterbalancing disadvantage is the

enormous length of the notation when the numbers are at all

large.

With any radix whatever we can dispense with the latter

part of the digits allowable in that scale provided we allow the

use of negative digits. For let the radix be r, then whenever,

on dividing by ?, the positive remainder j} is greater than r/2, we

can add unity to the quotient and take - (r - p) for a negative

remainder, where of course r-p<rj2. For example, 3978362

(radix 10) might be written 4022442, where 2 stands for - 2
;

so that in fact 4022442 stands for 4-10'' + O'lO' - 2*10' - 2-10"

+ 4-10' -4-10 + 2.

Example 1. Work out the product of 1698 and 314 in the binary scale.

1698 = 11010100010

314= 100111010

11010100010

11010100010

11010100010

11010100010

110101000100

10000010001010110100 ( = 533172 radix 10).

Example 2. Exiiress 1698 and 314 in the stale of 5, using no digit greater

than 3, and work out the jiroduct of tliu two transformed numbers.
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5)1698 5)314

5)339 . . 3 5)63

5)08 . . 1 5)12

5)13 . . 3 2

2 . 3

23313

2231

23313

131111

102111

102111

121121303 *

The student may verify that 121121303 (radix 5) = 5331 72 (radix 10).

Example 3. Show how to weigh a weight of 315 lbs. : first, with a series

of weights of 1 lb., 2 lbs., 2- lbs., 2^ lbs., &c., there being one of each kind
;

second, with a scries of weights of 1 lb., 3 lbs., 3^ lbs., 3" lbs., &c., there being

one only of each kind.

First. Express 31.0 in the binary .scale. We have

315 = 100111011,
3 1 5 = 1 + 2 + 2» + 2^ + 25 + 28.

Hence we nmst put in one of the scales of the balance the weights 1 lb., 2 lbs.,

2^* lbs., 2* lbs., 2-5 lbs., and 28 lbs.

Second. Express 315 in the ternary scale, using no digit greater than

unity. We have

315 = 110100.

Hence over against tlie given weight we must put the weights 3-* ll>s. and 3"'

lbs.; and on the same side as the given weight the weight 3- lbs.

§ 5.] If we specialise the proposition of § 2 ])y making

r, =?•„ = .. . - r,i, each = r say, we have tlie following :

—

Ever
i/
proper

fraction A/B can be expressed, and that in one wa/j-oul//, in the form—

B r r ?•" r" '

where p^, p.,, . . ., pi.^ are each<r, and F eitlicr is zero, or can he

made as svndl as we please by sufficiently increasing n.

If r l)e tliu radix of any particular scale of notation, the fraction

^+^ + ...-1-^
r ?•" ?•"

* The arrangement of the multiplication in Examples 1 anil 2 is purposely

varied, because, although it is of no consequence here, sometimes the one order

is more convenient, sometimes the other. A similar variety is introduced in

§ G, I'^xamplos 1 and 2.
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is usually called a radix fraction. Wo may detach the coeffi-

cients and })lace them in apposition, just as in the case of

integers, a point being i)lacc(l first to indicate fractionality.
'''

Tlius we may write

A
ji= -MhPs -Pn,

where j)^ in the first place after the radix point stands for j)i/r,

ji, in the second place stands for j^o/''') and so on.

Since the digits
i\i>.,p,^ . . . 2\i are the integral part of the

quotient obtained by dividing Ar" by 3], the radix fraction can-

not terminate unless Ar" is a multiple of B for some value of n.

Hence, if avc suppose A/B reduced to its lowest terms, so that A
is })rime to B, wc see that the radix fraction cannot terminate

unless the i)rime factors of B (see chap, iii., § 10) be powers of

prime factors which occur in r. For example, since ?• = 10 = 2 x 5,

ho vulgar fraction can reduce to a terminating decimal fraction

unless its denominator be of the form 2"'5".

In all cases, however, where the radix fraction does not

terminate, its digits must repeat in a cycle of not more than

B - 1 figures
; for in the course of the division no more than B - 1

different remainders can occur (if we exclude 0), and as soon as

one of the remainders recurs the figures in the quotient begin

to recur.

Example 1. To express 2/3 as a radix fraction in the scale of 10 to witliin

1/lOOOOOth—
2 _ 200000 _ 66666 + f
3~'SxW'~ 10

'~~'

_ 6 X 10^ + 6 X 10^+ 6 X 10^ + 6 X 10 + 6 2/3~
fP "^

lOOOOo'

6 6 6 6 6.,
10 10- 10' 10' 10-^ '

wlierc p' = 2/3 1

lOUOOO 100000

Napier of ]\Iercliistoii was apparently the first wlio used tlic modern form
of the notation for decimal fractions. The idea of the regular jirogression of

decimals is older. Stevin fully explains its advantages in liis Arilhmtliquc
(1585); and germs of llie idea may be traced much farther back. According
to those best (pialilied to judge, Xapier was the first wlio fully apiiruciated tlie
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In other words, we have to the required degree of accixracy

1= -66606.
o

It is obvious from the repetition of the figures tliat if we take n 6's after the

point we shall have the value of 2/3 correct within l/10"th of its value.

Example 2. Let the fraction be 5/64. Since 64 = 2^ this fraction ought

to be expressible as a terminating decimal. We have in fact

5 _ 5000000

_

78125
64~64^10«~ 10« '

= 078125.

Example 3. To express 2/3 as a radix fraction in tlie scale of 2 to

within l/2''th.

2_ 2x2S_ 128/3 _ 42 + 2/3

3~3x2«~ 2« ~ 26

2/3 1
Neglecting -~, which is< -, and expressing 42 in the scale of 2, we have

2 '^ 1 O 7

2 101010 .,„,^i„, T ON- =—--— = '101010 (radix 2).
o 2

§ 6.] When a fraction is given expressed as a radix fraction

in any scale, and it is required to express it as a radix fraction

in some other scale, the following process is convenient.

Let (/) be the fraction expressed in the old scale, r the new

radix, and suppose

then r</) = 77,
+-^- +-^-| + . . ,

= ]h + 'k say.

Now </), is a proper fraction, hence ]>^ is the integral part of r<l>.

Again
'''(l>^=2>.^+~ + . . .

= l\ + c/,, say.

So that j\, is the integral part of rc/)„ and so on.

It is oljvious that a vulgar fraction in any scale of notation

must transform into a vulgar fraction in any otlier ; and we shall

operational use of the decimal point ; and in his Constructio (written long

before his death, although not published till 1619) it is frequently used. See

Glaisher, Art. "Napier," EncydojiiBdm Britannica, 9th ed.; also Eae's recent

translation of the Construdiu, p. 89.
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show in a later chapter (see Geometrical Progression) that every

repeating radix fraction can be represented by a vulgar fraction.

Hence it is clear that every fraction which is a terminating or a

repeating radix fraction in any scale can be rej^resented in any

other scale by a radix fraction which either terminates or else

repeats. It is not, however, true that a terminating radix fraction

always transforms into a terminating radix fraction or a repeater

into a repeater. Non-terminating non-repeating radix fractions

transform, of course, into non-terminating non-repeating radix

fractions, otherwise we should have the absurdity that a vulgar

fraction can lie transformed into a non-terminating non-repeating

radix fraction.

It is obvious that all the rules for operating with decimal

fractions apply to radix fractions generally.

Example 1. Reduce 3'168 and 11 '346 to the scale of 7, and nuilti'id}' the

latter by the former in that scale ; the work to be accurate to 1/1 000th

throughout.

The required degree of accuracy involves the Sth place after the radical

}toint in the scale of 7.

•168

7

1)-176

7

l)-232

7

l)-624

7

4)-368

7
2) -576

•346

7

)-422

7

)-954

7

)-678

7

)-746

7
5) -222

3-168 = 3-11142(radix7). 11 -346 = 14 -22645.

14 •22645

3-11142

40-01601

1 •4-2265

14227

1423

632

32

50-64146
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On account of the duodecimal division of the English foot into 12 inches,

the duodecimal scale is sometimes convenient in mensuration.

Example 2. Find the number of square feet and inches in a rectangular

carpet, whose dimensions are 21' 3^" by 13' llj". Expressing these lengths

in feet and duodecimals of a foot, we have

21' 31"= 19-36.

13' 115"=ll-e9.

If, following Oughtred's arrangement, we reverse the multijdier, and put the

unit figure under the last decimal place which is to be regarded, the

calculation runs thus

—

19-36

9ell

19360

1936

1703

13e

209-78

209 (radix 12) = 288 + 9 = 297 (radix 10) feet.

•78 (radix 12) = 7 x 12 + 8 = 92 S(juare inches.

Hence the urea is 297 feet 92 inches.

§ 7.] If a number N he expressed in the scale of r, Mid if ice

divide N and the sum vf its digits hy r - 1, or hy any factor of r - \,

the remainder is the same in both cases.

Let ^ -py+2h'>' +py + • -+7'//"

Hence N-(2>„+j", + . . + p,,) =1>M
'

'^) + I'-^i'"
- I) + .

+/'.0-"-i) (1).

Now, 111 l>eiiig an integer, r'" - 1 is divisible l>y v - 1 (see

chap, v., § 17). Hence every term on the right is divisil)h3 by

r - 1, and tlierefore l)y any factor of r - 1. Hence, /j being r - 1,

or any factor of it, and //. some integer, we have

N-(y^+7^ + • • +j>H) = t'p (2).

Suppose now tliat the remaindci-, when N is divided by p, is tr,

so that N = vp + tr. Then (2) gives

2\, + p, + . . . +2hi = (i' -
i^)i> + T (3),

wliich sliows that when 7'u t-^'i + . . . t j//,( is divided by p tlic

remainder is a-.
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Cor 1. In the ordinary scale, if we divide amj integer by 9 or by

3, the remainder is the same as the remainder we obtain by dividing

the sum of its digits by 9 or by 3.

For example, 31692-^-9 gives for remainder 3, and so does

(3 + 1 + 6 + 9 + 2) -h 9.

Cor. 2. It also foUotvs that the sum of the digits of every multiple

of 9 or 3 mtist be a multiple of 9 or 3. For example,

2x9=18 1+8=9
13 X 9-117 1 + 1+7 = 9

128x9 = 1152 1 + 1 + 5 + 2 = 9

128x3 = 384 3 + 8 + 4 = 15 = 5x3.

§ 8.] On Cor. 1 of § 7 is founded the well-known method

of checking arithmetical calculations called "casting out the

nines."

Let L = MN ; then, if L = Z9 + L', M = ??/,9 + M', N = ?/9 + N',

so that L', M', N' are the remainders when L, M, N are divided

by 9, we have—

/9 + L' = (//?.9 + M') (7i9 + N'),

= mnm + {Wn + Wm)^ + M'N',

= (mw9 + Wn + N'??i)9 + M'N'

;

whence it appears that L' and M'N' must have the same re-

mainder when divided by 9. L'. M', N' are obtained in accord-

ance witli Cor. 1 of 55 7 by dividing the sums of the digits in the

respective nundjers by 9.

Example 1. Suppose we wish to test the multiplication

47923x568 = 27220264.

To get the remainder when 47923 is divided by 9, proceed thus: 4 + 7 = 11,

cast out 9 and 2 is left ; 2 + 9 = 11, cast out 9 ; 2 + 2 + 3 = 7. The remainder

is 7. Similarly from 568 the remainder is 1, and from 27220264, 7. Now
7xl+-9 gives of course the same remainder as 7-^9. There is therefore a

strong presumption that tlie above multiplication is correct. It should l)e

observed, however, that there are errors which this test would not detect ; if

we reiilaced the product by 27319624, for instance, the test would still be

satisfied, but the result would be wrong.

In applying this test to division, say to the case L/M=N + P/M, since

we have L =MN + P, and therefore L-P = MN, we have to cast out the nines

from L, P, M, and N, and so obtain L', P', M', and N' say. Then the test is

that L' - P' shall be the same as the result of casting out the nines from M'N'.
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Example 2. Let us test

—

27220662^568 = 47923 + 398-^568,

or 27220662 = 47923x568 + 398.

Here L'- P' = 0-2= -2,

M'.N' = 7xl = 9-2.

The test is therefore satisfied.

§ 9.]''' The following is another interesting method for ex-

panding any proper fraction A/B in a series of fractions with

unit numerators :

—

Let qi, q,, </:„ . . ., q^ ^tml ^'i, t.,, i\, . . ., r„, he the quotients and

remainders respectively wlien B is divided hy A, ?•,, r.,, . . ., v,^_i re-

spectively, then

= + ...+^ '^ +F (1),B q, q/l, q.qJls Q^'h-'-qn

ichere F = (- l)"rjqiq.,. . . q,jB, that is, F is nmnerically less than

l/q,q, . . . qa.

For we have by hypothesis

B = Aq, + r,, therefore A/B =\jq^- r^jq^^ (2),

B = r^q., + Vo, therefore r^/B = Ijq.. - r.,/qji (3),

B = r,q., + r.„ therefore r,/B =
\Jq.,

- r.Jq.Ji (4-),

and so on.

From (2), (3), (4), we have successively

A 2_J_ J_(^L^

111 1 /?•,

q^ 'h<h <hM3 <MJh\^^
and so on.

Since r^, r.,, . . ., r^^ go on dirninishing, it is obvious that, if

A and B be integers as above supposed, the process of successive

division must come to a stop, the last remainder being 0. Hence

* In his Ussai d'Analyse Numiriquc siir la Transforhiation dcs Fractions

{GSuvres, t. vii. p. 313), on which the present chapter is founded, Lagrange
attributes the theorem of § 9 to Lambert (1728-1777). Heis, Sammlunfj von

JJeispielen imd Aii/yaben atis dcr allgemei7ie7i Arit/ivic/tk U7id Algcbra{l8S2),i^.

322, lias ajiplied series of this character to express incommensurable numbers
Huch as logarithms, sijuMre roots, &c. In the same connection see also Syl-

vester, Amermni Jour. Malh., 1880. Sec also Gyp. Stejihanos, Bull. iSuc.

Matk. Ft. 7 (1879), p. SI ; (J. Cantor, Zcilsch. f. Math. 14 (1869), p. 124;
J. Liiroth, Math. Ann. 21 (1883), p. 411.
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every vulgiir fraction can be converted into a terminating series

of the form

1 1 1
+

Example.

<b 'Nh 'h'Uh

113_1_^ 1
1

2U~2 2. 13 "^2. 13. 24 2.13.24.61'

From tliis resolution we conclude that 1/2-1/2.13 represents 113/244 within

l/26th, ami that 1/2-1/2.13 + 1/2.13.24 rei^resents 113/244 within l/624th.

EXERCI.SES XIII.

(1.) Express 16935 (scale of 10) in the .scale of 7.

(2.) Express 16"93.'j (.scale of 10) in the scale of 7.

(3.) Express 315-34 (scale of 10) in the scale of 11.

(4.) Express rTeQee (scale of 12) in the scale of 10.

(5.) Express lT8e54 (scale of 12) in the scale of 9.

(6.) Express 345 "301 (scale of 7) in the scale of 3.

(7.) Express 112/315 (scale of 10) as a radix fraction in the scale of 6.

(8.) Express 3169 in the form ^j + g'3 + r3.5 + s3.5.7 + &c., where iJ<3,

5<5, r<7, kc.

(9.) Express 7/11 in the form ^)/2 + -7/2.3 + r/2.3.4 + &:c., where 2x2,

q<S, i<4, kc.

(10.) Express 113/304 in the form2V3 + '//3.5 + r/3-.5+.s/3-.5"- + </3".5- )-&c.,

where 2x3, q<5, r<B, kc.

(11. ) Multiply 31263 by 56341 in the scale of 7.

(12.) Find correct to 4 places 31-3432 x 1-50323, both immljcrs being in

the .scale of 6.

(13.) Find to 5 places 31 •3432+-2-67312, Ijoth numbers being in the scale

of 12.

(14.) Extract the square root of 365-738 (scale of 9) to 3 places.

(15.) Express 887/1103 in the form I/171 - l/qiq^+l/qiq-iqa - kc.

(16.) Show how to make up a weight of 35 lbs. by taking single weights

of the series 1 lb., 2 lbs., 2- lbs., &c.

(17.) With a set of weights of 1 lb., 5 lbs., 5- ll)s., &c., how can 7 cwt. be

weighed ? First, by putting weights in one scale only and using any numbei'

of equal weights not exceeding lour. Second, by putting weights in either

scale but not using more than two equal weights.

(18.) Find the area of a rectangle 35 ft. 3^ in. by 23 ft. 6^ in.

(19.) Find the area of a scjuare whose side is 17 ft. 4 in.

(20.) Find the volume of a cube whose edge is 3 ft. O.j in.

(21.) Find the side of a square whose area is 139 sq. ft. 130 sq. in.

(22.) Expressed in a certain scale of notation, 79 (scale of 10) becomes 142
;

find the radix of that scule.

VOL. I N
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(23.) In wliat scale of notation docs 301 represent a sijiiare integer ?

(24.) A number of 3 digits in the scale of 7 lias its digits reversed when
expressed in the .scale of 9 ; find the digits.

(25.) If 1 be added to the product of four consecutive integers the result

is always a sciuare integer ; and in four cases out of five the last digit (in the

common scale) is 1, and in the remaining case 5.

(26.) An}' integer of four digits in the scale of 10 is divisible by 7, jiro-

vided its first and last digits be equal, and the hundreds digit twice the tens

digit.

(27.) If any integer be expressed in the scale of r, the difference between

the sums of the integers in the odd and even places respectively gives tlie

same remainder when divided by 7' + l as does the integer itself Avhen so

divided. Deduce a test of multiplication by "casting out the elevens."

(28.) The difference of any two integers which are expressed in the scale

of 10 by the same digits differently arranged is always divisible by 9.

(29.) If a number expressed in the ordinary scale consist of an even

number of digits so arranged that those equidistant from the beginning and

end are equal, it is divisible by 11.

(30.) Two integers expressed in the ordinary scale are such that one has

zeros in all the odd places, the other zeros in all the even places, the remaining

digits being the same in both, but not necessarily arranged in the same order.

Show that the sum of the two integers is divisible by 11.

(31.) The rule for identifying leap year is that the number formed by the

two last digits of the year must be divisible by 4. Show that this is a

general criterion for divisibility by 4, and state the corresi)onding criterion

for divisibility by 2".

(32.) If the last three digits of an integer he 2y22hPo> show that the integer

will be exactly divisible by 8, provided ^Jo + 2_?Ji + 47^0 be exactly divisible by 8.

(33.) Show that the sum of all the numbers which can be formed with the

digits 3, 4, 5 is divisible by the sum of these digits, and generalise the theorem.

(34. ) If p/71 and {n -p)ln, p < n, be converted into circulating decimals, find

the relation between the figures in their periods.

(35.) If, in converting the proper fraction a/b into a decimal, a remainder

ecjual to h - a occurs, show that half the circulating period has been found,

and that the rest of it will be found by subtracting in order from 9 the digits

already found. Generalise this theorem.

(36.) In the scale of 11 every integer which is a perfect 5th i)0wer ends in

one or other of the three digits 0, 1, t.

(37.) In the scale cf 10 the difference between the square of ever}'- num.ber

of two digits and the square of the number formed by reversing the digits, is

divisible by 99.

(38.) A number of six digits whose 1st and 4th, 2nd and 5th, 3rd and 6th

digits are respectively the same is divisible by 7, by 11, and by 13.

(39.) Show that the units digit of every integi'al cube is either the same

as that of the cube root or else is the complementaiy digit. (I!y the comple-

mentary digit to 3 is meant 10 - 3, that is, 7.)

(40.) If in the scale of 12 a s([nare integer (not a multiple of 12) ends
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with 0, tlie jireccdiiig digit is 3, ami tlic cube of the sr^uaru root ends with

GO.

(11.) It' a he such that a"' + n=r, then any number is divisible by «'",

provided the first m integers po, Pi, •, Pm-i of its expression in the scale of

'/• are such t\\a.tpn+2hO''^ • +jfm-iO^™'"^ is divisible by a™.

(42.) The digits of « are added, the digits of this sum added, and so on,

till a single digit is arrived at. This last is denoted by (f>{a). Show that

(p{a->rh) = t}){cj)[a) + <p{h)]; and that the values of <^(8)i) for n=\, 2, . . ., a,

successively consist of the nine digits continually repeated in de.scending

order.

(43.) A number of 3 digits is doubled by reversing its digits : show that

the .same holds for the number formed by the first and last digit, Miid that

such a number can be found in only one scale out of three.



CHAPTEE X.

Irrational Functions.

GENERALISATION OF THE CONCEPTION OF AN INDEX.

INTERPRETATION OF X, xPll, X"*"'.

§ 1.] The definition of an index given in chap, ii., § 1, be-

comes meaningless if the index be other than a positive integer.

In accordance with the generahsing spirit of algebra we

agree, however, that the use of indices shall not be restricted to

this particular case. We agree, in fact, that no restriction is to

be put upon the value of the index, and lay down merely that

the use of the indices shall in every case be subject to the laws

already derived for positive integral indices. Less than this Ave

cannot do, since these laws were derived from the fundamental

laws of algebra themselves, to which every algebraical symbol

must be sul)ject.

The question now arises, What signification shall we attri-

bute to .t'" in these new cases 1 We are not at liberty to proceed

arbitrarily, and give any meaning we please, for we have already

by implication defined x"\ inasmuch as it has been made subject

to the general laws laid down for indices.

§ 2 ] Case of x'^^i where p and q are any positive integers. Let

c denote the value of x^^^, whatever it may be ; then, since xvl'i is

to be subject to the first law of indices, we must have

—

^ = zy.zy.zy. . . . q factors,

= xP'i X xP'i X xP/'i X . . . q factors,

— xPl'i+J'll+P^1+ ' • <j tuniis,

= XP.
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In other words, z is such that its qi\\ power is .ri', that is, z

is what is called a q\\\ root of xP, Avhich is usually denoted

by ^x^.

Hence rc^'/^- y.,;P

In particulai-, if j>= 1,

We have now to consider how far an algebraical value of

a qi\\ root of every algebraical quantity can be found.

In the case of a real positive quantity k, since z'l passes con-

tinuously* through all positive values between and + co as z

passes through all positive values between and + co , it is clear

that, for some value of z between and + co , we must have

z'l - k. In other words, there exists a real positive value of l_/k.

Unless the contrary is stated we shall, when k is positive,

take k^l'i as standing fur this real positive A\alue.

The student should, however, remark that when q is even,

— 2r say, there is at least one other real value of ^k ; for, since

( - z)-'' - z^'', if we have found a positive value of z such that

z-'' = k, that value with its sign changed will also satisfy the re-

quirements of the problem.

Next let k be a negative quantity. If q be odd, then, since

z^ passes through all values from - oo to as ;r passes through

all values from - o) to 0, there must be some one real negative

value of z, such that zi = k. In other Avords, if q be odd, there

is a real negative value of ^k.

If q be even, then, since every even power of a real quantity

(no matter whether -f or - ) is positive, there is no real value

of z. Hence, if k be negative and q even, ^/k is imaginary. This

case must be left for future discussion.

It will be useful, however, for the student to know that

ultimately it will be proved that ^k has in every case q different

values, expressions for which, in the form of complex numbers,

can be found. Of these values one, or at most two, may be real,

as indicated above (see chap, xii.)

* For a fuller discussion of the point here involved see chaps, xv. and xxv.
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Only ill the case where h is the piXi power of a rational

quantity can l^/Ic be rational.

Example.

If /,=+/,>,

^'V/i' has two real values, +A ami -//.

">''\}/k has one real value, +h.

1 !•/:= -/t^i'+i,

"''iv'^" has one real value, -//.

Ill all that follows in this chajytcr, wc shall restrict the radicand,

I; to he positive ; we shall regard only the real positive value of the qth

root of Jc ; and this {which is called the principal value of the

root) is what we understand to he the meaning of W'L

The theory of fractional indices could (as in the first edition of this volume)

be extended so as to cover the case of a negative radicand, but only so far as the

order of the root is odd. Tlie practical advantage gained by this extension is

not worth the trouble which it causes by comjilicating the demonstrations.

We think it better also, from a scientific and educational, as well as from a

practical point of "view, to consider the radication of negative radicands as a

particular case of the radication of complex radicands (see chaji. xii., § 19).

§ 3.] We have now to show that the meaning just suggested

for xP^i is consistent with all the Law\s of Indices laid down in

chap. ii. The simplest way of doing this is to re-prove these

laws for the newly defined symbol .t^'^^'.

AVe remark in the first place that it is necessary to prove

only I. (a), II., and III. (a) ; because, as has been shown in chaj^.

ii., I. (/3) can be deduced from I. (a), and III. (ft) from III. (a),

without any appeal to the definition of .i'"'.

To prove I. (a), consider xi'li and of''^, where p, q, r, s are

positive integers, and let

Then, since x^^i and ,':'"''* are, hy hypothesis, each real and

positive, z is also real and positive. Also

^ (xP'i)i'<(x''l')i-\

= [{xvi'i)iY[{x/i'Y]i,
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all ])) the laws for positive integral indices, regarding which

there is no question.

Kow, ])y the meanings assigned to -x^'^'^ and .';''''•''', we have

(xP''i)i - xi" and (x'''")" = x>: Hence

zi'< = {o-J'Yixy,

= xP>'o:i'\

= x^-'+'i'',

by the laws for positive integral indices.

It now follows that :; is the qsth root of .ri'-'+'J''
; and, since x;

is real and jiositivc, it must he that qsth root which we denote

l)y a;(i«+7r)/'is-. Therefore

" = o<.PS+qr)l'j'<
~ ''- J

that is to say,

z = xP!''+'-K

The proof is easily extended to any numher of factors.

To prove Law II., consider (,/•?'''-')''''•"', where ^», q^ r, s are posi-

tive integers,

and let z = {xP''iyf-\

Then, since, hy lij'pothesis, xPf'i is real and positive, therefore

(^xi'^iy!-^, that is z, is real and positive. Also

= [[{xPiiy^'Y]'!,

by laws for positive integral indices

;

hy definition of a fractional index

;

= (xpiiyi'',

= [{xP'iy]';

hy laws of positive integral indices

;

by definition of a fractional index

;

by laws of positive integral indices.

Hence z is a qsth root of xP'', and, since .:' is real and positive, wc
must have

that is, z = a;(P/'') ('/•'>,
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Lastly, to prove Law III. (a), let

Then, since, by hypothesis, x'p^i and t/'^i are each real and

positive, z is real and positive. Also

^ = {xP^I yvhy^

= (xPI<!)<1(}/PI^)1,

by laws for positive integral indices
;

= 3'^'
if,

by definition for a fractional index

;

= {x!j)P,

by laws for positive integral indices.

Hence z is a g'th root of {xi/y' ; and, since r: is real and positive,

Ave must have

The proof is obviously applicable where there is any number of

factors, X, y, . . .

§ 4.] Although it is not logically necessary to give separate

proofs of Laws I. {(i) and III. (/3), the reader should as an

exercise construct independent proofs of these laws for himself.

It should be noticed that in last paragraph Ave have suj^posed

both the indices
j)l<l

^"^cl rjs to be fractions. The case where

either is an integer is met by supposing either (7=1 or s = 1 ; the

only effect on the above demonstrations is to simplify some of

the steps.

§ 5.] Before passing on to another case it may be Avell to

call attention to paradoxes that arise if the strict limitation as to

sign of xA^li be departi'd from.

By the interpretation of a fractional index

But x'l' = x',

Avliich is right if Ave take x'^l' to stand for the positive value of

v'V ; but leads to the paradox o'^ — - o'^ if avc admit the negative

value.

A similar difriculty Avould arise in the ai)plication of the laAV,
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for example, (4-)' - (i'^)"

would lead to ( ± 2)' = ± 4,

that is, 4 = ± 4,

if both values were admitted. Such difficulties are always apt

to arise with ii'^^'^ where the fractioup/^/ is not at its lowest terms.

The true way out of all such difficulties is to define and

discuss .r" as a continuously varying function of n, which is called

the exponential function. In the meantime fractional indices are

introduced merely as a convenient notation in dealing with

quantities which arc (either in form or in essence) iriational

;

and for such purposes the limited view we have given will be

sufficient.

§ 6.] Case of x^. This case arises naturally as the extreme

case of Law I. (/?), when n = m ; for, if we are to maintain that

law intact, Ave must have, provided 3:4=0,*

that is, a;'^= 1.

This interpretation is clearly consistent witli Law L (a), for

rfTtn ^ .^0 _ rf.m-\-0

sunply means
.-,;'" X 1 = a:'",

which is true, whatever the interpretation of x^^ may be.

Again, ;*"'0 = (;?;"*)0,

that is xP = {x'"f,

simply means 1 = 1 by our interpretation
;

and .f"'^ = (.v;0)"',

or aP = \jpy'\

gives 1 = 1"^,

which is right, even if m be a positive fraction, provided we
adopt the properly restricted interpretation of a fractional index

given above. The interpretation is therefore consistent with IL

The interpretation x^ = 1 is also consistent with IIL (a), for

xhf = {.njf

simjily means 1 x 1 = L

* This provision is important since the form 0' is indeterminate (see chap.

XXV.
)
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§ 7.] Case of x'"', Avherc m is any real positive (or signless)

number, and x =t= 0.

Let z = x~''^^, then, since ,<;"'
=t= 0, avc have

if Law L (a) is to hold for negative indices. Whence

z = x^lx"\

hy last paragraph. In other words, .i;~"' is the reciprocal of x'"'.

As an example of the reconciliation of this with the other

laws, let us prove I. (a), say that

rf.
- in

J.
- n _ ,).

- 1)1 - n

By our definition, we have

x -'"./;-'»-(!/,«'") (1 /,/"),

= 1 /,/:"' a;"-,

= 1
/,/•"'+",

the last ste]> by the laws already

established for all positive indices
;

by definition of a negative index.

Hence x ~ '" x -'"- = x~''"'~ ".

Li like manner we could show that

The verification of the other laws may be left as an exercise.

§ 8.] The student should render himself familiar with the

expression of the results of the laws of indices in the equivalent

forms with radicals ; and should also, as an exercise, work out

demonstrations of these results without using fractional indices

at all.

For example, he should prove directly that

;•/.' y;c = V^^'+'^ (1);

K/x^y!:/z=y(xyz) {?.)

y.r'"/ ::/y^ --= ^{xlyy>^ (4).
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EXAMPLES UK OPERATION Wri'II IKP>ATIONAL FORMS.

§ 1).] Uej'ond the interpretations ,':•?'''''', x^, x'™, t]w student lias

nothing new to learn, so far as mere manipulation is eojicerned,

regarding fractional indices and irrational expressions in general.

Still some practice will be found necessary to acquire the requisite

facility. AVe therefore work out a few examples of the more

c nnmonl}^ occurring transformations. In some cases we quote

at each step the laws of algebra which are appealed to ; in others

we leave it as an exercise for the student to supply the omission

of such references.

Example 1.

To express A v D iti ilio form vP.

aV15 = AD1"' = (A'")'""B'''™, by law of iiidiecs II.,

= (A'"ri)'''", l)y law of indices III. (a),

= ;y(A'"E).

Example 2.

for \/k = K^'™ = A'''"''',

Example 3.

=:xi'xx^'"', by law of iiuli(^es I. (a),

= xi' '\/xfi.

]']xain[)le \.

To express '^x''] kf xf as the root of a rational functio:i of i- and y.

\/xpI V y*"= xi'''ilifl^= x''^'i^ly't^'''i\

= (.r^«)iV/(yv-)i'y.5,

= {x'>'ly'i^yi'is,

qS .

Example 5.

V32 = V(16x2),

= V'16x V2,
^-ix V2.
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Examjile 6.

2 X V2 X \/2 X sj\

2 X 2- X 2= 2 X 2- X 2* X 2*,

= 2

=2%
= 22,

= 4.

Example 7.

(«- - a;-)"'-" = {a-(l - ar/n,2)} miin

= «'»'«(l-a."/a2)»i/2n_

Example 8.

V(2/^i- + a-)x VCy^ + S'^O

= VMy + a;)} X V Wj + a-')}

,

= \Jx X ^y(y + X) x\Jzx \/{y+ x),

= y/{xz)x {\/iy + x)}^

^{y + x)x^J{xz).

Example 9.

V240 + v'40
= V(16x3x5) + v'(4x2x5),
= Vl6\/3\/5+\/W2\/5,
= V5(4V3 + 2v'2).

Example 10.

{s/-3 + 2s/2 + SVS) (\/3 - 2\/2 + 3V6)
= (\/3 + 3\/6)'-(2V2f,
=

(
V3)- + 6V3\/6 + (3\/6)' - (2 V2)'.

= 3 + 6V(3 x 6) + 3= X 6 - 2- x 2,

= 49 + 6^^18,

= 49 + 18V2.
Exam[)lc 11.

{V(i - ^•) + V(i +.')}
^

= {(i-.#+(i+x)V,
= (l-.r)- + (l+a;)2

+ 4(1 - a;)=(l + .rf + 4(1 - y)-(l + a-)'^

+ 6{l-x){l+x),

= 8 - 4a-2 + 4(1 - x-)-(l + a;)*(l -x+l+x)
^8-ix" + 8\/{l-x-).

Example 12.

V \a-'-2// V \x + y)

^/{{x-y){x + y)}
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_x+y+x-y

2x

Example 13.

vi*- - y-y

{x'^ - x^ + x~^- x~^ X (a;- + 1 +a;"^)

=x^-x^ + x^-x~^

+ x^-x^ + x~^-x~^

*T~ X X '1' X X
y

6 1 _ 1 _ r.

Example 14.

Show that

We have

oo _ n + \J{d^ -b)a- v («" - ^)
_, o /f {« + \/(«" - ^)} 1'^ - \/(«" - ^0} 1^'-

2
+

2 + VL i J'

Hence, extracting the S(|uare root, wo have

RATIONALISING FACTORS.

§ 10.] Given certain irrationals, say Jp, \/q, \/r, we may

consider I'ational, and it may be also integral, functions of these.

For example, I \/j; + m \/q + n \/r, and /( v'^^)" + m \^{2Jq) + ')t{
\

''/)',

are integral functions of Jp, Jq, sjr, of the 1st and 2nd

degrees respectively, provided /, in, n do not contain Jp, sjq, sJr.

Again, (I ^/p) + m \/q)l{l Jq + m \/?') is a rational, hut not integral,

function of these irrationals. sji), \lp + m \/(/), on the other

hand, is an irrational function of \/p and s/q.

The same ideas may also be applied to higher irrationals,

such as p^l''^^, q^/"', &c.

§ 11.] Confining ourselves for tlie present to quadratic

irrationals, we shall show that every rational function of a

given set of quadratic irrationals, -v/^>, s^q, \/r, &c.., can be
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reduced to a linear integral function of the square roots of 2\ «J,
t',

and of their products, 2^'h 2"\ 'p\ 2"Fi ^^^

This reduction is effected mainly by means of rationalising

factors, whose nature and use we proceed to exjilain.

If P he any integral function of certain given irrationals, and Q
another integral function of the same, such that the j^roduct QP is

rational so far as the given irrationals are concerned, then Q is called

a rationalising factor of P with respect to the given irrationals.

It is, of course, obvious that, if one rationalising factor, Q,

has been obtained, we may obtain as many others as we please

by multiplying Q by any rational factor.

§12.] Case of Monomials.

\°. Suppose we have only quadratic irrational forms to deal

with, say two such, namely, p^ and (f.

Then the most general monomial integral function of these

is

I = A(2>i)2'"+l(5i)2«+l,

where A is rational. There is no need to consider even indices,

since (jpi)-'" = jj'"' is rational.

Now I reduces to

I = (Ap"'(f)pkK

where the part within brackets is rational.

Hence a rationalising factor is p^q-, for we have

h¥ - (M'"'<f)pi,

wiiicli is rutionah

Example. A rationalising factor of IG .
2" . 3" .

5" is 2"3'5', that is, (30)'".

2°. Suppose we luive the irrationals j^^^^ (/'\ '''^'", say, and

consider

Avhich is tlie most general monomial integral function of tliese.

A rationalising factor clearly is

„jl - l/s
f,\

- 111 It n-\ - nlu

* Wliere of course l<s, in<t, n<u, for if they were not tliey conhl he

reduced by a pieliuiinary process like that in case I''.
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I=3l.3^5^7^

= (31. 3. 7^). 3'. 5'. 7-.

. § ^ ;\

A ratioiKtlisin" factor, is 3"
.
5'

.
7".

13.] Case of Binomials.

\°. The most general form when onl}' quadratic irrationals

are concerned is a \^p + h \/q, where a and b are rational ; for, if

we suppose j^ '^ complete square, tliis reduces to the more special

form A + B \'^q, where A and B are ratioiuU.

A rationalising factor clearly is (f x^j-* ~ ^ v^V- ^''*^*") '^

I -a \/j// ^ b ^/q,

\{a s'v - b s.'ij) = {a s^]))' - (b v/7)',

= a''/:> ~ b%
wliich is rational

The hvo forms a \''p + h \/q and a \/p - h \/q are said to be con-

jugate to each other toith reference to \^q, and we see that any binomial

integral function of quadratic irrationals is rationalised by mtdtlqjlylng

it by its conjugate.

2°. Let us consider the forms ap"-^'^ ± bq^l^, to which liinomial

integral functions of given irratioirals can always be reduced." Let

:c - ap"-!'^^ y -- kfl^,

I = apj"-!"'' - b(fl^,

= •''• - y-

Let m be the L.C.M. of the two integers, y, 6. Now, using

the formula established in chap, iv., ^16, we have

Here x'" - y'" = (a'^jJ™*/*- - b'" q'"""^!^), where ma/y aiul mfSjS are

integers, since m is divisible by both y and S, that is, a;'" - y'" is

rational.

A rationalising factor is tlierefore x'"'^ + x'"'~^y + . . ,

+ xy''"'~~ + ?/'"" ^, in which x is to be replaced by rt^>" , and y by bq^'

Tavtaglia's problem. See Cossali Storia delV Alycbra (1707), vol. ii. p. 266,
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Tlie form ^7/'''' + kf^ may be treated in like manner by

means of formula3 (4-) or (5) of cliap. iv., § IG.

Example.

Here m= 6, ;/j=3.2*, y^-l.S^

and a rationalising factor is

x^ + x^y + '.rhj- + xhf + x]j^ + y^

= 3".2' + 3^.4.2l3* + 3-'.42.2.3* + 32.43.2l3- + 3.4^.2^3' + 4"'.3',

= 35.2.2* + 3-«.8.2^.3^ + 3='.32.3* + 32.4l2l3* + 3.4-*.2*.3^ + 4^3l

§ 14.] Trinomials with Quadratic Inationah. This case is

somewhat more complicated. Let

1= Vi>+ \^'Z+ sir;*

and let us first attempt to get rid of the irrational s/r. This

we can do by multii)lying by the coiijugate of \/2} + J<1 + \/'''

with respect to sjr, namely, ^p + ^/(/ - \'V. We then have

( J]? + \/'i
- \/r)l = {Jp+ \/(if

-
(
\/r)',

= j) + q-r+2^/{pq) (1).

To get rid of Jij^q) we must multiply by the conjugate of

2) + q-r + '2 \\pq) with respect to \/{pq). Thus finally

i^ + q-r-2 s'{l>q)]{ K^P + Jq - s'r)l = (p + q - if - {2 ^/(pq)]\

= p' + q + r' - 2q^q - 2pr - 2qr.

Hence a rationalising factor of I is

[p + q-r-2 J(F1)}{ sip + \lq - \/j-),

or

( ^/p - Vq + Jr) ( ^/p - Jq - Jr) ( ^/p + s'q - s'r) (2).

Ey considering attentively the factor (2) the student will see

that its constituent factors are obtained hy talcing every possible

arrangement of tlie signs + and - in

+ \/p ± iJq ± \^r,

except the arrangement + + + , which occurs in the given trinomial.

* This is really the most general form, for a\/p + h\/q + c\/r may be

written \/{n-p) + 's/{b%) + \/{c-r).
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I'xaiiipli' 1. A rationalising factor of

\,'2 - V^ -r \/i>

is (\/-2 - \':i ~ v/r.) (V2 + \/3 + x/5) (
v/2 + V3 -

V-''')-

E.\anij)lc 2. A rationalising factor of

1 + 2VS - 3V2
is (1 + 2\/3 + 3\/2) (1 - 2\/3 + 3V2) (1 - 2 v'3 - 3\/2).

In at'tnal practice it is often more convenient to work out

the rationalisation by successive steps, instead of using at once

the factor as given by the rule. But the rule is important,

liecause if is general, and will furnish a rationalising factor for a

sum of any nvmlrer of quadratic irrationals.

Example 3. A rationalising factor of

1 + ^'2 - \ '3 + x 4

is (1 + V2 - V3 - V'4) (1 + V^ + V3 + V^) (1 + \'-^ + \/3 - V*)
X (1 - \''2 - \ '3 + V4) (1 - V2 - \/3 - V-*) (1 - \/2 + V3 + v/4

)

X (1 - V2 + V3 - \'4).

Before giving a formal proof of the general truth of this

rule, it will be convenient to enunciate one or two general pro-

positions which are of considerable im2:»ortance, both for future

application and for making clear the general character of the

operations which we are now discussing.

§ 15.] Everii integral function of a series of square roots,

\^Pj \''h ^^'^ '^^> ^"'* ^^' (^''fp'>'^>^sed as the sum of a rational term

and rational multiples of \/|;, ^^q, ^/y, dr., and (f their products

^ip'l), s{pr), \^(pqr), <i-c.*

First, let there be only one square root, say \ /*, and consider

any lational integral function of xjp, say
<f)(

\'2')- Every term

of even degree in Jp will be rational, and every term of odd

degree, such as A( \/p)~^^+^ may be reduced to (Ap'") isj'p, that

is, will be a rational multiple of \p. Hence, collecting all the

even terms together, and all the odd terms together, we have

<Kv/i^) = P + QNj' (1),

where V and Q are rational.

* Such a sum is called a " Linear Form."

VOL. I
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Next, suppose the function to contain two square lOots, sa}'

(/)( s'p, s^fj)- First of all, proceeding as before, and attending

to Jj) alone, we get

^{ x^P, v/?) = P + Q Jp,

where P and Q are rational so far as p is concerned, but are

irrational as regards q, being each rational integral functions of

s/q. Reducing now each of these with reference to Jq Ave shall

obtain, as in (1),

P = P' + Q\/(/, Q = P" + Q"
v^^i,

and, finally,

</>( '^'p. s^q) = P' + Q' x/2 + (P" + Q" K'q) ^^p,

= P' + P" s./p + Q' s'q + Q" -Jipg) (2),

which proves the proposition for two irrationals.

If there be three, we have now to treat P', P", Q', Q" by means

of (1), and we shall evidently thereby arrive at the form

A + B^/p + C ^^q + 'D -,/r + Ej{qr) +r J(rp) +G V(Fi) + H ^/{pqr),

and so on.

Cor. It follows at once from the process by which we arrived

at (1) that

4>{ - Vi') = P - Q s^lK

Hence if (j>{ s^j)) he any integral function of Jj), (/)(
- sy) is a

rationalising factor of ^( \/p) ; and, more generally, if c{)( ^/p, Jq,

\h; . . .) he an integral function of \/p, \/q, Jr, . . ., then, if we

fake any one of them, say Jq, and change its sign, the product

4A\P, \'%\''>\ •••)=< 4>{\^P-,
- s'q, Jr, . . .) is rational, so far

as Jq is concerned.

Example L If <p{.r) = a^ + x- + x+], find the values of i^H + \'3) and

^{l - V3) and (p{\ -f V 3) X <p(.l - \/o).

0a + ^/3) = (l + ^/3)? + (l + ^/3)2+(i + ^/3) + l,

= l + 8\/3 + 3.3 + 3V3
+1+2V3+3

+ 1 + \/3

+ 1.

0(1 - \/3) is il<?duccd by writing - \/3 in place of + \/3 everywliere in the

above calculation. Hence

</,(l -^^/3) = ^6-9^/3;
^il + V3) X 4>{\ - v'3) = (16y^- (9\/3)-,

= 256-243,
= 13.
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Example 2. Find the value of 71^ + y^ + x^ - xyz, when o'= \/q- \/r,

y=\Jr-\/lh ~ = V/'-V2'-

Since .-> + y + ^= \/q - sjr +\/r- Vi' + \/p ~ s/q

= 0,

we have (chap. iv.
, § 25, IX.)

S.r' - Zxyz= 2,r(2.x" - lyyy),

= 0.

Therefore IS.X'^ - xyz— 2xyz,

= 2(v? - \/r)
(
vV - Vj^) (Vi' - V?).

= 2(? - »•) Vi> + 2(»- -i>)Vi + 2(^J - 5) \/''-.

Example 3. Evaluate {\+y \-z){\+ z + x) {!+.• -\-y) when :r— v"2, 2/= \/3,

(l+2/ + ~)(l+;: + a:;)(l+a; + 2/)

= 1 + 2(a; + 1/ + s) + a;2 + (2/ + z)ji + j/s + &c. + &c.

+ a;(y2 + ^2) + ^c. + &c. + -Ixyz,

= 1 + a^' + 2/- + ~2 + (2 + 2/2 + ^2)2; + (2 + c- + a,-2)?/

+ (2 + a;- + ip-)z + 3?/.~ + Zzx + Sa-y + 2a'2/2,

= 11 + 10V2 + 9\/3 + 7V» + 3\/15 + 3\/10 + 3V6 + 2VSO.

§ 16.] We can now prove very easily the general proposition

indicated above in § 14.

If P he the sum, of any number of square roots, say Jp, s/q,

isjr, . . ., a rationalising factor Q is obtained for P by multiplying

together all the different factors that can be obtained from P as

follotvs

:

—Keep the sign of the first term unchanged, and take every

possible arrangement of sign for the folluuing terms, except that tchich

occurs in P itself

For the factors in the product Q x P contain every possible

arrangement of the signs of all but the first term. Hence along

with the + sign before any term, say that containing >Jq, there

will occur every possible variety of arrangement of all the other

variable signs ; and the same is true for the - sign before \/q.

Hence, if we denote the product of all the factors containing

+ Jq by <!>{ \^q), the product of all those factors that contain

- \/q will differ from cf)( ^^q) only in having - \/q in place of

+ \^q, that is, may be denoted by <^( - \''q). Hence we may

write Q X P = ^( Jq) x <^( - ^fq), which, by § 15, Cor. 1, is rational

so far as \^q is concerned. The like may of course be proved for

every one of the irrationals \^q, \/r, . . . Also, for every factor

in Q X P of the form \/p + k there is evidently another of the form
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>Jp- k ; SO that Q x P is rational as regards Jp. Hence Q x P
is entirely rational, as was to be shown.

§ 17.] Eveiy rational function, whether integral or not, of any

mimher of square roots, v'J?, \^q, s''i', . . ., can be expressed as the sum

of a rational part and rational inultiphs of s,/p, ^/q, Jr, &c., and of

their products ^/{pq), \/{pr), \/{qr), s^{pq7-), cCr/--

For every rational function is the quotient of two rational

integral functions, say R/P. Let Q be a rationalising factor of

P (which we have seen how to find), then

E RQ

But PQ is now rational, and RQ is a rational integral function of

-Jp, sJq, \^r, . . ., and can therefore be expressed in the required

form. Hence the proposition is established.

Example 1. To express 1/(1 + ^y2 + ^3) as a sum of rational multiples of

square roots. Rationalising the denominator we obtain by successive steps,

1 ^ l+_^2-_^S
1 + V2 + V3 (l + \/2)'-(v'3y-^'

_ 1 + \/2 - V3

2V2
_ V2(1 + V2-V3 )

2x2
= KV2 + 2-V6),

Example 2. Evaluate {x- - x + 1)/(.t- + ,-)+ 1 ), where .»= \/3 + \J5.

a;^-a--+ 1 _ 9 + 2V15- V3- ys
a;"-' + a; +'l

~
9 + 2VI 5 + VS + V5'

- (9 + 2Vl 5)--'-2(9 + 2V15)(V3 + \/o ) + (v3 + y5)-

(9 + 2Vl5)--(\/3 + V^')'

149 - 38V3 - 30\/5 + 38Vl5
133 + 34V10

_ (149 - 38\/3 - 30V5 + 3 8\/15) (1 33 - 34v'15)

133- - 34- X 15
'

_ + 437 + 46V3 - 114V5 - 12^15

349

* Besides its theoretical interest, the process of reducing a rational func-

tion of quadratic irrationals to a linear function of such irrationals is important

from an arithmetical 2)oint of view ; inasmuch as the linear function is in

general the most convenient form for calculation. Thus, if it be required to

calculate the value of 1/(1 + \/2 + \/3) to six places of decimals, it will b*"

found more convenient to deal with the equivalent form i + ^V- " \\'^^-
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GENERALISATION OF TlIK FOREGOING THEORY.

§ 18.] It may be of use to the student who has already

made some i)rogress in algebra to sketch here a generalisation ot"

the theory of §§ 13-17. It is contained in the following pro-

positions :
—

I. Eferij integral function of j^^'" can he rcdnrnJ In tlie form

A„ + A,//" + A„//"-f . . . +A„ _,/"-!)/", wliere A„, A^, . . .,

A„_, ar<> rational, so far as p^^'^ is concerned.

After what has been done this is obvious.

II. Every integral function of 2'>^^\ (?^''") ?'^'", <^C; can he ex-

pressed as a linear function of p^l\ p-'\ . . .,
y-iX'y q^h"'^ q^l>>\

. . .,

,jim-l)!vi.^. ^V»^ ,.2/n
_

_ _^
^in-l)/n . ^^.^ ^^^^^ ^f ij^^ p-oducts of fJu'SC

quantities, two, three, &c., at a time, namely, p^^^ q^^"\ p^^^ q^l''"', &c.,

the coefficients of the linear function being rational, so far as 2^^\ q^/'",

j-Vn^
(£y., are concerned.

Proved (as in § 1 5 above) by successive applications of I.

III. A rationalising factor of A^ + A^p^^"- + A.^j)''^"- + . . .

+ Ajj.,^^""-^)'" can always be found.

We shall prove this for the case n - 3, Init it Avill be seen

that the process is general. .

Let P = Ao -t- A,p-' + Aoj^^ (1),

then 2)^F =pAo + Aopi + AjP^ (2),

and p^F =pA^ + jdAoJ^^ 4- A„p^' (3).

Let us noAv put ./; iov p-', and y ior p'', on the right-hand sides of

(1), (2), and (3) ; we may then write them

(Ao-P)-f A,i- + A,y = (1'),

{pA,-p^V) + A^ + A,y = (2'),

O'A, -piV) +pA^x + A,y^O (3'),

whence, eliminating x and y, we must have (see chap, xvi., ^ 8)

(A., - P) (A; -7'A.A,) + (i>A, -p''F) (pA^ - A„A,)

+ (i;A.-/P)(Ar-AA.) = (4).
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Whence

{(Ao^ -i^A.A,) + O'A/ - AoA,)/ + (Ar - AA)i^t}P

= Ao(Ao' -M1A2) +pA,(pAJ' - AoA,) +pK{K' - AoA^)

= Ao^ + ^^A," +/A/ - 3;jAoA,A, (5).

Hence a rationalising factor of P is

(A,= -MiA.) + (j>Ai - A„A,)/ + (Ar' - AoA,)/ (6),

and the rationalised result is

Ao' + |?A,' + ^'A/ - S^pAoAiAo (7).

The reader who is familiar with the elements of the theory

of determinants Avill see from the way we have obtained them

that (6) and (7) are the expansions of

and

1 A, A.,

pi Ao A,

Jl^ pA, A„

A„ A, A.

pA, A„ A.

Ml pA, Ao

(6'),

in

and will have no difficulty in writing down the rationalising

factor and the result of rationalisation in the general case.

IV. A rationalising factor can he found for any rational intearal

function of p^l^, q^l^'\ r^'"; . . . , &c., by first rationalising Avith

respect to 2)'^^\ then rationalising the result with respect to if^"\

and so on.

y. Juwy rational fmiction of p^^\ qVm^ ^.iin^ whether intcgrnl or

not, can he expressed as a linear function of p^l^, p'^l\
• . •,

^/'-iV^ .

<j^l'^,if'^, . . .,
^('"-iV'", i£r. ; and of the p>roclucts p>''l^ q^'''

r'''!"^
. . .,

the coefficients of the function heing rational, so far as p^^\ q^!"\ r^/'*

are concerned.

For every such function has the form P/Q where P and Q
are rational and integral functions of the given irrationals ; and,

if R be a rationalising factor of Q, PR/QR will be of the form

required.
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Example 1. Show that a rationalising factor oix' + y +*' is

(.r-* + y-* + ;•* - j/^s* - ^•'a; - x y )

3 a 3 ij J. I 11
X {x. +if + z^ + 2ifz' - -.-'x'' - x^y'-')

X {x^ + y^ + z^-7/z^ + 2sy - a;V

)

X /a;' + 7/^ + :' - T/'c' - z^x-' + 2x^y^)
;

and that tlie result of the rationalisation is {x + y + z)''-27xyz.

Exercises XIV.

Express as roots of rational numbers—

(1. ) 2^ X 3 "
^ X 4^ X 9^. (2. ) !

y(6»)}
'^ ^ { ^(6' )} ^.

(3.) 3 xA ^7) - 2 ^('^7). (4. ) { ^(523")} x {'^(15')}.

Simplify the following

—

(5.) {{a--/b--')^ia/b)] X </(«'"'-i)i' '('-!)).

(7.) Show that v( V'<')/ v( V'f) = y^'.c ^ \/x'x sjx.

Simplify

—

(8.)
(,;-^-^-l)/(a;-J-y-i).

(9.) (,^-2+a;-^')/(.<;-2+a:-i).

(10.) (.^ + a;"Y(a;--.''"-f.

(11.) (a-*-a;* + l)(a;-+.>j^ + l)(a;-a> + l).

(12.) (.^* -•>-•" 'V + 3.^/2/^) (a;^-r).

(13.) (.v'^ + 42/2)/(.>;S + 2,>j^/+2y).

(14. ) 2* - 1 + 27(2-' - 1) + 1/(2* + 1/(2'' + 1)).

(15.) (x'- " - 2a;i/» 2/1
» + ?/">) (.x-i » + a;i-"2/i''^" + yi'")

(.c^ " - 7/I ").

(16.) Show that aV(A-^'-l)-:.jV(.t'* + l)-l/(a'^-l) + l/(** + l) = .t-^+2.

(17.) If 0(.>J) = («^ -«-')/(«' + «-•'), F(a;) = 2/(a' + «-•'),

llien </'(-c + 2/)={0(-'-) + <^(2/)}/{l+</'(-'')0(y)}
;

F(x- + 2/) = F(.iOF(7/)/{l + #r)0(2/)i..

1,18.) \i x^'lyi = \, then x''-^'ly^-'^~3:"''''i-"'-= y''-'"i'i'.

(19.) If m= a-^, n— a'J, m!'H^= a--, then xyz—l.

Transform the following into sums of simple irrational terms :

—

(20.) v'«/(V« + \/^) + \/^/(\/«-V^)-
(21.) {2y/5-Z^j2 + W^r-
(22. )

{x+l-'^2 + ^3){x + l + s/2-s/3){x+l-y/2- V3), arranging ac-

cording to powers of x.
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(23.
)

(i/\/-'-+ i/v>')
(.'•' - «')/{(V«+ V.''f - (

V« - V'^f}-

(94 )
V(''<"+ {"(1 - '»)/3\/?)i}- ) + ft(7» - \)j2\/m

^

" ^ \/(«' + { «( 1 - «i)/3 \/'«
}
') - n{m - 1 )/2V«i' .

(26.) /-«+iiz|_.ii±i^_^zi,
,,l,,re ,^^^,,y .

(27.

)

1/ { V(2' -q) + \/p + \fq \ + 1/ { V(7' - -7) - V7' - \j'q] + l/( Vy' -
\'<l)-

.28 ) / ^ l -^-V(2.>- + .x/-) 1 / f l -.y+V(2.7' + .>;-^)
1

\/ I 1 - a' + v'(2a' + .t^) / \/ 1 1 - A' - v'(2a' + .r-) /

(29.

)

(
V(f' 4- Z* + c) + V(« - & + c)y7(\/(« + h + c)- 'sj{a -b + c))-.

(30.) {iyJ{p-q) + '>Jp~^q)/{^(p-q)-^Jp-^q)}.

(31.) (2a-«-6,>;+5)/(-y2a;+ vA + l).

(32.) (;/•' + 3 ;y2.r + l )/(..•+ ^2-1).

(33.

)

[ ^/(„, + &) - l/{a -b)][[ s/{a + h)]- + [ 7(« - Z.)]- - ^/(,(;- - i'-') }

.

Show that

(35.) (V(r + i) + V(r-i))-^'+(\/(r + i)-\/(i^--i))-'=(i'--4)v(A-+i)-

(36.) \/[\/{«'+ \/(«^^'-)} + \/!^'+ 'C/(«-i'^); ]=(«'+ ^'¥-

E.xpress in linear form

—

(37.) {^^:-^y)/{t/.r+t/r,
(38.) (1 + ^y3 + Vo + \/J')/(l - V3 - Vo + v'?)-

(39. ) IXV^ + \^c)/i^b + \/c - V«) - 42«( V^* + v'c)/II( v'^* + v'<'- - \'n)-

Rationalise tlit; following :

—

(40.) 3.5'"-4-\ (41.) ::;v(/' + c-fO.

(42. ) V5 + V3 + V4 -
s''6. (43. ) 3 . 2^ + 4 .

2^' - 1

.

(44.) n^ + b^ + r^. (45.) 2^+2- + l.

(46.) If « = aV(l + ?/-) + 2/\/(H- ''). then v'(l + ii') =
.>-U + \/{{I +.){! + [/-)).

2
(47.) Show that —r. r-— ,-7 r-,

—
-,,

.

= (y - ^' + {--- ^) ' + (a^ - y)- + {>/- -)hz - '')-(<• - y)-

.r'-^ + ?/- + ;:^ - 7/3 - ;:a; - .r ?/

(48.) If ^=l/is/b-]-\'c-\/<i). y^-[/{^/e+^'a~\'b), -=1/(V«+ \/?'

- \^c), u = 1/(V« + V^ + \'<-'),

thi'U U {
- .' + >i + z + u}/{:i:.t - iif'= U{b + c - a)ISabc.

Ifistoriral Xof.e.—The n.se of exponents hegan in the works of the German
' Cossists," Rndolfl" (1525) and Stifel (1544), wlio wrote over the contractions
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for the names of the 1st, 2ii(l, .'5nl, . . . ]io\vers of tlie variable, wiiich had been

used in the .s_vncoi>ated alfjebra, the numbers 1, "2, 3, . . . Stifel even states

expressly the laws for multiplying and dividing powers by adding and subtracting

the exponents, and indicates the use of negative exponents for tlie reciprocals of

positive integral powers. Bombelli (1579) writes ^^, J_, Jf,, J^, . . ., where

we should write .'>', .'f, a;-, A-'*, . . . Stevin (1585) uses in a similar way (o)
,

(T)
^

(?), @, . . ., and suggests, although he does not practically use, fractional

powers such as (i) , (T), which are equivalent to the x', x'\ of the jn-esent day.

Viete (1591) and Oughtred (1631), who were in full possession of a literal

calculus, used contractions for the names of the powers, thus, P\.q, Ac, Aqq, to

signify A-, A"', A'*. Harriot (1631) simply repeated the letter, thus, aa, aaa,

aaaa, for «-, a", a"*. Herigone (1634) used numbers written after the letter,

thus, A, A2, A3, . . . Descartes introduced the modern forms A, A-, A", . . .

The linal development of the general idea of an index uniestricted in magnitude,

that is to say, of an exponential function a-^, is due to Newton, and came in

company with his discovery of the general form of the binomial coefficients as

functions of the index. He says, in the letter to Oldenburg of 13th June 1676,
"Since algebraists write «-, ft'*, «*, &c., for aa, aaa, aaaa, &c., so I write

^ .J 6 ,.,11
rt", a', a^, for \/a, v/a'', \/c.a-'; and I write «~', a--, ar'-', &c., for -i —

,

— , &c."
aaa

The sign \/ was first used by Rudolfi' ; both he and Scheubel (1551) used

y\^/ to denote 4th root, and y^/^J to denote cube root. Stifel used both \/5.
and \' to denote square root, \''h'h- to denote 4th root, and so on. Girard

(1633) uses the notation of the jiresent day, \/, \/, &c. Other authors of th(^

17th century wrote \/2:, \/3 : , &c. So late as 1722, in the second edition of

Newton's -4 ri<A))w</«« Universalis, the usage fluctuates, the three forms \/3:,

V : , \/ all occurring.

In an incomjilete mathematical treatise, entitled Jh' Arte Lof/istica, &c.,

which was found among the ]iapers of Napier of Merchiston (1550-1617
;

2''ub-

lished by Mark Napier, Edinbuigh, 1839), and shows in every line the firm grasp

of the great inventor of logarithms, a remarkable system of notation for irrationals

I

J^ L?J [i

is described. Najiier takes the figure
I i_) 'i"^l- divides it thus 4j;5ir6".

He then uses ', l_l,
| , &c. , which are in effect a new set of symbols for the

nine digits 1, 2, 3, &c., as radical .signs. Thus UlO stands for \J10, i'_10 for

\/lO, _!»10 for ^/lO, J! 10 for \/lO, _J Z) or fj for \/lO ; and so on.

]\lany of the rules for operating with irrationals at present in use have come,
in form at least, from the German mathematicians of the 16th century, more
l>articularlj' from Scheuljel, in whose Algebric Competidiosa Facilisque JjfScrijHio

(1551) is given the rule of chap. xi.
, § 9, for extracting the square root of a

binomial surd. In sub.stance many of these rules are doubtless much older (a.s

old as Book X. of Euclid's Klrments, at least) ; they were at all events more or

less familiar to the contemi)orary niathem.aticians of the Italian school, who did

so much for the solution of ecpiations by means of radicals, although in symbol-
ism they were far behind their transalpine rivals. See Hutton's Mathematical
Dirt ionari/. Art. "Algebra."

The process explained at the end of next chapter for extracting the sfiuare or
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cube root bj' successive steps is found in the works of the earliest European
writers on algebra, for example, Leonardo Fibonacci (c. 1200) and Luca Pacioli {c.

1500). The first indication of a general method appears in Stifel's Arithmetica

Integra, where the necessary table of binomial coefficients (see p. 81) is given.

It is not quite clear from Stifel's work that he fully understood the nature of the

process and clearly saw its connectiou with the binomial theorem. The general

method of root extraction, together with the triangle of binomial coefficieuts, is

given in Napier's De Arte Logistica. He indicates along the two sides of his

triangle the jjowers of the two variables (prwcedeiis and succedens) with which
each coefficient is associated, and thus gives the binomial theorem in diagram-

matic form. His statement for the cube is
—" Supplementnm trii)licationis tribus

constat numeris : primus est, duplicati prjecedentis triplum multiplicatum per

succedens ; secundus est, prrecedentis triplum multiplicatum per duplicatum suc-

cedentis ; tertius est, ipsum triplicatum succedentis." In modern notation,

{a + bf -d'~ Za-b + Zair + b^.



CHAPTER XI.

Arithmetical Theory of Surds.

ALGEBKAICAL AND ARITHMETICAL IRRATIONALITY.

§ 1.] In last chapter we discussed the properties of irra-

tional functions in so far as they depend merely on outward

form ; in other words, we considered tliem merely from the

algebraical point of view. We have now to consider certain

peculiarities of a purely arithmetical nature. Let p denote any

commensurable member : that is, either an integer, or a proper or

improper vulgar fraction with a finite number of digits in its

numerator and denominator ; or, what comes to the same thing,

let J) denote a number which is either a terminating or repeating

decimal. Then, if n be any positive integer, ^/j) will not be

commensurable unless j> be the nth power of a commensurable

number y^ for if J^/p = k, where k is commensiu'able, then, by the

definition of ^j^, p = k^, that is, p is the nth. power of a commen-

surable number.

If therefore j> be not a perfect ?/th power, iiyp is incommensur-

able. For distinction's sake ^/j) is then called a surd number.

In other words, we define a surd number as the incommensurable

root of a commensurable numher.

Surds are classified according to the index, u, of the root to

be extracted, as quadratic, cubic, biquadratic or ciuartic, quintic,

. ?i-tic surds.

The stiulent should attend to the last phrase of the definition of a "nrd ;

Iiecaiise incommensurable roots might be conceived which do not come under

* This is bricHy put by saying that^J is a perfect 7(th power.
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the above definition ; and to them the demonstrations of at least some of the

propositions in this chapter wonld not apply. For example, the number e (see

the chnpter on the Exponential Theorem in Part II. of this work) is incom-

mensurable, and \Jc is incommensurable ; hence \Je is not a surd in the exact

sense of the definition. Neither is \J{\J'l + 1), for \J2 + 1 is incommensurable.

On the other hand, \/(\/2), which can be expressed in the form \/2, does come
under that definition, although not as a quadratic but as a hiquadratic surd.

He should also observe that an alf^ebraically irrational function, say \/x,

may or may not be arithmetically irrational, that is, surd, strictly so called,

according to the value of the variable o:. Thus \/4 is not a surd, but \J2 is.

CLASSIFICATION OF SURDS.

>5 2.] \ single surd number, or, what comes to the same, a

rational multiple of a single surd, is spoken of as a simple mono-

mial surd numhcr ; the sum of two such surds, or of a rational

number and a simple monomial surd number, as a simple binomial

stird number, and so on.

The propositions stated in last chapter amount to a proof of

the statement that every rational function of surd numbers can

be expressed as a simple surd number, monomial, binomial,

trinomial, &c., as the case may be.

§ 3 ] Two surds are said to be similar when they am be expressed

as rational multiples of one and the same surd ; dissimilar when this

is not the case.

For example, \''18 and \/8 can l)e expressed respectively in

the forms 3 J2 and 2 \''2, and are therefore similar ; but J6
and \/2 are dissimilar.

Again, ^54 and ^/16, being expressible in the forms 3^/2

and 2 ^2, are each similar to ^/2.

All the surds that arise from the c.rtraction (f the same iifh root

are said to be equiradicaJ.

Thus p", jfs, p^, jJ^ are all eqiiiradical with j^^-

There are n - 1 distinct surds equiradiccd with p^l", /laincl//, ]>^/",

;/-^", . . .,
^/« -!)/»•, cmd tio more.

Fur, if we consider p^^'^'^ where vi > n, then we have ])^"/" =

pfi+vln^ where /x and v are integers, and i' < //. Hence ^j""'" =

pfi pvin _ ^ rational multiple of one of the above series.

All the surds equiradical icith p^'" are rational functions {namehj,
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positive iiiic<jml powers) of p^^"' ; and ecerij rational function of p^l"-

or of surds equiradical with p^''"' may he expressed as a linear function

of the n - 1 distinct surds lohich are equiradical with p^'"; that is, in

the form A„ + A,//" + A./^" + . . . + k,,^,pP'-^y", tvhere A^, A,,

. . ., A,j_, are rational so far as j)^''"' is concerned.

This is merely a restatement of § 18 of chap. x.

§ 4.] Th^ product or quotient of tivo sinnlar quadratic surds is

rational, and if the p)rodiict or quotient of the two quadratic surds is

rational they are similar.

For, if the surds are similar, they are expressible in the

forms A s'P and B s^p, where A and B are rational ; therefore

A \/p X B ^{/; = XBp ; and A s-'p/B \^p = A/B, which proves the

proposition, since ABp and A/B are rational.

Again, if \/p x \'q = A, or \^p/ \^q = B, where A and B are

rational, then in the one case \/p = (A./q) x^q, in the other \/p

= B \^q. But Alq and B are rational. Hence ^/jj and \^q are

similar in both cases.

The same is not true for surds of higher index than 2, Init

the product of two similar or of two equiradical surds is either rational

or an equiradical surd.

INDEPENDENCE OF SURD NUMBERS.

§ 5.] If p, q, A, "B be all comm.ensurahle, and none of them zero,

and Jp and Jq incommensurable, then we cannot have

sip = k \-'B sjq.

For, scjuaring, we should have as a consequence,

p = A' + Wq + 2AB s.'q ;

whence

slq = {p-K'-'Brq)l2AB,

which asserts, contrary to our hypothesis, that ^'q is commen-

surable.

Since every rational function of \/q may (chap, x., ^ 15) be

expressed in the form A + B s'q, the above tlieorem is equivalent

to the following :

—

One quadratic surd cannot he expressed as a rational function of

another ichich is dissimilar to it.
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Since every rational equation between \lp and Jq which is

not a mere equation between commensurables (for example,

(
\^3)^ + ( \/2)^ = 5) is reducible to the form

A J{pq) + B J'p + C v/(/ + D = 0,

Avhere A, B, C, D are rational ; and, since tliis equation may im-

mediately be reduced to another of the form

Jp = L + M 's'q,

wliere L and M are rational, it follows that

No rational relation, which is not a mere equation between rational

mtmbers, can subsist between two dissirnilar quadratic surds.

§ 6.] If the quadratic surds \'p, \/q, \/r, \/(qr) be dissiniihir to

each other, then Jp cannot be a rational function of Jq and Jr.

For, if this were so, then we should have

Jp = A + B Jq + C Jr + D ^/(qr),

where A, B, C, D are all rational.

Now we cannot, by our hypotheses, have three of the four

A, B, C, D equal to zero.

In any other case, we should get on squaring

p = \A + Bjq + C Jr + D J(qr)y\

which would either be a rational equation connecting two dis-

similar quadratic surds, which is impossible, as we have just seen
;

or else an equation asserting the rationality of one of the surds,

which is equally impossible.

An important particular case of the above is the following :

—

A quadratic surd cannot be the sum. of tiro dissimilar quadratic

surds.

It will be a good exercise for the student to jirove this

directly.

§ 7.] The theory wliich we have established so far for

quadratic surds may be generalised, and also extended to surds

whose index exceeds 2. This is not the place to pursue the

matter farther, but the reader who has followed so far will find

the ideas gahied useful in i)aving the way to an understanding

of the delicate researches of Lagrange, Abel, and Galois regarding
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the algebraical solution of equations whose degree exceeds the

4th.

5^ 8.] It follows as a necessary consequence of ,^§ 5 and G

that, if we are led to any equation such as

A + B ^/p + C ^/q + D ^/(pq) = 0,

where \/p and Jq are dissimilar surds, then we must have

A=0, B = 0, C = 0, D = 0.

One case of this is so important that we enunciate and prove it

separately.

If j; y, c, ^l he all commensnrahle, and s'y a^ncl J a incommen-

surable, and if x + s^y = z + Ju, then must t = z and y = n.

For if x^z, but =a + z say, where a =¥0, then by hypothesis

a + ::+ s^y = z+ ^'u,

whence a + \/y = ^./w,

a" + y + 2a \/?/ = u,

^/y = {u- a' - y)j2a,

which asserts that s^// is commensurable. But this is not so.

Hence we must have x = z \ and, that l)eing so, we must also

have ijy = Ju, that is, y = u.

SQUARE ROOTS OF SIMPLE SURD NUMBERS.

§ 9.] Since the square of ever}' simple binomial surd number

takes the form ]> + v'7, it is natural to inquire whether s'{p + 'Jq)

can always be expressed as a simple binomial surd number, that

is, in the form Vx + \^y, where x and y are rational numbers.

Let us suppose that such an expression exists ; then

N^(?+ v^<z)= \/x+ x/y,

whence 77 + s^q = x + y + 2 \^{xy).

If this equation be true, we must have, by .^ 8,

x + y^2) (1),

2>J(xy)= s'q (2);

and, from (1) and (2), squaring and subtracting, we get

(.V + ;//)'- Axy=p"-q,

that is, (.r - y)' -p^ -
q (3).
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Xow (3) gives either

or '>•-//= - \'\/-<n {^'')-

Taking, meantime, (4) and combining it with (1), wa have

{x + >/) + {.r - )/) ^p+ ^/(jf -
</) (5),

(x + y)- {.r - n) =p- .^'{/ -q) (G)

;

whence 2.r = p + \'{p'-'j),

•2i/=ji- \/(l' -'-]);

that is, o:=^\p+ s'il'-'l)] (T),

If we take (4*) instead of (4), we simply interchange the vahies

of X and y, wliich leads to nothing new in the end.

Using the valnes of (7) and (8) we obtain the following

resnlt :

—

ip+ V(/-y) >

I 2 )
•

\ V ~~2
j

Since, by (2), 2 \/x x \/// = + Jq, we must take either the two

npper signs together or the two lower.

If we had started with \/(^; - \/(/), it would have l)een

necessary to choose \/x and \A/ with opposite signs.

Finally therefore we have

i(p+ vV/)= ±

'(/'

i^n-

The identities (9) and (9'') are certainly true ; we have in fact

already verified one of them (sec chap, x., i^ 9, Example 1 4). They

will not, however, furnish a solution of our problem, unless the

values of x and i/ are rational. For this it is necessary and

sufficient that p' - y be a positive perfect square, and that p he
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positive. Hence flic square ront of j> + v'''/ can be e.rpressed as a

simple binomial surd number, provided j> be jjositire and j'' - <[ be a

positive perfeet square.

Example!. Simplify \/(19 - 4v'21).

Let V(19-4\/^l)=V-i-+V.'A
Then a; + 2/=19,

(.X-- 2/)- = 361 -336
= 25,

a; - 2/ = + 5 say,

a;+?/= 19
;

wheijie a; =12, y = 7,

V.c-=±V12, \/.'/-T\'".
so that V(19 - 4 V-21) = ±(\/12 - -JT).

Example 2. To liud the comlitiou tliat \/(\4'+V'7) niay be exju-essihle

in the form (\/."+ V2/) Vi-' ^^'^ have

V( v'/J + V?) = \^i' X V {1 + V(?/i5)} •

Xow \/ [\ + \/{qlp)] will be expressible in the form V-^'+vV' provided

l-q/p be a positivi' perfect s(|iiare ; this, therefore, is the reipiired eondition.

For example,

V(5v'7 + 2\/42)= v/7x V(5 + 2V6)

= ±>!/7(V3+V2).

Example 3. It is obvious that in certain cases \/(^J + V'!7+ \/r+ V*') n^ust

be expressible in the form \/x+ \Jy+ \/z, where a-, y, z are rational. To find

ilie condition that this may be so, and to determine the values of .c, ?/, ~, let

\J{p+\Jq+\Jr+\Js)-\Jx+'sJy+\Jz (1).

then 2^+ '^q+ ^Jr+ '^s= x + y-\-z + 2\/{y~) + -2\/[zo:) + 2\/{3'y) {2j.

Xow let us suppose that

Wiy^)=^/i (3),

2V(^~^)=\A- (4),

2V(a;y)=V.v (5).

From (4) and (.'>) we have by multiplication

4x\/{yz)^s/{rs);

whence, by using (3), ^-'=i\/('*/2) (^)-

Proceedin,!:; in like manner with y and z, we obtain

y = W{qslr) (7).

z=hyy{qr/s) (8).

It i.--' further necessary, in order that (2) may hold, that the values (6), (7),

(S) shall satisfy the e(piation

x + y + z^2} (9),

VOL. I P
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that is, we must liave

\/{rs/q) + ^Jiqs/r) + V('?r/s) = 2p (10),

wliere the signs tliroughout must be positive, since x, y, z must all be positive.

Also, since .'', y, z must all be rational, we must have

'1=^., !^=/3^ 2!-=^..

q r s

where a, /3, y are positive rational numbers, such that

whence, in turn, we obtain

q — ^y, r= 7a, s— aj3.

ARITHMETICAL METHODS FOR FINDING APPROXIMATE RATIONAL

VALUES FOR SURD NUMBERS.

§ 10.] It has already been stated that a rational approxima-

tion, as close as we please, can always be found for every surd

number. It will be well to give here one method at least by

which such approximations can be obtained. "We begin with

the approximation to a quadratic surd ; and we shall afterwards

show that all other cases might be made to dei)end on this.

§ 11.] First of all, we may point out that in every case we

may reduce our problem to the finding of the integral part of

the square root of an integer. Suppose, for example, we wish

to find the square root of 3 "6 8 9 correct to five places of decimals.

Then, since v/3-689 = x/36890000000/10', we have merely to

find the square root of the integer 3G890000000 correct to the

last integral place, and then count oft' five decimal places.

i; 12.] The following proiDOsitions are all that are required

for the i^resent purpose :

—

I. 71ie result of siihfrading (A +
'B)' from N is the same as the

result of first subtracting A', then 2AB, and finally B^

This is ohvious, since (A + B)" = A' + 2AB + B*.

II. If the first p out of the n digits of the sqtiare root of the

integer N hare heen found, so that PlO""-^ is a first approximation

to \/X, then the next p - I digits uill he the first ]) - I digits of the

integral part of the quotient {N - {P10"--?')'}/2PlO"-^^ mth a possible

error in excess of 1 in the last digit.
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Lot the whole of the rest of the square root ])e Q. Then

Avhere 1 0^^ - ^ < P < 1 0^^ Q < 1 0" "•?'

;

whence N = (PIO""?')' + 2PQ10"-^^ + Q',

l^-(PlOn-py_ Q^
_

(1).

2P10""^ ^^2P10*'~^'

Now
Q2'2Pio«-2J<lo2(«-i>)/2 X 10^^-U0»--P<10"-2p+\ 2.

Hence Q72P10"-^ will at most affect the {n - 2p + l)th place,

and the error in that jjlace will be at the utmost 5 in excess.

Therefore, since Q contains n - p digits, the first p - 1 of these

will be given by the first ^ - 1 digits of {N - (PlO"-^^)'}/2PlO"--?'

with a possible error in excess of 1 in the last digit.*

>^ 13.] In the actual calculation of the square root the first

few figures may be found singly by successive trials. Proposi-

tion I. being used to find the residues, which must, of course,

always be positive. Then Proposition II. may be iised to find

the succeeding digits in lai'ger and larger groups. The approxi-

mation can thus be carried out Avith great rapidity, as will be

seen by the following example :

—

Let it be required to find the square root of N = 680100000000000000,

wlueli, for shortness, -we M'rite 6801(14).

Obviously 8(8) < \/X < 9(8) ; in other words, \J'^ contains 9 digits, and the

first is 8.

Now N- (8(8))"= 401(14), which is the first rc-iidue. ^Ye have now to

find the greatest digit x which can stand in the second place, and still leave

the square of the part found less than N, that is (by Proposition I.), leave the

residue 401(14) - 2 x 8(8) xa'(7) - {a'(7)}'^ positive. It is found by inspection

that a'=2. Carrying out the subtractions indicated, that is, subtracting

{16(8) + 2(7)} x2(7) = 162x 2(14) from 401(14), we have now as residue

7700(12).

* The effect of such an error would be to give a negative residue in

the process of § 13 ; so that in practice it would be immediately discovered

and rectified. As an example of a case where the error actually occurs, the

reader might take the square root of 5558(12), namely, 74551995, and attempt

to deduce from 745 the two following digits. He will find by the above rule

52 instead of 51. If it be a question of the hrst approximation, the rule gives

here, as always, the best result ; but this is not always what is wanted.
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The double of the whole of the part of \/N now found is 164(7) ; and

we have next to find y as large as may be, so that 7700(12)- {164(7) +i/(6)}

x2/(6) shall remain positive. This value of ?/ is seen to be 4. It might, of

course, be found (by Proposition II.) by dividing 7700(12) by 164(7), and

taking the first figure of the quotient.

The residue is now 112400(10). The process of finding the first four

digits in this way may be arranged tlnis :
—

8(8)
'

6801(14)

16(8) 6400(14)

162(7) 401(14)

164(7) 324(14)

8(8)

+ 2(7)

1644(6) 7700(12) +4(6)

1648(6) 6576(12)

16486(5^ 112400(10) +6(5)

16492(5) 98916(10)

134840(9)

We might, of course, contiuue iu the same way, figure by figure, as long as

we ]ilease ; and we might omit the records in brackets of the zeros in each line.

Having, liowever, alreadj' found four figures, we can find three more by

dividing the residue 134840(9) by 16492(5), whieli is the double of S246(5),

the part of \/X already found.

16492(5)
I

134840(9) i 817(2)

I
131936

29040

16492

125480

115444

1003600U(,4)

The next three digits are therefore 817. 10036000(4) is not the residue
;

for we have only subtracted from \/^ as yet {8246(5)}- and 2x8246(5)

X 817(2). Subtracting also {817(2)} "-^ we get the true residue, namely,

93685110000. We may now divide this by 2x8246817(2), that is, by

1649363400. and thus get the last two figures. We have then

10036000(4)

667489(4)

1649363400 I 93685110000 I 56

1 8246817000
j

11216940000

9896180400

1320759600

We have now found the wliole of the integral jiart of \y6801(14), nanielv,

824681756.
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If it were desired to cany tlie approximation farther, 8 places after the

decimal point could at once be found by dividing the true residue

(1320759600 - 56-) by 2 x 824681756. If we require no more places than those

8 places, then tlie residue is of no importance, and we may save labour by

adopting the abbreviated method of long division (see Brook Smith's Arith-

metic, chap. vi. , §153). Thus

1320759600

3136

Uj^f^J^ff^^l^i^
I

1320756464 I 80076736

1319490810
I

1265654

1154554

We thus find v'6801(14) = 824681756 80076736. On verifying, the reader

will find that in point of fact

(824681756 80076736)- = 680100000000000001 -82 ...

It will be a good exercise for him to find out how many decimal places of

the square root of a given integer must be found before the s(|uare of the

approximation ceases to be incorrect in the last integral jdace.

^ 1-i.] B\' coutimuilly extracting the scjuare root (that is to

say, by extracting tlie ,s(inare root, then extracting the square

root of th(} square root, and so on), we may l)ring any number

greater than unity as near unity as we please. In other words,

by making k sufficiently great, X"' may be made to dift'er from 1

by less than any assignable quantity.

For let it be required to make X'^' less than 1 + a, where a

is any positive quantity. This will be done if 2" be made such

that (I + a)'" > N. Now (chap, iv., § 1 1) (1 + af' = 1 + 2"a + a

series of terms, Avhich are all positive. Hence it Avill be sufficient

if Ave make 1 + 2"a > N, that is, if we make 2"a>N - 1, that is.
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if we make 2" > (X - l)/a, which can always be done, since by

making n sufficiently great 2" may be made to exceed any

quantity, however great.

Example. How many times must we extract the square root beginning

with 51 in order that the final result may differ from 1 by less than '001 1

AVe must have
2« > (51-1)/-001,

2" > 50000.

Xow 21''= 32768, '2ifi= 65,5.36,

lience we must make ?i. = 16.

In other words, if we extract the square root sixteen times, beginning

with 51, the result will be less than 1 "001.

§ 15.] It follows from § 14 that we can approximate to any

surd wdiatever, say p^^'\ by the process of extracting the square

root. For (see chap, ix., § 2) let liu, be expressed in the binary

scale, then we shall have

lhi = aj2+/3/2' + y!2' + . ..+/.,

where each of the ntimerators a,
f3, y, . . . is either or 1, and

//, is either absolutely or < 1/2'', where r is as great as we
choo.se.

Hence

= jW2 x^//22 ^^,>-/2:! ,.,
_ . ,xp'^ (1).

Xow, excepting the last, each of these factors is either ] , or of

the form ^'^'"
, which can be approximated to as closely as we

please by continued extraction of the square root. If /x - 0, the

last factor is 1 ; and if /x < 1 '2'*, since r may be as great as we
choose, we can make it dift'er from 1 by as small a fraction as

we choose. It follows therefore that the product on the right

hand of (1) may be found in rational terms as accurately as we
please.

Example. To find an ap])roximate value of 51^ '.

AVe have

1-L . Lu.L^L L L L L L L
jj "" 2- "''

2'* ' 2'' ' 2*"''2"' 2'- 2'''"*'2"'"'"2i^"^'^''"

where /j. < l/2-''\
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Now we have, corrert to the fourth decimal place, the followiii<,' values :
—

51J-"= 2-67234, 51' -''= 100096,

51i'2''= 1-27857, 511/-'* -1-00023,

Sli'--''^ 1-06336, 511 21^ = 1 -00006,

51' -' = 1 -01548, 51' -'' = 1 -0000-2,

511 ="• = 1 -00385, 51' --" < 1 -00001

.

Hence, multiplying the first nine numbers together, we get

51'^= 3 -70841

The correct value is 3-708429 . . .

§ IG.] The method just explained, although interesting in

theory, would be very troublesome in practice.

The method given in § 1 3 for extracting the square root may

be easily generalised into a method for extracting an «tU root

directly, figure by figure, and group by group of figures. The

student will be able to establish for himself two propositions,

counterparts of I. and II., § 12, and to arrange a process for

the economical calculation of the residues. A method of this

kind is given in most arithmetical text-books for extracting the

cube root, but it is needless to reproduce it here, as the extrac-

tion of cube and higher roots, and even of square roots, is now

accomplished in practice by means of logarithmic or other tables

(see chap, xxi.) Moreover, the extraction of the nth root of a

given number is merely a particular case of the numerical solu-

tion of an equation of the nth degree, a process for which, called

Homeys Method, will be given in a later chapter.

Our reason for dwelling on the more elementary methods of

this chapter is a desire to cultivate in the mind of the learner

exact ideas regarding the nature of approximate calculation

—

a process which lies at the root of many useful applications of

mathematics.

SQUARE BOOT OF AX INTEGRAL FUN'CTIOX OF .V.

§ 17.] When an integral function of ./; is a complete square

as regards x, its square root can be found by a method analogous
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to that explained in § 12, for linding the square root of a number.

Although the method is of little interest, either theoretically or

practicall}', we give a brief sketch of it here, because it illustrates

at once the analogy and the fundamental difference between

arithmetical and algebraical operations.*

I. "We may restate Px^oposition I. of ^5 1 2, understanding now
A and B to mean integral functions of x.

II. 7/F =^vi'2" + j?,a;2«-i + . . . +;),„, anclif JF = {q„r'' + q.x"-'^

+ . . .+ r^»__^+,r"--P+i) + {qn-p->''-'^' + . + 5o) - I" + Q,s«.y; and if

we siqypose the firstp terms, immehj, P - q^x" + q,x'"~'^ + . . . + q.„.p+i
r^n-p+i^

Qj ^/Y to he known, then the next p terms ivill be the first p
terms in the integral part of (F - P'")/2P.

P'or we have

F = F-2PQh-Q^;

iience —^ = ^ ""

2P"

Now the degree of the integral part of Q72P is 2{n - pi) - u

-n- 2p. Hence Q72P will at most affect the term in ,r"""'j'^

Hence (F- P'')/2P will be identical with Q down to the term in

r,.7i-2p+i inclusive. In other words, the first n - p - (n - 2p) = p
terms obtained by dividing F - P" by 2P will be the p terms of

the square root which follow P.

We may use this rule to obtain the whole of the terms one

at a time, the highest being of course found by inspection as the

square root of the highest term of the radicand ; or Ave may ob-

tain a certain number in this way, and then obtain the rest by

division.

t

The process will be understood from the following example,

* The iiK'thod was probably obtained by analogy IVoni the arithmetical

process. It was first given l)y Recorde in The IVlictsloni' of Jl'itlc (black

letter, 1557), the earliest English work on algebra.

t Just as in division, we may, if we ])lease, arrange the radicand according

to ascending powers of a*. The final result will be the same whichever arrange-

ment be adopted, ])rovided the radicand is a conplete square. If this is not

the case the oi)eration may be prolonged indefinitely just as in continued

division. "We leave the learner to di.scover the meaning of the result obtained

in such cases. The full discussion of the matter would re(|uire some refer-

ence to the theory of infinite series.
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ill which we first find three of the tenns ot the root singly, and

then deduce the remaining two by division :

—

Example.

To find tlic s(jiuiie root of

.^,.10 + 6,y!> +Uifi+ 4a;' - 1 8c>j« - 1 2a;'' + 1 4a,'* - 1 2ar' + 9a;- - 2x + 1

.

1+6 + 13+ 4-18-12 + 14-12 + 9-

1

2 + 1

: + 3

2 + 6 + 2

2+6+4-4

2+6+4-1

6 + 13+ 4-18-12 + 14-12 + 9-

6+ 9

-2 + 1

4+ 4-18-12 + 14-12 + 9-

4 + 12+ 4

-2 + 1

- 8-22-12 + 14-1249-
- 8-24-16 + 16

-2 + 1

2+ 4- 2-12 + 9-

2+ 6+ 4- 8

-2 + 1

- 2- 6- 4+9-
- 2- 6- 4 + 8

-2 + 1

+ 1

-4

+ 1-1

1 -2 + 1

Hence tlie sij^uaie root is x'' + 3.L'^ + '2uy'- ix- + ,v-l ; and, since the residue

r//--2a!+l is the square of the two last terms, namelj', a'-l, we see that the

radicand is an exact square. Of course we obtain another value of the square

root by changing the sign of every coefficient in the above result.

A similar i^rocess can be arranged for the extraction of the

cube root ; but it is needless to pursue the matter further.

§ 18.] The student should observe that in the simpler cases

the root can be obtained I)}' inspection ; and that in all cases the

method of indeterminate coefficients renders any special process

for the extraction of roots sujierfluous. This Avill be understood

from the following example.

Example.
To extract the square root of

a.'io+6aj9+13a;S + 4a/-18.c'=- 12a;' + 14j-*- 12.r+9a'--2.>;+l (1).

If the radicand lie a complete sqtiare, its square root must be of tlic form

.''' +2}.v ' + q;>P + rx- + s.r + t
(,2 )

.

The square of (2) is

a;" + ipx^ + {p- + 2q)x^ + (2^^./ + 2r)a;" + {2pr + q- + 2s)x^ + ... (3).

Now this must be identical with (1) ; hence we must have

2ji = Q, ^)- + 2«7= 13, 2pq+2r=i, 2pr + q- + 2ii:^ -IS.
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The first of these equations gives p= 2
; p being thus known, the second

gives q=2 ; p and q being known, the third gives r= - 4 ; and j), q, r being

kuoAvn, the last gives s=l. We conid now find t in like manner ; but it is

obvious from the coefficient of ,f that t= - 1.

Hence one value of the square root is

a;5 + Zx^ + 23? - 4a;- + x-l.

X.B.—The equating of the coefficients of the remaining terms of (1) and

(3) will simply give equations that are satisfied by the values of 2^, q, r, s

already found, always supposing that the given radicand is an exact square.

A process exactly similar to the above will furnish the root of an exact

cube, an exact 4th power, and so on.

Exercises XV.

Express the following as linear functions of the irrationals involved.

(1.) 1/(V11 + V3 + V14). (2.) Vl2/(l + \/2)(\/6-\/3).

(3. ) (1 - V^ + V3)/(l + \/2 + \/3) + (1 - V2 - \/3)/(l + \/2 - \/3).

(4. ) (3 - V5)/(V3 + \/5f + (3 + \/5)/(\/3 - \/^f-
(5. ) V5/(V3 + V5 - 2\/2) - \/2/(V3 + \/2 - V^)-
(6.) (7 - 2 v/5)(5 + V7)(31 + 13v'5)/(6 - 2V7)(3 + \/o){n + 4V7)-
(7.) V(25 + 10V6). (8.) V(3/2+v'2).
(9.) V(123-22V2). (10.) V(44\/2 + 12\/26).

(11.) V{(8 + 4VlO)/(8-4\/10)}.

(12.) V(7 + 4V3) + V(5-2V6).
(13.) V(15-4V14) + l/v'(15+4V14).
(14.) 1/V(16 + 2x763) + 1/V(16-- 2x763).

(15.) l/v/(16V3 + 6v'21) + V(16\/3-6v'21).

(16.) Calculate to five places of decimals the value of \\j'{b + 2\j'&)

V(5 - 2V6) }/{\/(5 + 2x76) +^(5- 2x76)}

.

(17.) Calculate to seven places of decimals the value of x7( Vl5 + v'13)

x7(Vl5-x/i3).

Simplify

—

(18.) x7{3+V(9-i^-)}+V{3-\(9-i*^)}.
(19.) '^{a + h-c + 2^{b{a-c))].

(20.) V{«'-2 + «V(«'-4)].

(22.) Showthatx/[2 + V(2-V2)J- ^ | 2 + v'(2H- v'2)

|

_^ /|- 2-V(2 + x72) -|

(23.) Express in a linear form \/{o+ v6 + x 10 + \/15)-

(24.) „ ,, V(25-4V3-12v'2 + 6x76).

\
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(25.) ]{ o-d= bc., then \^'{a+ \/b+ \'c+ s^-'d) can always be expressed in

the form {\j'x+ \j'7j){\/X+ \/Y). Sliow that this will be advantageons if

a- - b and a--c are perfect squares,

(26.) If ^/{a+ \/b) =x+ \/y, where a, b, a; y are rational, and \/b and

sjt) irrational, then ^{,ct- \/b) =K- \/y. Hence show that, if d--b = z'\

where z is rational, and if ,/: be such that \:\? -Zxz=^a, then ^{a+\/b)

= x+\/{x--z).

(27.) Express in linear form ^(99 - 35\/8).

(28.) ,, ,, ^(395 + 93V18).

(29.) „ „ ^(nrv^ + TWS).

(30.) Show that ^{^O + U^/'i)- -^(90-34V7) = \ ' •

(31.) If a;= '^{p + q)+ \/{l')-q), and 2ir-q-= i^, show that oy'-Zrx--lp

= 0.
3 1 ' . .

(32.) lipy'' -rqy +r= (), where j^;, q, r, y are all rational, and y' irrational,

then j)= 0, (7= 0, ?'=0. Hence show that, if x, y, z be all rational, and
^ i 1 1 1 i I 1

.

x'\ y'', Z-' all irrational, tlien neither of the equations a;'' + i/'' = ~, x''+y'= z' is

possible.

(33.) Find, by the full use of the ordinary rule, the value of \,/10 to 5

places of decimals ; and find as many more figures as you can by division

alone. Use the value of \/10 thus found to obtain \/*004.

Extract the .square root of the following :
—

(34. ) {yz + zx + onjf - ixyz{z + a')-

(35.) 25a;2 + 9?/2 + 22 + 6y~_ 10-,;- 30^'//.

(36.) 9a;H24ar5 + 10a;2_8a; + l. (37.) x^-\x" + 2x-+ix+l.
(38. ) Ax^ - I2xhj + 2^xhr - 24a;?/" + \Qy^.

(39. ) oc^-Qd(^ + Aa? + 9a;- - 12a; + 4.

(40. ) ix^ - 1 2,r5 + 5ar* + 223^' - 23ar - 8« + 1 6

.

(41.) 21{p + qfij}- + q-f - 2{p- + ipq + q-f.

(42. ) x?-2x\fx + 3.C - 2^/3; + 1

.

(43.) E.xtract the cube root of

8a;3 - rZcS + 6x' - 37,''« + 36,r' - 9.-;^ + 54.i."i - 27a;- - 27.

(44.) Extract the cube root of

18(;;=' +2rq +2Jq- + 'f)±2\j2>{7^ir + Zji-q - Spq- - ^q').

(45.) Show that \ can be determined so that x* + 6.y^+7x- - 6r+ \ shall be

an exact square.

(46.) Find a, b, c, so that a;"- 8a;-'' + «a'* + ftar' + ca;-- 44a;+4 shall be an

exact square.

(47.) If ax^ + bx^ + cx- be subtracted from (a;- + 2aj+ 4)-' the remainder is an

exact square ; find a, b, c.

(48. ) 1 f a;'' + ax'' + kts^ + cx-^ + dx" + ex +/ be an exact square, show that

d= j^a^ -la-b + \ b'^ + ^ac,

c— - -^a? + \(i?h - J«-c - ^aS-+ tbc,

f^ ih"" - a'2«''6 + tWc -1- \^orb" - \abc + \c-

;
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And tliat the square root is

.rr^ + iax- + (
- la- + hb)x + (^«-' - iab + Jc).

(49. ) i.y*^ + 12r' + 5x* - 2a;'' are the first four terms of an exact square ; find

the remaining three terms.

(50.) If .>:^+'Sd,)y'-\-ex^+fx-^ + gx- + hx. + l^ be a perfect cube, find its cube

root ; and determine the coefficients f, /, g, h, in terms of d and k.

(51.) Show that

b'{a -b){c-b){{a~h)- + {c-b)-} - ab-c{a- + c-) + b"{a -h-\-c)

is an exact cube.

(52.) Express \J {l+x + X' + x'^- . . . ad oo } in the form « + &.r + far +
... as far as the 4th power of x. To ]iow many terms does the square of

your result agree with l + x-\-x- + x? + . . .?

(53.) Express, by means of the ordinary rule for extracting the square

root, ^/(1-x) as an ascending series of integral powers of x, as far as the

4 th power.

(54.) Express \/(3; + l) as a descending series of powers of x, calculating

six terms of the series.

(55.) Show that Lambert's theorem (chap, ix., § 9) can be used to find

rational approximations to surd numbers. Apply it to show that \/2 = 1 + 1/2

- 1/2.5 + 1/2.5.7 - 1/2.5.7.197 approximately ; and estimate the error.



CHAPTER XII.

Complex Numbers.

ON THE FUNDAMENTAL NATURE OF f'():\IPLEX NUMBERS.

§ 1.] The attempt to make certain formulie for factorisation

as general as possible has already shown us the necessity of in-

troducing into algebra an imaginary unit /, liaving the property

i' = - I. It is obvious from its definition that i cannot be equal to

any real quantity, for the squares of all real quantities are positive.

The properties of / as a subject of opei\ation are therefore to be

deduced entirely from its definition, and from the general laws

of algebra to which, like every other algebraical quantit)^ it

must be subject.

Since i must, when taken along with other algebraical quan-

tities, obey all the laws of algebra, we may consider any real

multiples of i, say yl and y'i, where y and ?/' are positive or

negative, and Ave must have yi = iy, yi + y'i = (y + y')i = i{y + //'),

and so on ; exactly as if i were a real quantity.

By taking all real multiples of i from - co i to + co /, we have

a continuous series of purely imaginary quantity,

- X i ...-/... Oi ... + /... + X i I,

whose unit is /, and which corresponds to the series of real

quantity,

- X . . .
- 1 . . . . . . + 1 . . . + X II.,

whose unit is 1.

No quantity of the series I. (except Oi) can be equal to any

quantity of the series II., for the square of any real multiple of i,

say yi, is t/V = ?/'(- 1 ) = - y', that is, is a negative quantity.
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Hence no 2nirelij imaginary quantity except Oi can he equal to a real

quantity. Since Oi = { + a- a)i = + (ai) - (ai) = 0, if the same

laws are to apply to imaginary as to real quantity, we infer that

Oi = 0. Hence is the middle value of the series of purel}-

imaginary, just as it is of the series of real c|uantity ; it is, in

fact, the only quantity common to the two series.

Conversely, if yl = 0, we infer that y = 0. For, since yi - 0,

yi X yi = 0, that is, - y' = ; hence y - 0.

§ 2.] If we combine, hy addition, any real quantity x with a

purely imaginary quantity yl, there arises a mixed quantity x + yi,

to which the name complex number is applied.

AVe may consider the infinite series of comj^lex numbers

formed by giving all possible real values to x, and all possible

real values to y. We thus have a doubly infinite series of com-

plex quantity. The student should note at the outset this double

character of complex quantity, on account of the contrast Avhich

thus arises between purely real or purely imaginary quantitj'

on the one hand, and complex quantity on the other. Thus there

is only one way of varying .~ continuously (without repetition of

intermediate values) from - 1 to + 2, say, if r; is to be always

real ; and only one way of A'arjdng .:' in like manner from - i to

+ 2i, if z is to be always purely imaginary. But there are an

infinite number of ways of varying :: continuously fi'om - I + i

to 2 + 3i, say, if there be no restriction upon the nature of z,

except that it is to be a complex number.

This will be best un-

derstood if we adopt

the diagrammatic method

of representing complex

numbers introduced by

Argand.

Let XOX', YOY' be

two rectangular axes. "We

shall call XOX' the axis of

i-eal (juantity, or a^-axis

;

and VOY' the axis of purel}- imaginary quantity, or y-axis. To
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represent any complex number x + i/i we measure from O (called

the origin) a distance OM, containing ;/ units of length, to the

right or left according as x is positive or negative ; and we draw

MP, containing y units of length, upwards or downwards accord-

ing as // is positive or negative. The point P, or, as is more

convenient from some points of view, the " radius vector " OP, is

then said to represent the complex number x + yi. It is obvious

that to every conceivable complex number there corresponds one

and only one point in the plane of XX' and YY' ; and, conversely,

that to every one of the doubly infinite series of points in that

plane there corresponds one and only one complex number. P
is often called the affixe of x + i/i, or simply the " Point x + yi."

If P lie on the axis XX', then y = 0, and the number x + yi is

wholly real. If P lie on the axis YY', then .^ = 0, and x + yi is

Avholly imaginary. Now there is only one waj'' of passing from

any point on XX' to any other point, if we are not to leave the

axis, namely, we must pass

.^ ...^ .V .....^ , and the
Y

PM QN

same is true for the axis YY'.

If, however, we are not re-

stricted as to our path, there

are an infinity of ways of

passing from one point in the x

'

O

plane of XX' and YY' to any

other point in the same plane. Y
If we draw any continuous fio. ;;.

curve whatever from P to Q, and imagine a point to travel along

it from P to Q, the value of x corresponding to the moving point

Avill vary continuously from the value OM to the value ON, and

the value of y in like manner from MP to NQ. Hence there are

as many ways of varying x + 7ji from OM + MPi to ON + NQ« as

there are ways of draAving a continuous curve from P to Q.

Similar remarks apply when P and Q happen, as they may

in particular cases, to be both on the .T-axis, or both on the

y-axis, provided that there is no restriction that the varying

quantity shall be always real or always imaginary. There are
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many other properties of complex numbers, which are best under-

stood by studying Argand's diagram, and we shall return to it

again in this chapter. In the meantime, however, to prevent

confusion in the mind of the reader, we shall confine ourselves

for a little to purely analytical considerations.

^ 3.] // .' + yi = 0, then x = 0, y = 0.* For it follows from

X + yi = Q that x = - yi. Hence, if y did not vanish, w^e should

have a real quantity ./; equal to a purely imaginary quantity - yi,

which is impossible. AVe must therefore have ;//
= ; and conse-

quently x = - 0/. = 0.

Cor. Hence if x + yi = x' + y'i, then must x = x' and y - y

.

For .( + yi = :ii + y'i gives, if Ave subtract x + y'i from both sides,

(;v - ./•') + (//
- y')i = 0.

Hence x - x =0, y - y ~ ^i

that is, X = .'', y = y'.

RATIONAL FUNCTIONS OF COMPLEX NUMBERS.

.^ 4.] We have seen that so long as we operate upon real

quantities, provided we confine ourselves to the rational opera-

tions—addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, we

reproduce real quantities and real quantities only. On the

other hand, if we use the irrational operation of root extraction,

it becomes necessary, if we are to keep up the generality of

algebraical operations, to introduce the imaginary unit /. We are

thus led to the consideration of comjilex num1)ers. The ques-

tion now naturally presents itself, " If we operate, rationally or

irrationall}-, in accordance Avith the general laws of algebra on

quantities real or com{)lex as now defined, shall we ahvaj's re-

produce quantities real or complex as now defined ; or may it

happen that at some stage it will be necessary in the interest of

algebraic generality to introduce some new kind of imaginary

quantity not as yet imagined 1
" The answer to this question

is that, so far at least as the algebraical operations of addition,

* Here and hereafter in this chapter, wlien we write tlie form x + yt, it is

understood that this denotes a complex number in its simph'st form, so tliat

J- and y are reaL
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subtraction, multiplication, division, and root extraction are

concerned, no further extension of the conception of algebraic

quantity is needed. It is, in fact, one of the main objects of the

present chapter to prove that algebraic -operations on complex

numbers reproduce only complex numbers.

§ 5.] The sum or product of any number of coinplex numhers, and

the quotient of two complex numbers, may be expressed as a complex

number.

Sitppose Ave have, say, three comjilex numbers, a-, + y^i, x., + yj,

X3 + y^i, then

(x, + yS) + {x., + ?/i) - {x^ + yj) = (x, + x, - x,) + (y, + y, - y.,)i,

by the laws of algebra as already established.

But a'l + X.2 - X3 and y^ + y., - y^ are real, since a-,, x.,, x.^, y,, y.., y.^

are so. Hence (.r, + x., - x^) + {y^ + y.^- 2/3) i is in the standard form

of a complex number. The conclusion obviously holds, however

many terms there may be in the algebraic sum.

Again, consider the product of two complex numbers, ?', + yii

and X., + y.,i. AVe have, by the law of distribution,

(x, + y,i) (x, + y.i) = x,x, + y,ys + x.yi + xjj.i.

Hence, bearing in mind the definition of /, we have

{x, + 3/,i) {x., + y.i) - {x,x, - y,y.^ + {x,y., + xjj,)i,

which proves that the product of two complex numbers can be

expressed as a complex number.

To prove the proposition for a product of three complex

numbers, say for

P = (a-, + yJ) (x, + yJ) (x., + y^i),

we have merely to apply the law of association, and write

P = {(^'i + yiO (X2 + yj)) (.T3 + yj).

We have already shown that the function within the crooked

brackets reduces to a complex number ; hence P is the product

of two complex numbers. Hence, again, by what Ave proved

above, P reduces to a complex number. In this Avay Ave can

extend the theorem to a product of any number of complex

numbers.

VOL. I Q
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Lastly, consider the quotient of two comjilex numl)ers. We
have

Xj_+y,i ^ (x, + ?/ i
i) (x, - yj) ^.

.r, + ;//,/ (a',)' - (//i)' '

xf + y.f
'

«•/ + yf ) \ '•/ + vf

This proves that the quotient of tAvo comjilex numbers can

always be reduced to a complex number.

Cor. 1. Since every rational function involves only the opera-

tions of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, it

follows from what has just l)een sliown that every rational

function of one or more complex numhers ran he reduced to a com-

plex miniber.

Cor. 2. If <l>{x + yi) he any rational function of x + yi, lurving cdl

its coefficients real, and if

<ji{x + yi) = X + Yi,

then

<l>{x - yi) - X - Yi,

X and Y being of course real.

Cor. 3. Still more generally, if(fi{x^ + ?/,?', x., + yj, . . . , x.^ + yni)

he any rational function of n complex, numhers, liaring cdl its coefficients

real, and if

'/>(a', + yJ; ^^ + yJ; • • • ,
.''« + yni) = X + Yi,

then

#'i-?/i«, ^--l/'A • . • , x,,i-yJ) = X~Yi

Cor. 4. If all the coeffiicienfs of the integral function (ji(z) he

real, and if </j(,^) vanish when z = x + yi, then <f>(z) vanishes when

z = X — yi.

* Here we perform an operation wliicli we might describe as "realising

"

the denominator ; it is analogous to the process of rationalising dusLrihcd in

chap. X.
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For, hy Cor. 1, (p{x + yi) = 'K. + Yi whcic X and Y are real.

Hence, if ^(.r + yi) = 0, we have X + Yi = 0. Hence, by ^ 3, X =

and Y = 0. Therefore (^(.-k - y^) = X - Yi = - Oi = 0.

Cor. 5. If all the coefficients of the intcyml function <fi(z,,

Zn, . . . , z.,i) be real, and if the fimctiou vanish when Zi, z.,, . . . , z^

are equal to .Tj + y^i, x,, + yj, . . . , x,^ + y,J respectively, then the

function trill also vanish tchen ;r„ z.., . . . , ~,j are equal to j\ - y^i,

•'*- - yji', • • ,
;'« - yJ respectively.

Example 1.

3(3 + 12/) - 2(2 - 3/) + (() + 80 = 9 + G/ - 4 + 6i + 6 + 8/,

= 11 + 20/.

Example 2.

(2 + 3/) (2 - 5/) (3 + 2/) = (2 - f./) (6 - G + 9/+ 4/),

= (2-y/)13/,

= 26/ + G5,

= 65 + 26i.

Example 3.

(b + c- ai) (( + a - hi) {a + b- d)

=r. \\\{b + c) - I,bc(b + c)} + {abc - I,n(a + b) (a + c)] i,

= 2abc + {abc - Za^ - ^a-(b + c) - Sabc} i,

= 2ahc - \d^ + &^ + c""' + {b + c) [c + «) {a + b)\ i.

Example 4.

To show that the values of the powers of / recur in a cycle of 4.

We have 2= 2, i-=-l, r''= f-xr=-/, i-*= (/-)-= +1,
v'—i^ X i = i, i''= i^ xi-= - 1, /"=/* x P— - i, 1^=1* x /*=+ 1 ;

and, in general,

Example 5.

3 + 5/_ (3 + 5i)(2 + 3/) _6-15 + 19i_ 9 19.

2-3/~ 4 + 9
~

13 ~ 13
"^13'"

Example G.

(x + yi)" = X" + „Ci a;"-! {yi) + „Co x"-"(yi)- + . . .

,

= (x''-nC--x"-hf + „CiX''-*i/-. . .)

+ („Ci .?."-'?/ -„C3.^^"-V + ..C5^-"-V'-. • .)/.

In particular

(x + yi)*= (x-* - 6x">j" + y*) + (ixhj - ixy^)i.

Examjile 7.

If 0(,)=~'-Z_^ + l

fi ^,-, o^ (2 + 3/)2-(2 + 3i) + l

-5 + 12Z-2 -3/ + !

5 + 12/+2 + 3t + l'
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^ -6 + 91 _3(-2 + 3i)( -2- 15i)
^ -2 + 15i~ 229

'

= ^^{i + io-6i + 30iU

^147 _72 .

~ 229 "^229''

From tliis we infer that

^.^ „., 147 72 .

V^ '' 229 229 '

a conclusion which the student should verify by direct calculation.

CONJUGATE COMPLEX NUMBERS, NORMS, AND MODULI.

§ 6.] Two complex numbers which differ only in the sign

of their imaginary part are said to be conjugate. Thus - 3 - 2i

and -3 + 2/ are conjugate, so are - \i and + ii ; and, generally,

X + yi and x - yi.

Using this nomenclature we may enunciate Cor. 3 of § 5

as follows :

—

If the coefficients of the rational function (]> be real, tlien

the values of

(/)(./•, + yj, X, + yj, . . ., Xn + yj)

and (l'{''\-yj, a-.-y.i, . . ., x^-yj),

where the values of the variables are conjugate, are conjugate

com])lex numbers.

The reader will readily establish the following :

—

The sum and the product of tivo conjugate complex numbers are real.

Conversely, if both the sum and the product of two complex numbers

be real, then either both are real or they arc conjugate.

§ 7.] By the modidus of the complex numT)er x + yi is meant

+ J{x' + y'). This is usually denoted l)y
|

x + yi\.*

It is obvious that a complex number and its conjugate hare tlie

same modulus; and that this modulus is the positive value of thu

square root of their product.

Examples.
|-3+4^|= + V{(-3)2 + 42}=5.

|-3-4'i|= + V{(-3)^ + (-4)2}=5.

|l+i|-+ V(l^ + l'^)=\/2.

* Formerly by mod {x + yi).
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It should be noticed that if ;//
= 0, that is, if the complex

number be wholly real, then the modulus reduces to + Jof,

which is simply the value of x taken Avith the positive sign, or,

say, the numerical value of x. For example,
|

- 3
|

= + \/( - S)'^

= + 3. For this reason Continental writers frequently use
|
x

|

where x is a real quantity, as an abbreviation for " the numerical

value of X." We shall occasionally make use of this convenient

contraction.

For reasons that will be understood by referring once more to § 2, the

ordinary algebraical ideas of greater and less which apply to real quantities

cannot be attached to complex numbers. The reader will, however, find that

for many purposes the measure of the "magnitude " of a complex number is

its modulus. AVe cannot at the present stage explain precisely how "magni-

tude" is here to be understood, but we may remark that, in Argand's diagram,

the representative points of all complex numbers whose moduli are less than

p lie M'ithin a circle whose centre is at the origin and whose radius is p.

§ 8.] If a complex number vanish Us modulus vanishes; and,

conversely/, if the modulus vanish the complex number vanishes.

For if x + 9/i = 0, then by § 3, x = and y = 0. Hence

V(.r/ + f) = 0.

Again, if s^{:r' + if) ^ 0, then .r" + if = ; but, since both x

and y are real, both af and if are positive, hence their sum cannot

be zero unless each be zero. Therefore x = and
1J
= 0.

If tvjo complex numbers are equal their moduli are efpial ; but the

converse is not true.

For, if a; + yi = x' + ?/'/, then, by § 3, x = x, y = y. Hence

^i{x: + if)= J{x" + if-).

On the other hand, it does not follow from x/(;r + if)

= sj{x'^ + ?/') that X = x!, y = y. Hence the converse is not true.

§ 9.] Pi'ovided all the coefficients in (/j(u; + yi) be real, we have

seen (§ 5, Cor. 2) that if

</.(.(• + yi) == X + Yi,

where X and Y are real, then

<l)(x - yi) = X - Yi.

Now \^^{x + yi)\= J{X' + T-):= J{{X + Yi){X-Yi)],
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In like manner it follows from § 5, Cor. 3, that

- + ^/[4i{o\ + y,i, x„ + yd, . . ., x,, + y^i)

X (j,{x, - y,i, o:., - yj, . . ., .r„ - yj)] (2).

The theorems expressed by (1) and (2) are very useful in

practice, as will be seen in the examples woiked below.

It should be observed that (1) contains certain remarkable

particular cases. For example,

I

(a;. + y>i) {^2 + yoi)
. . . {xn + yJ)

I

= + \/[{3-'i + y,i) (x, + yd) . . . (.'-,, + y,,i)

^ (^ 1
-

?/i'^) {'>\ - Vii) • • • {^n - yni)\

= + V(.T,- + y-) {x.; + y.!) . . . {x^ + y,;%

= \{x,+ y,i)
I

X
I

{x, + yd)
|

x . . . x
|

(:r,, + 7j,,i)
\

(3).

In other Avords, the modulus of the 'p-odiict of n complex numbers

is equal to the 'product of their moduli.

Also

,r +?/,^

\x. + yA

s/{x- + ?/,')
j
X, + y,i

I

In other M'ords, tlie modulus of the quotient of two complex numbers

is the quotient of their moduli.

§ 10.] The reader should estal)lish the results (3) and (4) of

last paragraph directly.

It may be noted that we arc led to the following identities :

—

('T" + y') (•'•/ + :'//) = (xp-2 - y^y^y + (a^.y. + ^^yx)'-

If we give to .r,, ?/„ x.,, y.-, positive integral values, this gives us

the proposition that the ptTodiict of tivo integers, each of ivhich is the

sum of two square integers, is itself the sum of two square integers

;

and the formula indicates how one piiiv of values of the two

integers last mentioned can be found.

Also

{''n + yx) (»•/ + yi) (;'•..' + yl) = ^x^'^^
- ^xM^ -

;'-.Mi
- ^-.^.y.)'

+ (yia'.^r3 + y,v, + y:^v>-2 - yx'M.T-
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This shows that the jirodnd of three stuiiA of two integral stjiiares

is the sum of two integral i^quares, :uid shows one way at least of

finding the two hist-nientioned integers.

Simihir results may of coui'se be obtained for a product of

any number of factors.

Example 1.

Find the moduhis of (2 + Si) (3 - 2i) (6 - U).

|(2^-3^)(3-2i)(6-d^)|

= |(2-)-3i)|x|{3-2i)|x|(6-4z)|,

= n/(13)x ^/(13) X V(52),
= 26^(13).

Example 2.

Find the modulus o^^2 + ^sJ3) {^^ + is/i>)/i's/2 + isJo).

I

(j2 + i^3) {j3 +is^/5)
I

I J2 + i^5 I

_ /r f { ^2 + ij3) (V3 +^^/f>)\ ., f (j2 -i^fS) (
^/3 - i J5) ) l

"VL*- ^J'2 + i>j5 I \ ^/2-^V5 jJ'

- x/[<^±l^]= ^/(f)
Example 3.

Find the modulus of {(/3 + 7) + (/3 - 7)^} {(7 + a) + (7 - a)i} {(a + /3) + (a - p)i}

.

The modulus is ^f{\{li+yT + {^-y)-} {{y + af+{y-ay^} {{a + ^y^+{a-^)^})
= sj{8{^' + y~){y'' + a^){a'- + l3')}.

Example 4.

To represent 26 x 20 x 34 as the sum of two integral squares.

Using the formula of § 10 we have

26 X 20 X 34 = (l2+.'>2) (2-^ 4'-) (3^ + 52),

= (1.2.3 -1.4.5 -2.5.5 -3.0.4)2 + (5. 2.3 + 4. 3. 1 + 5. 1.2 -5.4. 5)-,

= 1242 + 48-.

§ 11.] 'The modulus of the sum of n complex numbers is never

greater than the sum of their moduli, and is in general less.

This may be established directly ; but an intuitive proof will

be o1)tained immediately fiom Argand's diagram.

§ 12.] We have seen already that, Avhen PQ = 0, then cither

P = or Q = 0, provided P and Q be real quantities. It is

natural now to inquire whether the same will hold if P and (2

be complex numbers.

If P and Q be complex numbers then PQ is a complex

nuuiber. Also, since PQ - 0, by § 8, |
PQ

|

= 0. But
|
PQ

|

= lP|x|Q[, by § 10. Hence |P|x|Q| = 0. Now |P| and
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I
Q

I

are both real, hence either
|

P
|

= or
| Q |

= 0. Hence, by

§ 8, either P = or Q = 0.

We conclude, therefore, that if PQ = 0, then cither P = or

Q = 0, whether P and Q he real quantities or complex numbers.

discussion of complex numbers by means of

argand's diagram.

§ 13.] Returning now to Argand's diagram, let us consider

the comjilex number x + yi, which is represented by the radius

vector OP (Fig. 1). Let OP, which is regarded as a signless

magnitude, or, what comes to the same thing, as always having

the positive sign, be denoted by r, and let the angle XOP,

measured counter-clock-wise, be denoted by 6.

AVe have seen that if OP represent x + yi, then x and y are

the projections of r on X'OX and Y'OY respectively. Hence

we have, by the geometrical definitions of cos 9 and sin 9,

r^+J(x' + f) (1),

x/r = cos9, ylr = m\9, (2).

From (1) it appears that r, that is OP, is the modulus of the

complex number. The equations (2) uniquely determine the

angle 9, provided we restrict it to be less than 27r, and agree

that it is always to be measured counter-clock-wise from OX.*

We call 9 the aviplitudc of the complex number. It follows

from (2) that every complex number can be expressed in terms

of its modulus and amplitude ; for we have

X + yi = r(cos 9 + i siu 9) (3).

This new form, Avhich we may call the mrrmal form, possesses

many important advantages.

* Sometimes it is more convenient to allow to increase from - tt to +ir
;

that is, to suppose the radius OP to revolve counter-clock-wisc from OX' to

OX' again. In either way, the ami)litufle is uniquely determined when the

coefficients x and y of the complex number are given, except in the case of a

real negative number, where the amplitude apart from external considera-

tions is obviously ambiguous.
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Since two conjugate complex numbers difl'er only in the sign

of the coefficient of i, it follows

that the radii vectores which re-

present them are the images of

each other in the axis of x (Fig. 3).

Hence two such have the same

modulus, as we have already shown

analytically ; and, if the amplitude

of the one be 6, the amplitude of

the other will be 2:7 - 0. In other

words, the amplitudes of two con-

jugate complex numbers are con-

jugate angles.

Exaiujile.

_l+,-=V2(-^+^,^,:) = V2(cos^^ + isin^);

^-V2( -~r,- = \/2[ cos "-T- -I- i sin -j-

§ 14.] If or, OQ' (Fig. 4) represent the complex numbers

Y z + yi and x + y'i, and if

^' ^ —

>

PQ be drawn parallel and equal

to OQ', then OQ will represent

the sum of x + yi and x' + y'i.

For the projection of OQ on the

a;-axis is the algebraic sum of the

Yl
Fig. 4.

projections of OP and PQ on the

same axis, that is to say, the projection of OQ on the x-axis is

—

>

X + X. Also the projection of OQ on the y-axis is, by the same

reasoning, y + y'. Hence OQ represents the complex number
{x + o:) + (y + y')i, which is equal to {.r + yi) + {x + y'i).

By similar reasoning we may show that if 0P„ OPo, OP3, 0P„

OPj, say, represent five complex niunbers, and if P1Q.2 be parallel
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and equal to OP,, Q;.Q.„ parallel and equal to 0I\, and so on, then

OQs repi'esents the complex number which is the sum of the

complex numbers represented by OP,, OP., OP,^, OP4, OP5.

This is precisely what is known as the polygon law for com-

pounding vectors. Since OQ5 is never greater than the peri-

meter OPiQoQyQjQs, and is in general less. Fir/. 5 gives us an

intuitive geometrical proof that the modulus of a sum of complex

numbers is in general less than the sum of their moduli. It is

cquallij obvious from Fig. 4 that the modulus of the sum of two com,-

plex numbers is in general greater than the difference of the moduli.

" Sum of complex numbers " in these theorems means, of course,

alge])raic sum.

i^ 15.] If we employ the normal form for a complex

number, and work out the product of two complex numbers,

r,(cos 0^ + i sin 0^) and r„(cos 60 + i sin d.,), we have

r,(cos ^1 + i sin ^,)?-o(cos $„ + i sin 6.,)

= r,ro{(cos ^1 cos 6., - sin 9^ sin 6.) + (sin ^, cos 0. + cos ^, sin 0._)i],

= r,?',{cos {0, + 6.^ + i am (0, + 6^ ( 1 ).

"Wo thus })rove that the product of two complex numbers is a

complex number, whose modulus r^r.^ Ls the product of the moduli
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of the two numbers, a result already established ; and we have

the new theorem that the amplitude of the product is, to a multiple

of 2-, the sum of the amplitudes of the factors. For we can always

find an angle c/> lying between and Stt, such that cos c/j -

cos (6^1 + 6.j) and sin cf)
- sin (^i + 6^^), and we then have Bi + O,

= 2)nr +
(f).

This last result is clearly general ; for, if Ave multiply both

sides of (1) by an additional factor, r3(cos 6^ + i sin 0,), we have

ri(cos 6i +i sin ^,)r2(cos 0. + i sin ^o)?\j(cos 63 + i sin O-j)

= r,r2{cos (^, + 6.) + i sin (^, + ^2)} ^^(cos 63 + i sin 0^),

= r,?-x,{cos (6^1 + 6., + 9s) + i sin ((9, + 6., + 9^)],

by the case already proved,

= r^rj-slcos {9i + 9. + 9^ + i sin ((9, + 9., + 9^].

Proceeding in this v.^ay we ultimately prove that

r,(cos 9^ + i sin ^i)?'2(cos 6^ + i sin 9.,) . . . ? n(cos 9n + i sin 9,,)

= r,r,

.

. . r,,{cos(9, + 9, + ... + 9n) + i sin(^, + 9, + ... + 9,,)} (2).

This result may be expressed in words thus

—

The product of n complex numbers is a complex number whose

modulus is the j)roduct of the moduli, and tvhose ainpilitude is, to a

multiple of 2ir, the sum of the amplitudes of the n complex numbers.

If we put ^i
= r.^ = . . . = r„, each - 1 say, Ave have

(cos 9i + i sin 9i) (cos 9^ + i sin ^o) . . . (cos 9,^ + i sin 9,^

= cos {9, + 9, + . . . + 9,,) + i sin {9, + 9., + . . . + 9„) (3).

This is the most general form of what is knoAvn as Dcmoivre's

Theorem.

If we put 9^=^ 6., = . . . = 9,1, each = 9, then (3) l)ccomcs

(cos 9 + i sin 9y^ = cos n9 + i sin n9 (4),

which is the usual form of Demoivre's Theorem.* It is an analy-

tical result of the highest importance, as Ave shall see presently.

* This tlieoicm was first given in Demoivre's Miscellanea Analyiica

(Lond. 1730), p. 1, in the form

•'«= i\'{^+ VC"-!)} +y\/{^+\/(^"-l)', where a; = cos^, l^cosnO.
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Since cos 6 - i sin 6 = cos (2:7 - 6) + i sin {'2-n- - 6),

we have, by (3) and (4),

n(cos e, - i sin 6,) = cos (2^,) - i sin (26^,) (3')

;

and (cos ^ - i sin ^)" = cos n9 - i sin nO (4').

The theorem for a quotient corresponding to (1) may be

obtained thus

—

r(cos + isin 6) 9-(cos 6 + i sin 6) (cos 6' - i sin 0')

r'(cos 6^' + i sin 61') r'(cos ''6' + sin '^')

= - {(cos 6 cos ^' + sin ^ sin ^
)

r

+ -(sin (9 cos 6' - cos ^ sin 6')i],

= -, {cos {d -6') + i sin ((9 - 6')} (5).

Hence /Ac quotient of two complex numhcrs is a complex number

whose moclulus is the quotient of the moduli, and tvhose amplitude is

to a multiple of ^tt the difference of the amplitude of the two complex

num.bers.

IRRATIONAL OPERATIONS WITH COMPLEX NUMBERS.

g 16.] Since cveiy irrational algebraical function involves

only root extraction in addition to the four rational oi)erations,

and since Ave have shown that rational operations Avith complex

numbers reproduce complex numbers and such only, if we could

prove that the nth. root of a complex number has for its value,

or values, a complex number, or complex numbers and such only,

then we should have established that all algebraical operations

with complex numbers rc2)roduce complex numbers and such

only.

The chief means of arriving at this result is Demoivre's

Theorem ; but, before resorting to this powerful analytical engine,

we shall show how to treat the i)articular case of the square root

without its aid.

Let us suppose that

v/(.c + yi) = X + Yi (1).
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Thon X + yi = X' - Y' + 2XY^.

Hence, since X and Y are real, we must liavc, by § 3,

X'-Y'=^x (2),

2XY = y (3).

Squaring both sides of (2) and (3), and adding, we deduce

whence, since X' + Y" is necessarily positive, we deduce

X^ + Y^ = + >,/(^ + }f) (4).

From (2) and (4), by addition, we derive

2X' = + sj{r + if) + X,

,^o + \^(x^ + If) + X
that IS, X- = ^-TT^^

•

We therefore have X = ± ^ |
:LA(^^tjll±''^

(5).

In like manner we derive from (2) and (4), by subtraction, &c.,

Y..J\lJ^ll^l (0).

Since x' + y" is numerically greater than of, + V(.i;' + y") is

numerically greater than x. Hence the quantities under the sign

of the square root in (5) and (6) are both real and positive. The

values of X and Y assigned by these equations are therefore real.

Since 2XY = ?/, like signs must be taken in (5) and (G), or

unlike signs, according as y is positive or negative.

AVe thus have finally

V(.'- + yi) = ±
-^ y

if // be positive
;

if y be negative.

Example 1.

Express \/(8 + 6i) as a complex number.

Let \J(fi + &i) = x + yi.

Then X'-y'= S, 2x7j= G.

Hence (a:^^ ^2)2-64 + 36 = 1 00

Hence x- + y- = \0
;

and aP-y- = 8;

' Jo" + y") + x\ .

2 J
'"\/{'''V'-')\

('),

sJO' + f) + A
2 )~\

/(V(/.r)-.)|

(8),
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therefore 2x- = 1 8, 2y-= 2.

Hence r/;= ± 3 , ?/= ± 1

.

Since 2.r?/= 6, we must have either x=+'j and ij= +1, or a-=-3 and

Finally, therefore, \ve have

V(8 4 60=±(3 + i);

the correctness of which can be immediately verified by si^uaring.

Example 3.

Express \/{ + i) ami \/( -?') as complex numbers.

Let \/{ + i) = x + yi

;

then i= ir-y--\-2xyi.

Hence .r--7r = (a), 2./7/ = l (/3).

From (a) we have (o + ?/) (.k - ?/) = ; that is, either ?/= -a; or y = x. The
former alternative is inconsistent with (/3) ; hence the latter must be accepted.

We then have, from (/3), 2x'= \, whence a;- = l/2 and a;=±l/\/2. Since

y= x, we have, finally,

V + ^-=±^;7^' (7)-

Similarly we show that

Example 4.

To express the 4th roots of + 1 and - 1 as complex numbers.

;y + i = v^/(V + i)=\/±i = \/ + i or v-i = ±i w ±''

Hence we olitain four 4th roots of +1, namely, +1, -1, + /, t.

Again ^/-l = V(\/-l)-\/±''-

Hence, by Example 3,

4/ ,l+^ il-^

§ 17.] We now proceed to the general case of tlie ;(th root

of any complex number, r(cos + i sin 6).

Since '/• is a positive number, v / has (see chap, x., § 2)

one real jiositive value, which we may denote by r^^'K

Consider the n complex numbers

—

V / ^ . . ^\
r^ " cos - + zsin -

(1 ),

\ 11 vJ '

..( Iir + e . . 2Tr + e\
?•''" cos — +zsin — ) (2),

11 n J ^ '
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1',/ 4-i-(? . . 4- !-^\
rV*^eos- -- + /.s,n-^^-

)
(3),

?••'" cos + % sin (i- + 1),
^ n 11/ ^

7-i''M cos -^ +2 sill- - 1 [^ll).

No two of these are equal, since the anipHtudes of any two

differ by less than 27r. The ?ith power of any one of them is

r(cos 6 + 1 sin 0) ; for take the {s + l)th, for example, and we have

f , , / 2x7r + ^ . . 2.s-7r + 0\ \
"

- r-" cos + ^ sin y
y \ n n yj

= I r''" ) ( cos +1 sin
7t n

2s;r +
+ / sm n

11

by Demoivre's Theorem,

= 7-(cos (2,977 + 6) + i sin (2,s-77 + (^) ),

= r(cos 6 + i sin ^).

Hence the complex numbers (1), (2), . . ., {n) are n different

?ith roots of r(cos 9 -^ i sin 6').

We cannot, by giving values to s exceeding w - 1, obtain

any new values of the ?ith root, for the values of the series

(1), (2), . . ., (//) repeat, owing to the periodicity of the

trigonometrical functions involved. We have, for example,

?-'''"(cos.(2«- + 6*)//^ ^- i sin. (2//- + e)ln) = ?-'''"(cos.(9/w + i sin. <9///) ;

and so on.

We can, in fact, prove that there cannot be more than n

values of the nth. root. Let us denote the complex number

r(cos + i sin 0) by a, for shortness ; and let z stand for any

Jitli root of a. Then must z"- a, and therefore ^" - a 0.

Hence every 7ith root of a, when substituted for c in ;:'- - a,

causes tliis integral function of z to vanish. Hence, if ,r„ z.,, . . .,
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Zg be s ?ith roots of a, z - s^, " - z.,, . . ., z - Zg will all be

factors of c" - a. Now ;:;" - a is of the ?ith degree in ,:;, and

cannot have more than n factors (see chap, v., § 16). Hence s

cannot exceed n ; that is to say, there cannot be more than n

nth. roots of a.

We conclude therefore that every complex number has n nth

roots and no more ; and each of these nth roots can he expressed as a

complex member.

Cor. 1. Since every real number is merely a complex num-

ber whose imaginary part vanishes, it follows that every real

number, whether positive or negative, has n nth roots and no more,

each of which is expressible as a complex number.

Cor. 2. The imaginary nth roots of any real number can be

arranged in conjugate piairs. For we have seen that, if x + yi be

any nth root of a, then (.c + yi)'"' - a= 0. Hence, if a be real (but

not otherwise), it folloAvs, by § 5, Cor. 4, that (x - ^/i)" - a = ;

that is, X - yi is also an wth root of a.

N.B.—This does not hold for the roots of a complex number

generally.

§ 18.] Every real positive quantity can be written in the

form
r(cos + i sin 0) (A)

;

and every real negative quantity in the form

r(cos TT + i sin tt) (B)
;

where r is a real positive quantity. Hence, if we know the ?i

?ith roots of cos + isin 0, that is, of +1, and the 7i nth. roots of

cos TT + i sin TT, that is, of - 1, the problem of finding the n nth

roots of any real quantity, whether positive or negative, is

reduced to finding the real positive value of the nth root of a

real positive quantity r (see chap, xi., § 15).

By means of the wth roots of ± 1 we can, therefore, com-

pletely fill the lacuna left in chap, x., § 2. In addition to their

use in this respect, the nth roots of ± 1 play an exceedingly im-

(
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portiuit part in the theory of equations, and in higher algebra

generally. We therefore give their fundamental properties here,

leaving the student to extend his knowledge of this part of

algebra as he finds need for it.

Putting ?•= 1 and ^ = in 1, . . ., 7i of § 1 7, and remem-

bering that 1'''" = 1, we obtain for the ii ni\\ roots of + 1,

cos + i sm 0, cos — + i sin — , ,

n n

2(ii- l)7r . . 2(;i- IW
cos + ^ sill — •

n n

Putting r— 1, 6 = -, Ave obtain for the nih. roots of - 1,

cos - + ^ sm , cos —- + i sin —,
,

n li n n

(2?l-l)7r . . (27i-l)7r
cos ^ + I sm ' •

Cor. 1. Since cos . 2(« - l)7r/?i = cos . ^irjii, sin , 2{h - IJir/n =

-sin . '2irja; cos . 2(/i - 2)77 M = cos . 47r//i, sin . 2(7;- 2)Tr/u —

- sin . 47r/?i, and so on, we can arrange the roots of +1 as

fuUuics :—
«th roots of + 1, 71 CA'en, =2??i say,

2-
. . 27r 477 .. 477

+ 1, cos — ± ^ sin — , cos— ± * sin — , . . .,

u n n ji

2(m-l> . 2(/u-])77 ^ .^.
cos — ± z sin —

^

, - 1 (C)

;

«th roots of + 1, n odd, = 2iit, + 1 say,

277 .. 277 477 .. 477
+ 1, cos — ±^sln— , cos — ±zsin — , . . .,

2mir . 2mir .^.
cos ± I sin (D).

n n ^

VOL. t
K
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Similarly loc can arnim/c flie roofs of - 1 as follows :
—

Mill roots of - 1, n even, = 2m sa}',

cos - ± ? Sin -, cos — ± V sni — , ....
11 u 'li n

cos ± i sni - (E) :

n n ^

nt\\ roots of - 1, n odd, - 2m. + 1 say.

cos - ± ? sm -, cos — ± « sin — . ....
'II '/I, n n

'

cos
^

' ±zsin^ \ -1 (F).
n 11 ^ '

From (C), (D), (E), (F) we see, in accordance with chap, x.,

§ 2, that the ?(th root of + 1 has one real value if n be odd, and

two real values if n be even ; and that the ?ith root of - 1 has

one real value if n be odd, and no real value if n be even.

We have also a verification of the theorem of § 17, Cor. 2,

that the imaginary roots of a real quantity consist of a set of

pairs of conjugate com})lex numbers.

Cor. 2. The first of the imaginary roots of + 1 in the series

(1), . . .,(;/), namely, cos. 27r/7j + i sin. 27r/«, is called a ji^/'i//w//ve*

wth root of + 1. Let us denote this root b}^ oj.

Then since, by Demoivre's Theorem,

27r . . 2Try 2.S-7r . . 2s7r
cos — + I sin — = cos — + 1. sin —

,

n 11 / 11 n

and, in particular,

/ 27r . . 27r\« ^ . . ^
cos h I sui — I

-^ cos 2ir + 1 sin 27r,
\ it 11 /

n _

* ]iy a primitive imaginary «th I'ooi of -I- 1 in gcncrnl is meant nn vVix root

which is not also a root of lower order. For exam[)le, cos.27r/l> + isi',i.27r/3

is a 6th root of +1, but it is also a cube root of +1, therefore cos .

'27r/3 -h

i.siii.27r/3 is not a primitive 6th root of +1. It is obvious that ('os.27r//( +

?' sin.27r//i is a jirimitive n{\\ root ; but tlierc are in ffeneial others, ami it may

be shown tliat any one of these lias the lu-nperty of Cor. 2.
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we sec tliat, if «) he a primifirc itiuKjiiKtrij nth wot of + \, then the.

n nth fotils of + 1 arc
12 3 tj /ri ,

0) , 10 , 0) , . . . , (0 (y^.'

Similarly, if lo = con.Trlii + i sin.-/;?., whicJi ice mny call a immitivc

imaffinar// nth root of - 1, then the n nth roots of - 1 are

CO , OJ , (ij , . . . , OJ (^
11 )•

§ 19.] The results of last paragraph, taken in conjunction

with the remainder theorem (see chap, v., § 15), show that

Every h'momial mlajral function, «" ± A, can lie resolved into n

factors of the 1st degree, ivhose coefficients may or may not he wholly

re<d, or into at most two real factors of the \st degree, and a numher

if real factors of the 2nd deyree*

Take, for u.\uiuple, :<;-'" -re'-™. Tliis function vanishes whenever we sub-

stitute for .' any 2//(th root of re-'" ; that is, it vanislies wlienevcr ;/; has any

of the vahies mo, aco", • ., aw'-'"- where w stands for a |iriiiiitive 2;/(tli root

of +1.

Hence the resolution into linear factors is given liy

a;-"' - re-"'= (.i' - aw) {x - aor) . . . {x - rew'-^").

To ohtain the resolution into real factors, we observe that, corresponding

to the roots +a and -re, we have the factors a; -re., x+ a; and that, corre-

sponding to the roots re(eos.i7r/7;i±i sin.STr/v/i), wo have tlie factors

(STT . . STr\ / STT . . .«7r\
X - a cos ai sin — ]i x-(t cos h ai sni - ),

111 m J \ hi III J

.f-recos^— I -fre-sm- —

,

m / iii

„ ^ sir „= x- - 2ax cos 1- «-.

7/1

Hence the resolution into real factors is given l»y

X-"' - a-'"= (x - re
)

(,/• + re) (x- - 2ao; cos—h re-) (x- - 2ax cos h a'-) . . .

Ill m
We may treat a-'^'" -t- re-'", .(;-"'+>- a-"'+i, and x^™+^ + a""^+^ in a similar wa3\

Example 1.

To find the cube roots of + 1 and -1. "We have +1 = 1 {cos O-l- ('sin OJ

.

Hence the cube roots of -f 1 are

cos -f t sin 0, cos . 2w/?i± / sin . 27r/3,

that is to say, -f 1 , - ] /•2± / \,/.3/2.

* The solution of this problem was fust found in a geometrical form by

Cotes ; it was published without demonstration in the JLinnonia Mcnsurarum

(1722), p. 113. Denioivrc {Misc. Anal., p. 17) gave a demonstration, and also

found tlie real i[uadratic factors of the trinomial 1 +2fo^0x" + j''".
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Again -1 = 1 {cos tt + i sin tt
J

. Hence the cube roots of - 1 are

cos . tt/O± (' sin . tt/S, cos tt + i sin tt,

that is to say, l/2±(\/3/"^> - 1-

Example 2.

To find the cube roots of l+i. We have l+i=\/2{ll\y'2-h ('\./\/2)

— \/2(cos 45° + i sin 45°). Hence the cube roots of 1 + i are

2^(cos 15° +J sin 15°), 2^(cos 135° + i sin 135°), 2^(cos 255° + z sin 25;""),

tliat is,

2''(cos If) + i sm 15), 2''{ - cos 45 + i sm 45 ),
2

'(
- cos 75 - i sin 75°),

that is,

that is
(V3_tl) + (y3J:_l)^• -J+j (V3- 1 ) + (V3 + 1 )/

2 2 2

Here it will be obsei-ved that the roots are not arranged in conjugate pairs, as

tliey would necessarily have been had the radicand been real.

Examjile 3.

To find approximately one of the imaginary 7th roots of + 1. One of the

imnginai'y roots is

cos 51°25'43" + i sin 5r2o'4:3".

By the table of natural sines and cosines, this gives

•6234893+ ^SlSSlSi

as one approximate value for the 7th root of +1.

Example 4.

If w be one of the imaginary cube roots of +1, to show that 1 +w + co'- = 0,

and that {wx + u-y) {u-x + wy) is real.

We have 1 + w + w- = ( 1 - w'')/( 1 - w) = 0, since u" = 1 and 1 - w 4= 0.

Again,

(o),'.' + w't/) (w-.t; + (Aiy) = 0}':r- + (co' + w-)xy + uihj".

Now or — \ \ and w ' + w- = u^w + oj-= w + w-= - 1 , since 1 + w 4 w- = 0.

Hence
( w.r + w-y) {iJ'.r + wy) = x" - :cy + ?/-.

FUNDAMENTAL PROPOSITION IN THE THEORY OF EQUATIONS.

§20.] If f(z) = Ao + A^z + AJ + . . . +AnZ'' he cm integral

function of z of the nth degree, whose coefficients A^, A,, . . ., A,j

are given complex numbers, or, in particular, real numbers, where, of

course, A,i4-0, then f(z) can ahvays he expressed as the j^i'oduct of n

factors, each of the ]st degree in z, say z - z^, z - z.,, z - z.j, . . .,

z — Zn, ~i, x.'j, . . ., z^ heing in general cuviplex nnnibers.
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It is obvious that tliis proposition can be deduced from the

following subsidiary theorem :

—

One value of z, in general a complex number, can aluui/s he found

tchich causes f{z) to vanish.

For, let us suppose that /(~,) = 0, then, by the remainder

theorem, /(p) =f{z) (z - ,:,), where /,(^) is an integral function of :;

of the (n - l)th degree. Now, by our theorem, one value of ;; at

least, say ^2, can be found for which /,(.:) vanishes. We have,

therefore, f{z.) = ; and therefore /,(.:) =/,.(:) (- - -„), Avherc /,(:)

is now of the {n - 2)th degree ; and so on. Hence we prove

finally that

y(.)=A(.-x,)(^-^).-.(^-a

where A is a constant.

§21.] We shall now prove that there is always at least one

finite value of z, say z = a, such that by taking z sufficiently near

to a, that is by making |^-rt| small enough, we can make

\f{z)
I

as small as we please. So that in this sense every

integral equation /(~) = has at least one finite root.

Let
(
^

I

= R. Then, since

\f{z)
I

=
I

A,J R" 1
1 + A„_,/A„c + . . . + Ao/A„c"

|

,

Ave have, by § 14,

I/(.^)
I ^

I

A„
!
R«{1 -

I

A,_./A,.~ + . . . + Ao/A,,:-
1 },

provided
|
z

|,
{i.e. R), be large enough ; therefore

\f(z) \>\K\ K"{1 - C(l/K + . . . + ] l\V%

where C is the greatest of |A,,_,/A,J, . . ., \kjA,i. There-

fore, taking provisionally lt>l, we have

l/(.~)l > I

AjR-{i - c(i - i/inai(i - 1 '10/,

>iA,JK"{l-C/(R-l)} (1),

provided E. > C + 1

.

Hence, hy talcing
\

z
\
sufjiciently large, we can make \f{z)\ as large

as we 2'>lcase ; and we also see that there can he no root of f{z) —

whose modulus exceeds C + 1

.

Let now w be the value of z at any finite point in the

Argand Plane, so that \f{u) \
is finite. It follows from what has
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just been proved that we can describe about the origin a circle

S of finite radius, such that, at all points on and outside S,

\f{^} I

> Ifi''^)
I

• Then, since |/(«') |
is real and positive, if we

consider all jioints within S, we see that there must be a finite

lower limit L to the value of i/("') |

; that is to say, a quantity

L which is not greater than any of the values of \f{w) |
within S,

and such that by properl}' choosing u wo can make \f('w) |

= L + e,

Avhere e is a real positive quantity as small as we please.

We shall show that L must be zero. For, suppose L > 0,

and choose iv so that \f{w) |

= L + e. Let h be a complex number,

say r(cos 9 + i sin 9). Then

/(;(; + /i) = Ao + A (w + //) + . . . + A,j,(t(J + A)",

=/(ir) + B,/i + BJr + . . . + AJi'' (2),

\\liere A^ i-^ independent Iwth of w and h, and by hypothesis

cannot vanish, but B„ . . ., B„_] are functions of w, one or more

of Avhich may vanish. Suppose that B„,. is the first of the B's

that does not vanish, and let ?',„(cos a„j + ^sin a,„), etc., be the

normal forms of the complex numbers B,„//(t/.'), etc. Then,

since !/{"') |

is not zero, &„„ etc., are all finite. Also we have,

by Demoivre's Theorem,

f{w + h)lf{ir) = 1 + h,,f"e,„ + /^,„,+,r"'+^e,,+, + . . . + /^,r"e„ (3),

where 9„i ~ cos (m9 + a,„) + i sin {m9 + a,,,), etc.

We have //, and therefore both r and 9 at our disposal. Let

us first determine 9 so that cos {m9 + u,,,) ^ - 1, sin (m9 + a„j) - 0;

that is, give any one of the 7n values (tt - a,),)/m, (ott - a^„)/m, . . .,

(2??i- 1. TT - a„,)/m, say the first. Then we have Qm- -1;
and 0„i,+i) etc., assume definite values, say, G'„,-|-i, etc. We now

have

/(«' + h)/f{w) = 1 - h,,r^>' + h„^.,r^''+'0\,,^, + . . . + b,,r^'Q\, (4).

Considering the right hand side of (4) as the sum of 1 ~ ''),„?"*

and
?'w +

,*'""'"
'U'„i, 1-1 + . . . + i'^„''"0'„, we see, by § 14, that the

modulus of f(w + h)lf(iv) lies between the diflcrcnce and the sum

of the moduli of these two. Also
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<b{r"' + ^ + . . . +r%
where b is the greatest of hin+u -i ^'m

<{n-m)br"''^\

provided we take r< 1, so that r"' + ^ >r"'+-> . . .
>?•'*,

Therefore we have

1 _ b^^,r'>' - {n - m)&r"*+i < \f{tv + h)/f{u^
|

< 1 - b„,r'" + {)!, - vi)br'»'+^ (5)

;

provided r be so chosen tliat 1 -
/'v/t'/'"'

and 1 - &,„?•'" - {ii - ni)br"^+^

are both positive. Let us further choose r so that {n- 'ni)br^'^+^

<6„,r"^ AH these conditions will obviously be satisfied if we

give a finite value to r less than the least of the three,

1, ll{-2b,,yi"\ bj{ii~in)h. (6).

When r is thus chosen, \f{w + h)jj\w)
|
will lie between two

positive proper fractions, so that \f{iD + h)/f(iv)
|

= 1 -
/^, where /j.

is a positive proper fraction ; and we have

\f{w + A)
I

= (1 -
1^) \f{io) h- (1 - l'-){L + c) = L + e - /x(L + e) (7).

which, since e may be as small as we please, is less than L by a

finite amount. L is therefore not a finite lower limit as sup-

posed ; in other words, L must be zero. Our fundamental

theorem is thus established.

By reasoning as al>ove we can easily show that, if

j{:) = J, + J^^+ . . . +J,,z'\

then

|A„|{1 -(/.-.+ 1M|.|''}<1/(.)|

<\A,\{l + {ii-s+ l)(/|~!n (8),

where d is the greatest of
|
AJA^

|

, . . ., |

A,j/Aj,
| ,

provided
|
z

|

is less than the lesser of the two quantities 1, !/{(« - .s + 1)(/}^/'''.

Combining this result with one obtained incidentally above,

we have the following useful theorem on the delimitation of the

roots (real or imaginary) of an equation.

Cor. 1. 'The eqiudum A^ + A/f + . . . + A.^z^'- = can hare no root

luhose modulus exceeds the greatest of the quantities 1 +
|
A^/A,^

j

,
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1 +
I

As/A,i
I

, . . ., 1 +
I

A„_,/-A7i,
I

, or whose modukis is less than the

least of 1, l/{{n -s+l)\ AJA,
|
}y% . . ., l/{(«, - s + 1) j AJA^

|

}'l-\

Cor. 2. JFe can always assign a positive qnantitij ?/, such that, if

I

h\<t], \f(z + h) -f{z) |< e, rvhere e ?s a 2^osifive qvantity as small as

we please.

This is expressed by saying that the integral function f{z) is

continuous for all complex values of its argument which have a

finite modulus. The proof is obvious after what has ali-eady

been done.

The above demonstration is merely a version of the proof given by
Argand in his famous Essai,* amplified to meet some criticisms on the briefer

statement in earlier editions of this Avork. The criticisms in question touch

the formulation, but not the essential principle of Argand's proof, which is

both ingenious and profound. As some of the critics appear to me to have

missed the real point involved, perhaps the follo\\ing remarks, which the

student M'ill appreciate more fully after reading chap. xv. §§ 17-19, and
chap, xxix., may be useful.

Taking any value of z = x + yi, let f{z) = ti + vi, where u and v are real

functions of the real variables x and y. Plot u- v- and x- y- Argand
diagrams. Then to each point [x, y) there corresponds one point (?*, v),

although it may happen that to one {u, v) point there correspond more than

one {x, y) point. If we start with any given point (x, y), and consider

i/(~) i= \t{u" + i^), it is obvious that the direction in which \f{z) \
varies most

rapidly is obtained by causing (a', y) to move in the x- y- plane, so that

(ic, v) moves along the radius vector towards the origin in the u- v- plane
;

also that the rate of variation in the perpendicular direction is zero. If,

therefore, we trace one of the curves i'/?(= constant in the x- y- plane, the

tangent to this curve at every point z on it is the direction of most rapid

variation. "We may call these curves the Gradient Curves of/(~).t

* See in particular his amplified demonstration given in a note in Ger-

gonne's Ann,, de Math. t. v. pp. 197-209 (1814-15).

t These curves, together with the curves «--fv-— constant, which we
may call the Equimodula,r Curves of /(c), possess a number of interesting

properties. Since the Equimodulars and Gradients are orthomorphoscd (sec

chap. xxix. § 36) from a series of concentic circles and their pencil of

common radii, they form two mutually orthogonal systems. Through

every given point {x', y'), which is not the afRxe of a root of /(:;) = 0, there

passes one equimodular v?+ v^=u"^+ v'^ and one gradient u'v-v'u= Q.

Every gradient u'v-v'u= passes through all the intersections of ?t = 0,

r = 0, i.e. tlirough the affixes of all the roots of /(2) = 0. Near the root

points the equimodulars take the form of small ovals enclosing these points.
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It may readilj' l)e sliown that the process by which we jiass from v) to

w + h { = iCi, say) in the above demonstration simply amoiuits to passing a

certain distance along a tangent to the gradient curve through the point ?/'.

We may repeat this process, starting from lo-^ and passing along the tangent

to the gradient through u\, and so on. We shall thus have/(tt')>/(?rj)>

/{iOo)> . . . This process we may call Argand's Frogrest^ion towards the root

of an equation.

Since b^^^b, 5„,?•"' + (?^- ?H)5r"'+^<l, and (?^- ?;))&r"'+'<6,„7'"', it follows

that
r< { \Aw) ' /'2{n - m)

\
A„

\ ]
i '(m+i) and r < ' B™

1
/{n - m)

|
A„

|

.

The first of these conditions shows that the longest admissible steps of

Argand's Progression become smaller and smaller as we approach a root.

This is expressed by saying that the Progression becomes asymptotic as we
approach a root.

But the second condition shows that Progression also becomes asymptotic

as we approach a point at which Bi = ; or Bi = 0, B.,= ; or Bi = 0, B2= 0,

B3 = 0, etc. Such points are stationary points for the variation of \f{~) \
on

any path which passes through them. They are also multiple points on the

gradient curves which pass through them ; so that at them we have 2, 3, 4,

etc., directions of most rapid variation of \f(z) \

.

If the original progression leads towards one of these points (for which of

course \/{tv) |=t=0), we must infer its existence from the asymptotic approach,

and start afresh from that point along one of the tangents to the gradient

that passes through it ; or we may avoid the point altogether by starting

afresh on a path which does not lead to it.

An interesting example is to take z--z+l = 0, and start from a point on

the real axis in the x- y- diagram. Argand's Progression will lead first to

the minimum point (1/2, 0) on the x- axis ; then along a line jiarallcl to the

y- axis to the points, (1/2, + a^/3/2), which are the affixes of the two imaginary

roots. The diagranr of chap. xv. § 19 will also furnish a curious illustration

by taking initial points on one or other of the two dotted lines.

It should be noted that the question as to whether \f{z) \

actually reaches

its lower limit is not essential in Argand's proof, if we merelj' propose to

show that a value of ~ can be found such that |/(~)| is less than any assigned

positive quantity, however small. Xor do we raise the question whether

the root is rational or irrational, which would involve the subtle question of

the ultimate logical definition of an irrational number (see vol. ii. (ed. 1900)

chap. XXV. g§ 28-41).

§ 22.] AVe have noAv shown that in all cases

/(.) = A(.-..)(:-z,)...(.-a

where A is a constant.

,:„ :., . . ., ~n may be real, or they may be complex numbers

of the general form x + yi. They may be all ditlerent, or two
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or more of them may be identical, as may be easily seen by

considering the above demonstration.

The general proposition thus established is equivalent to the

following :

—

If f{z) he an integral fmiction of z of the nth degree, there are

n values of z for tvhich f{z) vanishes. These values may he real or

comjjlex niimhers, and may or may not he all imcqual.

We have already seen in chap, v., § 16, that there cannot be

more than n values of z for which f(z) vanishes, otherwise all its

coefficients would vanish, that is, the function would vanish for

all values of z. We have also seen that the constant A is equal

to the coefficient A;^. We have therefore the unique resolution

f(z)^A,Xz~z;)(z-z^...(z -,,:).

§ 23.] If the coefficients of f(z) be all real, then Ave have

seen that if f{x + yi) vanish /(;/; - yi) will also vanish. In this

case the imaginary values among
,~i, ,:., . . ., .:„ will occur in

conjugate pairs.

If a + fii, a- fti be such a conjugate pair, then, correspond-

ing to them, we have the factor

{::-a-fti){::-a + pl)^{::~~a)U-ft\

that is to say, a real factor of the 2nd degree.

It may of coui'se happen that the conjugate pair a ± fii is

repeated, say s times, among the values z^, z.,, . . ., ~„,. In that

case we should have the factor (z - a)" + f? repeated .s' times ; so

that there would be a factor {(z - a)' + /?"}* in the function f(z).

Hence, every integral function of z, whose coefficients arc all real,

can he resolved into a product of real factors, each of ^rhich is either

a positive integral jnnuer of a real integrcd function of the 1st degree,

or a positive integral poiocr of a real integral function of the 2nd

degree.

This is the general proposition of which the theorem of § 19

is a particular case.
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Exercises XVI.

Express as complex numbers

—

(1.) (a + bif + {a-hif.

^^ l + 2i l-2i

. 2^-36^ 7-26i
^''''

ti + 8i
"*"

3-4.i
'

\p-qij \p + q^J
, 69-7V(15) + (V3-6V5) /:

3-(V3-3V»)i
(0. ) Show that

2 / V 2

if ;i be any integer which is not a multiple of 3.

(7. ) Expand and arrange according to the powers of x

{x-1- tV2) (cc - 1 + i\j2) {X-2 + i'sjZ) {x - 2 - i'^Z).

(8. ) Show that

{{2a -b~ c)+i{h - c)sJZY^ {{2h - c - a) + i{c - a)^JoY'.

(9.) Show that

{(V3 + 1) + (
VS - l)iY"= l&{l + i).

(10.) If i + -nl be a value of x for which ax'^ + hx + c— Q, a, b, c being all

real, then 2aj7; + 6r? = 0, at\^= a^-\-'b^-\-c.

(11.) If ^(a;+ 7/i) =X + Yi, showtliat4(X2-Y2) = a-/X + ^/Y.

(12.) If 71 be a multiple of 4, show tliat

l+2J + 3i- + . . .+(/i + l)'i» = 4-('« + 2-?w).

(13.) Show that |«o + rtiC + . . .+«„c"|>|«„| |r;|"(l -?ic/|r |), provided \z\

exceeds the greater of 1 and nc, and c is the greatest of |a(,/a„|, . . .,

(14.) Find the modulus of

(2^3i)(3 + 4i)

(6 + 4t')(15"-8i)'

(l.'i.) Find the modulus of

(16.) Find the modulus of

hc{b - ci)+ca{c - ai) + ah{a - hi).

(17.) Sliow that

1
1 + ix + i'-x" + i^aP + . . . ad 00 1 = 1/ ^(1 + x"^), where x <- 1,

(18.) Find the moduli of (a; + v/i)" and {x + yi)"/{x - yiy\

Express the following as complex nuudjers :

—

(19.) \/-7 + 247. (20.) v't) + t^/13.

(21.) v^ - 7/36 + 2-i/3. (22.) V4«6T2(a'-'nr)i.

(23.) Jl+2xjTx^'^i. (24.) s'T+iJix^'^.

(25.) Find the 4th roots of - 119+120i.
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(26.) Resolve a;" - «" into factors of the 1st degree.

(27.

)

Resolve x^ + 1 into real factors of the 1st or of tlie 2nd degree.

(28.) Resolve x^ + x^+ x'^+ x'^+ x-+ x + l into real factors of the 2nd

degree.

(29.) Resolve a;-'"- 2 cos (?a'"a;"* + «-"» into real factors of the 1st or of the

2nd degree.

(30.) If w he an imaginaiy nth root of +1, sliow that l + w + cj- + . . . +

(-31.) Show that, if w he an imaginary cuhe root of +1, then

3,3 4-yS^^3 _ ^xyz = (a; + y + ~)[x + ooy + or~) {x + u^y + wz),

and
(.r + wy + (j3-~Y + {x+ w'y + 03zf— {'2x -y ~~) {2y -z-x) {'2z-x- y).

(32. ) Show that {x + ?/)"' -x'^-if^ is divisible by x- + xy + y"^ for every odd
value of m which is greater than 3 and not a niulti])le of 3.

(33.) Show that

-^ ( A cos 1 sia
I + ( A sin 1- \ cos \ i \ = (X + \ ^)".

I \ n n J \ n n / )

(34.) Simplify

(cos 26 ~i sin 20) (cos ^ + i sin (p)" (cos 26 + i sin 26) (cos ^ - i sin 0)^

cos~(^^) + i sin (^ + (p) cos {6 + (f>) -i sin (t> + 0) '

(35.) If ^/(rt + 5i)+ s,/ic + cH)= s,f{x + yi), show that

(x - « - c)2 + (y - 5 - fO-= 4V {(«2 + &2) ((.•.• + ^p^^^

(36.) Prove that one of the valnes of i^{a + M)+ ^l^a-hi) is

v'[ V 12« + 2 v'(«" + V-)] + 2 4/(«" + h'^)l

(37.) If %'= cos 7r/7 + i sin 7r/7, prove that (a; - w) (cc + ?t--) (a; - j/r) (a; + ?t-*)

(x - 10^) (a; + 1<;®) = a;^ - a;^ + a;^ - a^ + a;- - a; + 1

.

(38.) Find the value of ^tfi + xv^^-\ . . . +vfn ; v\, %v„ . . . v„ being the

?ith roots of 1, and r a positive integer. "What modification of llic result is

necessary if r is a negative integer ?

Prove tliat 1/(1 +Wia;)f 1/(1 + m?2^) + . . . +1/(1 +ii-„a;)=?V(l -a;").

(39.) Decompose 1/(1 + a; + a.") into partial fraptions of the form a/{bx + c).

Hence .show that

a:/(l +X + x')=x -x^ + x'^-aT^ + x''-x^ + . . . + ar^"+i - .t^"+2 + R,

where ar', x^, etc., are wanting ; and find R.

(40.) Find the equation of least degree, having real rational coefficients,

one of whose roots is ^/2 + i.

One root of a^ + 3a;3-30a;2 + 366a;- 340 = is 3 + 5/, find the otlier tliree

roots.

(41.) If a be a given comjilcx number, and ;: a complex number wliose

affixe lies on a given straight line, find tlie locus of the affixe of ff + r.

(42.) Show that the area of the triangle whose vertices are the affixes of

z„z,,z,is^{{z^-zs)\z,\^/iiz,}.

(43.) If 2= (a + 7C0S^) + i(|8 + 7sin ^), wlicre a, (8, 7 are constant and 6

variable, find the maximum and minimum values of
|

:;
|

; and of amp z

when such values exist.
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(44.) If the afTixe oix + yi move on the line Zx + Ay + ^—Q, prove that tlie

mininuiin value of \x + yi\ is 1.

(45.) If U and v are two complex numbers such that u = v + \lv, show

that, if the afHxe of v describes a circle about the origin in Argand's diagram,

then the alhxe of u describes an ellipse {x-ja^ + y^/b- = l) ; and, if the affixc of

u describes a circle about the origin, then the affixe of v describes a quartic

curve, which, in the particular case where the radius of the circle described by

the affixe of u is 2, breaks up into two circles whose centres are on the i-axis.

(46.) If a; and y be real, and x + y— 1, show that the affixe of ai-j + y^y lies

on the line joining the affixes of z^ and ~2- Hence show that the affixe of

xzi + yz.2 lies on a fixed straight line provided lx+ my='l, I and m being

constants.

(47.) If t + '/i be an imaginary root of a;^ + 2a;+l = 0, prove that (f, -ij) is

one of the intersections of the graphs of 7j-= 3|- + 2 and 7;-=l/2 + 3/S^.

Draw the graphs : and mark the intersections which correspond to the roots

of the equation.

If a be the real root of this cubic, show that the imaginary roots are

4{-a±i\/(2-.3/a)!-.

(48.) If s±'?i be a pair of imaginary roots of x^ -2}x + q— 0, show that

($, ri) are co-ordinates of the real intersections of 3^" -17^-^ = 0, 8^V' + 22's
"

'jq — O. Hence prove that the roots of the cubic are all real, or one real and

two imaginary, according as 4j;^< >27q^. What happens if 'i]/= 27q~ ?

(49.) If x? + qx + r= has imaginary roots, the real part of each is posi-

tive or negative according as r is positive or negative.

(50.) The cubic a;^- 9a;^-f- 33a; -65 = has an imaginary root whose

modulus is ^'13 ; find all its roots.

(51.) Find the real quadratic factors of a;-" + a;-""' + ... +1 ; and hence-

prove that

nv, " • 27r . nir ,,_, ,

.

2 ^^°
2,. +1 ^^^

2irTi • •
• '''' 2^1 = ^^(-" *- ^)-

(52.) Find in rational integral form the equation which results by

eliminating 6 from the equations a; = a cos ^-l-Zi cos 30, 7/= rt sin ^ + & sin 3(?.

(Use Demoivre's Theorem.) Give a geometrical interpretation of your

analysis.

Jlistorical Note.—Imaginary quantities appear for the first time in the works
of the Italian mathematicians of the 16th century. Canlano, in his Artis Magjue
sive de Regulis Algehraicis Liber Units (1545), points out (cap. xxxvii., p. 66)
that, if we solve in the usual way the problem to divide 10 into two parts whose
product shall be 40, we arrive at two fonuula? which, in modern notation, may
be written 5 + .,^'' - 15, 5 - ^J

- 15. He leaves his reader to imagine the meaning
of these "sophistic" numbers, but shows that, if we add and multijjly them
in formal accordance witli the ordinary algebraic rules, their sum and product
do come out as required in the evidently inqjossible problem ; and he adds
" hucusque i^rogreditur Arithmetica subtilitas, cujus hoc extrenuun ut dixi adeo
est subtile, ut sit inutile." Bondjelli in his Ahjehra (1522), following Cardano,
devoted considerable attention to the theory of complex nundjers, more especially

in connection with the solution of cuhic equations.
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There is clear indication in the fragment De Arte Logistica (see above, p. 201)
tliat Napier was in jiossessiou to some extent at least of the theory. He was
fully cognisant of the indejiendent existence of negative quantity ("quantitates

del'ectivaj minores nihilo "), and draws a clear distinction between the roots of

positive and of negative mimbers. He points out (Napier's Ed., p. 85) that

roots of even order have no real value, either positive or negative, when the

radicand is negative. Such roots he calls "nngacia" ; and expressly warns
against the error of supposing that M - 9= - |_l 9. In this jjassage there occurs

the curious sentence, ''Hujus arcani magni algebraici fundamentnm superius,

Lib. i. cap. 6, jecimus : quod (quamvis a nemine quod sciam revelatum sit) quan-
tum tamen emolumenti adferat huic arti, et cceteris niathematicis postea patebit."

There is nothing farther in the fragment De Arte Logistica to show how deeply he
had penetrated the secret which was to be hidden from mathematicians for 200
years.

The theory of imaginaries received little notice until attention was drawn to

it by the brilliant results to M-hich the use of them led Euler (1707-1783) and his

contemporaries and followers. Notwithstanding the use made by Euler and
others of complex numbers in many important investigations, the fundamental
jirinciples of their logic were little attended to, if not entirely misunderstood.
To Argand Ijelongs the honour of first clearing up the matter in his Essai
sur une maniere de reprtscntcr Ics quantites imaginaires dans Ics constrvctions

ijeomefriques (1800). He there gives geometrical constructions for the sum and
product of two complex numbers, and deduces a variety of conclusions therefrom.

He also was one of the first to thoroughly understand and answer the question of

§ 21 regarding the existence of a root of every integral function. Argand was an-

ticipated to a considerable extent by a Danish mathematician, Caspar Wessel, who
in 1797 presented to the Royal Academy of Denmark a remarkable memoir O711

Direktionens ajiahjtiske Bctegning, et Forslig, ain-endt fornemmelig til pJune og

sphaeriske Polygoners OpUisning, which was published by the Academy in 1799,
but lay absolutely unknown to mathematicians, till it was republished by the

same body in 1897. See an interesting address by Beman to Section A of the

American Association for the Promotion of Science (1897). Even Argand's results

appear to have been at first little noticed ; and, as a matter of history, it was
Gauss who first initiated mathematicians into the true theory of the imaginaries of

ordinary algebra. He first used the phrase coiiq/Iex nv.mhcr, and introduced the

use of the symliol / for the imaginary vmit. He illustrated the twofold nature of

a complex number by means of a diagram, as Argand had done
;
gave a masterly

discussion of the fundamental principles of the subject in his memoir on Bi-

quadratic Residues (1831) (see his Works, vol. ii., pp. 101 and 171) ; and furnished

three distinct proofs (the first published in 1799) of the proposition that every
equation has a root.

From the researches of Cauchy (1789-1857) and Riemann (1826-1866) on
complex numbers has sprung a gi'eat branch of modern pure mathematics, called

on the Continent function -theory. The student who wishes to attain a lull

comprehension of the generality of even the more elementary theorems of algebraic

analysis, will find a knowledge of the theory of complex qiiantity indispensable
;

and without it he will find entrance into many parts of the higher mathematics
impossible.

For further information we may refer the reader to Peacock's Algebra, vol. ii.

(1845) ; to De Morgan's Trignnomcfnj and Ikmble Algebra (1849), where a list

of mo.st of the English writings on the subject is given ; and to Hankel's
Vorlcsungen iiher die comjilc.ren Zaldcn (1867), where a full historical account
of Continental researches will be found. It may not be amiss to add that the

tlieory of complex numbers is closely allied to Hamilton's theory of Quaternions,

Urassmann's Ausdelmungslehre, and their modern developments.



CHAPTER XIII.

Ratio and Proportion.

RATIO AND PROPORTION OF ABSTRACT QUANTITIES.

§ 1.] Tlic rafin of the ahsfrad quHtititij a to the al)dract (pinnt'dij

h is dinphj the quotient of (i l>ij h.

When the (quotient n ~ h, or ojl), or . is spoken of ;is a ratio,

it is often written a :?/ ; a is called the antecedent and h the con-

seqiient of the ratio.

There is a certain convenience in introducing this new name,

and even the new fourth notation, for a quotient. So far, how-

ever, as mere abstract quantity is concerned, the propositions

which we proceed to develop are simply results in the theory

of algebraical quotients, arising from certain conditions to which

we subject the quantities considered.

If a> b, that is, if a - h be positive, (i : h is said to l)e a ratio

of greater ineqicaUt//.

If a < b, that is, if a - b be negative, a : b is said to be a ratio

of less inequalitij.

When two ratios are multiplied together, they arc saiil to be

compounded. Thus, the ratio aa' : bb' is said to be conqxiunded of

the ratios a : b and a' : li'.

The compound of two equal ratios, a : b and a : A, iiuinch',

a' : b', is called the (hqilieate of the ratio n : li.

Similarly, a^ : V^ is the triplicate of the ratio a : h.'"'

* Formerly a- : Ir was spoken of as the douhle of the ratio a : b. Similarly

\/a : \/b was called the lialf or suhduplicate oFa : h, and a" :h- tliu se.s(pii))li-

catc of a : 7j.
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§ 2.] Four uhsirad numbers, a, b, c, d, are said tu be p-oj^^iurtiunal

when the ratio a : b is e(j_ual tu tlie ratio c : d.

We then write

a:b-c :d*

a and d are called tlie extreiiies, and b and c the means, of the pro-

portion, a and c are said to be homologues, and h and d to be

homologues.

If a, b, c, d, e, f, &c., be such that a:b = b:c=s:d = d:e = e:f
= &c., a, b, c, d, e, f, &c., are said to be in continued proportion.

If ((, b, c be in continued proportion, b is said to be a mean

jjroportional between a and c.

If a, b, c, d be in continued proportion, b and c are said to be

two mean proportionals between a and d ; and so on.

§ 3.] If b be positive, and a>b, the ratio a: b is diminished by

adding the same positive quantity to both antecedent and consequent ;

and increased by subtracting the same positive quantity (^Ji) from

both antecedent and consequent.

If a < b, the ivords " increased " and '• diminished " must be inter-

changed in tJie above statement.

„ a + X a b(a + x) — a(b + ,r)

""' bTon^ b(f+x)

c(b - a)

"
b{b + ./')•

Now, if a >b, b - a is negative ; and o;, b, b + x are all positive

by the conditions imposed ; hence x(b - a)lb(b + x) is negative.

TT a + X a .

xlence , 7 is ncLrative,
b + x b

"=

, . a + X a
that IS, , < ~.

b + x b

. . a- X a x(a - b)

But, since a^b, a-b is positive, and x and b are positive, and,

since x <b,b - x is positive. Hence x{a - b)jb{b - x) is positive.

* Formerly in wi-itiii^; jirojiortidus the si^^ii : : (<irigiiially iiitrodiiewl by

Ouglitred) was ust-d iiisLiml nl'tlic unliuury siyu ul' i.'([iuili(y.
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,T a-x a
Hence r > -.

D-z b

The rest of the proposition may be established in like manner.

The reader will obtain an instructive view of this proposition

by comparing it with Exercise 7, p. 267.

§ 4.] Permutations^ of a Proportion.

(IX

(2),

(3),

(4).

If

then

a\b^c:d
b : a = d :c

a :c = b : d

and r :a = d -.b

For, from (1), we have
a c

b^d'

Hence
'b uv

that is,

b d

that is. b : a- d: c,

which establishes (2).

Again from (1)>

a c

multiplying both sides by -, we have

a h c b

b c d c

that IS, - = -,

;

c d

that is, a: r, = b : d,

which proves (3),

(4) follows from (3) in the same way as (2) from (1).

§ 5.] The product of the extremes of a 'proportion is equal to the

product of the means ; and, co7iversely, if the product of ttvo tpiantUies

be equal to the product of tioo others, the four form a proportion, the

extremes being the constituents of one of the prodticts, the means the

constitvcnts of the other.

VOL. I S
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For, if a -.1 = c -.d,

that is,

a c

b~7r

then - X hd = -, X bd,
d

whence ad = he.

Again, if ad = he,

then adjhd - bc/hd,

whence
a c

b'"d'

Cor. If three of the terms of a proportion be given, the remaining

one is uniquely determined.

For,when three of the quantities a, b, c, d are given, the equation

ad - he,

which results by the above from their being in proportion, be-

comes an equation of the 1st degree (see chap, xvi.) to deter-

mine the remaining one.

Suppose, for example, that the 1st, 3rd, and 4th terms of the proportion

are i, -f, and f ; and let x denote the unknown 2nd term.

Then i-^=i:%;
whence -|xa;= ^xf.

Multiplyhig by |, we have «= -^ x | x f

,

= .^.

§ 6.] Itelafions connecting quantities in contimicd 2'>roportion.

If three quantities, a, b, c, be in continued proportion, then

a : c — a" : W = b' : c^

;

and h= \'{ac).

Iffovr qvantifics, a, b, c, d, he in continued proportion, then

a : d = a' : b"" = h' : ^ = (f : d\

ami h = l/{ii'd), c = l/(adr).

For the general proposition, see Exercise 12, p. 2G7.
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a : b = b:\c,

a b

b~ c

a b b b

i
X:
— z=: — X -

b C c c

For, if

then

Therefore

whence - = - = _ (1).
c C b'

^

Also ac = V',

whence b = \'{ui-) (2).

Equations (1) and (2) establish the first of the tAvo proposi-

tions above stated.

Again,if a :b = b:c = c: d,

tlien
abac
b c b d'

Also
a a

b'V

hence
ft

b

a a a b c

b b b c d

that is,

a^ a

V'^d'

therefore
a a' b' c'

d' V~ ^~ d""

Further, since
a ft-'

If^ = d'd

;

whence b = t/iifd).

Also, 1since
a c^

d~d"
c' = ad' ;

whence c = ^/(((rro

(3).

(*)•

(5).

It should be noticed that the result (2) shows that the finding of a mean
proportional between two given quantities a and c depends on the extraction

of a square root. For example, the mean proportional between 1 and 2 is

V(lx2) = V2 = l"'ll'i2 . . .
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Again, (4) and (5) enable us to insert two mean proi)ortionals between two

given quantities by extracting certain cube roots. For example, the two

mean proportionals between 1 and 2 are

.^(1x2)= >!/2 = 1-2599 . . .

and • x/(lx 2=) =^ =1-5874 . . .

Converselj-, of course, the finding of the cube root of 2, which again corre-

.sponds to the famous Delian problem of antiquity, the duplication of the

cube, could be made to depend on the finding of two mean proportionals, a

result well known to the Greek geometers of Plato's time.

§ 7.] After what has been done, the student will have no

difficulty in showincr that

(IX

(2).

fin ^>n = ''n
' (hi,

then a/tn . . . a^ : h^h., . . . i„ = c^c, . . . c„, : d^d. . . . d^ (1).

Cor.

If a:b = c: d,

then a" : &" = c"' : d''.

(Here n, see chap, x., may be positive or negative, integral or

fractional, provided a", &c., be real, and of the same sign as a,

&c.)

^ 9.] // a:b = r: d,

then a±h .h = c±d:d (1 ),

a + h:a-h = c + d:c-d (2),

la + inh
:
pa + qh = Ic + md .pc + qd (3),

/(^r ^- mlP' :pa^ + qli'' = h'' + imV •.pc'' + qd'' (4),

where /, m, p, q, r are any quantities, positive or negative.

if a •.h = c:d,

then ma : mb = nc : nd

and ma :nh = me : nd

§ 8.] Also that

if a,:h, = e,:d„

a., : h.2 = ('. : d.^,
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Also, if a, : i, = a., :k = a.,:b3= . . . = «„ : i\„

then each of these ratios is eqiud to

«, + a. + . . . + a,i, : J, + J. + . . . + h^ (5)

;

and also to

ViW + Ui/ + . . . + Ina/) : ;/(/,/^'' +W + . . . + Inhn'') (6).

Though outwardly somewhat different in appearance, these

six results are in reality very much allied. Two different

methods of proof are usually given.

FIRST JIETHOD.

Let us take, for example, (1) and (2).

Since
a c

b
"

d'

therefore
h^'-l^^-'

whence
a±h c±d

b d '

this establishes the two results in (1).

Writing these separately we have

a + b _c-i- d

a-b c -

d

~r^~dr''

whence t^*-^ / ^-A^ - ^^^'> I ^^^^'"^
b I b - d I d '

,1 , . a + h c + d
that IS, , — —

,,a-b c—d
which establishes (2).

Similar treatment may be ai)plied to the rest of the six

results.
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SECOND METHOD,

Let us take, for example, (2).

Since ajb = c/d, we may denote each of these ratios by the

same symbol, p, say. We tlien have

a c

whence a = pb, c = pel

Now, using (a), we have

a + b pb + b

a-b pb -b

b{p-iy

p-r
In exactly the same way, we have

c + d _pd + d

c-d pd -d'

^p+J
p-r

n. A- h rv J-

Hence
a + b _p+ \ c + d

a-b p - I c-d
Again, let us take (5).

TIT 1 ^1 ^2 ^3 ^71 1

\V e have t — t—t—- • • — t~) g^'^^" - P^
^^'^''

bi O2 O3 bn

hence «i=pii, ((, = pb„ • •, (in = pK',

(ti + (L+ . . . + a„, pb^ + pb., + . . . + pbn
therefore

hence

bi + b.,+ . . . + bn bi + b.j+ . . . + bn

^ p{bi + b,+ . . . + b„)

b^ + b, + . . . + bn ^

= P^

a,

b.

Cli + «2 + . .. . +an
i.

''"''
b, + b,+ . . • +^l

(a).
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Finally, let us take (G).

Since «,' = (pby = p'h,'',

a/ = {pb.y = p>y; &c.

we have

Viha' + JmI + . . . + Inan') = Vip'XW + U>/ + . . . +/h^/)),

=p;''W+^A'"- • . +/A')>

(see chap, x., § 4). It follows that

V^(?,a,'' + 1/1/ + . . . + Inu/) th a..

= &c.

Of the two methods there can be no doubt that the second

is the clearer and more effective. The secret of its power lies

in the following principle :

—

In establishing an equation between conditioned qiiantities, if we

first eo:press all the quantities involved in the equation in terms of the

fewest quantities possible under the conditions, then the verification of

the equation involves merely the establishment of an algebraical identity.

In establishing (2), for instance, we expressed all the quantities

involved in terras of the three b, d, p, so many being necessary,

by § 5, to determine a proportion.

A good deal of the art of algebraical manipulation consists

in adroitly taking advantage of this principle, without at the

same time destroying the symmetry of the functions involved.

§ 10.] The following general theorem contains, directly or

indirectly, all the results of last article as particular cases ; and

will be found to be a compendium of a very large class of

favourite exercises on the present subject, some of which will

be found at the end of the present paragraph.

If ({)(Xi, X.2, . . ., ,r,i) be any homogeneous integral function of the

variables x.^, x.^, . . ., x,i of the rth degree, or a homogeneous ftinction

of degree r, according to the extended notion of homogeneity and

degree given at the foot of i?. 73, and if

a, : 6, = (/, -.b.^ . . . = an : b^,

then each of these ratios is equal to

y<^(«,, a,, . . ., a„):V^Kb„ b,, . . ., h„).
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This theorem is an immediate consequence of the property

of homogeneous functions given in chap, iv., p. 73.

Example 1.

Which is the greater ro.iw, x^ + y"^ -.x + y, or x^-y":x-y, x and y being

each positive ?

x^ + y- x^- y^^ {x- + ^f) {x-y)- {x^ - y"^) {x+ y)
^

x + y x-y {x + y){x-y)

_ 2a;?/^ - 2x"2/

~'{x + y){x-y)'

_ 2xy{x-y)

{x + y) {x-y)'

_ 2xy
~ x + y

Now, if X and y be each positive, - 2xyl{x + y) is essentially negative.

Hence
x'^ + y-:x + y<x--y- -.x-y.

Exan^ple 2.

If a:b = c:d, and A:B = C:D, then a^A-b^/B.c^/G-d^JD=^a^/A

Let each of the ratios a : b and c:d= p, and each of the two A : B and

C : D = (r, then a=pb, c=pd; A= ffB, C-aD. AVe then have

aVA - bs/B_ pbsJ{(TB) - &\/B

cVC - ds/B' pd'sJ{aD) - d\/D'

_ (pV^-i)K/b ^ K/B /„N

In the same way we get

as/A + bs/B^ (pV«jM^)K/B ^ K/B .g^

c'VC + f^Vl^ (pVtr + lMv'D c^VJO

From (a) and (|3) the required result follows.

Example 3.

If 6 be a mean proportional between a and c, show that

{a+b + c) {a -b + c) = a- + b- + r (a)>

and {a + b + c)' + a- + b" + c- = 2{a + b + c){a + c) (^)-

Taking (a) we have

{a + b + c){a-b + c) = {a + c + b){a + c-b),

= {a + c)- - b-.

Now, by data, alb = blc, and therefore l)- = ac ; hence

(« + cf -b-—{a + cf -ac,

= a- + ac + C-,

= rt- + h'^ + c^,

since b- — ac. Hence (a) is proved.
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Taking now (/3), and, for variety, adopting the second method of § 9, let

us imt
a b

-b=c=P'

Hence a=ph, b = pc ; so that a = p{pc) = p-c.

We have to verify the identity

{p-c + pc + cf + {p-cf + {pcf + c- = 2{p-c + pc + c){p-c + c)
;

that is to say,

{{p'' + p + l)- + {p' + p" + l)}c- = 2(p- + p+l){p- + l)c' (7).

Now
{{p;i+p + if + {p^+p- + i)]c-={p-+p + i){{p"+p + i) + {r-P+i)]c-,

=2(p-+p+i)(p-+iy-',

which proves the truth of (7), and tlierefore establislies (/3).

Example 4.*

lfx/{b + c- a) = yl(c + a-b) = zl{a + b-c), then (b-c)x + (c-a)y + {a-b)z = 0.

Let us put
X _ y _ s _

b+c-a c+a-b a+b-c
then x—(b + c-a)p,

y-(c + a-b}p,

z— {a + b- c)p.

Now, from the last three equations, we have

—

(b - c)x+ (c - a)y + (a - b)z

— [b - c) (b + c - a)p + (c -a)(c + a-b)p + (a- b) (a + b- c)p,

= {(P-c- + c--a- + a- -b-)-{a(b-c) + b{c-a)+ c(a -b))}p,

= {0-0}p,
= 0.

Example 5.

If bz + cy _cx + az_ay + bx .-.

b-c c-a a-b '

then (n + b + c)(x + y + z) = ax + by + cz (2).

Let each of the ratios in (1) be equal to p, then

bz + cy= p{b-c) (3),

cx + az— p{c-a) (4),

ay + bx=p(a -b) (5).

From (3), (4), (5), by addition,

{b + c)x+(c + a)y + {a + l)z = p{(b-c) + {c-a) + {o.-b)],

= pO,

= (6).

If now we add ax + by + cz to both sides of (6) we obtain equation (2).

* Examples 4, 5, and 6 illustrate a species of algebraical transformation

which is very common in geometrical applications. In reality they arc ex-

amples of a process which is considered more fully in chap. xiv.
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Example 6.

If

show that

aj + bz hx + ay

qb + rc-pa re +i^«-
- qb pa + qb-rc (1),

a {pa(a+ b + c)- qb(a + b-c)-rc(a-b + c)
}

b {qb{a + b + c) - pa(a + b-c) - ?-c( - a + & + c)
}

'

(2).

(3),

c{rc{a + b + c) -qb{ -a + b + c)-pa(a- b + c)}

Let each of the fractions of (1) be =p; and observe that the three

eqviations,

cy + bz=(qb +rc -pa)p (a) '^

az + cx= {re +pa - qb)p (/3) r

bx + ay= {pa + qb - rc)p (7) j

rxyz^

which thus arise are symmetrical in the triple set - ((be V, so that the simul-

taneous interchange of the letters in two of the vertical columns simply

changes each of the equations (3) into another of the same set. It follows,

then, that a similar interchange made in any equation derived from (3) will

derive therefrom another equation also derivable from (3).

Now, if we multiply both sides of ((3) by b, and both sides of (7) by c, Ave

obtain, by addition from the two equations thus derived,

2bcx + a [cy + bz'^ = p {b(rc +2m -(jb) + c{pa + qb- re)
}

Now, using the value oi cy + bz given by (a), we have

2bcx + pa {qb + re - pxi) = p {pa{b + e)~qb(b- e) - rc{ -b + c)}

Subtracting pa{qb + re-2K() from both sides of (5), we have

2bcx - p {pa {a + b + e)- qh{a + b-e)- re{a -b + e)
}

From (6), we have

. P^
'2abca {2)a{((, + h + c)- qb{a + b-e) - re\a, -b + e)]

rap\ ^xap
We may in (7) make the interchange (into), or I into

. ybq
'

\ zcr

(4).

(5).

(6).

{7).

and we shall

olitain two other equations derivable from {?>) by a process like that used to

derive (7) itself. These interchanges leave the right-hand side of (7) un-

altered, but change the left-hand side into the second and third members of

{2) respectively. Hence the three members of (2) are all equal, each being in

fact equal to p/2abc.

This is a good example of the use of the principle of symmetry in compli-

cated algebraical calculations.
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Exercises XVII.

(1.) "Which is the greater ratio, 5 : 7 or 151 : 208 ?

(2.) If the ratio 3 : 4 be duplicated by subtractings; from botli antecedent

and consequent, show that x=l^.

(3.) AVhat quantity x added to the antecedent and to tlie consequent of

a : b will convert this ratio into c:dl

(4.) Find the fourth propoitional to 3i, 5j, 6^ ; also the third proportional

to l + V^ and 3 + 2V2.
(5.) Insert a mean proportional between 11 and 19 ; and also two mean

proportionals between the same two numbers.

(6.) Find a simple surd number which shall be a mean proportional be-

tween \J7 -\/b and ll\/7 + 13Vi>-

(7.) If X and y be such that when they are added to the antecedent and
consequent respectively of the ratio a:h its value is unaltered, show that

X :y— CL : h.

(8. ) If X and y be such that when they are added respectively to the ante-

cedent and consequent and to the consequent and antecedent oi a:h the two
resulting ratios are equal, show that either o:= y or x + y— -a-b.

(9.) Find a quantity x such that when it is added to the four given quan-

tities a, b, c, d the result is four quantities in proportion. Exenq)lify with

3, 4, 9, 13 ; and with 3, 4, l^, 2.

(10.) If four quantities be proportional, the sum of the greatest and least

is always greater than the sum of the other two.

(11.) If the ratio of the difference of the antecedents of two ratios to the

sum of their consequents is equal to the difference of the two ratios, then the

antecedents are in the duplicate ratio of the consequents.

(12.) If the n quantities a\, a-2, . . ., «,» be in continued proportion, then

«i : an= a\"~^ '• 0-2"-^ — a-/''^ : a3"-^ = kc. ; and

(h="'y/(((i"--rt„), rt3="v''(«i«-3a-„), . . ., ar="\/(ai"-ni,/-^).

(13.) If {2}a+qb+]-c + sd)(2}a-qb-rc + sd)

=
(
pa -qb + re -sd){pa + qb- re -sd),

then be : ad=ps : qr ;

and, if either of the two sets a, b, c, d or ]>, '/. ''> s fon'i a proportion, the

other will also.

(14.) Ua:h = c,:d= c:f,

then (I? + 3«26 + b^ -. c^ + Ze\l -f f^= «^ -f ¥ .<? + (P (a)
;

\/C?+$^-f) V(7?-f-f

)

= a?df+ €%/+ c^bd : b\e -1- dj^ae +f-'ac (j3) ;

2m - qc -!- re •.2)b - qd + rf= l/ucc: X/bdf

= sj{d' -e'-V c" -H 1ac\ : \'{b- - d- +f- + 2bd) (7).
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(15.) Ua:a'= b:b',

then a'"+" +aH" + b'"+" : a'"'+" + a'"'b'" + 6'™^ "

= (a + *)"'+" : (a' + ¥)"'+".

(lb.) li a :b = c:d, and a: ^=y: 8,

then a3£i2 + („2j ^. ^jaj^^ + j3^2 . („3+ fesj (^2+ ^gi)

= cV'+ {<^d + C(P)yd+ cP5':{(^+ (P)[-r-rS^).

(17. ) li a :b= b :c= c:d, then

(a'-^ + &^+ c^) (6- + c-+ (f-) = {ab + bc + cd)' (a)

(b - c)2+ (c - a)2+ (d-bf:^{a- df (jS)

a6 + cc? + ac?= (« + i + c)(6-<: + rf) (7)

a + b-c-d= {a+ b)(b-d)/b (S)

(a + b + c + d)(a-b-c + d) = 2(ab- cd) (ac - bd)l{ad+ be) (e).

(18.) If a, b, c be in continued proportion,

then a- + ab + b- : b- + be + e-= a -.c (a)
;

a\a-b + c)(a + b + e) = a* + a-b- + ¥ (,3) ;

(b + e)-l(b - e) ~(c+ a)-/{e -a) + {a + 6)-/(« -b) = ib(a+ 6 + c)/(a - e) (7).

(1?.) If a, b, e, d be in continued proportion,

then {a-c)(b-d)-(a-d)(b-c)= {b-e)- (a);

'^{ab) + ^{bc) + VM) = V {(« + ^ + c) (ft + c+rf)} (^).

(20.) Uab=cd=ef, then

(rto + cc + ca)ldbf(d+ b+/) = (a- + <r -f c-)/(6-tf- + dY^ +f-b-).

(21. ) If (re - b)l(d -e)^(b- e)j{c -/), then each of them

^{bif-d) + (ed-af)\lcif-d).

(22.) imux= nl:>P= ihl~, thenxli7,=yie=^hi-
(23.) If 2x+di/:Zij+ 4z:4:Z + 5x=ia-5b:Sb-a:2b-3a,

then Tar + 61/+ 82=0.

(2-1.) If or -r cy : by + dz - ay + ez: bz + dx = az + ex : bx + dy, and if

x+ y + z=¥0, ab-ed4=0, ad -be 4= 0, then each of these ratios =a + e -.b + d

;

and aP + y- + z^ = yz+ zx+ xy.

(25.) If (a- ny + 7nz)/l'= {b -lz+ nx)/7n'= (e-mx-Tly)/n' , then

/ m'c-n'b \i;_/ n'a-l'c \. _/ T^ - ?«'a \ , »

\~ir + mm'+ nii'J'~y'~ir-rmm' + n7i'J' ~\ ll' + mm' + nn'J

RATIO AND PROPORTION OF CONCRETE QUANTITIES.

§ 11.] "We have now to consider how the theorems we have

established regarding the ratio and proportion of abstract num-

bers are to be applied to concrete quantities. We shall base

* Important in the theory of the central axis of a system of forces, &c.
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this application on the theory of units. This, for practical pur-

poses, is the most convenient course, but the student is not to

suppose that it is the only one open to us. It may be well to

recall once more that any theory may be expressed in algebraical

symbols, provided the fundamental principles of its logic are in

agreement Avith the fundamental laws of algebraical operation.

§ 1 2.] If A. and B he two concrete quantities of the same kind,

which are e.rj)ressible in terms of one and the same unit hy the com-

msnsurahle numbers a and h respectivebj, then the ratio of A to B is

defined to he the ratio or quotient of these ahstract numhers, namely,

a : h, or ajh.

It should be observed that, by properly choosing the unit, the ratio of

two concrete quantities whicli are each commensurable with any finite unit at

all can always be expressed as the ratio of two integral numbers. For ex-

ample, if the quantities be lengths of 3J feet and 4| feet respectively, then,

by taking for unit gth of a foot, the quantities are expressible by 26 and 35

respectively ; and the ratio is 26 : 35. This follows also from the algebraical

theorem that (3 + J)/(4 + 1) = 26/35.

If A, B he two concrete quantities of the same kind, whose ratio is

a : b, and C, D two other concrete quantities of the same kind {bid not

necessarily of the same kind as A and B), ivhose ratio is c : d, then

A, B, C, D are said to he proportional when the ratio of A to B is

equal to the ratio of C to D, that is, when

a : h = c : d.

We may speak of the ratio A : B, of the concrete magnitudes

themselves, and of the proportion A : B = C : D, without alluding

explicitly to the abstract numbers which measure the ratios ; but

all conclusions regarding these ratios will, in our present manner

of treating them, be interpretations of algebraical results such as

we have been developing in the earlier part of this chapter,

obtained by operating with a, b, c, d. The theory of the ratio

and proportion of concrete quantity is thus brought under the

theory of the ratio and proportion of abstract quantities.

There are, however, several points which require a nearer

examination.

§ 13.] In the first place, it must be noticed that in a concrete
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ratio the antecedent and the consequent mixst be quantities of the

same kind ; and in a concrete proportion the two first terms must

be alike in kind, and the two last alike in kind. Thus, from the

present point of view at least, there is no sense in speaking of

the ratio of an area to a line, or of a ton of coals to a sum of

money. Accordingly, some of the proi^ositions proved above

—

those regarding the permutations of a proportion, for instance

—

could not be immediately cited as true regarding a proportion

among four concrete magnitudes, unless all the four were of the

same kind.

This, however, is a mere matter of the interpretation of

algebraical formulre—a matter, in short, regarding the putting of

a problem into, and the removing of it from, the algebraical

machine.

§ 14.] A more important question arises from the considera-

tion that, if we take two concrete

magnitudes of the same kind at random,

there is no reason to expect that there

exists any unit in terms of which each

is exactly expressible by means of com-

mensurable numbers.

Let us consider, for example, the

historically fixmous case of the side AB
and diagonal AC of a square ABCD. On the diagonal AC lay

off AF = AB, and draw FE perpendicular to AC. It may be

readily shown that

BE = EF = FC.

Hence CF = AC - AB (1),

CE = CB - CF (2).

Nov,^, if AB and AC were each commensurably expressible in

terms of any finite unit, each Avould, by the remark in § 12, be an

integral multiple of a certain finite unit. But from (1) it follows

that if this were so, CF would be an integral multiple of the

same unit ; and, again, from (2), that CE would be an integral

multiple of the same unit. Now CF and CE are the side and

diagonal of a square, CFEG, whose side is less than half the side
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of ABCD ; and from CFEG could in turn be derived a still

smaller square whose side and diagonal Avould be integral mul-

tiples of our supposed unit ; and so on, until we had a square

as small as we please, whose side and diagonal are integi'al

multiples of a finite unit ; whicli is absurd. Hence the side

and diagonal of a square are not magnitudes such as A and B
are supposed to be in our definition of concrete ratio.

§ 15.] The difficulty which thus arises in the theory of con-

crete ratio is surmounted as follows :

—

We assume, as axiomatic regarding concrete ratio, that if

A' and A" be two quantities respectively less and greater than

A, then the ratio A : B is greater than A' : B and less than

A" : B ; and we show that A' and A" can be found such that,

while each is commensurable with B, they differ from each other,

and therefore each differs from A by as little as we please.

Suppose, in fact, that we take for our unit the nth part of B,

then there Avill be two consecutive integral multiples of Bjn, say

'iitBfn and {m + 1 )B/n, between which A will lie. Take these

for our values of A' and A" ; then

A" - A' = (m + l)B/?t - niB/n,

= Bin.

Hence A" - A' can, by sufficiently increasing n, be made as small

as we please.

We thus obtain, in accordance with the definition of § 12,

two ratios, mjn and (m + l)/n, between which the ratio A : B lies,

each of which may be made to differ from A : B by as little as

Ave please.

Practically speaking, then, we can find for the ratio of two

incommensurables an expression which shall be as accurate as

we please. Regarding this matter, see vol. ii., chap, xxv., §§ 26-41.

Example.

If B be the side and A the diagonal of a square, to find a rational value

of A : B which shall be correct to 1/lOOOtli.

If we take for unit the 1/lOOOth part of B, then B = 1000, and A"=
2,000,000. Now 1414-= 1999396, and 1415- = 200-2225. Hence 1414/1000

<A/B<:1415/1000. But 1415/1000-1414/1000 = 1/1000. Hence we have

A/B = l-414, the error being <1/1000.
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§ 16.] The theory of proportion given in Euclid's Elements gets over the
difficulty of incommensurables in a very ingenious although Indirect manner.
No working definition of a ratio is attempted, but the proportionality of four

magnitudes is defined substantially as follows :

—

If there be four magnitudes A, B, C, D, sueh that, always,

7?iA>, =, or <mB,
according as mC > , =, or < nD,

'in and n being any integral numbers whatsoever, then A, B, C, D are said to

be proportional.

Here no use is made of the notion of a unit, so that the difficulty of in-

commensurability is not raised. On the other hand, there is substituted a

somewhat indirect and complicated method for testing the subsistence or non-

subsistence of propoi'tionality.

It is easy to see that, if A, B, 0, D be proportional according to the

algebraical definition, they have the property of Euclid's definition. For, if

a : b and c:d he the numerical measures of the ratios A : B and C : D, we
have

a _c

, ma mc
hence —- =—

„

710 lid

from which it follows that ma>, =, or <:nb, according as mo, —, or <:nd.

The converse, namely, that, if A, B, C, D be proportional according to

Euclid's definition, then
a _c
b~d'

can be proved by means of the following lemma.

Given any conimejisurable quantity a/b, another commensurahle quantity

can befound which shall exceed or fall short of ajb by as little as we jileasc.

Let n be an integral number, and let mb be the least niultijile of b wliich

exceeds na, so that

na — mb- r,

where r<b.

Dividing both sides of this equation by nb, we have

a_ 111 r

b n nb
'

. on a r
whence 7 = ,

,

n lib

so that m/n exceeds a/b by r/nb. Now, since r never exceeds the given

(quantity b, by making n sufficiently great, we can make r/nb as small as we
please ; that is to say, we can make 7n/n exceed a/b by as little as we please.

Similarly we may show that another commensurable quantity may be

found falling short of a/b by as little as we please.

From this it follows that, if two commensurable quantities differ by ever so

little, we can always find another commcnsnrable quantity which lies bctzveen.
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than ; for we can fiiul another commensurable quantity wliicli exceeds the

less of the two by less than the difference between it and the greater.

Suppose now that

?»«>, —, or <nb,

according as mo, =, or <nd,

m and n being any integeis whatever, then we must have

a _c
b~d'

For, if these fractions (which we may suppose to be coinmensurable by

virtue of § 15) differ by ever so little, it will be possible to find another

fraction, n/m say, where n and 7ii are integers, which lies between them.

Hence, if ajb be the less of the two, we must have

T< — , that is, ma<nh ;

111

-.>— , that is, mond.
d VI

In other words we have found two integers, vi and n, such that we have

at once

via < nb

and mond.
But, by hypothesis, when ma<nb, we must have mc<nd. Hence the

fractions ajb and c/d cannot be unequal.

"VARIATION.

§ 17.] There are an infinite number of wa3^s in which we

may conceive one quantity y to depend upon, be calculable from,

or, in technical mathematical language, be a function of, another

quantity x. Thus we may have, for example,

i/=3x,

y = 1 ".«',

y = ax + b,

y = aaf + bx + c,

y=2^^x,
and so on.

For convenience x is called the independent variable, and y the

dependent variable ; because we imagine that any value we please

is given to x, and the corresponding value of y derived from it

l)y means of the functional relation. All the other symbols of

quantity that occur in the above equations, such as 3, 17, a, b, c,

VOL. I T
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2, &c., are supposed to remain fixed, and are therefore called

constants.

Here we attach meanings to the Avords variable and constant

more in accordance Avith their use in popular language than

those given above (chap, ii., § 6).

The justification of the double usage, if not already apparent,

will be more fully understood when we come to discuss the

theory of equations, and to consider more fully the variations of

functions of various kinds (see chaps, xv.-xviii.)

§ 18.] In the meantime, we propose to discuss very briefly

the simplest of all cases of the functional dependence of one

quantity upon another, that, namel}', Avhich is characterised by

the following property.

Let the followinsj; scheme

Values of

the Indeijendent Variable.

Corresponding Values of the

Dependent Variable.

X

x'

y

y'

denote any two corresponding pairs Avhatever of values of the

independent and dependent variables, then the dependence is to

be such that always

y : II
= X : x' ( 1 ).

It is obvious that this property completely determines the

nature of the dependence of y upon x, as soon as any single cor-

responding j)air of values are given. Suppose, in fact, that,

wlien X has the A^alue :',„ y has the value y„, then, by (1),

y X

whence ?/
= /A.

Now we may keej) r''„ and //„ as a fixed standard ])air, for

reference as it were; their ratio yjx^ is therefore a given con-
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stant quantity, which we may denote by «, say. We therefore

have

y = «'• (2),

that is to say, // is a given constant multiple of a; ; or, in the

language of chap, iv., ^ 17, a homogeneous integral function of x

of the 1 st degree.

Example. Let us suppose that we have for any two corresponding pairs

y, X and y', x' the relation y : x= y' :x' ; and that when x=3, y= 6. Then
since 6 and 3 are corresponding pairs y:x=6:S. Hence v//,r= 6/3 — 2.

Hence y= 2x.

Conversely, of course, the property (2) leads to the pro})erty

(1). For, from (2),

y = ax

;

hence, if .;•' and //' ])e other two corresponding values,

//' = ax.

„ V ax X
Hence — = —

-,

= —

.

y ax X

When y depends on x in the manner just explained it is said

to vary directly as x, or, more shortly, to vary as x.

A better* phrase, which is also in use, is "y is pi-opmiional

to x."

This particular connection between y and x is sometimes

expressed by writing

y c X.

§ 19.] In place of x, we might write in equation (2) ar, 1/x,

1/x', x + b, and so on ; Ave should then have

y = ax' (a),

y = ajx (/3),

y = «/^'
iy),

y = a(x + h) (6).

* The use of the word " Vai'iation " in the present connection is unfortunate,

because the ([ualifying particle " as " is all that indicates that we are here

concerned not with variation in general, as explained in § 17, but merely with

the simplest of all the possible kinds of it. There is a tendency in uneducated

minds to suppose that this simplest of all kinds of functionality is the only

one ; and this tendency is encouraged by the retention of the above piece of

antiquateil nomenclature.
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The correspoiKliiig forms of equation (1) would then 1)e

y : y' = x' :
:?;'' (a),

i/:v/' = l/,x:l/.;' (/3'),

y:y' =l/.)f:l/x" (/),

1/ : y' = X + h : x' + h (8').

y is tlien said to vary as, or be proportioned to, a", Ijx, l/.r,

X + h. In cases (/3) and (y) y is sometimes said to vary inversely

as X, and inversely as the square of x respectively.

Still more generally, instead of supposing the dependent

variable to depend on one independent variable, we may suppose

the dependent variable u to depend on two or more independent

variables, x, y, z, &c.

For example, we may have, corresponding to (2),

and, corresponding to (1"

u = axy (0,

11 = axyz (D,

ti = a{x + y) (v),

u = axjy {t>);

u : u' = xy : x'y' (0,
u : u' = xyz : x'y'z' (a
u : u' = x-\-y:x! + y' (')'),

u : u' = xjy : x'/y' in

In case (e) u is sometimes said to vary as a: and y jointly
;

in case (6) directly as x and inversely as y.

§ 20.] The whole matter we are now discussing is to a large

extent an affair of nomenclature and notation, and a little

attention to these points is all that the student will require to

prove the following propositions. We give the demonstrations

in one or two specimen cases.

( 1 .) If Zee y and y ^ x, then z cc x.

Proof.—By data z = ay, y = hx, where a and h are constants
;

therefore z = ahx. Hence z^x, since oh is constant.

(2.) If y^'^ x^ and y., oc x.^, then y^ij., <^ xp^.

Proof.—By data yi = a.p.\, y2 = a^x,j, where (fj and (/... are con-
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stants. Hence yii/2 = ci^a,p:^x.,, which proves the proposition, since

aitt^j is constant.

In general if ?/,oc.r,, y,c<.x,, . . ., yn^-^'n, i^'<'n M^.-.l/n
o= x^Xn

.

. . .r,i. And, iti particular, if \j cc ,r, then v/" <x. x'\

(3.) If y^^ X, then zy cc zx, whether z be variable or constant.

(4.) Ifzccxy, then x^zjy, and y<xz',x.

(5.) If z depend on x and y, and on these alone, and if zc>zx

when y is constant, and Z'^^y when x is constant, then Z'^-xy tohen

both X and y vary.

Proof—Consider the following system of cori'esponding

values of the variables involved.

DejDendent Variable. Iiidepeiident Variables.

Z

^1

''; y-

x', y.

x', y'.

Then, since // 1ms the same value for both ,~ and .:], wo have,

)y data,

Again, since .'/ is the same for both ,:, and .-', avc have, by

data,

z' if

From these two equations we have

that is,

which proves that z^xy.

z z, X y~ X -- — — X —,
z, z X y

z xy

z'~x'y"

A good exaiujilc of lliis case is the deiiciideuce of the area of a triangle

U[)0ii its base and altitud(;.
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Wu luive

Area cc base (altitude constant)
;

Area oc altitude (base constant).

Hence area «: base x altitude, when both var}'.

(G.) In a similar nianuer we may prove that if z dc])cnd un

.y\, X.,, . . . , .^',^, and on these alone, and vary as any one of these tvhcn

the rest remain constant, then s «= x^x., . . . x-^ ivhen all vary.

(7.) If z^x {y constant) and z^l/y (x constant), then z°^xjy

when both vary.

For example, if Y, V, T denote the volume, pressure, and absolute tem-

perature of a given mass of a perfect gas, then

Y X 1/P (T constant), Y oc T (P constant).

Hence in general Y « T/P.

Example 1.

If s oc <- when/ is constant, and s oc/ when t is constant, and 2s=/ when
t = l, find the relation connecting s, f, t.

It follows by a slight extension of § 20 (5) that, when/ and t both vary,

s o:ft". Hence s= aft", where a is a constant, which we have to determine.

Now, when < = 1, s= hf, hence hf=ofl-, that is, If—af; in other M'ords,

we must have a—L The relation required is, therefore, s—hft'-.

Example 2.

The thickness of a grindstone is unaltered in the using, but its radius

gradually diminishes. By how much must its radius diminish before the

half of its mass is worn away ? Given that the mass varies directly as the

square of the radius when the thickness remains unaltered.

Let in denote the mass, r the radius, then by data, m = ar-, where a is

constant.

Let now r become /•', and, in consequence, m become hm, then hii — ar'-,

lience

ar'- _h>i

af- III

'

r'"
that is, ~i—h>

1

7-' 1

•

wlicnce —= ——.
r V-

It follows, therefore, that the radius of the stone must be diminislied in

the ratio 1 : \/2.

Example 3.

A and 15 are partners in a business in which their interests are in the

ratio a : b. They admit C to the i)artnership, without altering the whole

amount of capital, in such a way that the interests of the three partners in

the business arc then equal. C contributes £c to the capital of the firm.
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How is the sum £c whicli is withdrawn from the capital to be divided between

A and B ? and what capital had each in the business originally ?

Solution.—Since what C pays in is his share of the capital, they each have

finally £c in the business ; let now £x be A's share of C's payment, so that

£{c-x) is B's share of the same. In etl'ect, A,takes £x and B £{c-x) out

of the business. Hence they had originally £{c + x) and £{c + c-x) in the

business. By data, then, we must have

c + x _a
2c-x~b'

hence h{c + x) = a (2c - x) ;

we have, therefore, be + bx= 2ac - ax.

From this last equation we derive, by adding ax - he to both sides,

{a+b)x={2a-b)c.

Hence, dividing by a + b, we have

xJ-^^^ (1).
a + b

'

Hence c-x—c-- ,—

,

a + b '

_{2b-ji)c
~ a + b

^•'^"

It appears, then, that A and B take £{2a-b)c/{a + b) a.m\ £{2b - a)c/{a + b)

respectively out of the business. C's payment must be divided betweeu them

in the ratio of tliese sums, that is, in the ratio 2a,-b:2b- a. They had in

the business originally £3acj{a + b) and £obc/{a + b) respectively.

Exercises XYIII.

(1.) Ifycc.r, and if ?/= 3| when a;= 6i, find the value of ;>/ when J[;=|.

(2.) 2/ varies inversely as .«- ; and :; varies directly as a'-. When .7;= 2, y + 3

= 340 ; when x—1, y-z— 1275. For what value of .r is ?/= -•?

(3.) zccu-v; uacx; v<x.x-. "When x= 2, -= 48; when x=5, ~ = 30.

For what values of x is c= ?

(4.) If xycc^r + y-, and .i:= o when i/= 4, find the equation connecting

y and .'•.

(5.) U x+ y Kx-y, then x'^ + y-x xy and x^+ y^<x xy{x±y).

(6.) U (x + y+ z){x+ y-z){x-y + z)(-x + y + z)oz x-y", then either x- + y^

cc ;- or a;- + y'^ — z^x xy.

(7. ) If a; cc y, then x- + y- oc xy.

(8.) If or' + '-jcc af*—3, then y cc 1/x.

(9. ) If cc oc 2/2, y^ oc z^, z^ oc u^, u~ x v^, then {x/v) (yjv) {z/v) (u/v) is constant.

(10.) Two trains take 3 seconds to clear each other when passing in

opposite directions, and 35 seconds when passing in the same direction : find

the ratio of their velocities.
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(11.) A watch loses 2i miniTtes per clay. It is set right on the 15th March

at 1 P.M. : what will the proper time he when it indicates 9 a.m. on the 20th

April ?

(12.) A small disc is placed between two iniinitely small sources of radiant

heat of equal intensity, at a point on the line joining them equidistant from

the two. It is then moved parallel to itself through a distance a/'2\/'3 towards

one of the two sources, a being the distance between them : show that the

whole radiation falling on the disc is trebled.

(The radiation falling on the disc varies inversely as the square of the dis-

tance from the source, when the disc is moved parallel to itself towards or

from the source.)

(13.) The radius of a cjdinder is r, and its height h. It is found that by

increasing either its radius or its height by x its volume is increased by the

same amount. Show that x= r(r-2h)/h. What condition is there upon r

and h in order that the problem may be possible 1

(Given that the volume of a cylinder varies directly as its height when
its radius is constant, and directly as the square of its radius when its height

is constant.)

(14.) A solid spherical mass of glass, 1 inch in diameter, is blown into a

shell bounded by two concentric spheres, the diameter of the outer one being

3 inches. Calculate the thickness of the shell. (The volume of a sphere

varies directly as the cube of its diameter.)

(15.) Find the radius of a sphere whose volume is the sum of the volumes

of two spheres whose radii are Sh feet and 6 feet respectively.

(16.) Two equal vessels contain spirits and water, the ratios of the amount

of spirit to the amount of water being p : 1 and p'
: 1 respectively. The con-

tents of the two are mixed : show that the ratio of the amount of spirit to the

amount of water in the mixture is p + p' + 2pp' : 2 + p + /.



CHAPTEE XIV.

On Conditional Equations in General.

DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL NOTIONS.

§ 1.] It will be useful for the student at this stage to attempt

to form a wider concejjtion than we have hitherto presupposed of

w'hat is meant by an analijtical function in general. Dividing the

subjects of operation into variables (a;, y, z, . . .) and constants

{a, h, c, . . .), we have already seen what is meant by a rational

integral algebraical function of the variables x, y, z, . . .; and we

have also had occasion to consider rational fractional algebraical

functions of x, y, z, . . . AYe saAV that in distinguishing the

nature of such functions attention was j^aid to the way in which

the variables alone were involved in the function. We have already

been led to consider functions like J(x + Jy), or Z/{^' + \^y),

or ax- + bx- + c, w^here the variables are involved by way of root

extraction. Such functions as these are called irrational alge-

braical functions. These varieties exhaust the category of what

are usually called Ordinary ''
Algebraical Functions, In short, any

intelligible concatenation of operations, in which the operands selected

for notice and called the variables are involved in no other ivays than

by addition, subtraction, midtiplication, division, and root extraction, is

called an Ordinary Algebraical Function of these variables.

Although we have thus exhausted the category of ordinary

algebraical functions, we have by no means exhausted the possi-

* The adjective " Ordinary " is introduced to distinguish the class of func-

tions here defined from algebraical functions as more generally defined in

chap. XXX., § 10. The word "Synthetic" is often used for "Ordinary" in

the present connection.
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bilities of analytical expression. Consider i'or example a^, where,

as usual, 3; denotes a variable and a a constant. Here x is not

involved in any of the Avays recognised in the definition of an

algebraical function, but appears as an index or exponent. «* is

therefore called an exponential function of x. It should be care-

fully noted that the discrimination turns solely on the way in

which the mriable enters. Thus, while a-'^ is an exponential

function of x, iff is an algebraical function of :*. There are other

functions in ordinary use,—for example, sin :r, log x,—and an

infinity besides that might be imagined, which do not come

under the category of algebraical ; all such, for the present, we

class under the general title of transcendental fimciions, so that

transcendental simply means non-algebraical. We use the term

anahjtkal function, or simply function, to include all functions,

whether algebraical or transcendental, and we denote a function

of the variables a', y, ~, . . ., in which the constants a, b, c, . . .

are also involved, by

</>(./,, y, z, . . . a, b, c, . . .);

or, if explicit mention of the constants is unnecessar}^, 1)y

</>(.r, y, z, . . .).

§ 2.] Consider any two functions whatever, say f/)(a', y, z, . . .

a, b, c, . . .), and xp{x, y, z, . . . a, b, c, . . .), of the variables

X, y, z, . . ., involving the constants a, b, c, . . .

If the equation

</>(./•, y, .:, . . . a, b, c, . . .) = ^{x, y, .:, . . . >i, b, c, . . .) (1)

be such that the left-hand side can, for all values of the variables

X, y, z, . . ., be transformed into the right by merely apply-

ing the fundamental laws of algebra, it is called an identity.

With equations of this kind the student is already very familiar.

If, on the other hand, the left-hand side of the equation (1)

can be transformed into the right only when x, y, z, . . . have

certain values, or are conditioned in some way, then it is said to be

a Conditional Equation, or an Equation of Condition* Examples

* When it is necessary to distinguish between an equation of identity and

an e<[uation of condition, the sign = is used for the former, and the sign =
for the hitter. Thus, we shouhl write (./• + 1)(,;;- l)^.'.'-- 1 ; but 2a,H-2 = 2.
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of such etiuations have ah'cady occurred, more cspeciall}- in chap.

xiii. One of the earliest may be seen in chap, iv., § 2-i, where,

inter alia, it was required to determine B so that we should

have 2B + 2 = 2 • in other words, to find a value of x to satisfy

the equation

2.c+2 = 2 (2).

Here 2.'; + 2 can he transformed into 2 when (and, as Ave

shall hereafter see, only when) .-*; = 0.

Every determinate problem, wherein it is required to deter-

mine certain unknown quantities in terms of certain other given

or known quantities by means of certain given conditions, leads,

when expressed in analytical language, to one or more equations

of condition ; to as many equations, in fact, as there are condi-

tions. The quantities involved are therefore divided into two

classes, kiioivn and unknmcn. The known quantities are denoted

by the so-called constant letters ; the unknown by the variable

letters. Hence, in the present chapter, constant and hwwn are

convertible terms ; and so are variable and unknown. The con-

stants may be actual numerical quantities, real and positive or

negative (
- 4, - 1, 0, + \, -h #, &c.), or imaginary or complex

numbers {-i, 1 -i- 2i, &c. ) ; or they may be letters standing for

any such quantities in general.

§ 3.] Ec{uations are classified according to their form, and

according to the number of variables that occur in them.

If transcendental functions appear, as, for example, in

2^ r= 3« + 2, the equation is said to be transcendental. With

such for the present we shall have little to do.

If only the ordinary algebraical functions appear, as, fur

example, in \/(.c + i/)+ \/ {.c - y) - \ , the equation is called an

algebraical eqrudion. Such an equation may, of course, be

rational or irrational, and, if rational, either fractional or

integral, according to circumstances.

It will be shown presently that every algebraical equation

can be connected with, or made to depend upon, an equation

of the form

</,(,r, ij, ,:, . . .) = 0,
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where </j is a rational integral function. Such equations are

therefore of great analytical importance ; and it is to them that

the " Theory of Equations," as ordinarily developed, mainly

applies. An integral equation of this kind is described by

assigning its degree and the number of its variables. The degree

of the ecjuation is simply the degree of the function </j. Thus,

af + 2x1/ + ?/ - 2 = is said to be an equation of the 2nd degree

in two variables.

§ 4.] Equations of condition may occur in sets of one or of

more than one. In the latter case we speak of the set as a set

or system of simultaneous equations.

The main problem loldcli arises in connection with every system of

equations of condition is to find a set or sets of values of the variables

which shall render every equation of the system an identity literal or

numcriccd.

Such a set of values of the variables is said to satisfy the

system, and is called a solntiou of the system of equations. If

there be only one equation, and only one variable, a value of

that variable which satisfies the equation is called a 7vot. We
also say that a solution of a system of equations satisfies the system,

meaning that it renders each equation of the system an identity.

It is important to distinguish between two very different

kinds of solution. When the values of the variables which con-

stitute the solution are closed expressions, that is, functions of

known form of the constants in the given equations, we have

what may be called a formal solution of the system of equations.

In particular, if these values be ordinary algebraical functions

of the constants, we have an algebraical solution. Such solutions

cannot in general be found. In the case of integral algebraical

equations of one variable, for example, if the degree exceed the 4th,

it has been shown by Abel and others that algebraical solutions

do not exist except in special cases, so that the formal solution,

if it could be found, would involve transcendental functions.

AVhen the values of the variables which constitute the solution

are given ap2)roximately as numbers, real or complex, the solution

is said to be an approximate numerical solution. In this case the
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words " render the equation a numerical identity " are understood

to mean "reduce the two sides of the equation to vahies

Avhich shall differ by less than some quantity which is assigned."

For example, if real values of the two sides, say P and P',

are in question, then these must be made to differ by less than

some given small quantity, say 1/100,000 ; if complex values

are in question, say P + Qi and P' + Q'i, then these must

be so reduced that the modulus of their difference, namely,

\/{(P - P')" + (Q - QT}, shall be less than some given small

quantity, say 1/100,000. (Cf. chap, xii., § 21.)

As a matter of fact, numerical solutions can often be obtained

where formal solutions are out of the question. Integral alge-

braical equations, for example, can always be solved numerically

to any desired approximation, no matter what their degree.

Example 1.

a;=0 is a solution, for this value of re reduces the equation to

2x0 + 2 = 2,

which is a numerical identity. Strictly speaking, this is a case of algebraical

solution.

Example 2.

ax-b"= 0.

X— h-ja reduces the equation to

a--b- = 0,
a

which is a literal identity ; hence x— b-ja is an algebraical solution.

Example 3.

3j2-2 = 0.

Here x= +\/"^ '^"^^ '"— ~ V2 each reduce the equation to the identity

2-2:=0;
these therefore are two algebraical solutions.

On the other hand, a;=+l'4142 and .v= - 1*4142 are approximate

numerical solutions, for each of them reduces ,/*- - 2 to - •00003836, which

differs from by less than "00004.

Example 4.

(/'•- 1)2 + 2 = 0.

a;=l + \/2/ and a'=l-\/2i are algebraical solutions, as the student will

easily verify.

.•/= 1-0001 +1'4142(' and .> = 1 '0001 - 1 -41421 are approximate numerical

solutions, for they reduce (./;-])- + 2 to -00003837+ -00028284/ and -00003837

- -00028284/ respectively, complex numbers whose moduli are each less than

•0003.
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Example f).

x-y= l.

Here x=l, y = 0, is a solution ; so is .r= l*5, ?/= 5 ; so is x= 2, y = l ; and,

in fact, so is a;= a + l, y= n, where a is any quantity whatsoever.

Here, then, there are an infinite number of solutions.

Example 6. Consider the following system of two equations :—
,:c-7/=l, 2x + y= 5.

Here a'—2, y=\ is a solution ; and, as we shall show in chap, xvi., there is

no other.

The definition of the sohition of a conditional equation

suggests two remarks of some importance.

\st. Every conditional equation is a hypothetical identity. In all

operations with the eqiiation ive suppose the variables to have such

values as will render it an identity.

2nd. The ultimate test of every solution is that the vcdues ivhich it

assigns to the variables shall satisfy the equations ivhen substituted therein.

ISTo matter liow elaborate or ingenious the process by Avhich

the solution has been obtained, if it do not stand this test, it is

no solution ; and, on the other hand, no matter how simply

obtained, provided it do stand this test, it is a solution.* In

fact, as good a way of solving equations as any other is to guess

a solution and test its accuracy by substitution.!

§ 5.] The consideration of particular cases, such as Examples

1-6 of § 4, teaches us that the number of solutions of a system of

one or more equations may be finite or infinite. If the ntimber

be finite, we say that the solution is determinate (singly determin-

ate, or multiply determinate according as there are one or more

solutions) ; if there be a continuous infinity of solutions, Ave say

that the solution is indeterminate.

The question thus arises, Under what circumstances is the

solution of a system of equations determinate 1 Part at least of

the answer is given by the following fundamental proiDositions.

Proposition I. The solution of a system of equations is in general

determinate {singly, or multiply according to circumstances) ivJieii the

number of the equatioils is equal to the number of the variables.

* A little attention to these self-evident truths would save the beginner

from many a needless blunder.

t Tills is called solving by "inspection."
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Rightly considered, this is an ultimate logical i)rinciple which

may be discussed, but not in any strictlj^ general sense proved.

Let us illustrate by a concrete example. The reader is aware

that a rectilinear triangle is determinable in a A'^ariety of ways

by means of three elements, and that consecj[uently three condi-

tions will in general determine the figure. To translate this into

analytical language, let us take for the three determining elements

the three sides, whose lengths, at present unknown, we denote

by a; //, :: respectively. Any three conditions upon the triangle

may be translated into three equations connecting ,r, ?/,
~ Avith

certain given or constant quantities; and these three equations

w^ill in general be sufficient to determine the three variables,

X, y, z. The general principle '" common to this and like cases is

simply Proposition I. The truth is that this proposition stands

less in need of proof than of limitation. What is wanted is an

indication of the circumstances under Avhich it is liable to excep-

tion. To return to our particular case : What Avould happen,

for example, if one of the conditions imposed upon our triangle

Avere that the sum of tAvo of the sides should fall short of the

third by a given positive quantity 1 This condition could be

expressed quite Avell by an equation (namely, .'• + ij = z - q, say),

but it is fulfilled by no real triangle, f Again, it might chance

that the last of the three given conditions Avas merely a con-

sequence of the tAvo first. AVe should then have in reality only two

conditions—that is to say, analytically spealcing, it might chance

that the last of the three equations was merely one derivable from

the tAvo first, and then there Avould be an infinite number of

solutions of the system of three variaT)les. Such a system is

X + y + z= 6,

3.r+2// + .~= 10,

2,r + y= 4,

for example, for, as the reader may easily verify, it is satisfied

hy X = a - 2, y = 9) - 2a, z = a, Avhere a is any quantity Avhatsoever.

* A name seem.s to be required for this all-pervading logical principle

:

the Law of Determinate Manifoldncss might be suggested,

t See below, cliap. xix.
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It will be seen in following chapters how these difficulties are

met in particular cases. Meantime, let us observe that, if we
admit Proposition I., two others follow very readily.

Proposition II. If the number of equations he less than the number

of variables, the solution is in general indeterminate.

Proposition III. If the number of independent equations be

greaier than the number of variables, there is in general no sohition,

and the system of equations is said to be inconsistent.

For, let the number of variables be n, and the number of

equations m, say, where m < n. Let us assign to the first n - m
variables any set of values we please, and regard these as constant.

This we may do in an infinity of ways. If we substitute any such

set of values in the m equations, we have now a set of m equa-

tions to determine the last m variables ; and this, by Proposition

I., they will do determinately. In other words, for every set of

values we like to give to the first n — m variables, the m equations

give us a determinate set of values for the last m. We thus get an

infinite number of solutions ; that is, the solution is indeterminate.

Next, let m be > n. If we take the first n equations, these

will in general, by Proposition I., give a determinate set, or a

finite number of determinate sets of values for all the n

variables. If we now take one of these sets of values, and

substitute it in one of the remaining m - n equations, that

ec[uation will not in general be satisfied ; for, if we take an

equation at random, and a solution at random, the latter will

not in general fit the former. The system of m equations will

therefore in general be inconsistent.

It may, of course, happen, in excejjtional cases, that this

proposition does not hold ; witness the following system of three

equations in two variables :

—

x-i/=l, 2,r + ?/ = 5, 3,?; +2// =8,

which has the common solution x =2, y = 1.

§ G.] We have also the further question, When the system

is determinate, how many solutions are there ? Tlie answer

to this, in the case of integral equations, is furnished by the

two following propositions :

—
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Proposition I. An integral equation of the nth degree in one

variable has n roots ami no more, which rruiy he real or complex, and

all unequal or not all unequal, according to circumstances.

Proposition II. A determinate system ofm integral equations with

m variables, tvhose degrees in these variables are j^, q, r, . . . respect-

ively/, has, at most, pqr . . . solutions, and has, in general, just that

nuniher.

Proposition I. was proved in the chapter on complex num-

bers, where it was shown that for any given integral function

of X of the nth. degree there are just n values of x and no more

that reduce that function to zero, these values being real or

complex, and all unequal or not as the case may be.

Proposition II. will not be proved in this work, except in

particular cases which occur in chapters to follow. General

proofs will be found in special treatises on the theory of equa-

tions. We set it down here because it is a useful guide to the

learner in teaching him how many solutions he is to expect.

It will also enable him, occasionally, to detect when a system

is indeterminate, for, if a number of solutions be found exceed-

ing that indicated by Proposition II., then the system is certainly

indeterminate, that is to say, has an infinite number of solu-

tions.

Example. The system a.-- -1-2/"= 1, x-y = \ has, by Proposition II., 2x1 = 2

sohxtions. As a matter of fact, these sohitioiis are.T=0, y— -1, andtc=l,

i/ = 0.

EQUIVALENCE OF SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS.

§ 7.] Two systems of equations, A and B (each of winch may con-

sist of one or more equations), are said to be equivalent when every

sohdion of A is a solution of B, and every solution of B a solution

of A.

From any given system. A, of equations, we ma}' in an i?i-

finity of Avays deduce another system, B ; but it will not

necessarily be the case that the two systems are equivalent.

In other words, we may find in an infinity of ways a system,

B, of equations which will be satisfied b}^ all values of the

VOL. I U
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variables for -which A is satisfied ; hut it will not follow con-

versely that A will he satisfied for all values for which B is

satisfied. To take a very simple example, x - 1 = is satisfied by

the value x=l, and by no other; a;(a;-l) = is satisfied by

a; = 1, that is to say, x(x - 1) = is satisfied when a; - 1 = is

satisfied. On the other hand, a:(x - 1) = is satisfied either by

a; = or by X = 1, therefore a; - 1 = is not always satisfied when

x{x - 1) = is so ; for x = reduces .i: - 1 to - 1, and not to 0.

Briefly, x(x - 1) = may be derived from a; - 1 = 0, but is not

equivalent to x- 1 = 0.

x{x - 1 ) = is, in fact, more than equivalent to x - I = 0,

for it involves a; - 1 = and a; = as alternatives. It will be

convenient in such cases to say that x{x - 1 ) = is equivalent to

x = 0]
a;-l = 0/"

When by any step we derive from one system another which

is exactly equivalent, we may call that step a reversible deriva-

tion, because we can make it backwards without fallacy. If

the derived system is not equivalent, Ave may call the step

^reversible, meaning thereby that the backward step requires

examination.

There are few parts of algebra more important than the

logic of the derivation of equations, and few, unhappily, that

are treated in more slovenly fashion in elementary teaching.

No mere blind adherence to set rules will avail in this matter

;

while a little attention to a few simple principles will readily

remove all difficulty.

It must be borne in mind that in ojjerating with conditional

equations we always supjwse the variables to have such values

as will render the equations identities, although we may not at

the moment actually substitute such values, or even know them.

JP^e are therefore at every step, hypothetically at least, ap>plying the

fundamental laws of algebraical transformation just as in chap. i.

The following general i)rinciple, already laid down for real

quantities, and carefully discussed in chaj). xii., § 12, for com-

plex quantities, may be taken as the root of the whole matter.
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Let P and Q he tico functions of the variables x, y, z, . . ., vMch

do not become infinite
''^

for an;/ values of those variables that ive have

to consider, i/" P x Q = and Q 4= 0, then will P ^ 0, a7id ?/P x Q =

and P + 0, then will Q = 0.

Otherwise, the only values of the variables which make P x Q =

are such as make either P = 0, or Q = 0, or both P = and Q = 0.

§ 8.] It follows by the fundiimental laws of algebra that if

P = Q (1),

then P ± R = Q ± R (2),

ivhere R is either constant or any function of the variables.

We shall show that this derivation is reversible.

For, if P ± R = Q ± R,

then P ± R T R = Q ± R T R,

that is, P = Q ;

in other AvorJs, if (2) holds so does (1).

Cor. 1. If we transfer any term in an equation from the one side

to the other, at the same time reversing its sign of addition or mbtfac-

tion, 01- if we reverse all the signs on both sides of an equation, ive

deduce in each case an equivalent equation.

For, if P + Q = R + S, say,

then P + Q-S = R + S-S,

that is, P + Q - S = R.

Again, if P + Q = R + S,

then P + Q-P-Q-R-S = R + S-P-Q-R-S,
that is, - R - S = - P - Q,

or - P - Q = - R - S.

Cor. 2. Every equation can he reduced to an equivalent equation of

the form—
R = 0.

For, if the equation be P = Q,

* III all that follows all functions of the variahlcs that appear are supposed

not to become infinite for any values of the variabhs contemplated. Cases

where this understanding is violated must be considered separately.
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we have P - Q = Q - Q,

that is P - Q = 0,

which is of the form R = 0.

Example.
~ Bo!^+ 2x^ + Bx=x" - X - 3.

Subtracting x--x-B from both sides, we have the equivalent equation

-3ar' + a;-+4x- + 3 = 0.

Changing all the signs, we have

3x^-x"-ix-B = 0.

In this way an integral equation can always be arranged with all its terms on
one side, so that the coefficient of the highest term is positive.

§ 9.] It follows from the fundamental laws of algebra that

if P = Q (1),

then PR = QE (2),

the step heing reversible if R is a constant differing from 0, hut not if

R he a function of the variables*

For, if PR = QR,

an equivalent equation is, by § 8,

PR - QR = (3),

that is, (P - Q)R = (4).

Now, if R be a constant =1= 0, it will follow from (4), by the

general principle of § 7, that

P-Q = o,

which is equivalent to P = Q.

But, if R be a function of the variables, (4) may also be satisfied

by values of the variables that satisfy

R = (5);

and such values will not in general satisfy (1).

In fact, (2) is equivalent, not to (1), but to (1) and (5) as

alternatives.

* This is spoken of as " multijjlying the equation by R." Similarly the

process of § 8 is spoken of as "adding or subtracting II to or from the equa-

tion." This language is not strictly correct, but is so convenient that we
shall use it wliere no confusion is to be feared.
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Cor. 1. From the above it follows that dividing both sides of

an equation by anyfunction other than « constant not equal to zero is not

a legitimate process of derivation, since we may thereby lose solutions.

Thus PR - QE, is equivalent to
j _ a

whereas PR/R = QR/R*

gives P - Q,

which is equivalent merely to

P - Q = 0.

Example. If we divide both sides of the equation

{x-ny?= i{x-\) (a)

by x-\, we reduce it to a*-= 4 (j8),

which is equivalent to (x - 2) (,r + 2) = 0.

(a), on the other hand, is equivalent to

{x~\){x-2){x+ 2) = 0.

Hence (a) has the three solutions x—\, x— 2, x= - 2 ; while (/3) has only the

two x= 2, o:= - 2.

Cor. 2. To multiply or divide both sides of an equation by

any constant quantity differing from zero is a reversible process

of derivation. Hence, if the coefficients of an integral equation be

fractional either in the algebraical or in the arithmetical sense, we can

alivays find an equivalent equation in which the coefficients are all

integral, and have no common measure.

Also, ive am ahvays so arrange an integral equation that the co-

efficient of any term ive please, say the highest, shall be + 1

.

Example 1.

3a; + 2 6.r + 3_2x + i

'^T^'^ 5 8

gives, on multiplying both sides by 40,

10(3a; + 2) + 8(6a; + 3) = 5(2.7- + 4),

that is. 30.>;+ 20 + 4S.c + 24 = 10j; + 20,

whence, after subtracting 10a; + 20 from both sides,

68a; + 24= ;

* As we are here merely establishing a negative proposition, the reader

may, to fix his ideas, assume that all the letters stand for integral functions

of a sin trie variable.
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M-lience again, after tUvision of both sides Iiy 68,

Example 2.

1/

\ q v-r J\ p p-^r

}

If we multiiily both sides by i)q{p - q) (2^^-q), that is, by pqi'p" - q''), we derive

the equivalent e(juation

{(2>"-q-)x+pqy} {(p"~q-)'r+pqy} ='^pq{p"-q-)xy,

that is, {ir - q-fx- + 2pq(p" - q-)xij +p^q"y-= 2pq(2)" - q")xy,

which is equivalent to (2i--q~)-x'^+p"q'^y" = 0.

Cor. 3. From every rational algebraical apiation an integral equa-

tion can he deduced ; hd it is j^ossible that extraneous solutions may
he introduced in the jn'ocess.

Suppose we have P = Q (u),

Avhere P and Q are rational, but not integral. Let L be the

L.C.M. of the denominators of all the fractions that occur either

in P or in Q, then LP and LQ are both integral. Hence, if we
multiply both sides of (a) by L, we deduce the integral equation

LP = LQ
(f3).

Since, however, the multiplier L contains the variables, it is

possible that some of the solutions of L = may satisfy (/3), and

such solutions would in general be extraneous to (a). We say

2)ossible ; in general, however, this Avill not happen, because P
and Q contain fractions whose denominators are factors in L.

Hence the solutions of L = will in general make either P or Q
infinite, and therefore (P - Q)L not necessarily zero. The point

at issue will be best understood by studying the two following

examples :—

Exanijile 1.

9>. o
,•'«'- 6.»'+ 8 .r-2

If wc multijily both sides by (a;- 2)(.?;- 3), we deduce the equation

(2a- - 3) (,-: - 2) (X - 3) + {.= - Gx + 8) [x - 3) = [x - If (/3),

which is integral, and is satisfied by ajiy solution of (o). We must, however,

examine whether any of the solutions of (a;-2)(a;- 3) = satisfy (/3). These

solutions are x=2 and a;=3. The second of these obviously does not satisfy

(^), and need not be considered; but x=2 does satisfy (^), and we must

examine (a) to see whether it satisfies tliat equation also.
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Now, since x"-6x + S^{.v-2){x - [), (a) may bo writtuii in tin; eiiuivaleiit

form
X - 2

2a;-3+a;-4 =— :,,X- 3

wliicli is obviously not satisfied l)y x— 2.

It appears, tlierefore, tliat in tlie process of iiitegralisation wo liave intro-

duced the extraneous solution x— 2.

Example 2.

_ -
,
2x"-Gx+S x-2 .

,^

^-^^^^2--x-^ ('')•

Proceeding as before, we deduce

(2x--3)(a;-2)(£f-3) + (2,?--6.>- + 8)(x-3) = (a;-2)- (,/?').

It will be found that neither of the values a:= 2, .v=3 satislies (/3').

Hence no extraneous solutions have been introduced in this case.

N.B.—The reason why x— 2 satisfies {/3) in Examjjle 1 is that the numer-

ator di?-&x+ ^ of the fraction on the left contains the factor ,t - 2 wliich

occurs in the denominator.

Cor. 4. Raisimj both sides of an eqimtion to the same integral

potvcr is a legitimate, but not a reversible, process of derivation.

The equation P-Q (1)

is equivalent to P - Q = (2).

If we multiply by P"-i + P"--Q + P'^-^Q^ + . . . + Q'^-^, we

deduce from (2)

P- - Q"' = (3),

which is satisfied l)y any solution of (1); (3), however, is not

equivalent to (1), but to

/ P = Q"

It will be observed that, if we start with an equation in the

standard form P - Q = 0, transfer the part Q to the right-hand

side, and then raise Ijoth sides to the nth power, the result is the

same as if we had multiplied both sides of the equation in its

original form by a certain factor. To make the introduction of

extraneous factors more evident we chose the latter process ; but

in practice the former may happen to be the more convenient.*

If the reader will reflect on the nature of the process described

in chap. x. for rationalising an algebraical function by means

of a i-ationalising factor, he will see that by repeated operations of

this kind every algebraical equation can be reduced to a rational

* Sec below, § 12, Example 3.
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form ; but at each step extraneous solutions may be introduced.

Hence

Cor. 5. From every algebraical equation ice can derive a rational

integral equation, which will be satisfied by any solution of the given

equation ; but it docs not follow that every solution^ or even that any

solution, of the derived equation will satisfy the original one.

Example 1. Consider the equation

s/{x+l) + 's/{x-l)=:l (a),

where the radicaiuls are supposed to be real and the square root to have the

positive sign.*

(a) is equivalent to ^(x+1) — 1 - \J{x -1),

whence we derive, by squaring,

o: + l = l+x-l-2^J{x-l),
which is equivalent to 1 = - 2\/(,v - 1).

From this last again, Ijy squaring, we derive

1 = 4(.t;-1),

which is equivalent to the integi'al equation

Ax- 5 = (/3),

the only solution of vyhieli, as we shall see hereafter, is x= \.

It happens here that ,(;= f is not a solution of (a), for \/(f + l) + \/(i ~1)
= J+l-= 2.

Example 2.

V(''-+l)-\/C^-l) = l (a).

Proceeding exactly as before we have
a;+l = l+3;-l+2V{.'-'-l),

1=+2V(.K-1),
l = 4(a;-l),

4a; -5 = (/3'),

Here (/3') gives a"=i, which happens this time to be a solution of the

original equation.

We conclude this discussion by giving two propositions

applicable to systems of equations containing more than one

equation. These by no means exhaust the subject ; but, as our

object here is merely to awaken the intelligence of the student,

the rest may be left to himself in the meantime.

§ 10.] From the system

P, = 0, P, = 0, . . ., P„ = (A)

we derive

L,P. + L,P, + . . . + L„P„ = 0, P, = 0, . . ., P, = (B),

a7id the tico uill he cqu indent if Tj, he a constant differing from 0.

* When \Jx is imaginary, its "principal value" (see chap, xxix.) ought

to be taken, unless it is otherwise indicated.
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Any solution of the system (A) reduces P,, P,, . . ., P,i all

to 0, and therefore reduces L^Pi + L,P„ + . . . + L,jP„ to 0, and

hence satisfies (B).

Again, any solution of (B) reduces Po, Pj, . . ., P„ all to 0,

and therefore reduces L,Pi + L.Po + . . . + L,tP„ = to LjPj = 0,

that is to say, if L, be a constant =4= 0, to 'P^ = 0. Hence, in this

case, any solution of (B) satisfies (A).

If Li contain the variables, then (B) is equivalent, not to (A)

simi)ly, but to

fP, = 0, P, = 0, . . ., P, = 0)
iL, = 0, P, = 0, . . , P» = 0i

As a particular case of the above, Ave have that the two

systems

P = Q, P = S
;

and P + R = Q + S, R = S

are equivalent. For these may be written

P-Q = 0, R^ = 0;

p^ + R-s = o, pr^ = o.

If I, r, m, m' he constants, any one of which may he zero, hut

which are such that lin' - I'm + 0, then the two systems

U = 0, U' = 0,

and /U + rU' = 0, mV + m'U' =
are equivalent.

The proof is left to the reader. A special case is used aTid

demonstrated m chap, xvi., § 4.

§ 11.] Any solution of the system

P - Q, 11 = S (A)

is a solution of the system

PR = QS, R = S (B);

hut the two systems are not equivalent.

From P = Q, we derive

PR = QR,

which, since R = S, is equivalent to

PR = Q>S.

It follows therefore that any solution of (A) satisfies (B).
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Starting now with (B), we have

PK = QS (1),

R = S (2).

Since E, = S, (1) becomes

PR = QR,

which is equivalent to

(P-Q)R = 0,

that is, equivalent to

P-Q = 0-

R =

Hence the system (B) is equivalent to

'P = Q, R = S

R-0, R = S

that is to say, to

fP = Q, R = S)

\R = 0, S = o|'

In other words, (B) involves, besides (A), the alternative system,

R = 0, S = 0.

Example. From x-2 = l-y, x=l+y,
a system wliich lias the single solution x=2, y='\., we derive the system

x{x-2) = l-y'^, x=\ + y,

which, in addition to tlie solution x= 2, 2/=l,has also the solution .r=0, ?/= - 1

belonging to the system

.r= 0, l+?/ = 0.

§ 12.] In the process of solving systems of equations, one of

the most commonly-occurring requirements is to deduce from two

or more of the equations another that shall not contain certain

assigned variables. This is called " eliminating the variables in

question hctivecn the equations used for the purpose." In per-

forming the elimination we may, of course, use any legitimate

process of derivation, but strict attention must always be paid to

the question of equivalence.

Example. Given the system

ar + 2/2= l (1),

x+y=l (2),

it is required to eliminate y, that is, to deduce from (1) and (2) an equation

involving x alone.
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(2) is equivalent to

y = l-x.
ileiice (1) is c(]iiivalcnt to

x- + {l-x)-=l,
that is to say, to

2a;"-2a;=0,

or, if we please, to

X--X— 0;

and thus we have eliminated y, and obtained an equation in x alone.

The method we have employed (simply substitution) is, of course, only

one among many that might have been selected.

Observe tliat, as a result of our reasoning, we have that the system (1) and

(2) is equivalent to the system

x"-x= (3),

x + y=l (4),

from which the reader will have no difficulty in deducing the solution of the

given system.

§ 13.] Although, as wo have said, the solution of a system

of equations is the main problem, }et the reader will learn,

especially when he comes to apply algebra to geometry, that

much information—very often indeed all the information that is

required—may be derived from a system without solving it,

Init merely by throwing it into various equivalent forms. The

derivation of equivalent systems, elimination, and other general

operations with equations of condition have therefore an im-

portance quite apart from their bearing on ultimate solution.

We have appended to this chapter a large number of exercises

in this branch of algebra, keeping exercises on actual solution for

later chapters, which deal more particularly Avith that part of

the subject. The student should work a sufficient number of the

following sets to impress upon his memory the general principles

of the foregoing chapter, and reserve such as he finds difficult for

occasional future practice.

The following are worked out as specimens of various artifices

for saving labour in calculations of the present kind :

—

Example L Reduce the folLowing equation to an integral form :—
ax-' + bx + c_ax + b . .

pdi?+ qx+ T ;px + q
We may write (a) in the form

x{ax + &) + c _ ax + h

x{i>x + (7) + r ~^yx + q
(^).
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Multiplying (/3) by {2ix + q){x{2hv + q) + r} , we obtain

x{ax + b) {2m + q)+ c{2)X + q)= x{ax + b) {21X \-q) + r{ax + b) (7).

Now, (7) is equivalent to

c{2m + q) = 7iax + b) (5),

wliicli again is equivalent to

{cp - 7'a)x + {cq - rh) = (e).

The only possibly irreversible step liere is that from (;3) to (7).

Observe the use of the brackets in (/3) and (7) to save useless detail.

Example 2.

Integralise

{a-x){x + 7n) {a + x){x-in) , .= (a).
x-^n x-n

Since x +m= {x + n) + {m - n), x - m = {x-7i)- {711 - ?! ), (a) may be written

in the equivalent form,

V, 7)1 -7l\ ,

\ X + 71J

whence the e(juivalent form

(«-a;)- « + a;) + (m-7i) —— + =0,
\X\-7l X-71J

that is,

_2x + ^"^-r^^'l+^^^=0 (7).
X' - 71-

Multiplying by - h{x- - 7i~), Ave deduce from (7) the integral equation

X { a;- - 11" - (m - 9i) (?i + a)] =0 (6).

In this case the only extraneous solutions that could be introduced are

those of x^ - 71- = 0.

Note the preliminary transformation in (/3) ; and observe that the order

in which the operations of collecting and distributing and of using any

legitimate processes of derivation that may be necessary is quite unrestricted,

and should be determined by considerations of analytical simplicity. Note

also that, although we can remove the numerical factor 2 in (7), it is not

legitimate to remove the factor x ; a;= is, in fact, as the student will see by

inspection, one of the solutions of (a).

Example 3.

X, Y, Z, U denoting rational functions, it is required to rationalise the

equation

VXiVYiVZix/U^O (a).

"We shall take + signs throughout ; but the reader will see, on looking

through the work, that the final result would be the same whatever arrange-

ment of signs be taken.

From (a),

whence, l)y squaring,

X + Y + 2\/(XY) = Z+U + 2V(>^U) (/3).
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From (/:J),

X + Y - Z - U= - 2V(XY) + 2\/(ZU),

whence, by squaring,

(X + Y-Z-U)2= 4XY + 4ZU-8v'(XYZU) (7).

We get from (7),

X2 + Y2+ Z2 + U2 - 2XY - 2XZ - 2XU - 2YZ - 2YU - 2ZU= - SVIXYZU),

whence, by squaring,

{X- + Y- + Z2 +U2-2XY-2XZ-2XU-2YZ-2YU-2ZU}2= 64XYZU (5).

Since X, Y, Z, U are, by hypothesis, all rational, (5) is the required result.

As a particular instance, consider the equation

s/(2x + 3) + V(3a; + 2) - V(2a' + 5) - '^(3x) = (a').

Here X = 2j: + 3, Y = 3^j + 2, Z = 2j; + 5, V^Sx; and the student will iind,

from (5) above, as the rationalised equation,

(48A" + 112a; + 24)'-= 64(2a; + 3)(3x-+2)(2x + 5)3.« (5').

After some reduction (5') will be found to be eipiivalent to

(x--3)- = (e').

It may be verified that a;= 3 is a common solution of (a') and (e').

Although, for the sake of the theoretical insight it gives, we have worked

out the general formula (5), and although, as a matter of fact, it contains as

particular cases very many of the elementary examples usually given, yet

it is by no means advisable that the student should work particular cases by

merely substituting in (5) ; for, apart from the disciplinary advantage, it

often happens that direct treatment is less laborious, owing to intervening

simplifications. Witness the following treatment of the particular case (a)

above given.

From (a'), by transposition,

V(2x + 3) + V(3^' + 2) = V(2.'' + fi) + V(3.''),

whence, by squaring,

5,c + 5 + 2 V(6x" + ISx + 6) = .'jx +5 + 2 ^(6x" + 15^-),

which reduces to the equivalent eipuition

V(6.i-- + 13.f + 6) = \/(()x- + 1 i>x) (/3').

From {^'), by squaring,

6a;- + 13.<; + 6 = 6x- + 15a-,

which is equivalent to

a;- 3 = (5")-

Thus, not only is the labour less than that involved in reducing (5), but

(5") is itself somewhat simpler than (5').

Example 4. If

x + y + z^O (a),

show that
2(y/- + yz + z"f - 3n(,r + yz + z") (/3).
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AVe have

= {-z-xf + z{-x),hy{a),

= Z-+ ZX+ 7?,

=3?-^xy + y", by symmetry.

It follows then that

2(r + y~ + ~y= 3(2/- + yz + z"f (7),

and m[lf + yz + z') = ^>r + yz + z-f (5).

From (7) and (0), (/3) follows at once.

Example 5. If

x + y + z= Q) (a),

show that

From (a), y-\-z=-x (7),

whence, scjnaring and then transposing, we have

y'^ + z^— x"- 2yz (5).

Similarly z +x=-y (7'),

z- + x- = y"-2zx (S').

From the last four equations we have

^ (r+^Ui+f_) ^ ^ {x--2yz)(,r-2zx)

(y + z)(z + x)
"

xy

_ ^ x-y- - 2xh - 2y^z + ixyz^

= :2(..2,-2(^|^V4-),

= "Exy + 42a;2 - -^ I,x-(y^ + z^) (e).
xyz

Now, from (a), by squaring and transposing,

:2x~-2-2xy (f).

Also :^x'(y^ + z^) = -2xY-(x + y),

= -'Lx-y-z, by (a),

= - xyzZxy (17).

If we use (f) and (-q), (e) reduces to

^ (r + ~l(.M:^ _ _

wliich is equivalent to (/3).

The use of the princi}>les of symmetry in conjunction Avith the 2 notation

in shortening tlie calculations in this example cannot fail to strike the

reader.

Example Ci. If

,JZ-^^ZX-f'
y+z z+x ^
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and if a;, y, z be all uiieqiiiil, show that each of these expressions is ec^ual to

{xy - z-)j{x+ y), and also to x-\-y + z.

Denote eacli of the sides of (a) by U, Tlien we have

y+z

^^=^5 (7).
z + x ^"

Since y + z= and c + a;=0 would render the two sides of (a) infinite, we

may assume that values of x, y, z fulfilling these conditions are not in (jues-

tion, and multiply (/S) and (7) hy y + z and z + x respectively. We then

deduce
yz-x''-{y + z)\J = (5),

zx-f--{z + x)\] = (e).

From (5) and (e), by subtraction, we have

z{x - y) + {x- - y-) - (a; - 2/)U= 0,

that is, {:x + y + z-Xi){x-y) = (f).

Now x-y— Q is excluded by our data ; hence, by (j'), we must have

a; + 2/ +s-U = 0, {1,),

that is, \] = x + y + z (0).

We have thus established one of the desired conclusions. To obtain the

other it is sulticient to observe that (77) is symmetrical in x, y, z. For, if we

start with {tj) and multiply by a;-;: (which, by hypothesis, +0), we obtain

y{x-z) + {x^-z^)-{x-z)\J= 0;

and, combining this by addition with (5),

xy-z"'-{x + y)V= 0;

which gives (since x + y + 0)

U =
xy-i

x + y

The reader should notice here the convenient artifice of introducing an

auxiliary variable U. He should also study closely the logic of tlie process,

and be sure that he sees clearly the necessity for the restrictions x-y + 0,

x + y + 0.

Example 7. To eliminate x, y, z between the equations

y- + z- = ayz (a),

z^ + 3[?— bzx (/3),

x- + y-= cxy (7),

where x 4= 0, y=¥0, z + 0.

In the first place, we observe that, although there are three variables, yet,

since the equations are homogeneous, we are only concerned with the ratios

of the three. We might, for example, divide each of the equations by x-
;

we should then have to do merely with y/x and z/x, each of which might be

regarded as a single variable. There are therefore enough equations for the

purpose of the elimination.
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From (a) and {j3) we deduce, by subtractiuii,

x"-7f-:={bx-ay)z (5).

We remark that it follows from this equation that bx-ay + Q; for bx-ay=
would give x'^= y", and hence, by (7), a:;= (at least if we suppose c+±2).
This being so, we may multiply (^) by (bx ~ ayf. We thus obtain

z-{bx - ayf + x-{bx - ay)-= bxz(bx - ay)",

whence, using (5), we have

(,)- - y-)' + x-{bx - ay)-= bx{bx - ay) (x" - ?/),

which reduces, after transposition, to

[X- - y-)^= xy(ax - by) (bx - ay),

that is to say, (x- + y")'- ix-y"= xy{ax-by)(bx-ay) (e).

Using (7), we deduce from (e)

(c- - i)x^y-= xy[ax — by) {bx - ay),

whence, bearing in mind that xy^O, we get

(c" - i)xy— ab{x" + y") - [a- + b-)xy,

which is equivalent to

{a- + b- + c- - 4 )xy = ah[x" + y-) (f).

Using (7) once more, and transposing, we reach finally

(a- + &-+ c- - 4 - abc)xy= 0,

whence, since xy + 0, we conclude that

d' + b- + c-- i- ahc= Q [t]),

so that (7;) is the re(piired result of eliminating x, y, z between the equations

(a), (jS), (7). Such an equation as (7?) is often called the eliminant (or re-

sultant) of the given system of equations.

Example 8. Show that, if the two first of the following three equations be

given, the third can be deduced, it being supposed that x^py^z^O.

a"(y" + yz + z-) - ayz[y + ~) + y-z- = (a),

a"{z' + ZX + a;-) - azx{z+ x)+ z-x"=0 (/3)

,

a'ix^ +xy + y-) — axy{x+ y) + x^y-=0 (7).

This is equivalent to showing that, if we eliminate ;:; between (a) and (/3), the

result is (7).

Arranging (a) and (^) according to powers of s, we have

ah/ -a{- ay + y-)z + {a"-ay + y^)z-=0 (5),

a"x" — a{-ax + x-)z + (a- -ax + x-)z-= (().

Multiplying (5) and (e) by x" and y- respectively, and subtracting, we get

w'xyix - y)z + {a-{x + y)- axy} [x - .y)z-= 0,

whence, rejecting the factor a(x-y)z, which is permissible since x+ y, 3 4=0,

axy + {a(x + y)- xy\ z= (^).

Again, multiplying (5) and (e) by a"-ax + x" and a"-ay + y" respectively,

ami subtracting, we get, after i-ejccting the factor a'-,

a{x + 7j)-xy+ {a-(x + ij)\z= (v).
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Finally, multiplying (j") and (?/) by u{x + y)-xy and axij respectively, and

subtracting, we get, since ; + 0,

{a(x + y)- xy] ^ - axy {a - (x + t/)} = 0,

which gives ar{x" -\-xy-t- y") - axy{x + y) + x-y^

=

0,

the recjuired result.

Exercises XIX.

{On the Redudion of Equations to an Integral Form.)

Solve by inspection tlie following systems of e(|uations :
—

(1.) a;"-4-3(x' + 2) = 0.

(2.)
a + h_ 2b

x-b x-a

(3.) {a-b)x-a- + lr = 0.

(4.) x{b-c) + y{c~a) + {a-b)= 0,

ax{b-c) + by{c-a) + c{ti- b) = 0.

(5.) x + y + z= a + b + c,

ax + by + cz= ar + 6-+ c^,

bx+ cy + az = bc + ca + ab.

(6.) For what values of a and b does the eciuatiou

(x - a) (3a; -'2)-Zx' + bx-\- 10

become an identity ?

lutegralise the following equations ; and discuss in each case the equiva-

lence of the fnial equation to the given one.

(7.) -:±|+--^=i4.
a;-4 x-2

(8.)
l-3/(a; + l) ^ l + 3/(a;-l)

x + f+ l/(.a; + 1) X-1 + l/{x - 1)'

x+a x-c x-a x+c

(10.) J^+JI^^jL+'ILL^.
X — LI X - b X — a X — b

/jl
X (3-a;)(a;+10) ^(3 + a;) (,<•- 10)

a;+ ll ^a;-ll

(12.)
x^ +])x + q _ x^ +px +

1

X- + rx+ 2q x^ + rx + 2t

(13)
^'"-"-)'

I

^^-^)'
I

i.^-<^f _o
{c-a){a-b) {a-b){b-c){b-c){c-a)~

(14)
^ + T +U a; + T -U

x'^ + i2-t)x + s{2-s-t) x' + {2-s)x + t{2-s-t)
when 2T=s-\-t-s^-st~i:\

VOL. I
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...r ^ z" + ax + b x- + cx + d x- + ax + b' x- + cx + d'
{10.) 1 ;

_—
1 ,

x + a x + c x + a x + c

Rationalise the following equations and reduce the resulting equation to

as simple a form as possible :

—

(16.) \/X + \/Y + 's/Z = 0, where X, Y, Z are rational functions of the

variables.

(17.) \/{x + a)+ sj{x + b) + V(.T + c) = 0.

(IS.) \/(l +.^0 + \/{i + x) - ^{9 + x) = 0.

(19.) lr-c+ {{X - c)"- + y-l *]/[.», + c + {{x - cf + y"-] *]= m.

(20.

)

x-a = \/{a"- 's/{a-x" - ar*)}

.

(21.) v''« + V(a''-7)^21/V(a;-7).

"''
'^x + 3 Va-+29'

(23.)
V(2 + a;) _ \/{2-x)

V'2 + V(2 + ^) \/2-s/{2-x)
(24.) \/{x+ a) + ^/{x-a) + ',^{b + x) + '^{b-x) = 0.

(.95 ^ V(l+a; + a;^) + V(l-a; + a;") _

(26.

)

iy-z) {ax + bf + (c - x) {ay + bf + [x - y) {az + bj' = 0.

(27.) 2:V(y--) = 0; and show that 'Lx= ^{2,Zyz) (three variables a-, y, z).

(29.) a;* + 5x^-22= 0.

(30)
V{(t + x) '>/{a + x) _ "Jx

X a c

(31.

)

s/(« + VaO + ^{a - Vx) = \^b.

(32.) a;i + yi + zi = 0,

where x + y + z= 0.

EXERCLSKS XX.

{On Oie Transformation of Systems of Equations.)

[In working this set the student should examine carefully the logic of every

step he takes, and satisfy himself that it is consistent witli his data. Pie

-should also make clear to himself whether each step is or is not reversible.]

(1.) If 2' + ^^J:^ + ^±?/ + 2:=0, X + 2/ + C + 0.
X y z

then 1 + 1 + 1 =_J_.
y z a; + 2/ + 2
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(2.) If a,-3 + 2/-''= -3,

then {{x^ + :fi)y} ^ + {{x> - f)z) ^= {(7/ + !?)x) ^
( Tait).

(3.) If a-, y, z be real, and \i x^{y -z) + y^{z-x)-{-z*{x-y) = 0, then two at

least of the three must be equal.

(4.) If (x + 2/ + s)3= a;3 + 2/3 + ~^,

then {x + 2/ + ;:)-"+!= a-"+^ + 2/""+^ + ~-"+^

(5.) If

{jrx + 2i)ry + r-z) [rfx + 2qsy + s"z) — [iJqx + {'ps-\- qr)y + rsz\ %

then either y- - zx= or /)s - q7-=0.

a- ~r- b-- 1" c- - 7-

where r*= ar + «/- + j',

tl>en .^ +_|L,, + _,^J!_ = 0,
6-c- - p*' c-a'' - p- fro'' - p-

where P' = a^x- + b-y- + ch".

(Important in the theory of the wave surface.— Tait.

(/.) If v-^= = ^, and aj + w + s= 0,
o-c c-a a-b

show that each of them is e(|ual to \/ {2a;-/2(Zf6- - 2fic)}

.

(8.) If a{by+ cz-ax) = b{cz+ ax-by)=:c{ax + by-cz).

and if a + b + c-0,

then x + y+z=0.

(9.) If
x+2y y + 2z_z+ 2x

2a + b~2b + c~2c + a

then
/Sa;\- 2a;7/ Sa;^

\taj ~I.ab~I.a-

(10.) If
2ab + b~ a- - b"

a^ + ab + b-' ^^~ a- + ab + 1/-'

then x^ + y= ij^ + X.

(11.) If
, ia-bf a + b ah

X= a + b+r-, -rr, y =—— +—
4(a + 6)' ^ 4 a + b

then {x-af-{y-h)-= b\

(12.) If a = ax + by + cz + dw,

P= bx + ay + dz + czo,

y= cx + dy + az+ hw,

8 = dx + cy + bz + aio,

and if

fl.a, p, 7, 5) = (a + /3 + 7 + 5)(o-/3 + 7-o)(a-/3-7 + o)(a + |3-7-5),
then

f{a, ^, 7, 8)^.f{a, b, c, d)f{x, y, z, w).

(13.) irx + y+~= 0, then 21/.r-= (2;i/a')-.
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<»•'' (rHi)"Mr-KrH^)~^Gr
and

show that

(15.) It-

then

«"«+" 6'»+" c"'+"'
2

«-^=&- a-!/

2/

a +
y--'

b + -

a?
-=c +

-S a' =1=0, 7/4=0, £ + 0,

2/"

h - c " ' c-a "' «-&

(16.) U x + (y~-x")/(x- + y" + z~) be unaltered by interchanging x and i/, it

will be unaltered by interchanging x and c, provided .x-, y, z be all unequal

;

and it will vanish if x + y + z= l.

(17.) U zxij/(y + z) -xr = xyz/(z+ x)-y", and a'4=y, then each of these is

equal to xijz/{x + y)- z- and also to yz+ zx + xy.

(18.) Of the three equations

X _ y + z

x^-w'^~{7ii+ l)w^- {n+ l)yz'

y _ z+ x
y^-w-~(m+l)icf-(n + l)zx'

z _ x+ y
z- - 10' (7/1+ 1 )w- -(n + 1 )xy

'

where x+ y^z, any two imply the third (Cayley).

(19.) Given

y _L V'
- + ;

- + ;1+x + xz l+y + xy l+z+ y^

X xy 1

= 1,

= 1,1+x+ xz l+y + xy i+z + yz

none of the denominators being zero, then x = y= z.

(20.) Given 2(y + c)7a;= 32.r, Z.c=t=0, prove '2.{y + z-xf + n(y + z-x) = Q.

(21.) Given 2a;= 0, prove '2,{x'' + if)l[x + y) + ZxtjzZ{\lx) = Q.

(22.) Given 2.x'= 0, prove that 'Zx^'Lx-j'Zx^ is independent of a;, y, z.

(23.) If 2a;S= -5a;?/32;aT?/, then 2a;= 0, or 2ar*-2ar'2/+ 2a;V + 2Sa;22/3=0.

(24.) If n(a;-+ !)==«-+ 1, n(a;-- l) = ft2_ i, and 2a3/= 0, then x + y + z= Q

or = ±«.

(25.) li x + y + z + u-Q, then 42a;^ + 32(2/ + ;:)( if + 2/)(ii + c) = 0, where the

2 refers to the four variables x, y, z, u.

of X.

Exercises XXI.

{On Elimination.)

(1.) Eliminate a; between the equations

x + l/x=y, xP + l/x^=z.

(2.) If z=\J(ay" -((-/y), y = \y{ax--a^/x), exDTOss \/(az- -a-jz) in terms
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(3.) If

thei

(4.) Given

prove that
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</,(.?•) = (a^ - a-'=)/{a-' + a-""),

<p{x + y) = (4>{x) + cpiy) )/(l + <p{.r)4>(y)
),

F(.v + y) = F{.r)Y(y)/{l + <l.{.r)cp{y)).

x{y + z-x) ^y{z + x-tj)^ z(x + y-z)

a b c '

a{b + c - a) _ l(c + a- b) _ c{a+ b-c)

X ~
y ~ z '

(5.) Given bz + cy= cx + az=:ny + bx, x- + y- + z^= 2yz + izx + 2xy, prove

tliat one of the functions «±6±c= 0.

(6.) Show that the result of eliminating x and y between the ci^iations

X y , x^ 11- ,

is (6V + a-dT-f-j)* + 2ah(rd-{b-c- + n-d- - 2a-b-)p- + a-b-c-d?[a? - c") (b- - d-) = 0.

(7.) Eliminate x, y, x', y' from

ax-\-by=c', x--\-y^=c^, . , .

ax '{-by = C-, or- + y-= c -,

(8.) If l/(j; + (-') + 1/(7/ + «) + l/(-: + «) = !/«, with two similar C(|uatioiis ii

which b and c take the jilacc of «, show that Ii(l/«) — 0, provided a, b, c bo all

different.

(9.) Show that any two of the following eipiations can be deduced from

the other three :

—

ax + bc= zi(, by + ca—iiv, cz + db= vx, du + cc— o:y, cv + ad= yz.

(10.) Eliminate x, y, z from the three equations

{z + x-y){x + y-z) = ayz,

{x + y-z){y + ,:• - ,r) = bzx, {y + z- x) (z + x -y)= cxy
;

and show that the result is abc= {a + b + c-4)".



CHAPTEE XV.

Variation of Functions.

§ 1.] The view "wliich we took of the theory of conditioual

equations in last chapter led us to the prohlem of finding a set

of values of the variables which should render a giA'en conditional

equation an identity. There is another order of ideas of at least

equal analytical importance, and of wider practical utilit}', which

we now proceed to explain. Instead of looking merely at the

values of the variables x, y, z, . . . which satisfy the equation

f{x, y, z, . . .) - 0,

that is, which render the function f{x, y,z, . . .) zero, we consider

all possible values of the variables, and all possible corresponding

values of the function ; or, at least, we consider a number of such

values sufficient to give us a clear idea of the whole ; then, among

the rest, we discover those values of the variables wliich render

the function zero. The two methods might be illustrated by the

two possible ways of finding a particular man in a line of soldiers.

We might either go straight to some part of the ranks where

a preconceived theory would indicate his presence ; or we might

walk along from one end of the line to the other looking till we

found him. In this new way of looking at analytical functions,

the graphical method, as it is called, is of great importance.

This consists in representing the properties of the function in

some way by means of a geometrical figure, so that we can Avith

the bodily eye take a comprehensive view of the peculiarities of

any individual case.
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Now, since x"-Gx + S= {x-2)(x--i), (a) may be written in the equivalont

form
3' - 2

2a;-3+a;-4 =— „,
a;- 3

wliich is obviously not satisfied by ,t= 2.

It appears, therefore, that in the process of intcgralisatiou we liave intro-

duced tlic extraneous solution x= 2.

Example 2.

^x-Z^'^tl^^^^ (..,
x-2 x-3

Proceeding as before, we deduce

(2x -Z){x-2)(x-Z) + (2x"'~6x + S)(x-3) = {x - 2)- (;^')-

It will be found that neither of the values x= 2, x= o satisfies (/3').

Hence no extraneous solutions have been introduced in this case.

iV.^.—The reason why x= 2 satisfies (/3) in Example 1 is that the numer-
ator ;<;--6a;-f8 of the fraction on the left contains the factor x~2 which

occurs in the denominator.

Cor. 4. BaisuKj both sides of an equation to the same integral

power is a legitimate, hut not a reversible, iwocess of derivation.

The equation P = Q (1)

is equivalent to P - Q = (2).

If Avc multiply by T"-! + P"-2Q + P»-3Q2 + . . . + Q-'-i, we
deduce from (2)

P'^ - Q'l = (3),

which is satisfied by an 3^ solution of (1); (3), however, is not

equivalent to (1), but to

/ P = Q'

[P"-i + P"--Q, + . . . + Q»-i =

It will be observed that, if we start with an equation in the

standard form P - Q = 0, transfer the part Q to the rii;ht-hand

side, and then raise Ijoth sides to the ni\\ power, the result is the

same as if we had multiplied both sides of the equation in its

original form by a certain factor. To make the introduction of

extraneous factors more evident we chose the latter process ; but

in practice the former may happen to be the more convenient.*

If the reader will reflect on the nature of the process described

in chap. x. for rationalising an algebraical function by means

of a rationalising factor, he will see that by repeated operations of

this kind every algebraical equation can be reduced to a rational

* Sec below, § 12, Example 3.
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form ; but at eacli step extraneous solutions may be introduced.

Hence

Cor. 5. From every algebraical equation ive can derive a rational

integral equation, which ivill he satisfied by any solution of the given

equation ; but it does not follow that every solution^ or even that any

solution, of the derived equation tvill satisfy the original one.

Example 1. Consider the eqiiation

^J{x+l) + s/{x-l) = l (a),

where the radicamls are supposed to be real and the square root to liave the

positive sign.*

(a) is equivalent to \/{x + 1) = 1 - \J[x - 1 ),

whence we derive, by squaring,

.T + l = l+a--l-2VG''-l),
which is equivalent to 1 = - 2\/(.r - 1).

From this last again, by squaring, we derive

l = 4(a;-l),

which is equivalent to the integral equation

4x-5 = (/3),

the only solution of which, as we shall see hereafter, is a;= -4.

It happens here that a:;= -| is not a solution of (ct), for \/(f + 1) + VIS ~ ^)

= | + i-
= 2.

Example 2.

V(.^- + 1)-VG''-1) = 1 (a)-

Proceeding exactly as before we have
a; + l = l+a;-l+2V(.>--l),

l=+2V(a'--l),
l = 4(.x-l),

4.«-5 = (13'),

Here (/3') gives a-= 5, which happens this time to be a solution of the

original equation.

We conclude this discussion by giving two propositions

applicable to systems of equations containing more than one

equation. These by no means exhaust the subject ; but, as our

object here is merely to awaken the intelligence of the student,

the rest may be left to himself in the meantime.

§ 10.] From the system

P, = 0, P, = 0, . . ., P, = (A)

we derive

L,P,+L,P, + . . . + L„P, = 0, P, = 0, . . ., P,, = (B),

and the two will be equivalent if Li be a constant differing from 0.

* When \/x is imaginary, its "principal value" (see chap, xxix.) ought

to be taken, unless it is otherwise indicated.
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Any solution of the system (A) reduces P,, P., . . ., P,^ all

to 0, and therefore reduces L,Pi + LP^ + . . . + L„P„ to 0, and

hence satisfies (B).

Again, any solution of (B) reduces Po, P3, . . ., P,i all to 0,

and therefore reduces L,Pi + L^P, + . . . + L,iP„ = to L.Pj = 0,

that is to say, if L, be a constant 4= 0, to Pi = 0. Hence, in this

case, any solution of (B) satisfies (A).

If Li contain the A-ariables, then (B) is equivalent, not to (A)

simply, but to

fP. = 0, P, = 0, . . ., P, = 0)
iL, = 0, P, = 0, . . ., P.^Ol

As a particular case of the above, we have that the two

systems

P = Q, R = S;
and P + R = Q + S, R = S

are equivalent. For these may l^e written

P - Q - 0, ET^ -
;

p^ +R^ = 0, ir^ = 0.

If I, I', m, m' he constants, any one of which may he zero, hut

luhich are such that Im! - I'm 4= 0, then the two systems

U = 0, U' = 0,

nnd /U + /'U' = 0, ?»U + mV =
are equivalent.

The proof is left to the reader. A special case is used and
demonstrated in chap, xvi., § 4.

§ 11.] Any solution of the system.

P = Q, R = S (A)
is a solution of the system

PR = QS, R = S (B);

hut the tv:o systems are not equivalent.

From P = Q, we derive

PR = QR,

which, since R = S, is equivalent to

PR = QS.

It follows therefore that any solution of (A) satisfies (B).
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Starting now with (B), we have

PR = QS (1),

E = S (2).

Since E, = S, ( 1
) liecomes

PR = QR,

which is equivalent to

(P-Q)R = 0,

that is, equivalent to

r-Q = o-

R =

Hence the system (B) is equivalent to

/P = Q, R = S^

(R = 0, R=S
that is to say, to

fP = Q, R=.S|

|r = o, s = o/*

In other words, (B) involves, besides (A), the alternative system,

R = 0, S = 0.

Example. From x - 2 = 1 -ij, x=l + ij,

a system which lias the single solution x=2, y=\, we derive the system

x{x-2) = \-y-, ,r=l + ?/,

which, in addition to the solution x=2, y=l, has also the solution ,)•= 0, y— - 1

belonging to the system

.i'= 0, l+y = 0.

§ 12.] In the process of solving systems of equations, one of

the most commonly-occurring requirements is to deduce from two

or more of the equations another that shall not contain certain

assigned variables. This is called " eliminating the variables in

question hehoeen the equations used for the purpose." In per-

forming the elimination Ave may, of course, use any legitimate

process of derivation, l)ut strict attention must always be paid to

the question of equivalence.

Example. Given the system

a.2 + 7/=l (1),

x + y=\ (2),

it is required to eliminate y, that is, to deduce from (1) and (2) an ccjuation

involving x alone.
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The geueral form of the graph, so far as the right-hand side of the axis of y

is concerned, will be as in Fig. 2. Y
As regards negative values of

X and the left-hand side of the

axis of y, in the present case,

it is merely necessary to notice

that, if we put x = -a, the re-

sult, so far as 1 - a;- is concerned,

is the same as if we put x= +a;

for 1 - (
- re)-= 1 - ( + af. Hence X'

for every point P on the curve,

whose abscissa and ordinate are

+ 0M and -i- MP, there will be

a point P', whose abscissa and

ordinate are - OM and + MP. P
and P' are the images of each

other with respect to Y'Y ; and the part AP'B' of the graph is merely an

image of the part APB with respect to the line Y'Y.

Let us sec what the graph tells us regarding the function 1 -x".

First we see that the graph crosses the a"-axis at two points and no more,

those, namely, for which x= + 1 and x~ - 1. Hence the function 1 -x" has

only two roots, +1 and -1 ; in other words, the equation

l-3r=

has two real roots, x= +1, x= -1, and no more.

Secondly. Since the part BAB' of the graph lies wholly above, and the

parts C'B', CB wholly below the ,f-axis, we see that, for all real values of x

lying between -1 and +1, the function 1 -cC- is positive, and for all other

real values of x negative.

Thirdly. We see that the greatest positive value of 1 -x" is 1, correspond-

ing to a'= ; and that, by making x sufficient!}^ great (numerically), we can

give 1 - ar a negative value as large, numerically, as we please.

All these results could be obtained by direct discussion of the function,

but the graph indicates them all to the eye at a glance.

§ 5.] Hitbei'to Ave have assumerl that there are no breaks or

discontinuities in the graph of the function. Such may, how-

ever, occur ; and, as it is necessary, when we set to work to

discuss by considering all possible cases, above all to be sure

that no possible case has escaped our notice, we proceed now to

consider the exceptions to the statement that the graph is in

general a continuous curve.

I. The function fix) may become infinite for a finite value of x.
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LA

Example 1.

Consider the function 1/(1 -.r). "When a; is a very little less than + 1,

say a;= -99999, then 9/= 1/(1 -a-) gives ?/= +l/-0u001 = +100000 ; that is to

say, 7j is positive and very large ; and it is obvious that, by bringing x suffi-

ciently nearly up to +1, we can give y as large a jiositive value as we please.

On the other hand, if x be a very little greater than +1, say x= +1 "00001,

then 2/
= l/(- '00001)= -100000 ; and it is obvious that, by making x ex-

ceed 1 by a sufficiently small quantity, y can be made as large a negative

quantity as we please.

The gi-aph of the function 1/(1 - x) for values of a; near + 1 is therefore as

follows :

—

The liranch BC ascends to

an infinite distance along

KAK' (a line parallel to the

2/-axis at a distance from it

= -fl), continually coming

nearer to KAK', but never

reaching it at any finite dis-

tance from the a;-axis. The
^ I3ranch DE comes up from an

infinite distance along the

other side of KAK' in a similar

manner.

Here, if we cause a- to in-

crease from a value OL very

little less than -1- 1 to a value

Fig. 3. OM very little greater, the

value of y will jump from a very large positive value + LC to a very large

negative value - MD ; and, in fact, the smaller we make the increase of a;,

provided always we pass from the one side of-fl to the other, the larger will

be the jump in the value of y.

It appears then that, for a; =-1-1, 1/(1 -a-) is both vifinUc and discon-

tinuous.

Example 2.

7/=l/(l-af.

AVe leave the discussion to the

reader. The graph is as in Fig. 4.

The function becomes infinite

when a;= -f 1 ; and, for a very small

increment of aj near this value, the

increment of 1/ is very large. In fact,

if we increase or diminish x from the

value 4- 1 by an infinitely small

amount, y will diminish by an in-

finitely great amount.

Here again we have infinite value of the function, and accompanying

discontinuity.

K

Fio. 4.
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II. The value of the function may make a jump without becoming

infinite.

The graph for the neighbourhood of sucli a value Avoukl be

of the nature indicated in Fig. 5, where, while x passes througli

the value OM, 1/ jumps from MP
to MQ.

Such a case cannot, as we shall

immediately prove, occur with in-

tegral functions of x. In fact it ol M

cannot occur with any algebraical

function, so that we need not

further consider it here. ^'°-
''

The cases we have just considered lead us to give the follow-

ing formal definition.

A function is said to he continuous when for an infinitely small

change in the value of the independent variable the change in the value

of the function is also infinitely small ; and to be discontinuous when

for an infinitely small change of the independent variable the change in

tlie value of the function is either finite or infinitely great.

III. It may happen that the value of a function, all of luhose con-

stants are reed, becomes imaginary for a real value of its variable.

Example.

This happens with the function + \/{\ - x"). If we confine ouiselves to the

])ositive value of the square root, so that we have a single-valued function to

deal with, the graph is as in Fig. 6 :
—

a semicircle, in fact, whose centre is at the

origin.

For all values of a;>+l, or < - 1, the

value of 1/= + \/{l - X-) is imaginary ; and the

graphic points for them cannot be constructed

1. in the kind of diagram we are now using.

The continuity of the function at A can-

not, strictly speaking, be tested ; since, if we
attempt to increase x beyond +\, y becomes

imaginary, and there can be no question of the

magnitude of the increment, from our present point of view at least.*

No such case as this can arise so long as /(,':) is a rational

alirebraical function.

Fio. 0.

Sec below, § 18.
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We hav'e now enumerated the exceptional cases of functional

variation, so far at least as is necessary for present purposes.

Graphic points, at which any of the peculiarities just discussed

occur, may be generally referred to as critical points.

ON CEKTAIN LIMITING CASES OF ALGEBRAICAL OPERATION.

§ G.] We next lay down systematically the following propo-

sitions, some of which we have incidentally used alread3^ The

reader may, if he choose, take them as axiomatic, although, as

we shall see, they are not all independent. The important

matter is that they be thoroughly understood. To secure that

they be so we shall illustrate some of them liy examples. In

the meantime we caution the reader that by " infinitely small

"

or "infinitely great" we mean, in mathematics, " smaller than

any assignable fraction of unity," or " as small as we please," and

"greater than any assignable multiple of unity," or "as great as

we please." He must be specially on his guard against treating

the symbol co
, which is simply an abbreviation for "greater

than any assignable magnitude," as a definite quantity. There

is no justification for applying to it any of the laws of algebra,

or for operating Avith it as we do with an ordinary symbol of

quantity.

I. If T be constant or variable, provided it does not become

infinitely great when Q becomes infinitely smcdl, then ivlien Q becomes

infinitely small PQ becomes infinitely small.

Observe that nothing can be inferred without further examin-

ation in the case where P becomes infinitely great when Q
becomes infinitely small. This case leads to the so-called inde-

terminate form oo X 0.*

E.xaniple 1.

Let us suppose, for example, that P is constant, =100000, say. The!i, if

we make Q = l/100000, we reduce PQ to 1 ; if we make Q = 1/100000000000,

we reduce PQ to 1/1000000 ; and so on. It is abundantly evident, therefore,

that by making Q sufticiently small PQ can be made as .small as we please.

* Imletei'minate forms arc discussed in chap, xxv
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Example 2.

LetP = .r+l, Q = a!-1.

Here, wlicn x is made to aiiproach the value + 1, P approaches the finite

value +2, wliile Q approaches the value 0. Suiipose, for example, we put a;=l

+ 1/100000, then
PQ = (2 + 1/100000) X 1/100000,

= 2/100000 + 1/101",

and so on. Obviously, therefore, by sulficiently diminishing Q, we can make
PQ as small as we please.

Example 3.

P=1/(.'b"-1), Q-x-I.

Here we have the peculiarity that, when Q is made infinitely small, P (see

below, Projposition III.) becomes infinitely great. We can therefore no longer

infer that PQ becomes infinitely small because Q does so. In point of fact,

PQs(a;- l)/(a;--l)= l/(x + l), which becomes 1/2 when x=l.

II. If T he either constant or variable, jyromded it do not become

infinitely small ivlien Q becomes infinitely great, then ivhen Q becomes

infinitely great PQ becomes infinitely grea.t.

The case where P becomes infinitely small when Q becomes

infinitely great must be further examined ; it is usually referred

to as the indeterminate form x go .

Example 1.

Suppose P= 1/100000. Then, by making Q = 100000, we reduce PQ to 1

;

by making Q = 100000000000 we reduce PQ to 1000000 ; and so on. It is

clear, therefore, that by sufficiently insreasing Q we could make PQ exceed

any number, however great.

The student should discuss the following for himself:

—

Example 2.

P=a;+ 1, Q = l/(,x--l).

PQ= 00 when a:= 1

.

Example 3.

F=(x-ir-, Q = ll{.r-1).

PQ = 0when x=l.

III. IfVbe either constant w variable, j^rovided it do not become

infinitely small when Q becomes infinitely small, then tohen Q becomes

infinitely small P/Q becomes infinitely great.

The case Avhere P and Q become infinitely small for the same

value of the variable requires further examination. This gives

the so-called indeterminate form -•
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Example 1.

Suppose P constant= 1/100000. If we make Q = 1/100000, P/Q becomes

1 ; if we make Q = 1/100000000000, P/Q becomes 1000000 ; and so on. Hence

we see that, if only we make Q small enough, we can make P/Q as large as

we please.

The student should examine arithmetically the two following cases :

—

Example 2.

T^x + 1, Q = a;-1.

P/Q= oo when x=l.
Example 3.

P= a;-1, Q= a;-1.

P/Q= l when x=l.

TV. If F be either constant or variable, provided it do not become

infinitely great when Q becomes infimtely great, then when Q becomes

infinitely great P/Q becomes infinitely small.

The case where P and Q become infinitely great together re-

quires further examination. This gives the indeterminate form

00

Example 1.

Suppose P constant = 100000. If we make Q = 100000, P/Q becomes 1;

if we make Q= 100000000000, P/Q becomes 1/1000000 ; and so on. Hence by

sufficiently increasing Q we can make P/Q less than any assignable quantity.

Example 2.

P= a- + 1, Q = l/(..--l).

P/Q = w1r-u.'=1.

Example 3.

P= l/(.'c-l)-, Q = l/(.>:-l).

P/Q = «D whcn^i)=l.

V. i/" P and Q each become infinitely smcdl, then. P + Q becomes

infinitely small.

For, let P be the numerically greater of the two for any

value of the variable. Then, if the two have the same sign, and,

a fortiori, if they have opposite signs, numerically

P + Q < 2P.

Now 2 is finite, and, by hypothesis, P can ho made as small as

we please. Hence, by I. above, 2P can be made as small as

we please. Hence P + Q can be made as small as we i^lease.

VI. If either P or Q become infinitely great, or if P and Q each
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become iufmUely great and both have finally the same sign, then P + Q
becomes infinitely great.

Proof similar to last.

The inference is not certain if tlie two have not ultimately

the same sign. In this case there arises the indeterminate

form CO - CO .

Example 1.

V= x^l{x-\)-, Q = (2a; - 1 )/(:« - 1 )-.

When a;= 1, we have P = 1/0= + CO, Q = l/0=+a3. Also

x'^ 2x-\ __o? + 2x-l
+ ^-(^r^Tp + (^^Ty'- {x-\f

'

= -= 00
, when x=l.

Example 2.

P

=

x"l{x - 1 )", Q = - (2.r - 1 )/(a: - 1
)".

Here a,'=l makes P=+oo, Q=:-oo, so that we cannot infer P + Q=oo.
In fact, in this case,

^^^ {x-lf {x-\f {x~\f

for all values of x, or, say, for any value of x as nearly = + 1 as we please. In

this case, therefore, by bringing x as near to + 1 as we please, we cause the

value of P + Q to approach as near to +1 as we please.

§ 7.] The propositions stated in last paragraph are the funda-

mental principles of the theory of the limiting cases of algebraical

operation. This subject will be further developed in the chapter

on Limits in the second part of this work.

In the meantime we draw the following conclusions, which

will be found useful in what follows :

—

I. // P = P^P, . . . P,„ then P unll remain finite ?/ P„ P„ . . .,

P„ all remain finite.

P will become infinitely small if one or more of the functions

Pi, Pa, . . ., Vr^ become infinitely small, provided nunc of tJie remain-

ing ones become infinitely great.

P will become infinitely great if one or more of the functions P,,

Po, . . ., P,i become infinitely great, provided none of the remaining

ones become infinitely small.

II. i/'S = Pi + Po + . . . + Pji, then a tuill remain finite if F^,

v.,, • • •, P)i t'^c/t remain finite,

VOL. I y
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S ivill hecomc infinite! // small ?/ Pj, P,, . . ,, P,j each become in-

finitely small.

S tinll become infinitely great if one or more of the functions P^

Pa, . . ., P„ become infinitely great, provided all those that become

infinitely great have the same sign.

III. Consider the quotient P/Q.

P
TT icill certainly he finite if both P and Q be finite,

may be finite if F = 0,

or if F = cc
,

Q = o,

Q=oo.
P
^ will certainly =0 if F = 0,

or if F 4= 'x>

,

Q + 0,

may =0 */ P = 0,

or ?/ P = CO
,

Q = 0,

Q=oo.
P
pr will certainly == <x> ?'/ P = co

,

^'
' or if P 4= 0,

Q+00,
Q = 0;

may = co ?/ P = 0,

or ?/ P = CO
,

Q = 0,

Q=oo.

ON THE CONTINUITY OP FUNCTIONS, MORE ESPECIALLY OF

RATIONAL FUNCTIONS.

§ 8.] We return now to the question of the continuity of

functions.

By the increment of a function f{x) corresponding to an increment

lb of the independent variable x toe mean f{p: + h) -f{>').

For example, i{f{x)=x-, the increment is {,r + h)--x- = 2xh + Jir.

lif{x) = l/.c, the increment is l/(.c + h)-l/x= -h/x(x + h).

The increments may be either positive or negative, according

partly to choice and i)artly to circumstance. The increment of

the inde}»endent variable x is of course entirely at our disposal

;

but when any value is given to it, and when x itself is also

assigned, the inclement of the function or dependent vnrinble

is determined.
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Example.

Let the function be 1/x, then if x=l, h=2, the corresponding increment

ofl/a;is -3/1(1 + 3)=: -3/4. Ux= 2, h= B, the increment of 1/x is -3/2(2 + 3)

= - 3/10, and so on.

If P be a function of x, and p denote its increment when x

is increased from x to x + h, then, by the definition of ^j, P +J3 is

the value of P when x is altered from x to x + h.

We can now prove the following propositions :

—

I. The algebraic sum of any finite number of continuous functions

is a continuous function.

Let us consider S = P - Q + R, say. If the increments of P,

Q, R, when x is increased by h, be jJ, q, r, then the value of S,

when X is changed to x + h, is (P +^) - (Q + q) + (R + r) ; and the

increment of 8 corresponding to )i\% f -q + r. Noav, since P, Q,

R ai'e continuous functions, each of the increments, j;, q, r, becomes

infinitely small when h becomes infinitely small. Hence, by § 7,

I., p-q + r becomes infinitely small when h becomes infinitely

small. Hence S is a continuous function.

The argument evidently holds for a sum of any number of

terms, provided there be not an infinite number of terms.

II. The product of a finite number of contimious functions is a

continuous function so long as all factors remain finite.

Consider, in the first place, PQ. Let the increments of P
and Q, corresponding to the increment h of the independent vari-

able ./', be J) and q respectively. Then when x is changed to x + h

PQ is changed to (P +7;) (Q + cq), that is, to PQ +^Q + qJ* -v pq.

Hence the increment of PQ corresponding to h is

pQ, + qV +2)q.

Now, since P and Q are continuous, p and q each become in-

finitely small when h becomes infinitely small. Hence by § 7, I.

and II., it follows that p(^ + qP+pq becomes infinitely small

when h is made infinitely small ; at least this will certainly be

so, provided P and Q remain finite for the value of x in question,

which we assume to be the case.

It follows then that PQ is a contimious function.

Consider now a product of three continuous functions, say

PQR. By what has just been established, PQ is a continuous
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function, Avhicli we may denote by the single letter S ; then

PQR = SE, Avhere S and R are continuous. But, by last case, SR
is a continuous function. Hence PQR is a continuous function.

Proceeding in this way, we establish the proposition for any

finite number of factors.

Cor. 1 . If A. he constant, and P a continuous function, then AP
is a continuous function.

This can either be established independent!}', or considered

as a particular case of the main j)ropositioii, it l:)eing remembered

that the increment of a constant is zero under all circumstances.

Cor 2. A;c'"', lohere A is constant, and m a 2^ositive integer, is a

continuous function.

For x'"' = x X X X . . . X z (f)i factors), and x is continuous, being

the independent variable itself. Hence, by the main proposi-

tion, x'"' is continuous. Hence, by Cor. 1, Aaf' is a continuous

function.

Cor. 3. Every integral function of x is contimums ; and cannot

become infinitefw a finite value of x.

For every integral function of x is a sum of a finite number

of terms such as Ax"\ Now each of these terms is a continuous

function by Cor. 2. Hence, by Proposition I., the integral func-

tion is continuous. That an integral function is always finite

for a finite value of its variable follows at once from § 7, 1.

ni. If P and Q he integral functions of x, then P/Q is finite and

continuous for all finite values of x, except such as render Q = 0.

In the first place, if Q 4= 0, then (see § 7, HI.) P/Q can only

become infinite if either P, or both P and Q, become infinite ; but

neither P nor Q can become infinite for a finite value of x, because

both are integral functions of x. Hence P/Q can only become

infinite, if :it all, for values of x which make Q - 0.

If a value wliich makes Q = makes P =¥ 0, then P/Q certainly

becomes infinite for that value. Put, if such a value makes both

Q = and also P = 0, then the matter requires further investi-

gation.

Next, as to continuity, let the increments of P and Q corre-
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spoiiding to h, the increment of .', be p and
(i

as heretofore.

Then the increment of P/Q is

V+p _ P _ j^Q - qV

Q + y Q~Q(Q + ?)'

Now, by hypothesis, |> and q each become infinitely small

when h does so. Also P and Q remain finite. Hence j>Q - qF

becomes infinitely small. It follows then that (^?Q - '/P)/Q,(Q + q)

also becomes infinitely small when A does so, provided always

(see § 6) that Q does not vanish for the value of x in question.

Example.

The increment of \j{x-\) corresponding to the increment, h, of a; is

\j{x + h-l)- l/(a;-l)= -hj{x-\){x + h-\). Now, ifa;=2, say, tliis becomes

-h/(l+h), which clearly becomes infinitely small when h is made infinitely

small. On the other hand, if x=l, the increment is -hjQh, which is

infinitely great so long as h has any value differing from by ever so little.

§ 9.] When a function is finite and continuous between two

values of its independent variable x = a and x = h, its graph forms

a continuous curve between the two graphic points whose,

abscissae are a and h ; that is to say, the graph passes from the

one point to the other without break, and without passing any-

where to an infinite distance.

From tliis we can deduce the following important pro-

position :

—

If /{!') he continuous from x = a to x = h, and iff((i) =p, f{b) = q,

then, as x passes through every algebraical value between a and h, f(x)

imsses at least once, and, if more than once, an odd number of times

through every algebraical value hetiveen p and q.

Let P and Q be the graphic points corresponding to x = a and

x = h, AP and BQ their ordinates ; then AP=p, BQ, = q. We
have supposed jj and q both positive ; but, if either were negative,

we should simply have the graphic point below the a'-axis, and

the student will easily see by drawing the corresponding figure

that this would alter nothing in the following reasoning.

Suppose now r to be any number between p and q, and

draw a parallel UV to the ^--axis at a distance from it equal

to r units of the scale of ordinates, above the axis if r be

positive, below if r be negative. The analytical fact that r is
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intermediate to p and q is represented by the geometrical fact

tliat the points P and Q lie on opposite sides of UV.

Y
Q

U

p

;^
i_..jJ V

A M, M^ IVI3 B X

Fig. r.

Now, since the graph passes continuously from P to Q, it

must cross the intermediate line UV ; and, since it begins on one

side and ends on the other, it must do so either once, or thrice,

or five times, or some odd number of times.

Every time the graph crosses UV the ordinate becomes equal

to r ; hence the proposition is proved.

Cor. 1. If f{ci) he negative andf{h) he positive, or vice versa, then

f{x) has at least one root, and, if more than one, an odd number of

roots, between x = a and 0: = b, provided f(x) he contimious from x = a

to x = b.

This is merely a particular case of the main i)roposition, for

is intermediate to any two values, one of Avhich is positive and

the other negative. Hence as x passes from a to hf{x) must pass

at least once, and, if more than once, an odd number of times

through the value 0.

In fact, in this case,

the axis of x plaj^s the

part of the parallel UV.

Observe, however, in

regard to the converse of

this proposition, that a

function maij pass through the value without changing its sign.

For the graph may just graze the .'>axis as in Figs. 8 and i).

ii 7^
Fio. 8. lio. 9.
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Cor. 2. Iff{<() aiul f{h) Jutve like signs, then, if there he any real

roots of f{x) between x = a and x^h, there must be an even number,

provided /(.r) be contimious betioeen x = a and x = b.

Since an integral function is always finite and continnous for

a finite value of its variable, the restriction in Cor. 1 is always

satisfied, and we see that

Cor. 3. An integral function can change sign onlij by jKissing

through the value 0.

Cor. 4. 7/" P and Q be integral functions of x algebraically j'™^^^-

to each other, P/Q can only change sign by passing through the values

01' CO .

With the hint that the theorem of remainders will enable

him to exclude the ambiguous case 0/0, we leave the reader to

deduce Cor. 4 from Cor. 3.

Example 1.

When x=0, l-a;"=4-l; and when x= +2, I -x"= -3. Hence, since

1 -a;- is continuons, for soine value of x lying between and +2 1 -ar must

become ; for is between + 1 and - 3. In point of fact, it becomes once

between the limits in question.

Example 2.

y= 3y"-6x'^+11x-6.

AVhen.r= 0, ?/=-6; and when o-=+i, 7/=+6. Hence, between x=0 and

X— +i there must lie an odd number of roots of the equation

:>^~6x- + llx-6 = 0.

It is easy to verify in the present case that this is really so; for x^ — 6x-

+ llx-6= {x-l) (x-2){x-3); so that the roots in question are x— l, x= 'l,

r/;= 3.

The general form of the grapli in tlie present case is as follows :

—

Fig. in.

Example 3.

When x-=0, 1/(1 -a;) = +1 ; and when .r= +2, 1/(1 -.->•)= - 1 : but since

1/(1 - x) becomes infinite and discontinuous between x— Q and a.-= + 2, namely,

Avhen x= \, wo cannot infer that, for some value of x between and +2,
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1/(1-3') will become 0, although is intermediate to + 1 and -1. In fact,

1/(1 -.r) does not pass through the vahie between x=0 and .r= +2.

§ 1 0.] It will be convenient to give here the following pro-

position, which is often useful in connection with the methods

we are now explaining.

If f{x) he an integral function of o; then by making x small

enough we can ahcays cause f{x) to have the same sign as its lowest

term, and hy snaking x large enough ice can always cause f(x) to have

the same sign as its highest term.

Let us take, for simplicity, a function of the 3rd degree, say

y =px^ + qx^ + rx + s.

If we suppose s 4= 0, then it is clear, since by making x small

enough we can (see § 7, II.) make ^ja;^ + qx' + rx as small as we

please, that we can, by making x small enough, cause ;/ to have

the same sign as s.

If s = 0,

then we have y ^px^ + qx" + rx,

= (px" + qx + r)x.

Here by making x small enough we can cause jw" + qx + r to have

the same sign as r, and hence y to have the same sign as rx,

which is the lowest existing term in y.

Again, we may Avrite

3 f 7 ' -0
y = x-\p + - + -, + -3 y.
•^

[^ X X- X
j

Here by making x large enough we may make q/x + rjx" + sja^ as

small as we please (see § 6, IV., and § 7, II.), that is to say,

cause p) + qjx + rjx^ + s/.-?;' to have the same sign as p. Hence by

making x large enough Ave can cause y to have the same sign

as j^c'.

If we observe that, by chap, xiv., § 9, we can reduce every

integral equation to the equivalent form

./(.•) E..-+^),_,;r«-i + . . .+Po = 0,

and further notice that, in this case, if n be odd,

f{+ rj-j)= + oj
, f(- crj)= - cc,

and, if n be even,

/( + CO ) = + cc
, /( - cc ) = + c»

,

Ave lia\'c the folloAving important conclusions.
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Cor. 1. Ercrij integral equation of odd der/rcc vith real co-

efficients has at least one real root, and if it Jias wore than one it

has an odd numher.

Cor. 2, If an integral equation of even degree witli real coefficients

Ims any real roots at all, it lias an even numher of such.

Cor. 3. Every integral equation with real coefficients, if it has any

complex roofs, has a,n even number of such.

The student should see that he recognises what arc the cor-

responding peculiarities in the graphs of integral functions of

odd or of even degree.

Example.

Show that the equation

ar»-6'-" + ll.K--.r-4 =
has at least two real roots.

Let 2/ = .v* - 6.7-" + ILi-- - X - 4.

"We have the following scheme of corresponding values :

—

X y

— CO

+ 0O

+ 0O

- 4

+ 00

Hence one root at least lies between - oo and 0, and one at least between

and + oo . In other words, there are at least two real roots, one negative

the other positive.

We can also infer that, if the remaining two of the possible four be also

real, then they must be either both positive or both negative.

AVhcn the real roots of an integral equation are not very

close together the propositions Ave have just established enal)le

us very readily to assign upper and lower limits for each of

them ; and in fact to calculate them hy successive approxima-

tion. The reader will thus see that tlie numerical solution of

integral equations rests merely on considerations regarding con-

tinuity, and may be considered quite apart from the question

of their formal solution by means of algebraical functions or

otherwise. The application of this idea to the ajiproximate

determination of the real roots of an integral equation will be

found at the end of the present chapter.
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GENERAL PROPOSITIONS REGARDING MAXIMA AND MINLMA

VALUES OF FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE.

§ 11.] TFhenf(x) in passing through any value, f(a) say, ceases to

increase and begins to decrease, f(a) is called a maximum value off(x).

JFhen f(x) in passing through the value f(a) ceases to decrease and

begins to increase, f(a) is called a minimum value of f{x).

The points corresponding to maxima and minima values of

the function are obviously superior and inferior culminating

points on its graph, such as V„ and P,, in Fig. 1. They are

also points where, in general, the tangent to the graph is parallel

to the axis of x. It should be noticed, however, that points

sv;ch as P and Q in Fig. 11 are maxima and minima points,

according to our present definition, although it is not true \n

any proper sense that at them the tangent is parallel to OX. It

should also be observed that the tangent may be parallel to OX
and yet the point may not be a true maximum or minimum

point. Witness Fig. 12.

We shall include l)oth maximum and minimum values as at

present defined under the obviously appropriate name of turning

values,

§ 12.] By considering an unbroken curve having maxima

and minima points (see Fig. 1) the reader Avill convince himself

graphically of tlui truth of the following propositions :

—

I. So long as f{x) remains continuotis its maxima and minima

values succeed each other alternately.

II. If x^ a, x = b be two roots of f(x) (a alg.<h), then, iff(x) he

not constant, but vary continuously between x = a and x = h, there must
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he either at leccst one maximuni or at lead one miiiinmrn value of J'{x)

between x = a and x = b.

In particular, if f{x) become positive immediately after it-

passes through the value a, then there must be at least one

maximum before x reaches the value b ; and, in like manner, if

f(x) become negative, at least one minimum.

§ 13.] It is obvious, from the definition of a turning value,

and also from the nature of the graph in the neighbourhood of

a culminating point, that we can always find two values of the func-

tion on op2)osite sides of a ttirning value, which shall be as nearly

equal as tve please. These two values will be each less or each greater

than the turning value according as the turning value is a maximum

or minimum.

Hence, if p be infinitely near a turning value of /(.*;) (less in

the case of a maximum, greater in the case of a minimum), then

two roots of /(.f) - p will be infinitely nearly equal to one another.

It folloAvs, therefore, that, if p be actually equal to a turning value

of f(x), the function f(o-) -p will have two of its roots equal. This

criterion may be used for finding turning values, as will be seen

in a later chapter.

CONTINUITY AND GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF A

FUNCTION OF TWO INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.

§ 14.] Let the function be denoted by /(.':, y), and let us

denote the dependent variable by ^ ; so that

7/7' confine ourselves entirely to the case where f(x, y) is an integral

function, and we suppose cdl the constants to be real, and consider only

real values of x and y. The value of z will therefore be ahvays real.

Since there are now two independent variables, x and //,

there are two independent increments, say h and k, to consider.

Hence the increment of r:, that is, f(x + h, y + k) -f{x, y), now
depends on four quantities, x, y, h, k. Since, however, f(.r, y)

consists of a sum of terms such as Ax'^f", it can easily be shown

by reasoning, like that used in the case of /(.'), that the increment

of z cdivays becomes infinitely small when h and k are made infinitely
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small. Hence, as x and y 2^ass continuously from one given jjair of

values, say {a, h), to another given pair, say {a, b'), z jMsses continu-

ously from one value, say c, to another, say c'.

§ 15.] There is, however a distinct peculiarity in the case

now in hand, inasmuch ns there are an infinity of different Avays

in which (x, y) may pass from (fl, h) to (((', h'). In fact we re-

quire now a tico-dimensional diagram to rejjresent the variations of

the inclejyendent variables. Let X'OX, Y'OY be two lines in a

horizontal plane drawn from west to east and from south to

north respectively. Consider any jioint P in that plane, whose

abscissa and ordinate, with the usual understanding as to sign,

are x and y. Then P, which we may call the variable point, gives

us a graphic representation of the variables (x, y).

Let us su})pose that for P x = a, y = b, and that for another

point P' X = a
, y = //. Then it is obvious that, if we i)ass

along any continuous curve whatever from P to P', x will var}''

continuously from a to a', and y Avill vary continuously from

b to b' ; and, conversely, that any imaginable combination of a

continuous variation of x from a to a' with a continuous varia-

tion of y from b to b' will corresi)ond to the passage of a point

from P to P' along some continuous curA'e.

It is obvious, therefore, that the continuous A'ariation of
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(:i; y) i'rom ((/, //) to [a, h') may be accomplished in an infinity

of ways. We may call the path in which the point which repre-

sents the variables travels the gr(i2:)]t. of the variables.

To represent the value of the function ,:; = f{x, y) we draw

through P, the variable point representing (x, y), a vertical line

PQ, containing ,:; units of any fixed scale of length that may be

convenient, upwards if ,:' l)e positive, downwards if z be negative.

Q is then the gra})hic point which represents the value of the

function s=f{.f, y).

To every variable point in the plane XOY there corresponds

a graphic point, such as Q ; and the assemblage of graphic points

constitiitcs a surface which we call the gra2)hic surface of the

function /(,r, y)

When the variable point travels along any particular curve S

in the plane XOY, the graphic point of the function travels along

a particular curve 2 on the graphic surface ; and it is obvious

that S is the orthogonal projection of !l' on the plane XOY.

§ 1 G.] If we seek for values of the variables which correspond

to a given value c of the function, we have to draw a horizontal

})lane U, c units above or below XOY according as c is positive

or negative ; and find the curve !2 where this plane U meets the

graphic surface. This line ]S is what is usually called a contoiLT

line of (he graphic surface. In this case the orthogonal projection

H of li upon XOY will be simply 2 itself transferred to XOY,
and may be called the contour line of the function for the value c.

All the variable points upon S correspond to j'air.s of values of

(,/;, y), for which /(./', y) has the given value c.

If we take a number of different values, c„ Co, Cg, . . ., c,„ we

get a system of as many contour lines. Suppose, for example,

that the graph of the function were a rounded conical peak, then

the system of contour lines would be like Fig. 14, where the

successive curves narrow in towards a point which corrcs})onds

to a maximiim value of the function.

Any reader avIio possesses a one-inch contoiu'iid Ordnanc(>

Survey map has to hand an excellent example of the giai)hic

representation of a fiuiction. In this case x and ij are Liic dis-
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tances east from the left-hand side of the map, and north from

the lo\yer side ; and the function z is the elevation of the land

at any point above the sea level. The study of such a map from

the present point of view will be an excellent exercise both in

geometry and in analysis.

An important particular case is that where we seek the

values of x and 1/ which make f(x, y) = 0. In this case the plane

U is the plane XOY. This plane cuts the graphic suiface in a

continuous curve S {zero contour line), every point on which

has for its abscissa and ordinate a pair of values that satisfy

f{.r,y) = 0.

The curve S in this case divides the ])lane into regions, such that

in any region f(x, y) has ahcays either the sign + or the sign —

,

and S always forms the loundary hetwecn two regions in ivhich f(.r, y)

has opposite signs.

If we draw a continuous curve from a point in a + region

to a point in a - region, it must cross the boundary S an odd

number of times. This corresponds to the analytical statement

that if S{a, h) be positive and f(a', h') he negative, then, if {>; y) vary

continuously from (a, h) to {a', I/), f(.r, y) uill pass through the value

an odd numlier of times.

The fact just established, that all the "variable points" for

which f(x, y) = lie on a continuous curve, gives us a beautiful

goometi'ical illustration of the fact established in last chapter, that

the eqiuition /(;'•, y) = has an infinite number of solutions, and

gives us the fundamental idea of co-ordinate geometiy, namely, that
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a plane curve can he anahjtkalln represented by means of a single

equation connecting two variables.

Example.

Consider tlie function z= x- + y"-\. If \ve describe, with as centre, a

circle whose radius is unity, it will be seen that for all ]ioints inside this circle

z is negative, and for all points outside z is positive. Hence this circle is the

zero contour line, and for all ]ioints on it we have

x" + v" -1 = 0.

INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS OF A SINGLE COMPLEX VARIABLE.

§ 17.] Here we confine ourselves to integral functions, hut no longer

restrict either the constants of tlie fundiuu or its independent variable

X to be real.

Let us suppose that x-^ + i]i, and let us adopt Argand's

method of representing ^ + yi

graphically, so that, if AM = ^,

MP = 7/, in the diagram of Fig.

16, then P represents ^ + rji.

If P move contirmously from

any position P to another P', the

complex variable is said to vary

continuously. If the values of

(^, 7/) at P and P' be (a, ^8) and

(a', /3') respectively, this is the Fk- lo.

same as saying that ^ + 7/i is said to vary contimamsly from the

value a + /3i to tlie value a + j3'i, tvhen ^ varies continuously from a

to a, and Tj varies continuousli/ from ft to j3'. There are of course

M 2
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an infinite number of ways in which this variation may be

accomplished.

§ 1 8.] Svippose now we have any integral function of x whose

constants may or may not be real. Then we have/(.i') —f{^ + rji);

but this last can, by the rules of chap, xii., always be reduced

to the form ^' + -q'i, where ^' and rf are integral functions of ^

and 7/ whose constants are real (say real integral functions of

(^, ?;) ). Now, by § 14, ^' and ?/ are finite and continuous so

long as (^, 9/) are finite. Hence /(^ + t]i) caries continuoushj tchen

^ + 1^1 varies continuoushj.

A graphic representation of the function /(^ + ?;;') can be

obtained by constructing another diagram for the complex

number ^' + i]'i. Then the continuity of /(^ + tj/) is ex-

pressed by saying that, lohen the graph of the independent vari-

able is a continuous curre S, the graph of the chpcndent variable is

another continuous curve S'.

Example.

Let 2/=+V(^-*')-
H

1 J

B' c:
0' A C

Fio. 17. Fig. 18.

For simplicity, we shall confiue ourselves to a variation of x wliieh aJiiiits

only real values ; in other words, we suppose ly always =0.

The path of the iudepenJent variable is then lACBJ, the whole extent

of the ^-axis. In the diagram we have taken CA = CB = 1 ; so that A and

B mark the points in the path for which the function begins to have, and

ceases to have, a real value.

Let Fig. 18 be the diagram of tlie dejieiulent variable, ?/= |' + ');'i. If

A'C' = 1 (A', B', aud ii' are all coincident), Ibcii the' \r.\\\\ of the dependent
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vaiiaLlo is the whole of the 77' -axis above O, together with A'C, each

reckoned twice over. TIio pieces of the two paths correspond as follows :

—

Imlepeiuleut
Variable.

Dependent Variable.

lA

AC
CB
BJ

I'A'

A'C
c'lr

B'J'

§ 1 9.] ^' and ?/ l)eing functions of ^ and 7/, Ave may represent

this fact to the eye by writing

f - <k{^, v), v' = i^ii, v)-

If we seek for vahies of (£, ?/) that make ^' = 0, that is the same

as seeking for values of (^, ?/) that make <^(^, ?/) = 0. All the

points in the diagram of the independent variable corresponding

to these will lie (by § 16) on a curve S.

Similarly all the points that correspond to ?/ - 0, that is, to

i^(^, 7;) = 0, lie on another curve T.

The points for which both $' = and 7/ = 0,—in other words,

the points corresponding to roots of /(^ + >/«),-—must therefore be

the intersections of the two curves S and T.

Example.

y= zx- + 8.

If we put x= ^ + rii, and y= ^' +T]'i, we have

^' + -n'i— i(^ + 7]i)- + 8,

Hence ^' = 2(4-|j?), '?' =f"-T-

Hence the S and T curves, above spoken of, are given by the equations

2(4-t» = (S),

f^-r = (T).

4 (S),
These are equivalent to

VOL. I

;::nV-
(T).
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The student should have no difficulty in constructing these. The diagram

that results is

H

.T

~nWl

Fig. 19.

The S curve (a rectangular hyperbola as it happens) is drawn thick. The
T curve (two straight lines bisecting the angles between the axes) is dotted.

The intersections are P and Q.

Corresponding to P we have ^= 2, 7? = 2; corresponding to Q, ;^=-2,
77= -2.

It appears therefore that the roots of the function are + 2 + 2i and - 2 - 2i.

Tlie student may verify that these values do in fact satisfy the equation

ia;2 + 8 = 0.

HORNER S METHOD FOR APPROXIMATING TO THE VALUES OF THE

REAL ROOTS OF AN INTEGRAL EQUATION.

§ 20.] In the following paragraphs we shall show how the

ideas of §§ 8-10 lead to a method for calculating digit by digit

the numerical value of any real root of an integral equation. It

will be convenient in the first place to clear the Avay by estab-

lishing a few preliminary results upon which the method more

immediately depends.

§ 21.] To deduce from the equation

2J^C'' +^J,:C»-l + . . . +Pn-i^'+rn = (1)

another ecpiution each of whose roots is m times a corresjMMdiiig root
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of (1). Let X be any root of (1) ; and let ^ = mx. Then x = ^/m.

Hence, from (1), we have

Poii/my +pi^lmY-^ + . . . +Pn-MM +pn = 0.

If Ave multiply by the constant m''^, we deduce the equivalent

equation

2^0$"- + i'lwf '
- ^ + . . . +Pn- {in''^ ~ -^^ + Pnfn^ = (2 ),

which is the equation required.

Cor. The eijuation whose roots are those of (I) with the sig?is

changed is

Po^ -I'lr-' + ... + (- r-''Pn-^$ + ( - rPn - (3).

This follows at once by putting m= - 1 in (2). We thus

see that the calculation of a negative real root of any equation

can always be reduced to the calculation of a positive real root

of a slightly different equation.

Example. The equation whose roots are 10 times the respective roots of

is 3ar*- 150.^2+ 500a;+ 6000 = 0.

§ 22.] To deduce from the equation (1) of § 21 another, each of

ivhose roots is less by a than a corresponding root of {!).

Let X denote any root of (1); ^ the corresponding root of

the required equation ; so that ^ = x- a, and a; = ^ + a. Then

we deduce at once from (1)

i?o(^ + af +j?,(^ + a)"-l + . . .+Pn-^{^^o)+Pn=0 (4).

If we arrange (4) according to powers of ^, we get

Po^'' + (h^"-^ + . . .+qn-i$ + qn^O (5),

which is the equation required.

It is important to have a simple systematic process for

calculating the coefficients of (5). This may be obtained as

follows.

Since ^ = x- a, we have, by comparing the left-hand sides of

(1) and (.5),

pX +pX'''^ + + Pn - i^' + Pn
=p,{x - ay + q.i^X - (0""' + . . . + <?«_,(••*•• - «) -1- qn-
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The problem before us is, therefore, simply to expand the

function/(;«) =^0^"" +PiX'"'~^ + . . . +2hi-\^ + 2^n in powers of (x - a).

Hence, as we have already seen in chap, v., § 21, q.n is the

remainder when f(x) is divided by x-a; q^-i the remainder

when the integral quotient of the last division is divided by

x-a; and so on. The calculation of tlie remainder in any

particular case is always carried out by means of the synthetic

process of chap, v., § 13.

It should be observed that the last coefficient, q^, is the value

of/(«).

Example. To diminish the roots of

5ar5-lla;"+ 10a;-2 =
hy 1.

We simply reproduce the calculation of § 21, Example 1, in a slightly

modified form ; thus

—

5 -11 + 10 -2 (1

5 -6 4

-6 4 1 2

5 -1
-1

1 3

5

1
4

Hence the required equation is

' + 3i+2=:0.

§ 23.] If one of the roots of the equation (1) of ^ 21 he small,

say between and + 1, then an apjn-oximate value of that root is

— Pn/Pn-i- For, if X denote the root in question, we have,

hy (1),

^= -~^-~ (Pn-o +Ph-3^ + • • • +i'.''-"--) (6).
Pn-\ In-i

Hence, if x be small, we have approximately .r = - 2^n/Pn-i-

It is easy to assign an upper limit to the error. We have,

in fact,

^= -Pn/Pn-i-e,

where mod e <^^-^ (1 + a; + . . . + .t""\

Pr being the numerically greatest among the coefficients ]'>(, •>

T'tt-s) J>n-'2- Hence, since x^\, we have

modc<(w- l)pr/pn-i-
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It would be easy to assign a closer limit for the error ; l)ut

in the applications which we shall make of the theorem wc Iiave

indirect means of estimating the sufficiency of tlie ap})roxima-

tion ; all that is really wanted for our purpose is a suggestion of

the ai)proximation.

Example. The equation

x^ + 8192^2+ 1603628Sa; - 5969856 =

has a root hetween and 1, find a first approximation to that root.

By the above rule, we have for the root in question

a;= 59S9856/16036288-e

= •37227-6

where €<2 x 8192/16036288 < -00103.

Hence x= '372, with an error of not more than 1 in the last digit.

In point of fact, since x< '4, we have

e<: {(-4)3 4.8192 x (•4)2!- /1 6036288,

< 1311/16036288 < 1600/16000000,

<:-0001;

so that the approximation is really correct to the 4th place of decimals.

§ 24.] Horner's Method. Suppose that we have an equation

f{x) = 0, having a positive root 2 3 5*6 7 . . , This root would be

calculated, according to Horner's method, as follows :—First wo

determine, by examining the sign of /(.r), that /(./•) = has one

root, and only one,* lying between 200 and 300 : the first digit

is therefore 2. Then we diminish the roots of /(./-) = by 200,

and thus obtain the first subsidiary equation, say f^{x) = 0. Tlien

/i(.x-) = has a root lying between and 100. Also since the

absolute tei-m of /,(.';) is /(200), and no root of f{x) - lies

between and 2!)0, the absolute term of /(.t) (that is, /(O)) and

the absolute term oifi(x) must have the same sign. By examin-

ing the sign of /,(,r) for x = 0, 10, 20, . . ., 90, we determine

that this root lies between 30 and 40 : the next digit of the

root of the original equation is therefore 3. The labour of this

last process is, in practice, sliortened by using the rule of § 23.

Let us suppose that 30 is thus suggested ; to test whether this

* For a discussion of the precautions necessary when an equation has two

roots which commence with one or more like iliyits, see Buniside and Fanton's

Theory of Equations, § 104.
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is correct we proceed to diminish the roots of J\{.r) = by 30,

—

to deduce, in fact, the second subsidiary equation /^(.t) = 0. Since

the roots of /(.r) have now been diminislied by 230, the absohite

term oif.,(.r) is/(230). Hence the absolute term of /.(.r) must

have the same sign as the absolute term of /i(.'"), unless the digit

3 is too large. In other words, if the digit 3 is too large, we

shall be made aAvare of the fact by a change of sign in the

absolute term. In practice, it does not usually occur (at all

events in the later stages of the calculation) that the digit

suggested by the rule of § 23 is too small ; but, if that were so,

we should become aware of the error on proceeding to calculate

the next digit which would exceed 9.

The second subsidiary equation is now used as before to

find the third digit 5.

The third subsidiary equation would give '6. To avoid the

trouble and possible confusion arising from decimal points, we

multiply the roots of the third (and of every following) subsidiary

equation hy 10; or, what is equivalent, Ave multiplj^ the second

coefficient of the equation in question by 10, the third coefficient

by 100, and so on; and then proceed as before, observing, how-

ever, that, if the trial division for the next digit be made after

this modification of the subsidiary equation, that digit will

appear as 6, and not as "6, because the last coefficient has been

multiplied by 10"^ and the second last by 10"~^.

The fundamental idea of Horner's method is therefore simply

to deduce a series of subsidiary equations, each of which is used

to determine one digit of the root. The calculation of the

coefficients of each of these subsidiary equations is accomplished

by the method of § 22. After a certain number of the digits of

the root have been found, a number more may be obtained by a

contraction of the process above described, the nature of which

will be easil}^ understood from the following particular case.

Example. Find an approximation to the least positive root of

/{x)= x^ + 2x"-^x-7 = (1).

Since /(0)--7, /(l)=-9, /(2)=-l, /(3)-+2.3,

the root in question lies between 2 and 3. Tlio first digit is therefore 2.

i
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We now diminisli the roots of (1) by 2. The cah'ulatioii of the coolficieiits

runs thus :

—

2 — 5 -7 (2

2

1
8

3

6

2

6

12

| 15

2

8

where the prefix -| is used to mark coefficients of the first subsidiary ciiuation.

The first subsidiary equation is therefore

:f» + Sa;2 + 153j-l = 0.

Since the next digit follows the decimal point, we multiply the roots of

this equation by 10. The resulting equation is then

ar* + 80.1- + 1500,e - 1000 =^ (2).

Since 1000/1500 <1, it is suggested that the :iext digit is 0. We tliere-

fore multiply the roots of (2) by 10, and deduce

s? + SOO.t" + 150000.'; - 1000000 = (3).

Since 1000000/150000 = 6-
. . ., the next digit suggested is C. We now

diminish the roots of (3) by 6.

+ 800 + 150000 -1000000 (06

6 4836 929016

806 154836 *! -70984000

6 4872

812

6

"81 80

1 15970800

The resulting subsidiary equation, after the multii)licatiou of its roots

by 10, is

a,'3 + 8180.«- + 15970800.c- 70984000 (4).

Since 70984000/15970800 = 4- . . ., the next digit suggested is 4. The

rea<ler should notice that, owing to the continual multiplication of the roots

by 10, the coefficients towards the right increase in magnitude nmch more

rapidly than those towards the left : it is for this reason that the rule of § 23

becomes more and more accui'ate as the operation goes on. Thus, even at the

present stage, the quotient 70984000/1 5970S00 would give correctly more than

one of the following digits, as may be readily verified.

We now diminish the roots of (4) by 4 ; and add the zeros to the cocfilcients

as before.
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+ 8180
4

8184
4

8188
4

+ 15970800
32736

16003536
32752

1 1603628800

-70984000 (4

64014144
^1 - 6969856U00

1 81920

Then we have the subsidiary cqxiation

a? + 81920*2 + 1603628800a; - 6969856000 (5).

It will be observed that throughout the operation, so far as it has gone,

the two essential conditions for its accuracy have been fulfilled, namely, that

the last coefficient shall retain the same sign, and that each digit shall come

out not greater than 9. It will also be observed that the number of the

figures in the working columns increases much more rapidly than their utility

ill determining the digits of the root. All that is actually necessary for the

suggestion of the next digit at any step, and to make. sure of the accuracy of

the suggestion, is to know the first two or three figures of the last two

coefficients.

Unless, therefore, a very large number of additional digits of the root is

required, we may shorten the operation by neglecting some of the figures in

(5). If, for example, we divide all the coefficients of (5) by 1000, we get the

equivalent equation *

•00lA- + 81-92.r2+1603628-8a;- 6969856 = (5').

Hence, retaining only the integral parts of the coeHieients, we have

Ox^ + 81a;- + 1603628a; - 6969856 = (5").

It will be noticed that the result is the same as if, instead of adding zeros,

as heretofore, we had cut off one figure from the second last coefficient, two

from the third last, and so on.t

Since 6969856/1603628 = 4-
. . ., wo have for the next digit 4. We then

diminish the roots of (5") by 4. In the necessary calculation the first Avorking

column now disappears owing to the disappearance of the coefficient of a^ ; we
have in its place simjily 81 standing unaltered. It is advisable, however, in

multiplying the contracted coefficients by 4 to carry the nearest number of

tens from the last figure cut off (just as in ordinary contracted multijdicatioii

and division and for the same reason).

* If the reader find any difficulty in following the above explanation of

the contracted process, he can satisfy himself of its validity by working out

the above calculation to the end in full and then running his jien through the

unnecessary figures.

t In many cases it may not be advisable to carry the contraction so far at

each step as is here done. We might, for instance, divide the coeflicients of

5 by 100 only. The resulting subsidiary equation would then be

0.1-3 + SI 9,i'- + 1 0030288X - G909S500,

with which we shouM proceed as befoi'c.
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The next step, tlierefoio, runs thus :

—

81 +1603628 -6969856 (4

328 6416828

1603957 "1-554028
328

"I 1604285

Tlie correspoiidiiig subsidiary equation is

81a;- + 16042850a; - 55402800 = (6) ;

or, contracted, Oa;- + 160428a:- 554028 = (6').

The next digit is 3 ; and, as the coefficient of a;", namely O'Sl, still has a

slight eil'ect on the second working column, the calculation runs thus :—

•

+160428 -554028 (3

2 481293

160431 "i- 72735
2

'I 160433

The resulting subsidiary equation after contraction is

16043a; -72735 = (7).

The rest of the operation now coincides with the ordinary process of

contracted division ; it represents, in fact, the solution of the linear equation

(7), that is (see chap, xvi., § 1), the division of 72735 by 16043.

The whole calculation may be arranged in practice as below. But the

prefixes -|, ^|, &c., which indicate the coefficients of the various equations,

may be omitted. Also the record may be still farther shortened by performing

the multiplications and additions or subtractions mentally, and only recording

the figures immediately below the horizontal lines in the following scheme.

The advisability of this last contraction depends of course on the arithmetical

power of the calculator.

1 + 2 -5 -7 (2-064434533
2 8 6

4 3 ^1 - 1000000
2 12 929016

6 ^' ^1 150000 *! - 70984000
2 4836 64014144

^1 800 154836 ''1 - 6969856
6 4872 6415828

806 ^1 15970800 "1 - .554028

6 32736 481293

812 16003536 H- 72735
6 32752 64173

^18180 "1 1603628^ *l-8562
4 328 8022

8184 1603957 "1^540
4 328 481

8188 "1 160428^ '"1-59

4 2 48

'l^5^f^^ 160431
2

71 -—- -. .

-11

1
16f|-^.^}?
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The mmiljer of additional digits obtained by tlie contracted process is less

by two than the number of digits in the second last coelKcicnt at tlie beginning

of the contraction. Owing to the uncertainty of the carriages the last digit

is uncertain, but the next last will in such a case as the present be abso-

lutely correct. In fact, by substituting in tlie original equation, it is easily

verified that the root lies between 2-064434534 and 2-064434535 ; so that the

last digit given above errs in defect by 1 only. The number of accurate

figures obtained by the contracted process will occasionally be considerably

less than in this example ; and the calculator must be on his guard against

error in this respect (see Horner's Memoir, cited below).

§ 25.] Since the extraction of the square, cube, fourth, . . .

roots of any number, say 7, is equivalent to finding the positive

real root of the equations, a;^ + Ox - 7 - 0, -.r^ + Ox" + Ox -7 = 0,

x^ + Ox'' + Ox" + 0.« - 7 = 0, . . . respectively, it is obvious that

by Horner's method we can find to any desired degree of

approximation the root of any order of any given number

whatsoever. In fact, the process, given in chap, xi., § 13, for

extracting the square root, and the process, very commonly

given iu arithmetical text-books, for extracting the cube root will

be found to be contained in the scheme of calculation described

in §
24.^'^

* Horner's method was first published in the Transactions of the Philoso-

phical Society of London for 1819. Considering the remarkable elegance,

generality, and simplicity of the method, it is not a little surprising that it

has not taken a more prominent place in current mathematical text-books.

Although it has been well expounded by several English writers (for example,

De Morgan, Todhiuiter, Burnside and Panton), it has scarcely as yet found a

recognised place in English curricula. Out of five standard Continental text-

books where one would have expected to find it we found it mentioned in only

one, and there it was expounded in a way that showed little insight into its

true character. This probably arises from the mistaken notion that there is

in the method some algebraic profundity. As a matter of fact, its spirit is

purely arithmetical ; and its beauty, which can only be apjireciated after one

has used it in particular cases, is of that indescribably simple kind which

distinguishes the use of position in the decimal notation and the arrangement

of the simple rules of arithmetic. It is, in short, one of those things whose

invention was the creation of a commonplace. For interesting historical

details on this subject, see De Morgan

—

ComjJanion to British Almanack, for

1839; Article "Involution and Evolution," Pe7^?l2/ Cyclopsedia ; and Budget

of Paradoxes, pp. 292, 374.
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ExKItCISKS XXII.

[The .stiulent sliould trace some at least of the curves required in tiie

following graphic exercises by laying them down correctly to some convenient

scale. He will find this process much facilitated by using paper ruled into

small squares, which is sold under the name of Plotting Paper.]

Discuss graphically the following functions :

—

(^) y-(^3- (5.) y-l^. (6.) v=J^,.

(7.) Construct to scale the graph of y= -ar + 8.r-9 ; and obtain graphic-

ally the roots of the equation a;--8a; + 9 = to at least three places of

decimals.

(8.) Solve graphically the equation

(9.) Discuss graphically the following question. Given that y is a con-

tinuous function of x, does it follow that a; is a continuous function of ?/ ?

(10.) Show that when h, the increment of x, is very small, the increment of

i?„a;" +p„-ix"-''^ + . . . +pix +2)0

is {npnX"-^ + {n-l)p„.ix»-^ + . . .+l.pi)h.

(11.) If 7i be very small, anda; = l, find the increment of 2x'-93p+ 12x + 5.

(12.) If an equation of even degree have its last term negative, it has at

least two real roots which are of opposite signs.

(13.) Indicate roughly the values of the real roots of

10.c3-17jr + 3J-f3 = 0.

(14.) What can you infer regarding the roots of

ar'-5x- + 8 = 0?

(15.) Show by con.siderations of continuity alone that .)j"-l=0 cannot

have more than one real root, if n be odd.

(16. ) Uf{x) be an integral function of x, and if/(a)= -p,f{h) -+q, where

2) and q are both small, show that x={qa+pb)/{p + q) is an approximation to

a root of the equation /(a;) = 0.

Draw a series of contour lines for the following functions, including in

each case the zero contour line :—
(17.) z= xi/. (18.) z= -. (19.) z= ,f'-y". (20.) ^-^-^T.

y a;

Is the proposition of § 16 true for the last of these ?

Draw the Argand diagi-am of the dependent variable in the following

cases, the path of the independent variable being in each case a circle of radius

unity whose centre is fi :—

(21.) y=^. (22.) 2/=-fV^-. {23.)ij^'^x. (24.) y=l -a;^.
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Find b}' Horner's method the positive real roots of the following equations

in each case to at least seven places of decimals :
—

*

(25.) a;3-2 = 0. (26.) x-^-2x-5 = 0.

(27.) a^ + a; -1000 = 0. (28.) a,-- 46a;2- 3Ga; + lS = 0.

(29.) x* + a?+ x" + x-l27G9i = 0.

(30.) a^-80a;^+24ct"- 6a; -80379639= 0. (31.) x'^- ix* + 7x^- 865 = 0.

(32.) a;5-7 = 0. (33.) a;^- 4a;- 2000 = 0.

(34. ) 4a-« + 7ar5 + q.-,,* ^ g^s^ ^^^s ^ ^^ _ 792 = 0.

(35.) Find to twenty decimal places the negative root of 2a;'' + 3ar^ - 6a; - 8

= 0.

(36.) Continue the calculation on p. 344 two stages farther in its uncon-

traeted form ; and then estimate how many more digits of the root could

be obtained by means of the trial division alone.

* Most of these exercises are taken from a large selection given in De
Morgan's Elements of Arithmetic (1854).



CHAPTEE XVI.

Equations and Functions of the First Degree.

EQUATIONS WITH ONE VARIABLE.

§ 1.] It folloAvs by the principles of chap. xiv. that every

integral equation of the 1st degree can be reduced to an equiva-

lent equation of the form
ax + h = (1);

this may therefore be regarded as a general form, including all

such equations. As a particular case b may be zero ; but we

suppose, for the present at least, that a is neither infinitely great

nor infinitely small.

Since a=l= 0, we may write (1) in the form

.{.-(- ^^)}=0 (2);

whence we see that one solution is a; = - bja. We know already,

by the principles of chap, xiv., § 6, that an integral equation of

the 1st degree in one variable has one and only one solution. Hence

we have completely solved the given equation (1).

It may be well to atld another proof that the solution is unique.

Let us suppose that there are two distinct solutions, x= a. and x= ^, of (1).

Then we must liavc

aa.-\-h — Q),

a!B + b= 0.

From these, hy subtraction, we derive

a{a - fi) = 0.

Now, b}' hypothesis, a + 0, therefore wo must have a- 8 — 0, that is, a = ^;
in other words, the two solutions are not distinct-
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§ 2.] Two equations of the '[st degree in one variable will in

general be inconsistent.

If the eqibations be ax + b == (1),

a'x + b' = (2),

iJte necessary and sufficient condition for consistency is

ab' - a'b = (3).

The solution of (1) is cc = -bja, and the solution of (2) is

x= - b'/a'. These will not in general be the same ; hence the

equations (1) and (2) will in general be inconsistent.

The necessary and sufficient condition that (1) and (2) be

consistent is

-^4 (4).
a a

Since a =*= 0, a' =¥ 0, (4) is equivalent to

a'b — ah',

or ah' - a'b = 0.

Obs. 1. If i = and b' — 0, then the condition of consistency

is satisfied. In this case the equations become ax = 0, a'x = ;

and these have in fact the common solution x = 0.

Obs. 2. When two equations of the 1st degree in one vari-

able are consistent, the one is derivable by multiplying the other

by a constant. In fact, since a 4= 0, if we also supjDose b^pO, we

derive from (3), by dividing by ab and then transposing,

— = T, each = I; say :

a b
' J '

hence a' = hi, V = kb,

so that a'x + b' = hix + kb,

= k{ax + b).

If, then, (3) be satisfied, (2) is nothing more or less than

k{ax + i) =

where A; is a constant.

This might have been expected, for, transpositions a]>art, the

oidy way of deriving from a single equation another perfectly

c<juivalent is to multiply the given equation l)y a constant.
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Exercises XXIII.

Solve the following equations :
—

(1.) 18^7_(.._2:1^^).36.

T
l+(l-a')/2

(2-) 3
_^^

(3.)
51 62

Sx-1 12X+ 5

2 29

(5.) 6S(-32.^;--5) + ^.=g| = 3-694a;,

find X to three places of decimals,

(6.) a/{l-b.i-) = h/{l-ax).

(7.

)

{n + x) {b + x) - a{h + c) = {ca- + hx-)lb.

(8.) , +
-J

= 2.
• 0- a b-c

,„ ,
x'-a^ x--b^ x"-c"

(9. + r- + = a + b + c-3x.x-a x-b x-c

(10.) {c(? + &3);« + «3 - &3^ ft-* - i-* + ab{a- + b").

.2.

6+« b+c

(12.

)

(.c - l)(;c + 2)(2.7j - 2) = (2x' - l)(2a;+ l)(a72 + 3).

_l 2___3 4_
x+ 1 a; + 2~.'c + 3 x + 4'

Xj-1 _x--3 _x - 2 x-4:

x-2 x-4:~x-3 x-5'

x^-a- X--C-
(11.) T-r^-i-rr =<:-».

(13.)

(14.)

11 5 7

^ ''' 12a;+ll"^6a; + 5~4ic + 7*

(16.)
3-^ 5_^«'= 1

=^-^-2

l-x 7-;c 7-8a; + a;2

(17) -1-+_J1 =_li_ 6

x^~Ax + 5 fx~2y
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(19.)

(20.)

(21.)

(•22.)

(23.)

(24.)

(25.)

1
- + —rp. - 3(a; + 5)

x+\ x + 2 (a:; + l)(x+ 2)

x+ 2a x-2a

6a; + 17

x + 2

Aab

2b-x 2b + x iJr^x"'

{a + h)x-\-c {a-h)x-\-e_ 4ab

{a-b)x + d (a + b)x+f {a + b){a-b)

a + b a-b _ a h

x-a x-b x-a x-b'

a b a' + b"^

x-a ' x-b x{x -a-b) + ab

x+a-b x+b-c
1 ^

1
^

{X-- a) {x - b) {x-a){x-c) ' {x-b){x-c)

1 2

{x+ a){x+ b) {x+ a)(x + c) ix+ b){x+ cy

EQUATIONS WITH TWO VARIABLES.

§ 3.] A single equation of the 1st degree in two variables has a

one-fold infinity of solutions.

Consider the equation

ax + hj + c = (1).

Assign to y any constant value we please, say
f3,

then (1)

becomes
ao: + h(3 + c^0 (2).

We have now an equation of the 1st degree in one variable,

which, as we have seen, has one and only one solution, namely,

x= - {b/3 + c)/a.

AVe have thus obtained for (1) the solution a:= - (hfS + c)/rt,

y = (3, where (3 may have any value we please. In other words,

we have found an infinite number of solutions of (1).

Since the solution involves the one arbitrary constant /?,

we say that the equation (1) has a one-fold infinity (sometimes

symbolised by co ') of solutions.

Example,

the solutions are given by
3x-22/ + l=0,

2/3-1
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wo have, for example, for /3= - 2, /3= - 1, ,8= 0, /3= +-, /3= +1, /3= +2, the

following solutions :—

/3 -2 -1 1

^2 4-1 +2

5 -1 1

3 A + 1

.
!

-2 -1 A + 1 + 2

And so on.

§ 4.] Wc should expect, in accordance with the principles of

chap, xiv., § 5, that a system of two equations each of the 1st

degree in two variables admits of definite solution.

The process of solution consists in deducing from the given

S3^stem an equivalent system of two equations in which the

variables are separated ; that is to say, a system such that x

alone appears in one of the equations and y alone in the

other.

We may airive at this result by any method logically con-

sistent with the general principles we have laid down in chap,

xiv., for the derivation of equations. Tlie following proposition

afllbrds one such method :

—

If I, /', m, m' he cimstants, any one of vMch may he zero, hit

tvhich are such fhit Im' - I'm =1= 0, tlicn the two mjstems

ax + hy + c =

a'x + h'y + c' =

and

l(ax + hy + c) + l'{a'x + h'y + c') =--

m{ax + hy + e) + m'(a'x + h'y + c') =

are equivalent.

It is obvious that any solution of (1) and (2) will satisfy (3)

and (4) ; for any such solution reduces both ax + by + c and

a'x + h'y -r c' to zero, and therefore also reduces the left-hand

sides of both (3) and (4) to zero.

Again, any solution of (3) and (4) is obviously a solution of

VOL. I 2 A

(1),

(2),

(3),

(4),
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=

=

(5)>

(G).

hi'{ I{ax + hi/ + c) + l\a'x + h'y + c')]

- V {m{ax + hy + c) + vi'(a'x + h'y + c')]

-m{ I(ax + by + c)+ l'{a'x + h'y + c')]

+ / {m{ax + by + c) + m'{a'x + h'y + c)

Now (5) and (6) reduce to

Qm' - I'm) {ax +hy + c) = (7),

{Im' - I'm) {ax + h'y + c') = (8),

and, provided //// - I'm 4= 0, (7) and (S) are equivalent to

ax + by + c =0,

a'x + b'y + c' = 0.

We liave therefore shown that every sohition of (1) and (2) is a

solution of (3) and (4) ; and that every solution of (3) and (4) is

a solution of (1) and (2).

All we have now to do is to give such values to /, /', m, m'

as shall cause y to disappear from (3), and x to disappear from

(4). This will be accomplished if we make

1= +b', l'= - b,

m= - a', m' = + a
;

so that Im' - I'm = ah' - a'b.

The system (3) and (4) then reduces to

{ab' - a'b)x + cb' - cb = (3'),

{lib' - a'b)y + c'a - ca' = (4')

;

and this new system (3'), (4') will he equivalent to (1), (2),

provided

ab' - a'b 4= (9).

• But (3') and (4') are each equations of the 1st degree in one

variable, and, since ab' - a'b 4= 0, they each have one and only

one solution, namely

—

cb' - c'h "^

ah - a

y (10).

i/=

ac — ac

ab' — a'h J
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It therefwe follous thai the sijstem

ax + hi/ + c =0 (1),

ax + h'y + c' = (2)

has one and only one definite solution, namely, (10), 'provided

ah' - a'h + (9).

The method of sokition just discussed goes by the name of

cross midtipUcation, because it consists in taking the coefficient

of y from the second equation, multiplying the first equation

therewith ; then taking the coefficient of y from the first equation,

multiplying the second therewith ; and finally subtracting the

two equations, with the result that a new equation appears not

containing y.

The following mcmoria tcchnica for the values of.'- ami ?/ will enable the

student to recollect the values in (10).

The denominators are the same, namely, ah' - a'b, formed from the co-

efficients of X and y thus
'h

the line sloping down from left to right indicating a positive product, that

from right to left a negative product.

The numerator of x is formed from its denominator by putting c and r' in

place of a and a' respectively.

The numerator of y by putting c and c' in place of b and b'.

Finally, negative signs must be affixed to the two fractions.

Another way which the reader may prefer is as follows :
—

Ol)serve that we maj' write (10) thus,

be' - b'c ca' - c'a
^'= iT~ -/n ?/= -T-^ 7J (11),

ab - ab iib - a b

where the common denominator and the two numerators are formed according

to the scheme

It is very important to remark that (1) and (2) are col-

laterally symmetrical with respect to I a, h , see chap, iv., § 20.

\i', u)
Hence, if we know the value of x, we can derive the value of y

by putting everywhere h for a, a for h, V for a', and a' for V. In
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fact the value of y tlms derived from the vaUie of x in (10) is

- {ca' - c'a)l{ba' - b'a) ; and this is equal to - («c' - a'c)l{ah' - a'b),

which is the value of y given in (10).

Example 1.

Sx + 2y-S-0 (a),

Proceeding by direct application of (11), we have

-9/\ + 4 '"^X + 5

+ 3

-9

10 + 12 11
y--

27-15 2

12 + 18 15' ^12 + 18 5'

Or thus : multiply (a) by 2, and we have the equivalent system

6x + iy-6 = 0,

-9x + Ay + 5 = ;

whence, by subtraction,

which gives

15a;-ll = 0,

11
^=15-

Again multiplying

which gives

(a) by 3, and then adding (/3), we have

10y-4 = 0,

4 2

Example 2.

a ^

X
,

?/ _ 1

a- ^^ 7*

Multiplying the first of these equations by -, and subtracting the second, we

obtain
1 1\ 1 1

that is,

whence

a-^ _y-l3

' 7(«-/3)"

Since the equations are symmetrical in (

"'

' o ) we get the value of ?/ by

interchanging a and
ft,

iinnioly,

ft\y-a)

'y(ft-a)'
y=.
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Sometimes, before proceeding to apply the ahove method, it

is convenient to rephice the given system by another which is

equivalent to it but simpler.

Example 3.

a^x + Iry= 2ab(n + h) (a),

h{2a + h)x + a{a + 2b)ii = a^ + a-b + ab- + U^ (j3).

By adding, we deduce from (a) and (/3)

[a + bfx + (a + b)-y-{a + bf,

which is cq^uivalent to

x + i/
= n + b (7).

It is obvious tliat (a) and (7) are equivalent to (a) ami {/3). Multiplying

(7) by b' and subtracting, we have

(((P-b-)x= 2a-b + ab^-b^,

= b(2a-b){a + b).

„ b(2a-b)
Hence x—-- r--a-b

Since the original system is symmetrical in f
' '

'^ j, we have

a(2b - a)

§ 5.] Under the theory of last paragraph a variety of par-

ticular cases in which one or more of the constants a, b, c, a', b', c'

involved in the two equations

ax +by + c =0,

a'x + b'y + r/ -

become zero are admissible ; all cases, in short, which do not

violate the condition ah' - a'b 4= 0.

Thus we have the following admissible cases :
—

a = (1), b' = (4),

b = (2), a=0 and // = (5),

ft' = (3), a' = and Z^ = (6).

The following are excc^Moiuil cases, because they involve ah' - a'b

= 0:—
a = and a' = (I.), a, b, a', // all different

a = and h = (II.), from 0, but such that

b' = and a = (III.), ab' - a'b = (V.).

i' = and b - (IV.),
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We shall return again to the consideration of the exceptional

cases. In the meantime the reader should verify that the

formulae (10) do really give the correct solution in cases (1) to

(6), as by theory they ought to do.

Take case (1), for example. The equations in this case reduce to

Jy + c= 0, a'x + h'y + c'— Q.

The first gives 2/ = - cjh, and this value of y reduces the second to

ax ~ -r+c —Q,
b

1 . 1 . h'c- he'
which "ives x= r,

—

•

ab

It will be found that (10) gives the same result, if we put «= 0.

There is one special case that deserves jiarticular notice, that,

namely, Avhere c = and c' = ; so that the two equations are

homogeneotis, namely,

ax + by = (a),

a'x + h'y = Q {[3).

If ah' - a'h 4= 0, these formulae (10) give x = 0, y = as the only

possible solution. If ah' - ab = 0, these formula? are no longer

applicable ; Avhat then happens will be understood if we reflect

that, provided ?/ 4= 0, (a) and (fS) may be written

az +b =0 (a),

a'z + h' = Q (/i'),

where z = xfy.

We now have two equations of the 1st degree in ,~, which

are consistent (see § 2), since ah' - a'b — 0. Each of them gives

the same value of z, namely, ,:; = - b/a, or z = - b'/a (these two

being equal by the condition ab' - a'b = 0).

If then ab' - a'b 4= 0, the only solution of (a) and {[3) is x = 0,

y = ; if ab' - a'b = 0, x and y may have any values such that the

ratio xjy = — b/a = - b'/a'.

§ G.] There is another Avay of arranging the process of solu-

tion, commonly called Bezovt's method* -which is in reality merely

a variety of the method of § 4.

* For an account of Bezout's methods, properly so called, see Muir's

papers on the "History of Determinants ;
" Pruc. It.S.E., 1886.
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If \ be any finite constant quantitij whatcixr,* l/icn aiij sohiliun of (he

system
ax + by + c= 0, a\r + h'y + c' = Q (1)

is a sohdion if the equation

{aK + hy + c) + \{a'x + h'y + c') = (2),

that is to say, of (a + \a')x + (6 + \h')y + (c + Xc') = (3).

Now, since \ is at our disposal, we may so choose it that y shall disappear

from (3) ; then must
\&' + 6= (4),

and (3) will reduce to (rt + W)a;+ (c + X(;') = (5)-

From (4) we have X= - hjb', and, using this value of X, we deduce from (5)

_ c + Xc' _ b'c - be'

a + Xa' ab' - a'b

wliirh agrees v.itli (10).

The value of y may next be obtained by so determining X that x shall

disappear from (3). We thus get W + rt = (6),

{b + \b')y + {c + \c') = (7),

and so on.

To make this method independent and complete, theoretically, it would

of course be necessary to add a proof that the values of x and y obtained do

in general actually satisfy (1) and (2); and to point out the exceptional case.

§ 7.] There is another way of proceeding, which is inter-

esting and sometimes practically useful.

The systems

ax +hij + c =0 \ /,

X

a'x + h'ij + c' = ^

and y
a.r + c^
"^

[
(2)

a'x + h'y + c' = j

are equivalent, provided h 4= 0, for the first ei]Uation of (2) is

derived froni the first of (1) by the reversible processes of trans-

position and multiplication hj a constant factor.

Also, since any solution of (2) makes y identically equal

to - {ax + c)!h, we may replace y by this value in the second

equation of (2). We thus deduce the equivalent system,

* So far as logic is concerned X might be a function of the variables, V)ut

for present purposes it is taken to be constant. A letter introduced in this

way is usually called an " indeternnnate multiplier "
; more propeily it should

be called an " undeternuned multiplier."
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ax + c

h'(ax + c)
, ^ax ^^-^

—

- + c =
(3).

Now, since b^O, the second of the equations (3) gives

(a'b - ah')x + {he' - h'c) = (4).

If a'b - ah' + 0, (4) has one and only one solution, namely,

be -h'c , .

« = -7^ 77 (->),
uO - ab

this value of x reduces the first of the equations (3) to

y =
1 J a(bc' - b'c) }

that is, to y

b I ah' - a'b

abc' - a'bc

h{ab' - a'by

ca! - da

ah' - a'b

+ c
I'

(G).

The equations (5) and (6) are equivalent to the system (3),

and therefore to the original system (1). Hence we have proved

that, if ah' - a'b ^Q and i 4= 0, the system (1) has one and only

one solution.

We can remove the restriction h^Q; for if & = the first of

the equations (1) reduces to ax + c-Q. Hence (if a =j= 0, which

must be, since, if both a = and i = 0, then ah' - a'b = 0) we have

x= - c/a, and this value of x reduces the second of equations

(1) to

+ by + c =0,

which gives (since b' cannot in the i)reseiit case be without

making ah' - a'b — 0) y = (ca' - c'a)lah'. Now these values of x

and y are precisely those given by (5) and (6) when & = 0.

The excepted case b = is therefore included ; and the only

exceptional cases excluded are those that come under the condi-

tion ab' - a'b = 0.
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Tlie method of this paragraph may be called solution hy

suhstitniioii. The above discussion forms a complete and

independent logical treatment of the i)ro])lem in hand. The

student may, on account of its apparent straightforwardness

and theoretical simplicity, prefer it to the method of § 4.

The defect of the method lies in its want of symmetry ; the

practical result of which is that it often introduces needless

detail into the calculations.

Example.

From (a) we h;ave

-
Zx + 2y

9a; + 4?/

-3r

2/=

=

-Zx
2

+ 3

Using (7), we reduce Wto

that is,

9a; + 2(- =0,

= 0;

whence

This value of x reduces (7) to

x =
11

'l5'

-3x

9
'

(7).

2

The solution of the system (a) and (/3) is therefore

11 2
^=15' y^i-

§ 8.] Three equations of flic \st degree in hoo rariaUes, say

ax + hji + c = 0, ax + h'y + c' = 0, a"x + h"ij + c" = ( 1 ),

xoill not he consistent unless

a'ihc' - h'c) + b"(ca' - c'a) + c"((ih' - a'h) = (2) ;

and they will in general he consistent if this condition he satisfied.

We suppose, for the present, that none of the three functions

ah' - a'h, a"b - ah", a'b" - a"h' vanishes.* Tliis is equivalent to

supposing that every pair of the three equations has a deter-

minate finite solution.

If we take the first two equations as a system, they have

the definite solution

* See below, § 25.
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he - h'c

ah' - a^h
' y

ah' - a'b'

The necessary and sufficient condition for the consistency of the

three equations is that this sohition should satisfy the third

equation ; in other words, that

M' h'c ,„ca'-c'a
+ h -^. 77 + c 0.

ah' - a'h
' "

ah' - a'h

Since ah' - a'h =# 0, this is equivalent to

a"{hc' - h'c) + h"{ca' - c'a) + c"(ah' - a'h) = (3).

The reader should notice that this condition may be written in

any one of the following forms by merely rearranging the

terms :

—

a{b'c" - h"c) + h{c'a" - c"a') + c{a'h" - a"h') = (4)

a'{hc" - h"c) + h'{ca" - c"a) + c'(ah" - a"h) = (o)

a{h'c" - h"c') + a'{h"c - he") + a" {lie' - h'c) =0 (6)

h{c'a" - c"a') + h'(c"a - ca") + h"{ca' - c'a) =0 (7)

c{a'h" - a"h') + c'(a"h - ah") + c"{ah' - a'h) = (8)

ah'c" - ah"c' + hc'a" - he a' + ca'h" - ca'h' = (9)

The forms (4) and (5) could have been obtained directly by

taking the solution of the two last equations and substituting in

the first, and by solving the first and last and substituting in the

second, respectively. Each of these ])rocesses is obviously logic-

ally equivalent to the one actually adopted above.

The forms (6), (7), (8) would result as the condition of the

consistency of the three equations

ax + a'y + a" = 0, hx + h'y + h" = 0, ex + e'lj + c" ^ (1 0).

We have therefore the following interesting side result :

—

Cor. If the three equations (I) he consistent, then the three equa-

tions (10) are consistent.

If the reader will now ccnipare the present paragraph with § 2, he will

see that the function

ah' - a'b

plays the same part for the system

ax + b-0, a'^r + b' =
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as does the function

a{h'c" - b"c') + h{c'a" - c"a') + c{a'b" - a"//)

for the system

a.i: + by + f = 0, ci'x + b'y -\-c' = 0, a"x + b"y + c"— 0.

Tliese functions are called the elderminatits of the respective systems of equa-

tions. They are often denoted by the notations

\a b
I

b c

a' b' c'

a" b" c"

j,\
for ab' -a'b (H)

J

ibr ab'c' - ab"c' + bc'ct!' - bd'a' + ca'b" - ca"b' (12).

The reader should notice

—

1st. Tliat the determinant is of the 1st degree in the constituents of any

one row or of any one column of the square symbol above introduced.

2nd. That, if all the constituents be considered, its degree is equal to the

number of equations in the system.

A special branch of algebra is nowadays devoted to the theory of dctcr-

muiants, so that it is unnecessary to pui'sue the matter in this treatise. For

the sake of more advanced students we have here and there introduced results

of this theory, but always in such a way as not to interfere with the progress

of such as may be unacquainted with them.

The reader may find the following memorial technicm useful in enabling

him to remember the determinant of a system of three ei|uations :
—

For the form (4),

a b c

V

b" ^",

to be interpreted like the similar scheme in § 4.

For the form (9),

b

\//',

where the letters in the diagonal lines are to form products with (lie signs +
or - , according as the diagonals slope downwards from left to right or from

right to left.

Example.

To show that the equations

3x- + 5f/-2 = 0, 4./; + C)/-l = 0, 2.i- + 4(/-3 =

are consistent.

Solving the first two equations, we have x= - 7/2, y= 5/2. These values
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reduce 2x + iy-'3 to -7 + 10-3, which is zero. Hence the solution of the

first two equations satisfies tlie third ; that is, the three are consistent.

We might also use the general results of the above paragrajih.

Since 3x6-5x4= -2, 5x2-3x4= -2, 4 x 4-2 x 6= +4, each pair

of equations has by itself a definite solution. Again, calculating the deter-

minant of the system by the rule given above, we have, for the value of the

determinant, - 54 - 10 - 32 + 24 + 12 + 60 = 0. Hence the system is consistent.

+3+5 - 2+ 3 +5

+ 4 +

+ 2 +

Exercises XXIV.

Solve the following :

—

(1.) ix+y= 6, ^x +y=
6}i.

(2.) 2x + Sij= 18, 3x-2y= 9.

(3.) -123^+ -685?/ = 3 -34, •893jj- •593^=3-71,

find X and y to five places of decimals.

(4.)

(5.)

(6.)

(7.)

(8.)

(9.)

(10.)

(11.)

(12.)

(1-3.)

x + y :x-y= 5 iB, x + 5y=36.

Sx + l = 2y + l = Sy + 2x.

{x + 3)(y + 5) = {x-l){y+ 2), 8x + 5 = 9y + 2.

x + y= a-\-h, (cc + «)/(?/ + h) = b/a.

la mb ' 2ma 3lb

ax + by= 0, {a-b)x+{a + b)y= 2c

(a + b)x- (a-b)y= c, (a-b)x + {a + h)y= c,

(a + b)x + (a -b)y = a- + 2ab - b-, {a - b)x +[a- b)y = a- + b^.

I
?/

,„= «?', fo + :

y
ct? -P a^+ ab + b- ' a^ + b- ' a?— ab + b'

(ap'" + brf'')x + (ff^)"'+i + bq'^+^)y= ap''"+- + bq"'+-,

(fijj" + bq").r + {(12)"+^ + bq"+'^)y= 02}"+- + bq"+'\

~, = ii{2a + b).

(14.) Find \ and ^ .so that x^ + \jr + n:c + abc may be exactly divisible l>y

X- b and by x - c.

(15.) If X + 0, and if .r-2/=«-^ —^ + y^=l, -\ +^\ = 1 , be con-
^ ' _ «+X o+\ «-\ b-\

sistent, show that \=±s/ab.

(16.) If the system {b + c)x +(c + a)y + (a + b) = 0, (c + a)x + (a + b)y+{b + c)

= 0, (a + b)x + {b + c)y + (o + a) = 0, be consistent, then «^ -\-b'^ + (?- Sabc = 0.

(17.) Find the condition that ax + by— c, a-x + b-y-c-, a}^x + bhj = <? be

consistent.
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(18.) Find an integral function of x of the 1st degree whose values shall

be +9 and +10 when x has the values - 3 and +2 respectively.

(19.) Find an integral function of x of the 2nd degree, such that the

coefficient of its highest term is 1, and that it vanishes when x-l and when
x= -3.

(20.) Find an integral function of x of the 2nd degree which vanishes

when a;= 0, and has the values -1 and + 2 when x= -1 and x=\Z
respectively.

EQUATIONS WITH THREE OR MORE VARIABLES,

§ 9.] ^ mxcjU equation of the \st degree m three variables admits

of a two-fold infinity of solutions.

For in any such equation, say

ax + by + cz + d = 0,

we may assign to two of the variables any constant values we
please, say y = P, ^' = y, then the equation becomes an equation

of the 1st degree in one variable, which has one and only one

solution, namely,

h/3 + cy + d

a.

We thus have the solution

hB + cy + d
X^ -^ ~l

, y = f3,
z = y.

Since there arc here two ar1:)itrary constants, to each of

which an infinity of values may be given, we say tliat there is

a two-fold infinity (co ') of solutions. A symmetric form is given

for this doubly indeterminate solution in Exercises xxv., 27.

§ 10.] A system of tivo equations of the 1st degree in three vari-

ables admits in general of a one-fold infinity of solutions.

Consider the equations

ax + by + cz + d^O, a'x + Vy + c'z + d' = (1).

We suppose that the functions he' - h'c, ca' - c'a, ah' - a'h do not

all vanish, say ah' - a'h 4= 0.

If we give to z any arbitrary constant value Avhatever, say

z = y, then the two given equations give definite values for x and

y. We thus obtain the solution
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(be - b'c)y + (kr - I'd) _ (ca' - c'a)y + (da' - d'a) _ ,_^.

Since we have here one arbitrary constant, there is a one-fold

infinity of solutions.

Cor. There is an important particular case of the above that

often occurs in practice, that, namely, where d = and d' - 0.

We then have, from (2),

be' - b'c ca' — c'a

""^alf-a'lJ' y=ah'^^1.'y^ ' = ^'

This result can be written as follows :

—

X y
be' — b'c ah' — a'b^

y ^ y
ca' - c'a ab' - a!V

z _ y

I

ab' - a'i ah' - a'b

Now, y being entirely at our disposal, we can so determine

it that yl{cd>' — a'b) shall have any value Ave please, say p. Hence,

p being entirely arbitrary, we have, as the solution of the system,

IX + by + c~ =0 )

'IX + b'v + c'z = J
^

ax

a'x + liy

X = p{bc' - b'c), y = p{ca! - c'a), z = p(ab' - a'b) (4).

It Avill Ijb observed that, although the individual values of

X, y, z depend on the arl)itrary constant p, the ratios of ;'', y, z

are perfectly determined, namely, Ave have from (4)

x:y:z= {be' - b'c) : (c((' - c'a) : (ab' - ct'b).

Example 1.

3x-2y-6z= 0,

-2 -6 3 -2

give .r :?/:s= -10 : 24 : -13;
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or, uliicli is tlio same thiiifc,

;r=-10p, :v= 24/), z=-Up,

p lieiug any <)U;uitity wliatsoover.

Exaniiile 2.

ax + 6?/ + c-= 0,

give X= (ftc^ - 6^c)/3= - icp[h - c),

y — (crt^ - c%)/)= - cap[c - a),

z= (ab" - a-b)p= - abp{a - b).

If we clioose, we may replace -abcp by a, say, and we tlien have

X= (j{b - c)/a, y= a(c- a)jb, z= cr{a - b)/c,

wliero (T is arbitrary.

Ill otlier words, we have

.r : !/ : :: = {b - c)/a : (c - a)/b : (a - b)/c.

§ 11.] A syiifciii, of three equations of the 1st degree in three

variables, say

ax + by + €3 + f? = ( 1 ),

a'x + b'y + dz + r/' = (2),

a!'x + b"y + d'z + d" = (3),

has one ami only one sohdion, provided

ali'c" - ab"c' + be a" - be"a' + ca'b" - eei'b' =1= (4).

The three coefficients c, c', c" cannot all vanish, otherwise we
should have a system of three equations in two variables, x and

y, a case already considered in § 8.

Let us sui^pose that c + 0, then the following system

«,T + by + cz + rf = (5),

c' {ax + by ^- cz + d)- c{a'x + b'y + c'z + d')=^0 (G),

c"(ax + by + cz + d) - c(a"x + I/'y + c'z + d") = (7),

is obviously equivalent to (1), (2), and (3). Matters are so

arranged that ~ disappears from (6) and (7) ; and if, for short-

ness, we put

A = ac' - a'c, B = k' - i'c, C = rfc' - rf'c,

A' = «c" - a"c, B' = be' - b"c, C = dc" - d"c,

we may write the system (5), (6), (7) as follows :

—

ax + by + cz + d=0 (5'),

Ax + By + C = (6'),

A'x + B'y + C' = (7').
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Now, provided AB'-A'B+'O (8),

(C) and (7') have the unique solution

''"AB'-A'B ^^^'

CA'-C'A

These values of x and y enable us to derive from (5')

a(BG' - B'C) + h(CA' - C'A) + d(AB' - A'B)
(11;

c(AB' - A'B)

(9), (10), and (11) being equivalent to (5'), (C), (7'), that is,

to (1), (2), (3), constitute a unique solution of the three given

equations.

It only remains to show that the condition (8) is equivalent

to (4).

We have

AB' - A'B = (ac' - a'c) (be" - h"c) - (ac" - a"c) (he' - h'c),

= c{(th'c" - ab"c' + be a" - he"a' + ca'b" - ca"b') (12).

Hence, since c 4= 0, (8) is equivalent to (4).

Although, ill practice, the general formulaj are very rarelj' used, j'et it may
interest the student to see the values of x, y, z given by (9), (10), (11) ex-

panded in terms of the coefficients. We have

- (DC - B'C)= iilc' - d'c) (be" - h"c) - [dc" - d"c) (he' - h'c).

Comparing with (12), we see that -(JjC'-B'C) differs from AB'-A'B
merely in having d written everywhere in place of a (the dashes being

imagined to stand unaltered). Hence

- (BC - V>'G)= c{dh'c' - dU'c' + he'd" - he'd' + cd'h" - cd"h').

So that we may write

_ d{h'c' - b"c') + d'{h"c - be") + d"{be' - h'c)

^~~
a(b'c" - b"c') + a'(b"c - be") + a"(bc' - b'c)

^^''

We obtain the values of y and z by interchanging a and b and a and c

respectively, namely,

_ d(a'c" - a"c') + d'{a"c - ad') + d"{ac' - a'c
)

b(a'cf' - a"c') + b'{a"c-ac") + b"(ac' -a'c)

d{b'a^-b"a') + d'{b"a -ba") + d"(ba' -b'a) ^g.~~ ~
'c(b'a"-b"a') + c'{h"(i -ha") + c"{ba' -h'a)
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Written in determinant notation these would become

d h c a h c

x= - d' U c -^ a' h' c (13')

d" h" c" a" h" c"

a d c a h c

y=- a' d' c' 4- «' 1/ «' (14')

((' d" c" 1
«." h" c"

a h d a h c

z- - a' b' d' -^ a' 1/ c (15')

((" h" d" ((" b" c"

§12.] Ill the special case where d = 0, d' = 0, d" = 0, the

equations (1), (2), (3) of last paragraph become

ax +hi/ + c.z = (1),

a'x + h'y + c'z = (2),

a"x + h"y + c"z = (3),

which are homogeneous in x, y, z.

If the determinant of the system, namely, a"(he' - h'c) + h"{ca' - c'a)

+ c"{(d)' - a'h), do not vanish, we see from § 11 (9), (10), (11) (or

more easily from (13), (14), and (15) of the same section) that

x = 0, y = 0, z^Q.

If the determinant does vanish, this conclusion does not necessarily

follow.

In fact, if we Avrite (1), (2), (3) in the form

a - + h ~ + c =0
z z

X 11

a'- + h'-~ + c' =

in

a"'~ + h"'- + c" = (3'),

and regard xjz and ylz as variables, these equations are con-

sistent, since

a"{hc' - h'c) + h"{ra' - c'a) + c"{ah' - a'h) = (4),

and any two of them determine the ratios xjz, yjz ; so that we

have

X : y : z = he' - h'c : ca,' - c'a : ah' - a'h,

= he" - h"c : ca" - c"a : ah" - a"h,

= i'c" - h"c' : c'a" - c"a' : a'h" - a"h'.

VOL. I 2 B
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These different values of the ratios are in agreement, by virtue

of (4), as the student should verify by actual calculation.

Hence, if the determinant of a system of three homogeneous equa-

tions of the \st degree in x, y, z vanish, the values of x, y, z are inde-

terminate (there being a one-fold infinity of sokttions), hut their ratios

are determinate.

§ 13.] Knowing, as we now do, that a system of three equa-

tions of the 1st degree in x, y, z has in general one definite

solution and no more, we may take any logically admissible

method of obtaining the solution that happens to be convenient.

(1) We may guess the solution, or, as it is put, solve by inspec-

tion, verifying if necessary. (2) We may carry out, in the

special case, the process of § 11 ; this is perhaps the most gene-

rally useful plan. (3) We may solve by substitution. (4) We
may use Bezout's method. (5) We may derive from the given

system another which happens to be simpler, and then solve

the derived system. The folloAving examples illustrate these

different methods :—

-

Example 1.

x + y + z= a + h + c, (h-c)x+[c-a)y-\-[a-h)z = Q, -+^ + ~=3.

A glance shows ns that this system is satisfied by a-= a, y= h, z= c ; and,

since the system has only one solution, nothing more is required.

Example 2.

Sx + 5y- 7c -2= (a),

ix + 8y-l'iz + S = (/3),

Zx + 6y- 8c -3 = (7).

J\lultii>lying (a) l)y 4 and (/3) by 3, and subtracting, we obtain

4?/ -14c + 17 = (5).

From (a) and (7), by subtraction,

y-z-l = (s).

Multiplying (e) by 4, and subtracting (5), we have, finally,

102-21 = 0;
whence s=2'l.

Using this value of c in (e), we find

2/ -3-1;

and, putting ?/= 3-1, c = 2-l in (a), we find

a- =-4.

Tlic sdlutinii <if till' system (a), (ft), (7) is tlicrofore

a;=-4, 2/
= 3-l, c.-=2-l.
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Example 3.

Taking the equations (a),
{ft), (y) of last example, we might proceed by

substitution, as follows :
—

From (a)

5 7 2

% + ?~~ + i + 82/-14. + 3= 0.

This value of x reduces (ft) to

_2C

3

which is etpiivalent to

4y-Uz + 17^0 (5').

Substituting the same value of x as before in (7), we deduce

y-z-1^0 ((').

Now (e') gives

y= z + l,

and this value of y reduces (5') to

-10^ + 21 = 0,

hence z= 2 1.

The values of y and x can now be obtained by using first (e') and then (a).

Example 4.

Taking once more the equations (a), {ft), (7) of Example 2, we might pro-

ceed by Bezout's method.

If X and fjL be two arbitrary multipliers, we derive from (a), (ft), (7),

(3x + 5y-7z-2) + Mix + 8y-liz + 3)+iJL{Sx + 6y-8z-3) = (5').

Suppose that we wish to find the value of x. "We determine X and fi so that

(0') shall contain neither y nor z. We thus have

8X + 6m + 5 = (e'),

-14X-8ya-7 = (n,

(3 + 4X + 3ya)A'-2 + 3X-3At= (V).

If we solve (e') and (f), we obtain

X= - •!, fi= - 7.

The last equation {-rj') thus becomes

(3--4-2-l)a;-2- •3 + 2-1=0,

that is, •5x -"2 = 0;

whence x— •2/'5 = '4.

The values of y and z may be obtained by a similar process. «

Example 5.

ax + hy + cz=0 (a),

{b + c)x + (e + a)y+{a + b)z= {ft),

a-x + IPy + c-z— a-(b - c) + b-{c -a) + c-{a -b) (7).

From (a) and {ft) we derive, by addition,

{a + b + c){i<: + y + z) = 0,

which, ]irovided a + b + c + 0, is equivalent to

x + y + z= (5).

We can now, if we please, replace (a) and {ft) by the cipiivalent simplei- paii'

(a) and (5).
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Now (sec § 10), by virtue of (a) and (5), we have

._
y

._

c- ab~cc-aa-o
If none of the tliree, h-c, c-a, a- b, vanish, we may write (7) in the form

a-(h - c), ^-' + Iric - a)^
b-c c-t

Using (e) we can replace y/(c

tion becomes

{a"{b-c)+b-{c-a) + c~{o

- + c-la - b) f = a"(b - c) + h-(c - a) + c-(a - h).
', a ~b

-a) and ;/(«-&) by xj(b-c), and the last equa-

' b~c
- a-(b - c) + b"{c -a) + (r(a - b)

;

(a).

-0)
(^).

and, amcQ a-{b-c) + b-{c-a)+c"{a~b)= -{b-c){c- a)[a-b), whicli docs not

vanish, if our previous assumptions be granted, it follows that

Hence x= b-c, and, by symmetry, y — c-a, z= a~b.

This solution might of course have been obtained at once by inspection.

Example 6.

X + ay + a-z + a^= ^

x+ by + bh + P=0
x + cy + rz + c^= 0.

From the identity

^''+Pi- + qi + r= (^-u){^-b)(t-c),

(see chap, iv., § 9), where

p= —a-b- c, q~bc + ca + ab, r= — abc,

we have
r + aq + a-p + a^= "

r + bq + b^p+ b^=(

r + cq + C'2) + c^= (

It appears, therefore, from (^) that

x= r, y= q, z=2)

is a solution of (a). Hence, since (a) has only one solution, that solution is

ir=-abc, y= bc + ca + ab, z= -a-b-c.
This result may be generalised and extended in various obvious ways.

§ 14.] A system of more than three equations of the \st degree

in three variables ivlll in general be inconsistent. To secure consistency

one condition must in general be satisfied fur every equation beyond

three. This may be seen by reflecting that the first three equa-

tions will in general uniquely determine tlie variables, and that

the values thus found must satisfy each of the remaining equa-

tions. Thus, in the case of four equations, there will be one

condition for consistency. The equation expressing this condition

could easily be found in its most general form ; but its expression

would Ije cumbrous and i)ractically useless without the use of
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(letenniuantal or other abbrcviativc notation. There is, how-

ever, no difficulty in working out the re(|uired result directly in

any special case.

Plxample.

Detenniue the mimerical constant^;, so that the four equations

2x-3rj + 5z=l8, Zx-y + ^z=20, 4x + 2tj-z= 5,

{2>+nv+(p + 2)y+{p + 3)z^76
shall bo consistent.

If we take the first three equations, they determine the values of a", y, z,

namely, x= l, y= S, z=5.

These values must satisfy the last equation ; hence wo must have

{p + l) + {2} + 2)3 + {2J + S)5 = 76,

which is e([uivalent to

97?= 54.

Hence ^?= 6.

§ 15.] If the reader will now reconsider the course of reason-

ing through which we have led him in the cases of equations of

the 1st degree in one, two, and three variables respectively, he

will see that the spirit of that reasoning is general ; and that,

by pursuing the same course step by step, we should arrive at

the following general conclusions :

—

I. A system of n-r equations of the \st degree in n variables

has in general a solution involving r arbitrary constants; in other

words, has an r-fold infinity of different solutions.

II. A system of n equations of the 1st degree in n variables has

a unique determinate solution, j^'i'ovided a certain function of the co-

efficients of the system, which we may call the determinant of the

system, does not vanish.

III. A system of n + r equations of the \st degree in n variables

will in general be inconsistent. To secure consistency r different con-

ditions must in general be satisfied.

There would be no great difficulty in laying down a rule for calculating

step by step the function spoken of above as the determinant of a system of

n equations of the 1st degree in n variables ; but the final form in which it

would thus be obtained would be neither elegant nor luminous. Experience

has shown that it is better to establish independently the theory of a certain

class of functions called determinants, and then to apply the properties of

these functions to the general theory of equations of the 1st degree. A
brief sketch of this way of proceeding is given in the next paragra])h, and

will be quite intelligible to those acquainted with the elements of the theory

of determinants.
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GENE1;AL SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS

BY MEANS OF DETERMINANTS.

§ 16.] Consider the system

U, ^ihi^'i + «,2a-2 + . . . + a.nO'n + c, = (1),

Uo =«2i*'i + (hs^'i + • . . + tt-n^-'n + C. =0 (2),

U,i = ttn.X, + On^, + . . . + ttnn^n + f„ = (ll),

where there are ?i variables, .x,, a;„, . . ., .r,i, and n equations to

determine them.

Let a„ «,2

and let Aj, A,, . . ., A„ denote the determinants obtained from A

by replacing the constituents of the 1st, 2nd . . . 7tth columns

respectively, by the set c,, c.,, . . ., Cn-

Also let the co-factors of «,„ a,2, . . ., «,„, ^2,, ^22, . . ., a^n,

&c., A be denoted by A,„ A12, . . ., A„j, A.„ A22, . . ., A2,t, &c.,

as usual.

Then, by the theory of determinants, we have

a„A„ + a.iA., + . . . + a,„A,j, = A
ai^A,, + a„.,K, + . . . + UnAax =

^1-^11 + ^2"^21 "^ . . . + Cjj-A-Jll ^ A,

and so on.

If the determinant A, which we call the determinant of the

system of equations, does not vanish, then A,,, A21, . . ., A,„

cannot all vanish. Let us suppose that A,i 4= 0. Then, by

chap, xiv., § 10, the system

A„U, + A2,U2 + . . . + A,JJ„ = 0,

U2=0, U3 = 0, . . ., U„ = 0,

is eqiiivalent to the system (I), (2) . . . (»). If wc collect the
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coefficients of the variables ./•,, x,, . . ., .'',1 in the first of these

equations, and attend to the relations (a), that ecfiiation reduces to

A.i\ + \^0.
Since A 4= 0, this is eipivalent to

a-, = - AJA.

By exactly similar reasoning we could show that .r, = - A.JA, . . .

f,i= -AnjA. Hence the solution, and the only solution, of (1),

(2), . .
.,' {n) is

x,= - A,/A, X, = - A„JA, . . , Xn = - A„/A (/i).

Although, from the way we have conducted the demonstration,

it is not necessary to verify that (/?) does in fact satisfy (1),

(2), . . ., (n), yet the reader should satisfy himself by substitu-

tion that this is really the case.

JFe have thus shoion that a system of n eqiialions of the 1st degree

in n variables has a unuiue determinate solution, provided its determin-

ant does' not vanish.

Next, let us suppose that, in addition to the equations (1),

(2), . . ., (n) above, we had another, namely,

rt,j+,,, a'l + ttn+ioX^ + . . . + rt»+i,,i.r„ + r„+, = 0, (« + 1),

the system of n + 1 equations thus obtained will in general be

inconsistent.

The necessary and sufficient condition fn' consistency is that the

solution of the first n sludl satisfy the n + \th, namely, if A 4= 0,

- (7,,+,,, Ai - «„+,,, A, - . . . - aa^,,a Aa + c„+, A = 0, that is,

= (y).

Lastly, let us consider the particidar case of n homogeneous

equations of the \st degree in n variables. In other words, let

us suppose that, in equations (1), (2), . . ., (11) above, we have

f , - 0, f, - 0, . . , c„ - 0.

«n a,. «Ui Cx

a,, (?„, • • «2n f„

('m «H2 • (Inn Cn

<*n+i, f'n+j,2 • ('n+2,n ^Ji+i
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Ist. Suppose A 4= 0, then, since now A; = 0, A. = 0, . . .,

A,, = 0, (ft) gives a\ = 0, x, = 0, . . ., .t„ = 0.

2nd. Suppose A = 0.

We may write the equations in the form

X, X,

''n -^ji

X X
a^i^ + a22— + . . . + a,,, = 0,

3/ X
C'niZ- + ^n-2Z- + + ami = 0-

^>il ^^22 • (t'2,n-i

*^- _ (^71 «32 • • "'3,?l - I

^11
•

a-nn ^112 • • • (hi,n-i

These may be regarded as a system of n equations of the 1st

degree in the 7/- 1 variables xjxn,x.,/xn, . . ., ^'n-\l^^'n] ^^^i since

A = 0, they are a consistent system. Using only the last n-\
of them, we find

(/„ a„„ . . . «„,„_,

"31 '^32 • • • "'3,?1 - 1

''-HI "'Hi • • • '^?),Jl-l

A \
= _ / _ 1 V2'i-3 -^11 ^ "lllL

^ ' A A '

In a similar way we prove that

Heme we have

.ti : X., '....'. x^i — Aj, : ii.,2 : . . . : Ai,^ j

and, hij juirifi/ of reasoning,

01, : x^ : . . . : a;„ = A,., : A,. : . . . : A„j

t(;/i^.;re ?• = 2, = 3, . . ., = n, as we please. lib oilwr words, the ratios

of the variables are determinate, hut their actual values are in-

determinate, there being a one-fold iufiniti/ of different solutions.

ExEiicisEs XXA'.

Solve the following systems :

—

(1 3^ + ^^^' 15 + 20^^ = ^'^' i^lon = ^3-
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(2.) 2x + 37j + iz:=29, 3x + 2y + !,z= Z2, 4,r + Sy + 2;:= 25.

(3.) Bx + l-2y + 6-8z=l, 3-3.c- 2-5?/- 3-S2^= -5,

•Ola;- -003?/- -301;;= -013;

calculate x, y, z to four jilaces of decimals.

(4.) .« + 2/ + ;:= 26, x-y~\, x-z=%.

(5.) If
{x^ \f A

^

B.r+C
(.B + 2){ar + a;+l)~x + 2 d?+ x-vV

determine the numerical constants A, B, C.

(6.) Find a linear function of x and y, wliicli sliall vanish when x= x\

y= y', and also when x= x', y= y", and which shall have the value +1 when

x= x"', y= y"'.

(7.) An integral function of x of tlie 2nd degree vanislies when x= 2,

and when a;= 3, and has the vahie - 1 Avhen x= -2 ; find the function.

Solve the following systems :

—

(S.) 2/ + ~= «, z + x^h, x + y=c.

(9.) ^ + r^=2a, -^ +-^ = 2b,
-•'*',+ y =2c.

b+c o-c c+a c-a a+b a~b

(10.) An integral function of x of the 2nd degree takes the values A, B, C,

when X has the values a, b, c rcsi)ectivel}' ; find the function.

Solve tlie following systems :

—

(11.) bc{b - c)x + ca(c - a)y + ab(a - b)z= 0,

(a + b-c}x + {b + c-a)y+{c+ a-b)z= a- + b" + c",

b"(?x+ (?o?y + ct?b"z— abc{bc + ca + ab).

(12.) If _^ +^ + __^ ^1,
a+a b+a c+a
X y ~ _i

'^:+^'^b+^'^c +p~ '

X y z _
«+7 6+7 c+y~ '

_^ 11
,

~ _ y-P
then

(« + a)(a + i3)2 (6 + a)(6 + i3)- {c + a){c + §f (a + fi) (b + (3) {c + (3)

(13.) ax + by + cz= a + b + c,

a-x + b-y + c"z— [a + b + c)',

bcx + cay + abz= 0.

(14.) ax + cy + bz= cx + by + az= bx + ay + cz= a^' + Z*'* + c^ - Zabc,

(15.) lx + viy + nz=mn+nl+h)i,
x + y + z= l + vi + n,

{jti - n)x + {)i - l)y+ (I - m)z= 0.

(16.) lc + my + nz=0,
()ii + 9i).'j + (n + I)y + (l + vi)z= l + vi+ n,

Px + m-y + n-z —ir.

(17.) Show that (6-c).t;(-L'i/-fr= 0, (c- iC)y-Vcz-ax=0, {a-b)z + ax-by
= 0, are consistent.
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(18.) Show that the systein cij-h::=f, az-cx=
(i,
hx-ay = h lias no finite

solution unless af+bg + ch = 0, in which case it has an intinitu nuuiber of

solutions.

Find a symmetrical form for the indeterminate solution involving one

arbitrary constant.

Solve the following systems :

—

(19.) Bx-2y+du-0, x-y + z= 0, By + 3z-2}i=^0, x + 2y + 3z + iH = 8.

(20.) Uax=p-r, by=p-s, cz= r-s, d{y + z)-s-q, e{z + x) — q-r,f{x + y)

= q -]>+[/, find ~ in terms of «, b, c, d, e,f, g.

Az + x Sri + x 5v + x
(21.) 2y +x=

3 4 8

x + y + z + u + v-l_5x + Ay + 3~ + 2u + v + 2

4 9

(22.) ax + by= l, cx-\-dz=l, cz-\-fu= \, gii, + hv= l, x + y + z + u + v=0.

(23.) Prove that, with a certain exception, the system U = 0, V = 0, W = 0,

and \U + /iV + ^AV = 0, \'U + fi'Y + v'W= 0, X"U + /jl"Y + «-"W = are e(iuivalent.

(24.) If x— by+ cz + du, y— ax + cz + du,

z= ax + by + du, u— ax + by + cz,

^, a b c d ^

then —TT + i—T-l T+'-j—T = l-
a+1 b+1 c+1 d+l

(25.) Show that the system ax + by + cz + d=0, a'x + b'y + c'z + d'= 0,

a"x + b"y + c"z + d"=0 will be equivalent to only two equations if the system

ax + a'y + a"= 0, bx + b'y + b"= 0, cx + c'y + c"—0, dx + d'y + d"=0 be con-

sistent, that is, if

b'c" - b"c'
__ b"c - be" _ be' - b'c

a'd" - a"d' a"d - ad" ad' - a'd'

Show that in the case of the system

,7; 11 z , X y z ^
,« + 2/ + -: = « + Z' + f, -+y + - = l, ^. + p-. + -r.= 0,

a b c «•' o-* «•*

the above two conditions reduce to one only, namely,

bc + ca-\-ab= Q.

(.20.) Show that the three equations

x= K + A.'u + A!'v, y=Tj + V)'u + V>'v, z-G + C'h.-\-C"v,

where u and v are variable, are equivalent to a single linear ecjuation con-

necting X, y, z ; and find that equation.

(27.) Uax + by + cz + d-0, show tliat

p \, , d
+ q (c-«)

3b'

"('^'>-">-|.-

where ^> and '/ are arliitrar}' constants.
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(28.) Ua.r + ly + cz + d= 0, a'x + b'y hc'z + d' = 0, .sliow tliat

x=2i(bc' - b'c) +
I
(b' - c')d -(b ~ c)d'

] / { a(h' -c') + b(c' - a') + c{a' -b')],

y—p(c((,' - c'a) + {(c - a')d - (c - a)d'
\ / { a(b' - c') + b[c' - a') + c{a' - b')

\

,

z=p(ab' - a'b) + {
(a' - b')d - (a - b)d'

} / {a(b'
- c') + b[c' - a') + c{a' -b')},

where ^j is au arbitrary constant.

EXAMPLES OF EQUATIONS WHOSE SOLUTION IS EFFECTED BY

MEANS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS.

§ 17.] We have seen iu cliap. xiv. that every system of

algebraical equations can be reduced to a system of rational

integral equations such that every solution of the given system

will be a solution of the derived system, although the derived

system may admit of solutions, called " extraneous," which do not

satisfy the original system. It may happen that the derived

system is linear, or that it can, by the process of factorisation,

be replaced by equivalent alternative linear systems. In such

cases all we have to do is to solve these linear systems, and then

satisfy ourselves, either by substitution or by examining the

reversibility of the steps of the process, which, if any, of the

solutions obtained are extraneous. The student should now

re-examine the examples woi'ked out in chap, xiv., find, wher-

ever he can, all the solutions of the derived equations, and

examine their admissibility as solutions of the original system.

We give two more instances here.

Examplu 1.

(Positive values to be taken for all the square roots.)

If we rationalise the two denominators on Hie left, we deduce from (a) the

equivalent equation,

Via;- V(a;-- 1)} + V^' + V(.^-"- 1) I
= n/!2(.>^^ + 1)} {(i).

From (/3) we derive, by squaring both sides,

that is, 2x + 2 = 2.,? + 2 (7).

Now (7) is equivalent to a,"' -x~Q,
that is, to x{x - 1 )(.-;-(- 1 ) = (5)

.

/ -= 0'

Again (0) is equivalent to the alternatives I ./; - 1 =0

V + 1-0.

that is to say, its solutions are x—Q, x — \, x— - 1.
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Since, however, the step f'lom (/3) to (7) is irreversible, it is necessary to

examine which of these solutions actually satisfy (o).

Now a;=0 gives \/ -i + '\/+ i=\/2,

that is (see chap, xii., § 17, Example 3),

which is correct.

Also, x=l obviously satisfies (a).

But x= - 1 gives 2i~0, which is not true, hence x= - 1 is not a solution

of (a).

Remark that x= - 1 is a solution of the slightly different equation,

'^{x+^{x'-l)'f " ^{x-^{x^l)} = '^'^^'•^ + ^^•

Example 2.

x"-y"= x-y, 2x + 3v/ - 1 = (a).

Since the first of these equations is equivalent to {x-y){x + y -1) = Q, the

system (a) is equivalent to

/ a;-2/= 0, and 2x + 3?/-l = 0\

\x + ?/-l = 0, and 2a; + 32/-l = 0/

now the solution of .T-y= 0, 2.?; + 3?/ - 1 =: is a;= 1/5, y=l/5 ; and the solu-

tion of x + y -1 = 0, 2j:;+32/- 1 = is cc=2, y=-l. Hence the solutions of

(a) are

x y

1/5

2

1/5

-1

§ 18.] The solution of linear systems is sometimes facilitated

by the introduction of Auxiliary Variables, or, as it is sometimes

put, by changing the variables. Tliis artifice sometimes enables us

to abridge the labour of solving linear systems, and occasionally

to use methods appropriate to linear systems in solving systems

which are not themselves linear. The following are examples :

—

Example 1.

(a).
{x - a)^ X -2a-b
(,« + bf x + a + 2b

Let x + b = z, so that x= z-b ; and, for shortness, let c= a + b.

Then (a) may be written

{z-cf_z-2c
-^ ~

z + c

From (/3) we derive

{z-cnz + c) = ^{z-2c),

m-
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that is,

wliich is equivalent to

2t-'-^-c-*= (7).

Now (7) has the unique sohition z= c/2, which evidently satisfies (a)

Hence a;= c/2 - b, that is, x={a - h)l2, is the only finite solution of (a).

Example 2.

a{x + y) + h{x-ij) + c-0, a'{x + ij)->rh'{x-y)-Vc'= (a).

Let f=a; + 2/, T}=x-y, then the system (a) may be written

a^ + ht] + c = Q, a'^ + b'7] + c' = (a').

Now (a') is a linear system in ^ and 77, and we have, by § 4,

&c' - b'c _ ca' - c'a

^~ab'-a'b' '^~ab'-a'b ^^'

Replacing | and -r) by their values, we have

be' - b'c ca' -c'a , .

X + y= —r-. 77 , x-y= —n 77 (y).
•^ ab'-ab' "^ ab'-a'b ^''

From (7), by first adding and then subtracting, we obtain

,_bc' - b'c + ca' - c'a __ be' - b'c - ca' + c'a
^~

2{ab' - a'b) ' ^^ 2[ub' - a'b)
'

Example 3.

cy + bz= az + cx= bx + ay = abc.

Dividing by be, by ca, and by ab, we may write the given system in the

following equivalent form

y + ~= a (a).
b e

a b

Now, if we add the equations {j3) and (7), and subtract (a), we have

\a bj \e aJ \bcj~ '

that is, 2'- = b + c- a ;

a

1 aib + c-a)
whence x= ——^—-.

By symmetry, we have

y = b{c + a-b)/2, z= c{a + b - c)/2.

Here we virtually regard a-/a, y/b, z/c as the variables, although we have

not taken the trouble to replace thorn by new letters.
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(a),

(/3).

have

(7)-

(5).

Example 4.

x-a_y - h _z-c
p ~ q ~ r

lx + 7mj + 7iz= d

Represent each of the three equal functions in (a) by p. Then we
{x - a) 12}= p, {y-h)/q= p, {z-c)/r= p,

which are equivalent to

o:= a+2)p, y= b + qp, z= c + rp

Using (7), we reduce (/3) to

I{a +pp) + m{b + qp) + n{c + rp) = d,

for which we obtain, for the value of the auxiliar}^ p,

_d-la- mb - nc

Ip +mq+ nr

From (7) and (5) we have, finally,

d-la- mb - nc
x= a+2> —-1 .

(p + tnq + nr

_ in{aq - bp) + n{ar - cjo) +pd
Ip +mq + nr

The values of y and z can be similarly found, or they can be written

down at once by considering the symmetry of the original system.

Example 5.

x-2y + Zz= (a),

2.^-3y +4— (/3),

A3? + ^i/ + ^-xyz= 2lQ (7).

From (a) and (/3) we have (see § 10 above)

x/l=y/2 = z/l=p, say.

Hence x= P, y— ^P, ~=p (5).

By means of (5) we deduce from (7)

27p^= 216,

which is equivalent to p''= S. (e).

Now the three cube roots of 8 are (see chap, xii., § 20, Example 1)

2, 2(-l+v'3i). 2(-l-V3i).

Hence the solutions of (e) are

p= 2, /) = 2(-l + v'3i). p= 2{-l-^/3i).

Hence, by (5), we obtain the three following solutions of (a), (P), (7) :

—

I

X y z

2 4 2

- ] + \/3« 2( - n- V30 - 1 + \/3i

- 1 - V3^- 2( - 1 - V3':) - 1 - V3/
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Sinco, l>y cliap. xiv.
, § 6, tlie sj-stem in question lias only three solutions,

we have obtained the conijilete solution.

N.B.— In general, if Wi, u-y, . . ., 2in-i he homogeneous functions of the

1st degree in n variables, and v a homogeneous function of the nth degree iu

the same variables, the solution of the system

?<i = 0, u-2 — 0, . . ., ?(«-: = 0, r=

ma}' he efTected by solving a system of 7i - 1 linear equations in 7i - 1 variables,

and then extracting an ?itli root. See in this connection § 16 above.

Example 6.

ax" + by" + c= 0, a'x" + b'y- + c' = .

If we regard x- and y" as the variables, we have to do with a linear system,

and we obtain as heretofore,

x^—(bc'-b'c)/{al' -n'li), y" — {ca'- c'a)l{ab' - a'b).

Hence

a;= ±V (6c' - b'c)/{ab' - a'b), y—'^ \/{ca' - c'a)/{ab' - a'b).

Since either of the one pair of double signs may go with either of the other

pair, we thus obtain the full number of 2 x 2 = 4 solutions.

Example 7.

ay + bx + cxy = 0, a'y + b'x + c'xy= 0.

These two equations evidently have the solution a;=0, 2/ = 0.

Setting these values aside, we may divide each of the two equations by

xy. "We thus deduce the system

«- + 6- + c=0, ft'- + &- + c' = 0,
X y X y

which is linear, if we regard Ijx and Ijy as the variables. Solving from this

jioint of view, we obtain

\ _bc' ~ b'c \ _ca' - c'a
_

x ab' - a'b' y ab' - a'b
'

for which we have

X z= {cil)' - a.'b)/(bc' - b'c), y = {ab' - a'b)j{ca' - c'a).

We have thus found two out of the four solutions of the given system. There

are no more finite solutions.

Exercises XXA''!.

Solve the following by means of linear systems :

—

,, , Vaa; +\/b_ \/a + \/b

\/ax - \Jb
~

\Jb

.^. \/x + 4m_ \/x + 2m
s/x + 3?t

~
^Jx + 11

'

(3.) ^y{x + 22)-^^{x + n)^l.

(4.) '^x+^(x+B) = 12/^y(x + S).
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(5.)

(6.)

(7.)

(8.)

(9.)

(10.)

(11.)

(12.)

(13.)

(14.)

(15.)

(16.)

(17.)

(IS.)

(19.)

(20.)

(21.)

(22.)

(23.)

(24.)

(25.)

(26.)

(27.)

(28.)

(29.)

V'(.^' + 2) + V(-« - 2) = 5/ V(.'- + 2).

V^! + \/(a + /3) - \/(« - /3) = \J{x + 2/3).

\/{x + q-r) + \J{x-\-r-p) + \/{x+p-q) = 0.

1 1 _
Vi'>' -P) - \/l>

"*"

V(a'' -P) + V?'~
^^^' ^'^"

a;= \/ {a? - aV(^" + ^" - «")} + «•

\/(V''«+ V^) + V(\/a^ - \/«) = V'{2\/-'«+ 2\/?^)-

Va; +V {3 - \/(2.-»: + a;^)} = \/3.

v(:^->7(l^)=^' v(y-2)=-^v(-3).

v'(« - '') - \/{y - ^') = V2/> \/(^ - -^O + V(2/ - «) ^ s/y-

v'-«-Vy=;
17

(.); - a

i' ^ 48

(y-bT-= 0, {x-h){y~a) = a{2h-a).

x-y= Z, x^-Tj'—ib.

xjy= a/b, a?-ij^— d.

x + ay + a'z + ahi + a*= 0,

x + by + bh + bhi + 5^= 0,

x + cy + c-z + (?u + C*= 0,

x + cly + d-z -\-dhi + d^= 0.

x + y + z = 0, ax + by + cz= 0,

bcx + cay + abz= (b" - c") (c" - a") (a- - b").

onx —ly_ ny - mz _ Iz- nx _ 1

bn{a — b) inn{b-c) nl{c-a) hnn'

mnx + nly + hnz = a + b + c.

x->ry-z y +z-x z +x-y
b+c c+a a+b

^{b-c)x= 0, '^a{b"-c")x= 0, 2a(&-c)x= n(J-c).

2,)— 1, 2a;/(i-c) = 0, Z.r/{b^-c-) = 0.

ax + /c{y + z + ^t)~0, by + k{z + w + x) - 0,

cz + liu + x + y) — 0, d7i + k(x + y + z) = 0.

x+ y + z= a, y + z + u= b, z + ii + x— c, 2i, + x + y=d.

Zjx - 2/2/ = \, ix + 7y= l ixy.

1 JL_12 xy + 2x + Zy + 2

33 + 5 2/ + 7~35' a;2/ + l ~

IX 9 9.K 2

x'-y- od- + y"~ ' a'-- 2/- a:- + 7/-
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(30.)

(31.)

(32.)

(33.)

C'{^ -y)+ HC' -x) = c{a - x) (b - y),

a\b -y) + b-(a -x) = c^(a - x) {b-y).

b . a- b"^

+
. , .

=1, . . _ . :_+ _ . , .
=a + b.c+a+x c+b+y

- +
y-

:1,

d^ b- . „ „ ,- + -=1, - +—= 1,
yz zx zx xy

c+a+x c+b+y
c" a" , a^ b^ ,

-o + - = l, - + - = 1.
z- X- X- y-

&2 — +-=1.
xy yz

(34.) ayz-bzx-cxy= -ayz+bzx-cxy— -ayz-bzx+ cxy=xyz.

(35.) Show that {l + lx)(l + ay) = l + lz. (1+mx) (l + by) = l+mz,
(1 +7ix) {l+ci/) = l+nz are not consistent unless

(b-c)a/l + (c-a) b/m +{a-b) cjn - 0.

If this condition be satisfied, then x=(cjn-b/7n)/{b-c); and particular

solutions for y and z are y= - l/a, z— - l/l.

GRAPHICAL DISCUSSION OF LINEAR FUNCTIONS OF ONE AND
OF TWO VARIABLES.

§ 19.] The grajyJi of a linear function of one variable is a

straight line.

Consider the function

y = ax + b. To find the

point where its graph cuts

Y

__..__B - - -

f
N

/A l\/I X

Fig. 1.

OY, that is, to find the

point for Avhich x = 0,

we liave to measure

OB = b upwards or

downwards, according

as b is positive or

negative (Figs. 1 and 2)

a;-axis.

Let OM represent any positive value of x, and MP tlie cor-

I'esponding value of ij.

Fio. 2.

Through B draw a line parallel to the

VOL. I 2c
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By the equation to the graph, we liave (y - V)\x = a. Now, since

b= + OB = + MN in Fig. 1, = - OB = - MN in Fig. 2, we have

7/ - /> = PM - MN = PN in Fig. 1,

?/ - 5 = PM + MN = PN in Fig. 2.

Hence we have in both cases

PN _ PN _ ?/- b _
BN"OM~"Ti' ""•

In other words, the ratio of PN to BN is constant ; hence,

by elementary geometry, the locus of P is a straight line. If a

be positive, then PN and BN must have the same sign, and the

line will slope upwards, from left to right, as in Figs. 1 and 2
;

if a be negative, the line Avill slope downwards, from left to

right, as in Figs. 3 and 4. The student will easily complete the

discussion by considering negative values of x.

Y Y

M X

Fid. 3. Fig. 4.

§ 20.] So long as the graphic line is not parallel to the axis

of X, that is, so long as a =# 0, it will meet the axis in one point,

A, and in one only. In analytical language, the equation

ax + b = has one root, and one only.

Also, since a straight line has no turning points, a linear

function can have no turning values. In other words, if we

increase x continuously from -co to + oa , ax + h either increases

continuously from -co to + oo , or decreases continuously from

+ CO to - CO ; the former happens when a is positive, the latter

when a is negative.

Since ax + h passes only once through every value between
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+ 00 and - CO , it can pass only once through the vahie 0. We have

thus another proof that the equation ax + b = has only one root.

A purely analytical proof that ax + b has no turning values

may l)e given as follows :—Let the increment of x be h, then the

increment of ax + h is

{a{x + h) + b} - {ax + b} = ah.

Now ah is independent of x, and, if h be positive, is always posi-

tive or always negative, according as a is positive or negative.

Hence, if a be positive, ax + b always increases as x is increased

;

and if a be negative, ax + b always decreases as x is increased.

§ 21.] We may investigate graphically the condition that the

two functions ax + b, a'x + V shall have the same root ; in other

words, that the equations, ax + & = 0, a'x + i' = 0, shall be con-

sistent. Denote ax + b and a!x + V by y and y respectively, so

that the equations of the two graphs

are y = ax + b, y' = a'x + V . If both

functions have the same root, the

graphs must meet OX in the same

point A. Now, if P'M PM be ordi-

nates of the two graphs corresponding

to the same abscissa OM, and if the

graphs meet OX in the same point A,

it is obvious that the ratio P'M/PM
is constant. Conversely, if P'M/PM fi«- s-

is constant, then P'M must vanish Avhen PM vanishes ; that is,

the graphs miist meet OX in the same point. Hence the neces-

sary and sufficient analytical condition is that {(I'x + b')l{ax + b)

shall be constant, =k say. In other words, we must have

a'x + b' = k(ax + b).

From this it follows that

a' - ka, b' = kb,

and ab' - a'b = 0.

These agree with the results obtained above in § 2.

§ 22.] By means of the graph Ave can illustrate various limiting

cases, some of which have hitherto been excluded from con-

sideration.
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I. Let ^ = 0, « =# 0. In this case OB = 0, and B coincides

with ; that is to say, the graph passes through (see Figs.

Y
Y

6 and 7). Here the graph meets OX at 0, and the root of

ax = is X = 0, as it should be,

11. Let b=\=0 and a ~ 0. In tliis case the equation to the

graph is y = h, which represents a line parallel to the :»axis (see

Figs. 8 and 9). In this case the point of intersection of the

Fig. 8. Fio. 9.

graph with OX is at an infinite distance, and OA = oo . If we

agree that the solution of the equation ax + b = shall in all

cases he X- - hja, then, when & 4= 0, « = 0, this will give x= co

,

in agreement with the conclusion just

derived by considering the graph.

This case will be best understood

—X ^*y approaching it, both geometric-

.—: ally and analytically, as a limit.

Let us suppose that 1= ~\, and

that a is very small, = 1/100000,

say. Then the graph correspond-

ing to 7/ = .r/100000 - 1 is something like Fig. 10, where
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the intersection of BL witli the axis of x is very far to the right

of ; that is to say, BL is nearly parallel to OX.

On the other hand, the equation

100000 " ^ " ^

gives .T= 100000, a very large value of x. The smaller we

make a the more nearly will BL become parallel to OX, and the

greater will be the root of the equation ax + b - 0.

If, therefore, in any case where an equation of the \st degree in

X was to be expected, we obtain the paradoxical equation

b = 0,

where b is a constant, this indicates that the root of the equation has

become infinite.

III. If a = (),b = 0, the equation to the graph becomes y = 0,

which represents the axis of x itself. The graph in this case

coincides with OX, and its point of intersection with OX becomes

indeterminate. If we take the analytical solution of ax + 6=0
to ho, X— - bja in all cases, it gives us, in the present instance,

X = 0/0, an indeterminate form, as it ought to do, in accordance

with the graphical result.

§ 23.] The graphic surface of a linear function of two inde-

pendent variables x and y, say z = ax + by + r, is a plane. It

would not be difficult to prove this, but, for our present pur-

poses, it is unnecessary to do so. We shall confine oui'selves to

a discussion of the contour lines of the function.

The contour lines of the function z = ax ^-by + c are a series of

parallel straight lines.

For, if k be any constant value of z, the corresponding con-

tour line has for its equation (see chap, xv., § IG)

ax + by + c = k (1).

Now (1) is equivalent to

/ a\ k- c ,^.

But (2), as we have seen in § 19 above, represents a straight

line, which meets the axes of x and y in A and B, so that
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b / a

Fig. 11.

Let k' be any other value of z, then the equation to the corre-

sponding contour line is

ax + hj + c = h' (3),

or y
k'

-ir^ (4).

0B' =

Hence

Hence, if this second contour line meet the axes in A' and B'

respectively, we have

k' - c ^ , , k' - c

-J--,
0A' =

.

a

OA _ & _ OA'

OB~a~OB"
which proves that AB is parallel to A'B'.

The zero contour line o( z — ax + by + c is given by the equa-

tion

ax + hj + c = (5).

This straight line divides the plane XOY into two regions, such

that the values of x and y corresponding to any point in one of

them render ax + hy + c positive, and the values of x and y cor-

responding to any point in the other render ax + by + c negative.

§ 24.] Let us consider the zero contour lines, L and L', of

two linear functions, z = ax + by + c and ;:;' = a'x + b'y + c'. Since

the co-ordinates of every point on L satisfy the equation

ax + by + c = (1),
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and the co-ordinates of every point on L' satisfy the equation

a'x + b'y + c' = (2),

it follows that the co-ordinates of the point of intersection of L
and L' will satisfy both (1) and (2); in other words, the co-

ordinates of the intersection will be a solution of the system

(1U2).
Now, any two straight lines L and L' in the same plane have

one and only one finite point of intersection, provided L and L'

be neither parallel nor coincident. Hence we infer that the

linear system (1), (2) has in general one and only one solution.

It remains to examine the two exceptional cases.

I. Let L and L' (Fig. 11) be parallel, and let them meet the

axes of X and Y in A, B and in A', B' respectively. In this case

the point of intersection passes to an infinite distance, and both

its co-ordinates become infinite.

The necessary and sufficient condition that L and L' be

parallel is OA/OB = OA'/OB'. Now, OA- - c/a, OB = -c/b;

and OA' = - c'/a', OB' = - c'/b'. Hence the necessary and suffi-

cient condition for parallelism is b/a = b'/a', that is, ab' - a'b = 0.

We have thus fallen upon the excepted case of §§ 4 and 5.

If we assume that the results of the general formulae obtained

for the case ab' - a'b 4= 0, namely,

be' - b'c ca' — c'a

ab' - a'V ab' - a'b^

hold also when ab' - a'b — 0, we see that in the present case

neither of the numerators hd - b'c, ca' - c'a, can vanish. For if,

say, be' - b'c = 0, then -c/b= - c'/b', that is, OB = OB' ; and the

two lines AB, A'B', already parallel, would coincide, which is not

supposed.

It follows, then, that

be' - b'c ca' - c'a

and the analytical result agrees with the graphical.

II. Let L and L' be coincident, then the intersection becomes

indeterminate. The conditions for coincidence are
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OA = OA', OB = OB',

whence - cja = - c'ja', - c/b = - c'/b'.

rru a b c
inese give — =

r;
= ^* a' b' c

which again give

be' - b'c = 0, ca' - c'a = 0, ab' - a'b ==

We thus have once more the excepted case of §§ 4 and 5, but

this time with the additional peculiarity that be' - b'c = and

ca' - c'a ~ 0.

If we assert the truth of the general analytical solution in

this case also, we have

that is, the values of x and ij are indeterminate, as they ought to

be, in accordance M'ith the graphical result.

§ 25.] Since three straight lines taken at random in a plane

have not in general a common point of intersection, it follows

that the three equations,

ax + by + c = 0, a'x-\- b'y + c' = 0, co'x + b"y + c" = ( 1 ),

have not in general a common solution. When these have a

common solution their three graphic lines, L, L', L", will have a

common intersection. We found the analytical condition for

this to be

ab'c" - ah"c' + bc'a" - bc"a' + ca'b" - ca"b' - (2).

In our investigation of this condition we left out of account the

cases where any one of the three functions, ab' - a'b, a"b - ab",

a'b" - a"b', vanishes.

We propose noAV to examine graphically the exceiJted cases.

First, we remark that if two of the functions vanish, the

third will also vanish ; so that we need only consider (I.) the

case where two vanish, (II.) the case where only one A^anishes.

I, ab' - a'b — 0, a"b - ab" = 0.

This involves that L and L' arc parallel, and that L and L" are

parallel ; so that all three, L, L', L", are parallel ; and we have,

in addition to the two given conditions, also a'b" - a'b' — 0.
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Hence, since the condition (2) may be written

c{(ih" - a"b') + c'(a"b - ah") + c"(ah' - a'h) = 0,

it appears that the general analytical condition for a common
solution is satisfied.

This agrees with the graphical result, for three parallel

straight lines may be regarded as having a common intersection

at infinity.

In the present case is of course included the two cases Avhere

two of the lines coincide, or all three coincide. The corre-

sponding analytical peculiarities in the equations will be obvious

to the reader.

II. ah' - a'h = 0.

Here two of the graphic lines, L and L', are parallel, and the

third, L", is supposed to be neither coincident with nor parallel

to either.

Looking at the matter graphically, we see that in this case

the three lines cannot have a common intersection unless L and

L' coincide, that is, unless

a' = ha, h' = hh, c' = he,

where k is some constant.

Let us see whether the condition (2) also brings out this

result, as it ought to do.

Since ah' - a'h = 0,

we have _ = = ^ gay.
a h

-^

Hence a' = ha, h' = hh.

Now, by virtue of these results, (2) reduces to

a"(hc' - h'c) + h"(ca' - c'u) = 0,

that is, to

a"{hc' - hhc) + h"(cha - c'a) = 0,

that is, to

(a"h - ah") (c' - he) = 0,

which gives, since a"h - ah" 4= 0,

c' - he = 0,

that is, c' = he.
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Hence the agreement between the analysis and the geometry is

complete.*

§ 26.] It would lead us too far if we were to attempt here

to take up the graphical discussion of linear functions of three

variables. We should have, in fact, to go into a discussion of

the disposition of planes and lines in space of three dimensions.

We consider the subject, so far as we have pursued it, an

essential part of the algebraic training of the student. It will

help to give him clear ideas regarding the generality and

coherency of analytical expression, and will enable him at the

same time to grasp the fundamental principles of the application

of algebra to geometry. The two sciences mutually illuminate

each other, just as two men each with a lantern have more light

when they walk together than when each goes a separate way.

Exercises XXVII.

Draw to scale the graphs of the following linear functions of a; :

—

(1.) y= x+ l. (4.) y= 2x + 3.

{2.)y^-x+l. {5.)y=-hx-l
(3.)y=-x-l. (6.) 2/=-3(.r-l).

(7.) Draw the graphs of the two functions, 3a; -5 and 5jj + 7; and by

n>eans of them solve the equation 3x- 5= 5a;+ 7.

(8.) Draw to scale the contour lines oiz=2x-3y + l, coiTesponding to

z=-2, z=-l, z= 0, z=+l, z=+2.

(9. ) Draw the zero contour lines of z= 5x + 6?/ - 3 and z' — Sx -9y + l; and

by means of them solve the system

5x + 6y-Z = 0, Sx-9y + l = 0.

* It may be well to warn the reader explicitly that he must be careful to

use the limiting cases which we have now introduced into the theory of

equations with a proper regard to accompanying circumstances. Take, for

instance, the case of the paradoxical equation b= 0, out of which we manu-

factured a linear equation by writing it in the form Ox + b= 0; and to which,

accordingly, we assigned one infinite root. Nothing in the equation itself

prevents us from converting it in the same way into a quadratic equation,

for we might write it Ox-' + Qx+b^O, and say (see chap, xviii., § 5) that it

has two infinite roots. Before we make any sucli assertion we must be sure

beforehand whether a linear, or a quadratic or other equation Mas, generally

speaking, to be expected. This must, of course, be decided by the circum-

stances of eacli particular case.
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Also show that the two contour lines divide the plane into four regions,

such that in two of them (5x + 6y-3)(S3:-9y + l) is always positive, and in

the other two the same function is always negative.

(10.) Is the system

3x-iy + 2= 0, 6x-8i/ + B = 0, x-^y+ l =

consistent or inconsistent ?

(11.) Determine the value of c in order that the system

2x + y-l = 0, ix+ 2y + B = 0, (c+ l)a;+ (c + 2)i/ + 5 =

may be consistent.

(12.) Prove graphically that, if ah' -a'b— 0, then the infinite values of x

and y, which constitute the solution of

ax + by + c= 0, a'x + b'y + c' — O,

have a finite ratio, namely,

xjy= {be' - b'c)/(ca' - c'a).

(13.) li (ax + by + c)/{a'x + b'y + c') be independent of a; and y, show that

ab' -a'b= 0, ca'-c'a— O, be' -b'c=0;

and that two of these conditions are sufficient.

(14.) Illustrate graphically the reasoning in the latter part of § 5 of the

preceding chapter.

(15.) Explain gi'aphically the leading proposition in § 6.



CHAPTEE XVII.

Equations of the Second Degree.

EQUATIONS OF THE SECOND DEGREE IN ONE VARIABLE.

§ 1.] Every equation of the 2nd degree (Quadratic Equation)

in one variable, can be reduced to an equivalent equation of

the form

ax^ + hx + c-O (1).

Either or both of the coefficients b and c may vanish ; but

we cannot (except as a limiting case, which we shall consider

presently) suppose a = without reducing the degree of the

equation.

By the general proposition of chap, xii., § 23, when a, h, c

are given, two values of x and no more can be found which

shall make the function ax^ + bx + c vanish ; that is, the equation

(1) Jms always two roots and no more. The roots may be equal or

unequal, real or imaginary, according to circumstances.

The general theory of the solution of quadratic equations is

thus to a large extent already in our hands. It happens,

however, that the formal solution of a quadratic equation is

always obtainable ; so that we can verify the general proposition

by actually finding the roots as closed functions of the coefficients

a, h, c.

§ 2.] We consider first the following particular cases :—

I. c = 0.

The equation (1) reduces to

ax'^ + hx = 0, J
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that is, since a =t= 0,

axl X + )
= 0,

which is equivalent to

Hence the roots are x = 0, x- - h/a.

11. b = 0, c = 0.

The equation (1) now reduces to

axx x= 0,

which, since a =t= 0, is equivalent to

'x^Q'

x^O

Hence the roots are x = 0, x = 0. This might also be deduced

from I.

Here the roots are equal. We might of course say that there

is only one root, but it is more convenient, in order to maintain

the generality of the proposition regarding the number of the

roots of an integral equation of the ntli degree in one variable,

to say that there are two equal roots.

HI. h = 0.

The equation (1) reduces to

ux" + c = 0,

that is, since a =t= 0, to

which is equivalent to

i

Hence the roots are s; = - v/( - c/a), x= + sj{- cja) ; that is,

the roots are equal, but of opposite sign. If cja be negative,
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both roots will be real ; if cja be positive, both roots will be

imaginary, and we may write them in the more appropriate form

x= -i \/(c/a), x= +i \/{cju).

§ 3.] The general case, where all the three coefficients are

different from zero, may be treated in various ways ; but a little

examination will show the student that all the methods amount

to reducing the equation

ax^ + 'bx + c = (1)

to an equivalent form, a{x + A)" + /a = 0, which is treated like the

particular case III. of last paragraph.

1st Method.—The most direct method is to take advantage

of the identity of chaj). vii., § 5. We have

hence the equation (1) is equivalent to

( _-,,w(y-M|r _-^,-./(/;-M|^
1^

2a
^ y

2a
j

aA X

that is, to

r _j,+ ^/(h'-iac) ^

2a

-h - xJih' - iac)
X =

The roots of (1) are therefore {-h+ \/(// - 4«c)}/2ft, and

{-b- sl{V-^ac)}l2a.

2nd Method.—We may also adopt the ordinary process of

" completing the square." We may write (1) in the equivalent form

x' + ~z=-- (2),
a a ^

and render the left-hand side of (2) a complete square by adding

{hj2a)" to both sides. We thus deduce the equivalent equation

/ h\' 1/ c
\x + — I =—„—

,

\ 2a} 4a' a'

I
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The equation (3) is obviously equivalent to

x +

<
h I ///" - iac

y.

3-' + —
'2ii V \ ^vC

from which we deduce

r = { - i + s'(Jf - 4ac) }/2«, .r = { - i - x/(// - 4ac)
} /2a,

as before.

Znl Method.—By changing the variable, we can always make

(1) depend on an equation of the form a/ + f^=0. Let us

assume that o: = z + h, where h is entirely at our disposal, and s

is to be determined by means of the derived equation. Then,

by (1), we have

a{z + hf + h{z + A) + c = (4).

It is obvious that this equation is equivalent to (1), provided x

be determined in terms of z by the equation x = z + h.

Now (4) may be written

az' + {2ah + h)z + (a/r + hh + c) = Q (5).

Since h is at our disposal, we may so determine it that lah

+ /) = ; that is, we may put h- - 1/2(1. The equation (5)

then becomes

„ If - 4:ac
that IS, a:r , = (G).

From (6) we deduce z= + s/{h' - 4ac)/2(t, ,z = - \/(I/ - Aac)l2a.

Hence, since x = z + h- - b/2a + z, we have

x={-b+ ^g/- Aac)}/2a, x={-h- s/{lf - 4flc)}/2a,

as before.

In solving any particular equation the student may either

quote the forms { - 6 ± s/{b' - 4«c)}/2(f, which give the roots in

all cases, and substitute the values which a, h, c happen to have

in the particular case, or he may Avork through the process of
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the 2nd method in the particular case. The latter alternative

will often be found the more conducive to accuracy.

§ 4.] In distinguishing the various cases that may arise when

the coefficients «, h, c are real rational numbers, we have merely

to repeat the discussion of chap, vii., § 7, on the nature of the

factors of an integral quadratic function.

We thus see that the roots of

ax^ + hx + c- 0,

(1) Will be real and unequal if h' - Aac be positive.

(2) Will be real and equal if // - 4«c = 0.

(3) Will be two conjugate complex numbers if // - Aac

be negative. The appropriate expressions in this case are

{-h + i s/{Aac - h')}/2a, [-h-i s/{iac - h')] /2a.

(4) The roots will be rational if b' - Aac be positive and the

square of a rational number.

(5) The roots will be conjugate surds of the form A ± JB
in the case where b" - Aac is positive, but not the square of a

rational number.

(6) If the coefficients a, b, c be rational functions of any

given quantities ]), q, r, s, . . . then the roots will or will not

be rational functions of p, q, r, s, . . . according as b^ - Aac is or

is not the square of a rational function of p, q, r, s, . . .

It should be noticed that the conditions given as characterising

the above cases are not only sufficient but also necessary.

The cases Avhere a, b, c are either irrational real numbers, or

complex numbers of the general form a + a'i, are not of sufficient

importance to require discussion here.

Example 1.

By inspection we see that the roots arc x—0, x= 3l2.

Example 2.

2x2 + 8 = 0.

This equation is equivalent to a;- + 4 = 0, whose roots are a;=2i, x= —2i.

Example 3.

35a:- - 2ic - 1 = 0.

The equation is equivalent to

„ 2 _ 1
''"~35''^"35'
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.1 = ±'^.
35 35

1±6
35

The roots arc, therefore, + 1/5 and -1/7.

Example 4.

The roots are 1 + \/^ and 1 - V^-

Example 5.

3.r2 + 24.r+48 = 0.

The given equation is equivalent to

a;2 + 8.y + 16 = 0,

that is, to (.); + 4)2= 0.

Hence x— -A±0; that is to say, the two roots are each equal to - 4.

Example 6.

a;^ - 4a; + 7 = 0.

This is equivalent to

a;2-4;r+4= -3,

that is, to {x-2)'= 3P.

Hence the roots are 2 + \/3/', 2 - \/Bi,

Example 7.

xr - 2(21 + qfx + 2p^ + 12pV + 2q^

=

0.

This equation is equivalent to

{x-{p + q)'}-={2^+qy-2p^-l 22)"q" - 2(f,

= (p-q)H-.

Hence the roots are {p + q)- + (p - q)-i, (2' + q)" - (p - q)"i-

Exercises XXTIII.

(1.) x' + x= 0. (2.)

(3.) (a;+l)(x-l) + l = 0. (4.)

(5.) (x-l)-+(x-2)"'=^0. (6.)

(7.) p{x + a)^-q(x + pf= 0. (8.)

(9.) 2a'2+3a; + 5= 3a;2 + 4,T+l. (10.)

(11.) 255.r2- 431a; +182 = 0. (12.)

(13.) a'2-22.v + 170 = 0. (14.)

(15.) a^-102jj + 2597 = 0. (16.)

(17.) a'2 + 6V7^ + 55 = 0. (18.)

(19.) a" + (23 + 120;<; + 97 + 137? = 0. (20.)

VOL. I

(2a;-l)(3.^-2) = 0.

(a;-l)2 + 3(a'-l) = 0.

3(x - 1)2 -2(a;- 2)2= 0.

{px + q)- + (qx +2))-=0.

a;3 + 8a;- + 1 6a; - 1 = (a; + 3)".

4a;2- 40a- + 107 = 0.

a;2-201.B + 200 = 0.

a^- 4a; -2597 = 0.

aP-2(l + 's/2)x + 2s/2 = 0.

x--(S-2i)x= dSi-n.
2 D
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(21.

(22.

(23.

(24.

(26.

(27.

(28.

(29.

(30.

(31.

(32.

(33.

(34.

(x-1) [x - 2) + (X - 1) {X - 3) + (X - 2) (.-• - 3) = 0.

{x-\f + {x-lf[x-2)-2[x+ \f=0.
{x-%)[x-%) + (x-i){x-l) = 0.

{x-a)- + {x-hf= a^ + h-. (25.) a;- + 4aa;=(&-c)- + 4(?)c-a-).

x" + (h- c) x= c(r + bc + ca + ah.

\ \/ n sj m)'
[a + h) (abx^ -2) = {a^ + h^) x.

(« - l)xr - [a^ + ah + lr)x + ah (2a + &) = 0.

{c + a- 2b)x^ +{a + h- 2c)x + (& + c - 2«) = 0.

[a^ -ax + c^) (a^ + ax + c-) = «* + a"c" + c*.

.T- - 2(^2+ 62 ^ gSjj. + flj4 ^ 51^ (,4 ^ J2^.2 ^. ^2^2 j^ ^2^2 _ 2aic(rt + Z* + c),

{h - c) [x -af+{c-a) {x - hf + («• - h) {x -cf=^ 0.

Evaluate ^J[^ + V(7 + V(7 + \/(7 • • • ad oo . . . )))).

(2).

EQUATIONS WHOSE SOLUTION CAN BE EFFECTED BY MEANS OF

QUADRATIC EQUATIONS.

§ 5.] Reduction hi/ Factorisation.—If we know one root of an

integral equation

/(.^) = (1),

say x = a, tlien, by the remainder theorem, Ave know that /(.'?;) =

(x - a)^(,r), where 4,(x) is lower in degree by one than /(,r).

Hence (1) is equivalent to

jx-a = 0}

The solution of (1) now depends on the solution of </)(«) = 0. It

may happen that <jj(.r) == is a quadratic equation, in which case

it may be solved as usual ; or, if not, Ave may be able to reduce

the equatio.i cf){,r) - by guessing another root ; and so on.

Example 1.

To liiid the cube roots of - 1.

Let X he any cube root of - 1, then, by the definition of a cube root, we

must have a/*= - 1. We have therefore to solve the equation

ic3 + l = 0.

We know one rootof tliis equation, namely, .(= -1 ; the equation, in fact, is

equivalent to

(x+l)(x--x + l) = Q,

., , . . / .r+l=Ol
tliat IS, to i , >

.

The quadratic .i:--x + l—0, solved as usual, gives .'>'=(l±/\/3)/2.
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Hence the tliree cube roots of - 1 are - 1, (1 + i\/^)/2, (1 - i\/3)/2, wliicli

agrees with the result already obtained in chap. xii. by means of Demoivre's

Theorem.

Example 2.

This eipiation is obviously satisfied by x=l. Hence it is equivalent to

{7x^-Gx-B){x-l) = 0.

The roots of the quadratic 7x^- 6a;- 3 = are (3±\/30)/7. Hence the three

roots of the original cubic are 1,(3+ \/30)/7, (3 - v'iu)/?.

It may happen that we are able by some artifice to throw an

integral equation into the form

PQR . . . = 0,

where P, Q, R, . . . are all integral functions of x of the 2n(l

degree. The roots of the equation in question are then found

by solving the quadratics

P = 0, Q=0, R = 0, ...

Example 3.

p(ax" + bT + r)- - q(dx^ + ex +f )"= 0.

This equation is obviously equivalent to

{ v'i^ ((IX' + bx + c) + \/q [dx- + ex +/)} { sjp (ax" + bx + c)- \Jq(dx- + ex +/ )
} = 0.

Hence its roots are the four roots of the two quadratics

(a\Jp + d\Jq)x- + (b\Jp + e\Jq) x + (c\Jp +f\/q) = 0,

{as/p - d\/q)x" + (bsjp - e\Jq)x+(c\Jp -f\/q) = 0,

which can be solved in the usual way.
,

§ 6.] Integralisation and Rationalisation.—We have seen in

chap, xiv, that every algebraical equation can be reduced to an

integral equation, which will be satisfied by all the finite roots of

the given equation, but some of whose roots may happen to be

extraneous to the given equation. The student should recur to

the principles of chap, xiv., and work out the full solutions of

as many of the exercises of that chapter as he can. In the exer-

cises that follow in the present chapter particular attention

should be paid to the distinction between solutions which are

and solutions which are not extraneous to the given equation.

The following additional examples will serve to illustrate the

point just alluded to, and to exemplify some of the artifices that

are used in the reducLion of equations having specivil peculiarities.
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Example 1.

1 1 1_ 1

x+a+b x-a+h x+a-b x-a-b
If we coiuliiiie the first and last terras, and also the two middle terms, we
derive the equivalent equation

2.*; 2x

a;- -(a + 6)- x"-(a-b)"

If we now multiply by {x'-{a + b)^} {x'-(a-b)~} we deduce the equation

2x{2:>r-2{aP + b-)]=0;

and it may be that we introduce extraneous solutions, since the nuiltiplier

used is a function of o;.

The equation last derived is equivalent to

j x= 0\
\x"~{a^ + b')^(ij'

Hence the roots of the last derived equation are 0, +v'("" + ^")i
- \/{a' + b').

Now, the roots, if any, Introduced by the factor {x^ - (« + b)-} {x'- - (a - &)-}

must be ±(ffl + 6) or ± («-&). Hence none of the three roots obtained from

the last derived equation are, in the jiresent case, extraneous.

Example 2.

a-x a-\-x
,

, ,

If we rationalise the denominators on the left, we have

{a-3^\sja-\j{ct-x)\
, (
a + a-){Vft- V(« + a;)}__ ,

_ + -^__ __^a
(/3).

From (/3), after multiplying both sides by x, and transposing all the terms

that are rational in jf, we obtain

(« + xJ)i - {a - x)'- — 'ix\/a (-y).

From (7), by squaring and transposing, we deduce

2«-' - Sax-= 2(a- - a")? (5).

From (5), liy squaring and transposing, we have finally the integral equation

(4x--da'^)x^= (e).

The roots of (e) are (repeated four times, but that does not concern us so far

as the original irrational equation * (a) is concerned) and ±a\/3j2.

It is at once obvious that a;=0 is a root of (a).

If we observe that \/{l±\/3/2) — {\/Z±l)/2, we see that ±a\/']/2 are roots

of (a), provided

2-jf^:i 2±s/3 ^
2:fl + Va 2±1 + V3 '

that is, provided

2-V3 ,
2 + \/3 ^

1 + V3'^3 + V3 '

wliich is not true.

Hence the only root of (a) is te=0.

* For we have established no tiieory regarding the number of the roots of|

an irratiunul equation as such.
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Example 3.

\/{a + x) \/{a-x)
(a).

\/a+ \/(a + x) \/a - y/{a - x)

By a process almost identical with that followed in la.st example, we deduce

from (a) the equation

The roots of (/3) are 0, and ±«\/3/2 ; but it will be found that none of these

satisfy the original equation (a).

Example 4.

V'(2^--4a; + l) + V(*^-5.r + 2)=V(2a;2-2.v + 3) + V0i'2-3a,'+4) (a).

The given equation is equivalent to

V(2a;2 - 4aj + 1 ) - \J{x- -Zx + i) = \J{2afi-2x + Z)- s/l.x'^ - 5x + 2).

From this last, by squaring, we deduce

Sx"^ -7x + 5- 2\/(2a;2_4a;+ i)(a;2_3a;+4)

= 3a;2 -7x + 5- 2 V(2a;2 -2x+ 3)(^ -5x+ 2),

which is equivalent to

V(2a?*-10a;3 + 21a;2-19cc+ 4) = V(2a^-12cc3+17,?J--19x-+6) (;8).

From (/3), by squaring and transposing and rejecting the factor 2, we deduce

a;3 + 2a"-l = (7).

One root of (7) is x= - 1, and (7) is equivalent to

{x+l){x^ + x-l)= 0.

Hence the roots of (7) are - 1 and (
- 1 ± v'5)/2.

Now x= - 1 obviously satisfies (a). AVe can show that the other two
roots of (7) are extraneous to (a) ; for, if x have either of the values

(-l±\/5)/2, then X' +x-l = 0, therefore x^— -x + 1. Using this value of

,7r, we reduce (a) to '\/{-6x+ 3) = \/{- 4x+5). This last equation involves

the truth of the equation - 6.'' + 3 = - ix+5, which is satisfied by 3;= - 1, and

not by either of the values x= {- l±\/5)/2.

N.B.—An interesting point in this example is the way the terms of (a)

are disposed before we square for the first time.

Example 5.

1 - V(i - x^) ^ V(i + .7;) + V( i - X)

l + V(i-a;-) W{l+x)-'^{l-x) ^'''

JIviltiply the numerator and denominator on the left by 1 - v'(l -''''), and the

numerator and denominator on the right by \/(l+^') - \/(l ~^'}> s^"*! we ob-

tain the equivalent equation

X^ -'l-^(l-3;2)-

IMulliply both sides of the last equation by x"{l - Vl -x'-), and we deduce

{l-V(l-^=)]-'-2rx'=i
(i3).
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1^

i;

If 1, w, w" (see chap. xiL, § 20) be the three cube roots of +1, then (/3) is

equivalent to

fl-V(l-^'-) = 3.^- \

l-V(l--^'-) = 3cux- y (7).

By rationalisation we deduce from (7) the three integral equations

(l + 9u-)x'-6ux= o\- (5).

Jl+9o;)a;--6w-.c= j

The roots of these equations (5) are 0, 3/5 ; 0, 6w/(l +9a;-) ; 0, 6a)-/(l +9a>).

The student will have no difficulty in settling which of them satisfy the

original equation (a).

Exercises XXIX.

(1.) ;7j6-l = (:B- + ^)2(a;2-l).

(2. ) x"^ - (a + b + c)x" - {((" + b- + c"-bc- ca - ab)x + a? + V" + c' - Zahc— 0.

(3.) ;r^- 40a; + 39 = 0.

(4. ) x-^ + 2(a - 1)y? + {a - 2)'-a;- + 2«-(a - 1)x + «*= 0.

(5.) 2a;3-a;'--2a;-8 = 0. (6.) aic3 + a; + a+l = 0.

(7.) a;*-3a;3 + 4a;2-3a;+ l = 0,

(8.) '-^'^.^\^K^^-^f.
]) ir p" X-' X

(9.) a-4-6A^ + 10a;2-8a-+16 = 0. (10.) a:*- 6 = 5a'(ar-aj- 1).

(11.) (a;2 + 6.« + 9)(a;- + 8a; + 16) = (x-+4aj + 4)(aj--12a; + 36).

Exercises XXX

(1.) <(x= 2\
n 1-+

,

y^a )/(

'' 1
X + -- -y-

(2.)
a

b + x'*'

b

a + X
-1.

(3.)
2a'2-a;-l

'x-'2
"*"

2a;2-

X

3.?; -8
-3

8x- - 8
~

2aj - 3

(4.)
9.7-+5
^
12

'
Ax- 2 12a; + 3

1~ 16

4x4-3

'7a.' + 9^
11

7x- 48

ax + b ax+b _2ax + d b

c cx + b 2c c'

(- \
'•''• + ^ bx + a_{a + b){x + 2)

cx + b cx + a~ cx + a + b

(R\ r'^ + "'
I

1^ + ^ x+ c_ ax bx 2cx

'x-a x-b x-c x'~a" x--b- ar — c'-'

a x-a x-o
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(10 ) i^^ + tl^ =" + ^z^':.
^ '' 2h + x 2a + x a + h + x

. x+a x-a_o? + a'^ x--a?

x-a x + a x^-ci' x- + a?'

[x -a){x-h) _{x- e) (x - d)

x-a-b o:-c-d(12.)

(13.)
(%±^^^1±J^=^.
\a-- ax + x-J a-2x

,-, , 4cc3+4a;2+ 8x+l 2x" + 2x+\
(14.)

(15.)

2x- + '2.x + Z x + \

X 74__ ^ 1

-2a;-15 x' + 2x-Zh a;- + i0^: + 2l'

2x+3a 2x-3a_a + b a-b
^ ' 2x -3a^2x + 3a~a^b^a + b'

^ {x-b){x-e) {x-c){x-a) lx-a){x-by

(1.)

EXEKCISES XXXI.

x+\/x_x(x-l)
x-\lx~ 4

(^•) "+(V(^+^)-Vc^)-
='"

( 4. ) {a- + i.c) V(«" + C-) = («" + ^c) v'C*" + •«•)•

(5.) 6a:(a; - 1) - Z\J{Z{x - 2) (a; + 1) - 2(a; - 5)} = 4(,r

+

(6. ) \l{x + sjx) + \/(a: - \IA = asjxlsjix+ Vx)

.

(7.) (i+.r)V(l-a;-) + (a;-i) = 0.

(S.) (.c-3)/V(a;^-6a; + 36)= (a;-4)/V(*--8a; + C4).

(9. ) {2x- a)/y/{jy^ - ax + a") = (2a; - b)j^/{x- - &.v + i^).

<«) ./(,;.)-{ ye- o-ya:;;
(11.) v'(ar + 6.7;+ 1 ) - V(*- + 6.C + 4 ) + v'('''' + <5-'- - 3) = 0.

(12.) v'(«2 + to) + ^(&2 + ^.)^3(rt + &).

(13.) 's/{a{bx-a-)/b}+'^{b{ax-b-)/a}=a-b.

(14.) v'(« + a') + v'(* + »;) = 2V(a + 6 + x).

Consider more especially the case where a= b.

(15.) V(-''- + 4)-V('«-4)=\/(«'--l)-

(16.) 2a- VC^-^ + «") + 2aV(^''' + &)= «' - b".

(17.) VG^"^+ 4a; + 3) - VC^:^ + 3^' + 2) = 2(a;+ 1).

Two solutions, x— -1 and another.

(18.) X- + a- + ^/(.f* + a^) = 2,1V {a;^ + VCa--*+ «'') } •
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(19.) x=\J {ax-\-xr - a\/{ax-\-x-)).

(20.)-^^-^.+ „
'^. + -

r + -

6 = 0.

(21.) V(«^" + ^-) + \/('-«-i') = V(«- + 3fW-) + \/(a;- + 3«a;).

(22) ~ + ^^ = '''

\/{a + x)- 'sja \/a + \J{a + x) \J{a + x)- \J{a-d:)

(23.

)

sja + sj{a + o:) - V(« - a-) = ^{cC^ - x^).

(24.

)

nn\J{a + .-«) + n\/{a - a;) = \/(''"" + '^") \/(«" - 2^')-

(25.

)

Rationalise and solve 'L\/{x -b-c) = \/x.

(26.) 'sJ{{x" + a'^){x^ + b-)}+x{s/{x" + a")-'s/{x" + b-)}=nb- + x".

(27.

)

a + {x + &)V {
(»' + a')/(a;2 + &2) } = & + (a; + a)V { (a:' + &')/(a;2+ «=) }

.

§ 7.] Reduction of Equations hj change of Variable. If wc have

an equation which is reducible to the form

{f{^)r+p{f{^)} + q = o (a),

then, if we put ^ -f{'>'), we have the quadratic equation

to determine ^. Solving (/3), we obtain for ^ the values

{ -^ ± \/(_^/ - 42)}/2. Hence (a) is equivalent to

fi^^)-

f{^-)
=

2

-p-J(p'-4q) (r)-

If the function f{.r) be of the 1st or 2nd degree in ;', the

equations (y) can be solved at once ; and all the roots obtained

will be roots of (a).

Even when the equations (y) are not, as they stand, linear

or quadratic equations, it may liappen that they are reducible to

such, or that solutions can in some way be obtained, and thus

one or more solutions will be found for the original ecpiation (a).

In i^ractice it is unnecessary to actually introduce the

auxiliary variable ^. We should simply speak of (a) as a

quadratic in /(,/), and proceed to solve for/(.i') accordingly.

]''xanq)le 1.

x-i''i + 4xP'i-12= Q.

AVe may write this diuatiDn in the form
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It may therefore bo regarded as a quadratic equation in x'"'. Solving, we find

xi''J = + 2, xP'''= - 6.

From the first of these we have

,vi'= 2''.

Hence, if 1, w, w", . . ., U3>'~^ be the 'pth roots of +1, we find the following^

\'akics for .v :
—

2«'>, w2''^, ur2i'i\ . . ., wJ'-'^2'>''.

In like manner, from xP'''J= -G, we obtain, U q be even, the^; values

6'/>, wG'J'P, u-Q'i'i', . . ., uP-'^Qp''';

and, if 5 be odd, the^? values

u'Gi'P, w'^e*'^, w'^G^'P, .... u'-p-'^Gi'p^

where w', w'^, . . ., u'-p~^ are the^;th roots of -1.

Example 2.

x^ + B- 2's/{x- - 2a; + 2) + 2x.

This equation may be written

a;2-2.i' + 2-2V(«"-2a:+ 2) + l = ;

tliat is,

{
V(•^^ - 2a; + 2) }

•- - 2 {VC^'" - 2a; + 2) } + 1 ^ 0,

which is a quadratic in VG^-^ ~ 2.^;+ 2).

Solving this quadratic we have

V'(.«^-2a; + 2)= l.

Whence x^-2x+ 2 = \,

that is, {x- l)-= 0.

The roots of this last equation are 1, 1, and x=\ satisfies the original eijuation.

Example 3.

22x_ 3-2^+2 + 32 = 0.

"We may write this ecjuation as follows,

(2^)-- 12(2^) + 32 = 0;
that is, (2^-4)(2'^-8) = 0.

Hence the given equation is equivalent to

r2^=4|.
12^=8/

The first of these has for one real solution x= 2; the second has the real

solution a:= 3.

Example 4.

{x + a) (x + a + h) (x + a + 2b) (a; + a + 3b) = c\

Associating the two extreme and the two intermediate factors on the left,

we may write this equation as follows,

{a;- + (2a + '3b)x + a{a + Zh)
}

{a;^ + (2a + db)x + (« + b) (a + 2b)] = c*.
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If ^= j/^ + {2a + 3b)x + {a" + 'Sab), the last equation may be written

i{^ + 2b^) = c';

that is, f2 + 2Pt + b^= b* + c\

Hence f= - b'^±\/{b^ + 1-*).

The original equation is therefore equivalent to the two (juadratics

X' + {2a + 3b)x + a- + Sab + b-=± V(&^ + c%

§ 8.] Reciprocal Equations.—A very important class of equa-

tions of the 4th degree (biquadratics) can be reduced to

quadratics by the method we are now illustrating.

Consider the equations

ax* + hx^ + ci? + hx + a = ( 1 ),

ax* + hx^ + cxJ' - hx. + « = (I. ),

where the coefficients equidistant from the ends are either equal,

or, in the case of the second and fourth coefficients, equal or

numerically equal with opposite signs. Such equations are

called reciprocal*

If we divide by 'i, we reduce (1) and (I.) to the forms

a (.r + -i) + 6 (j; + ^) + c = (2),

.r + -,) +6 (,>:--) +c- = (II.)
X J \ X

These are equivalent to

(« ( .7J + -
j + M •< + - ) + <' - 2(i = (3),

-iy + i(x-i) +C+ 2(1 = (III.)

3 and III. are (juadratics in .t + 1/a' and ,r - l/.c respectively. If

their roots be u, y8, and y, 8 respectively, then (3) is equivalent to

1
X-\— = a

a;

,r + - = /? I

I '^ J
* If in equation (1) we write 1/f for a;, we get an equation which is e(iuiva-

lent to <if» + 6^' + c^ + Z'^ + («= 0. Hence, if f be any root of (1), 1/^ is also a

root. In other words, two of the four roots of (1) arc the reciprocals of the

remaining two. In like manner it may he shown that two of the roots of (I.)

are the reciprocals of the remaining two with the sign changed.
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that is, to

f/-a,>- + l=0)
\/-/3,.+ l = o| ,

^
^-

Similarly, III. is eciuivalent to

-7'--^-^\
(IV.)

-&:-l =0j ^ ^

The four roots of the two (juadratics (4) or (IV.) are the roots

of the biquadratic (1) or (I.)

Generalisation of the Recijirocal Equation.— If we treat the

general biquadratic

a.'/ + hf + cjf + dx + c =

in the same way as we treated equations (1) and (I.), we reduce

it to the form

Now, if eja — d'/b', this last equation may be written

which is a quadratic in x + d/bx.

Cor. It should be noticed that the following recijjrocal equations

of the 5th degree can be reduced to reciprocal biquadratics, and can

therefore be solved by means of quadratics, namely,

ax' + bx* + cx^ ± ex- ± hx ±a = 0,

where, in the ambiguities, the upper signs go together and the

lower signs together.

For the above may be written

a{x' ± 1) + bx{,^ ± 1) + cx^{x ^l)=Q,

from which it appears that either ;*• +1 or a; - 1 is a factor on

the left-hand side. After this factor is removed, the eciuation

becomes a reciprocal biquadratic, Avhich may be solved in the

manner already explained. The roots of the (]uintic are either

+ 1 or - 1, and the four roots of this biquadratic.
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In an appendix to this volume is given a discussion of the

general solution of the cubic and biquadratic, and of the cases

where they can be solved by means of quadratics.

Examjile 1.

To find the fifth roots of + 1. Let x be any fifth root of + 1 ; then x'= 1.

Hence we have to solve the equation

x^ - 1 = 0.

This is equivalent to

I
a!-l = 0\

\x^-[-a?-\-x'^ + x + l = Q)'

The latter equation is a reciprocal biquadratic, and may be written

a; + - ) +( .^• + -
)
-1=0.

After solving this equation for x+ljx, we find

1 1 + V5 ^1 1 - V5
X 2 X 2

These give the two quadratics

x-+^~-x + l-0, X-+ —^x+l-O.

These again give the following four values ibr x :
—

- (1 + V5)/4±iV(10 - 2\/5)/4, - (1 - v'5)/4±iV(10 + 2\/5)/4,

these, together with 1, are the five fifth roots of + 1. This will be found to

agree with the result obtained by using chap, xii., § 19.

Example 2.

{x + aY + {x + hy=17{a-h)\

This equation may be written

(r + ay + {x + b}^=17
{
{x + a)-{x + b)} \

from which, by dividing by {x + by, we deduce

(:ify-="(;s-}-
or t4 + l = 17(£_l)4_

where ^— (x + (()/{x + b).

This equation in J is reciprocal, and may be written thus

—

HJ-'iHyi^^-
Hence ^ + |=2'

. 1 7

From tliis last pair wc deduce

to 1 1 - 7±/\/(ir.)
1= 2, or i ; and t= ^>^^—-•
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Hence we liave the four e(juations

x-\-a_ x + a _^ a+ a_7±i\/(15)
x+b~ ' x+ b~~' x+b 8

From tliese, four values of x can at once be deduced. The real values are

x=a- lb and x=b - 2a.

§ 9.] Bij introducing auxiliary variables, tee can alioays make

any irrational equation in one variable depend on a system of

RATIONAL cfjiiations in one or more variables. For example, if we

have

s\x + a) + >J{x + b) + \/(,i; + c) = d,

and we put u = \/{x + a), v = s/(x + h), to = s^(z + c), then we

deduce the rational system

!(, + V + w = d, 11^ = x + a, v' — X + b, to" = x + c.

Whether such a transformation will facilitate the solution de-

pends on the special circumstances of any particular case. The

following is an example of the success of the artifice in question.

Example.

{a + xf + {a - xy = b.

We may write the given equation thus

—

Hence we deduce

(« + xf + {a- xf' -—^ {{a + x) + {a - x)} ^.

(2«)'

« + 3AJ b

Va-x }

Let now 2/={(« + a;)/(«-a;)}
,

b >

we then have 2/ + 1 = -—,
(y* + 1

)'.

From tlie last equation we deduce

2a{y + \f= b\i/^-\),

which is a reciprocal biquadratic, and can therefore be solved by means of

quadratics. Having thus determined y, we deduce tlie value of x by means
of the equation (a + x)l{a -x) = y^.

Exercises XXXII.

(1 . )
a;2m _ 3;m(J»i + c™) + &'"c'" = 0.

(2.) <?^"- + qe'"'''l-—2) ; .show that the sum of the two real values of .r is

iog,.q''.

(3. ) 2xU>+v)r2p<i ^ "-'- ^'
,y.i,p ^ ^w),

a- + b-
'
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(4.) (9^)^ - 2(3')^3-^+i = 3=^+3.

(5.)
3-+i-^, + 3-2-|i.= 0.

(6.) (x + \) + ll{x + \)=fx.

(7.) {l-x+ x-)/(l+a"-.v) = {l+a" + x)l(l+x + ofi)

(9.) 6cc*-31ar' + 51a;2-31a;+6 = 0.

(11.) 8x*-42ar' + 29.r" + 42« + 8 = 0.

(13.) a3i? + bx"-bx-a=0.
(15.) ax^ + boy^-bx-a = 0.

(17.) .>'5 + l = 0.

(8.) 6*'H5a^-38ar2 + 5a;+ 6 = 0.

(10.) 2a!*-7a;=' + 7a:2-7a3 + 2= 0.

(12.) ax? + bx^ + bx + a= 0.

(U.) ace* + 6x2 + (,.=0.

(16.) a-ic* + 2abxfi + b^-x" - c'-'= 0.

(18.) a^ + 7a;-»+ 9cc3-9a;2-7aj-l = 0.

(19.) l2df-Vx'^ + lZ3?-lZx^-x-l1 = 0.

(20.) Show that the biquadratic ax^ + b,y? + cx^ + dx + c= Q can be solved

by means of quadratics, provided b/2a= iad/(iac- b-).

(21.) a;* + 10ar' + 22£c2-l5x + 2 = 0.

(22. ) a-* + 2(p - q)x^ + (p^ + q^)x? + 1pq[p - q)x +2M1'' +PQ + T) ~ 0-

(23.) 3/(.'B2-7a; + 3)-2/(a;2 + 7a; + 2) = 5.

(24.) a^Cl+^y-(3a;2 + aO = 70. (25.) ^{\-x?) = \ + y\\+x-)lx.

(26.) V('^"+l) + 4 = 5Ma:- + l)- i-'i-) (a:+5)^ + (;v + 5)~* = 2.

(-){(Sl)'-'}<-«)'^{(S)-'}'"*-
(29. ) 2a;- + 2 ViaJ^ + 4a; - 5) = 4a;2 + 8.t + 5.

(30.) a;2 + 7a; -3 = ^(23;- + 14a; + 2).

(31. )
[x - 7)^ + (a- + 9)* + 2(a;- + 2a: - 63)* = 70 - 2,r.

(32. ) V('^'" +?'* + a) + \/(a'" H-i^a-' + &) + \/('''" +^3^ + c) = 0.

(33.) Show that the imaginary 7th roots of + 1 are the roots of

a;'^ - a.r + 1 = 0, a;" - ^a; + 1 = 0, a? - yx +1 = 0, where a, /3, 7 are the roots

of the cubic ar' + a;^ - 23- - 1 = 0.

(34.) a^ + k = xsj2's/{x^-i). (35.) 5(l+a;-')/(l-ar')={(l+x)/(l-:r)}3.

(2,io.) {a-xf + {x-bY= {a-bf. (37.) '^x+ \/{x-\)= \/(:x+\).

(38.) (a; + 3)(:r + 8)(a; + 13)(a; + 18) = 51.

SYSTEMS WITH MORE THAN ONE VARIABLE WHICH CAN BE

SOLVED BY MEANS OF QUADRATICS.

§ 10.] According to the rule stated without proof in chap,

xiv., § G, if we have a system of two equations of the /th and

mth degrees respectively in two variables, x and y, that system

has in general hi solutions. Hence, if we eliminate y and

deduce from the given system an equation in .': alone, that equa-

tion will in general he of the l'iiit\\ degree, since there must in
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general l)e as many diiferent values of x as tliere are solutions of

the original systems. We shall speak of this equation as the

llcmltant E(iuatioii in x.

In like manner, if Ave have a system of three equations of

the /th, mi\\, and nih degrees respective!}^, in three variables

X, y, z, the system has in general hnn solutions ; and the re-

sultant equation in x obtained by eliminating y and ,:; will be of

the Imnth degree ; and so on.

From this it appears that the only perfectly general case in tohich

the solution of a system of equations will depend on a quadratic equation

is that in which all the equations hut one are of the \st degree, and

that one is of the 2nd.

It is quite easy to obtain the solution in this case, and thus

verify in a particular instance the general rule from which we

have been arguing. All we have to do is to solve the n-\
linear equations, and thereby determine n- \ of the variables as

linear functions of the ?ith variable. On substituting these

values in the nth. equation, which we suppose of the 2nd

degree in all the n variables, it becomes an equation of the

2nd degree in the wth variable. We thus obtain two values

of tlie ??th variable, and hence two corresponding values for each

of the other n-\ variables ; that is to say, we obtain two solu-

tions of the system.

Example L
fc + m?/ + w = (1),

ax- + Who'll + hy" + 2gx + %fy + c= (2).

(1) is cijuivalent to

2/=-^^' (3);

ami this value of i/ reduces (2) to

mn-x" - 2hmx{lx+ n) + b{ Ix + n)^+ 2gm-x - 2fm {h' + 7i) + cm- — 0,

that is,

[am- - 2hlm + bl-)x^ + 2{gm- - hmn + hi I -fhn)x + {hn- - 2fmn + cm") = (4).

The original system (1), (2) is tlierefore equivalent to (3), (4). Now (4) gives

two values for x, ami for each of these (3) gives a corresponding value of y.

For exami)le, the two eijuatioiis

3.)j + 2)/ + 1 = 0, J? + 2xy + y-~ x + ?/ + 3 = 0,

will be fmiml to be equivalent to

y--%x-i,, a---8a; + ll = 0.
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Hence the two solutions of the system are

X- 4 + \J6, 4- V5 ;

Example 2.

Zx^-2y-z= \, x + y-Zz= 2, x'^ + y"-+z^=\.

The system is equivalent to

£e=-53-3, y=%z + b, 90,-r + 110,: + 33 = 0.

The solutions are

the upper signs going together and the lower together.

§ 11.] For the sake of contrast with the case last considered,

and as an ilhistration of an important method in elimination, let

us consider the most general system of two equations of the

2nd degree in two variables, namely

—

ax" + 21ix7j + hf + 2gz + 2fij + c = (1),

a''3f + 21i'xy + h'if + 2g'x + 2fy + c' = (2).

We may write these equations in the forms

—

htf + 2{hx +f)y + (ax' + 2gx + c) = 0,

b'f + 2{h'x +f')y + {a'x" + 2g'x + c') = 0,

say by"-+pj + q = (1'),

h'f+p'y + q' = (2'),

where p = 2(hx +/), q-ax^ + 2gx + c, &c.

If we multiply (1') and (2') by b' and by h respectively, and

subtract, and also multiply them by q' and by q respectively, and

subtract, we deduce

{pb'-p'b)y+(b'q-bq') = (3),

{b'q - bqyf + (p'q - pq')y = (4);

and provided bq' - h'q^ 0, (3) and (4) will be equivalent to (1')

and (2'). In general, the values of x whicli make bq' - b'q =

will not belong to the solutions of (3) and (4), nor will the value

y=0 belong to those solutions. Hence we may say that, in

general, the system

{jpV - p'b)y + (b'q - bq') = (3'),

{b'q-bq)y + {2yq-pq') = (4'),

is equivalent to (1') and (2').

Again, if we multiply (3') and (4') by b'q - bq' and hy jA/ -p'b

respectively, and subtract, wo deduce

(b'q - bq'Y - (jd/ -p'b) (p'q ~pq) = (.->),
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and, provided hi/ -b'qdpO, (4') and (5) will Ijc equivalent to (3')

and (4').

Hence we finally arrive at the conclusion that, in general, the

system

{b'{ax' + '2gx + c) - h(a'x' + 2g'x + c')}' - i{b'{hx +/)
- b{h'x +f')}{{h'x +/) (cf.i' + 2gx + c)- {hx +/) (r(V + 2g'x + c')]

{b'{ax^ + 2gx + c) - b{a'x' + 2g'x + c!)}y

+ 2{(h'x +/') (ax^ + 2gx + c) - (hx +/) (a'af + 2g'x + c')]

= (7),

is equivalent to (1) and (2).

The first of these is a biquadratic giving four values for x,

and, since (7) is of the 1st degree in y, for each value of x we

obtain one and only one value of y. We have therefore four

solutions, as the general rule requires.

In general, the resultant biquadratic (6) will not be reducible

to quadratics. It may, however, ha})pen to be so reducible in

particular cases. The following are a few of the more im-

portant :

—

I. If, for example, b'Jb =/'//= c'/c, then (6) reduces to

x-[{b'(ax + 2g) - b{a'x + 2g')Y - i{b'h - hh'){{h'x + /') {ax + 2g)

- (lix +f) (a'x + 2g') + {h'c - hc')]'\ = 0,

two of whose roots ai'e zero, the other two being determinable

by means of a quadratic equation.

II. Again, if a'ja = b'jh = h'jh, it will be found that the tw^o

highest terms disappear from (6). Hence in this case two of its

roots become infinite (see chap, xviii., § 6), and the remaining

two can be found by means of a quadratic equation.

III. If/= 0, ^ = 0, /' = 0, g' = 0, it will be found that only

even powers of x occur in (6). The resultant then becomes a

quadratic in x'.

IV. The resultant biquadratic may come under the reciprocal

class discussed in § 8 above.

Most of these exceptional cases are of interest in the theory

of conies, because they relate to cases where the intersection of two

conies can be constructed by means of the ruler and compasses

alone. The general theory is given in the Appendix to this vol.

VOL. I 2 E
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Example 1.

The system 3a;- + 2a'?/ + y-=l7, a" - 2xy + 5y-= f>,

is equivalent to 1 2zy + 1 4a;- -80 = 0, 73.x"^ - 692a- + 1 GOO = 0.

The solutions of which are

x=+2, -2, +20/V(73), -20/V(73);
?/=+!, -1, +1/V(73), -1M73).

Example 2.

« (a-- + 2y) = 7( 1 + 2a;?/), « (y-+ 2a-) = ?«( 1 + 2xy).

Here the elimination is eas}', because the first equation is of the 1st degree

in y. We deduce from it

_ nx- -

1

^~2{lx-n)'
This reduces the second equation to

n{nx- - 1)"+ 8nx{lx - ii )- = 4m{Ix - «)- + 4mx{Ix - oi) [nx- - 1),

which is equivalent to

{n~ - 4lm)x'^+ i{2P + vin)x^ - ISnb" + i{2n- + lm)x + {I- - 4mn) = 0.

If 71 = 1, this biquadratic is reciprocal, and its solution depends upon

{l-4m)t- + i{2l + vi)^ + {87n-20l)= 0,

where ^= a;+l/a'.

In general, if we have an equation of the 1st degree in x

and y together with an equation of the ?^th degree in x and ?/,

the resultant equation in x will be of the ^th degree. In par-

ticular cases, owing to the existence of zero or infinite roots,

or for other special reasons, this equation may be reducible to

quadratics.

Example.
x + y=18, a-^ + 7/3= 4914,

is equivalent to

y= l8-x, 3.-^-l-(18-a03 = 4914.

The second of these two last equations reduces, as it happens, to

a"-18.'c + 17 = 0.

Hence the finite solutions of the given system are

a;=17, 1 ;

y= l, 17.

§ 12.] A very important class of equations are the so-called

Homogeneous Systems. The kind that most commonly occurs is

that in which each equation consists of a homogeneous function

of the variables equated to a constant. The artifice usually em-

jjloyed for solving such equations is to introduce as auxiliary

variables the ratios of all but one of the variables to that one.

Thus, for example, if the variables were x and y, we should put

y = vx, and then treat v and x as the new variables.
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Example 1.

x- + xy=^\2, xy-2y"= l.

Put y= vx, and the two equations become

x-{\ + v) = V2, x-{v-2v-)^\.

From these two we derive

x-{l + v) - \2x-{v - 1\r) = 0,

that is,

Since x= Q evidently affords no solution of the given system, we see that the

original system is equivalent to

x-{l + v) = \2, 24!;--ll'!;+l = 0.

Solving the quadratic for v, we find v=l/'i or 1/8.

Corresponding to y=l/3, the first of the last pair of equations gives X' = 9,

that is, a;= ± 3.

Corresponding to v= lj8, we find in like manner x= ±i\/{2/5).

Hence, bearing in mind that y is derived from the corresponding value of

x by using the corresponding value of t' in the equation y— vx, we have, for

the complete set of solutions,

x^+2, -3, +4V(2/3), -4V(2/3);
2/=+l, -1, +1/V6, -1/V6.

Example 2.

x- + 2yz= l, y" + 2zx= 7n, z- + 2xy= n.

Let x—uz, y= vz, then the equations become

(u^+ 2v)z-= l, (v- + 2u)z"=m, (l+2uv)z'-n.

Eliminating z, we have, since s= forms in general no part of any solution,

n(u' + 2v) = l(l + 2icv), n{v^ + 2u) = m{l + 2uv).

We have already seen how to treat this pair of equations (see § 11,

Example 2). The system has in general four different solutions, which can

be obtained by solving a biquadratic equation (reducible to quadratics when
11= 1).

If we take any one of these solutions, the equation {l + 2uv)z-= n gives

two values of ;:. The relations x= uz, y= vz, then give one value of a; and one

value of y corresponding to each of the two values of ;:.

"We thus obtain all the eight solutions of the given system.

There is another class of equations in the solution of which

the artifice just exemplified is sometimes successful, namely,

that in which each equation consists of a homogeneous function

of the variables equated to another homogeneous function of the

variables of the same or of different degree.

Example 3.

The system
ax- + bxy + cy'^= dx + cy, a'x- + b'xy + c'y- — d'x + e'y (1)

is equivalent to

(a + bv + CV-) X-— (d + ev) x, {a' + b'v + c'v-)x-= {d' + e'v) x (2)

where y= vx.
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(3),

From this last system we derive the system

"J? {(a + ^2^ + cv") (iV + c'-y) - (a' + Vv + c'v-) (d + ev)} =01
x{(a + bv + cv-)x-{d + ev)\ —0)

which is etj^uivalent (see chap, xiv., § 11) to (2), along with

(a+ bv+ cv-)aP— (4),

{d + ev)x= (5).

If we observe that x=0, y= is a solution of the system (1), and keep

account of it separately, and observe further that values of v which satisfy both

(4) and (5) do not in general exist, we see that the system (1) is equivalent to

(a + bv+ cv^) (d' + e'v) -(a' + l'v + c'v-) (d + ev) = (6)

along with {a + bv + cv-)x-{d + ev) = (7)

and x= 0, y= 0.

The solution of the given system now depends on the cubic (6). The
three roots of this cubic substituted in (7) give us three values of x, and y= vx

gives three corresponding solutions of (1). Thus, counting x—0, y— O, we

have obtained all the four solutions of (1).

The cubic (6) will not be reducible to quadratics except in particular cases,

as, for example, when ad' -a'd— or ce'-c'e— 0.

For example, the system

3.*;- - 2xy + 3y- =x+l 2y, 6x^ + 3xy - 2y"= 2x + 29?/,

is equivalent to a;= 0, y— 0, together with

v(lll«--86'y + 8)=^0, i3-2v + Srr)x=l+12v.

The values of v are 2/3, 4/37, and 0. Hence the solutions of the system are

a;= 0, 3, 185/227, 1/3;

y= 0, 2, 20/227, 0.

§ 13.] Symmetrical Systems.—A system of equations is said to

be symmetrical when the interchange of any pair of the variables

derives from the given system an identical system. For example,

x + y = a, '£ + y- — h ; x^ + y = a, y^ + x = a
;

x + y + z = a, of + 7/ + z^ = h, yz + zx + xy — c,

are all symmetrical systems.

There is a peculiarity in the solutions of such systems, which

can be foreseen from their nature. Let us suppose in the first place

that the system is such that it would in general have an even

number of solutions, four say. If we take half the solutions, say

a; = ttj, a.2,

then, since the equations are still satisfied when the values of x

and y are interchanged, the remaining half of the solutions are

a: = /5„/3,,
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If tlie whole number of solutions were odd, five say, then

four of the solutions would be arranged as above, and the fifth

(if finite, which in many cases it woiild not be) must be such

that the values of a; and y are equal ; otherwise the interchanges

of the two would produce a sixth solution, which is inadmissible,

if the system have only five solutions.*

These considerations suggest two methods of solving such

equations.

\st Method.—Keplace the variables by a new system of vari-

ables, consisting of one, say x, of the former, and the ratios to it

of the others, ^i, v, . . . say. Eliminate x, v, . . . and obtain

an equation in ^c alone ; then this equation will be a reciprocal

equation ; for the values of w are

u = -^, — , -5-', — , &c. (and, it may be, u= 1 ),

Pi «1 P2 o-i

that is to say, along Avith each root there is another, which is its

reciprocal. The degree of this resultant equation can therefore

in all cases be reduced by adjoining a certain quadratic, just as

in the case of a reciprocal biquadratic.

2nd Method.—Eeplace the variables x, y, z, . . . by an equal

number of symmetric functions oi x, y, z, . . ., say by Xf, '^xy,

^xyz, . . ., &c., and solve for these.

The nature of the method, its details, and the reason of its

success, Avill be best understood by taking the case of two

variables, x and y.

Let us put u-x + y, v = xy. After separating the solutions,

if any, for which x — y, we may replace the given system by a

system each equation of which is symmetrical. "We know, by

the general theory of symmetric functions (see chap, xviii., § 4),

that every integral symmetric function can be expressed as an

* Wc Lave supposed that for all the solutions (except one in the case of

an odd system) x^y. It may, however, happen that x=y for one or more
solutions. Such solutions cannot be jiaired with others, since an interchange

of values does not produce a new solution. This peculiarity must always

arise in sj'stems which are symmetrical as a whole, but not symmetrical in the

individual equations. As an example, we may take the symmetrical system

x^-\-y=a, y^+ x — a, three of whose solutions are such that x-y.
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integral function of u and v. Hence it will always be possible to

transform the given system into an equivalent system in u and r.

We observe further that, in general, u and v will each have

as many values as there are solutions of the given system, and

no more ; but that the values of it and v corresponding to two

solutions, such as a; = a,, y = fBi, and x = ft^, y = a.^, are equal.

Hence in the case of symmetrical equations the number of solu-

tions of the system in u and v must in general be less than usual.

Corresponding to any particular values of u and v, say m = a,

v = j3, Ave have the quadratic system x + y = a, xy = (3, which gives

the two solutions

x = {a± ^{a: - 4/3)1/2, y = {a T ^/(a' - i/3)}/2.

If we had a system in three variables, x, y, z, then we should

assume u = x\y ^- z, v = yz + zx + xy, w - xyz, and attempt to solve

the system in u, v, w. Let u = a, v = (3, iv = y, be any solution of

this system ; then, since

we see that the three roots of

e-af + /3^-y =

constitute a solution of the original system, and, since the

equations are symmetrical, any one of the six permutations of

these roots is also a solution. In this case, therefore, the number

of solutions of the system in u, r, w would, in general, be less

than the corresponding number for the system in x, y, z.

The student should study the following examples in the light

of these general remarks :
—

Example 1

.

A {.r^ + y-) + V>xy + C (.r f y) + D = |

If we put y = vx, and then eliminate x by the method employed in § 11,

the resultant equation in v is

{{D'A) + CD'B)v + {B'A)v-}^^{J)'C){l+v)-{{C'A) + {C'B)v + {C'A)v"} (2),

where (D'A) stands for D'A - DA', (D'B) for D'B - DB', and so on.

The l)iqua(lratic (2) is obviously reciprocal, and can therefore be solved by

means of ([uadratics.

The solution can then be completed by means of the equation

{(D'A) + (D'B)u + (D'A>2}a; + (D'C)(l+'y)= (3).
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As an instance of tliis method the student should work out in lull the

solution of the system
2(.''- + r) - 3.r// + 2(x + y) - 39 = 0,

3 (x- + ?/") - 4,17/ + {x + y ) - 50 = 0.

We u^ay treat the above exam[)le by the second muthod of the present

paragraph as follows. The system (1) may be written

A(x + i/)" + (B -2A)xy + C(x + 7j) + D =0,

A'(x + yy^+(B'-2A')x2j + C'{x + tj) + 'D' = 0;

,
. All' +(B ~2A)v + Cu +D =0}

^"''"^'''
A'u' + (B'-2A')v + C'u + -D' = 0)

'^''

Eliminating first u- and then v, we deduce the equivalent system

(A'B)v + {A'C)u + (A'B)^0)
(A'B)u"+ {(G'B) -2(C'A)|«+ {(D'B) - 2(D'A) |- =0 / ^

''

where (A'B), &c., have the same meaning as above.

The system (5) has two solutions,

u= a, a',

say, cori'esponding to which we find for the original system

X= {a± V(a' - 4^) !• /2, { a'± V(a"- - 4/3')
} /2,

y= [a^^ia' - 4/3)}/2, {a'^ \/{a'- - 4/3')}/2,

in all four solutions.

This method should be tested on the numerical example given above.

p]xample 2. x* + y*= 82, x + y=i.

We have ar* + ?/^= (a; +?/)*- 4xy{x^ + y-) - dx-y-,

~{x + yY - 4xy {(x + ?/)- - 2xy }
- 6jj-?/-,

=21*- iu"v + 2v".

Hence the given system is equivalent to

H*-iu"v + 2v" = 82, u= i.

Using the value of ii given by the second equation, we reduce the first to

f2-32v + 87 = 0.

The roots of this quadratic are 3 and 29. Hence the solution of the u, v

system is u=-i, 4,

v= d, 29.

From x + y—i; xy= 20, we derive {x-y)-= -100, that is, x- y—i.lQi

;

combining this with x + y=4, we have x—2ibi, y= 2::f:5i.

From a; + 2/= 4, a;!/= 3, we find a;= 3, 2/= l; x= l, y=Z.
All the four solutions have thus been found.

Example 3. a^= mx + ny, y^= iix + my (I).

Let us put y= vx; then, removing the factor x in both equations, and

noting the corresponding solution, x= 0, y= 0, we have

X-— iii+nv, v*j:^= n + mv.
These are equivalent to

ar*=m + ?iu, '>^{vi + nv)=mv + n (2).
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The second of these may he wTitten

7i{v^ - l) + mv{r^

and is therefore equivalent to

r-l =

1) = (3),

i-H - + 1 v' + + 1 + 1=0

The second of these is a reciprocal hiqnadratic. Hence all the five roots of (3)

can he found without solving any equation of higher degree than the 2nd.

To the root v= l correspond the three solutions,

of the original system, where (m + ?i)^'^ is the real value of the cube root, and

w, w- are the imaginary cube roots of unity.

In like manner three solutions of (1) are obtained for each of the remain-

ing four roots of (3). Hence, counting a;= 0, 2/= 0, we obtain all the sixteen

solutions of (1).

The reader should work out the details of the numerical case

r/-" = 2x + 3?/, i/- Sx + 2y,

and calculate all the real roots, and all the coefficients iu the complex roots,

to one or two places of decimals.

Example 4. yz + zx + xy— 26,

yz{y + z) + zx{z + x) + xy{x + y) = 162,

yz{y^ + z^) + zx{z''+ x-) + xxj^x-+ 1/^) = 538.

If we put u=-x-{-y-\-z, v= yz-\-zx + xy, w^xyz, the above system reduces to

^•= 26, uv-Zw= lQ2, (u'-2v)v-uio^5S8.

Hence 2im-Siv = lQ2, 26m- -?«<;= 1890.

Hence 26it-+ 81u-28Z5 = Q.

The roots of this quadratic are m=9 and v,— - 315/26.

We thus obtain for the values of ii, v, w, 9, 26, 24, and - 315/26, 26,

— 159. Hence we have the two cuhics

^3- 9^2 + 26^-24 = 0,

t^^ +^f= + 26^ + 159 = 0.

Twelve of the roots of the original system consist of the six permutations

of the three roots of the first cubic, together with the six permutations of the

roots of the second cubic.

The first cubic evidently has the root ^= 2 ; and the other two are easily

found to be 3 and 4. Hence we have the following six solutions :

—

x= 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4;

y= 3, 4, 4, 2, 2, 3;

z = i, 3, 2, 4, 3, 2.

Otlier six are to be found liy solving the second cubic.

§ 14.] We conclude tlii.s cliaptcr with a few miscclliincous

examples of artifices that arc suggested merely by the peculi-
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arities of the })articular case. Some of them have a somewhat

more general character, as the student will find in working the

exercises in set xxxiv. A moderate amount of practice in solv-

ing puzzles of this description is useful as a means of cultivating

manipulative skill ; hut he should heware of wasting his time

over what is after all merely a chapter of accidents.

Example 1.

ax bi/ (a+tlAc

a+x b+y a+b+c
Let a+x={a + b + c)^, b + y=(a + b + c)ri

;

the system tlien reduces to

a"/^ + b-/T] = (a + h)", 4' + r; = l.

This again is equivalent to

{(a + b)^-a\- = 0, ^ + 77= 1.

TIence we have the solution ^= a/(a + b), q= b/{a + b) twice over.

The solutions of the original system arc therefore x=acj{a + b), y= hcj{a + b)

twice over.

Example 2.

ax^ + bxy + cy"= bx' + cxy + ay^= d (1).

This system is equivalent to

{a-b).i:r + (b-c)xy + (c-a)y'=0 (2),

ax' + bxy + cy"=d (3).

The equation (2) (see chap, xvi., § 9) is equivalent to

x'^= (ca- + l)p, xy= {aff + l)p, y~— (ba + l)p (4),

where p and <r are undetermined.

Since X'y-= (xy)-, we must have

(w + l)(6o- + l) = (acr +!)-.

Hence we deduce a = 0, a= —5

—

^
— {•'^)-

a-- be

The first of these, taken in conjunction with (4), gives x— y ; and hence

x^y = ± J -

d_
\' « + Z* + c

'

that is to say, two solutions of (1). If we take the second value of a we find

„_ p{c-af p{c-a)(a-b) ._ p{a-b? ,gv

where it remains to determine />/(«- - be). This can be done by substituting

in (3). We thus find

p/(a^ - he) — dl{a? + «c- - ca" + ab- - a-b - abc).

We now deduce from (6)

,_ ±{e-a)d^''- _^ e,. .~
{a^ + ae- - car + ab- - a^b - abcfl-

'
' '"

"

'

two more solutions of the original system.

The system (2), (3) could also be solved veiy simply by putting v/= i'^,

as in S 12.
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Example 3.

yz= a?, zx— Ir, :inj= c-.

These equations give

zxxxy _b^xc-
yz ~ or '

J2g2
that is, X'=—^.

a-

Hence x=±bc/a; the two last equations of the original system then give

y=-i:ca/b, z=i:ab/c. The upper signs go together and the lower together
;

so that we have only obtained two out of the possible eight solutions.

Example 4.

x{y + z)=a-, y(z + x) = b-, z{x + tj)=c-.

This can be reduced to last by solving for yz, zx, xy.

Example 5.

x{:r + y + z) = a-, y{x + y + z)==b-, z{x + y + z) = c-.

Let x + y + z= p. Then, if we add the three equations, we have

p- = a- + b- + C-.

Hence p= ±\/{a- + b- + c-) ; and we have

±a- ±b'' ±c-
:^v y=.

\J{d- + b- + c-y -^ \J{a- + b' + c-y ~ ^{a?+ V- + (P')'

Example 6.

To find the real solutions of

o" + ri^ + f= a? (1), £(y + ~) + ^f=^,C (4),

y2 + ^2+ ^2^J2 (2), y,{z + x) + ^^= ca (5),

z^ + e + rr= c' (3), ^{^x + y) + i-n= ab (6).

From (2), (3), and (4) we deduce

that is, (f - yzf + (^7? - ^zf + it^ - -nyf=0 (7)

.

Every solution of the given system must satisfy (7)- Now, since {^'~yz)',

(^'7-2^)", its-vyf are all j)Ositive, provided x, y, z, ^, 77, f be all real, it

follows that for all real solutions we must have k'= yz, iri = ^z, ^^= 'riy.

Hence, from the symmetry of the system, we must have

e= yz, ri^= ZX, t-= ^-ll, (8),

x=^j, yJi, zJ^ (9).

By means of (8) we reduce (1), (2), (3) to

x{x-\-y + z) = a\ y{x + y + z) = b-, z{x + y + z) = c-.

Hence, by Example 5, we have

±a' _ ±h'' _ ±c2

^"VCa' + ^' + c")' ''~\/{a- + b~ + c')' ^~^y{a^' + b" +cy
From (8) we now derive

t—
\/{a" + P + c-y

'''

V(«^ + *' + c^)' ^ \/{a^ + b-' + (^)
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If we take account of (4), (5), (6) we see that the upper signs must go to-

gether throughout, and the lower together throughout ; so that we find' only

two real solutions.

Example 7.

x{x-a) = yz, 7j{y-b)= zx, z{z-c):=xi/ (1).

From the first two equations we derive {x-y){x + y + z) = ax-bi/, which,

if we put p= x + y + z, may be written {p-a)x—{p-h)y. Hence, bearing iu

mind the symmetry of the system, we have

x= , y= ,, ~= (2),p-a -^ p-b p-c

where p and o- have to be determined.

From the first equation of (1) we have

p-a\p-a J {p'b){p-c)'

Removing the factor <r, to which will correspond the solution x=y= z— Q,

we find

<T {{2a - b - c)p + {be -«-)}= a{p - a) {p -b){p- c) (3).

Similarly we find

<T{{2b-c-n)p+{ca-byf=b{p-a){p-h){p-c) (4).

From (3) and (4) we now eliminate <r, observing that in the process we

reject the factors ff, p-a, p-b, p-c, which correspond to three solutions,

namely,

x= a, 0, ;

2/=0, b, 0;

s= 0, 0, c.

,,, ,, , , bc + ca + ab
\\ e thus deduce p= ; ,'^ a + b + c

which gives one more solution. AVe have in fact p-a—{bc~a-)j'^a,

p-b = {ca- b')/^a, p-c = {ab - c-)/2«.

Hence (2) gives

{ca - P) {ab - C-)

'3abc - Za^ '

and, by symmetry, we have two corresponding values for y and z.

This example is worthy of notice on account of the symmetrical method

which is used for treating the given system of equations. The solution might

be obtained fully as readily by putting x— tcz, y= vz, and proceeding as in

§ 13, Example 3.

ExEPX'isES XXXIH.

(1.) a; + 2/=30, 0^=216. (2.)a:-?/=3, x- + y^=&b.

(3.) a;2 + 2/-= 58, xy=2\. (4.) x+ y= d,, Za? -2xy^-y-=M.
(5.) x + 2y=x^, 2x+ y= y-.

(6.) a? + y"-+ 2{x + y)^U, 3xy= 2{x+ y).

(i.) X +y =cr, x + y = b.
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and

(8.

(9.

10.

11.

the

(12.

(14.

(15.

(16.

(17.

(18.

(19.

(20.

(21.

(22.

(23.

(24.

(25.

(26.

(27.

(28.

(29.

(30.

(32.

(33.

(35.

(36.

(37.

(38.

(39.

(40.

(41.

(42.

(43.

(44.

(45.

(46.

(47.

(48.

(49.

(50.

(51.

(52.

a{x- + y-) =2^x - qij, h{x''' + y-) = qx -py.

{X + y)j{\ + .ri/) = a, [X - y)/{l - xy)= b.

ax + by= c, blx + a/y= d.

Uax + by= l, cx' + dy-=l, have only one sohition, thena"/c + b"/d = l,

sohition in question is x= a/c, y— b/d.

2x--^xy = l, y- + 5xy= 34. (13.) x-+xy-8i, xy + y"= GO.

x'^ + ixy + y^= 38, x + y= 2.

l/.r2 + l/xy= l/a", Ijy- + 1/a'?/= 1/&2.

{px + qy) {x/j} + yjq) = x- + y^ +p^- + q\ x/p + yfq= VS.
x^ + a'^= y-+ P=(x + y)"+{a-by.

{x-y)-^a\x + y), {x+ yf= b^ix-y).

(a^ - 52)/(a;2 + y'^ + (^2 + 52)|(a;2 -y"-) = l^

y-3 „ a- -3.?/ -3
x-/p--y"/q^-0.

.-e+ 3 y-3^
a:-3 2/ + 3 '

a- - 3 y-
, + ; ;

= 1.

(31.) x'^ + y*= a\ x + y= b.

(34.) a;5 + ?/5= 33, x + y= 3.

2a; + 3 2?/ + 3

2{x-y) + xy= Bxy-{x-y) = 7.

{x+ y)l7 = 8/(x+ y + l), o;y=12.

x + l/y=10/x, y+l/x= 10x.

3(,r- + ?/) -2xy=27, 4(a;2 + y^) - 6.ry =16.
^•3-7/3=208, x-y= L
cry + xy'= 162, ar' + 2/^= 243.

x-y + xy-= 30, a^y^ + x^y*= A68.

a^+ y^= {a + b){x-y), x^ + xy + y"= a-b.

a^ + xhf + y*=7il, x^-xy + y'^=19

xy{x + y) = i8, x? + y^=72.

x* + y^= 97, x + y= 5.

X^ + y*= {jr + 2 )x-y", x + y= a.

x^ - y-= 2xy + x + y, 3?-y^= 3xy{x + y).

{x + y){x^-y^)= 8l9, {x-y){x^ + y^)= 399.

x-/y + y-/x= 2, x + y= 5.

x-y"(3^ - y*) = a*, xy{x^ + y*) {x- - y") = a.

x^-x'^ + y^-y'^= 8i, a;^+ a;-?/" + 1/^= 49.

y^jy= a^- xy, ij^jx= b- - xy.

x + y + \/{xy) = li, ay^+ y'^ + xy= 8i.

V(l - a/x) + \/(l - a/2/)= \/(l + «/^)> x + y= b.

x + y + sJix^ - 2/^) = a, 2y^{x? - y-) = b".

V(a:- + 12y)+V(2/^ + 12a;)= 33, x + y= 23.

'^{xly) + \/{ylx) = 5/2, V(^72/) + V(2/-/^')= 9 V2/2.
\/[x + a) + \J{y - a) = ^\Ja, \/[x -a) + \J{y - «) = ?,\/a.

x^ + y^-=a^, {x^ + y'^)^-\-{2xyf = b.

x?+ a?+ y- + 6-= \/2{x{a + y)- b{a -y)\

,

x?-a^-y"+ b'^=\/2{x{a-y) + b\a + y)\.

(x- + or) {y^ + b^) = m{xy + ab)-, {x^ - a?) {y-

a a a b b b
x=y+ — . . ., y= x-\

y+ y+ y+ x+ x+ x+
X^nyn= (|)m-n^ ^„ym= (2),«-„.

b-) = n{bx - ay)'
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Exercises XXXIV.

*(1.) Za'= 0, 2«.r= 0, Sa3a^= 3n(6-c).

(2.) {y-a){z-a) = bc, {z-b){x-b) = ca, {x-c){y-c)=ab.

(3.) yz + 2{y + z)= n, zx + 2{z + x)= 8, xy + 2{x+ y)= 16.

(4.) - + - + - = 4, yz + zx + xy=Yxyz, 2zx+ Zyz=2xy.
^ y t.

(5.) a;(t/+ 2) = 24, y{z^x) = \%, c(a; + 2/) = 20.

(6.) x{y^z)^y{z^x) = z{x+ y)= \.

(7.) (c + a;)(x+ 2/)= a2^ (a;+ y) (y + ;) = 6-, (2/ + c)(:; + .r) = c-.

(8.) ax+2/:;=a?/ + 2a;=as+ a'!/=jj-.

(9.) x-->r2yz=\2%, 2/- + 2^a;=153, c- + 2«2/=12S.

(10.) ft2(y + s)2_a2a^ + l^ b\z-\-xf-b-\f-\-\, c-^x^xjf^c^z^^l.

(11.) «(2/ + 2-a;) = (a; + 2/ + s)--26?/, 6(2;+ a; - y) = (a;+ ?/ + s)^ - 2c3,

c(a;+ 2/
- s) = (a; + 2/ + s)^ - 2«x.

(12.) i:{x--yz)-2{x^-yz) = a\ ^{x^-yz)-2{y--zx)= b-,

2(ar - 7/^) - 2{z~ - xij) — c-.

(13.) -Zbcx= Q, layz^O, 'Zx^^l.

(14.) a{x-\-yz) = b[y + zx) = c{z+ xy), 3? + y' + z-+ 2xyz=\.

(15.) a;(a + 2/ + 3) = 2/(« + ^ + a!) = c(a + x + 7/) = 3a(x + ?/ + 2).

(16.) x^ + y" + z- = a- + 2x{y + z)-x-, aud the two equations derived from

this one by interchanging
-j ^" r •

„« X oil ^,11 oil
(1/.) axr— - + -, by-= , e:-= - + -.

y z' -^ z X X y

(18.) y-z'^+ z^x^+ aPy-=i9, x- + y"+ Z'= li, x{y+ z)=9.

(19.) (7JZ- x?)la*x= {zx - y-)lbhj= {xy - z^)/(^z= Ijxyz.

(20.) ar3?{y + z)-= {d' + a?)y-z'^, and the two derived therefrom by inter-

changing
{^^;}.

(21.) •Zx^=^a{'Z,x-2x)= b[-^x-2y) = c{-Zx-2z).
*

[22.) {x-l){y + z-h)= n, (2/-2)(z + a;-4) = 72, (3-3)(a; + 7/- 3)^65.

(23.) u(y-x)l{z-u)= a, z{y-x)/{z-u)= b, y{u-z)/{x-y)=c,

x{u-z)l{x-y) = d.

(24.) U x^ + if-\-:?+Qxyz= a, Z{ifz + z-xJrxhj)-b, Z{yz-^-zx--\-xy-) = c,

show that
1 1

a; + 2/ + s= (a + & + c) ", a;+ w?/ + w-^= (« + w& + w-c)
,

X + w-y + wc= (a + w-6 + wc)^,

where c>r + w + 1 = 0. Find all the real solutions when a= 72, 6 = 75, c= 69.

(25.) ar-yz= a^, y--zx= b^, z'-xy = c-.

* In this set of e.xercises S and 11 refer to three letters only ; and 11(6 -c)

stands for (b-c)(c -a) (a- b), and not for {b-c)(c-a){a-b)(c-b)(a-c){b-a),

as, strictly speaking, it ought to do.
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Exercises XXXV,
Eliminate *

(1.) X from the system

ax-Vh_ a'x+ h' _ a"x+ b"

cx + d c'x + d' c"x + d"

'

{2.) X and y from

Ix mil_a + b al hm_a-b x" IT _.
a b a-b x y a + b cr U'

(3.) X and y from

x" + xy= a", y" + xy= b'\ x" + y'= c".

(4. ) x, y, z from

x(y + z)=a", y{z + x) = b", z(x + y) = c-, xyz= d^,

(5.) X, y, z from

x + y + z=0, ? + | + 5 = 0, l(x-p) = ~(y~q) = ^(z-r).

(6.) X, y, z from
SAa;-= 0, I,A'x--0, ^ax= 0,

and show tliat the result is

21/ {b-(GA') + c-(AB') - fr(BC') } = 0,

where (CA') = CA' - C'A, &c.

(7.) Show that the following system of equations in x, y, z are inconsistent

unless r^-p^ = Srq", and that they have an infinite number of solutions if this

condition be fulfilled.

2a;2 - ixyz =p^, liyz — (f, 2x= r.

Eliminate

(8. ) X and y from

{a-x){a-y)=2}, {b-x)(b-y) = q, (a-x){b-ij)l{b-o:){a.-y) = c.

(9.) X, y, z from

x + y -z= a, x^ + y- - z"= b", x^ -\-
y"^ - z^= c^, xyz = a?.

(10.) X, y, z from

ax + yz= bc, by + zx= ca, cz + xy = ab, xyz= abc.

(11.) X, y, z from

2.r"=;r, Ex^= q^, 'Ex'* = r'^, xyz= sr'.

(12.) X, y, z from

{x + a){y + b){z + c) = abc, (y-c)(z-b) = a", (z-a)(x-c) = b-, {x-b)(y-a) = c".

(13.) The .system

xiX2 + yiy2=k{\ x.^X3 + y.27j3= k.,-, . . ., x„xi + y„yi = k„-,

x{- + y{-= »j- + 2/-J- = . . . = Xn- + y,r ^ «-,

eitlier lias no solution, or it has an inliiiite number of solutions.

* The eliminant is in all cases to be a rational integral eijuation.



CHAPTEE XVIII.

General Theory of Integral Functions, more
particularly of Quadratic Functions.

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE COEFFICIENTS OF A FUNCTION AND ITS

ROOTS—SYMMETRICAL FUNCTIONS OF THE ROOTS.

§ 1.] By the remainder theorem (chap, v., ^ 15), it follows

that if a,, a.,, . . ., a,i he the n roots of the integral function

p^x"^ + p,x"-
-
1 + po.r" - 2 + . . . + 2}n - i-'C +Pn ( 1 )

J

that is to say, the n values of x for which its value becomes 0,

then we have the identity

p^)X'^ + ^,3;" " ^ + p.:c"' " ^ + . . . +2)n

=Pi,{-^ - ai)(^ - a.) . . . (x - a„) (2).

Now we have (see chap, iv., § 10)

(,; _ „,)(,, _ a.^ . . . (X - «,,) ^ X'' - P,T«-1 + P.-X'^-^ -... + (- 1)»P„,

where P,, Po, . . ., P« denote the sums of the products of the n

quantities a,, a^, . . ., a,j, taken 1, 2, . . ., « at a time re-

spectively. Hence, if we divide both sides of (2) by //„, we liave

the identity

xn +-?^x"-i +^V-2 + . . .

+1''

Po JPo Po

= .t« - P,a;«-i + P,.7;"-2 - . . . + (
- 1)"P„ (3).

Since (3) is an identity, we must have

Wi^o=-P., Wi^u = P., . • •, Pn/Po = {-ir'Pn (4).

In particular, if ^^ = 1, so that we have the function

x'^ +PiX"'~'^ +pjic'"'~'-^ + . . . + pn (5),

then p.= -P„ i/.
= P.,, . . ., i^.= (-l)"P. (6).
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Hence, if we consider the roots of the function

or, what comes to the same thing, the roots of the equation

a;'* +^i«"~i + j?,'c"'~- + . . . +pn_-^x +pn = 0,

then -jJi is the sum of the n roots ; ]h the sum of all the jnvducts of

the roots, taken tivo at a time; -2h the sum of all the j^roducts, taken

three at a time, ami so on.

Thus, if a and /? be the roots of the quadratic function

ax^ + bx + c, that is, the vakies of x which satisfy the quadratic

equation ax^ + hx + c = 0, then

a + ft= - h/a, aft = cja (7).

Again, if a, /?, y be the roots of the cubic function a.i? + hx"

+ ex + d, then

a + /3 + y = - hja, fty + ya + afi = cja, a/3y= - dja (8).

§ 2.] If s^, So, s^, . . ., Sf stand for the sums of the \st, 2nd,

3rd, . . . , rth powers of the roots a and /3 of the quadratic equation

Q? -\-p{X,+p., = (1),

we can express s^, s.,, . . ., s,. as integral functions of jh ond p,,.

In the first place, we have, by § 1 (6),

s, = a + j3=-p, '

(2).

Again

S, = a' + /3"- = {a + (if - 2a/?,

=iV-2A. (3).

To find ^3 we may proceed as follows. Since u and ft are

roots of (1), we have

a -\-p^a+ p., = 0, ft" +Pif3 +p., = (4).

Multiplying these equations by a and ft respectively, and adding,

Ave obtain

S; + p,s, + 21A = (5).

Since Sj and s., are integral functions of j?^, and p.,, (5) determines

S.J as an integral function of^;, and j^. We have, in fact,

= -p{' + 3p,p, (6).
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Similarly, multiplying the equations (-4) by a and /i" respectively,

and adding, we deduce

S,+PrS^+2l/,= (7).

Hence s^ may be expressed as an integral function of 2>\ 'i^nd p.2,

and so on.

JFe can noio express any symmetric integral function whatever of

the roots of the quadratic (1) as an integral function of p^ and p^.

Since any symmetric integral function is a sum of sym-

metrical integral homogeneous functions, it is sufficient to prove

this proposition for a homogeneous symmetric integral function

of the roots a and /3. The most general such function of the

?th degree may be written

that is to say,

Asr-Bp,s,_, + Cpfs,-, + . . . (8),

where A, B, C are coefficients independent of a and (3.

Hence the proposition follows at once, for we have already

shown that s,., s^-.., Sr-u • » • can all be expressed as integral

functions of pi and p,.

It is important to notice that, since a and ft may be any

two quantities whatsoever, the result just arrived at is really a

general proposition regarding any integral symmetric function of

two variables, namely, that any symmetric integral function of tico

variables a, ft can he expressed as a rational integral function of the ttvo

elementary symmetrical functions p^ = - (a + (i) and p.-, = aft.

There are two important remarks to be made regarding this

expression.

1st. If all the coefficients of the given integral symmetric function

he integers, then all the coefficients in the expression for it in terms of

j?i and 2^2 if^'iH (-dso he integers.

This is at once obvious if we I'emark that at every step in

the successive calculation of s^, s.,, s.,, . . ., &c., we substitute

directly integral values previously obtained, so that the only

possibility of introducing fractions would be through the co-

efficients A, B, C, ... ill (8).

VOL. I 2 F
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2nd. Since all the equations above written become identities,

liomogeneous throughout, Avhen for |j, and ])., we substitute their

values - (a + /3) and 'a/3 respectively; and since ])\ is of the 1st

and 2)., of the 2iid degree in a and (i, it follows that in every

term of any function of '}h f"?^^ Pi which represents the valve of

a homogeneous symmetric function, the sum. of the suffixes * of the

p's must he equal to the degree of the symmetric function in a and j3.

Thus, for example, in the expression (6) for 5., the sum of the

suffixes in the term - 2^1^, that is, - 2'\P\P\i is 3 ; and in the term

'ip^p., also 3.

This last remark is important, because it enables us to write

down at once all the terms that can jDossibly occur in the ex-

pression for any given homogeneous symmetric function. All

we have to do is to write down every product of p^ and p.^, or

of jjowers of these, in which the sum of the suffixes is equal to

the degree of the given function.

Exam 1)1 e 1.

To calculate a'^ + ^^ in terms of ^7] and^jo.

Tliis is a homogeneous symmetric function of the 4tli degree. Hence, by

the rule just stated, we must liave

a'* + /3^= A^?!-* + Bp-rp-2 + Vp-r,

wliere A, P>, C are coefficients to be determined.

In the first place, let ^3= 0, so that 2h= - a, 2>-i= ^- ^'^ must then have

the identity a^= Aa^ Hence A = l.

We now have
aH /3^ = (a + ^Y + B(a + /3)2a/3 + Ca-/3-.

Observing that tlu; term a''/i does not occur on the left, we see that B must

have the value - 4.

Lastly, putting a= -/3= 1, so that^)i = 0, pj= - 1, we see that C = 2.

Hence
a ' + /3^ =pi^ - A2h-P2 + S^'i;--

The same result might also be obtained as follows. "We have

Hence, using the values of s^ and S3 already calculated, we have

H= -lh{ -V + 3;'i?'j) -l>ilh- - "^IH), I

=pi^-ipi-P2-\2p:'.
Example 2.

Calculate a'"' + /S'"' + a^/3- + a-/3'' in terms q{ p\ and jh-

* This is calli'd Ihe xueight of the .symmetric function. See Sahnon's

Iliijlicr Ahjcbra, § 5G.
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We have
a"' + /S-"' + a^|3- + a-p^= Api^ + V.piY. + Cpilh"-

Putting (3 = 0, we find A= - 1 ; considering the term a^(i, we see that B = 5;

and, }mtting a= /3= l, we find C= -6. Hence

a"' + /3"' + a=(3- + a^jS^= - 2h^ + ZpiPi - QpiP-i".

Since any alternating integral function '' of a, (3, say /(a, ft),

merely changes its sign when a and ft are interchanged, it Ibllows

that we have /(a, ft)
= -/{ft, a). Hence, if we put ft

- a, we

liave/(a, a) = -/(a, a) ; that is, 2/(a, a) = 0. Therefore /(a, a) = 0.

It follows from the remainder theorem that /(«, ft) is exactly

divisible by a -
ft. Let the quotient be f/(a, ft).

Then ^(a, ft)

is a symmetric function of a,
ft.

For g{a, ft) =f{a, /3)/(a - ft), and

gift, a) =f{ft, a)/(ft -a)= - /(a, ft)/(ft^
- a) =f{a, ft)/{a

'-

ft);
that is,

g(a, ft)
=

g(ft, a). Hence any alternating integral function of a and

ft can be expressed as the product of a - ^ and some symmetric

function of a and
ft.

Hence any alternating function of a and ft can

he expressed tvithout difficulty as the jnvduct of * \/(/'," - 4/^1.), and

an integral function of p. and p.,.

Example 3.

To express aJ'^ - a^' iu terms of ^^i and ^m.

We have

= (a-i3)a/3(a + ^)(a2 + ^=),

= ± V(7^i- - 4i'.) ! PiP2{pr - 2p^

Every symmetric rational function of a and ft can be ex-

])resse(l as the quotient of two integral symmetric functions of

(I and ft, and can therefore be expressed as a rational function

of jf , and p.,.

Example 4.

a»+-2a'^/3 4-2g
/

3- + i3"^ (a + /3)^- g/3(a + /3)

a-^+a^'^
~

a/3(a + /3)

-Pilh

^pr - Pi

2h

§ 3.] The general proposition established foi' symuKitric

functions of two variables can be extended without difficulty to

symmetric functions of any number of variables.

See p. 77, footnote.
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We shall first prove, in its most general form, Newton's

Theorem that the sums of the integral poivers of the roots of any

integral equation,

.P'» + p,x'^
-
1 + po_x^ - 2 + . . , + p„ = ( 1 ),

can he exp-essed as integral functions of p^, p.,, . . ., p^, whose co-

efficients are all integral numbers.

Let the n roots of (1) be a,, a,, . . ., a„, and let the equation

whose roots are the same as those of (1), with the exception of

(ii, be

a;«
-
1 + ,p,x'^ - 2 + ,p„Q^'

-
3 + . . . + ^p^^ _ , = ( 2)

;

also let the equation whose roots are the same as those of (1),

with the exception of a., be

.t""^ + a^'iS-'""^ + 2^-^'^'^ + . . . + 2Pn-i = (3),

and so on.

Then
.t"~^ + iP^X^-^ + ^p,yX'^~-' + . . , + ^Pn-i

= (a;** + PiX*^
" 1 + p^X*^ " - + . . . + |5rt)/(:'^

- a,),

= x'^~'^ + (a, +p,),x"'"'^ + {ai' +|>ia, + 2l>)x'^~^

by chap, v., § 13.

Hence, equating coefficients, we have

,1?, = a, +2),,

,Pr^< +p,a/-i + + iV,

^Pn-i=<~^+Pi< ' + • • +Vn-i

(3').

., 2Pn.Similar values can be obtained for r,p>i, ^pi-^,
<iP>n,

in terms of a., va\(\. 'p^i P^^ • •> pn] '^^^^ so on.

Taking the (r - 1 )th equation in the S3'stem (3'), and multi-

plying by (/.,, Ave have

iPr-i^i = <' + i',a,''
- ^ + . . . + ^r - itt,

.

Similarly

and so on.

..;v-i «-• = "/ +i'i"/"^ +
. . . +Pr-i<i.j :
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Adding the n equations thus obtained, wc have

,2V_,a, +„7^._ia, + . . . +nlh--i'^n = Sr+2hS,.-i+ . . .+iV-,S, (4).

Now ,;/,._, is the sum of all the [)roducts r- 1 at a time of the

11-1 quantities - a., - a^, . . ., - a„. Hence iPr-if^i is the sum,

with the negative sign, of all those products r at a time of the

71 quantities - ai, -a., . . .,-a„ which contain a^. Similarly

the next term contains all those j^roducts r at a time in which

«3 occurs ; and so on. Hence on the left all the products r at

a time of the ?i quantities -a,, -a., . . .j-a^ occur, each as

often as there are letters in any such product, that is to say, r

times. Hence the equation (4) becomes

-rj?,. = s,. +7JiS,._, + . . . +7V-iS,,

or Sr+2}v'^r-,+ • • +pr~iSi+n>>-=0.

This will hold for any value of r from 1 to n - I, l)oth inclusive.

^Ve have therefore the system

5, +p^ = -^

S2+2hSi + ^I>2 —

Ss+lhSo+lhs, + 'ilh =0 ^ (5).

+ 2hSn-2+ ...(»- l)i^»_i =

Again, since a, is a root of (1), Ave have

Similarly

and so on.

If we first add these n equations as they stand, then

multiply them by ai, ao, . . ., a,i and add, then multiply them

by a,', tt/, . . ., a,i" respectively, and add, and so on, we obtain

Sn+2 +PiSn+i + . . . + S„2)n =0 (
J

and so on.

(G),

The equations (b) and (6) constitute Newto)i's Formulm for
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calculating .<;,, .^i, .^a, . . ., «S:c,, in terms of j),,j).j, . . ., ;v It is

obvious that «,, i?^, »<;,,, . . . arc determined as rational integral

functions of 7',, ^)j, . . ., Pn, i'l^ which all <he coefficients are

integral numbers.

A little consideration of the formulai will show that in the

{•xpression for Sr ilif sum of th^ suffi^r^s of tli^e p's in each krm will

he r.

Hence to find all the terms that can possiblj'^ occur in .<;,. we

have simply to write dowii all the products of powers of jd,, p.^,

. . ., p^ in which the sum of the suffixes is r.

Example.

To find the sum of tho cubes of the roots of the equation

We l\a\t;

Si-2= 0, .?2-2si + 2x3=0, 5s- 2s2 + 35i + 3x1=0.

Hence si = 2, S2=-2, 53= -13.

^4.] We Ciin now show that every integral symmdric fmiction
of Vie roots can Ix c-xprcsscd as an ink{]fral function of p^ , p., .... ;'„.

The terms of every symmetric function can be gi'ouped into

types, each term of a ty{>e being derivable from every other of

that type by merely interohangitig the variables a,, o^, . . ., a„

(see chap, iv., § 22). All the terms belonging to the same type

have the same coefficient. It is sufficient, therefore, to prove the

above proposition for symmetric fiuictions containing only one

type of terms. Such symmetric functions may be chissed as

single^ double, triple, &c., accoixiing as one, two, three, &c.,

of the variables o,, o.^, . . ., a„ appear in each term. Thus

^a,^*, ^i^'o-j*?, I\i,''aj*a3*", &c., are single, double, triple, etc.,

symmetric functions.

For the single functions, which arc simply sums of powers,

the theorem ha« already been establisheil. We can make the

double function depend on this case as follows :

—

Consider the distribution of the product

(a,'' + a/ + . . . + a,,?') (a,-? + a/ + . . . + a,,"?).

Terms of two different types, and of two only, can occur, namely,
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terms (leriv;il»lo fmiii n/'n,''. that is, k,''
'

'', ami ti'inis ili-iivaltlc

tVoiu <(, ''<»..''. ^^'^' liavo ill fart

Mow .>;^„ .s',p .s^,
j ,^

can all l»i' expressod as iiit(\L:;i'aI I'unctioiis of

2^1, Pa, . . ., ji,f lli'iicc tiio sanio is tiuo of l"<t, ''«;'.

Hero wo liavo supposed j) + (/. If ^ = q, then tho toiiii «i''(tj''

will occur twice, ami we have

V -::;..,-" + 2^..,iV';

hut this (h>cs not alloct our roasoiiiu^i:;.

The case of triple fuiiclious can \\c luadc to depend on that

of doulile and siiiL;le fuiu'tions in a siuular way. In the dislii

hutioii of

(a,'' + It./ -t- . . . + u,^l') (<i,'V + rt,;y + . . . + .*„'/) (.»,' -I- a/ -t- . . . -I- a,/)

every term is of the form <(,,^a„'/a,/, where ii, r, ir are, 1st, all

diH'orent ; L'nd, such that two are eipial ; '.n\, all e(|nal. Any

particular term can occur only once if /', 7, / he all uiuMpial.

Hence we have

In the last equation (>vtMy teiin, excei)t l\i ,''«,//(»/, can be ex-

pressed as an integral function of /',, yij, . . .,]>„, Hence ^'a,'V,'/a.,''

can bo so ex})ressed.

If two or more of the lunubers y, (/,
'' be ei[ual, then each

terjn of ^n/ujia/ will occur a particular nuialier of tinitvs ; and

tho same is true of certain of the other terms in the eipia

tion last written. But this does not affect the conclusion in

any way.

We can now make the case of quadruple symmetric fmictions

depend on the cases already established ; and so on. Hence the

proposition is generally true.

It is obvious, from tho nature of each step in the above pro-

cess, a!id from what has been already i)roved for 6*,, 5^,, s.„ . . .,

that in (he expression for itinj homogeneous symmetric function of

ihujrec r the sum of the sujji.rc.'i of (he p's will he r for aich term ;

so that we can at once write down all the terms that can possibly
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occur in that expression, and then determine the coefficients by
any means that may happen to be convenient.

It is important to remark that the degree in 2h, P-2i • -^Ihi

of the expression for l^a^^aM^^ . , . in terms of p^, ji,, . . .,^)„

must he eqtiol to the highest of the indices f, q, r . . . For, let

the term of highest degree be p^^p.S . . . p,^", then, since

P\ = \1\ - «i) P-2 = i'P'2
- iPif^i, where ,pi, ^p„, &c., do not contain a^*

we see that p^ph...p^}», when expressed in terms of

tti, a.,, . . ., a„, will introduce the power ai^i + ^2+' ' + ^» with

the coefficient (
- l)^i?i\j?33 . . . ,|,^^_^\ Now, since there

are no terms of higher degree than 2'i\^-2^'^ • • • Pii^"} if the

power ai^i + ^2 + - • •+^« occur again, it must occur as the highest

power, resulting from a diflerent term of the same degree ; that

is to say, it will occur Avith a different coefficient and cannot

destroy the former term. Hence the index of the highest

power of any letter in the symmetric function must be equal

to the degree of the highest term in its expression in terms of

2\,P2, • . •, iVt

Although, in establishing the leading theorem of this para-

graph, we have used the language of the theory of equations,

the result is really a fundamental principle in tlie calculus of

algebraical identities ; and it is for this reason that we have

introduced it here. AVe may state the result as follows :

—

Let us call Xi'j, 'EXiO:^, 'Ex^x.p:^, . . ., 1,Xyr.p-.^ . . . x.ji the n

elementary symmetric functions of the system of n variables

x^,X2, . . ., X'n- Then we can express any si/m7netric integral function

of Xi, X2, . . ., Xn as an integral function of the n elementary

symmetric functions ; and therefore any rational symmetric function

of these variables as a rational function of the n elementary symmetric

functions.

On account of its great importance we give a proof of this

* They are, in fact, the functions of a-j, 03, . . ., an defined in § 3. See

Exercises xxxvi., f)!.

+ Sahiion, Higlier Algebra, § 58.
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l)roi)Osition not depending on Newton's Theorem (which is itself

merely a particular case)."*

Let „/yi, „(/., . . ., nin denote the // elementary sj'mmetric

functions of the n variables 3;, , x.,, . . ., .t„, that is to say,

2„a;,, ^«.r,.T3, . . ., x^x^.. . x^;, and let „_/7,, „_//,, . . ., n-i^n-x

denote the n - 1 elementary symmetric functions of :'•, ,x.,,. . . , .t,^,,
,

that is, ^ X,, ^x^Xo, . . ., XiX, . . . x.^^^. It is obvious that,
«-l )S-1

Avhen ,r,i = 0, .^q,, ,//„, . . ., ^'In-i become n-^'h, n-i'h, • •, h-i'/h-i

respectively.

Let us now assume that all symmetric integral functions not

involving more than n - I variables can be expressed as integral

functions of „_//,, n-i'h, • • •, n-i<ln-v Let/(,r,, x,, . . ., x^-^, x,,)

be any symmetric integral function of the n variables Xi, x.^, . . ., Xn,

Then f{x^, x,, . . ., Xa-^, 0) is a symmetric integral function of

a;,, X2, . . ., :''«_!, and can therefore, by hypothesis, be expressed

integrally in terms of n_,q„ n_,q., . . ., n-i'In-v Let this ex-

pression be <i>{ii-i1i, n-\'lii • • 'J n-/ln-\)i SO ^^^^'^ ^^ ^ known

function.

Now assume

+ '/'(•^'i, a"2, . • •, a^n-i, 3:„) (7).

Then, since </)(„'/i, ,1^,, . . ., n1n-\) is a S3'mmetric integral

function of .Ti, x., . . ., .r,„ ;//(,rj, ,r,, . . ., .'»:,i-i, '''«) is obviously

a symmetric integral function of these variables.

If we put Xn = on both sides of the identity (7), then

f{x„X.„ . . ., X„_,, 0) = (/>(,^_/7,, ,^_^q,, . . ., n-i'Zu-i)

+ xP{x„x„ . . ., .r,_„ 0) (8).

But /(a-,, ^i,, . . ., .r„_,, 0) = 4>(n-iqi, n-iq,, -, ,,-i'Zu-.)- Hence,

by (8), ily{xi, .T,, . , ., Xn_^, 0) = 0. Therefore the integral

function \p{xi, x.^, . . ., a-,i_i, a;,j) is exactly divisible by some

* This proof is taken from a paper by Jlr. K. E. Allardice, Proc. Ediuh.

Math. Soc. for 1889.
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power of .r^, say .'•,

" ; hence, on account of its symmetry, also by

^-'i"
-^'/'j • • •, '''n-i^- We may therefore put

where /, is a symmetric integral function of x^, .r.,, . . ., x,^ of

lower degree than /.

We can now deal with /^ in the same way as we dealt with

f ; and so on. We shall thus resolve /(a'l, x.,, . . ., x.^^^, x^)

into a closed expression of the form

where
(/>i, c^o, . . ., <^,n are, like </>, all known functions of j/^i,

n'h, • • •) n'hi-i-, or else constants.

If, therefore, the integral expression in question be possible

for 71-1 variables, it is possible for n variables.

Now every integral function of a single variable, ;', , is a

symmetric function of that variable, and can be expressed

integrally in terms of i^/i, which is simply a;,. Hence it follows

l>y induction that every symmetric integral function of n variables

can be expressed as an integral function of the 7i elementary

symmetric functions.

Cor. It follows at once, hy induction, from the form of (9) that the

coefficients of the expression for any symmetric integral function

/(,?:,, X.,, . . ., x,^) in terms of ^q,, ,//3, . . ., ^q^ are integral

functions of the coefficients off. In particular, if the coefficients off
he integral numbers, the coefficients of its expression in terms of

7i1ii nis} • • -J n'ln 1^'M (''I'^o he integral numbers.

We now give a few examples of the calculation of symmetric

functions in terms of the elementary functions, and of the use of

this transformation in establishing identities and in elimination.

E.xample 1.

If a, ^, y be the roots of the equation

express ^"y + /Sy' + 7-''a + ya^ + a^p + a/3^ in terms of pi, p.;,, ps-

Here wo. ]iave7?i = 2a, ?m = 2a/3, ^)3= a/Sy. Remembering that no term of

higher degree than the 3rd can occur in the value of 2a^/3, we sec that
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^a'l3 - Apr'p. + Bj>ip; + Cp-fi (1),

where A, B, C are numbers which we have to determine.

Suppose 7= ; then ^^i = a + /?, ju—a^, ^^3= ; and (1) becomes

a«/3 + a/3^= A(a + /3)-a(8 + Ca-ji-
;

that is to say, a- + /3-= A(a + |3)-+Caj3.

Hence A = l, C=-2.
We now have Sa^'jS =^317^2 + Bpi 2h - '^T-^-

Let a = /3= 7 = l, so that^Ji= 3, j32=3, j';3=l. We then have

6= 27 + 35-18.

Hence B= - 1.

Therefore, finally, 'Z^^—pY'P-i - ViPz - '^l^f-

In other words, wc have the identity

'Z.a?^={Za)-:^a^ - a/S^Za - 2(Sa/3)-.

Example 2.

To show that

{\jz - xu) {zx - yu) {xij - zu)= (yzu + zux + ^ixy + xyzf - xyzu{x + ?/ + s + tif (2).

The left-hand side of (2) is a symmetric function of .r, y, z, u. Let us calcu-

late its value in terms of p)i = 'S,x, p2= '^xy, pz^'Zxyz, j^i— xyzu.

Since the degree of \\{;yz-xu) in x, y, z, u is 6, and the degree in x alone

is 3, we have

n{yz - xu) = Kih'lh + Bi'ii'ii^s + Cp-f + 'Dp^in + Ey?^- (3).

K we put « = 0, then y;i = S3,T, pn= '2,-ixy, 2^3 = ^'y~y 2h= 0, where the suffix

3 under the 2 means that only three variables, x, y, z, are to be considered. If

V11 1)-2, Ih have for the moment these meanings, then (3) becomes the identity

pr=Bpi2)-i2h + Q>o3 -t- Ejos^.

Hence B = 0, C= 0, E=l.

Hence ll[yz-xu)=A.p-^pi-\-T)p2Pi-^pr (4).

Now let x= y— \, and z=u= -1, so thatfJi = 0, p)^— ~2, jJ3= 0, Pi-=^1-

Then (4) becomes
0- -iD.

Hence D = 0.

We now have Y[{yz-xu)= Ap{^pi-k-pi'.

In this put x— y— z—u, — \, and we have

= 16A + 16,

Hence A= - 1.

Hence, finally, Tl{yz - xu)=2>^ - 2h"lh,

which establishes the identity (2).

Example 3.

If x + y + z= Q, show that

a;" + y" + ^" a'3 + y3+g3 yS^^s^ ^s
(^o(?+ y^+ z'^f x- + y^+ z-

11 3 2 9 2

(
Wolsteyiholme.

)

(5).
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If 2h = ^'^', P2 = ^''^'y> Pz— i'U~, S2= 2x'-, 53= 2^^, &c., then we are reciuired to

jirovc that

"11 ~ 6 ^18" ^^^•

We know that Si\ is a rational fnnction of pi, j>2, Ps- I'l the jtresent case

Pi = 0, and we need only write down those terms which do not contain 2h-

We thus have

5n = A^;,y + r./),;)3=' (6),

provided x + y + z = 0.

A may be most simply determined by putting z= -('' + ,'/), Avriting out

both sides of (6) as functions of x and y, dividing by xy, and comjiaring the

coefficients of x^. We thus find A = 11.

We have therefore

In this last equation we may give x, y, z any values consistent with

a; + y + c;= 0, say a'= 2, ?/= - 1, ~= - 1. We thus get B= - 11. Hence

Sii=ll2>o>3-ll;j,2V (7).

In like manner we have
sa= A2}'2*+Bp-2P3-.

Putting in this equation first x=l, y~ - 1, c= 0, and then x— 2, y— -1,

z^ -1, we find A=2, B= -8.

Hence sg= 2^2* - 8^22^3^ (8)-

We also find Si= Zps (9),

S2=-2;;2 (10).

From (S), (9), and (10) we deduce

^ - -|g- = Piip-i" - ^p-ipr) + ^pipi

,

11'

which is the required e(iuation.

Since we have four equations, (7), (8), (9), (10), and only two quantities,

?h, Ps, to eliminate, we can of course obtain an infinity of did'erent relations,

such as (5) ; all these will, however, be equivalent to two independent equa-

tions, say to (5), and
72ss= 9sJ+4s2sr (11).

Example 4.

Eliminate x, y, z from the equations x + y + z = 0, x'^ + y"' + z^= a, *^ + y'' + r'

= h, x'' + y'' + z' = c.

Using the same notation as in last examjile, wc can .show that

sa = 32^3 , A'5 = - 52)22^3 ,
-s? = 72)-r2h

Our elimination proldem is therefore reduced to the following:—
To eliminate 7>2 and^'g from tlie equations

'^PS= (', - ^Pil>3= l^> 7?527'3= C'.

This can be ilone at once. The result is

216- -25ac= 0.
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Exercises XXXVI.

a aiul /3 being the roots of the equation a;" + p.i' + 5'= 0, express tlie follow-

ing in terms of ^ and q :
—

(1.) o5 + ^-l (2.)(a6 + ^fi)/(a-j8)2. (3.)a-5 + ^-\ (4.)a-'-/3-^

(5. )
{a}' + ^r' + (ci^'

- 1^')-'- («•)(!- «)=^- + (1 - ^)-a-.

(7.) If the sum of the roots of a quadratic be A, and the sum of their

cubes B^, find the equation.

(8.) If s,i denote the sum of the ?«th powers of the roots of a (piadratic,

then the equation is

(SnS',,-2 - S,i-1-)'^'' - {s„+iS„-2 - SnSn~l)x + {Sn+lSn-l - S„") = 0.

(9.) If a and j3 be the roots of x"+px + q— 0, find the equation whose

roots are (a - hf, (/3 - h)-.

(10.) Prove that the roots of

X' - {2p - q)x +])- -pq + q' =

are p + uq, ]) + f^'Qi w and w" being the imaginary cube roots of 1.

(11.) If o, /3 be the roots of x" + x+l, prove that a» + /3" = 2, or = -
1,

according as n is or is not a multiple of 3.

(12.) Find the condition that the roots of ax" + bx + c= may be deduc-

ible from those of a'x" + h'x + c' = by adding the same quantity to each root.

(13.) If the differences between the roots of x'^+px + q = and x- + qx+p
= be the same, show that either 2} = q or ^ + ^' + 4 = 0. What peculiarity is

there when 2^= 1^

Calculate the following functions of a, (3, y in terms of^i = 2a, 7;o=2a/3,

P3 = a^y:—
(14.) a^/Py + p-/ycL + y^-/a^. (15.) a'^ + ^-' + y-^

(16.) {§'' + y-){y- + a-){a^ + ^-). (17.) ^a^ + ^y)/{a- - py).

(18.) 2(/3-7)-. (19.) 2(a-/3)'^(/3-7)l (20.) -(^ + 7)'.

Calculate the following functions of a, (3, y, 8 in terms of the elementary

symmetric functions :

—

(21.) Sa-». (22.) 2a-^ (23.) 2a-/3-. (24.) 2a-;87. (25.) i:(a + /3)^.

(26. ) I f a, /3, 7, 5 be the roots of the bi([uadratic ar* +2)iX^ +p.>x^ +P3X +pi= 0,

find the equation whose roots are §y + a8, ya + ^5, a/3 + 75.

(27.) If the roots of x"-piX+2}-i= 0, x- -qix + q> = 0, x' -riX + r.>— Q, be /3,

7 ; 7, a ; a, /3 respectively, then a, /3, 7 are the roots of

.>•' - h{pi + qi + ri)jr + (;>j + q., + ro)a; - UPili^i -P\P-i - qm - nvi) = 0.

(28.) If a, /3, 7 be the roots oi a^+px + q= 0, show that the equation whose

roots are a + fiy, ^ + 7a, 7 + aj3, is a^ -2)X' + {p + Bq)x + q-{p + qf= 0.

(29.) If a, (3, 7 be the roots of

pl{a + x) + qj{h + x) + rjic + x) = l,

show that p = {a + a){a + /3) (a + y)/{a -b){a- c).

If a, /3 be the roots of x"+pix+p-i= 0, and a', §' the roots of x'+jiiX+p^'

= 0, express the following in terms oi' p^, p-y, j'l, P-^'
'—

(30.) (a'-a)(/3'-/3) + (a'-^)(/3'-a).
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(31. )
(a' - a)- + (P'

- /3)'-+ (a' - /3)-+ (/3' - ap,

(32.) (a + a')(^ + /3')(a + i3')(^ + a').

(33.) 4(a-a')(a-;8')(i3-a')(/3-/3').

[The result in this case is

(34.) A, A' and B, B' are fonr points on a straight line whose distances,

from a fixed point on that line (right or left according as the algebraic

values are positive or negative), are the roots of the equations

ax' + bx + c= 0, a'x- + b'x + c' = 0.

If AA'.BB' + AB'.BA'= 0,

show tha t 2ca' + 2c'a -bh'— O •

and if AA'. BA' + AB'.BB'=0,
that 2crt '- - 2c'cm'+ ah'- - a'hV = 0.

(35.) a, /3 are the roots of x'^-2ax + h'= 0, and a', ^' the roots of

X- - 2cx + d- = 0. If aa' + /3^'= 4?i-, show that

(a~ - b-) (f- - cp) = (ac - 2n-)-.

(36.) a, [3, a', /3', being as in last exercise, form the C(|uation whose roots

are aa'+j3/3', a^' + a'^.

(37.) If the roots of ax- + bx + c=0 bo the square roots of the roots of

ft'a," + b'x + c'= 0, show that a'b''' + a-b' = 2na'c.

(38.) Show that when two roots of a cubic are equal, its roots can always

be obtained by means of a quadratic equation.

Exemplify by .solving the equation 123? - 56x- + 87a;- 45 = 0.

(39.) If one of the roots of the cubic x^'+piX'+2^-2X+2h= ^ be equal to the

sum of the other two, solve the cubic. Show that in this case the coefficients

must satisfy the i-elation

^i^-42?];)2 + 87)3 = 0.

(40.) If the square of one of the roots of the cubic x^-\-piX-+p-2X+2h= ^ be

e(jual to tlie product of the other two, show that one of the roots is -pijpi ;

and that the other two are given by the quadratic

2h2'>-2X- +^'2( Ih" -2^2)x +pi-p3= 0.

As an example of this case, solve the cubic

.r'-9x-- 63.^ + 343 = 0.

(41.) If two roots of the biquadratic x*+pixf'+2i'2x'+p3X+p4= be equal,

show that the repeated root is a common root of the two equations

43? + SpiX- + 2p'2X + 2)3 = 0, .x-* + pio? +P-2X- +P;tX + ^4= 0.

(42.) If the three variables »;, y, z be connected b}' the relation ^x= xyz,

show that 22.r/(l - x"^) = n2,<y(l - x-).

(43.) If 2.;c= 0, show that 22a;''=7a-?/^Zar».

(44.) If 2x= 0, show that 2,f8= 2(2vp)^ - 8arV~--2/~-

(45.) If 2a= (three variables), then (2(i/-' - r)/«'') (-"7(<'/'' - c^) ) =
36-4(2a3)(2a-3).

(46.) If 2.r-'*= 0, 2.r^= (three variables), .show that :lx^ + xijz{(!/ -z)(z-.')

(x-y)}i=:0.
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(47.) Ux + i/ + z + u= 0, show that {-Zx^)-= 9{'S,xi/z)~= 9n{yz - xu).

(48.) Under the hypothesis of last exercise, sliow that

iix{ic + x)'+ yz{u-x)' + uy[u + y)- + zx{ib - y)^ + uz{u+ zf + xy{u - ;;)- + 4txyzu = 0.

Eliminate x, y, z between the equations

<«-)<s)='' <sy=-'' -©'=«'
-(f)'='-

(50.) Z:c'= a-, Xn/ = h-, 'Z.x-y-^c*, 2;jr'= f/3.

(51.) Show that 7)1 = si'i-tts, ;)-.. =
,,?;2-.-7'i a* ) • • •, iV= */';- s^V-ia^, • • -,

^)„= - j2'«-icis) ^vhere^Ji, 7J0, . . ., spi > s2'-^j • • have the same meanings as

in § 3.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES OF QUADRATIC FUNCTIONS.

§ 5.] Discrimination of Boots.—AYe have already seen (chap,

xvii., § 4) how, without solving a quadratic equation, to dis-

tinguish between cases where the roots are real, equal, or imag-

inary. There are a variety of other cases that occur in practice

for which it is convenient to have criteria. These may be treated

by means of the relations between the roots and the coefficients

of the equation given in § 1 of the present chapter. If a, f3 be

the roots of

ax' + bx + c = (1),

then ft -1- /5 = - h/a, af3 = c/a.

If both a and f3 be positive, then both a + ft and aft are posi-

tive. Conversely, if a/3 l)e positive, a and f3 must have like

signs ; and ii a + f3 be also positive, each of the two signs must

l)e positive ; but if a + /? be negative, each of the two signs

must be negative. Hence the necessary and sufficient condition that

loth roots of (I) he ])ositive is that h/a he negative and c/a positive;

and the necessary and sufficient condition that both roots he negative is

that l/a he positive and c/a jwsitive. This presupposes, of course,

that the condition for the reality of the roots be fulfilled, namely,

h' - 4rtc > 0.

Eeality being presupposed, the necessary and svfficient condition

that the roots have opposite signs is obviously that cja be negative.

The necessary and sufficient condition that the tivo roots be numeric-

ally equal, hit of opposite sign, is a + [3 = 0, that is, b/a = 0.

If one root vanish, then u/S = ; and, conversely, if aft = 0,

then at least one of the two, a, ft, must \anish. Hence the neces-
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sary and sufficient condition for one zero root is c/a =-- 0, that is, c=0,

a being supposed finite.

If both roots vanish, then af3 = and a + (3 = ; and, con-

versely, if a/3 = and a + /3 = 0, then both a = and ^ = ; for

the first equation requires that either a = or li = 0, say a = ;

then the second gives + /? = 0, that is, /? = also. Hence the

necessary and sufficient coiulition for two zero roots is c/a = 0, b/a = 0,

that is, a being supposed finite, c = 0, b = 0.

The two last conclusions have already been arrived at in

chap, xvii., § 2. Perhaps they will be more fully understood by

considering the case as a limit. Let us suppose that the root a

remains finite, and that the root (3 becomes very small. Then

a^ becomes very small, and approaches zero as its limit, while

a + (3 approaches a as its limit. In other words, c/a becomes

very small, and - b/a remains finite, becoming in the limit equal

to the finite root of the quadratic.

If both a and /3 become infinitely small, then both a + /3 and

a/3, that is to say, both - b/a and c/a, become infinitely small.

Infinite Boots.—If the quadratic (1) have no zero root, it is

equivalent to

that is, if ^ = l/.r, to

cf- + b^ + a = (2).

The roots of (2) are 1/a and 1//3; and we have l/a+ \//3

= - b/c, l/a/3 = a/c. Let us suppose tliat one of the two, a, /3,

say p, becomes infinitely great, while the other, a, remains finite
;

then 1/^ becomes infinitely small, and l/a/3, that is, a/c, ])ecomes

infinitely small, while l/a+l//3, that is, -b/c, approaches the

finite value 1/a. Hence the necessary and sufficient condition

that one root of (1) be infinite is a = 0, c being supposed finite.

In like maimer, the condition that two roots of (1) become

infinite, that is, that two roots of (2) become zero, is a = 0, b=0.

If therefwe in any case where A quadratic equation is in

QUESTION we obtain an equation of the form bx + c = 0, or an equa-

tion of the paradoxical form c = 0, v:e conclude that one root of the
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quadratic has become infinite in the one case, and that tlie tico roots

have become infinite in the other.

For convenience of reference we collect the criteria for dis-

criniinatine; the roots in the following table :

—

Roots real b--4ac>0. Both roots negative c/a + , b/a +

.

Roots imaginary . &2-4ac<0. Roots of oi)posite

Roots equal . b'-4ac-0. signs . c/a. -

.

Roots equal with One root =0 c = Q.

opposite signs h = 0. Two roots = b = 0, c = 0.

Both roots positive c/a + , b/a - . One root = oo « = 0.

1

Two roots =00 b = 0, a= 0.

§ 6.] The reader should notice that some of the results em-

bodied in the table of last paragraph can be easily generalised.

Thus, for example, it can be readily shown that if in t/ie equation

Po^''^ + Pi'X^^''^ + . . . +j^,i=0 (1)

the last r coefficients all vanish, tJien the equation loill have r zero

roots ; and if tlie first r coefficients all vanish it ivill Jiave r infinite

roots.

Again, if ^>, = 0, the algebraic sura of the roots will be zero

;

and so on.

It is not difficult to find the condition that two roots of anj'

equation be equal. We have only to express, by the methods

already explained, the symmetric function n(ai - a,)' of the roots

in terms of Po, p^, . . ., jhu and equate this to zero. For it is

obvious that if the product of the squares of all the differences

of the roots vanish, two roots at least must be equal, and con-

versely.

For L'xam[ile, in the case of tlie cubic

jy' +]h ''-' Tjhx +2^3=0 (2),

whose roots are a, B, y, we find

(/3 - 7)-(7 - a)-(a - /3)2= - ijh^ps +pi-p:- r 1 SpilhPz - 4pi - 2l2h-.

The condition for equal roots is therefore

- 4p^hh + Vi-pr + 1 ^PiP-2P-i - 4;)./ - 277)3-= 0.

Further, if all the roots of the cubic be real, {^-y)-{y-a)\a-^)" \^^ll be

positive, and if two of them be imaginary, say /3= \-|-/ui, y= \-/xi, then

(/3-7)'(7-ctf{a-i3)2=-4M-!(X-a)2 + ^2}2, that is, {^ - yy-{y - a)"-{a - pf is

negative. Hence the roots of (2) are real and unequal, such that two at least

are equal, or sucli that two are iinaginarv, according as

VOL. 1 2 G
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- ^Ih^lh +]h-2^-2- + l8j)i2}-2Ps - ip-f - 27p^-

is positive, zero, or negative.

The fiu'ther pursuit of this matter belongs to the higher theory of equa-

tions.

§ 7.] If the hco quadratic equations

«,r + bx + c = 0, a':)f + b'x + c' =

be equivalent, then bja = b'/a' and cja - c'/a'. For, if the roots of

each be a and /?, then

h/a = - (a + /B) = b'/a', cja = afi - c'ja'

;

and this condition is obviously sufficient.

The above proposition leads to the following : A quadratic

function of z is completely determined when its roots are given, and

also the vcdue of the function corresponding to any value of x which is

not a root. This we may prove independently as follows. Let

the roots of the function y be a and /3 ; then ?/ = A(.t - a) (x - /?).

Now, if V be the value of y when x = A, say, then we must have

V = A(A - a) (A - /?).

This equation determines the value of A, and we have,

finally,

(x-a){x-f3)

The result thus arrived at is onh^ a particular case of the

following: An integral function of the nth degree is uniquely deter-

mined when its n+1 values, V,, Y., . . ., V,i+,, corresponding re-

spectively to the n+l values A,, A_>, . . ., X^^+i of its variable x, are

given. To prove this we may consider the case of a quadratic

function.

Let the required function be ax' + bx + c; then, by the con-

ditions of the problem, we have

«A,^ + iA, + (• = Vi, aX: + bX.-, + c = \.,, ak.f + hX., + c = Ys.

The.se constitute a linear system to determine the luiknown

coefficients a, b, c. This system cannot have more than one

definite solution. Moreover, there is in general one definite
^

solution, for we can construct synthetically a function to satisfy

the required conditions, namely,
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•^
' (A. - A,) (A. - A3)

'
(A, - A.) (A, - A3)

'
(A, - A0(A3 - A.)

(2).

The reasoning and the synthesis are obviously general. AVe

obtain, as the solution of the corresponding problem for an in-

tegral function of x of the //th degree,

{x - A,) (,c - A3) . (.r - A„+.) ,.^.

•^-^ '(A,-A,)(A,-A3)...(A,-A„+,)
^"^'

This result is called Lagrange's Interpolation Formula.

Example 1.

Find tlie quadratic equation with real coefficients one of whose roots is

Since the coefficients are real, the other root must be .'i-C/. Hence the

required equation is

{x - 5 + t)0 {x - 5 - U) = 0,

that is, (.«- 5)2 + 62= 0,

that is, .t;-- 10a; + 61=0.

Example 2.

Find the (juadratic equation with rational coefficients one of whose roots

is 3 + V7.
Since the coefficients are rational,* it follows that the other root must be

3 - \/7. Hence the equation is

(x - 3TV7) {x - 3^W7) = 0.

that is, a;'-_6.,; + 2 = 0.

Example 3.

Find the equation of lowest degree with rational coefficients one of whose

roots is \J-2 + \JZ.

By the principles of chap, x.* it follows that each of the quantities

\J2-'sJZ, - \/2 + '\JZ,- \/2- \JZ must be a root of the required equation.

Hence the equation is

(X - V2 - V3) {x~sJ-2 + V3) {.'• + V2 - V3) (x+^2 + V3) = 0,

that is, a?*-10a;- + l=0.

Example 4.

Construct a qi;adratic function of x whose values shall be 4, 4, 6, when

the values of cc are 1, 2, 3 respectively.

* This we have not explicitly proved ; but we can establish, by reasoning

similar to that employed in chap, xii., § 5, Cor. 4, that, if a + &\/?> be a root of

f{x) = 0, and if a and h and also all the coefficients of /(./:) be rational so far as

\/p is concerned, then a - h\^i} is also a root of/(a;) = 0.
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The required function is

(a;-2)(.r-3) {x-l){x-S) (x-l) {x-2)

*(l-2)(l-3)^*(2-l)(2-3)^°(;3-l)(3-2)'
that is, ar - Zi' + 0.

§ 8.] The condition that the two equations

ax' + hx + c = 0, a'x' + h'x + c' =

have one root in common is the same as the condition that the

tAvo integral functions

y = ax' + hx + t, y' = a'x' + //,?• + c'

shall have a linear factor in common. Now any common factor

of y and y' is a common factor of

c'y - c//', and ay' - a'y
;

that is, if we denote ac - a'c by {ac'), &c., a common factor of

(ac')x' + (bc')x, and (ab')x + (dc')

;

that is, since x is not a common factor of y and y' unless c =

and c' - 0, any common factor of y and y' is a common factor of

(ac')x + (he'), and (ah')x + (ac').

Now, if these two linear functions have a common factor of

the 1st degree in x, the one must be the other multiplied by a

constant factor.

Hence the required condition is

(ac') _ (be)

(ah') (ac')
'

W (ad - a'c)' = (he - b'e) (ah' - a'h).

The common root of the two equations is, of course,

he' - h'e ae' - a'c

ac'-a'c ah' - a'b'

By the process here employed we could find the r conditions

that two integral equations should have r roots in common.

It is important to notice that the process used in tlie demon-

stration is simply that for finding the G.C.M. of two integral

functions— a process in which no irrational operations occur.

Hence
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Cor. 1. //" two integral equations have v roots in ro)ninoii, these

roots are the roots of an integral equation of the rth degree, whose co-

efficients are rational functions of tJie coefficients of the given ecpiations.

In particular, if the coefficients of the two equations be real

rational numbers, the r common roots must be the roots of an

equation of the rth degree with rational coefficients.

For example, two quadratics whose coefficients are all rational

cannot have a single root in common unless it be a rational root.

Cor 2. "We may also infer that if tivo integral equations whose

coefficients are rational have an odd number of roots in common, then

one at hast of these must he real.

Exercises XXXVII.

Discriminate the roots of the following quadratic equations without solving

them :

—

(1.) 4.x--S,v + 3 = 0. (2.) 9.r--- 12a; -1=0. (3.) ir^ - 4.r + 6 = 0.

(4.) 9a;- -36a; + 36 = 0. (5.) 4.c- - 4a; - 3 = 0. (6.) 4.f2 + 8a;+3 = 0.

(7.) {x-3)(a; + 4) + (a;-2)(.r + 3) = 0.

(S.) Show that the roots of [Ir - A^ac)«? + i(a + c)x- 4 = arc always real
;

and find the conditions—1° that both be positive, 2" that they liave o])posite

signs, 3° that they be both negative, 4° that they be equal, 5° that they he

equal but of opposite sign.

(9.) Show that the roots of a- + 2(jj + ^)a; + 2(;j- + 5-) = are iniaginarj'.

(10.) Show^ that the roots of

{c- - 2hc + h"} X- - 2 {c- - (a + ?/) c + ah] x + {la? - 2 (i + c) « + i- + c-} =
are imaginary.

(11.) Show that the roots of

(.T - 6) {x - o) + (a; - c) {x - «) + (a; - a) (a; - &) =
arc real ; and that they cannot be equal unless a = b= c.

( 12. ) The roots of af{x -a) + bf{x -b) + cf(x - c) = are real ; and cannot be

equal unless either two of the three, a, h, c, are zero, or else a— b = c.

(13.) Find the condition that the culiic ar"* + g'a; + ?•= have equal roots.

(14.) Show that the cubic 12a"''- 52a;- + 75a;- 36 = has equal roots; and
solve it.

(1.^.) If two of the roots of a cubic be cr[ual, and its coelficients be all

rational, show that all its roots must be rational.

(16.) Find the condition that two roots of the biquadratic ax* + d.i- + c=0
be equal.

(17.) If af{x + n) + bf(x + b) = cf{x + c) + df(x + d) have a i)air of equal roots,

then either one of the quantities a or b is equal to c or d, or else l/a+l/b
= \lc + ljd. Prove also that the roots are then -a, -a, 0, -b, -b, 0,

or 0, 0, -2abf{a+ b).
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Write down and simplify the etiuations whose roots are as follows:

—

(18.) 1,0. (19.) h, -|. (20.) 3 + V2, 3- V^-

(21. ) (a+ \/a"-l)/{a - \/u?^, (a - \/ci'~^l)/{a + Va- - 1).

Find the equations of lowest degree with real rational coefficients which
have respectively the following for one root :

—

(22.) a + pi. (23.) l + V2-\/3. (24.) V2 + 'V3.
(25.) ^/2+ ^4. (Result, ar'-e.i;- 6 = 0.)

(26. ) ^/2 + ^3. (Result, a;« - 15a;« - 87a;» - 125 = 0.)

(27. ) V(??') + \/{rp) + \/(m)-

(28.) Find the equation of the 6th degree two of whose roots are

l + \/2andl+ y-1.
(29.) Find an equation with rational coefficients one of whose roots is

ap^'^ + bp^'^ + c.

Hence show how to find the greatest integer in ap-''^ + b2)^^^ + c without

extracting the cube roots.

(30.) Form the equation whose roots are ^5 + aif7, i^ + aof?, • • •> 2^ + ^iv1,

where ai, ao, . . ., ao,j are the imaginary (2?i, + l)th roots of 1, showing that

the coefficients are all rational, and finding the general term of the equation.

(31.) Construct a quadratic function whose roots shall be equal with

opposite signs, and whose values shall be 23 and 67 when x— 5 and when
.f=6 respectively.

(32. ) Construct a cubic function y corresponding to the following table of

values :

—

a;= 2-5, 3, 3-5, 4;

y= 6, 8, 15, 18.

(33.) If x'^+ax+hc=^Q, ,)- + bx + ca= have a common root, then their

other roots satisfy x^ + cx + ab~0.

(34. ) li 2{p + q + r) = a" + P' + y\ and the roots of x- + ax-2) = bo /Sand y,

and the roots of x^ + px~q— be y and a, then the eipiation whose roots are

a and j8 is a;" + yx -r=0.

VARIATION OF QUADRATIC FUNCTIONS FOR REAL VALUES

OF THE VARIABLE.

§ 9.] The quadratic function

'1/ = a.r" + bx + c

may be put in one or other of the three forms

y = a{(a' - I)' - m] I.,

y = a{{x-lf} II.,

1/ = a{(:r, - If + m?j III.,

according as its roots a and /i are real (say a- 1 + Jvi,
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1^ = I - \/m), equal (say a = I,/3 = I), or imaginary (say a = l + i Jm,

(3 = 1 - i \/m). I and m are both essentially real quantities, and

m is positive.

Each of these three cases may be farther divided into two,

according as a is positive or negative.

In all three cases when x is very great (.?; - If is very great

and positive. Hence, in all three cases, y is infinite when x is

infinite, and it has the same sign as a.

In all three cases the function within the crooked 1)racket

diminishes in algebraical value when x diminishes, so long as

X > I, and has an algebraically least value when x = l ; for {x - /)',

the only variable part, being essentially positive, cannot be less

than zero. "When x is diminished beyond the value x = l, (x - If

continually increases in numerical value.

We conclude, therefore, that in all three cases the quadralic

function y has an algebraical minimum or maximum value when x = I,

according as a is positive or negative; and that the function has no

other turning value.

In Case /., ivhere the roots are real and unequal, y icill hare the

same sign as a or not, according as the vcdue of x does not or docs lie

hetioeen the roots.

For y = a(x - a){x - /3) ; and (x - a) {x - /3) will be positive if

X be algebraically greater than both a and
ft,

for then x - a and

x - /3 are both positive • and the same will be true if x be alge-

braically less than both a and (3, for then x - a and x - (3 are

both negative. If x lie between a and (3, then one of the two,

.'; - a, X - /?, is positive and the other negative.

In Cases II. and III, tvhere the roots are either equcd or imaginary,

the function y will liave the same sign as a for all values if x.

For in these cases the function within the crooked brackets

has clearly a positive value for all real values of x.

§ 10.] The above conclusions may be reached by a different

but equally instructive method as follows :

—

Let us trace the graph of the function

y = a:// + bx + c (1)

;

and, for the present, suppose a to be positive.
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To find the general character of the graph, let us inquire

where it cuts a parallel to the axis of x, drawn at any given

distance y from that axis. In other words, let us seek for the

abscissa? of all points on the graph whose ordinatcs are equal to y.

AVe have

y - a.r" + h.r + c,

that is, a.r' + hx + {c - y) = (2).

"We have, therefore, a quadratic equation to determine tlie

abscisspe of points on the parallel. Hence the parallel cuts the

graph in two real distinct points, in two coincident real points,

or in no real point, according as the roots of (2) are real and

unequal, real and equal, or imaginary.

Since a is positive, it follows that when x = - vj
, y = + go ;

and when x= + cc
, y - + oo . Moreover, the quadratic function

y is continuous, and can only become infinite Avhen x becomes

infinite. Hence there must be one minimum turning point on

the graph. There cannot be more than one, for, if there were,

it would be possible to draw a parallel to the ;/'-axis to meet

the graph in more than two points.

The graph therefore consists of a single festoon, beginning

and ending at an infinite distance above the axis of x.

The main characteristic point to be determined is the

minimum point. To obtain this we

have only to diminish y until the

parallel UV (Fig. 1) just ceases to

meet the graph. At this stage it is

obvious that the two points U and

V run together ; that is to say, the

two abscissae corresponding to y

>^ become equal. Hence, to find y, wo

\ have simply to express the condition

that the roots of (2) be equal. This

condition is

h' - 4a(c - 1/) - 0.

Hence
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The coi'rcs})ou(liiig value of x is easily obtained, if we notice

that the sum of tlie roots of (2) is in all cases - h/a, and that

when the two are equal each must be equal to - 1/2(1. Hence

the abscissa of the minimum point is given by

x= -— (4).

There are obviously three possible cases

—

I. The value of y given by (3) may be negative. Since a is

supposed positive, this will happen when If - iac is positive.

In this case the minimum point A will lie below the axis of

X, and the graph will be like the fully drawn curve in Fig. 1.

Here the graph must cut the x-axis, hence the function y

must have two real and unequal roots, namely, x = OL, x = OM
;

and it is obvious that y is positive or negative, that is, has the

same sign as a or the opposite,

according as x does not or does

lie between OL and OM.
II. The value of ij given

by (3) will be zero, provided

// - iac = 0.

Fig. 2.

In this case the minimum point

A falls on the axis of x, and the

^ graph will be like the fully drawn

cur\'e in Fig. 2.

Here the two roots of the function

are equal, namely, each is equal to OA.

It is obvious that here ?/ is always

positive, that is, has the same sign as a.

III. The value of
//

given by (3)

- -iac be neirative.

Fic. 3.

will be positive, provided //

Ii

Fic '.

this case tlie graph will be lik-e the fully drawn curve in
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Here the graph does not cut the axis of x, so that the

function has no real roots. Also y is always positive, that is,

has the same sign as a.

If we suppose a to be negative, the discussion proceeds

exactly as before, except that for positive we must say negative,

and for minimum maximum. The tyjiical graphs in the three

•cases will be obtained by taking the mirror-images in the axis of

.'; of those already given. These graphs are indicated by dotted

lines in Figs. 1, 2, 3.

For simplicity we have supposed the abscissiB of the points

L, M, N, A to be positive in all cases. It will of course happen in

certain cases that one or more of these are negative. The cor-

responding figures are obtained in all cases simply by shifting

the axis of y through a proper distance to the right.

l^xam|ile 1.

To iind for what values of se the function y = 2x-- 12a' 4- 13 is negative, and

to find its turning vahie.

We liave y= 2{x- - 6a; -t- 9) - 5,

= 2{(a.--3)^-f},

= 2{a,--(3-Vf)l.{.7;-(3 + Vt)!.

Hence y will be negative if x lie between 3 - \/{5j-2) and 3+ \/(5/2), and Avill

be positive for all other values of x.

Again, it is obvious, from the second form of the function, that ij is

algebraically least when {x-B)"= 0. Hence y= -5 is a minimum value of y
corresponding to a;=3.

Example 2.

To find the turning values of {x- - 8x + 15)lx.

1^)We have y= x + ~-8.

First, supi)Ose x to be positive, then we may write

from whicli it appears that y has a mininmm value, -S-i-2\/]5, when
'sjx- \/{15/x)= 0, that is, when x^yJUJ.

Next, let X be negative, — -^ say, then we may write

. 1'' »
2/=-t--T--3,

= _8-2Vl5-(v.-yf)'
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from which we see that - 8 - -\/15 is a inaximuiu vahie of n corrcsiioiuliiig to

^=^yl^), that is, to x= - \/15.

Example 3.

\i X and y be both i)0sitive, then—
If o: + y be given, the greatest and least values of a-y correspond to tlie

least and gi-eatest values of {x - y)"^
; so that the maximum value of xy is

obtained by putting x=y, if that be possible under the circumstances of the

prol)lem.

If xy be given, the greatest and least values of x + y correspond to the

greatest and least values of (x-y)- ; so that the minimum of x + t/ is obtained

by glutting d:= y, if that be possible under the circumstances of the [irobleni.

These statements follow at once from the identity

{x + y)--{x-yf=ixy.

ixy^c"-[x-yf.
For, if .i' + // = c, then

And, if .'•//= cZ'-, then

{x + yf^icr- + {x-y)-.

Hence the conclusions follow immediately, provided x and y, and therefore

xy and x-\-y, be both positive.

These results might also be arrived at by eliminating the value of y by

means of the given relation. Thus, if x + y= e, then xy—x{c-x)~cx-x^
= c"/i-{c/2-x)'. Hence xy is made as large as possible by making x as

nearly =c/2 as possible, and so on.

Many important problems in geometry regarding maxima

and minima may be treated by the simple method illustrated in

Example 3.

Example 4.

To draw through a point A within a circle a chord such that the sum of

'the squares of its segments shall be a maximum or a minimum.
Let r be the radius of the circle, d the distance of A from the centre, x and

y the lengths of the segments of the chords.

Then, by a well-known geometrical proposition,

xy=r^-d^ (1).

Under this condition we have to make

u= x- + y"
(2)

a maximum or minimum.
Now, if we denote x- and y- by ^ and rj, then f and ij are two positive

quantities ; and, by (1), we have

^V = (r--d-y' (3).

Hence, by Example 3, f + 77 is a minimum when =7;, and is a maximum
when (^ - 77)- is made as great as possible. If we diminish 77, it follows, by

(3), that ^ increases. Hence (^ - 7;)- will be made as great as possible by

making f as great as possible.
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Hence the sum of the squares on the segments of the cliord is a minimum
when it is bisected, and a maximum wlien it passes through tlic centre of

the circle.

E.xam})le 5.

A and B are two jioints on the diameter of a circle, PQ a chord through

R. To find the positions of VQ for which the area APQ is a maximum or a

minimum.

Let be the centre of the circle. The area OPQ bears to the area APQ
the constant ratio OB : AR. Hence we have merely to find the turning

values of the area OPQ.
Let 0B = o, and let x denote the perpendicular from on PQ. 'J'hen, if

u denote the area OPQ, u= x\/(r--x-).

"We have therefore to find the turning values of u. Since u is positive,

this is the same thing as finding the turning values of ic'-. Now

ti-= x-{r--x-)=-~ ( .V- -

There are two cases to consider. First, suppose a>r/\/2. Then, since

the least and greatest values of x allowable under the circumstances are and

a, we have, confining ourselves to half a revolution of the chord about A,

three turning values. If we put x=0 we give to {x"-r"/2)'^ the greatest

value which we can give it by diminishing x below rl\j2. Hence x=0 gives

a minimum value of OPQ.

If we put x= rl\j2, we give (x--r"/2)- its least possible luimerical value.

Hence, for x=7-/\/2, OPQ is a maximum.
If we put x= a, we give {x--r"/2)'^ the greatest value which we can give

it by increasing x be3'^ond rj\j2. Hence to x= a corresponds a minimum
value of OPQ.

Next, suppose n<r/\/2. In tiiis case we cannot make x= or >r/\/2.

Hence, corresponding to x= 0, we have, as before, OPQ a nrinimum. But

now (x^ - r~l\/2f diminishes continually as x increases up to a. Hence, for

x— a, OPQ is a maximum.
llemark.—This example has been chosen to illustrate a peculiarity that

very often arises in practical questions regarding maxima and mininui,

namely, that all the theoretically possible values of the variable may not be

admissible under the circumstances of the problem.

Example 6.

Given the jierimeter of a right-angled triangle, to show that the sum of

the sides containing the right angle is greatest when the triangle is isosceles.

Let X and y denote the two sides, ^; the given perimeter. Then the

hypotenuse is^J-a'-y ; and we have, by the condition of the problem,

{l>-{x + y)]- = xr + if.

Hence xy -p{x + y)= - '^-.

Tliis again may be written

{p--'-){p-y)=4 (1).
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Under tlic condition (1) wc have to make
« ~x + y

a maximum.
If we put ^—p - X, 7] —}) - y, we have

P'

(2)

(3)

;

and we liave to make u = -Ip - (^ + t;)

a maximum
; this is, to make ^ + 7; a minimum. Xow, under tlie condition

(''). ^ + -n
liiii minimum wlien ^ = 7;. Hence x + y is a maximum when x= y.

§ 11.] The method employed in >5 10 for finding the turning

points of a, quadratic function is merely an example of the

Y

Xv
1 "V
—

-^iA;- /
7i i iY /^

V y IN
Mi X
MLN

Fig. 4.

general method indicated in chap, xv., § 13. Consider any

function whatever, say

y-Af) ^
_

(1).

Let A 1)6 a maximum turning point on its graph, whose

abscissa and ordinate are x and y. If we draw a parallel to OX
a little below A, it will intersect the graph in a certain numlier

of points, TUVW say. Two of these will be in the neighbour-

hood of A, left and right of AL. If we move the ixirallel up-

wards until it pass through A, the two points U and Y will run

together at A, and their two abscissae will become equal. If we
move the parallel a little farther upwards, we lose two of the

real intersections altogether.

Hence to find y we hare simply to express the condition, that the

roofs of the eqtudion
f{x)-y = (2)
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be equal, and then examine whether, if we increase y by a small

amount, we lose two real roots or not. If we do, then y is a maxhnum
value.

If it appears that two real roots are lost, not by iiicreasivg but by

diminishing y, then y is a minimum value.

Example 1.

To find the turning values of

Tlie values of x corresponding to a given ordinate y are given by

a--J-9x- + 24x+(3-i/) = 0.

If D denote the product of the squares of the differences of the roots of this

cubic, then all its roots will be real, two roots will be equal or two imaginary,

according as D is positive, zero, or negative.

Using the value of D calculated in § 6, and putting ^Ji= -9, p2= 24,

^73 = 3 - y, we find

D=-27(2/-19)(2/-23).

Hence ?/= 19, y = 2S are turning values of y. If we make y a little less than

19, D is negative, that is, two real roots of the cubic are lost. Hence 19 is a

minimum value of y. If we make y a little greater than 23, D is again

negative ; hence 23 is a maximum value of y.

It is easy to obtain

the corresponding val-

ues of a;, if we remember

that two of the roots of

the cubic become equal

when there is a turning

value. In fact, if the

two equal roots be a, a,

and the third root 7, we

have, by S 1

:

2a + 7= 9, a- + 207 = 24.

Hence

a--f)a + 8 = 0,

which gives

a — 2, or a = 4. Fig. 6.

It will be found that x=i corresponds to the minimum value y = 19 ; and

that x=2 corresponds to the maximum ?,'= 23.
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liemark.—The above method is obviously applicable to any cubic integral

function M'hatsoever, and we see that such a function has in general two

turning values, which are the roots of a certain (juadratic equation easily ob-

tainable by means of the function D.

If the roots of this quadratic be real and une(|ual, there are two distinct

turning points, one a maximum, the other a minimum.

If the roots be equal, we have a point which may be regarded as an

amalgamation of a maximum point with a minimum, which is sometimes

called a maximum-minimum point.

If the roots be imaginary, the function has no real turning point.

If the coefficient of x^ be positive, the graphs in the first two cases have

the general characters shown in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively.

Example 2.

To discuss the turning values of

.ir-8a;-f-15
y^—

X
— ^^)-

The equation for the values of x con-espondiiig to any given value of y is

x--{y + 8)x+15 = {).

Let D be the function &- - 4.ac of § 5, whose sign discriminates the roots of a

quadratic. In the present instance we have

D = (?/ + 8)2- 60= {?/- (
- 8- V60)} {?/- (

- 8-f V«f')} (2).

Hence the turning values of y are

y= -8- V(60), and?/ =

If y has any value between

these, D is negative, and the

roots of (1) are imaginary.

Hence the algebraically less of

the two, namely, - 8 - \/{Q0),

is a maximum ; and the

algebraically greater, namely,

- 8 + \/(60), a minimum.

The values ofx correspond-

ingto these are at once obtained

from the equation x= {y + 8)/2.

They are x= - \/{l5) and

a;=4-\/(15) respectively.

The reader should examine

carefully the graph of this

fimction, which has a discon-

tinuity when x= Q (see chap, xv

corresponding values :—

1, -0, +0,

8 + V(60).

§ r,).

Fig. 7.

We have the followinc; series of

X— - 20,
>3

?/= — CO, ~24, ~^) +"^1

Hence the graph is represented by Fig.

0,

-t-cc,

4-0O.
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Example 3.

To discuss generally the turning values of tlie function

_ aaP + bx + c

^ a'x^ + b'x + c' ^
''

The equation which gives the values of./' corresponding to any given value

of y is

{a - a'y)x^ + {b- h'y)x + (c - c'y)= 0.

Let D = {b-b'y]^-4{a-a'y){c-c'y),

= (6'2 - 4a'c')y'^ + 2{2a'e + 2ac' - bb')y + {h- - 4ac),

= Ay- + By + C, say.

Then we have .= -(^-^V)^yD
(2).

2{a-a'y)

The turning values of y are therefore given by the equation

A7r + Bi/ + C = (3).

I. If B--4AC>0, this equation will have real uneijual roots, and there

will be two real turning values of y.

If A be positive, then, for real values of x, y cannot lie between the roots

of the equation (3). Hence the less root will be a maximum and the greater

a minimum value of y.

If A be negative, then, for real values of x, y must lie between the roots of

(3). Hence the less root will be a minimum and the greater a maximum
value of y.

II. IfB--4AC<0, the equation has no real root, and D has always the

same sign as A. In this case the sign of A must of necessity be positive ;

for, if it were not, there would be no real value of x corresjionding to any

value of y whatever.

Hence there is a real value of x corresponding to any given value of y
whatever ; and y has no turning values.

III. If B'--4AC=:0, we may apply the same general reasoning as in Case

II. The present case has, however, a special peculiarity, as we shall see im-

mediately.

The criteria for distinguishing these three cases may be expressed in terms

of the roots a, /3 and a', fi' of the two functions a3S- + bx + c and a'.ir + h'x + c',

and in this form they are very useful.

We have

B- - 4AC = 4(2«c' + 2a'c - bb'f - 4(6"- - 4ac) {V- - 4a'c'),

= 4«v4f2^ +2^-^^r-f?-4^)f^-4^)|,
l \ a a a a.J \a- a) \a- a J )

= 4«%'- •• [2a'/3' + 2a/3 - (a + ^) (a' + ^') ]- - (a - ^f (a' - /3')-}

,

= \ara'-
{
2a'/3' + 2a,8 - (a + /3) (a' \-^')-{a-^) (a' - /3') } •

xi2a'^' + 2a^-(a + ^)(a' + /3') + (a-/3)(a'-^')},

= 16«V2(a - a') (a - /3') ((3 - a') ((8 - (3').

Hence it appears that the sign of B- - 4AC depends merely on the sign of

E= (a-a')(a-/3')(^-a')(^-/3') (4)
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Since a, b, c, a', h', c' are all real, the roots of ax" H- hx + c and of

a'x- + h'x + c', if imaginary, must be conjugate imaginaries. Hence, by
reasoning as in § 6, we see that, if the roots oi ax'-rhx + c, or of a'.>- + i'a- + c',

or of both, be imaginary, E is positive.

The same is true if the roots of either or of both of these functions be

equal.

Consider, next, the case where a, /3, a', /3' are all real and all unequal.

Since the sign of E is not altered if we interchange both a with a and /3

with (8', or both a with /3 and a' witli /3', we may, without losing generality,

suppose that a is the algebraically least of the four, a, /3, a', /3', and that a' is

algebraically less than /3'. If we now arrange the four roots in ascending

order of magnitude, there are just three possible cases, namely, a, /3, a', /3'

;

a, a', /3', /3 ; a, a', j3, /3'. In the first case, a -a', a-/3', j8-a', |3 -/3' have

all negative signs ; in the second, two have negative signs, and two positive
;

in the third, three have negative signs, and one the positive sign. It is,

therefore, in the third case alone that E has the negative sign. The peculi-

arity of this case is that each ])air of roots is separated as to magnitude by

one of the other pair. We shall describe this by saying that the roots inter-

lace.

Lastly, suppose E = 0. In this case one at least of the four Aictors, a -a',

/3 - /3', 13- a', /3 - (3', must vanish ; that is to say, the two functions ax- + hx + c

and a'x- + h'x + c' must have at least one root, and therefore at least one linear

factor in common.*
Hence, in this case, (1) retluccs to

say. Hence \vc have

a(x-a)
V = —r, r. (5),^ a{x-a) ^ "

x — a' + a'-a a a(a' - a) ,„.
2/= a- —,; M =- + -7 / (6).a{x-a) a a{x- a)

From (6) it appears that y has a discontinuity when x= a', passing from

the value + oo to - oo , or the reverse, as x passes through that value ; but

that, for all other values of x, y either increases or decreases continuously as

X increases. Hence y has no real turning values in this case, unless we choose

to consider the value y—a/a', which corresponds to x= ±=o, as a maximum-
minimum value.

The graph in this case, supposing a/a', a, and a' - a to be both positive, is

like Fig. 8, where OA = a, OA' = a', OB = «/«'.

To sura up

—

Case I. occurs when the roots of either or of both of the functions

ax- + hx + c, a'x" + b'x + c' are imaginary or equal, and when all the roots

are real but not interlaced.

Case II. occurs when the roots of both quatlratic functions ai'e real and

interlaced.

* In the case where they have two linear factors in common, .;/ reduces to

a constant, a case too simjile to require any discussion.

VOL. T. 2 H
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Case III. opcnrs wlicn the two quadratic functions have one or both roots

in conimou. In this case y reduces to the quotient of two linear functions,

or to a constant, and has no maximum or minimum vahie properly so called.

In the above discussion we have assumed that neither a nor a' vanish ; in

other words, that neither of the two quadratic functions has an infinite root.

The cases where intinite roots occur are, however, really covered by the above

statements, as may be seen either by considering them as limits, or by work-

ing out the expression for B- - 4AC in terms of the finite roots in the particular

instances in question.

lu stating the above conclusions so generally as this, the student must

remember that one of the turning values may either become infinite or corre-

spond to an infinite value of x ; otherwise he may find himself at a loss in

certain cases to account for the apparent disappearance of a turning value.

A great variety of particular cases are included under the general case of

this example. If we put «' = 0, c' = 0, for instance, we have the special case

of Example 2.

As our object here is merely to illustrate methods, it will be sufficient to

give the results in two more particular cases.

Ivxample 4.

To trace the variation of the function

_a?- 7x + 6

^~a:-- 8.^ + 15"

The quadratic for z in terms of y is

( 1 - y)x' - (7 - Sy)x + (0 - 1 5?/) = 0.

Hence
T> = {7-8yT--i{l-y){G-Vo^J) = i{y-{i-^y6)]{y-a + ^J6)}.

Hence 7/2 -\/G and 7/2 + \/^ ^^'^ maximum and minimum values of y re-

suectively. The corresponding values of .i- are given by
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82/,

and are 9 + 2\/6 and 9 - 2\/6 respectively. We observe farther that y is dis-

continuous when a;= 3 and when x=5 ; that when x= +x or = - 00
,
y=l ;

and that the other value of.); for wliich y = l is x= 9.

We liave thus the following table of corresponding values :

—

x=-x, 0, +1, +3-0, +3 + 0, +4-1,

- 00, + ^ , +o'9,2/=+l,

x= +r)-o,

y= +<»,

The graph has the

general form indicated in

Fig. 9, which is not

drawn to scale, but dis-

torted in order to bring

out more clearly the

maximum point B.

Example 5.

To trace the variation

of tlie function

The quadratic for x is

+ -4, 0,

+ f) + 0, + 6,

0, + 1,

+ 13-9,

+ 1-or.,

IllUl.

+ 00,

+ 1.

Y

y
i

B

v^
-1— ^' X

^
M /

Fig. 9.

y-
X- - f>x + 4

I"- 8a; + 15"

(l-7/),r2-(5-82/).i- + (4-15y) = 0.

Heie we iind

D = 4{(2/-4)- + 2}.

Hence there are no real turning values.

The graph will be found to Ije as in Fig. 10.

Y
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Example (5.

To find the turning values of z= x"+ y", given that ax- + hxi/ + ci/"=l.

We have, since ax" + b:ey + cij- = l,

ax'-^ + bxy + cy- a^- + h^ + c'

where ^= xjy.

We have now to finil the turning values of .': considered as a function of ^.

The (jundratic for ^ is

Hence tlit> turning values of z are given by

h-z- = 4.{az-\){cz-\),

that is, liy

{h" - iac)z- + 4(« + c)~ -4 = 0.

The result thus arrived at constitutes an analytical solution of the well-

known problem to find the greatest and least central radii (that is, the semi-

axes) of the ellipse whose equation is ax' + hxy-\-cy' = \.

llcmark.—The artifice used in this example will obvioiisly enable us to

find the turning values of u=f{x, y), when <p{x,y) = c, provided /(a-, y) and

<f>[x, y) be homogeneous functions of x and y whose degree does not exceed

the 2nd. Indeed it has a general application to all cases where /(.r, y) and

^(;/', y) are homogeneous functions ; the only diflTiculty is in discriminating

the roots of the resulting equation.

§ 12.] Exaiiiination of the Increment.—There is yet another

method which is very useful in discussing the variation of

integral functions. Suppose we give x any small increment,

A, then the correspondiTig increment of the function /(.r) is

fix + lb) -f{>'). If tiiis is positive, the function increases when x

increases ; if it is negative, the function decreases when x increases.

The condition that x = a corresponds to a maximum value of /(,))

is therefore that, as x passes through the value (t, f(^' + h) -
f(fi')

shall cease to 1)e positive and begin to be negative, and for a

minimum shall cease to be negative and begin to be positive.

The practical application of the method will be best under-

stood by studying the following example :

—

Example.

To find till' turning values of

7/ = ,7'''-a«- + 24,(;+a.

Let I denote tlie increment of y corresponding to a very small increment,

h, of X ; tlien

I = {.,' + IiY - 9{x + h)' + 24(,)' -f- //) + 3 - x^ + 9x- - 2\x - 3,

= (3x'- - 18a; + 24 )//. + (3x - 9)/i- + /r.
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Now, since for our present purpose it does not matter how small h may
be, we may make it so small that (3a:;- 9)/i- + /i^ is as small a fraction of

(3.);-- 18.)'-t-24)7(. as we please. Hence, so far as determining the sign of I i»

concerned, we may write

I = (3.)j--18.t + 24y(.

Here h is supposed positive, lieuee the sign of I depends merely on the sign

of 3.«"-18^ + 24. Hence I will change sign when, and only when, x passes

through a root of the ci^uation

3.^"- 18* + 24 = 0.

Hence the turning values of y correspond to x—2 and j;--4.

Moreover, we have
I = 3(a;-2)(a:-4)/i.

Therefore, when x is a little less than 2, I is ])ositive ; and when •' is a

little greater than 2, I is negative. Hence the value of y corresponding to

x= 2 is a maximum.
In like manner we may show that the value of y corresponding to x—i is

a minimum.

Exercises XXXVIII.

(1. ) Find the limits within which x must lie in order that 8(.t- - fr) - Qhxa

may be negative.

Trace the graphs of

(2.) y=x--bx+Q. (3.) 7/= -3a;- + 12a;-6.

(4.) y= -4a;2 + 20a;-25.

Find the turning values of the following ; and discriminate between

maxima and minima :

—

(5.) «e*^ + &e-*-^, (6.) a/x + a/{a-x).

(7.) ^{l+x) + ^y{l-x). (8.) x-l + ^{x+l).

Trace the graphs of the following, and mark, in pailicnlar, the points

where the graph cuts the axes, and the points where y has a turning value :

—

(9.) y={o:^+ 8x + lQ)/{x'^-7x + l2).

(10.) y= {x^ -7x+12)/{x'- + 8x+ 16).

(11.) yr=lx^ + 8x+16)l{x--6x + 9).

(12.) y= {x^ -10x+ 27)/{x" - 8x + 15).

(13.) y={x^-8x + lo)/{x' - 10a; + 27).

(14.) y={aP-10x + 27)l{x"-Ux + 52}.

(15.) y= {x--9x + U)/{x' + 2x-15). (16.) y= {3S- + x-6)/{x- -1).

(17.) y={x^ + 5x + 6)/{2x + Z). (IS.) y = ll{x' + -3x + b).

(19.) y= {2x^ + x-6)/{2x' + 5x~12).

(20.) Show that the algeliraically greatest and least values of (.v- + 2a;- 2)/

(.r2 + 3.c+ 5) are V(12/ll) and - s/(12/ll) ; and find the corresponding values

of X.

(21.) Show that {ax-b) {dx-c)/{bx-a){cx- d) may have all real values,

provided {a- - b") (c- - d-) > 0.

(22.) Show that {ax" + bx + cy{cx' + bx + a) is capable of all values if
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b">{a + c)"; that there are two values between which it cannot lie if

(a+ c)'>b->4:ac ; and that there are two values between which it must lie

if i-<:4ac (Wolstenholme).

(23. ) If ra ^pb, then the turning value of {ax+ b)l{in: + rf is a'/4p{ra -2)b).

Find the turning values of the following ; and discriminate maxima and
minima :

—
(24.) {x-\){x-Z)l3?. (25.) (x-Z)l[x^ + x~Z).

(26. ) l{ax+ bf + l'(a'x + Vf + l"{a!'x + b"f.

(27.) ax + by, gi\enx- + y-= c'. (28.) d^X' + b'-y", <^\\Q.n o: + y= a.

(29.) xy, given a^/x' + b'/y--!. (30.) x'y + x-y- + xy'^, given xy= a".

(31.) ax' + 2hxy + by-, given Aa;- + 2Ha'?/+B?/-=l.

(32.) xy/s/(x^ + r). (33. ) (2a' - 1) (3.i- - 4) {x - 3).

(34.) l/s/x + lj'sjy, given x + y= c.

(35.) To inscribe in a given square the square of minimum area.

(36. ) To circumscribe about a given square the square of maximum area.

(37.) To inscribe in a triangle the rectangle of maximum area.

(38.) P and Q are two points on two given parallel straight lines. PQ
subtends a right angle at a fixed point 0. To find P and Q so that the area

POQ may be a minimum.

(39.) ABC is a right-angled triangle, P a movable jJoint on its hypotenuse.

To find P so that the sum of the squares of the i^erpendiculars from P on the

two sides of the triangle may be a minimum.

(40.) To circumscribe about a circle the isosceles trapezium of minimum
area.

(41.) Two particles start from given points on two intersecting straight

lines, and move with uniform velocities it and v along the two straight lines.

Show how to find the instant at which the distance between the particles is

least.

(42.) OX, OY are two given straight lines ; A, B fixed points on OX ; P a

movable point on OY. To find P so that AP- + BP- shall be a minimum.

(43. ) To find the rectangle of greatest area inscribed in a given circle.

(44.) To draw a tangent to a given circle which shall form with two given

perpendicular tangents the triangle of minimum area.

(45.) Given the aperture and thickness of a biconvex lens, to find the radii

of its two surfaces when its volume is a maximum or a minimum.

(46. ) A box is made out of a square sheet of cardboard by cutting four

equal squares out of the corners of the sheet, and then turning up the flajis.

Show how to construct in this way the box of maximum capacity.

(47.) Find the cylinder of greatest volume inscribed in a given sphere.

(48.) Find the cylinders of greatest surface and of greatest volume in-

scribed in a given right circular cone.

(49.) Find the cylinder of minimum surface, the volume being given.

(50. ) Find the cylinder of maximum volume, the surface being given.



CHAPTEE XIX.

Solution of Arithmetical and Geometrical Problems

by means of Equations.

^1.] The solution of isolated arithmetical and geometrical

problems by means of conditional equations is one of the most

important parts of a mathematical training. This sjjecies of

exercise can be taken, and ought to be taken, before the student

commences the study of algebra in the most general sense. It

is chiefly in the applications of algebra to the systematic investi-

gation of the properties of space that the fidl power of formal

algebra is seen. All that we need do here is to illustrate one or

two points which the reader will readily understand after what

has been explained in the foregoing chapters.

§ 2.] The two special points that require consideration in

solving problems by means of conditional equations are the

choice of variables, and the discussion or interjyretation of the solution.

AVith regard to the choice of variables it should be remarked

that, while the selection of one set of variables in preference to

another will never alter the order of the system of ec[uations on

whose solution any given problem depends, yet, as we have

already had occasion to see in foregoing chapters, a judicious

selection may very greatly diminish the complexity of the system,

and tluxs materially aid in suggesting special artifices for its

solution.

With regard to the interpretation of the solution, it is im-

portant to notice that it is by no means necessarily true that

all the solutions, or even that any of the solutions, of" the system

of equations to whicli any problem leads are solutions of the
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problem. Every algebraical solution furnishes numbers which

satisfy certain abstract requirements • but these numbers may

in themselves be such that they do not constitute a solution of

the concrete problem. They may, for example, be imaginary,

whereas real numbers are required by the conditions of the con-

crete case ; they ma}- be negative, whereas positive numbers are

demanded ; or (as constantly hapiDens in arithmetical problems

involving discrete c^uantity) they may be fractional, whereas

integral solutions alone are admissible.

In every concrete case an examination is necessary to settle

the admissibility or inadmissibility of the algel)raical solutions.

All that we can be sure of, a priori, is that, if the concrete

problem have any solution, it will be found among the algebraical

solutions ; and that, if none of these are admissible, there is no

solution of the concrete problem at all.

These points -vnll be illustrated by the follo-wdng examples.

For the sake of such as maj^ not already have had a sufficiency

of this kind of mental gymnastic, we append to the present

chapter a collection of exercises for the most part of no great

difficulty.

Example 1.

There are three bottles, A, B, C, containing mixtures of three substances,

P, Q, R, in the following proportions :—

A, aP -f a'Q + a"R
;

B, b? + b'Q+b"R;
C, cT +c'Q + c"R.

It is required to find -what proportions of a mixture must l)e taken from A,

B, C, in order that its constitution may be dF + d'Q + d"R (Xewton, ArithmcliiM

Universalis).

Let a*, y, z be the proportions in question : then the constitution of the

mixture is

(ax \-hy + cz)V + {a'x + b'y + c'z)Q + [a"x + b"y -•- c"z)E..

Hence we must have

ax-\-by+ cz— d, a'x + b'y + c'z= d', a"x + b"y+ c"z= d".

The system of equations to which we are thus led is that discussed in

chap, xvi., § 11, with the sole difference that the signs of d, d', d" are re-

versed.

If, therefore, ab'c" -ab"c' + bc'a" -bc"a' + ca'b" ~ca"b' + 0, we shall obtain a

unique finite solution. Unless, however, the values of x, y, z all come out

positive, there will be no proper solution of the concrete problem. It is in
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fact obvious, a priori, that there are restrictions ; for it is clearly impossible,

for instance, to obtain, by mixing from A, B, C, any mixture which shall

contain one of the substances in a proportion greater than the greatest in which

it occurs in A, B, or C.

Example 2.

A farmer bought a certain number of oxen (of e(jual value) for £350. He

lost 5, and then sold the remainder at an advance of £6 a head on the original

price. He gained £365 by the transaction ; how many oxen did he buy ?

Let .r be the number bought ; then the original price in pounds is 350/.J.-.

Tlie selling price is therefore 350/.r + 6. Since the number sold was x-s, we

must therefore have

(u;-5)f— +6^-350 = 365.

This equation is equivalent to

6,'--- 395a- -1750 = 0,

which has the two roots a;= 70 and x= -25/6. The latter number is in-

admissible, both because it is negative and because it is fractional ; hence the

only solution is .7;= 70.

Example 3.

A'OA is a limited straight line such that OA = OA'= rt. P is a point in

OA, or in OA [)roduced, such that 0P=^;. To find a point Q in A'A such

that PQ"= AQ.QA'. Discuss the diflerent positions of Q as^j varies from

to its gi-eatest admissible value.

Let OQ — x, X denoting a positive or negative quantity, according as Q is

right or left of 0. Then PQ = ± (x -^)), A'Q = a+ x, AQ — a-x; and we have

in all cases

{x~p)-= {a + x) (a -.->;) = «-- a;- ( 1 ).

Hence x- -px + h{p^-cr) = (2).

The roots of (2) are ii'i V(A«"- ii'")-

These roots will be real if ^r<2a- ; that is to say, confining ourselves to

positive values oij), if^j<;\/2a.

From (1) we see that in all cases where x is real it must be numerically

less than a. Hence Q always lies between A' and A.

"When p = 0, the roots of (2) are dba^y2 ; that is to say, the two positions of

Q are e([uidistant from 0.

So long as^J is <a, i( j>-- a") will be negative, and the roots of (2) will be

of opposite sign ; that is to say, the two positions of Q will lie on ojjposite

sides of 0. Since the sum of the tw'o roots is p{ = OF), if QiQ- be the two

positions of Q, the relative positions of the points will be as in Fig. 1, where

OQi= PQ,.
^
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Fig. 1.

"\Vhen^; = rt, Q-.. moves up to 0, and Qi up to A.

If p>a, then both roots are i)ositive, and the points will l>c as in Fig. 2,

whereOQo= Q,r.
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If 0B = \/2a, then B is the limitiug position of P for wliich a solution of

the problem is possible. When P moves up to B, Qi and (t>- coincide at C
(OC being iQB).

Example 4.

To find four real positive numbers in continued proportion such that their

sum is a and the sum of their squares V^.

Let us take for variables the first of the four numbers, say x, and the

common value, say y, of the ratio of each number to the preceding. Then
the four numbers are x, xy, xy-, xy'^. Hence, by our data,

X + xy + xy- + xy^= a,

.r- + x^y"^+ x^y^ + x-y^= Ir
;

that is to say, x{\+y){l+y'^) = a (1),

a;2(l +,/)(! +yi) = &2 (2).

From (1) we derive X'{1 -\- y)\l + y-)'^= a- (3),

and from (2) and (3), rejecting the factor y^+lj which is clearly irrelevant,

we derive

a-[\+y') = V\\+y-){\+yf (4).

The equation (4) is a reciprocal biquadratic in y, which can be solved by the

methods of chap, xvii., § 8.

For every value of y (1) gives a corresponding value of a-.

The student will have no difficulty in showing that there will be two

proper solutions of the problem, provided « be >b. Since, however, the two

values of y are reciprocals, and since x{l-\-y){\ + y-)= xy-\l + '\.ly){l-\-lly^),

these two solutions consist merely of the same set of four numbers read for-

wards and backwards. There is, therefore, never more than one distinct

solution.

Newton, in his Arllhinetica Universalis, solves this problem by taking as

variables the sum of the two mean numbers, and the common value of the

})roduct of the two means and of the two extremes. He expresses the four

numbers in terms of these and of a and b, then equates the product of the

second and fourth to the square of the third, and the product of the first and

third to the square of the second. It will be a good exercise to work out the

problem in this way.

Examjile 5.

In a circle of given radius a to inscribe an isosceles triangle the sum of

the scpuires of whose sides is 2b'-'.

Let X be the length of one of the two equal sides of the triangle, 2y the

length of the base.

If ABC be the triangle, and if AD, the diameter through A, meet BC in

E, then, since ABD is a right angle, we have AB- =AD . AE. Hence

x-= 2a^/{x^-y") (1).
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A;:;ain, hy the conditions of the problem, we have

that is, x"+2>j--b- . (2).

From (1) and ('2) we derive

.c*-6«-.^- + 2rt-62= (3).

The roots of (3) arc

and the corresponding values of y are given by (2).

The necessary and sufficient condition that the values of A'aud of y be real

is that h-<Zaj\j2. When this condition is satisfied, there are two real posi-

tive values of .r, and if ?;>2« there are two corresponding real positive values

of y.

It follows from the above that, for the inscribed isosceles triangle the

sum of the squares of whose sides is a maximum, b = 3a/\/2. Corresponding

to this we have x=\/3a, 2y=\J2>a ; that is to say, the inscribed triangle, the

sum of the squares of whose sides is a maximum, is equilateral, as is well

known.

Example 6.

Find the isosceles triangle of given perimeter 2p inscribed in a circle of

radius a ; show that, if 2p be less than 3^3, and greater than 2a, there are

two solutions of the problem ; and that the inscribed triangle of maximum
perimeter is equilateral.

Taking the variables as in last example, we find

x'= 2a's/[x--y'^ (1),

x-iry=p {•!).

Hence ar* - Srt/yw + Ad-jr= (3).

AVe cannot reduce the biquadratic (3) to quadratics, as in last exani[ile
;

but we can easily sliow that, provided p be less than a certain value, it lias

two real positive roots.

Let us consider the function

y= .(-^ - M-px+ ia-p- ( 1 ) ;

and let I be the increment of y corres])onding to a very small positive incre-

ment (A) of.*.'. Then we iind, as in chap, xviii., § 12, that

l = i{x"'-2d-2))h (5).

Hence, so long as x''<2a-p, I is negative ; and when x'>2d-p, I is positive.

Hence, observing that y= + oo Avhen x= ±cc
, we see that the minimum v;ilnn

of y corresponds to x= <^{2a^p), and that the gi-ajih of (4) consists of a single

festoon. Hence (3) will have two real roots, provided the minimum point be

below the .I'-axis ; that is, jjrovided y be negative when x= ^{2a-p) ; that is,

provided

i.a-pi(--^^i^-\-pi^
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be negative ; that is, provided 22)<3\/Sa. It is obvious that both tlie roots

are positive ; for when .r=0 we have y= ia-2i', which is positive ; hence the

graph does not descend below the axis of x until it reaches the right-hand

side of the axis of y.

From the above reasoning it follows that the greatest admissible perimeter

is 3\/3«. When 2}} has this value, the minimum point of the graph lies on the

axis of a;, and x= ^{2a"p)= ^{S\/3a^)= \/3a corresponds to two equal roots

of (3). The corresponding value of 2yis given by 2y = 22)-2x=B\/da-2\j2a
= \jSa ; in other words, the inscribed isosceles triangle of maximum peri-

meter is equilateral.

Another interesting way of showing that (3) has two equal roots is to dis-

cuss the graphs (referred to one and the same pair of axes) of the functions

y= x*, and y— 8a-px- ia-p-.

These can be easily constructed ; and it is obvious that the abscissre of their

intersections are the real roots of (3).

Exercises XXXIX.

(1.) How long will an up and a down train take to pass each other, each

being 44 yards long, and each travelling 30 miles an hour ?

(2.) Diophantus passed in infancy the sixth part of his life, in adolescence

a twelfth, then he married and in this state he passed a seventh of his life

and five years more. Then he had a son whom he survived four years and

who only reached the half of his father's age. How old was Diophantus when

he died ?

(3.) A man met several beggars and wished to give 25 pence to each ; but,

on counting his moue}-, he found that he had 10 pence too little for that ; and

then made up his mind to give each 20 pence. After doing this he had 25

pence over. "What had he at first, and how many beggars were there ?

(4.) Two bills on the same person are sent to a banker, the first for £580

payable in 7 months, the second for £730 payable in 4 months. The banker

gives £1300 for the two. What was the rate of discount, simple interest

being allowed in lieu of discount ?

(5. ) A basin containing 1200 cubic metres of water is fed by three fountains,

and can be emptied by a discharging pipe in 4 hours. The basin is emptied

and the three fountains set on ; how long does it take to fill with the dis-

charging pipe open ?—given that the three fountains each running alone

would fill the basin in 3, 6, and 7 hours respectively.

(6.) If I subtract from the double of my jiresent age the treble of my
age 6 years ago, tlie result is my present age. What is my age ?

(7.) A vessel is filled with a mixture of spirit and water, 707o of which is

spirit. After 9 gallons is taken out and the vessel filled up with water, there

remains 58A7o of spirit : find the contents of the vessel.

(8.) Find the time between 8 and 9 o'clock when the hour and minule

hands of a clock are perpendicular.

(9.) A and B move on two paths intersecting at 0. U is 500 yards short
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of when A is at ; in two minutes tliey are (>quidistant from 0, and in eight

minutes more tliej' are again ec^uidistant from 0. Find the speeds of A
and B.

i.lO. ) I liave a sum to buy a cortain number of nuts. If I buy at the rate

of 40 a penny, I shall spend 5d. too much, if at the rate of 50 a penny,

lOd. too little. How much have I to spend ?

(11.) If two mimbers be increased by 1 and diminished Ijy 1 respectively,

their product is diminished by 4. If they be diminished by 1 and increased

by 2 respectively, their product is increased by 16. Find the numbers.

(12.) A is faster than B by^j miles an hour. He overtakes B, who has

a start of h miles, after a run of q miles. Retpiired the speeds of A and 1>.

(13.) To divide a given number n into two ])arts whose squares shall be

in the ratio wi: 1.

(14.) Four apples are w^orth as much as five plums ; three pears as much as

seven apples ; eight apricots as much as fifteen pears ; and five apples sell for

twopence. I wish to buy an equal number of each of the four fruits, and to

spend an exact number of pence ; find the least sum I can spend.

(15.) A man now living said he was x years of age in the year ;>-. What
is his age and when was he born ?

Remark on the nature of tliis and the preceding problem.

(16.) OABCD are five points in order on a straight line. If 0A = ^/,

OP>= b, OC = c, OD=f/, find the distance of P from in order that

PA : PD = rB : PC. (Assume P to lie between B and 0.)

(17.) A man can walk from P to Q and back in a certain time at the rate

of 3^ miles an hour. If he walks 3 miles an hour to and 4 miles an liour back,

he takes 5 minutes longer ; find the distance PQ.

(18.) A starts to walk from P to Q half an hour after B ; overtakes B mid-

way between P and Q ; and arrives at Q at 2 p.m. After resting 7^ niiuute:<,

he starts back and meets B in 10 minutes more. When did eacli start

from P ?

(19.) At two stations, A and B, on a line of railway th.e prices of coals are

£p per ton and £q per ton respectively. If the distance between A and B be

tf, and the rate for the carriage of coal be £r per ton per mile, find the distance

from A of a station on the line at which it is indifierent to a consumer wliether

lie buys coals from A or from B.

(20.) A merchant takes every year £1000 out of his income for personal

expenses. Nevertheless his ca])ital increases every year by a third of what

remains ; and at tlie end of three years it is doubled. How mucli had he at

first ?

(21.) A takes m times as long to do a jiiece of work as B and C together
;

B ii times as long as C and A together ; C ,<; times as long as A and B together.

Find X ; and show that 1/(a- + 1) + 1/(?/i+1) + 1(w + 1) = 1.

(22. ) The total increase in the number of patients in a certain hospital in

a certain year over the number in the preceding year was 2^%. In the

number of out-patients there was an increase of 4°/^ ; but in the number of

in-patients a decrease of ll7o- F""!^ the ratio of the number of out to the

number of in-patients.
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(23.) The sum of the ages of A ami ]> is now 00; 10 years ago their ages

were as 5 to 3. Find their ages now.

(24.) Divide 111 into three parts, so that one-third of the first part is

greater by 4 than one-foiirtli of the second, and less by 5 than one-fifth of the

third.

(25.) In a Imndred yards' race A can beat B by i"
; but lie is handicapped

by 3 yards, and loses by lyV yards. Find the times of A and B.

(26.) A and B run a mile, and A beats B by 100 yards. A then runs with

C, and beats him by 200 yards. Finally, B runs with C ; by how much does

he beat him ?

(27.) A person rows a miles down a river and back in < hours. He can

row b miles with the stream in the same time as c miles against. Find the

times of going and retm'ning, and the velocity of the stream.

(28. ) A mixture of black and green tea sold at a certain price brings a

profit of 47o oil the cost price. The teas sold separately at the same price

would bring 5°/^ and S°/^ profit respectively. In what proportion were the

two mixed ?

(29.) If a rectangle were made a feet longer and b feet narrower, or a' feet

longer and b' feet narrower, its area would in each case be unaltered. Find

its area.

(30.) Two vessels, A and B, each contain 1 oz. of a mixture of spirit and

water. If l/mth oz. of spirit be added to A and l/wtli oz. of sjiirit to B, or if

l/;ith oz. of water be added to A and l/7;ith oz. of water to B, the percentages

of spirit in A and B in each case become cipial. What percentage of .spirit

is there in each ?

(31.) A wine-merchant mixes wine at lOs. per gallon with spirit at 20s. jjer

gallon and with water, and makes 25°/^ profit by selling the mixture at lis. 8d.

per gallon. If he had added twice as much spirit and twice as much water, he

would have made the same profit by selling at lis. 3d. per gallon. How much
.spirit and how much water does he add to each 100 gallons of wine '!

(32.) Find the points on the dial of a watch where the two hands cross.

(33.) Three gamesters agree tliat the loser shall always double the cajntal

of the two others. They play three games, and each loses one. At the end

they have each £a. What had they at first ?

(34.) A cistern can be filled in 6 hours by one pipe, and in S hours by

another. It was filled in 5 liours by the two running })artly together and

partly separately. Tlie time they ran together was two-thirds of the time

they ran separately. How long did each run ?

(35. ) A horse is sold for £24, and the number expressing the jjrofit per

cent expresses also the cost price. Find the cost price.

(36.) I spent £18 in cigars. If I had got one box more for the money,

each box would have been 5s. cheaper. How many boxes did I buy ?

(37.) A person about to invest in 3% consols observed tliat, if the price

had been £5 less, he would have received ^7o "loi'e interest on liis money.

Find the price of consols.

(38.) Out of a cask containing 3G0 quarts of j)ure alcohol a (juantity is

drawn and replaced by wattu'. Of tlic mixture a second (piantity, 84 (juarls
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more than the first, is drawn and replaced by water. The cask now contains

as much alcohol as water. What quantity was drawn out at first ?

(39.) Find four consecutive integers such that the product of two of them
may be a number which has the other two for digits.

(40.) The consumption of an important commodity is found to increase as

the square of the decrease of its price below a certain standard price (j-j). If

tlie customs' duty be levied at a given percentage on the value (a) of the

commodity before the duty is paid, show that, provided the rate be below a

certain limit, there are two other rates which will yield the same total

revenue, and determine the rates which will yield the greatest and least

revenues.

(41.) A number has two digits, the sum of the squares of which is 130.

If the order of the digits l)e reversed the number is increased by 18. Find
the number.

(42.) Three numbers are in arithmetical jirogression. The square of the

first, together with the product of the second and third, is 16 ; and the square

of the second, together with the product of the first and third, is 14.

(43.) To find three numbers in arithmetical progression such that their sum
is 2a, and the sum of their S(|uares ib'-.

(44.) The sides of a triangle are the roots of fl^~ax' + bx-c= 0. Show
that its area is iV !'^( 4«& - «^ - 8c) ]

.

(45.) The hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle is h, and the radius of

the inscribed circle r. Find the sides of the triangle. Find the greatest

admissible value of r for a given value of /(.

The following are from Newton's ArUhmctka Universalis, q.v., pp. 119

et seq. :
—

(46.) Given the sides of a triangle, to find the segments of any side made

by the foot of the peri^endicular from the opposite vertex.

(47.) Given the perimeter and area of a right-angled triangle, to find the

hypotenuse.

(48.) Given the perimeter and altitude of a right-angled triangle, to find

its .sides.

(49.) The same, given the hypotenuse and the sum of the altitude and the

two sides.

(50.) Find the sides of a triangle which is such that the three sides, a, b, c,

and the perpendicular on a form an arithmetical progression.

(51.) The same, the progression being geometric.

(52.) To find a point in a given straight line such that the difi'erence of

its distances from two given points shall be a given length.



CHAPTER XX.

Arithmetic and Geometric Progressions and the

Series allied to them.

§ 1.] B;i a scries is meant the sum of a nmnher nf terms formed

according to some common law.

For example, if f{n) be any function of n whatsoever, the

function

/(I) -h/(2) +/(3) + . . .+/(/) + . . .+/(»,) (1)

is called a series.

/(I) is called thej^rs^ term; f(-2) the sccoml term., &c.; and /(/•)

is called the rth, or general, term.

For the present we consider only series which have a finite

number n, of terms.

As examples of this new kind of function, let /(«) = ?/, then we have the

series

1 + 2 + 3 + . . .+3^ (2) ;

\ctf{n) — 'i/{a + b)i), and we have the series

1 1 1
_

1

'a+b'^a + b-z'^a + m'^' ' ''^a + bn ^ ''

let f{n) = \/nj{2 - \/n), and we have the series

2-Vl 2-\/2 2-V3 ^2-V» ^ ''

and so on.

It is obvious that when the nth term of a series is given we

can write down all the terms by simply substituting for n 1, 2,

3, . . . successively.

Thus, if the «th term be ri' + ^n, the series is

(P + 2.1) + (22 + 2.2) + (3-' + 2.3)H-. . .+{n' + 2n),

or 3 + 8 + l.f) + . . . + (n- + 2n).

It is not true, however, that wlien the first few terms are
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given Ave can in general find the nth term, if nothing is told ns

regarding the form of that tern). This is sufhciently obvious

from the second form in which the last series was written ; for

in the earlier terms all trace of the law of formation is lost.

If we have some general description of the nth term, it may

in certain cases be possible to hnd it from the values of a certain

number of particular terms. If, for example, we were told that

the ?;th term is an integral function of n of the 2nd degree,

then, by chap, xviii., § 7, we could determine that function if the

values of three terms of the series of known order were given.

§ 2.] If we regard the series

/(l)+/(2)+. . .+/(«)

as a function of n, and call it <^(w), it has a striking peculiarity,

shared by no function of n that we have as yet fully discussed,

namely, that the number of terms in the function (f){n) depends on the

vahie of its variable. For example,

<^(1) = 1, ^(2) = l + 2, c^(3)=l + 2 + 3,

and so on.

It happens in certain cases that an expression can be found

for (fii^ii) which has not this peculiarity ; for example, we shall

show presently that

71{n+ 1)(27J+ 1)
1- + 2' + 3- + . . . +n' =

6

On the left of this equation the number of terms is n ; on the

right we have an ordinary integral function of n, the number of

terms in which is independent of n, and which is therefore called

a closed function of n.

When, as in the example quoted, we can find for the sum of a

series an exjn'ession involving only known functions and constructed by

a fixed number of steps, then the series is said to admit of summation ;

and the closed expression in question is spoken of as the sum, par

excellence, of the series.

The property of having a sum in the sense just explained is

an exceptional one ; and the sum, where it exists, must always

be found by some artifice depending on the nature of the series.

What the student should endeavour to do is to group together,

VOL. I 2 I
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and be sure that he can recognise, all the series that can be

Slimmed by any given artifice. This is not so difficult as might

be supposed ; for the number of different artifices is by no means

very large.

In this chapter we shall discuss two very important cases,

leaving the consideration of several general principles and of

several interesting particular cases to the second part of this work.

SERIES WHOSE KTR TERM IS AN INTEGRAL FUNCTION OF n.

§ .3.] An Arithmetic Series;, or an Arithmetic Progression, as it

is often called, is a series in which each term exceeds the pre-

ceding by a fixed quantity, called the common difference. Let

a be the first term, and h the common difference ; then the terms

are a, a + h, a + 2h, a + 3h, &c., the nth term l)eing obviously

a + (n- 1 )b.

Here a and h may be any algebraical quantities whatsoever,

the Avord " exceed " in the definition being taken in the algebraical

sense.

Since the nth term may be written (k. - li) + hn, where a - h

and h are constants, we see that the ni\i term of an arithmetical

series is an integral function of n of the 1st degi-ee. Such a

series is therefore the simplest of the general class to be con-

sidered in this section.

The usual method of summing an A.P. is as follows. Let

]i; denote the sum of n terms, then

:S= «+ {<iA-h\+ i^n + -lh]+. . .+ {a + {n.-l)h].

If we Avrite the terms in the reverse order, we have

S= {a + [n~l)b]+ {«-!-(« -2)6} 4 {rH-(w- 3)6} +. . . + a.

If we now add, taking the pairs of terms in the same vertical

line together, we find

2^={2a + {n-\)h\ + {2a->r{n-l)h] + {2a + {H-l)h]-\-. . . + {2«-t-(rt- 1)6}.

Hence, since there are n terms,

:s =
I

{2.r + (M -])/>} (1).

This gives ^ in terms of n, a, h.
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Tf "sve denote the last term of the series by /, we have

I =:((, + (n - 1 )b. Hence

^ (I + i /^\
2 = w^- (2).

That is to say, the sum of n terms of an A.P. is n times the

average of the first and last terms, a proposition which is con-

venient ill ])r;ictice.

Example 1.

To sum the aritluiietical series 5 + 3 + 1 - 1 - 3 - . . . to 100 terms. Here

« = 5 and 6= - 2. Hence

S= i?*{2x5-t-(100-l)(-2)},

= 50(10-198),

= - 9400.

Example 2.

To find the sum of the first n odd integers.

The 7ith odd integer is 2n- 1. Hence

2= 1+3 + 5+ . . . +(2^^-l),

_1 +(2,1-1)
-"-

2 '

= n-.

It apjiears, therefore, that tlie .sum of any nunilier of consecutive odd integers,

beginning with unity, is the square of their number. This jiropositiou was

known to the Greek geometers.

Example 3.

Sum the series 1-2 + 3-4 + 5 . . . to n terms. First suppose n to be

even, =2m say. Then the series is

2=1-2 + 3-4+. . . +(2»i-l)-2«i,

= 1+3+ . . . +{2m-\)
- 2 - 4 - . . . - 2m.

In each line there are m terms. The first line has for its sum m", by Example 2.

The second gives -?n(2 + 2?;i)/2, that is, -m{m + \). Hence

S= ?/i^ - in{m + 1) = -m= - -:.

Next suppose n to be odd, =^2m - 1, say.

Then we have
2=1-2 + 3-4+. . . +(2?n-l\

To find the sum in this case, all we have to do is to add 2/u to our former

result. Wu thus find

2 = 27rt-m= m,

_7l+l
~~2~"

This result might be obtained even more simply by associating the term' of

the given series in pairs.
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§ 4.] The artifice of § 3 will not apply to the case where the

%th term of a series is an integral function of n of higher degree

than the 1st. AVe proceed, therefore, to develop a more general

method.

Let the wth term of the series be

2)„n'' +2hn''-'^+p.-,if--+ . . . +p,. (1),

where po, Pi, P:2j • • •, i',- are independent of ?i.

And let us denote the sums of the first, second, tliird, . . .

,

?'th i)owers of the first n integral numbers by „.*;,, ^s^,, ^s^, . . .,

nSr ', so that

,iS, = 1 +2 +3 -f . . . +11,

,i.s\, = 1" + 2' + 3" + . . . + n\

,,^3=l' + 2' + 3-''+
. . . +7^^

and so on.

If 2 denote the sum of n terms of the series whose ?ith term

is (1), we have,

+ ^j„2'-+j>,2'--i+;?,2'-2+
. . . +2V,

+ _Po3'-+iA3'-i+K,3'-U . . . +IV,

Hence, adding in vertical columns, we have

2 = l^uiSr + p, vi-^r - , + Vin^r-i + . . . + «i?r (2).

From this formula we see that we could sum the series whose

general term is (1) if only we knew the sums of the first, second,

third, . . . , ?-th powers of the first n integers.

These sums can be calculated successively by a uniform

process, as we shall now show.

§ 5.] To adculate „.?).

If in the identity (x + 1)' - a" = 2x + ] we put successively

;- - n,x = n - 1, . . ., .r = 2,x- 1, we have the following equations

—

(/i -1- 1)' - n' = '111 -^ ],

11- - (n - \)^ ^ ^{n - \) + 1,

3* — 2* = 2 2 4-1,

2* 1*= 2 1 4- 1,
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If w'c add all these equations, the terms on the left mutually

destroy each other, M'ith the exception of two, which give

{ii + 1)'- 1 ; and those on the right, added in vertical columns,

give 2„.s, + n. Hence

(n + ly - I =: 2,,s, + 71 (1).

From this we have

2„5, = (?i+ iy~{n+ 1),

= {n + I) It,

a result which we might have obtained by the method of § 3,

for 1 + 2 + . . . + ?i is an A. P.

Cor. The sum of the first jiowers of the first n integers is an

integral function of n of the 2nd degree.

§ 6.] To caladate ^s^.

In the identity (x + If - x^ = 3x' + 3x + I put successively

X = n, X = n - I, . . ., o:= 2, X— 1, and we have

{n + If - n^ = Sn"" + 3n +1,

71^ - (n - If = 3{n -lf+ 3{n - 1) f 1,

3' -2'' =3.2' + 3.2 + 1,

2'-l'=3.1' + 3.1 + 1.

Hence, adding all these equations, we have

(n+lf-l^ 3,A + 3,iS, + n (1).

Using in (1) the value already found for ,iSi, we have

3,,s. = (/i + l)"* - qn{n + 1) - (w + 1),

J'^{2{n^\f-3n-2],

Hence

—^(2?i + n).

_/.(/. + 1)(2»,+ 1)
.^.-

6
^"^

Cor. The sum of fhe squares of the first n integers is an integral

function of n of the 3rd degree.
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§ 7.] To calculate ^Ss-

In the identity (,;; + 1)* - jf = 4a;^ + Qx" + ix + 1 put success-

ively x = n, x = 7i - I, . . ., x= 2, x= I; add tlie n equations so

obtained, and we find, as before,

(n+iy -1 = 4„S3 + 6,jS„ + 4„.s, + n,

or (n+\y -(n+l)^ 4^S3 + G^^s^ + 4,iS, ( 1 ).

Using the vahies of ^s^ and „s, already found, we have

4,iS3 = ^K''^ + 1) 0^' + 3^i + 3) - w(% + 1) {2n + 1) - 2?j(?i + 1),

= ?i(w + 1) (n' + 3n + 3 - 2% - 1 - 2),

= n\n+iy.
Hence

.A={'-^}' (3).

Cor. 1. ,j,S3 is aw integral function of n of the ith degree.

Cor. 2. r/ic swm o/ ^/te cubes of the first n integers is the square

of the sum of their first powers.

§ 8.] Exactly as in § 7 we can show that

{n+iy-(n+l)^ 5„.s, + 1 0„s,, + 1 O^s, + 5„s, (1 )

;

and from this equation, knowing ^s^, ^^s.,, ^s-^, we can calculate

nS^. The result is

n{n+ 1) {6n^ + Qn" + n-l)
30

(2).

§ 9.] This process may be continued indefinitely, and the

functions ,i,.s,, ^^s^, . . ., (A._, . . . calculated one after the other.

Suppose, in fact, that „.§,, ,tSo, . . ., ji-V-i had all been cal-

culated. Then, just as in §§ 5-8, we deduce the equation

(n + 1)'-+1 -(n+\) = ,.+ ,C, n^r + r-^.Co „S,._ , +...-*- ,.+ ,C,. „S, (1),

where ,-+iCi, r+fi-2, &c., are the binomial ooeflicients of the r + 1th

order.

The equation (1) enables us to calculate ,iV

Cor. 1. n^r ^^ '(''1^ integral function of n of the r + \th degree, so

that we may tcrite

„Sr = '7o^i''+^ + q,)f + (yf-^ + . . . -f ry,.+,

;

and It is ohvluus from (1) that
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1 1

r+it, r + 1

Cor. 2. ,j.N",. is divisible I/// n(n +1), so tlmt tve may tvrite

,,Sr = n{n. + 1)-I _^ 1 +l>i>^'"^ +2\m''-'^ + . . . +!',_,- ;

fur this is true wlien r - 1, r = 2, r =3, ? = 4 ; hence it must be

true for r = 5, for we have

(71 + 1)' - (//. + 1) = J^.nh + nCanS, + ^^.^^S^ + uConS, + «Ci,„5„

and (h. + 1)" - (/i + 1) is divisible by n{n + \) ; and so on.

§ 10.] We can now sum any series whose nt\\ term is re-

ducible to an integral function of n. By § 4 and § 9, Cor. 1,

we see that tJie smn of n terms of any series tvhose nth term is an

integral function of n of the rth degree is an integral function of n of

the r + \th degree. We may, therefore, if we choose, in summing

any such series, assume the sum to be A?i'"+^ + B?i'' + . . . + K

;

and determine the coefficients A, B, . . ., K by giving particular

values to n. If S,, S., . . ., S,.+2 be the sums of 1, 2, . . .,
?• + 3

terms of the series, then it is obvious, by Lagrange's Theorem,

chap, xviii., § 7, that the sum is

'v's (" - 1 ) (»- - 2) . .{>i-s+\){n-s-\)...{n- r-J_)
7'%s-l)^^-2).....l (-1) ...(,-r-2)'

The following are a few examples :

—

Example 1.

To Slim the series ':i = a + {a-\-b) + {fi+2h) + . . .+ {a + {n-l)b\.

The ?ith term is (« - h) + nh.

The n - Itli term i.s {a -b) + {u -1)6.

The '211(1 term is (a. - h) + 2b.

The 1st term is (« - b) + \b.

Heuce 2= («- 6)?i + 6„si,

= {a-b)n +b-^—-,

= '^{2a + {n.-l)b},

as was found in § 3.
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Example 2. 2 = 1- + 3- + 5- + to n terms.

The 7(th term is (2w- If-in-- 4)i + l.

Hence S= An" -4h +1
+ 4(7i-l)--4()i-l)+l

+ 4.2"- -4.2

+ 4.1= -4.1

Hence, adding in vertical columns, we have

2 = 4„so - 4„si + n,

.n{n + l){2n+l)_4
_^

_{2n-l)n{2n+l)

+ 1

+ 1.

Mv.+ l)
,

Example 3.

2 = 2.3.4 + 3.4.5 + 4.5.6+. . . to ii. terms.

The 9ith term is (;i, + l) (?l+2)(5l + 3) = ?^,^ + 6u- + ll?^ + 6.

Hence S = „s-i + 6„S2 + 1 1 „.si + Qn,

= { {n* + 10?i3 + 3571- + 50?!.).

Example 4.

A -svedge-shaped pile of shot stands on a rectangular base. There are vi

and 91 shot respectively in the two sides of the lowest rectangular layer, m - 1

and 11-1 in the two sides of the next rectangular layer, and so ou, the upper-

most layer being a single line of shot. Find the whole number of shot in the

pile, m being greater than n.

The number in the lowest layer is mn ; in the next [m- 1) [n- 1) ; in the

next (m-2)(u-2), and so on ; the number in the last layer is {m-n-1)

[n-n-\), that is, {m-n+\).
Hence we have to sum the series

S= 9nM+(m-l)(u-l) + (/«-2)(7i-2) + . . .+{m-n-l){n-u-\),
in which there are n terms.

The rth term of the series is {m-r-l){n-r -I), that is, {m+l-r)

{n + l-r), that is, {m + l){n+l)-{m + n + 2)r + r-.

Hence we may write the series as follows :

—

2= (m + l)(ji + l) -{m-\-H + 2)n +7i-

+ (m + l)(?i + l) -{m + n + 2){n-\) +{n--l)-

+ (m + l)(« + l) -(m + ?i + 2)2 +2"

+(m + l)(?i + l) -(?H + 7i + 2)l +1-,

= 7i(m+ l)(»!.+ l)-(m + 7i + 2)„si +,!•''•,>)

= (m + l)9i(?i + l)-i(m + ?i + 2)?j(7i + l) + jH(7i + l)(2H + l),

= ln{n + \)[Zm,-n + \).

Remark.— \\\ working examples by this method the student must be care-

ful to .see that the series is complete ; in other words, that there are exactly

n terms, all formed according to the same laiv. If any terms are wanting, or

if there are redundant terms, allowance must be made by adding or subtract-

ing terms, as the case may be.
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SERIES WHOSE WTH TERM IS THE PRODUCT OF AN INTEGRAL
FUNCTION OF 11 AND A SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION OF 71.

§ 11.] The typical form of the 7ith term in the class of series

now to l)e considered is

where j)n, ^^,, . . ., pg, r are all independent of n, and s is any

positive integer.

The simplest case is that in -which the integral function re-

duces to a constant. The 7ith term is then of the form j'-V", or

say jV . r'^"\ that is, «7""^, Avhere «=7V is a constant.

The ratio of the ?ith to the {n - l)th term in this special case

is af^jar''^'^ = r, that is to say, is constant.

A series in which the ratio of each term to the preceding is con-

stant is called a GEOMETRIC SERIES or geometric PROGRESSION
;

and the constant rcdio in question is called the COMMON ratio.

If the first term be a and the common ratio ?•, the second

term is ar ; the third (ar)r, that is, ar^ ; the fourth (ar'y, that is,

nr^ ; and so on. The nth. term is ar"~^. A geometric series

is therefore neither more nor less general than that particular

case of the general class of series now under discussion which

introduced it to our notice.

§ 12.] To sum a geometrical series.

Let 1' = a + ar + ar' + . . . + ar''^
'^

(1).

Multiply l)otli sides of (1) hy \ -r and we have

(1 ryi = a + ar + ar' + . + ar"-
-1

- ar - ar' - . -ar"--1

= a - af"-

v-.L:. f-n

--"'I.- r

(2).

Hence :i = a \ ' (3).
1 -r ^ '

Since the luiniber of operations on the right-hand side of (.3)

is independent of w,* Ave have thus obtained the sum of the

series (1).

Cor. If I be the last term of the series, then l-ar'"~'^ and

afi - rl. Hence (3) may be written

Here we regard the raising of r to the nth power as a single operation.
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" ~
1 - r

Example 1.

S = |+|+f + . . . to 10 terms.

In this case «= ^, r— h- Heuce

(4).

- 1-
Exaiuple 2.

2 = 1-2 + 4-8 + 10 . . . to yi terms.

Here « = 1, r— - 2. Hence

-^
• l-(-2) " 3

= ^(1 - 2"), if rabe even,

= i(l + 2"), if 71 be odd.

Example 3.

2= (a;+ 2/) + (a;- + a;?/ + ?/=) + (ar* + a;-'?/ + .'>/ + ^T) + . . . to ?i terms,

= ^ + — + +. . .+ —

.

x-y a; - 7/ x- ?/ a' - y

= (x- + a^+ . . .+ x"+^) (y- + v' + . . . + y"-^^),
x-y x-y

= ^''"-(l+aj + . . .+a--i)_ J^(i + y + . . .+v"-i).
a; - y x-y

Now l+,'j + . .
.+a;"-i = (l-aj")/(l-aO,

and l + y+. . -+r"'--=(l-2/")/(l-2/). "

, „ a-,'-(l - .1'") t/-{l - y")
hence 2=, \ ,, ^- , \,, •

{x-y){l-x) {x-y){l-y)

§ 13.] \\'e next proceed to consider the case where the integral

function which imdtiplies ?•" is of the \st degree.

The general term in this case is

{'I + hiiy^ (r\

where a and h are constants.

It will be observed that a term of this form wduld result if

\VQ multiplied together the /;th term of any arithmetic series by

the ni\\ term of any geometric series. For tliis reason a series

Avhose ?ith term has the form (1) is often called an arithmetico-

geo'inctric series.

The series may be summed by an extension of the artifice

emi)loyed to sum a G.P.

Let

::^ = {a^b. ly + (a + b. '2y + {a + h.Zy + . . . + {a + h. ny\
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Multiply by 1 - r, and we have

(l-r)2

^{a + b. \y + (a + b. 2),- + (a + h.Sy + . . . + (a + b)i)r>'

- (a + b. l)r -{a + b. 2y -. . . - (a + hi^l )r"

- {a + &?i)r"+\

= (ft + b.l)r+\ br + br' + . . . -h hf' \-{a + bn)r"+^ ( 1
).

Looking merely at the terms within the two vertical lines,

we see that these constitute a geometric series. Hence, if we

multiply by 1 - r a second time, there will be no series left on

the right-hand side ; and we shall in effect have found the

required expression for 2. We have, in fact,

(l-rf-

= (]-?) (a + b)r + br" + br^ + . . . + ir"

-br""-. . . - br'' - hr''+^

- (1 - r) (a + bny'+\

- (1 - r) (a + b)r + br - br''+'^ - (1 - r) (a + bi})r"+\

= {a + by - (a + by + br' - [a + {n + l)b}r"+'^ + {>i + bny+- (2).

Hence

^ _ {a + b)r - {a + by + br - {a + (n + l)6}r"'+^ + (a + bn)r'^+~

- - ^y'rf
^^^-

§ 14.] If the reader has not already^ perceived that the

artifice of multiplying repeatedly by 1 - r will sum any series of

the general form indicated in § 11, probal)ly the following argu-

ment Avill convince him that such is the case.

Let fg{n) denote an integral function of ii of the .sth degree
;

then the degree of fg{n) -fs(n - 1) is the {s - l)th, since the two

terms in n^ destroy each other. Hence we may denote fj()i)

-fs{n - 1) by /«-,(«)• Similarly, /,_,(?0 -/«-.(w - 1) will be an

integral function of n of the {s - 2)th degree, and may be denoted

by/s_o(»), and so on.

Consider noAv the series

2=/.(lV+/.(2)r + . . .+/,(mK (1).

Multiply by 1 - r, and avc have
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(l-r)v

=/,(iy+ my+ usy +/»-

=/,(iy +

1

f,_,(2y +/,_,(3)r^ + . . . +/,_,(»>- 1
-/.(^^>-"+^ (2).

The series between the vertical lines in (2) is now simpler

than that in (1) ; since the integral function which multiplies J"^

is now of the (s - l)th degree onlj''.

If we multiply once more by 1 - r we shall find on the right

certain terms at the beginning and end, together with a series

whose nth term is now fg_.^(n)f^.

Each time we multiply by 1 - r we reduce the degree of the

multiplier of ?•" by unity. Hence by multiplying by (1 - ?')'''+i

we shall extirpate the series on the right-hand side altogether,

and there will remain only a fixed number of terms.

It folluws that anij series whose nth term consists of an integral

function of n of the sth degree multiplied by ?•" can he summed hy

simply multijdying hy (1 — ry+\

This simple proposition contains the whole theory of the sum-

mation of the class of series now under discussion.

Example 1. ^ = V-r + 2-r- + 3-i'^ + . . . + wV".

Here the degree of the multiplier of r" is 2. Hence, in order to effect the

summatiqn, we must multiply by (1 - rf. We thus find

(l-rfS
= 1-/--|- 2-r--t- 3V-(- i"r^ + . . .-I- ?A-«

-3.1 -r- - 3 . 22r3 - 3 .
3-?-^ -

. . . - 3(7i - 1 )V« - 3n-r"+^

+ Z.l-r^ + 3. 2-;-' -. . .+ 3{n - 2)"r'' + 3{n - ] )-r"+^ + 3n"r"+^

- !";•*-.
. .- (?i.-3)V'- (7i-2)V+i-(»i-l)V'+2

- ?iV+^,

= r + r"-{n + l )-r"+^ + (
2)1^ + 2h - 1 )r«+" - n-r"+-K

Hence

^ _ r + r- - (n + 1 )-r''+^ + (2?t- -t- 2n - 1 )r"+- - ?rr"+3
^^

{1-rf

Example 2. S= 1 - 2?- -f 3?-- - ir^ -I- ... - 2?ir-«-i.

.Multiply by {1+rf, and we have

(1 +r)-S = l-2r+ 3r2- ir^ + . . .- 2?ir-"-i

+ 2r-2.2/---f 2.3r^-. . . -t-2(2;i- l)r-"-i- 2.'2nr""

+ ,.2_ 2r^ + . . .- (2rt-2)r-«-'-t-(2vi.-l >•-"- 2)1? "«+^

= l-(2)i-f l)r-»-2«r-"+i.

Hence
l-{2n+ \)r-"'- 2«,r^»+^
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If we put r=l, we ilcduce

1-2 + 3-4 . . . -2n= -n,

which agrees with § 3, Example 3, above.

CONVERGENCY AND DIVERGENCY OF THE ABOVE SERIES.

§ 15.] "We have seen that the sum of ii terms of a series

whose nth term is an integral function of n is an intec;ral function

of n ; and we have seen that every integral function becomes

infinite for an infinite vahie of its variable. Hence the sum of n

terms of any series whose nth. term is an integral function of

n may be made to exceed (numerically) any quantity, liowever

great, by sufficiently increasing n.

Tliis is expressed by saying that every sucli series is

divergent.

§ IC] Consider the geometric series

^ = a + ar + ar~ + . . . + (w" " ^.

If r = 1 , the series becomes

2 = a + a + a + . . . + a = na.

Hence, by sufficiently increasing n, we may cause ^ to surpass

any value, however great.

If r be numerically greater than 1, the same is true, for we have

fl(r"-l)
^" r-l"'

m'^ a

Now, since r> 1, we can, by sufficiently increasing n, make ?•",

and therefore af'^jii' - 1), as great as we please. Hence, by suffi-

ciently increasing n, we can cause 2 to surpass any value, how-

ever great (see Ex. ix. 46).

In these two cases the geometric series is said to be divergent.

If r be numerically less than 1, we can, by sufficiently increas-

ing n, make ?•" as small as we please, and therefore ar*7(l - '>') as

small as we please. Hence, by sufficiently increasing n, we can

cause 2 to differ from r'/(l -r) as little as we please. This is

often expressed by saying that when r is numerically less than 1,

the sum. to ivfivity of the series a + ar + ar^ + . . . is al{\ - r).
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In this case the series is said to he convergent, and to converge to

the value a/{I - r).

There is yet another case worthy of notice.

If r = - 1 , the series becomes

^ = a - a + a- a + . . .

Hence the sum of an odd number of its terms is always a, and

the sum of an even number of them always 0. The sum, there-

fore, does not become infinite when an infinite number of terms

are taken ; but neither does it converge to one definite value. A
series having this property is sometimes said to oscillate.

Exami)lc 1.

Find the limit of the sum of an infinite number of terms of the series

For n terms we have

^111
2 2- 2^

""
- 1-i 2»'

Hence, when n is made infinitely great,

2=1.

This case may be illustrated geometrically as follows :

—

Let AB be a line of unit length.

I j i i—j~[ Bisect AB in Pi ; bisect PiB iu P-i,

A Pi Po Pg P4B PoB in Pa ; and so on indefinitely.

It is obvious that by a sufficient

number of these operations we can come nearer to B than any assigned dis-

tance, however small. In other words, if we take a sufficient number of

terms of the series

APi + PiP., + P2P3-t-P3P4+.
. .,

we shall have a result differing from AB, that is, from unity, as little as we
please.

This is simply a geometrical way of saying that

111
, ,

2 + 2:; + 23+ • • •
"'^'* =1-

Example 2.

To evaluate the recurring decimal "34.

Let

^ a: 34 34 34

Tlien 2; is obviously a geometric series, whose common ratio, 1/100, is less

llian 1. Hence

^,__34__1___34
"^1001-Tf5~99"
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propertip:s of quantities which are in arithmetic,

geometric, or harmonic progression.

§ 17.] If a be tlie first term, h the common difference, n tlie

number of terms, and 2 the sum of an arithmetic progression,

we have

^ = '~{2a + {n-\)h) (1).

This equation enables us to determine any one of the four quan-

tities, 2, «, h, n, when the other three are given. The equation

is an integral equation of the 1st degree in all cases, except

when n is tlie unknown quantity, in which case the equation is a

quadratic. This last case presents some points of interest, which

we may illustrate by a couple of examples.

Example 1.

Given 2= 36, a=15, h= -3, to find n. We have by the iorniula (1)

above

36 = 1 (30 -(71-1)3}.

Hence «-- ll?i + 24= 0.

Tlie roots of this e(juation are 9i = 3 and h = 8. It may seem strange that

there should be two ditlerent numbers of terms for which the sum is the same.

The mystery is explained by the fact that the common difference is negative.

The series is, in fact,

15 + 12 + 91 +6 + 3 + 0-3-6| -9-.
. .;

and, inasmuch as the sum of the part between the vertical lines is zero, the

Slim of 8 terms of tlie series is the same as the sum of 3 terms.

Example 2.

Z = 14, (1 = 2,, ?; = 2.

The equatiDii I'ur n in this case is

n- + 1n = U.

Hence ?i= - 1± \/(15)= +2-87 . . ., or -4-87 . . .

The second of the roots, being negative, has no immediate refei-encc to our

problem. The first root is admissible so far as its sign is concerned, but it is

open to objection because it is fractional, for, from the nature of the case, n
must be integral. It may be conjectured, therefore, that we have set our-

selves an impossible problem. Analytically considered, the function ?!- + 2?i

varies continuously, and there is in the abstract no difficulty in giving to it

any value whatsoever. The sum of an arithmetic series, on the other hand,

varies per salhtvi ; and it so ha]>pens that 14 is not one of the values that 2
can assume when « = 3 and 1 = 2. There are, however, two values which ?)
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can assume between whicli 14 lies ; and we should expect that the integers

next lower and next higher than 2 '87 would correspond to these values of S.

So, in fact, it is ; for, when n = 2 2 = 8, and when n = 3 S = 15.

§ 18.] An arithmetic progression is determined when its first

term and common difference are given ; that is to sa}^, when
these are given we can write down as many terms of the pro-

gression as we please. An arithmetic progression is therefore

what mathematicians call a twofold manifoldness ; that is, it is

determined by any two independent data.

Bearing this in mind, we can write the most general arith-

metic progressions of 3, 4, 5, &c. terms as follows :

—

a —
P, a, a + f3,

a - 3/3, a - ^, a + /3, a + 3/3,

a - 2/3, a — /3, a, a + /S, a + 2/3,

&C.,

where a and /3 are any quantities whatsoever. It will be

observed that in the cases where we have an odd number of

terms the common difference is /3, in the cases where we have

an even number 2/3. These formul?e are sometimes useful in

establishing equations of condition between quantities in A.P.

Example 1.

Given that the ^jth term of an A.P. is P, and that the qt\i term is Q, to

find the A.P. Let a be the first term and b the common difl'erence ; then

the J9tli and qth. terms are a + {p-l)b and a + {g -l)b respectivel)-. Hence

a + {p-l)b = P, a + {q-l)b = Q.

These are two equations of the 1st degree to determine a and b.

We find

b = {P-Q)l{p-q), a={{p-l)q-{q-l)F}/{p-q).

Example 2.

If a, b, c be in A.P. , show that

2
a-[b + c) + b-{c + a) + c-{a + b) = -{a + b + cf.

We may put a= a-p, b = a, c— a + ^.

The equation to be established is now

(a-/i)-(2a+;3) + a-.2ci + (a + W-^a-^)=?(;3af,

Since a and /3 are independent of one another, tliis equation must be an

identity. The left-liand side reduces to
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2a {{n - /3)- + (a + /3)=i + /3 {(a - (3f - (a + j3f} + 2a}\

= 2a {2a- + 2l3-} + /3 {
- 4«/3; + 2a^

= 6a''.

Hence tlie recpiired result is established.

§ 19.] If tliree quantities, a, h, c, be in A.P., we have

b - a = c- b by definition. Hence

b = {c + a)l2.

In this case b is spoken of as the arithmetk mean between a

and c. The arithmetic mean between two quantities is therefore

merely wliat is popidarly called their average.

If a and c be any two quantities whatsoever, and Aj, Aj, . . ., A„

n others, such that a, A,, A„, . . ., A^, c form an A. P., then A,, A.,,

. . ., A,i are said to be n arithmetic means inserted between a and c.

There is no difficulty in finding A,, A^, . . ., A^ when a and

c are given. For, if b be the common difference of the A.P.,

a, Ai, Ao, . . ., Aji, c, then

Ai = a + b, A„ = a + 2b, . . ., A^^, = a + nh,

and c = a + (n + 1 )b.

From the last of these we deduce b ^ (c - a)l{n +1). Hence

we have

A, = a + , A„ = a + 2 -, &c.
n + I

"
n + 1

N.Jj.—By the arithmetic mean or average (f n (juaiitities a,, a.,,

. . ., an is meant (a^ + a., + . . . + a,i)/n.

In the particular case where two quantities only are in

question, the arithmetic mean in this sense agrees with the

definitions given above ; but in other cases the meanings of the

phrases have nothing in common.

Example 1.

Insert 30 arithmetic means between 5 and 90 ; and find the arithmetic

mean of these means.

Let I be the common difference of the A. P. ;', Aj, A-.., . . ., A30, 90.

Then
6 = (90-5)/(30 + l) = 85/31.

Hence the means are

, 8.5 r « 85 ^ ., 85 ,

=^-^31' ^ + --31' ^ + ^^-31' '^"'

,, , . 240 325 410 ,

that.s, — , _, _, &c.

VOL. 1 2 K
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w 1
Ai + A.j+ . . . +A„ If Ai + A„\We have =-i n — Y,

u n I 2 J

^ Ai + A„

= (5 + 90)/2 = 95/2.

Remark.—It is true generally that the arithmetic mean of the n arith-

metic means between a and c is the arithmetic mean between a unil c.

Example 2.

The arithmetic mean of the squares of n quantities in A. P. exceeds the

square of their arithmetic mean b}' a quantity which depends only upon w

and upon their common difference.

Let the n quantities be

a + h, a + 21), . . ., a + nb.

Then, by §§ f) and 6,

{a + bf + {a + 2b)- +. . . +{a + nh)-

= i a-n + abn{n + l) + b' -^ '^ ' Y

,

= «- + a b( H. + 1 ) + "(

2

II- + Sn + 1).
b

. . ((a + b) + {a + 2b)+ . . . +ia+nb)\- ( « + l,\.,
AKam.

I
^~-~~-

-^ I =(^« + -^5J-
= a" + nh{^n + 1 ) + -(?i- + 2m + 1 ).

11- - 1
Hence A.M. of squares - square of A.M. =

^ W-,

wliich proves the proposition.

§ 20.] If ^ be the sitni of n terms of a geometric progression

whose first term and common ratio are a and r respectively, we

have

When any three of the four, 2, «, r, n, are given, this equation

determines the fourth. When either 2 or a is the unknown

quantity, we have to solve an equation of the 1st degree. When
r is the unknown quantity, we have to solve an integral equation

of the 'A(th degree, which, if n exceeds 2, will in general be

effected by graphical or other approximative methods. If n be

the unknown quantity, we have to solve an exponential equation

of the form r" = 5, where r and .s are known. This may be
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accomplished at once by means of a table of logarithms, as we

shall see in the next chapter.

§ 21.] Like an A. P., a G.P. is a twofold manifoldness, and

may be determined by means of its first term and common ratio,

or by any other two independent data.

In establishing any equation between quantities in G.P., it

is usual to express all the quantities involved in terms of the

first term and common ratio. Since these two are independent,

the equation in question must then become an identity.

Example 1.

The 'pt\\ term of a G.P. is P, and tlio ^tli term is Q ; find tlie first term

and eommoii ratio.

Let a be the first term, r the common ratio. Then we have, by our data,

From these, by division, we deduce

r^-? = P/Q, whence r= (P/Q)i'('^-9).

Using tliis vaUie of?' in the first ecj^uation, we find

rt = I7(P/Q)(''-i)Ap-»)= Pd-v) (ii-/)Q(i-?')/(7-p).

Hence we liave

rt= P(i-'/)'(2^-?)Q(i-?')/(*-?'), r= Pi"/'-'?'Qi''*-?^'.

Example 2.

If rt, b, c, d be four quantities in G. P., prove that

4(fr + U' + e- + (t-)-{a^-h + c + df= {a - bf + (c

-

df + 2{a - df.

If the common ratio be denoted by r, we may put b= ra, c— r'^a, d— i-^a.

The equation to be established then becomes

4«-(l+r2 + r* + r«)-rt-(l+r + 7-2 + r^)-=re-(l-r)H«V(l-r)- + 2(r(l -r'f,

that is,

4(1 + r^ + ?-4 + T^) - (1 + 2r + 3r2 + 4^3 + 3,^ + 2r'' + r^>)

= 1 - 2r + r- + '/•* - 2r5 + r^ + 2 - 4?-'' + 2r^
which is obviously true.

§ 22.] When three quantities, a, h, c, are in G.P., h is called the

(jeometric mean hetween a and c.

We have, by definition, cjb = hja. Hence h' = ac. Hence, if

we suppose a, h, c to be all positive real quantities, h= + \/{ac).

That is to say, the (jeometric mean hetween two real positive quantities

is the positive value of the square root of their product.

If a and c he tivo given positive quantities, and G,, G2, . . ., G„

n quantities, stich that a, G, , G., . , ., G,i, c form a G.P., then

G,, G., . . ., G,i are said to he n geometric means inserted hetiveen, a

and c.
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Let r be the common ratio of the supposed progression.

Then we have Gj = ar, G^ = ar', . . ., G,j = ar'^, c - rtr'*+\ From

the last of these equations we deduce r = (c/a)^''("+^), the real

positive value of the root being, of course, taken. Since r is thus

determined, we can find the value of all the geometric means.

The geometric mean of n positive real quantities is the positive

value of the nth root of their product. This definition agrees with

the former definition when there are two quantities only.

Example.

The geometric mean of the n geometric means between a and c is the

geometric mean between a and c.

Let the n geometric means in question be ar, ar", . . ., «/•", so that

c= rtr«+i. Then

{ar. ar" . . .
«r»)i.'«= («»?-H2+ • • • +n)i"^

which proves the proposition.

§ 23.] A series of quantities which arc such that their reciprocals

form an arithmetic progression are said to he in harmonic progression.

From this definition we can deduce the following, which is

sometimes given as the defining property :

—

If a, h, c he three consecutive terms of a harmonic progression, then

ajc = (a-h)l{h-c) (1).

For, by definition, 1/a, \lh, Ijc are in A.P., therefore

1 _1 _1_1
h a c h

TT a~h h — c
Hence = —— .

ah he

-, a-h ah a
Hence ,— = — = -,

h - c 1)1' c

which proves the property in question.

^24.] A harmonic prrogression, like the arithmetic progression,

from wliich it may be derived, is a twofold manifoldness. The

following is therefore a perfectly general form for a harmonic
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scries, l/{a + h), \l{a + '2h), l/(a + 3/;), . . ., l/{a + nh\ . . .,

for it contains two independent constants a and h ; and the

reciprocals of the terms are in A.P.

The following forms (see § 18) are perfectly general for

harmonic progressions consisting of 3, 4, 5, . . . terms respect-

ively :

—

l/(u-/?), \'a, l/(a + /i);

l/(a -- 3/3), l/(a - (i\ l;'(a + ft), l/(a + 3/3) ;

l/(a-2/3), l/(a-/3), 1/a, l/(a + ^), l/(a + 2/3) ,

&C.

The al)o\'e formulae may he used like those in § 18.

i^ 25.] If a, h, c he in 11. P., h is called the harmonic mean

heticeen a and c. We have, by definition, 1/c - l/h = l/b - 1/a-

Hence 2lb = I la + 1/c, and b = 2ac/{a + c).

If a, H,, H,, . . ., H,„ c form a harmonic irrogression, HjjH,,

. . ., II,j are said to he n harmonic means inserted betioeen a and c.

Since l/«, 1/H,, l/H,, . . ., 1/H„, 1/c in this case form an

A.P., whose common difierence is d, say, we have

d = (1/f - l/fl)/(?i +l) = (a- c)!{n + \)ac.

Hence

1/H, = 1/a + {a - c)'{ii + l)ac, 1/IL = \ja + 2{a - r)'\n + l)rrr, &c.;

and Hi = {n + \)acl{a + nc), W. - (n + l)arl{2a + (n - l)r), &c.

If (t quantity H be such thai its reciprocal is the arithmetic mean

of the reciprocals of n given rjiuuitities, H is said to be the harmonic

mean of the n quantities.

It is easy to see, from the corresponding pro})osiiion regard-

ing arithmetic means, that the harmonic mean of the n harmonic

means heticeen a and c is the harmonic mean of a and c.

§ 2G.] The geometric mean betivecn ta:o real positive quantities a

and c is the geometric mean between the arithmetic and the harmonic

means between a and c ; and the arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic

means are in descending order of magnitude.

Let A, G, H be the arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic

means betAveen a and c, then

A = {a + f)/2, G - + s' {<!<'), H - 2«c/(a + c).
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TT ATT f^ + ^ 2r?C ,,o

Hence AH - —- >^ = ac = G
,

2 a + c

which proves the first part of the proposition.

Again, A - G = —^ J{ac) - l( \/ic - \^c)'.

, , 2ac J{ac)
G - H = \l{ac) = —^

—

-{ \/a - sjc)

.

^
(t + C (1 + c^

Now, since a and c are hoth positive, Ja and Jc are both real,

therefore ( \/ft - Jc)" is an essentially jiositive quantity ; also

s/(ac) and a + c are both jjositive. Hence both A - G and G - H
are positive.

Therefore A > G > H.

The proposition of this paragraph (which "svas known to the

Greek geometers) is merely a particular case of a more general

proposition, which will be proved in chap. xxiv.

§ 27.] Notwithstanding the comparative simplicity of the

law of its formation, the harmonic series does not hclong to the cate-

fjorij of series that can he summed. Various expressions can be

found to represent the sum to n terms, but all of them partake

of the nature of a series in this respect, that the number of steps

in their synthesis is a function of n.

It will be a good exercise in algebraic logic to prove that

the sum of a harmonic series to n terms cannot be represented

by any rational algebraical function of n. The demonstration

will be found to require nothing beyond the elementary principles

of algebraic form laid down in the earlier chapters of this work.

EXEKCISES XL.

Sum the i'lillowing arithmetical ])rogres.sions :

—

(1.) 5 + 9 + 13+ . . . to 15 terms. (2.) 3 + ^ + i+ . . . to 30 terms.

(3.) 13 + 12 + 11+. . . to 24 terms. (4.) 1 + 1+. . . to IG terms.

/_ ^ 1
,
?i- 1

(J.) -+ - '+. . . to ji terms.
10 11

(6.) («- ?i)- + («.- + 71-) + (« -)?/)-+ . . . to 7(- terms.

... > ] +1^ 4/
, , J ^WW i~7 + n—72+ • • • to i terms.

(8.) The 20th term of an A. P. is 100, ami the sum of 30 terms is 500 ;

find the sum of 1000 terms of the progression.
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(9.) The first toriu of ;ui A. P. is 5, the imiubfir of its terms is 15, ami the

sum is 390 ; find the common iliflercnce.

(10.) How many of the natural numbers, beginning with unity, amount

to 500500 ?

(11.) Show that an infinite number of A. P. 's can Ije found whieli have

the propei'ty that the sum of the first 2m terras is eijual to the sum of the

next m terms, vi being a given integer. Find that particular A. P. having

the above property -whose first term is unity.

(12.) An author wished to buy up the whole 1000 copies of a work which

he had published. For the fii'st copy he paid Is. But the demand raised

the price, and for each successive copy he had to pay Id. more, until the

whole had been bought up. What did it cost him ?

(13.) 100 stones are placed on the ground at intervals of 5 yards apart.

A runner has to start from a basket 5 yards from the first stone, pick up the

stones, and bring them back to the basket one by one. How many yards

has he to run altogether ?

(14.) AB is a straight line 100 yards long. At A and B are erected per-

pendiculars, AL, BM, whose lengths are 4 yards and 46 yards respectively. At

intervals of a yard along AB [lerpendiculars are erected to meet the line LM.
Find the sum of the lengths of all these perpendiculars, including AL and BM.

(15.) Two travellers start together on the same road. One of them
travels uniformly 10 miles a day. The other travels 8 miles the first day,

and increases his pace by half a mile a day each succeeding day. After how
many days will the latter overtake the former ?

(16.) Two men set out from the two ends of a road which is I miles long.

The first travels a miles the first day, a + b the next, a + 2b the next, and so

on. The second travels at such a rate that the sum of the numljer of miles

travelled by him and the number travelled by the first is always the same for

any one day, namely c. After how many days will they meet ?

(17.) Insert 15 arithmetic means between 3 and 30.

(18.) Insert 10 arithmetic means between -3 and +3.

(19.) A certain even number of arithmetic means are inserted between 30

and 40, and it is found that the ratio of the sum of the first half of these

means to the second half is 137 : 157. Find the number of means inserted.

(20.) Find the number of terms of the A. P. 1 +8 + 15+ . . . the sum of

which approaches most closely to 1356.

(21.) If the common difference of an A. P. tie douljle the first term, the

sum of m terms : the sum of n terms= hi- : n'.

(22.) Find four numbers in A. P. such that tlie sum of the srpiares of tlie

means shall be 106, and the sum of the squares of the extremes 170.

(23.) If four quantities be in A. P., show that the sum of the S(|uares of

the extremes is greater than the sum of the squares of the means, and that

the product of the extremes is less than the product of the means.

(24.) Find the sum of 7i terms of the series whose 7'th term is j(3/" + l).

(25.) Find the .sum of n terms of the series obtained by taking the 1st, 7'th,

2/'tli, 3?'th, &c. terms of the A. P. whose first term and conmion difference are

a and b resjiectively.
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(26.) If the sum of n terms of a series be always n{n + 2), show that tlie

series is an A.P. ; and find its first term and common dillerence.

(27.) Show by general reasoning regarding tlie form of the sum of an

A. P. that if the sum of ^; terms be P, and the sum of q terms Q, then the

sum of n terms is P?i(?i - q)/j>{2} - ?) + Qn{n -l))lq{q -]>)

(28.) Any even square, (2'/i)-, is the sum of n terms of one arithmetic

series of integers ; and any odd square, (2?H-1)-, is the sum of n terms of

another arithmetic series increased by 1.

(29.) Find n consecutive odd numbers whose sum shall be iiJ'.

Show that any integral cube is the difference of two integral squares.

(30.) Find the nth term and the sum of the series

1-3 + 6- 10 + 15 -21+... .

(31.) Sum the series 3 + 6+ . . . +3n.

(32.) If si, So, . . ., Sj, be the sums of ^ arithmetical progressions, each

having n terms, the first terms of which are 1, 2, . . ., 2'> and the common

differences 1, 3, . . ., 2jj-l respectivelj', show that Si + So+ . . . +SJ, is

equal to the sum of the first n]) integral numbers.

(33.) The series of integral numbers is divided into groups as follows :

—

1,
I
2, 3,

I
4, 5, 6,

I
7, 8, 9, 10, |

. , ., show that the suin of the nth. group

is i(n^ + ?i).

If the series of odd integers be divided in the same way, find the sum of

the nth group.

Sum the following series :

—

(34.) 42 + 7H . . . +(37t+l)2. (35.) 2„(H-'-l)(«-l).

(36.) ^„{p + q{n-l)}{p + q{n-2)].

(37.) 12-2- + 3--
. . . +{2n-l)--{2nf.

(38.) a^ + {a + bf+ . . . +(a + ?T^i)-'.

(39.) (l3-l) + (23-2) + (.33-3)+ . . . to « terms.

(40.) 1.22+2.32 + 3.42+. . . to 71 terms.

(41.) l+2.32 + 3.5"- + 4.72 + 5.9-+ . . . to ?(. terms.

(42.) 1.3.7 + 3.5.9 + 5.7.11+ . . . to ?i terms.

(43.) l2+ (12 + 2"-) + (l2 + 2'- + 3'-)+ . . . to 71 terms.

(44.) A pyramid of shot stands on an equilateral triangular base having

30 shot in each side. How many shot are there in the pyramid ?

(45.) A pyramid of shot stands on a squai'e base having m sliot in each

side. How many sliot in the pyramid ?

(46.) A symmetrical wedge-shajied pile of shot ends in a line of m shot

and consists of I layers. How many shot in the pile ?

(47.) If„Sy= l'"+ 2''+
. . . +n';thcnnSr=2}on''+^+piW+. . . +2^+1, where

P05 Pi, • • • can be calculated by means of the equations

r+iCii^= l,

r+lCs Pv + r^-2 2h + r-lCl 2h= rC-2

,

uCr denoting, as usual, the rih binomial cocfiicient of the '/tth rank.
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f

(48.) Show tliat

„S.=.('^ + l)(n-l)(.-2).
. . (--n,^iy(-fE%-(-l)T

r-lSr
,

' r-aSr
.Z-. + -,

{r-l)r{n-r + l)l\{r-2)[ (r-2)(/-- 1) (?i-r + 2)2!(r- 3)

!

( - Y^^r \
l.2{n-l){r-l)\r

where r I stands for 1.2.3 . . . /.

(49.) If Pr denote the sum of tlio products ?• at a time of 1, 2, 3, . . ., ?i,

and Sr denote !'• + 2'-+.
. . + ?t'-, show tliat ?-P^= Sir,._i-S2Pr-2 + S3lV3- • • •

Hence calculate P^ and P3.

(50.) If/(a;) be an integral function of x of tlie (r- l)th degree, show that

f{x)-rCif{x-l) + rC2f{x-2)...{-Yf{)i-r) = 0, rCi, ^Cj . . . being binomial

coefficients.

Exercises XLI.

Sum the following geometric progressions :

—

6 + 18 + 54+ . . . to 12 terms. (2.) 6-18 + 54

•3333 ... to 71 terms.

(1.

(3.

(5.

(6.

(7.

(9.

(10.

(12.

Sum
(13.

(14.

(15.

(16.

Sum
(17.

(19.

(21.

(23.

(24.

(25.

(26.

(4-)l-i + i-
4 4-

6-4+ . . . to 10 terms.

+ . . . to 20 terms.
\/3 + l V3 + 2

1 1
1 + 3 + 3,+ . . .

1 - .r + p:- - ar* + .

a + X

a-x a+x
' +

to 11 terms.

. . to CO
, ?j< 1

to CO .

. . to CO .

(8-)l-.i + <|-

(11.)

2 2

\/3

. to 12 terms,

to n terms.

to 00

.

\/3
' 3 + 1 \/3 + 3

to 00.

+ to n terms.

by means of the formula fur a G. P., the followiii

1+X-X-- a^ + 0-^ + X'' --afi-x^ + . . . to cc
, a; < 1

1 + (u; + 1/) + {3? + xij + ?/-) + (x* + x-y + xy"+ y^)+ . . , to n terms.

•33 +-333 +-3333+. , . to 9t terms,

the series whose ?ith terms are as follows :

—

2«3"+'. (18.) (.>j" + i() (?"- «)•

("-" " h) {y" - y^)
• ^-°-

)
^p" - 1"^ ^p" + ^")-

2''(3«-i + 3"-2+.
. .+1). (22.) (-l)"a"".

Sum to n terms the series (/•" + 1//-")'- + {r"-^^ + l/y"+')- + . . . .

Sum to 71 terms (1 + l/r)-+ (1 + 1/?--)-+ . . . .

Show that (a + b)'^-b"= ah"-'^ + ah"--{a + b)+ . . . +a{n + b)"-'^.

If Sj denote the sum of n terms of a G.P. beginning with the iih

term, sum the series Si + So + . . . + Sj

(27.) Show that ^(-037)= -3.
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Sum the following series to v. terms, and, where admissible, to infinity

(28.) l~2.r. + 3x--i:>^+. . . . (29.) l-f + |-^+. . . .

(30.)l-f +|-g+.

(32.) l" + 2h^ + 3^x"+^

,.„ , , 1.2 2.3 3.4
(31.) 1+—+-^ +-^ +

X X' XT

,^^ , 1 2 3 1 2 3

I (' 1^ I* ^5 ^b

with the period 1, 2, 3.

(34.)
', h
+ -, +

l+ V^ + .

-.+

to CO, where the numerators recur

to Zn terms, where the numerators recur

with the period a, h, c.

(35.) A servant agrees to serve his master for twelve months, his wages to

be one farthing for the first month, a penny for the second, fonrpeuce for the

third, and so on. What did he receive for the year's service ?

(36. ) A precipitate at the bottom of a beaker of volume V al\va3-s retains

about it a volume v of liquid. It was originally precipitated in an alkaline

solution ; find what percentage of this solution remains about it after it has

been washed n times by filling the beaker with distilled water aiid emptying

it. Neglect the volume of the precipitate itself

(37.) The middle points of the sides of a triangle of area Ai form tlie

vertices of a second triangle of area Ao ; from A^ a third triangle of area An is

derived in the same way ; and so on, ad infinitum. Find tlie sum of the

areas of all the triangles thus formed.

(38.) OX, OY are two given straight lines. From a point in OX a perpend-

icular is drawn to OY ; from the foot of that perpendicular a perpendicular

on OX ; and so on, ad infinitum. If the lengtlis of the first and second per-

pendicular be a and b respectively, find the sum of the lengths of all the per-

pendiculars ; and also the sum of the areas of all the right-angled triangles in

the figure whose vertices lie on OY and whose bases He on OX.

(39.) The population of a certain town is P at a certain epoch. Annually

it loses d jicr cent by deaths, and gains b per cent by births, and annually a

fixed number E emigrate. Find the population after the lapse of n years.

2, a, r, n, 1, having the meanings assigned to them in § 12, solve the

following problems :

—

(40.) Express S in terms of re, n, I ; and also in terms of;-, n, I.

(41.) 2=4400, rt= ll, ?i,= 4, findv.

(42.) 12 = 180, r=3, w= 5, find«.

(43.) 2= 95, rt = 20, ?i,= 3, findr.

(44.) 2= 155, «= 5, ?(,= 3, find?-.

( 1 5. ) 2 = 605, rt= 5, r= 3, find n.

(46.) If the second term of a G.F. be 40, and the fourtli term 1000, find

the sum of 10 terms.
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(47.) Insert one geometric mean between \/3/\/2 and 3\/3/-!\/2.

(48.) Insert three geometric means between 27/8 and 2/3.

(49.) Insert four geometric ineans between 2 and 64.

(50.) Find tlie geometric mean of 4, 48, and 405.

(51.) The geometric mean between two numbers is 12, and the arithmetic

mean is 25i : find the numbers.

(52.) Four numbers are in G.V., tlie .sum of tlic iir.'it two is 11, and of the

last two 396 : find them.

(53.) Find Avhat common quantity mu.st be added to a, b, c to liring them

into G.r.

(54.) To each of the first two of the four numbers 3, 35, 190, 990 is added

X, and to each of tlic last two y. The numbers then form a G.P. : find x

and y.

(55.) (liven the sum to inlinity of a convergent G. P. , and also the .sum to

infinity of the squares of its terms, find the first term and the common ratio.

(56.) IfS = «i + «2+. . . +«„beaG.P., then S'= l/ffi + l/re2+. . .+!/«„
isaG.P., and S/S'= rti«„.

(57.) If four quantities be in G.P., tlic sum of the squares of the extremes

is greater tlian the sum of the S(iuares of the means.

(58.) Sum 2?i terms of a series in which every even term is n times the

term before it, and every odd term c times tlie term before it, the lirst term

being 1.

(59.) If x— a+ a/r + ajr"+ . . . ad oo
,

y= b- b/r+ b/r- - . . . adoo,

z= c + c/r- + cjr* + . . . ad co

,

then xy/z= (-ibjc.

(GO.) Find the sum of all the jtroducts three and three of the tenns of an

infinite G.P., and if this lie one-third the sum of the cubes of the terms, show

thatr=:i.

EXKKCI.SES XLII.

(1.) Insert two harmonic means between 1 and 3, and five between 6 and 8.

(2.) Find the harmonic mean of 1 and 10, and also the harmonic mean of

1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

(3.) Show that 4, 6, 12 are in H.P., and continue the jirogression both

ways.

(4.) Find the II. P. whose 3rd term is 5 and wliose 5th term is 9.

(5.) Find the H.P. whose 2'th term is P and whose qth term is Q.

(6.) Show that the harmonic mean betw'ccn the arithmetic and geometric

means of a and b is 2{a + b)/{{albY + {b/ay}".

(7.) Four numbers are proportionals ; show that, if tlie first three are in

G.P., the last three are in G.P.

(8.) Three numbers arc in G.P. ; if each be increased by 15, they arc in

H.P. : find them.

(9.) Between two quantities a liarmonic mean is inserted ; and between

each adjacent pair of the three thus obtained is inserted a geometric mean.
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It is now found that the tliree inserted means are in A.F. : show that tlie ratio

of the two quantities is unity.

(10.) The sides of a right-angled triangle are in A. P. : show that they are

proportional to 3, 4, 5.

(11.) a, b, c are in A.?., and a, b, d in H.P. : show that cjd =
1 - 2(a - bflab.

(12.) If X be any term in an A. P. whose two first terms are a, b, y, the

term of the same order in a H.P. commencing with the same two terms, then

{x-a)l{y-x) = bl{y-b).

(13.) If a-, 6-, c- be in A. P., then l/(& + c), l/(c; + f6), !/(« + &) are in A. P.

(14.) If P be the product of n quantities in G.P., S their sum, and S' the

sum of their reciprocals, then P^=(S/S')".

(15.) If «, b, c be the ^th, qWi, and ?'th terms both of an A. P. and of a

G.P., then «o-c&<^-«c«-''=l.

(16.) If P, Q, R be thei^th, qt\\., rth terms of a H.P., then Z{PQ(p-(?)}

= 0, and {2:(2^-0/F}2= 4{2(y-r)/p--'}{2!7r(r^-r)/P-l.

{17.) If the sum of 7)i terms of an A. P. be equal to the sum of the next v,

and also to the sum of the next^?, then (m+ ?i)(l/«- l/7') = (»H-iO (l/"i - l/?0-

(18.) If the squared differences of ^), q, r be in A.P., then the differences

taken in cyclical order are in H.P.

(19.) If a + 6 + c, «- + &'' + «-, a* + i^ + c'' be in G.P., prove that the common
ratio is \^a - Zabcl2'Zbc.

(20.) If X, y, z be in A. P., ax, by, cz in G.P., and a, h, c in H.P., then

H.M. ofa, c:G.M. of «, c= H.M. of a-, s:G.M. of;r, ~.

(21.) li a- + b- -c", P + c--a', c- + a--b" be in G.P., then a-/c- + c-/b",

b-(c" + c-/h-, a-lb- + b-jc" are in A. P.

(22.) If a, b, c, d be in G.P., then ak-rff i: M' = (Z«)-, and

(23.) The sum of the n geometric means between a and ^ is

(al/(n-|-l)y5;_ a^l/(n-t-l))/(/jl/(«+l) _ «1("+1)).

(24.) If Ai, Ao, . . ., A„ be the li. arithmetic means, and Hi, H^, . . .,

H„ the n harmonic means, between a and c, sum to n terms the series whose

rth term is ( A^ - a) (H,. - a.yU,..

(25.) If «], a-j, . ., «n lie in G.P., then

(ni + «-j + a-i)- + {a. + a^ + rej)- + . . . + {an-2 + "h-] + (tn)"

= {a{- + (ti a-2 + «-r)-(«i-"-* - rh-"~*)/{»i" - n.-yir" *.

(26.) If «r, &r 1»c the arithmetic and geometric means respectively between

a^-i and b,—z , show that

a„-2=-{aJ±ia,r-b,rY\-,

bn-2={nn-T{a,r-b.rr]-\

(27.) If rti, '•'i, . . ., «„ be real, and if

(ar + a-r+. . . +«„-i-)(«2" + «3-+ • .+«„-) = ("i«2 + «2«3+ • - +«»-ii!>.)i'

then ai, ao, . . ., a,, arc in G.P.



CHAPTER XXI.

Logarithms.

§ 1.] It is necessary for the purposes of this chapter to define

and discuss more closely than we have yet done the properties

of the exponential function a^. For the present we shall sup-

pose that a is a positive real quantity greater than 1. What-

ever positive value, commensurable or incommensurable, we give

to .r, we can always find two commensurable values, 7?i/« and

{m + l)//i (where ni and n are positive integers), between which

X lies, and which differ from one another as little as we please,

see chap, xiii., § 15. In defining a* for positive values of x, we

suppose X replaced by one (say mjn) of these two values, which

we may suppose chosen so close together that, for the purpose

in hand, it is indifferent which we use. We thus have merely

to consider «'"'"
; and the understanding is that, as in the

chapter on fractional indices, we regard only the real positive

value of the nth. root ; so that ft""''* may be read indifferently as

(
^(0"', or as ;/«'".

For negative values of x we define ft* by the equation

a*= 1/a"*, in accordance with the laws of negative indices.

§ 2.] y^'e, shall now show that a*, defined as above, is a continu-

ous function of x susceptible of all iMsitive values between and + co .

1st. Let y be any positive quantity greater than 1, and let

n be any positive integer. Since a> 1, a^/^> 1 ; but, by suffi-

ciently increasing n, we may make a^'" exceed 1 by as little as

we please. Also, when n is given, we can, by sufficiently in-

creasing m, make d^f"' as great as we please.* Hence, whatever

* See chap, xi., § 14.
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may be the value of y, we can so choose n that «^/" < y ; and then

y will lie between two consecutive integral powers of «^/"- ; say

(iin/n^y < jjOrt-i-i)/w_ ]^Q^y ^}^g difference between these two values

of a'^ is a"'^'\i(y'^ - 1) ; and this, by sufficiently increasing n, we
may make as small as we please. Hence, given any positive

quantity y>l, we can find a value of o; such that a* shall be as

nearly equal to y as avo please„

2nd. Let ?/ be positive and < 1 ; then 1/y is positive and

greater than 1. Hence we can find a value of x, say x', such

that a^' = 1/y as nearly as we please. Hence a"^' = y.

We may make y pass continuously through all possible values

from to + CO . Hence a'^ is susceptible of all positive values

from to + CO . It is obviously a continuous function, since

the difference of two finite values corresponding to x = m'n and

X = (m. + l)/7i is a"'^"(a^''" - 1 ), which can be made as small as

we please by sufficiently increasing n.

Cor. We have the folloAving set of corresponding values :

—

;C=-co, - , -1, 0, +, 1, + 00
;

y^a^'^Q, < 1, \ja, 1, > 1, a, + oo

.

Y
/

/

/
•'' //

N
/' PX""^

y "^^r

y^-'^^
B .t:^^"^"^

^—r-rrss*'**^

^/i X

Fio. 1.

In Fig. 1 the full-drawn curve is the graph of tlic function

y^ lO"^ ; tlie dotted curve is the graph of v/ -^ 100*.
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It ^\•ill 1)6 observed that the two curves cross the axis of y

at the same point B, whose ordinate is + 1 ; and that for one

and tlie same value of y the abscissa of the one curve is double

that of the other,

§ 3.] The reasoning by which we showed that the equation

y — rt*, certain restrictions being understood, determines ?/ as a

continuous function of .t, shows that the same equation, under

the same restrictions, determines x as a continuous function of y.

This point will perhaps be made clearer by grajjliical considera-

tions. If we obtain the graph of y as a function of o: from the

equation y = a^, the curve so obtained enables us to calculate x

when y is given ; that is to say, is the graph of x regarded as a

function of y. Thus, if we look at the matter from a graphical

point of view, we see that the continuity of the graph means the

continuity of y as a function of x, and also the continuity of ./; as

a function of //.

When we determine x as a function of // by means of the

equation y = a^, we obviously introduce a new kind of transcend-

ental function into algebra, and some additional nomenclature

becomes necessary to enable us to speak of it with brevity and

clearness.

The constant quantity a is called the base.

y is called the exponential of x to hase a (and is sometimes

written exp^,/).*

X is called the logarithm of y to base a, and is usually written

log ay.

The two equations

y = a^ (1),

a; = log„y (2),

are thus merely different ways of writing the same functional

relation. It follows, therefore, that all the pvperties of our new

logarithmic function mxid he derivable from the properties of our old

exponential function, that is to say, from the laws of indices.

* Tliis notation is little used in elementary text-books, but it is con-

venient when in place of x we have some complicated function of x. Thus
exp„(l +X + X-) is easier to print than a^+^+^''.
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The student should also notice that it follows from (1) and

(2) that the eqiuition

y = ftiog«2/
(3)

is an identity.

§ 4.] If the same base a be understood throughout, we have

the following leading properties of the logarithmic function :

—

I. The logarithm of a product of positive numbers is the sum of

the logarithms of the separate factors.

II. The logarithm of the qxioticnt of two positive numbers is the

excess of the logarithm of the dividend over the logarithm of the divisor.

III. The logarithm of any poioer {piositive or negative, integral

or fractiontd) of a positive number is equal to the logarithm of the

number midtiplied by the p)oiver.

Let ?/i, y.,, . . ., y,i be n positive numbers, 3^1, .t„, . . ., x.,^ their

respective logarithms to base a, so that

.'«i
= log«yn '>'^ = log^7/„ . . ., .r„ = log„7/,j.

By the definition of a logarithm we have

y, = «^'i,
y, = ((^^ . . ., yn = cv'''-

Hence y^y. . . . yn = a^'^a^- • • • a^'" = a^'^+^'-+ • • • +^'\

by the laws of indices.

Hence, by the definition of a logarithm,

X, + a:, + . . . + Xn = \osa{yiy2 • yn),

that is, log„y, + log^v/, + . . . + log^^„ = log„(?/,y, . . . y,,).

We have thus established I.

Again, y^/yo = rt'^i/a-^2 = ^^i --'-a^

by the laws of indices.

Hence, by the definition of a logarithm,

.r, -rc, = log„(y,/.//,),

that is, log^y, - log^y, = log«(v/,/y,),

Avhich is the analytical expression of II.

Again, ?/,'• = («-^>)'' = '^''^

by the laws of indices.
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Hence, by the definition of a logarithm,

rx, = loga?/,'",

that is, ''•log„?/i = loga?A^

which is the analytical expression of III.

Example 1.

log 21 = log (7 X 3) = log 7 + log 3.

As the equation is true for any base, provided all the logarithms have the

same base, it is needless to indicate the base by writing the suflix.

Example 2.

log (113/29) = log 113 - log 29.

Example 3.

log (540/539) = log (2-. 3^. 5/7'-. 11),

= 2 log 2 + 3 log 3 + log 5 - 2 log 7 - log 11.

Example 4.

log ^(49)/ ;/(21) = log (72/3/31/^71/7),

= tlog7-ilog3-f log/,

=Hlog7-ilog3.

COMPUTATION AND TABULATION OF LOGAPJTHMS.

§ T).] If the base of a system of logarithms be gi-eater than

unity, we have seen that the logarithm of any 'positive number

greater than unity is positive ; and the logarithm of any positive

number less than unity is negative.

The logarithm of unity itself is always zero, whatever the base

may be.

The logarithm of the base itself is of course unity, since a = a\

The logarithm of any power of the base, say a^, is r ; and, in

particular, the logarithm of the reciprocal of the base is -\.

The logarithm of + co is + co , and the logarithm of is - 00 .

It is further obvious that the logarithm of a negative number

could not (with our present understanding) be any real quantity.

\yith such, however, we are not at present concerned.

The logarithm of any number which is not an integral power

of the base will be some fractional number, positive or negative,

as the case may be. For reasons that will appear presently, it is

usual so to arrange a logarithm that it consists of a positive

VOL. I 2 L
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fractional part less than unity, and an integral j^art, positive or

negative, as the case may be.

The positive fractional part is called the mantissa.

The integral j^art is called the characteristic.

For example, the logarithm of "0451 to base 10 is the negative

number - 1 •3458235. In accordance with the above understand-

ing, Ave should write

log ,0-0451 = - 1-3458235 = - 2 + (1 - -3458235),

= -2 + -6541765.

For the sake of compactness, and at the same time to prevent

confusion, this is usually written

log ,0-0451 = 2-6541 765.

In this case then the characteristic is 2 (that is, - 2), and the

mantissa is -6541765.

§ 6.] To find the logarithm of a given number // to a given

base a is the same problem as to solve the equation

Avhere a and y are given and x is the unknown quantity.

There are various Avays in Avliich this may be done ; and it

will be instructive to describe here some of the more elementary,

although at the same time more laborious, approximative methods

that might be used.

In the first place, it is ahvays easy to find the characteristic

or integral part of the logarithm of any given number i/. We
have simply to find hy trial ttoo consecutive integral powers of the

base between which the (jiven number y lies.
' The algebraically less of

these two is the characteristic.

Exainjile 1.

To fiiid the characteristic of logy 4.51.

AVe have the following values for consecutive integral powers of 3 :

—

Power 1 2 3

27

4 5 C

Value 3 9 81 243 729
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Hence 3^<4rjl<3''. Hence log3451 lies between 5 and U. Therefore

logs 451 =5 +a proper fraction.

Hence char, logs 451 = 5.

Example 2.

Find the characteristic of log;j'0451. "We have

515

Powers of Base -1 -2 -3

Values 1 -333 . . . •111. .. •037 . . .

Hence 3-^< •0451 <3--'
; that is to say,

log3'0451= -3 + a proper fraction.

Hence char. Iog3'0451 =3.

When the base of the system of logarithms is the radix of

the scale of numerical notation, the characteristic can always be

obtained by merely counting the digits.

For example, if tlie radix and base be each 10, then

If the number have an integral part, the characteristic of its

logarithm is + {one less than the number of digits in the integral

part).

If the number have no integral part, the characteristic is - (one

more than the number of zeros that folloiv the decimal point).

The proof of these rules consists simply in the fact that, if a

number lie between 10"' and 10"+'^, the number of digits by

Avhich it is expressed is n + \ ; and, if a number lie between

10 -("+1) and 10~'\ the number of zeros after the decimal point

is n.

For example, 351 lies between 10- and lO'"'. Hence char, logw 351 =2 = 3-1,

according to the rule.

Again, ^0351 lies between '01 and -1, that is, between 10~- and 10"^

Hence char, log io'0351 = -2= -(1 + 1), which agrees with the rule.

The rule suggests at once that, if \0 be adopted as the base of

our system of logarithms, then the characteristic of a logarithm depends

merely on the position of the decimal point ; and the mantissa is in-

dependent of the 'position of the decimal point, hit depends merely on

the succession of digits.
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AVe may formally prove this important proposition as

follows :

—

Let N be any number formed by a given succession of digits,

c the characteristic, and m the mantissa of its logarithm. Then

any other number which has the same succession of digits as N,

but has the decimal point placed differently, will have the form

10*N, where i is an integer, positive or negative, as the case may be.

But log,olO''N = log„,10^' + log.oN, by § 4, = i + log,oN = (i + c) + m.

Now, since by hypothesis m is a positive proper fraction, and c

and i are integers, the mantissa of logmlO'N is m, and the

characteristic is i + c. In other words, the characteristic alone

is altered by shifting the decimal point.

§ 7.] The process used in § 6 for finding the characteristic

of a logarithm can be extended into a method for finding the

mantissa digit by digit.

Example.

To calculate logio4:"217 to three places of decimals.

The characteiistic is obviously 0. Let the three first digits of the mautissa

be xyz. Then we have

4-217 = 100-^-'«, heuce (t-217)i"'=10^-2'^

We must now calculate the 10th power of 4 '217. In so doing, however,

there is no need to find all the significant figures—a few of the highest will

suffice. We thus find

1778400 = 10'^•^'^

We uow see that a- is the characteristic of logiol77S400. Hence.^•= 6.

Dividing by 10*", and raising both sides of the resulting ecjuation to the 10th

power, we find

(1-778)"= 10!'-^
; hence 315-7 = 10."-%

Hence y= 2. Dividing by 10", and raising to the 10th power, we now find

(3-16)i"=10-'
; hence 99280= 10^

Hence s= .5 very nearly.

We conclude, therefore, that

logio4-217= -625 nearly.

This method of computing logarithms is far too laborious to

be of any practical use, even if it were made complete by the

addition of a test to ascertain what effect the figures neglected

in the calculation of the 10th powers jn'oduce on a given decimal

place of the logarithm ; it has, however, a certain theoretical
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interest on acconnt of its direct connection with the definition of

a logarithm.

By a somewhat similar process a logarithm can be expressed

as a continued fraction.

§ 8.] If a series of numbers he in geometric progression, their

logarithms are in arithmetic progression.

Let the numbers in question be y^, y^, y.^, . . ., ?/„. Let the

logarithm of the first to base a be a, and the logarithm of the

common ratio of the G.P. yi, y.^, y.j, . . ., y^ to the same base be

(3. Then we have the following series of corresponding values :

—

?/n Pi, '!/3, ; tin,

II II II II

from which the truth of the proposition is manifest.

As a matter of history, it was this idea of comparing two

series of numbers, one in geometric, the other in arithmetic pro-

gression, that led to the invention of logarithms ; and it was on

this comparison that most of the early methods of computing

them were founded.

The following may be taken as an example. Let us sui)pose

that we know the logarithms a;, and .re, of two given numbers, y^

and
;//;, ; then we can find the logarithms of as many numbers

lying between y^ and y^ as we please. "VVe have

Let us insert a geometric mean, y-^, between y, and y,,, tlien

where .»•. is the arithmetic mean between x^ and '.r.j. "We have

now the folloAving system :

—

Logarithm x^ x^ Xg,

Number ?/, y, y^.

Next insei't geometric means between y,, ;?/^ and ?4, y,,. The

logarithms of the corresponding numbers will Ijc the arithmetic

means between .i',, x^ and x^, Xg. We thus have the system

—

Logarithms .t,, .t.,, x^, x., x.,;

Numbers y,, ?/,, y^, y,, y,.
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Proceeding in like manner, we derive the system

—

Logarithms a\, x„, x^, x,, x„ x,,, x-, x„, x^,;

Numbers y„ ?/„, y,, y„ y„ y,, y,, y^, y,;

and so on. Each step in this calculation requires merely a multi-

plication, the extraction of a square root, an addition accompanied

by division by 2, and each step furnishes us with a new number

and the corresponding logarithm.

Since .'•,, .r,, . . ., x,i form an A.P., the logarithms are spaced

out equally, but the same is not true of the corresponding num-

bers which are in G.P. It is therefore a table of antilogarithms *

that we should calculate most readily by this method. It will

be observed, however, that by inserting a sufficient number of

means we can make the successive numbers differ from each other

as little as we please ; and by means of the method of interpola-

tion by first differences, explained in the last section of this

chapter, we could space out the numbers equally, and thus con-

vert our table of antilogarithms into a table of logarithms of the

ordinary kind.

As a numerical example we may put «= 1 0, 7/1 = 1 , 1/9= 1 ; then Xi= 0, xy= 1

.

Proceeding as above indicated, we should arrive at the following table :

—

Number. Logarithm. Number. Logarithm.

1-0000 0-0000 4-2170 0-6250

1-3336 0-1250 5-6235 0-7500

1-7783 0-2500 7-4990 0-8750

2-3714 0-3750 10-0000 1-0000

3-1622 0-5000

§ 9.] In computing logarithms, by whatever method, it is

obvious that it is not necessary to calculate independently the

logarithms of composite integers after Ave have found to a suffi-

cient degree of accuracy the logarithms of all primes up to a

certain magnitude. Thus, for example, log 4851 = log 3'.7"11

= 2 log 3 + 2 log 7 + log 11. Hence log 4851 can be found when

the logarithms of 3, 7, and 1 1 are known.

* By the antilogaritltm of any number N is nicant the number of which

X is the logarithm.
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Again, havhifj computed a system of logarithms to any one base

a, ?t'c can unthout di(ficulty deduce therefrom, a system to any other base

1>. All ice have to do is to muUi2)ly all the logarithms of the former

system by the number {jl = l/\o<^J).

For, if x = \ogi,y, then y = b^.

Hence log„y = log„6%

= x\ogJ), by § 4.

Hence log^?/ = .r = log^iv/logaZ* (1).

The niiniber /a is often called the modulus of the system

whose base is b with respect to the system whose base is a.

Cor. 1. If in the equation (1) we put y = a, we get the

following equation, which could easily be deduced more directly

from the definition of a logarithm :

—

log;,f^= l/log„/;,

or log«& logoff = 1 (2).

Cor. 2. The equation y = b^ may be written

y = a^'°ea* or y = a^"°8^".

Hence the graph of the exponentud b^ can be deduced from the

graph (f the exponential a^ by shortening or lengtltening all the abscissee

of the latter in the same ratio 1 : logab.

This is the general theorem corresponding to a remark in i^ 2.

AVe may also express this result as follows :

—

Given any two exponentiid graphs A and B, then either A is the

orthogonal pvjection of B, or B is the orthogonal projection of A, on a

pilane passing through the axis of y.

USE OF LOGARITHMS IN ARITHMETICAL CALCULATIONS.

§ 10.] We have seen that, if we use the ordinary decimal

notation, the system of logarithms to base 10 possesses the im-

portant advantages that the characteristic can be determined by
inspection, and that the mantissa is independent of the position

of the decimal point. On account of these advantages this

system is used in practical calculations to the exclusion of all

others.
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No.

3050
51
52
53
54
55

56
57
58
59
60

3061
62
63
64
65

66
67
68
69
70

3071
72
73
74
75

76
77
78
79
80

3081
82
83
84
85

86
87
88
89
90

3091
92
93
94
95

96
97
98
99

3100

484 2998 3141 3283 3420 3568
4422 4564 4707 4849 4991
5845 5988 6130 G272 6414
7268 7410 7553 7695 7837
8690 8833 8975 9117 9259

485 0112 0254 0396 0539 0681

1533 1676 1818 19G0 2102
2954 3096 3239 3381 3523
4375 4517 4659 4801 4943
5795 5937 6079 6221 6363
7214 7356 7498 7C40 7782

8633 8775 8917 9059 9201
4860052 0194 0336 0477 0619

1470 1612 1754 1895 2037
2888 3029 3171 3313 3455
4305 4446 4588 4730 4872

5722 5863 6005 6146 6288
7138 7279 7421 7563 7704
8554 8695 8837 8978 9120
9969 0110 0252 0393 0535

4871384 1525 1667 1808 1950

2798 2940 3081 3222 3364
4212 4353 4495 4636 4778
5626 5767 5908 6050 6191
7039 7180 7321 7462 7604
8451 8592 8734 8875 9016

9863 0004 0T46 0287 0428
4881275 1416 1557 1698 1839

2686 2827 2968 3109 3251
4097 4238 4379 4520 4661
5507 5648 5789 5930 6071

7058 7199 7340 7481
8467 8608 8749 8890
9876 0017 0158 0299
1285 1425 1566 1707
2692 2833 2974 3115

6917
8326
9735

4891144
2552

3959
5366
6773
8179
9585

490 0990
2395
3799
5203
6607

8010
9412

4910814
2216
3617

4100 4241 4381 4522
5507 5648 5788 5929
6914 7054 7195 7335
8320 8460 8601 8741
9725 9866 0006 0147

1131
2535
3940
5343
6747

8150
9552
0954
2356
3757

1271 1412 1552
2676 2816 2957
4080 4220 4361
5484 5624 5765
6887 7027 7168

8290 8430 8571
9693 9833 9973
1094 ]235 1375
2496 2636 2776
3S97 4037 4177

3710 3853 3995 4137 4280
5134 5276 5418 5501 5703
6557 6099 6841 6984 7126
7979 8121 8264 8406 8548
9401 9543 9680 9828 9970
0823 0905 1107 1249 1391

2244 2386 2528 2670 2812
3065 3807 3949 4091 4233
5085 5227 5309 5511 5653
6505 6647 6788 6930 7072
7924 8066 8208 8350 8491

9343 9484 9626 9768 9910
0761 0903 1045 1186 1328
2179 2321 2402 2604 2746
3596 3738 3880 4021 4163
5013 5155 5297 5438 5580

6430 6571 6713 6855 6990
7846 7987 8129 8270 8412
9261 9403 9544 9086 9827
0676 0818 0959 1101 1242
2091 2232 2374 2515 2057

3505 3647 3788 3929 4071
4919 5060 5202 5343 5484
6332 6473 6615 6756 6897
7745 7886 8027 8169 8310
9157 9299 9440 9581 9722

0569 0710 0852 0993 1134
1981 2122 2263 2404 2545
3392 3533 3674 3815 3956
4802 4943 5084 5225 5366
6212 6353 6494 6635 6776

7622 7763 7904 8045 8185
9031 9172 9313 9454 9594
0440 0580 0721 0802 1003
1848 1989 2129 2270 2411
3256 3396 3537 3678 3818

4663 4804 4944 5085 5226
6070 6210 6351 6492 6632
7476 7617 7757 7898 8038
8882 9023 9163 9304 9444
0287 0428 0569 0709 0850

1693 1833 1973 2114 2254
3097 3238 3378 3518 3659
4501 4642 4782 4922 5063
5905 6045 6186 6326 6406
7308 7448 7589 7729 7809

8711 8851 8991 9132 9272
0113 0253 0394 0534 0074
1515 1655 1795 1935 2076
2916 3057 33 97 3337 3477
4317 4457 4597 4738 4878
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In pi'inting a table of logarithms to base 10 it is quite un-

necessaiy, even if it were practicable, to print characteristics.

The mantissai alone are given, corresponding to a succession of

five digits, ranging usually from 10000 to 99999."'

A glance at j). 520, which is a facsimile of a page of the

logarithmic table in Chambers's Mathematical Tables, Avill show

the arrangement of such a table. To take out the logarithm of

30715 from the table, we run down the column headed "No."

until we come to 3071 ; the first three figures of the mantissa

are 487 (standing over the blank in the first half column) ; the

last four are found by running along the line till we reach the

column headed 5, they are 3505. The characteristic is seen by

inspection to be 4. Hence log 30715 = 4-4873505.

To find the number corresponding to any given logarithm

we have of course simply to reverse the process.

To find the logarithm of '030715 we have to proceed exactly

as before, only a different characteristic, namely 2, must be pre-

fixed to the mantissa. We thus find log '030715 = 2-4873505.

If we wish to find the logarithm of a number, say 3-083279,

where we have more digits than are given in the table, then we
must take the nearest number whose logarithm can be found

by means of the table, that is to say, 3*0833. We thus find

log 3'0833 = 0'4890158-|- nearly. Greater accuracy can be at-

tained by using the column headed "Diff'.," as will be explained

presently.

Conversely, if a logarithm be given which is not exactly

coincident with one given in tlie table, we take the one in tlie

table that is nearest to it, and take the corresponding number as

an approximation to the number required. Greater accuracy

can be obtained by using the difference column. Thus the

number whose logarithm is 1-4872191 has for its first five

* For some purposes an extension of the table is required, and such ex-

tensions are su])plied in various ways, which need not be described here. For
rapidity of reference in calculations that require no great exactness a short

table for a succession of 3 digits, ranging from 100 to 999, is also usually

given.

t The bar over 0158 indicates that these digits follow 489, and not 488.
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significant digits 30705 ; but, if we wish the best approximation

with five digits, we ought to take 30706. Since the character-

istic is 1, the actual number in question has two integral digits.

Hence the required number is 30"70G, the error being certainly

less than -0005.

§ 11.] The principle Avliich underlies the application of

logarithms to arithmetical calculation is the very simple one

that, since to any nuwher there corresponds one and only one

logarithm, a number can he identified by means of its logarithm.

It is this principle which settles how many digits of the

mantissa of a logarithm it is necessary to use in calculations

which require a given degree of accuracy.

Suppose, for example, that it is necessary to be accurate

down to the fifth significant figure ; and let us inquire whether

a table of logarithms in which the mantissse are given to four

places would be sufficient. In such a table we should find log

3-0701 =0-4871, log 3-0702 = 0-4871 ; the table is therefore

not sufficiently extended to distinguish numbers to the degree

of accuracy required. Five places in the mantissa would, in the

present instance, be sufficient for the purpose; for log 3-0701

= 0-48715, log 3-0702 = 0-48716. Towards the end of the

table, however, five places would scarcely be sufiicient ; for log

9-4910 = 0-97731 and log 9-4911 = 0-97731.

§ 12.] The great advantage of using in any calculation

logarithms instead of the actual luimbers is that we can, in

accordance with the rules of § 4, replace every multiplication by

an addition, every division by a subtraction, and every operation

of raising to a power or extracting a root by a multiplication or

division.

The following examples will illustrate some of the leading

cases. We suppose tliat the sUident has a table of the loga-

rithms of all numbers from 10000 to 100000, giving mantissas

to seven places.

Ex.iiiiplc 1.

Calculate the value of 1-6813 x -00132-^ -3692.

If A = 1-684-3 X -00132-^ -3692,

log A= log 1 -6843 + log -00132 - log -3692,
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log 1-6843 =: -2264194

log •00132= 3-1205739

3-3469933

log -3692 =1-5672617

log A = 3-7797316.

Hence A= -0060219.

Observe that the negative characteristics must be dealt with according to

algebraic rules.

E.xample 2.

To exti-act the cube root of -016S4:>.

Let A = (-016S43)i/^ then

logA=i log -016843,

= ^(2-2264194),

= ^(3 + 1-2264194),

= 1-4088065.

A= -25633.

Example 3.

Calculate the value of A = (368p/(439f '9.

Log A= J log 368 - S log 439.

I log 368 = -J(2-5658478) = 5-9869782

% log 439 = S(2 -6424645) = 1 '4 680358

log A = 4-5189424

A= 33033.
Example 4.

Find how many digits there are in A = (l-01)"^"''^

log A = 10000 log 1-0],

= 10000 X -0043214,

= 43-214.

Hence the number of digits in A is 44.

Example 5.

To solve the exponential equation 1-2^=1-1 by means of logarithms.

We have log 1 -2^= log 1 -1.

Therefore a; log 1 -2 = log 1 1

.

Hor..„ loRl'l -0413927Hence x=— — -
log 1-2 -0791812

Hence log.r=log -0413927 -log -0791812,

= 1-7183059.

Therefore .r= -52276.

Remark.—It is obvious that we can solve any such c(|uation as a^'-i"^-^= h,

where ^), q, a, h are all given. For, taking logarithms of both siiles, we have

(.»:- -jjx + q) log a = log h.

We can now obtain the value of .r by solving a quadratic equation.
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INTERPOLATION BY FIRST DIFFERENCES.

§ 13.] The method by which it is usual to find (or ^^Interpo-

late ") the value of the logarithm of a number which does not

happen to occur in the table is one which is applicable to any

function whose values have been tabulated for a series of equi-

different values of its independent variable (or " argument ").

The general subject of interpolation belongs to the calculus

of finite differences, but the special case Avhere first differences

alone are used can be explained in an elementary way by means

of graphical considerations.

We have already seen that the increment of an integral

function of o: of the 1st degree, ?/ = A.T + B say, is proportional

to the increment of its argument ; or, what comes to the same

thing, if we give to the argument x a series of equidifferent

values, a, a + h, a -\- 2h, a + 'ill, &c., the function y will assume a

series of equidifferent values Aft + B, Aa + B + A]i, Aa + B + 2Ah,

A« + B + 3Ah, &c.

If, therefore, we were to tabulate the values of Ax + B for a

series of equidifferent values of a:, the differences between suc-

cessive values of ij (" tabular differences ") would be constant, no

matter to how many places we calculated i/.

Conversely, a function of x which has this property, that the

differences between the successive values of ij corresponding to

equidifferent values of x are absolutely constant, must be an in-

tegral function of x of the 1st degree.

If, however, we take the difference, h, of the argument small

enough, and do not insist on accuracy in the value of y beyond

a certain significant figure, then, for a limited extent of the table

of any function, it will be found that the tabular differences arc

constant.

Eeferring, for example, to p. 520, it will be seen that the

difference of two consecutive logarithms is constant, and equal

to -OOOOUl, from log 306G0 up to log 30899, or that there is

merely an accidental difference of a unit in the last place ;
that

is to say, the difference remains constant for about 240 entries.
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A similar ]ihcnoiuenoii will be seen in the following extract

from Barlow's Tables, provided we do not go beyond the 7tli

sisrnificant figure :

—

Number. Cube Root. Diff.

2301 13-2019740 19122

2302 13-2038862 19117

2303 13-2057979 19111

2304 13-2077090 19105

2305 13-2096195

Let us now look at the matter graphicall3^ Let ACSDQB
be a portion of the graph of a function ?/

= /('); and let us

suppose that up to the wth significant figure the differences of y

are constant for equidifferent

values of a-, lying between

OE and OH. This means

that in calculating (up to the

Tith significant figure) values

of ij corresponding to values

of X between OE and OH we

may replace the graph by the

straight line AB. Thus, for

example, if x = OM, then

/(OM) = MQ ; and PM is the

value calculated by means of the straight line AB. Our state-

ment then is that PM - QM, that is PQ, is less than a unit in

the 11 significant place.

If this be so, then, a fortiori, it will be so if we replace a

portion of the gi'aph, say CD, lying between A and B by a

straight line joining C and D.

In other words, if up to the nth ])lace the increment of the func-

tion for equidifferent values of x he constant, between certain limits,

then, to that degree of accuracy at least, the increment of the function

mil be proportional to the increment of the argument for all values

within those limits.

§ 14.] Let us now state the conclusion of last article under
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an analytical form, all the limitations before mentioned as to

constancy of tabular (or first) difference being supposed fulfilled.

Let h be the difference of the arguments as they are entered

in the table, D the tabular difference f{a + h) -f{a), a + h' a value

of the argument, which does not occur in the table, but which

lies between the values a and a + h, which do occur, so that h'<h.

Then, by last paragraph,

f{a + h') -f{a) _ (a + h') - a

f{a + h) -/(«) (tt + h) - a

Hence
f{a-^h!)-f{a) J^ ^.^

Since in (1) f{a), D, //- are all known, it gives us a relation

between h' and f{a + h'). When, therefore, one or other of these

is given, we can calculate the other. We have in fact

/(., + /0=/(«) + |d (2),.

and a + h'^a +-'-^

iT^^^^^ ^ ^'

From (2) we find a value of the function corresponding to a

given intermediate value of the argument. From (3) we find an

intermediate value of the argument corresponding to a given

intermediate value of the function.

The equations (2) and (3) are sometimes called the PmIc of

Proportional Parts.

Example 1.

To find by means of first diirerences the value of ^(2303-45) as accurately

as Barlow's Table will allow.

I'ly the rule of proportional parts, we have

^y(2303 '45) = ^(2303 -00) + ^*h{ -00191),

= 13-20580+ -00086,

= 13-20666,

which will be found correct down to the last figure.

The only labour in the above calculation consists in working

out the fraction 45/100 of the tabular difference. In tables of
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logaritlims even this labour is spared the calculator ; tor under

each difference there is a small table of proportional parts, giving

the values of 1/10, 2/10, 3/10, 4/10, 5/10, 6/10, 7/10, 8/10,

9/10 of the difierence in question (see the last column on p. 520).

It will be observed that, if we strike the last figure off each of

the proportional parts (increasing the last of those left if the

one removed exceeds 5), we have a table of the various hun-

dredths, and so on. Hence we can use the table twice over (in

some cases it might be oftener), as in the following example :

—

Example 2.

Tofindlog30-8]345.

We may arrange the corresponding contributions as follows ;

—

30-81300 1-4887340

40 56

5 7

log 30 -81345:= 1-4887403
Examjjle 3.

To find the number whose logarithm is T -4871 763.

T-4871763

i-4871667 -3070200

96

85 60

11 8

antilog 1-4871763= -3070208

Here we set down under the given logarithm the next lowest in the table,

and opposite to it the corresponding number -30702.

Next, we write down -0000096, the difference of these two logarithms, and
look for the greatest number in the table of proportional parts which does not
exceed 96—this is 85. We set down 85, and op[)Osite to it the corresponding
figure 6.

Lastly, we subtract 85 from 90, the result being -0000011. We then
imagine a figure struck off every number in the table of proportional parts,

look for the remaining one which stands nearest to 11, and set down the
figure, namely 8, corresponding to it, as the last digit of the number we are

seeking.

ExEKCisEs XLin.

(1.) Find the characteristics of logi,.30983, logio.''A logioS-'', logio -00068.

(2.) Find the characteristics of logr,1067, logo -0138, logv/38, logv/sl/S-

(3.) Find logo 8 ^2.

(4.) Calculate log236-432 to two places of decimals.
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Calculate out the values of the following as accurately as your tables will

allow:—
(5.) 4163x7-835. (6.) -3068 x -0015^ -0579.

(7.) (5-0063745)5. (8.) ^(5-0063745).

(9.) (-01369)1-. (10.) (-001369)'.

(11.) {15(-318)Vl6}'^ (12.) {(1-035)7- 1}/{1 -035-1}.

(13.) The population of a country increases each year by -13 % of its

amount at the beginning of the year. By how much 7o will it have increased

altogether after 250 years ?

(14.) If the number of births and deaths per annum be 3-5 and 1-2
7,,

respectively of the population at the beginning of each year, after how many
years will the population be trebled ?

(15.) Calculate the value of ^(326-8+ 553-6).

(16.) Calculate the value of l + c + e2 + . . .
+ei'', where e = 2-71828.

(17.) Find a mean proportional between 3-17934 and 3-987636.

(18.) Insert three mean proportionals between 65-342 and 88-63.

(19.) The 1st and 13th terms of a geometric progression are 3 and 65

respectively : find the common ratio.

(20.) The 4th and 7th terms of a geometric progression are 31 and 52

respectively : find the 5th term.

(21.) How many terms of the series - + -7, + ^-^ + . . . must be taken in

order that its sum may differ from unit}' by less than a millionth ?

(22.) Given logio5= -69897, find the number of digits in {\/of^.

(23.) Given log 2673 = 3 -427, and log 3267 = 3-51415, find log 11.

(24.) Find the first four significant figures and the number of digits in

1.2.3.4. . . 20.

(25.) How many terms of 3S 3-, 3^, . . . must I take in order that the

product may just exceed 100000 1

(26.) Given log;t36 = 1-3678, find a;.

(27.) Given log;,6|:= 2, find x.

Solve the following equations :

—

(28.) 2P= 20. (29.) 2^15^= 5. (30.) 2^^ = 5x2\

(31.) 6^= by, 7^= 3?/. (32.) 3^-3-^=5.

(33.) 2'^+-*= 5,
4:2x= 2'!'+^. (34.) 32^5=*^-^= 7^-^ 11--^.

(35, )
{a + b)-^{a^ - 2a-b- + ¥y-^ = {a - b)"\

(36.) of+y-y*"^, 7/^+2'= a,-".

(37.) Find by means of a table of common logarithms log ^. 16. 345, where

cz=2-71828.

(38.) Show that a;=« ; and that .f= a

(39.) Show that

loga (log^N) _ log6(logjN) _ log^ V(logJO _ \ogb^J}ogj,a)

"s/ilogab) V(l0g6«) ~ VClogo^) \/(l0g6«)

(40.) Show that the logarithm of any number to base «" is a mean pro-

2

portional between its logarithms to the bases a and a" .
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(41.) If P, Q, R bo tlio ^/tli, qt\i, ?'tli terms of a geometric progression,

show that X{q - r) log P= 0.

(42.) If ABC be in harmonic progression, show that ]og(A + C)

+ log(A + C-2B) = 2log(A-C).

(43.) If a, b, c be in G.P., show that Z{log„(5/c)}-^= -:^>
[
logj(c'/a)}-J.

(44.) If a, b, c be in G.P., and logcos, logjc, log„& in A. P., then tlie

common difference of the latter is 3/2.

(45.) If a- + b^= c~, then logj+c« + logc_6« = 2logi+,.«]og,._jffi.

aa) Tf
a:(y + g - a-) _y{~ + x-y)_z{x + y-z) .-, _ ,

(47.) If a;2= logr„a;i, a'3= logj:ja?.2, Xi= ]ogx.,x.,, . . ., o-n = \ogx„_.,o;,-i, ^i =

logx^ja'n, then iCjXe. . . a'„=l.

Historical Xote. —The honour of devising the use of logarithms as a means of

abbreviating arithmetical calculations, and of publishing the first logarithmic

table, belongs to John Napier (1550-1617) of Merchiston (in Napier's day near,

in our day in, Edinburgh). This invention was not the result of a casual inspira-

tion, for we learn from Napier's Babdologia (1617), in which he describes three

other methods for facilitating arithmetical calculations, among them his calculat-

ing rods, which, under the name of " Nai:)ier's Bones," were for long nearly as

famous as his logarithms, that he had devoted a gi-eat part of his life to the con-

sideration of methods for increasing the power and diminishing the labour of

arithmetical calculation. Napier published his invention in a treatise entitled
" Mirifici Logarithniorum Canonis Descriptio, ejusque nsus, in utraque Trigo-

nometria ut etiam in omni Logistica Alathematica, Amjilissimi, facillimi, et

expeditissimi explicatio. Authore ac luventore loanne Nepero, Barone Merchis-

tonii, &c., Scoto, Edinburgi (1614)." In this work he explains the use of

logarithms ; and gives a table of logarithmic sines to 7 figures for every minute
of the quadrant. In the Canon Mirijicus the base used was neither 10 nor what
is now called Napier's base (see the chajiter on logarithmic series in the second

part of this work). Napier himself appears to have been aware of the advantages

of 10 as a base, and to have projected the calculation of tables on the improved
plan ; but his inlirm ln!alth prevented him from carrying out this idea ; and his

<leath three years after the publication of the Canon Mirijicus prevented him from
even publishing a description of his methods for calculating logarithms. This
work, entitled Mirifici Lnga/rithmonim Canonis Constructio, &c. , was edited by
one of Napier's sons, assisted by Henry Briggs.

To Henry Briggs (1556-1630), Professor of Geometry at Gresham College, and
afterwards Savilian Professor at Oxford, belongs the place of honour next to

Napier in the development of logarithms. He recoginsed at once the merit and
seized the spirit of Napier's invention. The idea of the superior advantages
of a decimal base occurred to him independently ; and he visited Napier in

Scotland in order to consult with him regarding a scheme for the calculation

of a logarithnuc table of ordinary nundaers on the improved plan. Finding
Napier in possession of the same i<lea in a slightly better form, he adopted his

sugge.stions, and the result of the visit was that Briggs undertook the work which
Napier's declining health had interrupted. Briggs published the first thousand
of his logarithms in 1617 ; and, in his Arithmetica Lof/arithviira, gave to 14
places of decimals the logarithms of all integers from 1 to 20,000, and from
90,000 to 100,000. In the preface to the last-mentioned work he explains tlie

methods used for calculating the logarithms themselves, and the rules for using

them in arithmetical calculation.

VOL. I 2 K
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Wliile Briggs was engaged in filling np the gap left in his table, the work of

calculating logarithms was taken up in Holland by Adrian Vlacq, a bookseller of

Gouda. He calculated the 70,000 logaritliins which were wanting in Briggs'

Table ; and jmblished, in 1628, a table containing the logarithms to 10 places of

decimals of all numbers from 1 to 100,000. The work of Briggs and Vlacq has

been the basis of all the tables published since tlieir day (with the exceiition of

the tables of Sang, 1871); so that it forms for its authors a monument both

lasting and gi-eat.

In order fully to appreciate the brilliancy of Napier's invention and the merit

of the work of Briggs and Vlacq, the reader must bear in mind that even the

exijonential notation and the idea of an exiMnential function, not to sjieak of the

inverse exponential function, did not form a i^art of the stock-in-trade of mathe-

maticians till long afterwards. The fundamental idea of the correspondence of

two series of numbers, one in arithmetic, the other in geometric progi'ession, which

is so easily represented by means of indices, was explained by Napier through

the conception of two points moving on separate straight lines, the one with

uniform, the other with accelerated velocity. If the reader, with all his acquired

modern knowledge of the results to be arrived at, will attempt to obtain for him-

.self in this way a demonstration of the fundamental rules of logarithmic calcula-

tion, he will rise from the exercise with an adequate conception of the penetrating

genius of the inventor of logarithms.

For the full details of this interesting part of mathematical history, and

in particular for a statement of the claims of Jost Biirgi, a Swiss contemporary

of Napier's, to credit as an independent inventor of logarithms, we refer the

.student to the admirable articles "Logarithms" and "Na])ier," by J. W. L. Glaisher,

ill the Encyclopsedin Britannica (9th ed.). An English translation of the

Constrvdio, with %'aluable bibliogi-aphical notes, has been published by Mr. W.

R. Macdonald, F.F.A. (Ediub. 1889).



CHAPTER XXII.

Theory of Interest and Annuities Certain.

§ 1.] Since the mathematical theory of interest and annuities

affords the best iUusti'ation of tlie principles we have been dis-

cussing in the last two chapters, we devote the present chapter

to a few of tlie more elementary propositions of this imjiortant

practical suliject. What we shall give will be sufficient to enable

the reader to form a general idea of the principles involved.

Those whose business I'equires a detailed knowledge of the

matter must consult special text-books, such as the Text-Book of

the Institute of Actuaries, Part I., by Sutton.'''

SIIMI'LE AND COMPOUND INTEREST.

§ 2.] When a sum of money is lent for a time, the l)orrower

pa3's to the lender a certain sum for the use of it. The sum

lent is spoken of as the capital or irrincipal ; the payment for

the privilege of using it as interest. There are various ways of

arranging such a transaction ; one of the commonest is that the

borrower repays after a certain time the capital lent, and pays

also at regular intervals during the time a stated sum by way of

interest. This is called paying simple interest on the borrowed

capital. The amount to be paid by way of interest is usually

stated as so much per cent per annum. Thus 5 per cent (5 %)
per annum means £o to be paid on every £100 of capital, for

* Full references to the various sources of information will be found in

the article " Aiiiinitips " (by Sprairue), Encyclopxdia Britannica, 9th t-ditiuii,

vol. ii.
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every year that the capital is lent. In the case of simple

interest, the interest payable is sometimes reckoned strictly in

propoi'tion to the time ; that is to say, allowance is made not

only for whole years or other periods, but also for fractions

of a period. Sometimes interest is allowed only for integral

mnltiples of a period mutually agreed on. We shall suppose

that the former is the understanding. If then r denote the

interest on £1 for one year, that is to say, one-hundredtli of

the named rate per cent, n the time reckoned in years and

fractions of a year, P the principal, I the whole interest paid, A
the amount, that is, the sum of the principal and interest, both

reckoned in pounds, we have

I = ?wP (1); A = I + P = P(1 +?«•) (2).

These formulae enable us to solve all the ordinary problems of

simple interest.

If any three of the four I, n, r, P, or of the four A, n, r, P,

be given, (1) or (2) ena])les us to find the fourth.

Of the various problems that thus arise, that of finding P
when A, n, r are given is the most interesting. We suppose

that a sum of money A is due n years hence, and it is required

to find what sum paid down at once would be an eipiitable

equivalent for this debt. If simple interest is allowed, the

answer is, such a sum P as would at simple interest amount in n

years to A. In this case P = A/(1 + Hr) is called the |>rc5e«/

value of A, and the difference A-P = A{1-1/(1 + nr)]

- knrj{\ + nr) is called the disrount. Discount is tlierefore the

deduction allowed for immediate payment of a sum due at some

future time. The discount is less thnn the simple interest

(namely Anr) on the sum for the jjeriod in question. When n

is not large, this difference is slight.

Kxuiiiple.

Find the difTerence between the interest and the discount on £1.525

due nine montlis hence, reckoning simple interest nt 3i °/^. The diflorenco

in (|uestion is given Ijy

A /( /• - A /t/-/( 1 + » '/) = A n-i"/{ 1 + nr).
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111 the present case A =1525, ?i= 9;ri2 = 3/4, r-3-5/100= '035. Hence

Ditference = 1525 x ( •02C25)2-^(l -02625),

--£1 :0:5i.

§ 3.] In last paragraph "we supposed that the Ijorrower paid

up the interest at the end of each period as it became due. In

many cases that occur in practice this is not done ; but, instead,

the borrower pays at the end of the whole time for which the

money was lent a single sum to cover both principal and

interest. In this case, since the lender loses for a time the use

of the sums accruing as interest, it is clearly equitable that the

borrower should pay interest on the interest ; in other words,

that the interest should be added to the principal as it becomes

due. In this case the principal or interest-bearing capital

periodically increases, and the boirower is said to jiay compound

interest. It is im})ortant to attend carefully here to the under-

standing as to the period at which the interest is supposed to

become due, or, as it is put technically, to be convertible (into

principal) ; for it is clear that £100 will mount up more rapidly

at 5 % compound interest convertible half-yearly than it will at

5 % comjiound interest payable annually. In one year, for in-

stance, the amount on the latter hyj^othesis will be £105, on the

former £105 plus the interest on £2 : 10s. for a half-year, that

is, £105 : 1 :3.

In what folloA\'s we shall suppose that no interest is allowed

for fractions of the interval (eoufenfion-jMriod) between the

terms at which the interest is convertible, and we shall take the

conversion-period as unit of time. Let P denote the principal, A
the accumulated value of P, that is, the principal together with

the compound interest, in ?i periods ; ?• the interest on £1 for

one period ; 1 -f 7- = R the amount of £1 at the end of one period.

At the end of the first period P Avill have accumidated to

P + Vr, that is, to PE. The interest-bearing capital or principal

during the second period is PR ; and this at the end of the

second period will have accumulated to PR -f PRr, that is, to

PRl The principal during the third period is PR', and the

amount at the end of that period PR'^, and so on. In short, the
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ammmt increases in a geometrical progression ivltose common ratio is

R ; a7id at the end of n periods ive shall have

A = PR'^ (1).

By means of this equation avc can solve all the ordinary

problems of compound interest ; for it enables us, when any three

of the four quantities A, P, II, n are given, to determine the

fourth. In most cases the calculation is greatly facilitated l)y

the use of logarithms. See the examples worked below.

Cor. 1. 7/" I denote the tvhole compound interest on P daring the

n p)eriods, we have

I = A-P = P(R'^-1) (2).

Cor. 2. If V denote the present value of a sum A due n periods

hence, compound interest being allowed, then, since P must in n p)eriods

amount to A, we have

A = PR",

so that P - A/R" (3).

The discount on the present understanding is therefore

A(l - 1/R") (4).

Example 1.

Find the amount in two years of £2350 : 5 : 9 at 3i % compouml interest,

convertible quarterlj'.

Here P= 2350-2875, 9i= 8, r= 3 -.5/400= -00875, R=1-00S75.

log A = log P + 51 log R,

logP= 3-37n210

n loj;; R* = -0302684

3-4013S94

A = £2519-936=£2519 : 18 :8.

Example 2.

How long will it take £186 : 14 : 9 to amount to £216 : 9 : 7 at 6 % com-

pound interest, convertible half-yearly.

* When 01 is very large, the seven figures given in ordinary tallies hardly

afford the necessary accuracy in the product ii log R. To remedy this defect,

supplementary tables are usually given, which enable tlie computer to find

very readily to 9 or 10 places the logarithms of numbers (such as R) wliieli

differ little from unity.
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Hero P= 186-7375, A = 216-4792, R = l-03.

n= (logA-lo,!,'r)/logR

•0641847 = 5-00
•0128372

Hence the required time is five half-years, that is, 2^ years.

Example 3.

To find the present viiUie of £1000 due 50 years hence, allowing compound

interest at 4 7o> convertible half-yearly.

HereA^lOOO, Ji=:100, R= 1^02. We have P= A/R".

log P= log 1000 -100 log 1^02,

= 3-100x -0086002,

= 2^1399800.

r= £138^032 = £13S : : 8.

§ 4.] In reckoning compound interest it is very usual in

practice to reckon by the year instead of by the conversion-

period, as we have done above, the reason being that different

rates of interest are thus more readily comparable. It must be

noticed, however, that when this is done the rate of interest to

be used must not be the nominal rate at which the interest due

at each period is reckoned, but such a rate (commonly called the

effective rate) as would, if convertible annually, be equivalent to

the nominal rate convertible as given.

Let ?•,(, denote the effective rate of interest per pound which

is equivalent to the nominal rate /• convertible every l/7ith part

of a year ; then, since the amount of £1 in one year at the two

rates must ])e the same, we have

(1-f r)»=l+r„,

that is, ,,^^^(1 +,.)"_! (1),

and r^{l+r„y'"-l (2).

'The equations (1) aiid (2) enable us to deduce the effective rate

from the nominal rate, and vice versa.

Example.

The nominal rate of interest is 5 %' convertible monthly, to find the

effective rate.

Here r= -05/12= -004166.

Hence no= (l-004166)i-- 1,

= 1-05114-1,

r-io= -05114.

Hence the effective rate is 5^114 7a-
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ANNUITIES CERTAIN.

§ 5.] When a person lias the right to receive every year a

certain sum of money, say £A, he is said to possess an anrmity

of £A. This right may continue for a fixed number of years and

then lapse, or it may be vested in the individual and his heirs

for ever ; in the former case the annuity is said to be tenninahle,

in the latter perpetual. A good example of a terminable annuity

is the not uncommon arrangement in lending money where B
lends C a certain sum, and C repays by a certain number of

equal annual instalments, which are so adjusted as to cover both

principal and interest. The simplest example of a perpetual

annuity is the case of a freehold estate which brings its owner a

fixed income of £A per annum.

Although in valuing annuities it is usual to speak of the

whole sum which is paid yearly, yet, as a matter of practice, the

jiayment may be by half-yearly, quarterly, &c. instalments ; and

this must be attended to in annuity calculations. Just as in

compound interest, the simplest plan is to take the interval

between two consecutive payments, or the conversionqieriod, as

the unit of time, and adjust the rate of interest accordingly.

In many cases an annuity lasts only during the life of a cer-

tain named individual, called the nominee, who may or may not

be the annuitant. In this and in similar cases an estimate of

the probable duration of human life enters into the calcidations,

and the annuity is said to be contingent. In the second part of

this work we shall discuss this kind of annuities. For the

present we confine ourselves to cases Avhere the annual })ayment

is certainlij due either for a definite succession of years or in

per]>etuity.

§ C] One very connnonly occurring annuity problem is to

jlibd the accunmluied value of a furbokne annuitt/. An annuitant

B, who had the right to receive n successive payments at n suc-

cessive equidistant terms, has for some leason or other not

received these payments. Tiie (piestion is, AVhat sum should he

receive in compensation 1
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To make the question general, let us suppose that the last of

the n instalments was clue m periods ago.

It is clear that the whole accumulated value of the annuity

is the sum of the accumulated values of the n instalments,

and that compound interest must in equity be allowed on each

instalment.

Now the ntli instalment, due for m periods, amounts to Ali'",

the n - 1th to AR"*+\ the n - 2th to AR'"+2, and so on. Hence,

if V denote the whole accumulated value, we have

V = All'« + AR'»+i + . . . +AR'«+«-i (1).

Summing the geometric series, we have

V = AR"'(R"-1)/(R-1) (2).

Cor. If the last instalment be only just due, m = 0, and the

accumulated value of the forhorne annuity is given hij

V = A(R"-1)/(R-1) (3).

Example.

A farmer's rent is £156 per annum, payable half-yearly. lie was unable

to pay for five successive years, the last half-year's rent havinj:; been due three

years ago. Find how much he owes his landlord, alloAving compound interest

at 3
%.""

HereA = 7S, R=l-01.5, 7/2 = 6, n=\<d.

V= 78 X 1 •015«(1 -015" - 1 )/-015.

10 log 1-015 =-0646600,

1-01510 = 1-16054.

V = 78x 1-015" X •16054/-015.

log 78 =1-8920946

6 log 1-015 =_ -0387960

log -16054 = 1-2055833

1-1364739

log -015 =2-1760913

logV =2-9603826

V= £912-814=£912:16:3.

§ 7.] Another fundamental problem is to calculate the jnirchase

jjrice of a given annuity. Let us suppose that B wishes, by paying

down at once a sum £P, to acquire for himself and his heirs the

right of receiving n periodic payments of £A each, the first pay-

ment to be made m. periods hence. We have to find P.

r is obviously the sum of the j)resent values of the n \ya\-
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ments. Now the first of tliese is due m years hence ; its present

value is therefore A/I\,"^ The second is due in + 1 years hence
;

A's present value is therefore A/R"^+^, and so on. Hence

V =— ^^ A

Hence

-n^(R"-i)/(R-i) (2)-

Cor. 1. The ratio of the purchase price of an annuity to tlie

annual payment is often spoken of as the number of years' purchase

which the annuity is worth. If the "period " understood in the

above investirjation he a year, and p he the number of years' purchase,

then we have from (2)

p = {IV' - l)/R'»+"-i(li - 1) (3).

If the p>eriod be 1/qth of a year, since the annual p)ayment is then

(/A, ice have

p = (R" - 1 )/r/R"'+" -
i(li - 1

)

(l).

Cor. 2. If the annuity be not '^leferred," as it is called, hut

begin to run at once, that is to say, if the first ptayment be due one

period hence,* then m=\, and we have

P = A(K'^-1)/R"(R-1),

= A(l-R-)/(K-l) (5).

Also

^9 = (R"-1)/R"(R-1),

= (l-R-")/(R-l) (6);

or ^) = (1 -R-'^)/rXR- 1) (7),

accm'ding as the pteriod of conversion is a year or the ijth part of a, year.

Cor. 3. To obtain the present value of a deferred 2)er2}etual

annuity, or, as it is often put, the present value of the reversion of a

perpettial annuity, loc have merely to make n infinitely great in the

equation (2). TFe thns obtain

* This is the usual uipauing of " hcginning to run at once." In some

cases tlie fir.st payment Ls made at oiiue. In tliat case, of course, m= 0.
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= A/R'"-i(U-l) (8).

Hence, for the numher of I/airs' purchase, tve have

p=l/R"^-i(R-l) (9),

or p=l/riR— \ii-l) (10),

accwding as ih,e period of conversion is a year or 1/qfh (f a year.

Cor. 4. When the xierpriiud annuity begins to run at once the

fonnukc (8), (9), (10) hccome very simple. Putting m= 1 we Jiave

P = A/(H-1),

==A/(l+r-l),

= A/r (11).

For the number of years purchase

p=l/r (!-');

or p= 'ijqr (l-"!),

accoi'ding as the iieriod of conversion is a year or l/qth of a year.

If the period be a year, remembering that, if s be the rate

per cent of interest allowed, then r^s/lOO, we see that

j^=100/s (14).

Hence the following very simple rule for the value of a perpetual

annuity. To find the number of years' piurchase, divide 100 by the

rate per cent of interest corresponding to the kind of investment in

question. This rule is much used l)y practical men. The following

table will illustrate its application :

—

Rate % . . . 3 3|

i

4 41 1 5

1

51 6

No. of years' purchase . 33 28 25 22 20 18 17

Exaii\jilc.

A sum of £30,000 is borrowed, to be repaid in 30 cipial j^early instahnents

which are to cover both principal and interest. To find the yearly payment,

allowing compound interest at 4i %.

Let A be the annual payment, then £30,000 is the present value of an
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annuity of £A payable yearly, the annuity to begin at once and run for 30
years. Hence, by (5) above,

30,000 = A(1 - 1 •045-30)/ -045,

A = 1350/(1 -1-045-30),

-30 log 1-045 = 1-4265110,

1-045-30= -267000.

A = 1350/-733,

= £1841 :14 :11.

§ 8.] It would be easy, by assuming the periodic instalments

or the periods of an annuity to vary according to given laws, to

complicate the details of annuity calculations very seriously

;

but, as we should in this Avay illustrate no general principle of

any importance, it will be sufficient to refer the student to one

or two instances of this kind given among the examples at the

end of this chapter.

It only remains to mention that in practice the calculation

of interest and annuities is much facilitated by the use of tables

(such as those of Turnbull, for example), in which the values of the

functions (1 + r)'\ (1 + r)-'\ {(1 + r)'^ - 1}//-, {1 ^ (I + r)-«}/r,

r/{l -(1 +r)""}, &c., are tabulated for various values of lOOr

and n. For further information on this subject see the Text-Booh

of the Institute of Actuaries, Part I., p. 151.

Exercises XLIV.

(1.) Tlic difference between the true discount and tlie interest on £40,400
for a period a; is £4, simple interest being allowed at 4 7o '> l^^d •''-

(2.) Find the present value of £15,000 due 50 years hence, allowing 4^ 7o
compound interest, convertible yearly.

(3.) Find the amount of £150 at the end of 14 years, allowing 3 7o t'oni-

pound interest, convertible half-yearly, and deducting 6d. per £ for income-

tax.

(4.) How long will it take for a sum to double itself at G 7o compound
interest, couvertible annually ?

(5.) How long will it take for one penny to amount to £1000 at 5 7o com-

pound interest, convertible annually ?

(6.) On a salary of £100, M'hat difference does it make whether it is jjaid

quarterly or monthly ? Work out the result both for simple and for compound
interest at the rate of 4-2 °/^.

(7.) A sum £A is laid out at 10 7o compound interest, convertible annually,

and a sum £2A at 5 7o compound interest, convertible half-yearly. After

how many years will the amounts be equal ?
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(8.) Show that the diirereiice between bankers' discount and true discount,

sinipk' interest being supposed, is

An"r"{l-nr + n^r'^-n^r' +. . . adoo}.

(9.) If r1> 5/100, w > 10, find an ujiper limit for tlie error in taking

100(1 + nCiT+ nC-yr"^ -{-
nC^r^) as the amount of £100 in 7i years at lOOr % com-

pound interest, convertible annually.

(10.) If £lc and £1^ denote the whole compound and the whole simple

interest on £P for n years at lOOr %! convertible annually, show that

I,-I^.= P(„C,r2 + „C3r^+ . . . + r").

(11.) A man owes £P, on which he pays lOOr 7o annually, the principal

to be paid up after n years. What sum must he invest, at 100/ °/^, so as to be

just able to pay the interest annually, and the principal £P when it falls due ?

(12.) B has a debenture bond of £500 on a railway. When the bond has

still five years to run, the company lower the intei'est from 5 %, which was

the rate agreed upon, to 4 7c) ^J"U i'l compensation, increase the amount of

B's bond by x 7o- Find .r, supposing that B can always invest his interest

at 5 7„.

(13.) A person owes £20,122 payable 12 years hence, and offers £10,000

down to liquidate the debt. What rate of compound interest, convertible

annually, does he demand ?

(14.) A testator directed that liis triistees, in arranging his aflairs, should

set apart such sums for each of his three sons that each might receive the

same amount when he came of age. When he died his estate was worth

£150,000, and the ages of his sons were 8, 12, and 17 respectively. Find

what sum was set apart for each, reckoning 4 7o compound interest for

accumulations.

(15.) B owes to C the sums Ai, Ao, . . ., A.^ at dates ?ii, v-2, . . ., i(r

years hence. Find at what date B may equitably discharge his debt to C
by paying all the sums together, supposing that they all bear the same rate

of interest ; and

1st. Allowing interest and interest in lieu of discount where discount is due.

2nd. Allowing compound interest, and true discount at compound interest.

(16.) Required the accumulated value at the end of 15 years of an annuity

of £50, payable in quarterly instalments. Allow compound interest at 5 7c,-

(17.) A loan of £100 is to be paid off in 10 equal monthly instalments.

Find the monthly payment, reckoning compound interest at 6 °/^.

(18.) I borrow £1000, and repay £10 at the end of every month for 10

years. Find an equation for the rate of interest I pay. What kind of

interest table would help you in practically solving such a question as this ?

(19.) The reversion after 2 years of a freehold worth £168 : 2s. a year is to

be sold : find its present value, allowing interest at 2 °/^, convertible annually.

(20.) Find the jiresent value of a freehold of £365 a year, reckoning com-

pound interest at 3;^ °/^, convertible half-yearly, and deducting Cd. per £ of

income-tax.

(21.) If a perpetual annuity be worth 25 yeai's' purchase, what annuity to
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continue for 3 years can be bought for £5000 so as to bring the same rate of

interest ?

(22.) If 20 years' purchase be paid for an annuity to continue for a certain

number of years, and 24 years' purchase for one to continue twice as long, find

the rate of interest (convertible annually).

(23.) Two proprietors have equal shares in an estate of £500 a year. One
buys the other out by assigning him a terminable annuity to last for 20 years.

Find the annuity, reckoning 3j % compound interest, convertible annually.

(24.) The reversion of an estate of £150 a year is sold for £2000. How
long ought the entry to be deferred if the rate of interest on the investment

is to be 4f 7o) convertible annually ?

(25.) If a lease of 19 years at a nominal rent be purchased for £1000, what

ought the real rent to be in order that the purchaser may get 4 °/^ on his

investment (interest convertible half-yearly) ?

(26.) B and C have equal interests in an annuity of £A for 2n years (pay-

able annually). They agree to take the payments alternately, B taking the

first. "What ought B to pay to C for the privilege he thus receives ?

(27. ) A farmer bought a lease for 20 years of his farm at a rent of £50,

[layable half-yearly. After 10 years had run he determined to buy the free-

hold of the farm. "What ought he to pay the landlord if the full rent of the

farm be £100 payable half-yearly, and 3 % ^'^ the rate of interest on invest-

ments in land ?

(28.) What annuity beginning n years hence and lasting for n years is

equivalent to an annuity of £A, beginning now and lasting for n years ?

(29.) A testator left £100,000 to be .shared equally between two institu-

tions B and C ; B to enjoy the interest for a certain number of years, C to

have the reversion. How many years ought B to receive the interest if the

rate be 3^ 7o) convertible annually ?

(30.) If a man live vi years, for how many years must he pay an annuity

of £A in order that he may receive an annuity of the same amount for the

rest of his life ? Show that, if the annuity to l)e acquired is to continue for

ever, then the number of years is that in wliich a sum of money would double

itself at the supposed rate of interest.

(31.) A gentleman's estate was subject to an annual burden of £100. His

expenses in any year varied as the number of years he had lived, and his

income as the square of that number. In his 21st 3^ear lie spent £10,458,

and his income, before deducting the annual burden, was £4410. Show that

he ran in debt every year till he was 50.

(32.) A feu is sold for £1500, with a feu-duty of £18 payable annually,

and a casualty of £100 payable every 50 years. What would have been the

price of the feu if it had been bought outright ? Keckon interest at 4^ 7o-

(33.) Find the accumulation and also the present value of an annuity

when the annual payments increase in A.P.

(34.) Solve the same problem when the increase is in G.P.

(35.) Tlic rental of an estate is £mk to begin with ; but at the end of

every q years the rental is diminished by £A, owing to the incidence of fresh

taxation. Find tbi^ present value of tlie estate.
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ON THE GENERAL SOLUTION OF CUBIC AND BIQUAD-

RATIC EQUATIONS ; AND ON THE CASES WHERE
SUCH EQUATIONS CAN BE SOLVED BY MEANS OF
QUADRATIC EQUATIONS.

§ I.] Since cubic and biquadratic equations are of frequent

occurrence in elementary mathematics, and many interesting

geometric problems can be made to depend on their solution, a

brief account of their leading properties may be useful to readers

of this book. Incidentally, we shall meet with some principles

of importance in the General Theory of Equations.

COMMENSURABLE ROOTS AND REDUCIBILITY.

§ 2.] We shall suppose in all that follows that the coefficients

Po • ••, Pn of 3,ny equation,

2)oX''+2K-c''-' + . . .+Pu = (1),

are all real commensurable numbers. If, as in chap, xv., § 21,

we put :i: = ^//ii, we derive from (1) the equivalent equation

1\,$"' +pM" -
1 + . . .+Pn- .w"

"
^^ + Pnm'" = (2),

each of whose roots is m times a corresponding root of (1). If

we then choose m so that 'iiipi/p„, . . ., in''^~^Pn-il}hi i'i^'"pn/Pti ^''6

all integral—for example, by taking for m the L.C.M. of the de-

nominators of the fractions |>,//>o, . . ., Pn-ilPo, Pn/Po
— '^^"g shall

reduce (2) to the form

^'> + q,^-^ + . . .+q,, = (3),

in whirh all the coefficients are positive or negative integers, and the
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coefficients of the highest term unity. We may call this the Special

Integral Form.

% 3.] If, as in chap, xv., § 22, we jiut ;t = ^ + a, we transform
the equation (1) into

^^op + 2,r-' + - • . + '/«-0,

where q^ = np^a + j?^. Hence, if we take a^ - Pi/np^, the trans-

formed equation becomes

Poi" + q
.$"-"' +

- . + qn = (4),

Avherein q'„, . . ., q'^ have now determinate values. It follows

that

B// a 2^1'oper linear transformation, we can ahoays deprive an
equation of the nth degree of its highest term hut one.

We can, of course, combine the transformations of §§ 2, 3,

and reduce an equation to a special integral form wanting the

highest term but one.

^ i.] If an equation of the sp)ecial integral form has commensurable

roots, these roots must be integral, and can only he exact divisors of
its absolute term. For, suppose that the equation (3) has the

fractional commensurable root afh, where a may be supposed to

be prime to b. Then we have the identity

(afl>)» + q,{afby^-' + . . . + q,=0,
whence

a''/b= - q,a'^-'^ - qji''-% - ... - (/Jv»-i,

which is impossiljle, since the left-hand side is a fraction and the

right-hand side an integer.

Also, if ./: = a be any integral root, we must have

qnja= - a« -
1 -(/,««- 2 -

. . .-q,^_ ,.

Hence, since the right-hand side is obviously an integral number,
a must be an exact divisor of q.,^.

The commensvrahle roots of an equation, if any exist, can therefore

always be found by a limited number of arithmetical operations.

We have merely to reduce the equation to an equivalent

special integral form, and substitute the divisors of its absolute

term one after the other in the characteristic. The number of

trials may in most cases ])C reduced by obtaining upper and
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lower limits for the roots by meuns of the theorem of chap, xii.,

§ 21, by graphical methods, or otherwise.

Example. ck^- 10a;- + Sice -30 = 0. This equation is already in the

special integral form. Hence the only possible commensurable roots are

±1, ±2, ±3, +5, ±6, ±10, ±15, ±30. It is obvious that the

equation has no negative roots ; and, since x{x" + 21) = l0{x^ + 3), it is

useless to try a;= 10 or any larger number. Of the remaining possible

numbers, +1, +2, +3, +5, it is immediately found that +2, +3, and +5
are roots.

§ ,5.] An equation is said to be reducible when it has a root or

roots in common with an equation of lower degree (having of

course commensurable coefficients) ; irreducible if it has no root in

common with any equation of lower degree.

If an equation f{x) = have roots in common wdth an

equation of lower degree <fi(x) = 0, then the product of the linear

factors coiTesponding to all such common roots, say g(x), is the

G.C.M. of the characteristics /(.'/) and <j){x), which can be deduced

from these functions by purely rational operations. It follows

that /(ic) = ;7{a;)/i(a;), where g{a^ and h{x) are integral functions of

X having commensurable coefficients. The roots of f{x) — are

therefore the aggregate of the roots of the two equations g{x) = 0,

lf(x) - 0, each of lower degree than the original equation. Each

of these new equations may be reducible or irreducible ; but it

is obvious that at last we must arrive at a series of irreducible

equations the aggregate of whose roots are the roots of /(a-) = ;

and the characteristics of these equations are the irreducible

factors of f{x), irreducible in the sense that they cannot be

decomposed into integral factors of lower degree having com-

mensurable coefficients.

§ 6.] The following theorem, often appealed to in the theory

of equations, is an immediate consequence of the notion of irre-

ducibility explained in the last paragraph.

If an irreducible eqtiatio7i A Jiavc a root in common with an

equation B (reducible or irreducible), then ever// root of A is a root

of B.

For, if only some of the roots of A were roots of B, then a

common commensurable factor of the characteristics of A and B
could be found of less degree than A itself ; and A would not

be irreducible.

§ 7.] IVhen an equation is reducible it can be reduced by a finite

number of arithmetical operations.

VOL. T - N
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Consider the equation

/(;r) = .r'^+|),x«-i + . . .+])n = Q (5),

whose roots are aj, aj, . . . a^^.

If (5) be reducible, then fix) must have a commensurable factor

of the 1st, or 2nd, . . ., or /th degree, where (/) is the greatest

integer in nj2.

li.f{x) has a commensurable factor of the 1st degree, (5) has

a commensurable root, which can be found as explained in § 4.

If _/'(.'•) has a commensiu'able factor of the sth degree, let

tti, a., . . ., a, be the corresponding roots ; and let

(.r-a,)(r-a,) . . . (x - as)= x'^ -q.x''^ + . . . ± q, (6),

where q^ - l'a„ q., = l\x,a„ . . ., q^ = a,a2 . . . a^,

1 1

are by hypothesis all commensurable. If we form the equations

n s II s iL

U{x - ::;a,) = 0, U(x - 2a,a,) = 0, . . . ri(y; - a,a, ... a,) = (7),1111 1

the roots of which are respectively all the different values of

Z/rt,, _a,a..

obtained by taking every possible selection of s of the roots of

(5), then the coefficients of these equations are sj^mmetric

functions of the roots of (5), therefore rational functions of the co-

efficients of (5), and therefore commensurable. But q^, q^, . . ., qg

are obviously roots of the respective equations (7), and, being

commensurable, can be found by a finite number of trials.

In })()int of fact, it is in general sufficient to determine q as

a commensurable root of the first of (7), and then determine the
71 S - 1

function (G) as the CI.C.M. of /(.r) and n(r - y, + la,). The proof,
1 1

and the discussion of possible exceptions, may be left to the

reader.

EQUATIONS SOLUBLE BY MEANS OF SQUARE ROOTS.

§ 8.] Keference to the theory of irrational operations laid

down in chap. x. will show that any function which is constructed

by means of a finite number of the operations + ,
-

, x , -f- , V
may without loss of generality be supposed to be constructed

as follows :

—
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Starting with the series of rational numbers, wc construct a

number of quadratic irrationals, say >Ja^, Ja^, . . . Any
rational functions of these may be reduced to linear forms, such

as A + Bv/a, + . . . + CJa^^/a^ + . . ., which we may describe

as quadratic irrationals of the first order. We suppose that \/«„

s/a^, . . . are independent, in the sense that there is no linear

relation, such as P + Q\/a, + . . . + Hs/a^^/a.^ + . . . = 0, con-

necting them ; for, if there were any such relation, we could use

it to get rid of \/ai by expressing it as a linear function of

x/Oa . . ., and thus reduce the number of independent square

roots.

Next consider Jb^, ^/b„, . . ., where h^, b,, . . . are quadratic

irrationals of the first order reduced as above. Then take

rational functions of these, and reduce them to linear forms con-

taining only independent square roots as before. These we may
call quadratic irrationals of the second order.

Proceeding in this way, we can build up quadratic irrational

functions of any order ; and it is obvious that everi/ function which

is constructed by .means of a fmite muabcr of the ojpercdlons +, -,
X

, -^ , v'' is a quadratic irrational of a finite order in the above scale.

For example, 3 -t- ,s/2 + 2 ^/2 ^/3, ^/{ J2 + ^3) + s/{sj2- ^3), ^^2 -^ V{3 +

^/(v^2-^- V3)[- are quadratic irrationals of the first, second, and third orders

respectively.

Def. If we give every possible arrangement of signs to the

square roots in a quadratic irrational function which contains j^

square roots, we get 2^' values, wliich are said to be conjugate to

one another. It should be noticed that the conjugates may
not be all different; e.g., \/( \/2 + VS) + \/{ >J2 - Jo) and

\/( v/2 - v/3) + \/( v'^ + \/3) are conjugate with respect to

\/3, but they are not distinct.

§ 9.] If any quadratic irrational ;r„ containing ]) square roots, is

a root of an irreducible equation /(x) = 0, theji all its conjugates,

^2j • • •) '^V' (/^ ~ -^^) ^''^ ^^^'^ *'^^^^ ^/ ^^^ s«'/»c equation.

For, if we substitute ;)•, in the equation, we shall in the first

place get an identity the left-hand side of which will be a linear

quadratic irrational function of say the kth. order. Since our

square roots are independent, such a relation cannot exist unless

each terra is zero independently. We are thus led to a series of

identities involving quadratic irrational functions of order ^- 1,

or lower. Applying the same reasoning again and again, wc are
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at last led to a series of identities in which there are no square

roots at all. These must hold whatever the signs of the square

roots originally involved may have been. Hence, if Xj nullify

f{x), so must also x^, . . ., x^.

It is easy to see, by reasoning similar to that employed in

chap. X., § 16, that the function

xl^{;x) = {x - x,){k - X.) . . . {x-x;)

is an integral function of degree /x = 2^ in x, whose coefficients

are commensurable.

If x^, . . ., x^ are all unequal, then, since these are all roots

of f{x) = 0, xp{x) and f(x) can only differ by a constant factor.

Therefore the degree of f(x) is 2'J'.

If x^, . . ., x^ are not all unequal, then each of them must

be repeated the same number of times ; otherwise, by dividing

\p{x) by a proper power of f{x) we should obtain the characteristic

function of an equation which has some but not all of the roots

of /(;?•) =: 0, which, by § 6, is imj^ossible, since f{x) = is irre-

ducible. It follows that the degree of f(x) is a factor of 2^, that

is to say, is some power of 2 lower than the jjth. Hence the

following important result :

—

The degree of an irreducible equation which can he solved by means

of square roots must he a power of 2 ; and its roots can all he deduced

from any one by varying the signs of the square roots involved in the

expression for that root.

By a process of continually pairing factors which are con-

jugate Avith respect to any particular square root, we can reduce

the characteristic of any equation soluble by means of square

roots to the product of two conjugate factors, each of which con-

tains only the square root of a commensurable number. Hence

any such equation can he put into the foim

(,/;"+_??,a;"-U. . . + p„f - plyX^'-^ + q,x''-^ + . . .+?„-,)' = 0.

where ^„ . . .,Pn-\i Qi, • > ^n-i, ^^^^ p are all commensurable.

This transformation may be regarded as the first step in the

solution of the equation.*

* For further discussion of this matter, see Petersen's Thdorie des

liquations Algebriqucs (trans, by Laurent, 1897), chap, vii., from which the

substance of §§ 8, 9 are taken.
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THK CUBIC EQUATION.

§ 10.] "We have seen (§ 3) that every cubic equation can be

reduced to the form

x^ + qx-i-r = (1).

If (0 be an imaginary cube root of unity, Ave have the identity

x^ + if + z^ - 3xyz= (x + y + z) {x + wy + ui'z) (x + oilj + ujz).

It follows that the roots of the equation

of-{3yz)x + {f + z^) = (2)

are - y - z, - toy - oy'z, - ut'y - mz.

Now, if

^=.-^/3, / + .=> = .•
(3),

the equations (1) and (2) are identical.

From (3) we see that y^ and / are the roots of the quadratic

r-'-^'-'/727 = (4).

Hence, if

then the roots of (1) are

- ^L - ^M, - w ^L - o/ ^M, - 0/ ^L - w ^M (6).

"When r-/4 + 5'^/27 is positive, (6) gives the roots of the cubic in a con-

venient form for comiiutation ; and in this case one root is real and two
imaginary. - i^L - a^M is the famous expression of Cardan for the root of

a cubic equation, which formed the subject of a notorious controversy

between liim and his countryman Tartaglia.

If r"/'i+q^/27 is negative, so that q must be a negative number, the

expressions (6) in their algebraic form are useless for the purposes of

numerical calculation. "We may, however, use the circular functions, as in

chap, xii., § 17, for finding the jirincipal values of ^L and ^/M. We thus

find that the roots are -2/3^ cos ^/3, -2pi cos{2v + d)/3, - 2p*cos (47r + e)/3,

where p= (-,;)=/27*-, and cose= r27^-/2{-q)K The three roots are therefore

all real (Cardan's Irreducible Case).*

If r/4 + (i'"727 be zero, two of the roots are equal, and all

three real.

* See also Pressland and Tweedie's Triijonometry, § 124,
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§ 11.] Since 3 is not a powei- of 2, it follows from § 8 that a

cubic cannot be solved by means of square roots unless it is

reducible : in other words, unless it has a commensurable root.

In that case it may happen that the other two roots are also

commensurable, so that no irrational operations at all are

required for the solution.

It follows from the result of §§ .9 and 10, that an irreducible

cubic requires both square and cubic roots for its formal solution.

THE BIQUADRATIC EQUATION.

§ 12.] The solution of the biquadratic

x^ + py? + (p? + rx + .5 = ( 1

)

can always be made to depend on the solution of a cubic and two

quadratic equations.

For we may conjoin with (1) the equation

r-2/ = (2),

and regard (1) as the a:-eliminant of the system (1) (2). Now,

using (2) to transform (1), we see that the system (1) (2) is

equivalent to the system

qx' + pxy + 1/ + rx + .s = 0, x' -y -Q ;

and this system again to

{q - X.}x' + pxy + / + rx + Xy + s = ("),

and x^ -y=0 (4).

Now (see chap, vii., § 13) we can always determine A so that (o)

shall break up into two linear equations. We have merely to

choose A so that

fe-)--<i)©(f)-<''-'<^y-'-©'-<f)'=°-

In other woi-ds, A must be a root of the cubic equation

A"" - qX' + (pr - 4s)A + iqs -r'-p's^O (5),

called Lagrange's Besolvent.

If we substitute in (3) for A any one of the three roots of (5),

then (3) takes the form

{y + a.7; + I3){y + yx + 8)^0;
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and the system (3) (4) leads to the two quadratics

rr + aux + [3 = 0, .t' + y.c + S = (6),

the roots of which are the four roots of the biquadratic (1).

If .r,, X.,, X3, x^ be the roots of the biquadratic taken in a

certain order, then we see from (6) that /3 + S = x^x^ + x^x^. Also

from the identity {q - X).f + 2ixi/ + '/ + rx + Xy + s= {y + ax + 13)

{>! + yx + 8) we see, by comparing coefficients of y, that X = /3 + 8 =

a-jXa + 0:3X4. Hence the following interesting result :

—

Cor. The roots of Lagrange's cubic resolvent are x^x^ + x^^,

X1X3 + X^t^j X1X4 + 2/0.' 3.

The above method for solving a biquadratic is merely an analytical

translation of the geometrically obvious fact that the four points of inter-

section of two conic sections can be determined by finding the intersections

with either of the conies of any one of the three pairs of straight lines which

contain all the four points.

Example.
a;'»-5.r + 5a;2 + 5a;-6 = (1).

Conjoin x^-y= (2).

Then we have the system

5x'^-5xy + y'^ + 5x-6 = 0, o?-~y= 0,

equivalent to

{b-\)x'-bxy + y" + bx + \ij-& = Q (3).

x'-y= (4).

The cubic resolvent is

that is (X-5)(X2-1) = (5),

which happens to have three commensurable roots. "We take the simplest,

\ = 1, and find that (3) becomes

(2/-4a; + 3)(2/-a;-2) = 0;

so that the roots of (1) are given by

x--^x+Z = 0,x--x-2 = (6).

They are in fact 1, 3, 2, - 1.

§ 13.] If the cubic resolvent is ineducible, A will involve an

incommensurable cube root, and the roots of the biquadratic will

not be expressible by means of square roots alone. Hence, in

order that the roots of the biquadratic may be expressible by

means of square roots alone, it is necessary that the cubic

resolvent should have a commensurable root, which can always

be found as explained in § 4.*

* See also Ex. xlv. (21).
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This condition is obviously sufficient ; for, if we use the value

of A, then a, ^, y, 8 will all be expressible by means of a single

square root (see chap, xii., § 13), viz. \/{p' - 4:(q- A)}; and each

of the two quadratics (G) will be soluble by means of an addi-

tional square root. The expression for a root will in general

be a quadratic irrational of the second order of the form

A + v^(B + JC), where A, B, C are rational functions of the

coefficients ; but in particular cases it may reduce to the simpler

-form A + v/B + \^C + D \/B \/C ; or it may happen that two
or four of the roots may be commensurable.

§ 14.] If a biquadratic be reducible, it may reduce (i.) to a

linear equation and a cubic; (ii.) to two quadratics; (iii.) to two
linear equations and a quadratic

;
(iv.) to four linear equations.

It should be noticed as regards a biquadratic that reducibility

and solubility by means of square roots {i.e. by means of

quadratic equations) alone are not the same thing. For example,

a biquadratic may have one commensurable root, and its other

roots may be the roots of an irreducible cubic. Again,

(/ + 3x+ If - 2{2;r" - 2x+iy = is evidently soluble by means
of square roots ; but it is not reducible, for we cannot factorise

the characteristic without introducing the surd \/2.

§ 15.] There is another way of solving a biquadratic wliich is

often convenient in j)ractice. Suppose the biquadratic reduced

to the form

x^ + q.if + rx + s=0 (1).

Then .r, + X2 + X3 + Xi = ; and we can reduce the characteristic to

the form

{x" - (flJi + X2)x + a^ixjj./'' + (a:, + a;.)^; + x^x^} (2).

Hence, if we put

X, + x^ = ^/p, x,x.^ = /3 - Jyp, X.JX4 = (3 + \/yp (3),

we have

(,)/ + py - p{x + yf= x" + qx^ + rx + s (4 ).
*

Therefore

'^I^-P^'h - 2py = r, /3' - p^ = s (5),

which are equivalent to

l3^(q + p)/2, y=-rl2p (6);

* The whole of the present process is a natural application of the last

remark in § 9.
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together with

p'+2qp' + {(f-4:s)p-r^O (7),

which is Descartes^ Chihic Resolvent.

When any root of (7) is known, the values of fi and y are

given by (G) and the roots of the biqiiadratic are given by

X' sip X + /3 - s!yp = 0, x" + yJpX + P + ijyp = (8).

As before, the necessary and sufficient condition for solubility

by means of square roots is that the resolvent shall have at least

one commensurable root.

Cor. 1. The roots of Descartes' resolvent are three of the six

quantities

{j\ + x^, {x. + x^y, {o\ + x^\ {x^ + x^)\ {x., + q:,)\ {x^ + x^^

which are equal in jwirs.

Cor. 2. If the biquadratic he reducible to ttvo quadratics, one of

the roots of Descartes' resolvent must he a perfect square ; and this

condition is sufficient.

§ IG.] If the solution of a geometric problem be exi:)ressed by
a series of ecjuations, the necessary and sufficient condition for

solubility by means of the ruler and compass alone is that these

equations either are, or are replaceable by a series of linear and
quadratic equations (see Introduction, § 240). The foregoing

considerations often enable us to settle the possibility or impossi-

bility of such a solution. For example, the abscissa, or ordinate,

of the intersection of two conies is in general the root of a bi-

quadratic equation : hence the intersections of two conies cannot

be constructed by the ruler and compass alone, unless the cubic

resolvent of this biquadratic have a commensurable root.

Exercises XLV.

(1.) Prove that the biquadratic xi^+px^ + qx^ + rx + s= is soluble by-

square roots if ^r' - A^jq + Sr— 0.

(2.) Discuss the Lagrangian resolvent oi ai^ ^-px^ + qx^ ±2^x-\-\ — Q.

Solve the following biquadratics :

—

(3.) a;^-i-10ar* + 22a;2- 15a; 4-2= 0.

(4.) a^-H0a;»-l-35a;2 + 50a;-f-4 = 0.

(5. ) CB* + 2(p - q)a? + {p^ + q'^)x- + 2xiq{2} - q)x +pq{2)- +pq + q") = 0.

(6.) 27i*-a^-9x'^+ ix + 3 = 0.
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(7.) 2i^ +1C? - Bar -8x- 12 = 0.

(8.) 2x'* + 5x'^ + 6x- -x-6 = 0.

(9.) 2x!*+'3x?+ l6x + 6 = 0.

(10.) x*-4af'-4a;2 + 16a;-8 = 0.

(11.) x-^-6x^+ 8x-3 = Q.

(12.) If an equation of the special integral form of § 2 reduce to equations

of lower degree, prove that each of these equations is also of the special in-

tegral form (see Weber's Algebra, § 2).

(13.) Show that, without solving equations of higher degree than the

second, we can determine a, /3, 7 so that the substitution y= a + px + yx'^

shall transform any cubic equation into the form y'^ + A = 0.

(14.) Show that, without solving equations of higher degree than the

third, we can determine a, /3, 7, 5 so that the substitution y= a + px + yx' + d3?

shall transform any biquadratic into the form ?/* + A?/- + B = 0.

(15.) Show that ^/{rj2+ s,'{r^/i + q'^/27)} is expressible in the form

x+'Jy where x and y are rational, when, and only when, the cubic

x^ + qx + r= Q has a commensurable root. What bearing has this on the

solution of a cubic equation ?

(16.) Show that one root of Doscaites' resolvent of the biquadratic

x'^-\-qx" + rx + s= is always real and positive; and that the roots of the

biquadratic are 1° all real, if the other two roots {p^, p.^) of the resolvent are

both real and positive ;
2° all imaginary, if p, and p^ are both real, negative,

and unequal ;
3° two real and two imaginary, if p2 and pi are both real,

negative, and equal, or if p<, and p^ are both imaginary.

(17.) If the roots of Lagrange's resolvent be all real and unequal, show

that the roots of the biquadratic are either all real, or else all imaginary
;

and that, if only one root of the resolvent is real, then two roots of the

biquadratic are real and two imaginary.

(18.) Show that a regular heptagon cannot be inscribed in a circle by

means of the ruler and compasses only (see Ex. xxxii., 33).

(19.) Show that the inscription in a circle of a regular polygon of 11

sides depends on an irreducible quintic equation.

(20.) Show that, if A, B be two given points in a straight line, we

can by the ruler and compass alone find a point on the line such that

AP+ BP : AP - BP= AP3 : BP^.

(21.) Starting from the remark at the end of § 8, prove that, if a

biquadratic equation be soluble by square roots alone, then its Lagrangian

resolvent must have at least one commensurable root.

(22.) Show that, if the roots of the biquadratic x* + qx- + rx + s= be

rational functions of two quadratic surds, then the cubic y'-'-Aqy'-r

i{q--4s)y + 8r-= must have a commensurable root, say y= m; and

{q/2-m/8)- + r-l2}n must be the square of a rational number. Are these

conditions sufficient ?



RESULTS OF EXEECISES,

I.

(5.) 1st. The luimber of digits is 34 ; lor the best approximation the lirst

three digits are 126. 2nd. The number of digits is 20 ; the first three 184.

(6.)-l, +1. (7.) a-b. (8.) 1707; 30521/415800. (9.) 6. {10.) aa+2ab
+ bb;aa-bb; 9aa-36bb; laa-^khb. (11.) 2{mm-\)aa + 2{nn-\)bb. (12.)

2xy + 2lxij. (13. ) 2yzlx + 22a-/y + 'ixylz + 2lxyz. (14. )\xx + lzx- ^yy + ^\zz.

II.

(1.) 1/2^. 3^-. 5 = 1/42515280. (2.) The second is greater by 65280. (3.)

1/2. (4.) 16a^bH\ (5.) cya^*¥^x^y^\ (6.) {8l/16yi%W. (7.) yh~/x\

(8.) (xyz)^. (9.) 1. {10.) aP+i--'-. (11.) a-l^-^Mi-o. (12.) l/a;p2+,2. (13.)

1. (15.) 1 +,;"''-!'-c_ j,-2a+6+c + ,-p-a+-'4-c4. ,,rt-26+c_^.-a-6+2c^^,o-H-2c_
(16.)

aP+^1 + 2aP+<'/bP+ aP/b-P + d-'JJU' + 2a'i/bP+'' + l/b-p+9.

III.

{1.) x + y. (2.) 1. {Z.) {x-'-f')l.vy. {i.) y. {5.jl/bc{-a + b-c). (6.)

{a*-d'b"' + 2ab^-b*)/{a^-b% (7.) ixy-/{x^ - y*). (8.) 2{b"'X^ + aY')/abxy.

(9.) rt6/(«- + 6-). {10.) a^-b\ {11.) -{ix+2x^)/{l+x^ + a^). (12.)'l. (13.)

1. (14. ) The function is = 1. (15. ) {ndf- ae)/{bdf- be - cf). (16. )
{a- - 4ab

+ ib'^-l)l{a^-6a"-b + 12ab^--8b^-2a + ib). (17.) {d'-b^- + l)/{a'^-b" + 2).

IV.

(7.) 2. 33. 7. 11-; 3\.52.7-. (8.) 53.

V.

(1.) 120. (2.) x^-2xf^y*+i/. (3.) x^-y^ (4.) x^-23^- + Zy:^y^-y^.

(5. ) .r^ - 16.7;V + ^Gx-^y* - 256a;-i/« + 256?^. (6. ) 6-c' - b^r + c"a-* - g^a- + a-b*

- a*b\ (7. ) x^ + Sar*+ 6x* + 7.v^ + S.r^ + 3a; + 1 . (8. ) 27«^ + S/j^ - 1 + 5ia-b

+ S6ab' - 1 262+ 66 + 9rt - 27^2 _ ^Qab. (9. ) .r*+ 2af5 + Sx-^ + 4x + 5 + i/x + 3/a-='

+ 2/ar''+ l/.r^.

(10.

)

+a^ + b* + <-• + ia% + Aab^ + ib^c + Abc^ + ica^ + 4cki + 6d-b-

+ 6b-c^ + 6c-a- + I2a-bc+ 1 2«6-c + 1 2«6c-

;

+ + + - - + + - - +
-f 4- +

(11.) Four types; 3 like x'* ; 6 like x^y ; 3 like x-yz ; 3 like x'y-. (12.)
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Three types; 4 like a?; 12 like arh ; 4 like abc. (13.) (2 + 3 + 4)'= 729.

(14.) a;7(62-c-) + &c. +&C. +2(ca-rt&)2/2/(a--&-)(c2-rt-) + &c. +&C. (15.) ^x"

+ 2/2+ ^2). (16.) 0. (17.) ax + hy + cz. (18.) -'Za^ \-2Za'^h + 'S.a^h^ -\Q^a%c
-42a36* + 82«W-c-18rt'-?/V. (22.) abc. (23.) Zahc. (24.) 2(Z<''c-&f'' + r«
- ca^ + rt^J - ah"). (25. )

(«" - h") .r:^ + 2ab"x'y + {2a- + 2lr - a-h") .y'hf - 2ah-xif

+ {a^-b^)y\
VI.

(l,)(a)2nd. (iS) Fractional. (7) 4th. (0) 2nd. (2.) 2.;r+10.^ + 14. (3.)

^i^+ -^x. (4.) 9a^- 78x2+121. {5.) z^-x'*Za- + x-'I,a-b"-a"b-c^. (6.)a;«-

{p^+ q^ + l)x^ + {p"q^ +p^ + q^)x'^ - p^q^. (7.) x^° -15x^y- + 85x^y* -225x*y^ +
27ixh/ - 120y». (8. ) abcx^ -{b-c) {c - a) {a - b)x"y + {"Za-b - Sa^ - Babc)x7/

+ {b-c) {c~a) {a-b)y^ (11.) (&'-

-

c-)x^ + 2c{b - a)x^ + {c-a){c + a - 2b)x- +
2a{c-b)x + {a'-b% {12.) x^-x^-x^+l. {IZ.) ^x^ + lOx-y + ixy'^ + Zy^. (14.)

4a^-a;V + V- (15.) x^^-2.v'^+l. (16.) x^'^+2x^^ -x^-ix^-x* + 2x"+\.

(17.) ^-^x^-lx^ + ^x^—i^x^ + iT^. (18.) «.9;6-rt(a + &)a;52/ + &(2a- + l)a:;V--a2JV/

+ ax^y*-b{a-b)xy^ + by'^. (19.) 4.T« + 12«-a'* + 12&-*ar. (20.) a;2-i-12aV-

+ 6Qa*x-'> - 220a^x^^+ 495a«x^« - 792«":r" + 924a^-x^- - &c. (21. ) x^- - 3x^a^

+ 3ar*aM - ai«. (22.) 21 8 7a;'' + 1 701.t« + 567.'-'' + 1 05x'^ + -\^x^ + |a;2+ ^^a; + g
Jgy-

(23.) ft8+8a7&.i'2 + 28«6&-:r4 + 56a-'^63,?'« + 70«4Z*''.v« + &c. (24.) x^°^-9x^<^y^

+ 36.r8^?/i2 - 84.^''2y8 + 126,^602/34 _ &c_ (25. ) 1 + 3,r + 6x" + lO.r' + 15,x* + 18,r'

+ 19a;« + &c. (26.) 266. (27.) -1975. (30.) 320.

YII.

(1.) 360ari + 1782a;3+3305cc2 + 2722x4-840. (2.) pqrx^ - {q - r) (r -p)
(p-q)x^ + (-I,p'^ + I,p'q-3pqr)x+ {q-r){r-p)(p-q). (3.) a;^ - SOa^a^e

+ 273a*ic*-820a6a;2+ 576a8. (4.) a;«-3ar*+ 3a;2-l. {5.) :^x«+ lix^ + ilx^

+ mar5+ |fa;2 + |x + |. (6.) x^--^^. {7.) :ifi + {XPImn).r-> + 2i:{mnir-)x* + {i

+ P/m^ + m^n^ + n^/P) a? + 2(2Z2/m?i) x- + {-^mnjl-jx + 1. (8. ) 2048a;" - 33792a'io

+ 253440./:9 - 1140480a;S + 3421440a;'' - 71850243;6 + 10777536.i'5 - 11547360.^'»

+ 8660520,<;» - 4330260a;2 + 1299078,/' - 177147. (9.) x^ + 8x^h/ + 28x^^y*^

+ 56a;iy + 70.xiy- + &c. (10. ) x^» + 1 0.ei'' + 41.'c^fi + SOa-^^ + 36,,.i4 ^ iq^^u

- 364a;i2 _ 208,a;" + 286a'i» + f>72.f9 + &c.

VIII.

(1.) A + BSx + C2a;2+ D2a'i/ + E2;a;3 + F2a;-2/ + G2;x!/i. (2.) S^V+ ^arV^

+ Z3pyh~. Three types present, four missing, viz., a:", xhj, xSf, x^y'h. (3.)

^x - y. (4. ) P {(?/' - y') (x - a;') - (a;" - x') (y - y')} , where P is any constant.

This may also be written P{(2/"-2/')a;-(a;"-a;')2/ + a;y-a;y}. (5.) {y'x-x'y)

{fx-x"y)l{x'-y'){x''-y"). (6.) A= -8, B= - 12, C = 20. (7.)Z= 21,

?»=-76, 9! = 60. (8.) 7 = 6, m=-15, «= 10. (9.) I.V(:x-h){x-c)(x-d)l

(„ -h)(a- c) {a - d). (10. ) hV + Wr + b\ W + b-c^ + bc\ (11. ) 32,."^ - 2,>"/y.

IX.

(1.) Q=a>*-3a;2 + 3.7;-l, R=0. (2.) Q= Sa;" + V^:^
- -V a" + -'s

-^ - 1 L ^
= 9«a; _

f
6 _ (3. ) Q= 4,^3 + 6,^2 + 1 la; + 1 6, R= 20,^ - 1 5. (4. ) .r" - 9. (5. ) The

function = af* - 2a;2 + 17a, + 80 -40/(a;- 7). (6.) Q=a;5-5a; + 3, R-:0. (7.) Q
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= 9a:« + 6uf*+ a?+ 2a;+ l, R= 0. (8.) Q = a;'-i- 8.«'+15, R= 0. (9.) Q,^x^ + ix-

+ix+k,R= 0. (10. ) Q = x'2 - fX+ -VS R = - -W-a; - IS- (11. ) Q= 4a.-« - ix^*

+ iar»-TSBX» + ^x-2-5V«+i4F, R= 0- (12.) a; -1. (13. ) x^i/V + «^i/ + a?*2/^

+ . . .+2/«). (14.) 3a2-2a& + i-. (15.) a<^ - a^b + cdb^ - . . .+b^ (16.) x-

-3xy + y-. (17.) x^ - 2.xy + 42/2. (18.) x^ + x-?/ + 3xr/'-^ + Si/^. (19.) l + x+ x^

+ . . .+x9. (20.) x*-x»-x2-2x + 4. (21.) bsi^ + cx-f. (22.) ab + ac-bc.

(23.) 1 + 6 + c. (24.) 2(« + J)x. (25.) a* -a^b + Sa-b--ab^ + b*. (26.) 8x2/(x-

+ 1/2). (27.) 7xy(x + 2/). (28.) Q = 6xS+ 9x2 + 5x+l, R=-l. (29.) (te + a^/)/

(6x-ai/)= l + 2a?//(&x-a2/)= -l + 2&x/(6x-a2/). (30.) If a be variable, the

transformed result is a^ + 2(t?b + ^ab^ + 10&3 + (l^a¥ - Ub^)l(a^ - 2ab + b-). (31.)

Q = .x'3-2.c'- + x-4, R= 12. (32.) x^ + 3x2-13x-15. (33.) -303/8. (34.)

2{p + q); p + q= 0. (35.) AQ- - BPQ + CP-= 0. (36.) p^-ap~q+b= 0,

pq-aq + c= 0. (38.) X=l, m= - 3, .'= - 2. (39.) ^^ = 2, ^-= 3, r= 3. (40.)

The remainder in each case is rx + s. (41.) m+ 1 must be a multiple of 9i+ 1.

(42.) 1-3X + 9x2 -27x3 + . . .+(_3)»a'«-(-3)«x"+V(3x + l); 3^-9^2 + 27^

+ -(->'v..+*3"i"/(^"i)- <«->^=+5-j»+(-?+^')/<»'-'

+ x2). (44.) l+2x + 5x2/l. 2 + 16x71. 2. 3 + 65x^/1. 2. 3.4 + . . . {i5.)l-ny;

1 + ny. (50. ) x^ - lOx^ - 377x2 - 778x - 585. (51. ) P« - 4P^ + 2P« + 8P» - 5P^

-8P3 + 2P- + 4P+1, whore P= x + 2
;
Q4+(8x + 24)Q3 + (8x- 40)Q2 + (

- 32x

+ 16)Q + 16x, where Q=.r;2 + x + l.

X.

(I.)x2-1. (2.)x2_a;+l. (3.)NoC.M. (4.)x+l. (5.)x2 + x-6.

(6.) x2-12x+ 35. (7.) x2-16x-15, use § 7. (8.) x-^ + x^-G ;
compare with

Examples. {9.)39-Zx-2. (10.)x2-l. (11.) 4x2+3x+l. (12.)x-5.

(13.) 4.»;2-24x + 35. (14.) x2 + 2x + l. (15.) x2 + 4ax + 8a2. (16.) 3x2-

V'2x + 1. (17.)x-l. (18.) x2-ax + 2a2. (19.)(x-l)2. (20.) The G.C.M.

would be a measure of (^-g')x(x- 1), neither of the factors of which is in

general a measure of either of the given functions. If, however, p + q + 2= 0,

then X - 1 is a measure of both. (22. ) a= 8, there is then a factor x2 - 4x + 3

common to numerator and denominator. (23.) Use § 7. (25.) Use §§ 6

and 7 ; the first gives the conditions in the first form, the second gives the

single condition. (26.) P= Aa; + 7fr, Q= - sV' + Tr- (27.) ^= -Ax + ^,
Q= _ 4^x + 1\. (28. ) a\a - b) (« + b){ar + b^) {a* + b'). (29. )

(x - 1 )
(x - 2)

(x-3)(x + 2)(x + 4). (30.)(x-l)(x + l)(x + 2)(3x-2)(3x + 2). (31.)(x2-l)

(x-2)2(x+4)(x + 5)(x2-5). (32.) The product of the given functions.

XI.

(1.) 2(a-d){a + b + c + d). (2.) {a + b + c){- a + b + c){a - b + c)(a + b- c).

(3. ) (a2 - 3c2) {a- - ib" + c~). (4. ) }j{x + 2 + '^2i){x+ 2- \/2i) (9x - 13 + V7)

(9X-13-V7). (5.) (a-^)(2x-a-i3)(x-7)2. (6.) (x + i/)(x-2/){x-
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{x + y){x-y){x + iy){x-iy){x + y{l-^i)ls/-2} {x + y{l - i)/\/2} {a: - 2/(1 + iW^}
{x-y{l-i)l^2). (8.) (a; + 3y+ 2)(a;+ 32/-2). {%.) 2{x + 2){x-l). (10.)

(a- + 8)(a;-2). (U.) («- 5 + V7)(^- 5- V'')- (12.) (a; + 6)(a;-5). (13.)(a; + 7

+ W7){x + 7-i\/7). JU.) (a3+ 2 + iV3)(a;+^-iV3). (15.) 2{x + i){x-i).

(16.) (;f+Vi? + (7 + yp-9')(a;+yp+ 2'- Vp-S'). (17.) {x-l)\x-{b-c)/

[b + c)]. (18.) ix+p){x + q){x-p){x-q). {19.) {ax-by){bx + ay). (20.)

{(l-p)x-(l+p)ij}{(l-q)x-(l + q)y\. (21.) (3; - 3) (x- 5) (re -7). (22.)

a;(a;-7 + 3iVll)(-^--7-3iVll)- {23.) {x-3){x-i)(x-6). {2i.) {x-8){x + i)

{x - i). (25.) {x +p) {x+p + q) {x +p - q). (26.) {x + 1) {x -1) {(fJ + q)x+ {p - q)} .

(27.) {x-l){x-p){x-2)% (28.) (.x'-a)(a;-&)(a;+V'a6)(a;-Va6). (29.)

(a;* - «•*) (;«"+ om + or) - &c. (30. ) 2{x-y){l- xy). (31. ) {x" + xy + y^) (a;- - xy

+ 7f) = kc. (32.) jj=+v'2, g-^ -\/2. (33.) (a;2+V2a;2/+ 2/--l)(x2- ^2^!?/

+ 2/--1). (34.) r= -pa-, s= -qa--a\ (35.) (,r"' + «"') (x™ - «'") (a,« + a")

(a:"-«")- (36.) Bah~{x- + ax + a'^){i-^- ax + a-) = &ic. (37.) (.ij- 1) (y- 1)2.

(38.) {x + d){2x + y + l). (39.) (2.« + 3y + l)(a--2/- I). (40.) (a;+3) (2/+7).

(41.) {x+ 2y-z){x-y + 3z). (42.) Equate the discriminant of tlie function to

zero and tlius obtain a cubic e([uation for X. (43.) When c= 0, \={ap + bg'

-y^^^Mh- (44.) a(^V-^V) + ^(7V'-7"«') + 7(a'i3"-ct"/3') = 0. (47.) (a

+ & + (;) («- + //- + c- - 6c - CO. -ah). (48. ) (a; + ?/ - a) («-+ y^ + a"- xy + ax + ay).

(49. ) 3a;(:>; + 1) (a' - 1 )». (50. ) - {Zx^ + ^yz) {y -z)(z- x) {x - y). ( 51. ) (a; + 1/

+ z){y-z){z-x){x-y). (52.) -{y + z){z + o:){x + y){y-z){z-x)(x-y). (53.)

3(2/+ =)(:; + a-)(.7; + 2/). (54.) -1.

(60.) If 1H= - Ay - ~) (^- - .'-) = 2(Z,>- - Sa;7/),

and 7'3= (2/--)(~-a;)(a;-v/), *„ = Z(y -.:•)",

then it may be shown (see chap, xviii., § 4) that

'

Sfi,„_i = A2?32^/""'-- + I5;73''2;33(m-i)-2 + _ _ . + L^a^^-ij:).,,,

where A, B, . . ., L arc numerical coefficients. Hence the theorem follows.

XII.

(1.) (a; + 3)/(a;2 + a:-2). (2.) (9a,'--a;- 3)/4(a;+.5). (3.) (2a; - 3)/(,«= - 3a;

+ 2). (4.)2(a;2 + l)/(a;2-l). (5.) 2ari + 6aj2 + 2. (6.) (2a,'+5a)/(3a; + 5a). (7.)

1/(1 -.'-). {%.){xo^x-y)l{w^z-y). (9.) 1/(1 -.--). {\(i.){l'^^ii')l{p^-V(t).

(11.) -sit. (12.) yl2{x-y). (13.) 2{a + b3:)l{a--b-){\-ar). (14.) {ar-iab

+ 4b--l)/{a?-6a-h + l2ab^-Sb^-2a+4b). (15.) (6 + a-)/3(l -.'•-). (16.) 0.

(17.) l/(2,«--l). (18.) (240ar + 32a')/(81aj^-16). (19.) (3a; + 2)/a;(a;+l)3.

(20.) fl37(.'K-l)(a; + l)3(a;''^ + a; + l). (21.) l/(a;+l)2. (22.) 4ax{-bx + a^)/

{x*-a*). (23.) {3x^ + y^-){x-7j)/{x + yf. (24.) (a; + 2) (a'^- l)/(a;2 + a; + l) (a;-

+ a;-4). (25.) a;/8a. (26.) 4afV7(a;6-2/«). (27.) -1. {2S.) {2cx + c- + a^)/

(a2-0(aj2-«2)(a; + c). (29.) 1. (30.) (a- 1)(2/- l)/(a.-+ 1) (y + l). (31.)

1+y^ + z^-y-z-yz. {32.) {a + b + c)/(a-b-c). (33.) -3. (34.) l/(a.-2-«2).

{35.){a-bx)/{a + h.r). {36.) 2{7^ -1)/ {{x-l)"- - y"-}. {37.) {x- + y"-)-. (38.) 1.

(39.)-2. {W.)Z.rry:njz. (41.) 0. (42.)/^. (43.)0. (44. ) 1 - Sa;^ + 2a;2/^. (45.)

2. (46.) 0. (47.) 0. (48.) 0. {^9.) {h-p){h-q)/U{h + a). {50.) 7r/U{h- a).

{51.' -JrlWh^ + a"-). {52.) -2^x/:nj-:. {53.) 1 - a-l - c. (54.)] (62.)
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l-S/(x-2) + 8/{x-S). (63.) l/2(,-.-l)-4/(,«-2) + 9/2(a;-3). (64.) SO..- -5/
(a; + l)-5/(a;-l) + 80/(a; + 2) + 80/(x-2). (65.) 17/36(a;+l)- 5/6(a;+ 1)2 + 8/45
(a;-2)-13/20(a; + 3). (66.) {ix + 5)/3(jP + x+l) -im^-l). (67.) l/2(a;+l)

+ {x+l)/2{x' + l). {68.)-l/i{x-l) + {x+l)/i{x" + l) + {x+ 5)/2{x"+iyK (69.)

l/(a - b) (a- - 2pa + q) (x - a) - l/(« - b) {b^ - 2pb + q) (x-b) + {(a + b - 2p) x +
{2p-a)(2j)-b)-q}j(a--2pa+ q) {b'^-2pb + q)(x--2px + q). (70.) Z^x-lf
-3/8(;K-l) + l/8(:/,-+l) + (a;-l)/4(.v;2 + l). (71.) 2/(a: + l) + 3/(.r + l)2- (2a;-3)/

(.7j2-2a- + 3). (72.) l/(a;-l)- l/2(a; + !)-(./; + 3)/2(.«-^ + l). (73.) -l/a;+l/ar
- 1/^-3 + l/8(a;-l) + 9/8(a:+ l) + l/4(a;+ 1)2 -(a;+ l)/4(ar' + l). (74.) (3a;- + a;+ l)/

2(.>.'*-l)-(3a;- + ./; + l)/2(a;^+l). (75.) 1/6 + S; 1/15.3"+ (-
1)'V10.2«}pj".

(76.) 1 + ^S {(m + 2);)j» + ( - l)"a;-"+i!

.

XIII.

(1.) 100242. (2.) 22-(3354. (3.) 267-3861249. (4.) 2653919. (5.)

788001. (6. ) 20200-1122212. . . (7.) -204. (8.) 1 + 1 x 3 + 1 x 3.5 + 3 x 3.5.7

+ 3x3.5.7.9. (9.) l/2! + 0/3: + 3/4! + l/5! + 2/6! + l/7! + 2/8! + l/9! + 6/10:

+ 4/11!.* (10.) l/3 + 0/3.5 + l/32.5 + 3/3-\52+ l/3=*.5- + 4/3».53+l/.3*5='+ . . .

(11.) 2466411243. (12.) 100-1431. (13.) 12-74<50. (14.) 18-355. (15.)l-i

+ J L_+ I
1

,

1

5.47 5.47.50 5.47.50.367 5.47.50.367.551 5.47.50. 367.551. 1103'

(16.) 1 + 2 + 25. (17.)4.1 + 1.5 + 1.5--+ 1.53 + 1.5^;-l + 2.5 + 1.5-+1.5^ + 1.5-'.

(18.) 831'80|''. (19.) 300'64". (20.) 53-617 cubic ft. (21.) 11'9J4". (22.)
r=l. (23.)r=4,&c. (24.) 503. (25.) .'.(a; + l)(a; + 2) (a;+3) + l= (a.-2+3^+ 1)^.

Since x=\Qm+p where ^;= 0, 1, 2, . . ., 9, we have only 10 diflerent cases to

consider. It will be found that the last digit is 5 when;)=l or =6 ; in all

other cases the last digit is 1. (28.) Since 2;)(10'-~10»j= ::/;10''(10'-''- 1) is

always divisible by 10-1 = 9. (31.) Since 10" and all higher powers of 10
are divisible by 2", it follows that27o+iJilO + . . . +^/„_ilO»-i must be divisible

by 2". (32.) Po+lhlQ+p-^Q-=l-'» + 2ih-\-i2^.2 + ^pi + 12iu) must be divisible

by 8, therefore, &c. (34.) If the digits in the period of i;/?i be (?], <7.2, . , ., q„
those in the period of 1 -pjn are Q-qi,2~q.,, . . ., 9-q,. (36.) Since any
number may be written ll//i+^) where ^> = 0, 1, . . ., 10, we have merely to

show that 0\ 1^, 2\ . . ., t-^ all end in one or other of the digits 0, 1, t.

We proceed to test thus : 9- ends in 4 ; therefore 9* ends in 5 ; therefore 9=

ends in 1 ; and so on. (38.) 2'W9'^=(10''' + !)/'(?'•= 7.11.13.^5?-. (39.) 0^ ends
in 0, !» in 1, 2-' in 8, 3=^ in 7, 4-= in 4, 5^ in 5. Hence the theorem ; for every

number can be written lOmiju, p>5. (40.) l-= {12m+p)", hence ^j=
or 6. The latter only is admissible. Hence P=(12m + 6)2= + 3.12 + ^.12-;
P= (12ni + 6)3= + 6.12 + ^.122. (41.) N-j^o-i'i^ - . . . -pn-ia"-^ - (p.na"--

+i'm+ia"^^+ . . )=2>i{r-a)+po{r--aP)+ . . . = /jL{r - a) = fia"^ ; therefore, &c.

(42.) <p(a) is simply the result of casting out the nines in the sum of the

digits of a, that is, ^(«) is the remainder when a is divided by 9. Hence, &c.

(43. ) We must have 2.r?-2 + 2yr + 2~=zr^+ y?- + x ; whence {2x-z)r + y+ {2z- x)J

* 3! stands for 1.2.3, 4! for 1.2.3.4, &c.
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r= ; therefore {2z-x)jr must be au integer. Now 2z-x<27; hence either

2s-a;= or =r. The former can be shown to be inadmissible. Tiie latter

leads finalty to z= 2t + l, y— Bt + 1, x= t, y= 3^ + 2, where t is any 2)0sitive

integer. Hence the theorem.

XIY.

(1.) 18^3. (2.) 1. (3.) 7^'^'^. (4.) ;y(5''.331). (5.) (a*-3«(n-l)J4+3n(«-l))

i/*«(»-i).
(6.) 1. (7.) Each =a,*«(»+i)(n+2). (g.) a;-"'3 + a;-i'^y-i/3+?/-2/3.

(9.)

a? + 2a; + 3 + 2x-\ + x-". (10. ) x'l" - dx"^'- + 5ar"2 _ 7a;i/2 + 7,,.-i 2 _ 5^-3/2

+ 3a;-5'2-a;-7'2. (n.) x" + x+ l. (12.) ic^/io _ 22J/3yi'2+ 3a,*iV^ + .l-sao^

_32£/5y7/io_ (13) x-i^ - 2x'^'Y'' + 2y- (14.)
2(2i'3 + 22^). (15.) a?*'"

+ a;7/2«7/l'2n _ 2.7*"?/l « - 3j:^'2'y2»+ 3-^.3/2„2^5,2» ^ 2a;l "J/^" - .r^
-n^^-^n _ y4/«_ (20.

)

{a+ b)/{a-b). (21.) 39i - 6V3 - 12v'10 + 2V30. (22.) x' + (3 - v'2
- V3).^- + ( - 2 - 2V:^ - 2V3 + 2 V6)a; + (

- 4 - 2V2 + 2V6). (23. )
(x- - a)/Aax.

(24.) (13hi2 + lOwi + 13 + 12(wi - 1)Vm- + 7m+ !)/( - 5??r+ 46m - 5). (25.) 1/q.

(26.) 0. (27.) {q\/p+ q\/q + q\/p^q- \fpq{P -q))lq{p - q)- (28. ) 2|(1-a')/

(l-4.i-)}V(l-4.Y). (29.) {2(«+ c)2-62+ 2(a + c)\/(« + (,-)'-^'=;7Z'-. (30.)

{ -lip -9.)+ (P - q)'^q ^p'^qip - q) - q'^pip - q) ] /qiq -p)- (31. ) 2"-'^x^

-(2i« + 2).c + (2-*3-2'-'3+l). (32.) x^~{2^'^-l)x + {2-'^ + 2'^^^ + l). (33.)

2b~2ly{{a + h)-{a - h)] + 2^ {{a - 6)2(a + h)). (37. ) (.x- - 2a,*Y'-' + 2,7;iV -

- 2a;iV" + 2/)/(a; - 2/)- (38. )
- MlH- 6V3 + 5V5 + ^V? + 4\/15 + 3^21

+ 2V35 + V'105}. (39.) 22«(2:a + 2Sv'Z/c)/(Sa2-22&c). (40.) The rational-

ised product is 3^^5^ - 4^. (41. ) A rationalising factor is 2(3a - 6 - c)\J{b + c-a)
-2^111(5-1-0-0!)} ; the result is -52«"-f6S«6. (42.) A rationalising factor is

(2^5 - 3 v'2) (\/5 + 2 - \/3 + \/6) 5 t^ie result 4. (43. ) A rationalising factor

is 19. 22/3 4- 22 .
2i'3 _ 23 ; the result 307. (44. ) The result Sa^ + SZa-b - 21abc.

(45.) A rationalising factor is 23^-f 2.2-^- 3.2i-' + l ; the result 7.

XY.

(1.) ^(11^/3 + 3^11 -\/462). (2.) 2. (3.) -2V2. (4.) 12 + 5^3.
(5.) JV6. (6.) 14k (7.) ±(V10 -f V15). (8.) ±(1 + 1/V2). (9.)

±(]1-V2). (10.) 2^/^(2 + 1Z^'-). (11.) ±i(v'6 + \/15)/3. (12.) 2- v'2

+ 2V3. (13.) 4V2-2V7. (14.) 3. (15.) (3 + 6V3- \/7-2V21)/2y3.

(16.) 3v'6='81649. (17.) 3-2518293. (18.) V(6 + 2;j). (19.) 's/{a-c) + y/b.

(20.) {rt+V(«'-4)}/V2. (21.) a-/(l-^-')- (23.) 1 + V(3/2) + \/(5/2). (24.)

2-V3-3V2. (27.) 3-2V2. (28.)5 + V18- (29-) 2^-^(B + Wl-). (33.)^

3-162277660; -0632455532. (34.) ±(ijz-zx + x7j). (35.) ±(5x-Sy-z).

(36.) ±(3.;--l-4a;-l). (37.) ±(a'-- 2a;- 1). (38.) ±(2x--Zx!/ + 4:f). (39.)

±(a-»-3a;-f2). (40.) ±(2ar'- 3x-2-.>; + 4). (41.) ±{5p'^-\-2p-q-3pq'- 5q^).

{i2.) ±{x-^Jx + l). (43.) (2a;3-a;2-3). (44.) {iZ±^3)p + {3zf^B)q}ll/3.

(45.)X= 1; the square root is ±{xr+ 3x-l). (46.) -6, 92,105; or 38,

-9-2, 1.37. (47.) 3, 4, 12; or 27, 108, 108. (49.) 7.'j2-2a;+ l. (50.) The

cube root is a;^^^^,^^. . e= 3k + 3cP, /-6dk + d', g=3fiP + 3kd', h=3k'd.
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(51.) It is {b--b{c + a)]'K (52.) 1 + ^k + f.ir + /^.r' + YyVx-* . . . (53.) 1-

ix-s\x^-Th:X^--^UTi-^-^- • • • (54.) \/x{l + 1/2./; - l/8,c- + 1/Uj-> -

5/12Sx'^+ 7/256afi. . . }.

XVI.

{l.)2{a^-28a%" + 70a*¥-28a^<^ + b^). (2.) 6/5. (3.) 8. {4:.} {Sjoqip"- - q"-)/

{p' + q-)-}i- (5-) 2 + (V3-4v'5)i. (7.) x^ -Qx' + lSx- -26x + 2l. (14.) /^.

(15.) x^+'^2xs/{^/{a^ + i/) + x'^}+'s/{a.-* + 7/). (16.) ^/{Za*b'' + 2abcl,a^).

(18.) {x' + y-)"'-; 1. (19.) ±(3+4|-). (20.) ±i^lZ + i)/^/2. (21.)

±K3 + 40. (22.) ±{{fi + b) + {a-b)i}. (23.) ± {.'>+ V(a^-- l)i}- (24.)

±[V{(a'' + l)/2}+tV{(a-''-l)/2!-]. (25.) ±(3 + 2i), ±(2-3i). (26.)

(a;+ a) {x-a) (x-ua) {x-w'a) {x-u"a) (x-cj'^a), where w= (
- 1 + \/3j)/2,

w' = (l + V3i)/2. (27.) (.7' + l) (a;'^-a-(V5 + l)/2 + l) {x^ + x{^J5-l)/2 + l).

(28.) {a;2-2a; cos. 2^-/7 + 1} {.);--'2a; cos. 47r/7 + l} {x'^-2x cos. 67r/7 + l!.

(29.

)

n U- - 2/iA- COS^?^ + «- 1.
A;= L '"- J

XVII.

(1.) 151/208 > 5/7. (3.) {ad-bc)/{c-d). (4.) 10i| ; 7 + 5V2. (5.)

14-456 . . ., 13-198 . . ., 15-835 . . . (6.) V^+V^- (9.) (ad-bc)/

[b + c-a-d); - 1 ; 0.

XVIII.

(1.) 145/416. (2.) The real values of 3; are ± 4. (3.) 0, 6. (4.) 2.5x2/

= 12(a;- + 2/2). (10.) 19:16. (11.) 29^ n'i"- past 10. (13.) r>2h.

(14.) -01*75 in. (15.) 6-373 ft.

XIX.

(1.) -2, 5. (2.) a + 2h. (3.) a + h. (4.) 1, 1. (5.) a, b, c. (6.) r,=5,

b=-l7. (7.) lLr--87.'--+160 = 0. (8.) .t'^ + 1 = 0. {9.) x" + ac = 0. (10.)

(x-a){K'^ + {a-b)x-ab + a^\=0. (11.) a:(a;2-107) = 0. (12.) x{x + 2p-r) = 0.

{13.) 3x-(a + b + c) = 0. (14:.) x^-^{s+ t){s+ t-s'^ + st-t-} +281+ 113-^1 = 0.

(15.) ib + d-b' + d')x + cib-b')+a{d-d') = 0. (16.) X^+ Y^ + Z^- 2YZ-2ZX
-2XY= 0. (17.) 3x^ + 2ia+ b + c)x-{a- + b^+ c'^-2ab-2bc-2ca)= 0. (18.)

3.r- + 28.1-= 0. (19. ) irvi{l-m)x + {l- m)-y"= ^inc-. (20. ) x-{2x" - iax + Ba^) = 0.

;21.) it;-16 = 0. (22.) 49x-1936=:0. (23.) a;'*- 3a;2= 0. (24.) ox-* - ibx^

-2a'x^-ia-bx + a^+ia-b-= 0. (25.) ^•''= 0. (26.) i:, {x"-{y - z^ - 2yz{z - xf
(x-y)-}=0. (27.) x- + i/' + z"-xy-yz-zx=0. (28.) a;(a;2- 1) = 0. (29.)

625.r--24641.r + 234256 = 0. (30.) c''{x + a)"+^ = a":>:"+K (31.) 27&(a--a;)

= {b- 2af. (32. ) X2j{x + y) (.>r + o:y + y-) = 0.

XXI.

(1.) z= y^-5y^ + oy. (7.) [ab' + a'b)" = {nc'^a'c)- + {bc'±b'c)'.
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XXII.

(7.) 1-3543, 6-6457. (8.) 2-0508. (11.) -6/(2. (13.) +-55826 . . .,

-•35826 . . ., and 1-5 exactly. (14.) One between -2 and -3, namely,

-2-8025 ; the rest imaginary. (25.) 1-259921049894873. (26.)

2-094551481542326. (27.) 9-96666679. (28.) 46-7616301847, -3471623192.

(29.) 18-64482373095. (30.) 123. (31.) 4-5195507. (32.) 1-475773161.

(33.) 4-581400362. (34.) 2-0520421768796. (35.) -1-4142135623730950488.

XXIII.

(1.) iU- (2.) 21. (3.) -IH- (4.) 2. (5.) -1-455. (6.) l/{a + b).

(7.) acjb. (8.) &. (9.) 0. (10.) {{cr + b-) {a"-- b" + ab)-a^ + b''}/ia^ +P). (11.)

±b. (12.) -2, |. (13.)0,-f. (14.) 5. (15.) -i. (16.) -t. (17.) 4.

(18.) -i. (19.) t. (20.) ab/{a + b).

,„. s iabfd - (ft- - b") (cf- dc)

(ft- - 62) {(c +/) (ft + b)-{c + d){si- b)) - Ub {d{a + b) -\-f{a -b)]'

(22.) {ci^ + b")l{a+ b). (23.) « + &. (24.) 2{a-b){b-c)l{c-a). (25.) 0,

±\/{-ab- be - ca).

XXIV.

(1.) 6, 9. (2.) li, f-f. (3.) 6-60485, 3-68993. (4.) 16, 4. (5.) f, f
(6.) -W; -W- {T-) 2b-a,2a-b. (8.) 2bn(m-3l)aJ{2m'^-SP), 3lm{2m
- l)b/(2vi^ - 3P). (9.)-2ic/(ft2 + &2), 2ac/{a'^ + b"'). {10.) ac/ia^ + b^ bc/{a^ + b-).

ill.) a-b, 2ab/{a-b). (12.) a* -b\ a^+ a%^+ IK {IS.) -pq, p + q. (14.)

\ = a-b-c,fj.= -ab + bc-ca. {17.) abc{b-c){c -a) {a-b) = 0. (18.) ia; + -*/.

(19.) X- + X-6. (20.) -r'^x- + {-lx. *

XXV.

(1.) 60, 40, 36. (2.) 2, 3, 4. (3.) -7293, -8039, -"0269. (4.) 12, 8, 6.

(5. ) A = i, B = I, C= 1. (6. ) {(2/" - y')x - {x" - x')y - x'f+ a;"?/'} / {{y" - y')x"'

-{x"-x')y"'-x'y"+ x"y'}. (7.) -^V-^ + iaj-^-V {8.) x= l{b + c-a),kc. (9.)

a;=26c(c2-a2)(a + j)/(5c2 + cft2 + a62^a&c), &c. (10.) 'S,K{x-b){x-c)l{a-b)

(a-c). (11.) a, b, c. (12.) a'= (ft + a)(ft + /3)(a + 7)/(a-i») (a-c), &c. (13.)

x= a{a + b + c)/{a-b){a-c),kc. {I'i.) x= y-z='Ea--'Ebc. {IB.) x= {vv^ + n^

- 2hnn - Z/n,^ + Z^^i - bi- + l"7i)/2{I,l" - "Lmn) = {m + n)/2, &c. (16.) a;= {]}"+ mn)/

{I - m) {I - 01), kc. {17.) x:y:z=b + c-a:c + a-b:a+b-c. (18.)Puta; + y
+ z= p, then x=pa/{a + b + c)-{g-h)/{a+ b + c). (19.) - W, - ft, ff, f|.

(20. ) Express 2h q, 'r in terms of x, y, z, s, then eliminate p, q, r, and there

results a system of three equations in x, y, z; z= g{ad + bc)/{bce + bde-bcf
- bdf- be/+ cde+ cef- cdf- abc - abd - abe - acd - adc - adf- acf- acf] . (21.

)

1, 3, 5, 9, 11. (22.) By means of the first four equations express all the

variables in terms of z ; the last equation then gives

z= {afh + beg - bcf- cfh - bfh - bch)^{ad/h + bccg + Icfh - b/dh - bcch).
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{2i.) x:y: z:u = l/{l +»):•[ lil + h):! l{l+c):-[ 1(1+ d). (25.) Tlic iviiuiml

equation is (B"C').k + (A'C")v/ + (A"B')c-- A(B"C) + A'(BC") + A"(B'G). wIuto

(B"C') = B"C'-B'C", &c.

XXVI.

(1.) b{a + 4b + i\^ab)/a". (2.) m-nr/{m-nf. (3.) 14. (4.) --/-. (5.) '/•

(6.) a-/3. (7.) x=±\/{'^^{^2J'^-'S,pq)}. This solution is extraneous if all tlie

radicals be taicen positively. • (8.) ;>, 2p + 2. (9.) (5a-- i-)/4«. (10.) a + b.

(11.) 0, f::. (12.) W-, 11- (13.) abl{a+b), {a + b)li. (14.) fS, tV*-

r .7;
— a-b, a + b, «± \/«(a - 26) ;

^^^^
ly= 0, 2b, b-=f\'a{a-2b).

(x= a V {d/(a^ -b^)\, w &c. , w- &c.
;

(16.) 9, (5. (17.) 4 ,T, 1 , ,,, ,
-

8

(18.) a;= «6crf, 2/= -2afc, s= 2«.6, «= -2«. (19.) x= -{b--c-)(a + b){a + c),

&c. (20.) a;= rt/mn, &c. (21.) a;= Prt(2rt + 6), &c. {22.) - a, - b, - c. (23.)

a;= (6 - c) (6- - c-)l{2'Lc(? - "Za-b), &c. (24.) In order that the system be consistent

we must have \jk= l/{k - a) + '[/{Ic-b) + '[ /{k -c) + l/{k - d) ; then x:y:z:u
= l/{k-a):l/{k-b):l/{k-c):ll{k-d). (25.) x=^{a+ c + d-2b), kc. (26.)

6,8. (27.) 0,0; and H, - f1. (28.) ^V, 18. (29.) a;= ± V{A(^* + M^)

(l/\- + l/M-)!?/=±vy!M^'' + /""')(lA'-V/^')}- (so.) n, b; and a-a{a-b)/

c{c-b), b-b{b-a)/c{c-n). (31.) -&-c, -a-c. (32.) x=±V2«, &c.

(33.) x=±\/2bcla, &c. (34.) -ff, - ^', -c.

XXVIII.

(1.) 0, -1. (2.)*,!-. (3.) 0, 0. (4.) 1, -2. (5.) J(3±0. (6.)

-1±V6. (7.) {-pa + q^±\/pq{^-a)]l{p-q). (8.) {- 2i;r?±(r -?-)/! /

(io2 + ^'.i).
(9.) h{-l±^V). (10.) -4, -7. (11.) 1*, fJ. (12.)

^(10±V^i)- (13.) 11±7/. (14.) 200, 1. (15.) -53, -49. (16.) 53,

-49. (17.) ~ZsJ7±2sJ-2. (18.) \+s/-2±^Z. (19.) -11-5/, -12-7/.

(20.) 7 + 4/, 1-6/. (21.) 2±J\/3. (22.) (l±8/)/13. (23.) f, |. (24.)

0,a + b. (25.) -2rt±(& + f). (26.) rtfc, - rt - &. (27.) \/{m/n), \/{n/vi).

(28.) (a + b)/ab, ~2l{a + h). (29.) (V, b{2a + b)l{a-b). (30.) 1, (6 + c-2«)/

(c + «-26). (31.) c, -c. (32.) 2(r±Srt6. (33.) (« + 6 + c)/3. (34.) ^(1

+ V29).

XXIX.

(1.) ±1, ±Vti- (2.) ±v'(-«'- -"?'), -rt. (3.) -2±3/, 1, 3.

(4.) hi- (a- 2)±as/2 + V 14 - 4« - «-=F2v'2ff(« - 2)} ],

hi- (a- 2)±aV2 - V (^ " 4« - a'T2^2a{a - 2)} ].

(5.) 2, i(-3±/v'23). (6.) -1, (V«±'V(3« + 4))/2v'«- (7-) - w, - w',

1, 1. (8.) w/p, ui-Ip, p\ -'ir.

(9.) i{3±V(\/41 + 4)}+4{-l±\/(V41-4)}/,

i{3±V(V4i + 4)!-i{-i±V(Ny4i-4);/.
(10.) 2,3, 1, -1. (11.) -|A, 0, -3.
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XXX.

(1.) lla+ljh, -2/a. (2.) ±'^{a''- ab + h"). (3.) (l±Vl9)/2. (4.) 3.

(5.) 3, -i. (6.) (bd-2bc)/(2ca-cd). (7.) 0, {c{a" + b-) ~ [a^- + b"^)} / {c(a" + 1")

-c-{a + b)}. (8.) ±^J{(2aW-c"a'-b^c-)|(a^ + P-2c-)}, 0. (9.) (a^ + r-)/

{n + b), a + b, 0. (10.) -2(a + b) + 2c. (11.) 0, 0. (12.) {ab{c + d)-cd

(a + b)}/(ab-cd). (13.) ±V2ai, 0. (14.) 2. (15.) 5, -3-^. (IG.) ±ia^/b.

(17.) i2«.

XXXI.*

(2.) i,(-6 + 4\/3). (3.) 4(l-\/5)a. (4.) c, (2a2Z,

(5.)[i(o±V52), -i],3. (6.) (a--2a + 2f/4(a-l)^

(8.)[y]. 0. (9.) [a&/(a + &)],0. (10.) (3±V22)/2.
(12.) 4(a + b), [S(a + b)(2a+ b)(a + 2b)/(a~b)-].

(13.) [(rt3 + 63)/a6],(« + &)(a2 + 3a& + &-)/«&. (n.) [-(9a^ + Uab + 9b')/S(a + b)];

if Z^ = «, ,f=-2ffi, Avliicli does not satisfy the equation. (15.) 5, [--V].

(16. ) + («- - Z*-)/2V2(^- + &-). (17.) -If, -1. (18.) +2«/V3. (19.)0, oo.

(20.) 42, 15. (21.) Reduces to a; = 0, along with a reciprocal Itiquadratic

whose roots a, a, (9±

4

\/Q)a are all extraneous. (22. ) ia(m - 2)j(vi- - 4m + 8).

(23.) 0, [±i\J'oajq\. (24.) a{- {in + 'ii)l2{on-n)±^^\J [1 - imnj[ifir + n-))l

(25.) C2,ab)-/iabc. (26.) ±(a--7i2i2)/2VM'i- 1) (a^-«^-)}- (27.) - V(«^).

[ + V(«Z'), 0].

(1.) 4, i(-3±V'0-
+ &2c - a-c)/(a- + 2bc - b'-).

(7)0,l,[i(- 3±^/7^•)].

(11.) -3±\/^+lV37.

XXXII.

(1.) b, c, &c. (2.) |log.4{^J±V(r-4ry)}. (3.) {a + &)/(«- ?')!-"'''<'^-'-'',

{(a- &)/(« + &)] -^'»'(''-«', &c. (4.) 2,-1. (5.) 2 + ilog-VVlog3. (6.)-X +

h{i^±J(p:'-4)}. (7.) ±«, ±Jia^- + 2)i. (8.) 2, 1/2, -3, -1/3. (9.) §,

f, M3±n/^)- (10.) i(3+V5), i(l+^15i). (11.) 4, -1/4, 2, -1/2.

(12.) ^<-6±V('-''-'-2''?>-3a-)}/2rt, -1. (13.) {- (a + b)±^/{bU-2ab -
-.ia-)}

/

2a, 1. ( 14. ) ±V { ( - ?>± V6-'- 4«c)/2« } . (15.) { - ^-i V(Z''- 4a--)| /2a, ±1.

(16.) {-b±sJ(P±-i<>cyj2a {i sohilions). (17.) i{l± V5 + V(10'F2v'5)i},

Hl±\/5-\/(10T2\/f.)i;, -1. (18.) i(-3±V5), 4(-5±\/21), 1- (19.)

3V{-13±\/73 + V(-2062T26V73)}, ,V{&c. - &c.! .

^
(21.) i(-5±v'33),

•!;( - 5±\/29). (22.) The equation is equivalent to a~ + (p-q)x-\-2"}~'^'^\/

\pq(r + '/' )1 • (23. ) ±V {tV(221 ± ^48241)} . (24. ) - Y_, 3, K - 1 ± \/251 i).

(25.) Reduces to a reciprocal l)i(piadratic, the roots of which are extraneous.

(26.) 0, [±\/24]. (27.) -4. (28.) Put ^= {(x~ a)/(x + a)}^' ; the equation

then becomes a reciprocal cubic. (29.) -2±^{\/(\/4:5 + i):ii\/(\/i5- i)i}.

(30.) -i(-7±\/77), [i-(-7±V53)]. (31.) IG, [-Vrf'/]. (32.) ^!-;;±V(i"'
+ 4(/)|, where q=^{-'Za±2\/(I,a--^ab)}. (34.) Reduces to a recipmcal

biquadratic, all the roots of which are extraneous except i^y(2 + 2\/2). (35.)

±1, 2±V3, J(l±Vlyi)- (36.) i,{a + b±^/Z{a-b)i}, a, b, ^. (37.) ±2/

V(20v'6-45), ±2i/V(20v'G + 4.^)). (38.) -"^±iV229, - V-±-j\/21.

* When extraneous solutions are given at all, they are in most cases dis-

tinguislied by enclosing them in square brackets, thus [--V]-
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XXXIII.

(1.) 12,18; (2.) 7, -4; (3.) 7,3,-7,-3; (4.) ^,5; (5.) 0, 3, J( - l±\/7/)
;

18,12. i,-7. 3,7,-3,-7. -V. 3. 0, 'd, K-l^^JJi).

(6.)], 2, i(-ll±V209); {7.) ij{b±ah2b-a)^};

2, 1, ^(-IITV^UQ). i{*T«^(2«>-af|.

(8.

)

0, {bq - cq)) {(f - rP)l {{a" + b") (^J^ + g,2) _ ^ab2)q] ;

0, (bp - aq)iq"-2}-)/{{a' + b') (2^ + q') - 'iabpq]

.

(9.) {1 +«&± V(a2- 1) {b^-i)}j(a + b)
;

(1 - ab±\/(a^~l) (b-- !)}/(« - b) ; two solutions.

( 10.

)

[c± Vclcrf - idbjld}l2a ;

{c'=F &c. j/26.

(12.) ,r=J:v'l(325±3Vll721)/68}, if/:c={- 107 ±sjn721)/2.

(13.) 7, -7; (14.) 5, -3; (15.) ±a,y/{a" + b-^)/b
;

5,-5. - 3, 5. ± b\/(a" + i-')/f'' > two solutions.

(16.) ^(V5±l);); (17.) ±^V3(26-a), ±«i

;

MV5T1)'7- ±iv/3(2«-6), T6i.
(18.) 0, -hab(b(^ + aw-);

0, ia&(iaj - «w'-) ; where w^= l.

(19.) ±{2jr{a-p'' + b-q-)/{p*-qi)}'-; (20.) #, -f. (21.) 3,-1;

± |25'-(«'i'" + ^"2'")/(2J*-?r')}^; 4 solutions. 1,-3.

(22.) 4, 3, -6, -2; (23.) ±(sj3±\/2), ±(9V3±llv'2) ; 4 solution.?.

3, 4, - 2, - G.

(24.) ±3, ±2; (25.) G, -2; (26.) 3, 6, 3a;, 6w, 3a)-, 6aj-

;

±2, ±3; 4 solutions. 2, - G. 6, 3, 6w, 3a;, Go;'-, 3a;2.

(27.

(29.

(31.

(32.

(34.

(36.

(38.

(39.

(40.

(42.

2, 3, 2a;, So;, 2a;2, 3a;"-; (28.) ±««(«=^ - a;&*)^ ±wbHa^ - o}¥)-.

3, 2, 3a;, 2w, 3a;2, 2a;-.

5, 2, -5, -2; (30.) 2, 4, 2a;, 4a;, 2a;-, 4a;-;

2, 5, - 2, - 5. 4, 2, 4a;, 2a;, 4a;-, 2a;2.

J[^>± V !
- 3b-±2'^(2ai + 2¥)}];

^[SrFV{-3i-±2\/(2r6-' + 26J)}].

3, 2, -i(5± V15H)

;

^,_
2«

2, 3, i(5TVl5H). ^ ^ ''-2±2J±V(i^' + 4)'

1, 2, 4(3±V19^') ; (35.) (2^ + 2^w + w2)/2*;

2, 1, i(3T\/19'). w2/2'.

ou, 2v' ; where u^= +1, (37.) -M17±^51i) ;

2u, Su'

;

11'"'= -1. -J\{l7^\/oli).

lfv=ijjx, then u(l + u-) = a'''(l + i'^), a reciprocal biquadratic.

±3, ±2; . a.' + 2/=±V(-14±6V7);
j_.T _i_o 8 solutions ; and 8 more given by

1 ,/ , , ^ ,J^±2 ±3
; ^ -^ a;-?/=±Ay(- 14:f6V7).

±a\/ab/{a- + b^), ±ia\/ab/{a- + b'); (41.) 2, 8;

±b\/abl{n:- + b-), :fib\/abl{a- + b~). 8, 2.

Kationalise the first equation, using the second in the process, and thus

find a quadratic for o:y. (43. )
(«- - b-)j2a

;
{a" + b-± \/{a^ - 6a-b- + b*)

}
/ia.
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(44.) 10, 13; (45.) 2, 8;

l:j, 10. 8, 2.

(47.) We can derive (.7;-7/)--2ff(,r + ?/) +«- =0;
(,, _ y )- - ^2b{x + i/)+ ^J2ah -b"= 0.

(48.) ±bl, V2« + ?'(bis);

^ai, ^y2& + « (bis).

(49.) If u, = .rij/ab, v = x-/a- + y'/b'\ we can derive

{m - 2)11"^ + 2(to - n)u + (m - 2) + wi;= ;

mu- + 2{m + n)u + vi - {n + 2)v= Q.

(50.) ±al^{a + b); (51.) I ;

(52.) One real solution is h{^n + l±\/{?>a + \)] ;

l{^ -lT\/(8« + l)l.

Anotlicr is given In' ?/ + 2a?/- + 1 = 0, ,v= 2/~-.

(46.) |«;

2«.

XXXIV.

(1.) a;= +(i-c)/(rt&c)'^, y= +{c-a)l{abcY, 2= &c.

;

a;= u{b- c)/{ahc)
, y — io{c - a)/{abc)

,
z= &c.

;

x=w"{b-c)l{abcY, y = kQ.. ; = &c.
;

where £0''= +1. (2.) Eliminate s between the first two equations, and jjut

t= ^ - c, 7]=:y-c. The following are solutions :
—

x= b + c, y= ci-a, z= a + b,

x= {b" + C'-a{b + c)\/{b + c-a), y= kc., z= kc.

(3.) a;= 2, y= S, 2= 1; or x--6, y=-7, z=-5. (4.) a;= 3, y= 2,

2=1. (5.) x= iJVllOOl), ?/= ±iV\/(1001), 2= ±jij-\/(1001). two solutions.

{6.)x= y=z=± V2/2. (7. ) ;t;= db {a~b" + ci-c^ - b^c-)/2abc, y=±&c., z=± &c.

,

two solutions. (8.) We derive by subti'action from the first two equations

{x-y){a-z) = 0, and from the first and third (a;-2)(«-i/) = 0. Combining

these two with one of the original equations, we obtain the following five

solutions (the last three twice over) :

—

a-= a, /3, (i'' -«")/''') ^, «;

y = a, /3, a, (?'--a-)/a, a;

2 = a, /3, a, a,
(
7'" - «")/"'

;

where a and ^ are the roots of x- + ax-2r= 0. (9.) Eight solutions, as

follows :

—

a-= 2 = (±5f\/409)/3, y = (:f 10+ \''409)/3
;

a-= 2 = (±5-\/409)/3, 2/= (±10 - \/409)/3
;

x= {± \/i635 + i3 V33)/6, 2= (± VieTS - z3 \''33)/6,

y=±V(163.5)/6;
.r=(±\/l6.35 - ?:3V33)/6, 2 = (±\/l635 + «3\/33)/6,

7/=±V(163r.)/6;
•upper signs togetlier and lower together throughout.

(.o.)»=i(A.i)/<i.;,.^ -, ?/= &€., 2= &c. (11.) If we add the
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three equations, we obtain tlie equation {a + b + c){x + y + z) — ^x + y + z)".

Hence x + y + z=0, or —{a + b + c)/S. The three equations can therefore be

replaced by three linear equations : x= 0, y= 0, s=0, and x={3bc + 2ca+ ab

+ b--c-)j-llbc + ca + ab), &c., are solutions. (12.) The equations are linear in

x--yz, y--zx, z^-xy. Solving, we obtain, x"-yz=p, y--zx= q, z--xy= r,

say. If we now put x=uz, y=vz, we obtain the following biquadratics for

« and V :

—

{r- -2->q)u-^ -il'"- qr)u^ - ('•" -pq)u + {f- qr) = 0,

(?•'- -2^q)v* -(?'"- '>^2))^^ - {?•- -2^q)v + (
q- - ?7j) = 0.

We thus find the following values for tc and v :
—

u=l, ui, or, {2'--qr)/{r^-2^q),

v=l, W-, w, {q--r2))/{r'-2)q).

The first three pairs give x=co, y — <x, z=co. The la.st pair gives

,r = ±(/-

-

qr)l\/{2r' +f + '>-^-32)qr), y= ±ke., z= ±kc. (13.) From the fir.st

equation we see that x= pa{b-c){(r + a), y= pb{c-a){ff + b), z= kc., where p

and (T are arbitrary. The second equation gives the following quadratic for c,

{La? - Siic] 0-- + {2«-(& + c) - ^ahc}^ a + {HU-c- - abcZa] = 0. When cr is known, the

third equation gives p=:±l/V-r<'-^6-c)-(cr + f/)-. Hence we obtain four sets

of values for x, y, z. (14.)- From the first three equations we have x + yz

= p/n, &c. From these, squaring and using the last equation, we deduce

{I -2r){l -z-)= p-/a-, &c. From these last we deduce x=±\/{H pa/be),

±&c. ±&c. Substituting these values in the last equation we find p—
and p= ±(1,a^ - 2'Eb-c-)/iabc. Hence x— y=z= -1 ; and x— -{a--b'-c')/

2bc, y= -kc. z= -kc.

(15.) x=0, Aa, %a, -a, —n;
y=0, Aa, -a, ^a, -n;
z= 0, 4a, -a, -a, %a.

(16.) The given equations may be written (x-y)- + {y -z)-= a?, kc. Hence

weha.ve{y-zf={b' + c"-a-)/2,kc. Hence y-z=±\'(b- + c-

-

a-)/2, &c. The
system is therefore insufiicient to determine the three variables ; in fact it will

not be a con.sistent system unless 2«''- 26-c"=0. (17.) If p=xyz, x= uz,y= vz,

we may write the equations ap= {v + l)'u, bp = {u-l)/v, cp=u + v. Elim-

inating %c and V we find p-={b + c-a)/abc ; and so on. (18.) If x be

eliminated, the resulting equations may be written

2^r, + r - 147/ - 28^^ - 81 = 0,

t--(^-7)- =0,

where ^ = yz, ?;=?/" + ;-; one set of solutions is x= 3, y=l, z—2; another

a-= 3, y=2, ; = 1 ; &c. (19.) From the given equations we can deduce

{bhj-c*z)/{y-z) = kc.=kc.=(x, say. Whence (a*-(r)x= {b*- <T)y^{c*-(r)z

= r, say. We can then determine a and r by means of the given equations.

Result, x= p{n(a«-bV)]^/{a^~b^c*)(La^--3a^bV)^, where p is any one of

the 4th roots of +1. (20.) The equations can be written xy + xz-yz

— p/a-, kc, where p= x-y"z~j(yz + zx + xy). Eesult, x=±2bc{1b-c-)-/a{b- + c-),

y= ±kc.,z= ±kc., two solutions. (21.) x= ± V2«-i-c-(6 + c)/{2a3(6 + c)'}*,
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2/=±&c., z^±kc. (22.) x= y= z = 8 ; ami x=-6, ?/= -4, z= -2. (23.)

x= d{h-n)/(c-d), y^c{h-a)l[c-d), z= h(c - d)/(b - a), u= a{c- d)/(b - a).

(24.) The real solutions arc x = 3, 1, 2
;

2/= 2, 3, 1
;

:; = 1, 2, 3.

(25. ) Wc liave (x- - yzf - (if - zx) (z^ - xy) = ft* - h-c".

Hence a^= p(«'- 6V), y= p{¥-c-a"), kc.

x= ±{a^ - Z'V-)/\/(-«'* - oa"b'C-), &c.

(1.) [(ac'){(ad") + (be")} - («0 {(ad') + (be')]] x [(M") {(arf') + (be')]

{(ad") + (bc")]] = [(ac')(bd") - (r/c")(?>rr)]2. (2.) (P + m^ - l)"(a + b)" - (P + '^

\ (P - m-f -P- m-] (a? - b-)" + Pr,P(a - bf = 0. (3. )
«•* + 6^= c'-(rt" + Ir).

XXXV.

(/;,r)

-1)

{
(P - m-f -P- m- ]

(«" - b-f + Pm\a - bf = 0. (3. ) n- + o^= e-\a- + v). (4.

)

8d«=n(&- + c2-a-). (5.)iJ + :z
+ '''= 0- (8.)c(a-b)^-2e(p + q)(a-b)- + (cp-q)

(p-cq) = 0. (9.) Eliminate s, and put ^= x + y, v=xy, in the three resulting

equations, then eliminate ^, and there results two quadratics in tj, &c. (10.)

^a^^= 5a-b"G\ (11.) Put ii,= '2x, v= 'S,xy, w= xyz, eliminate v and iv, and

reduce the resulting equations to two quadratics in u. (12.) Let ^= x + a,

n = y + b, f=s + c, then ^r,^-=abe. We have tj^- (b + c)(v + i')
= n"-(b + c)-,

&c. These give ^, 77, ^ in terms of ijf, f^, ^i?. Again multiplying the last

three equations by f, 77, f, we have a6c-(& + c)(^T7 + i't)- These give ^, 7], f

again in terms of 77^, f^, ^r;. "We thus get three linear equations for f, )?, f,

&c. (13.)'AVe can deduce a^ja;„+ 2/o2/„= const. =o^V say ;
a'3.T« + 2/32/M= 3^y',

. . . ; and finally x„-ix„ + yn-iyn= n-ikj- Now either „-iJcn^=^k,P, in which

case the system is indeterminate, or n-ihi'+^n^, in which case the system

is inconsistent.

XXXVL

(1.) -2i^ + 5p^q-5pq\ (2.) (/-6/r2' + 9irr-2'Z^)/(i''-^'7)- (^-^ < -^'"

+ 5j^q-5pq^-)/q^ (i.) ±(p^-2.2y^q + q")sj(p''-^)l<f- (5-) ! -i'd'^ - %)

±( r - '?)\/(
^''^

-

4'z)}/tM?'' - ?)(i^' - 32)\/(r - 4g). (6.) i'^ - 2-7 + 2^*^/ + 25-.

(7. ) 3 Ax'-i - SA^a;+ A^ - B-' =0. (9. ) a? - (2/r + 2ph +^^2 _ 2q)x + /i-* + 22>/r + (
p''

+ 2q)7P + 2pqh + q"-= 0. (12. ) 4ffla'(<;'«) + (a'^^') = 0- (!*• ) (I'l' " ^^Ji^'o + 3273)/?'3 •

(15. ) ( pp - ^opip.?ih + ^rahPi^ + 5p-Ppi - ^^pipiW- (is-
) i^^'v-^ - '^p-^

-2pi^P3 + i2hP2P3-P3^- (17.) (QpiP-iP-i-P'?-lhh^3)l(pnh-pi)- (18.) 2;;i2

- Qpi . (19. ) 2h^ - (^2h^P-2 + Qp-r. (20. ) 2pi^ - 3piP2 - 3^^^
•

(21. ) 2h* - Wi?2

+ 2p-r + 42hPs-^Pi- (22.) (^lhPi--^P-iP-iPi+Pi^)IPi^- (23.) ?v-2i?i??3

+ 2;;4 . (24. )
/Vj ?;3 - 42^4 • (25. ) 3i?i* - ^pi^p-i + 4;;o2 - Ap^i^'A + 1 6/'4 • (26.

)

y?-p^x'^Jr(piP3-^Pi)x-2hh^i + ^F-2Pi-Pi"= ^- (30-) 22M' + 2i;2-i'iiV. (31.)

= 2(;v+2?i2') - 4(2?2+i'2') - 2i?i^V- (32.) (p-i-Pif + PiPi(P-2+P2)+lh'P2

+pr'p-j:. (36.) x?-iacx + 4a"d"- + ib-c"-ibW:^0. (37.) a^;,' + ^V/J = 2fflft'c.

(38.) The roots are S, f, fr- (40-) The roots are -7, Si^lS. (46.) From

the first two equations we deduce p2=2h'/\/^, 3j;3= (3/\/6- l)2'l^ ^t^- (*9-)

^4 + 3,^4 _ 6^2,^2 .^ 8Z?t'* - 62?-» = 0. (50. )
(2a* -b* + 2a-b- - c-^)-^ id^ci- + 2b-).
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XXXYII.

(1.) Roots real, +, +. (2.) Knots real, +(num. greater), -. (3.) Roots

imaginary. (4.) Roots e(|iial, +. (5.) Roots real, +(iuim. greater), -.

(6.) Roots real, -, -. (7.) Roots real +, - (num. greater). (8.) 1° h- - iac,

-
; a + c, +. 2" b- - 4iic, +. 3" h--Aac, ~

; « + c, -. 4° h = Q, a= c.

r)°« + c=0. (9.) D (tlie discrimiuaut)= -4(^ -(/)-. (10.) D= - 4(c- 6)^

[a-h)-. (11.) D = 22(i-c)2. (12.) D = 2Za-(h-c)-. (13.) iq^ + 2lr'^= 0.

(14.) The roots are {s f, -J. (16.) 256ac3-27rf^= 0. (18.) a.'--.r=0. (19.)

G.c2 + .T-2 = 0. (20.) a;-- 6.7; + 7 = 0. (21.) x" -2{2a'^ -l)x+\ = Q. (22.)

(23.)

1

(27.

2a.f + a- + /3- = 0.

- .:• 1 1

qr -X q

rp p - a;

pq p (1

(30.) (.' -;;)=«+! -fy !»+l

-.T

= 0.

43.3 _ 4,,,2 _^ 1 6 ,. _ 8 = 0. (24. ) ar* + 2.t- + 25 = 0.

(28. ) a;« - 2.z-^ - a?*+ x" - 2a? - 1 = 0.

c-x b (I \

(29.) ap c-x // - 0.

&7^ a]} c-x
I

(31.) 4,/y--7r. (32.) -r2a.-3 + 118a;2- 372a; +386.

= 0.

XXXIX.

(1.) 3.seconds. (2.) 84. (3.) 13s. 9.1., 7. (4.) 1-72%. (5.) 2i«f hours.

(6. ) '.I (7. ) f)4 gallons. (8. ) S h. 27 m. 16 sec. + . (9. ) 100 yards per minute

;

ir>0 yards per minute. (10.) 5s. lOd. (11.) 15, 12. (12.) pq/h, pq/h-)).

(13.) a's/mj(l + \/vi), a/(l + \/vi). (14.) 1021 pence. (15.) He was 43 years

of age in tlie year 1849. (16.) (ac-b(l)/{a-b + c-d). (17.) 7 miles. (18.)

AatlO A.M., Bat 9.30 A.M. (19.) (?-2^)/2r + rf/2. (20.) £14,800. (21.)

x=',vi + 7i + 2)/{'»m-l). (22.) 9:1. (23.) 35, 25. (24.) 25^, IS, C7i.

(25.) 10-088", 10 •288". (26.) 106 yards, very nearly. (27.) cl/(b + c), bt/(b + c),

u{b--c-)/-2hct. (23.) 10815:10827. (29.) (iba'b'(a- a')(b -b')/(ab' - a'b)-.

(30.) In A l0O7n{n. + l)l(2mn+in+'n),mV>100v(m + l)/{2mn + m + n). (31.)

20, 30. (32.) Tlie distances from XII are given by a;=60j:)/ll, where jj= 0,

1, 2, . . ., 11. (33.) If A, 15, C lose in order, they had originally £13«./8,

£7«/8, £4«/8. (34.) 3 hours, and 4 hours. (35.) £20. (36.) 8. (37.) 80.

(38.) CO quarts. (39.) 1, 2, 3, 4 ; or 5, 6, 7, 8. (40.) The duties corre-

sponding to maximum and minimum revenues are 100(y»-«)/3« % and

lQQ{p-a)la% respectively. (41.) 79. (42.) 1,3, 5. (43.) #«-V{2(i-2
-ia^)},|a, |«+V{2(?'--i«-)}. (45.)v + A[l±\/|2-(l+2r/A)-}]/2,r= (V2
-1)7^/2.

XL.

(1.) 495. (2.) 307A. (3.) 30. (4.) - ¥• (5.) Hn^-Sn + i). (6.)

n{cr + n{u-?,)a-\-'>r\. (7.) (3/+ P + 5P- Z-')/2(l - /-). (8.) 899S148^V

(9.) 3. (10.) 1000. (11.) AnyA.r. whose first term is a and whose CD.
is 2(//(?H + 1) has thu rcpiin-d property. (12.) £2131 : 5s. (13.) 50,500 yards.

(14. ) 2525 yards. (15.) 9. (16. ) lie. (17. ) U; \%--, &c. (18. ) - H. - fr. &c.

(19.) 20. (20.) 20. (22.) 1, 5, 9, 13. (24.) g?;(3», + 5). (25.)b + {a-b

-hrl)n + hrbn-. (26.) 3, 2. (28.) (2)^)-= 4 + 12 + . . . +(871 - 4), (2/t + 1)--

1
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= 8 + 16 + . . . + 8n. (29.) The first odd number is rp-''- - ?i+ 1. The second

part follows from § 7. (30.) T„= |( ~ l)"-'^n{n + l) ; S„=; - in(?i + 2) or i(?i+ 1)-,

according as ?i is even or odd. (31.) %n{n + l). {33.) '/r\ (34.) |w(6»-+15w

+ 11). (35.) nSi-nSs-nSi + n. (36.) {p-q){p-2q)n + q{2p-3q)nSi + q"„s-2.

(37.) -2ti--n. (38.) (a- &)%!.+ 3&(rt- Z-)2„Si + 3?r(«- Z')„So + 6^3- (39.)

^(>i-l)n{n + l)()i + 2). (40.) tV'C'i + 1)('^ + 2)(3» + 5). (41.) in{n+ l)(6n^

-2n-l). (42.) i?i(6?i3 + 327r + 33?i-8). (^3.) ^\n{n + iy'{n + 2). (44.) 4960.

(45.) hm{m + l){2m + l). (46.) ^1(1 + 1) {Sm + 2l-2).

XLI.

(1.) 313-3. (2.) -i(3"-3). (3.) ^(1-1/10"). (4.) f(l-(-l)'V4").

(5.) ^{1- (2/3)1"}. (6.) i(3 + V3)!l -(V3 -!)-»}. (7.) |(1 - 1/3"). (8.) |.

(9.) l/(l+a;). (10.) 2v'2. (11.) f. (12.) {a + xf/2{a-x){a^ + x''). (13.)

(l+a;)/(l+a;2). (14.) {x""^- if«)!{:• + y)x-"-\ (15.) a;(l -a;«)/(cc-2/) (1 -a-)

-y{\-yn)l{x-y){l-y). (16.) .\ {9« - 1/10 + 1/10"+11.

.

(17.) -V(6»-l).

(18.) a;V"-l)/(a;^-l)-i'K'''+ l)(2^i+l)- (19-) {(.i^2/)"+i- (.t?/)-"! /(a;y- 1)

- {x{xlyY-y{ylxY]l{x-y). {20.) p"-{p''-l)J{2J--l)-q-{q-"-l)/{q'-l). (21.)

f6»-2« + t. (22.)-rt3(l-(-l)"a3")/(l+a3). (23.) 2?i + (r-» + l/7-4«-2)(r2" - 1)/

(/--I). (24.) « + 2(l-?-")/(^-l) + (l-''--")/('"-l)- (26.) «(?•»- 1) (?•«-!)/

(/-I)-. (28.) Z„= {1 - (
- )«(?i + l)a;»- ( - )"/ix-«+i}/(l +y)2, S„ =l(l+a,f. (29.)

S„= |+(-)«-i(6?i + l)/9.2"-i, 2^=1. (30.) 2„= /, + (-)»-1(9m2 + 12ji + 2)/
27.2»-i, S<„ ==^. (31.) 2„= l + 2.c7(;7j- 1)-'- {(«- + 70.«-- (2?r- 2)a;+ («"-«)}/

x"-'{x-l)^ i:^^l + 2x'l{x-l)\ (32.) S^=(l + 4^ + x--)/(l-af. (33.) S^
= 11/57. (34.) (ar2 + &r + c)(l-'/-3")/(/--l). (35.) £5825 :8 :

5i. (36.)

100(i;/V)». (37.) lAi. (38.) a^l{a -b). (39.)a"P- (1 - a«)E/(l -a), wlierea = l

-{d-b)/lQO. (41.) 7. (42.) 180/121. (43.)-#orf. (44.)5,or-6. (45.) 5.

(46.) 2(5i»-l), or *(5iO-l). (47.) f. (48.) §, f, 1. (49.) 4, 8, 16, 32. (50.)

12^45. (51.) 3, 48. (52.) 11, 33, 99, 297; or -22, 66, -198, 594. (53.)

{ac - b-)/(-2b -a- c). (54. ) 5, 10 ; or - 25/3, - 970/3. (55. ) If /> and q be the

given sums, the results are 22^ql{ir + q), {l'--q)l{p- + q)- (58.) (l+«)

{l-(ac)"}/(l-«c)- (60.) «V/(l+v)(l-r)=(l-r").

XLII.

(1-) h f ; -VV, W-, &c. (2. ) ^, -»f?. (3. ) V, ¥,¥ ¥. ¥, V, - -V-, &c.

(4.) For the corresponding A. P. «= H. ^=-tV (5-) For the correspond-

ing A.P. a^{{p-l)V-{q-l)q\l{p-q)VCl, 6= (Q-P)/(i>-(?)l\). (8.)

i I/^- V'(K-900)}, 15, i{i' + V(i^"- 9*^(^)1 > where i; is arbitrary.

XLI II.

(1.) 4, 5, 3, 4. (2.) 4, 3, 3, 4. (3.) 3'. (4.) 5-1S71 . . . (5.) 32617'105.

(6.) -00794818. (7.) 3144-973. (8.) 1-3800812. (9.) -0
. . . (22 cyphers)

133.352. (10.) -2674734. (11.) -979467. (12.) 7-7791. (13.) 38-37.

(14.) 48-3. (15.) 4-8T213. (16.) 28-2351500. (17.) 3-56062.5. (18.)

The conimoii ratio is 1-079188. (19.) 1-2921592. (20.) 36-833432. (21.) '20.

I
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(22.) 35. (23.) 1-041393. (24.) 2432, number of digits 19. (25.) 5. (26.)

13-73454. (27.) 4. (28.) -98397. (29.) -473-20. (30.) 2-10372, - 1-10372.

(31.) a;= -3-313811, y = -000527696. (32.) 1-49947. (33.) a;= -760-28,

y/=-02060. (34.) 1-24-207. {35.)\og{a--b-)/2\og{a + b). {36.) x + ij=±2a,

a;= 2/-. (37.) 2-793925.

XLIV.

(1.) 3 months. (2.) £1660 : 12 : 10. (3.) £-225 : 4 : 10. (4.) 12 years.

(5.) 254 years. (6.) 7s., 7s. 6d. (7.) 15 years. (11.) P(l+?ir)/(l+w') if

the surplus interest be not reinvested ; otherwise P{(1 -r/r')/(l +r')" + r/7-'}.

(12.) 4-526%. (13.) 6%. (14.) £41,746, £48,837, £59,417. (15. ) SA^?ir/SA^,

(log2A,-log2A3-'V)/logR. (16.) £1107:3:7. (17.) £10 : 5 : 6. (19.)

£8078. (20.) £11,231. (21.) £1801 : 14 : 10. (22.) 4 %. (23.) £479 : 14 : 11.

(24.) 10 years. (25.) £75 : 12 : 10. (26.) A(l - R-2«)/2(R + l). (27.)

£2904:2^:5. (28.) AR". (29.) 20 years. (30.) {log2-log(l+R-™)}/

logR years. (32.) £1912:8: 11. (33.) Present value = «/(R- 1) + ?'(1 - R-«+')/

(R_l)2_ {ff + (n-l)6}R-«/(R-l). (34. ) Present value = a {1-(Z-/R)«1/(R- 6).

(35.) A^/iR('»-<-i'«-(m + l)R'"?+ i;/R"^(R«-l) (R-1).

XLV.

(X and p denote roots of the resolvents of Lagrange and Descartes.)

(1.) X= 2r/iJ. (2.)X=±2. (3.)X=-3. (4.) X=10. (5.) \=pq. (6.)

3/2 is a root. (7.) 2 and -3/2 are roots. (8.) The equation reduces to

(.r2 + 2a; + 3)(2a:2+ a;-2) = 0. (9.) X = i</566. (10.) x= l + \J2 + ^/S, etc.

(11.) p=i.

END OF PART I.

PrhifedBy R. & R. Clark, Limited, Etiinhurzh.
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